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CHAPTER V 

Organization 

(1) Gas Companies without Limited Liability 

Almost all Scottish gas companies took advantage of peculiarit- 

ies in Scottish law which enabled 
1 

them to operate lawfully as a 

'company' or distinct 'persona' without the heavy expenditure of a 

Charter from Parliament. Instead, companies operated under regula- 

tions formulated by their own memberst usually aided by a Writer who 

could ensure that they were compatible with the law of the lando and 

point out the main issues which had to be covered. As in other 

aspects of management, however, the "method of comparisons" played a 

leading role, and companies 'borrowed' guide-lines and rules both from 

the Acts of incorporated gas companies, and from their unincorporated 

predecessors. Despite this ad hoc development, contracts of co- 

partnerY2 throughout Scotland show a close similarity of constructionp 

1. Particularly after repeal of the Bubble Act in 1825, vide infra 
PP- 104# 946 

2. S. R. O. The following Contracts of Co-partnery are used in this 
chapter: 

Company Date Source Ref 

Perth 1823 Perth Ref. Lib. Pamphlets Vol I 
Dumfries 1824 BT2/22 
Dundee 1824 Co-uncil/Sess. Vol. 265 
Dunfermline 1828 BT2/2245; Dunfemline Ref. Lib. 
Kirkcaldy 1829 BT2/1200 
Cupar 1830 BT2/3117- 
Musselburgh 1831 BT2/1589 
Barrhead 1833 BT211032 
Peterhead 1833 BT2/144 
Grangemouth 1834 BT2/2026 
Falkirk 1834 Stirling Sheriff Vol. 19 
Dalry 1834 BT2/3497 
Kinross/Hilnathort 1835 BT2/1481 
Kirriemuir 1836 BT2/987 
Selkirk 1836 GB1/72/1 
Vale of Leven 1839 GB1/82/1 
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0 
and the considerable number which are extant provide a minutely de- 

tailed picture of company organization, with far greater depth than 

the Acts of Chartered Companies. 

Twenty-six companies are examined in this studyq representing 

a nominal capital stock of over L99,650 (Table 5.1) 

Company Date Source Ref. 

Moffat c. 1839 BT2/1360 
Dysart 1843 BT2/2003 
Lochgilphead 1844 BT2/24 
Banchory 1845 GB1/5/1 
Falkirk Joint Stoc k 1845 BT2/6 
Maxwelltown/Dum- 

fries 1845 BT2/112 
Bridge of Weir 1846 BT2/3265 
Innerleithen 1846 BT2/3998 
Gourock 1848 BT2/878 
Dunoon 1851 BT2/2585 

Extant extracts and abbreviations of other contracts include: 
Haddington 1834 The Edinburgh Almanac (1836) 

Nat. Lib. Scot. 
Bo'ness 1844 S. R. O. (GB1/11/1) (7/4/1844) 

NOTE: References in this chapter give the company name# and in 
brackets the Article of each contractj from sources listed here. 

Dundee company also hoped to supply water (article 7) 

Selkirk rules (on 4/2/1836) were drawn up at an Annual General 
Meeting attended only by eighteen shareholdersq and were far more 
incoherent and less detailed than for other companiesp with the 
exception of small companies like Moffat. 

Several contracts, not used here, are extant for later periods. 
Vide, for example, 

S. R. O. Sheriff Court of Perthshire (Deeds) Alyth 
gas company 5/7/1866 

Auchterarder gas company 19/8/1857 
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TABLE 5-1 Companies in Organization Sample and 

Length of Contract 
1 

Nominal Nominal 
Date Contract Value of Capital 

Company Name Commenced Length Shares Stock 

(Years) W (0 

Perth 7/12/1822 21 25 100000 
Dumfries 30/12/1824 21 20 8vOO0 
Dundee l/l/1824 21 20 20,000 
Dunfermline 11/11/1828 21 10 59000 
Kirkcaldy 1/12/1829 21 10 49000 
Cupar 1/5/1830 21 10 29500 
Musselburgh 28/12/1830 31 5 21500 
Barrhead 23/9/1833 99 1 19000 
Grangemouth 1834 - 10 11000 
Falkirk Gaswork 18/6/1834 -indefinite 10 29000 
Dalry 26/5/1834 21 5 950 
Kirriemuir 31/12/1835 - 5 29000 
Kinross/Milnathort 24/6/1835 21 5 29500 
Moffat c. 1839 - 5 10000 
Vale of Leven 9/5/1839 5 2p5OO 
Dysart 1843 indefinite 5 19200 
Maxwelltown/Dumfries 17/6/1845 indefinite 5 59000 
Lochgilphead 12/6/1844 25 5 19200 
Banchory 14/11/1845 1 29400 
Falkirk Joint Stock 15/5/1845 21 2 49000 
Innerleithen 4/4/1846 31 2 800 
Bridge of Weir 1846 m 2 - 
Gourock 13/9/1848 indefinite 2 19400 
Haddington Dec. 1834 5 2tOOO 
Dunoon 8/10/1851 indefinite 2 2tOOO 
Bo'ness 1844 6 lt200 

SOURCES: Vide supra P-895 
Perth Con tract (28/6/1823) is in Pe rth Ref erence Library 

(Perth Pamphlets, Vol Ip No. 4) 

1. cf. Length of Contract in other Eýtant Examples 

Company Date Contract Source (S. R. O. ) 
Commenced (Years) 

Forres 1837 21 BT2/1858 
5/7/1858 30 

Airdrie 4/5/1830 indefinite BT2/237 
Coatbridge l/l/1843 inde f ini te '-- BT2/191 

Vide infra P-1817 
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At Dunfermlinep 
1 

the general meeting of October 1828 which 

agreed to form a gas company also appointed a committee to draft a 

suitable contract of co-partnership. Another general meeting one 

month later authorized copies of the draft to be printed and distri- 

buted among supporters who made marginal notes where they wished the 

clauses to be altered, and then returned the drafts to the committee. 

A third general metting approved revisions of the draft, and elected 

directors to make the alterations und then to employ Mr Cunninghamq a 

solicitor, to complete the regulations. The final contract was then 

approved by a fourth general meeting. Later companies plagiarised 

freely. 

Annan company in 1839 copied rules from Dumfries gas company, and 

the rules at Eyemouth in 1845 were based on those at Ayton. 2 
Bol- 

ness company in 1844 copied five clauses from the Coatbridge company 

contract, and adopted a system of gas receipts and payments from the 

Crieff company. 
3 

For further information on formulating the contract 

they wrote to the Falkirk company, and to that at Grangemouth, which 

had employed Messrs_Russel. and Aitken of Falkirk to design its con- 
4 tract. The Bo'ness contract was finally completed by Mr Cunning- 

ham, writer in Linlithgow, 5 

1. S. R. O. Dunfemline Minute Book, 92. cit. 9 21/10/18289 19/11/18289 
2/12/1828v 4/12/18280 12/2/29. 

2. S. R. O., Annan MinuterýBook, 22. cit. t 22/2/1839; Eyemouth Minute 
Book, 22. cit. t 19/10/1845 - 

3. S. R. O. Bo'ness Minute Book, op. cit., 5/5/1844 9/8/1844 
4. Ibid. 9 29/7/1844. Russel was a coal lessee. Vide infra 'Coal'P. 492 

5. Ibid. p 9/8/1844. 
- Local solicitors or 'Writers' composed the 

wording of contracts according to the wishes of Directors and the 
following solicitors resided in-'the same-town as the company-, - Dundee - John Kerr; Musselburgh - T. Lees; Cupar - J. Dryburgh; 
Moffatt - T. Jardine; Dalry - J. McCosh; Falkirk J. S. - J. Smith; 
Peterhead (25) - W. Alexander; Gourock - H. T. Patten; Maxwelltown 
(41) - W. Primrose and J. Gordon. 
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Each contract fulfilled eight distinct roles, the correct inter- 

dependent fulfilment of which was vital for the "ra. tional and pur- 

poseful oil operation of gas or other companies. The contract de- 

fined the objectives 
2 

and justification 3 for the company, how the 

capital would be invested, 4 
and how much capital was required. it 

stipulated the size of shares, the notice which would precede calls 

upon the shares, how calls would be enforced, and how new partners 

could be integrated into the company at a later date, The duties 

of all partners, the protection of partners and especially former 

partners, and any restrictions upon the number of shares per personp 

were explained. These were the priority considerations for any 

potential investor. 

A hierarchical organization was then constructed with three 

'holons' or self-governing sub-sectionsq 
5 

interlinked by the Company 

Books which acted as a cognative matrix and legal record of actions by 

all participants in the company's activitiesq providing consistency 

1. S. Pollard, Genesis of Modern Management (1968) 22. cit. p. 302 
2. To prevent insidious transmutation into other commercial ventures 
3. Gaslight was usually stated to "be of great benefit and advantage 

to the town", making each company appear as a source of benevolence 
to the community. Vide infra p. 972 

4. The list of priorities in expenditure progressed from the cost 
of establishing the company, through surveys and plansp to pur- 
chasing the site and then erecting the works and laying pipest 
e. g. Dunfermling (3), Kirkcaldy (3), Cupar (3), Dysart (3), Max- 
welltown (4). Falkirk J. S. (3). Gourock (3) 

5. 'Holons' are autonomous, self-governing wholes within the hier- 
archy, with participatory functions but also self-assertive tenden- 
cies. Problems of internal arrangement, and the derivation and 
enforcement of entrepreneurial decisions have received inadequate 
attention by historians according to, Pollard, Genesis of Modern 
Management (1968) 22. cit., pp. 189 78 

A. Koestler,, The Ghost in the Machine (1970) p. 65 
A. Koestler, The Act of Creation (1971) pe' 288 
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regardless of the absencet death or resignation of former partici- 

pants. The shareholders in toto were the ultimate 'holon' govern- 

ing company activitiesq and the contract stipulated a specific 

annual general meeting with agreed regulations on the method of mak- 

ing decisionst together with a mechanism for calling additional ex- 

traordinary general meetings when circumstances warranted a more 

rapid decision. To sustain its prerogative against lower holons, 

standing orders usually required extraordinary meetings to be held 

before the capital stock could be increased, the length of the company 

contract altered, or Parliament petitioned for an Act. Standing 

orders often also placed specific prohibitions on expenditure by the 

directors, and included Contingency Funds of various types. 

The Directors"holon' was under the control of General Meetingsp 

and therefore subjected in the contract to regulations governing the 

election of directors, their meetingsq their liability for actionsp 

and their powers to make by-laws. Directors were also partnerst but 

received far greater powers than ordinary partnersl and as a Board 

took control of the long-term planning and management of company 

affairs. The range of company staff varied with the size of the 

undertaking, but the 'Manager' or chief engineer and his helpers form- 

ed one 'holon' and the clerks, collectors and treasurers formed 

another. They obeyed regulations imposed both by the directorsq as 

their immediate superiors, and by the General, Meetings. The Manager 

was sometimes empowered also to formulate rules for his staff, but 

all the staff were covered by. specific regulations in the original 

company contract. 

Finally the contract provided legal'rules., apportioning responsi- 

bility for signing Bills or other documents on behalf of the companyp 
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and stipulating how disputes within the company over the contract, or 

between the company and outside parties were to be handled. The 

company promotersq or Interim Committee of Management, were respons- 

ible for the initial documents upon which the company commenced. 

Possible Contracts and Leeal Documents in ComDanv Formation 

Prospectus Subscription Contract Limited Liability 

Contract of Co-Partnery o continuing Contract 
of Co-Partnery 

The contract was often neglected until money had been subscrib- 

ed and construction of the works begun, since the purpose of the com- 

pany was normally advertized first in a Prospectus. Investors had 

a very carefree attitude towards the contract in many towns. The 

Prospectus was composed by the promoters, who alone were responsible 

for the size of shares and nominal capital stated, and the Edinburgh 

prospectus 
1 

of 1817 even listed the voting rules, the number and 

qualification of directors and the actual interim Directors. In 

later companies such details were gathered by an interim 'Committee' 

appointed by the subscribers and accepted only by popular acclaim! 

Fear of prosecution under the Bubble Act apparently led Edin- 

burgh subscribers to sign acceptance of the prospectus, ' and pay calls 

on the shares, without a correct contract. At Dumfries the share- 

holders in 1824 signed a "Subscription Contrac t" 92 against the number 

of shares held. This was made to appear as an interim measurev 

1. 
'Vide, supra P-154 

2. S. R. O. (BT2/22). The Subscription Contract restricted inves- 
tors to a maximum of ten shares. Formulated 13/12/1824, calling 
the members "a joint Company". 

Proceedure at Perthp vide supra P. 162 
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although it did bind them to pay subscriptions and claimed they 

would only be "liable to the amount respectively subscribed. " It 

was apparently designed to prevent the company's rights being ques- 

tioned, since although it stated that the subscribers would enter 

"a regular Contract of Co-partnership" if Parliament refused a char- 

ter, no application was made to Parliament. In January 1825 a 

general meeting agreed to more detailed regulations, and left res- 

punsibility for the application with the Directors who considered it 

unnecessary, and until 1857 only the Subscription Contract was signed. 

The "Subscription Paper" was alone the basis for a full call-up on 

shares at Peterhead 
2 

in 1833, where the following year it became 

it part of" the Contract, and also at Dysart in 1843. At Falkirk and 

Grangemouth in 1834 all "preliminary arrangements" including contracts 

for materialso were made before a "regular Contract of Co-Partnery" 

had been agreed upon. The ease of starting a company enabled some 

to fail in providing a correct Contract of Co-Partnery at all* Bath- 

gate 
3 

company commenced in 1834, but in 1847 the company clerk was 

still trying to complete the Contract of Co-partneryp which was 

finally approved in 1850. Kinross and Milnathort 
4 

company began with 

L2,500 stock in 1835, but did not even attempt to form a "regular 

Contract" embodying the agreed rules and regulations until much laterg 

1. S. R. O. (BT2/22) Letter to the Re gistrar of Companie's 8/8/1857 
2. S. R. O. (BT2/144) 

3. S. R. O., Bathgate Minute Booko cit. p 18/5/1847,21/5/1850 

4. S. R. O. (BT2/1481) Letter"to'the Registrar of Companies 
2/9/1885. 

The "Testing Clause" held the signatures of agreement of all 
proprietors, 
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when 0,004 had been subscribed and the works were fully operational. 

Even in 1885 the company had to admit that "the Testing Clause was 

never completed* It Bo'ness 1 
company began with subscriptions at a 

public meeting in September 1843 and had L4 called up on each 0 

share by the following February, but when equipment contracts were 

placed that spring by interim directors, those directors were still 

inquiring into how to formulate a contract, and shareholders did not 

vote in favour of specific clauses until May and July. They finally 

signed it in September 1844. 

Selkirk 2 
gas company shareholders agreed to detailed regulations 

in 1836, which were engrossed in the Sederunt Book, but shareholders 

were warned in 1850 that "no regular or formal contract of Co-Partnery 

had been entered into", nor had Titles to hereditable property been 

completed. Selkirk first drew up correct rules and Articles of 

Association in 1851. 

Carelessness over the contract occurred also at a later date. The 

thirty-one years contract of Dalkeith 3 
company expired in January 1858v 

and no one noticed the fact until July when a general meeting hurriedly 

backdated its renewal. Strauraer 4 
company was dissolved and reformed 

1. S. R. O., Bo'ness Minute Book, 22. cit., 18/9/1843t 8/12/18439 

2/2/18440 7/5/18449 19/7/1844t 29/7/18440 13/9/18449 30/9/1844. 
Each shareholder was given a printed copy of the final Contract. 

2. S. R. O., Selkirk Minute Book, a. cit., pp. 40-51 

3. S. R. O., Dalkeith Minute Book, cit., 2/7/1858 

4. S, R. O., Stranraer Minute Book, cit., 19/1/1875. 

The dissolution in 1862 was also due to carelessness over a 
clause in the original contractq which lost the company L500 to 
Stranraer Academy, vide infra p. 1191 - ;ý ýý 
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in 1862 to make major changes in the original contract, but the old 

company's property, vested in Trustees, was not transferred to the 

new company, due to carelessness, until 1875. Stornoway 
1 

company 

directors did not discover until 1870 that their 1847 "Deed of Con- 

stitution" had expired in 1868. 

The first directors, or "Interim Committee ,2 were far more 

attentive 'in policing the payment of subscriptions by investors, and 

took immediate responsibility for using that capital to finance the 

construction of the works. To prevent indebtedness to contractorst 

or a law suit for recompense, effective measures to ensure payment 

from regretful partners was essential for the welfare of the corporate 

body. Only small deposits, or none at all, were demanded from share- 

holders when they first subscribed, though Dundee and Falkirk exacted 

ten per cent on the shares 
3 

or forfeiture after three weeks. But, in 

signing, all became bound to pay whenever and whatever installments 

the directors found it necessary to call up on the shares. 

Standing rules sometimes modified this power. At Cupar, a 

1. S. R. O., Stornoway Minute Book, op. cit. 0 25/1/1870 
Sir James Matheson owned fifty per cent of the stockv so the dir- 

ectors consulted him first over whether to renew the Deed, or sell 
the works to the Burgh Commissioners. 

2. Directors were responsible for employing engineers and getting 
the works built. Vide infra Chapter II I P-595; also P-755 

3. Dundee 1824(4). Falkirk 1834(2). Grangemouth in 1834 (2) took 
a fifty per cent deposit or immediate forfeiture. Musselburgh (2) 
took Ll on signing contract, and the directors could'only make two 
further calls, each of L2. 

4. e. g. Dumfries 1824 (11), Dundee 1824 (4), Kirkcaldy, (4)q Peter- 
head (11). Falkirk (2), Gourock (4). Lochgilphead (8), Dalry (4)9 
Cupar (5)0 Dunfermline (4)0 Dunoon (5). 

Calls were expected to be made ofequal amount, on all shares 
which had been subscribed, and not on particular investors only 
e. g. Dalry. 
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general meeting had first to approve of calls, at Maxwelltown each 

call could not exceed Ll, and Falkirk Joint Stock directors had to 

allow one month to elapse between calls. 
1 

Bridge of Weir share- 

holders had to pay up ten per cent monthly, but at Innerleithen the 
2 full amount had to be paid within ten days. Normallyq howevert the 

directors alone were responsible to making calls, and under the Con- 

tract the call had to be paid within a specified number of days. 

Those signing the contract bound "themselves, their heirs, executors 

and successors whomsoever" to fulfil the contract, and assigned their 

shares to the company as security for punctual performance. 
3 

They 

also accepted specific non-fulfilment penalties which could be impos- 

ed by the directors (Table 5.2) 

Shareholders often undertook a personal obligation to use their 

utmost "power and ability" to promote the advantages of the company 
4 

and considerable loyalty was shown in companies which made no profit 

for many years. 
5 

Provided that correct notification 
6 had been given 

1. Cupar (4), Maxwelltown (5)9 Falkirk J. S. (6). At Banchory (3) 
each call on Ll shares could not exceed 5s. 

2. Bridge of Weir (11), Innerleithen (2) 

3. Assignation - Banchory (19), Dunoon (19), Kirkcaldy (32)t Cupar 
(28), Peterhead (22), Kinross (37)9 Dysart (27)9 Musselburgh (21) 
Maxwelltown (38). Innerleithen (22), Gourock (23),, Perth (32)p Vale 
of Leven (3). 

The "Testing Clause" which all original partners subscribedo per- 
sonally or by proxy, was stated as being as binding as if it was in 
the body of the document. Dunfermline (4,36). Kirkcaldy (4933)9 
Cupar (4,29), Kinross (4,38), 'Dysart (4,27), Maxwelltown (5), Fal- 
kirk J. S. (6,39). Dundee (4), Innerleithen (27). Haddington (28) 

4. Dunfermline (1)q Kirkcaldy (1), Cupar (1). Kinross (I)q Dalry 
(2). Dysart (1), Innerleithen (1). Falkirk J. S. (2), Dundee (2) 

5. Vide infra 'Finance' PP-7769 787 

6. Notification was usually by circular letter, or a written notice 
from the Company Clerk delivered personally or by Post to the share- 
holder or his residence: e. g. Dumfriei3, (ll), Kirkcaldy (5),, Falkirk 
J. S. (3), Dunfermline (4,11). At Grangemouth (2) and Falkirk (2) 
notification was either by letter or by advertisement in the Stir- 
ling Newspaper. Vale of Leven (3) directors could sue for repay- 
ment plus one-fifth more, as could Dundee (25). 
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TABLE 5.2 Stipulated Penalties against Shareholders 
for Non-Fulfilment of Contract 

Company 

Dundee 

Musselburgh 

Kirkcaldy, Cupar, Grangemouth, Falkirk 

Dunfermline, Maxwelltown, Falkirk Joint Stock 

Dalry, Haddington 

Dysart 

Kinross, Banchory 

Gourockp Dunoon 

Peterhead 

Innerleithen 

Perth 

Penalty 

L10 per share 
E30 per person 
L10 per share 

0 per share 
L2 10s per share 

L2 per share 

Ll per share 
10s per share 

0 per partner 

L10 per partner 

L20 per share 

SOURCES: Dundee (48), Musselburgh (16). Dunfermline (35)v 
Kirkcaldy (32), Cupar (28), Grangemouth (6)p 
Falkirk (28), Kinross (37), Dalry (28)9 Dysart (27)9 
Maxwelltown (38), Falkirk J. S. (38). Gourock (39)9 
Peterhead (22). Innerleithen (26). Perth (32), 
Haddington (30), Banchory (19). Dunoon (29) 
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of a call, as required by the contract9 the directors were empower- 

ed to sue defaulters for the instal. ment plus damages and interestp 

or to declare their shares forfeited, 1 
after a specified lapse of time. 

Small companies, with greater difficulty in obtaining support, often 

allowed a longer time than did others. 

TABLE 5-3 Specified Interval between Call and 
Forfeiture 

Interest Charged 
Company Interval for Late Payment 

Perth 21 days Legal Interest 
Dunf ermline 3 months 5% 
Kirriemuir 21 days Legal Interest 
Dysart 14 days 5% 
Maxwelltown & Dumfries 14 days 5% 
Falkirk 14 days 5% 
Vale of Leven 2 months Legal Interest 
Lochgilphead 14 days 5% 
Kirkcaldy 30 days Legal Interest 
Falkirk Joint Stock 30 days Legal Interest 
Dunoon 28 days 5% 
Cupar 30 days Legal Interest 
Banchory 6 weeks Any losses due 

to company 
Peterhead 1 month 5% 
Dalry 2 months 5% 
Barrhead 6 months 5% 
Grangemouth 14 days 5% 
Musselburgh 10 days 

SOURCES: Dunfermline (4pll)t Kirriemuir (9)p Dysart (495)9 Max- 
welltowa (7), Falkirk-(2), Lochgilphead (8)p Kirkcaldy 
(5), Falkirk Joint Stock (6)t Cupar (4)9 Peterhead (11)p 
Dalry (4), Barrhead (8)9 Grangemouth (2)9 Musselburgh 
(2). Vale of Leven (3), Perth (5). Banchory (3) 
Dunoon (3). 

Forfeiture was the most usual method 
2 

of enforcing paymentq 

1. e. g. Cupar (5)t Dysart (5)t Maxwelltown (7), Falkirk Joint 
Stock (6), Lochgilphead (8). Dalry (6) 

2. Legal action was more appropriate if the company was in finan- 
cial difficulties and could find no, market for any shares seized 

as -forfeiture. 
viae supra P-755 
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since it eliminated the expense of legal action. The forfeit shares 

were then sold at public auctiong and because the company remained 

of obliged to account to those having a right", the dispossessed share- 

holder was paid this money, less deductions for the expense of the 

sale and other penalties. 
1A 

simple formula was established to 

'define. 
the position of all shareholders regarding profits or losses, 

without specifically warning investors that their liability could be 

unlimited: - 

Every member of the Company shall be interested 
in the Stock, and Profits, and be liable for any 
loss that may be sustained by the Company accord- 
ing to the amount of Shares he or she may hold; 
and shall be bound to relieve each other of all 
debts and engagements of the Company, to the ex- 2 tent of their respective interests in the concern. 

3 
Protection against company debts and other obligations was spec- 

ifically granted to every partner who forfeited his shares, or who 

disposed of them to another partner who assumed his obligations. New 

partners took the "precise place" 
4 

of their predecessors, with the 

1. The public sale sometimes had to be advertized in a specific 
way e. g. for three weeks in Dundee (5) and Perth (24) newspapers, 
or on a Dunfermline (25) or Gourock (5) church door. This prob- 
ably served also as a social snub to the defaulters. 

2. Dunfermline (3) and Kirkcaldy (7). See also Peterhead (14), Fal- 
kirk (14). Kinross (3). Dysart (3), Maxwelltown (10)9 Falkirk J. S. 
(3), Innerleithen (3). Gourock (3), Cupar (3). Dalry (1). Barrhead 
(13), and Lochgilphead (13)t Perth (3). Haddington (21). Vale of 
Leven (4)9 Selkirk (6). Musselburgh (3), Banchory (13) Dunoon (19) 

Only a few companies, like Musselburgh (12) also stated that in 
the event of a loss, the directors could force partners to pay a 
proportional contribution to repay the money. 

3. Dundee (23)0 Dunfermline (10)9 Innerleithen (19)q Kirkcaldy (15), 
Cupar (14)q Kinross (11)p Falkirk J. S. (12), Falkirk (22)9 Dalry 
(9). Haddington (22). Lochgilphead (15), Perth (11), Vale of Leven 
(16), Musselburgh (19). Banchory (13) 

4. Dunfermline (10). Perth (11) 
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to same privileges and benefits", but subject to all the regulations 

and losses "as if they had been originally partners". 
' Sometimes 

they had to sign a minute or deed of acceptance to this effect. 
2 

Those purchasing shares in new stock issued at a later date were to 

be treated "equally and pro rata" with the original partners. 
3 

Shares 

were deemed to be "personal and moveable, and not real or heritable 
4 

estate 9 regardless of how the company used the capitalt and what- 

ever real rights it acquired. 

Transference of shares and the integration of new partners with- 

out the invalidation of the contract each timeg was vital for the co- 

herence and stability of a co-partnership of this size. 
5 Company 

Directors were placed in firm supervision of this proceJure by regu- 

lations in the contract which enabled them to inspectp and if necess- 

1. Dundee (6p22). See also Dumfries (17). Barrhead (10). Cupar (11)p 
Kinross (11)p Moffat'(12), Maxwelltown (6,15). Gourock (7), Falkirk 
(22)0 Innerleithen (19), Vale of Leven (4), Musselburgh (4) 

2. e. g. Lochgilphead (10), Dalry (8), Falkirk J. S. (11) Peterhead 
(16), Innerleithen (14), Perth (10), Banchory (3) 

3. e. g. Dundee (6,14) which required a full payment on such shares 
within twenty-one days, at their current market valuet or they were 
forfeited. In paying that premium, they gained no extra privil-ý 
eges over original shareholders. 

4. Dundee (18). Dunfermline (6)0 Kirkcaldy (6)9 Peterhead (18)p Ban- 
chory (17). Falkirk (13), Vale of Leven (12)9 Kinross (5)t Dysart 
(6), Maxwelltown (9), Innerleithen (15), Gourock (6), Musselburgh 
(5), Barrhead (9). Moffat (12). Dunoon (6), Lochgilphead (9)9 Had- 
dington (19), Perth (6), Selkirk (14) 

5. On Scots law vide infra p. 104 
Fixed capital growth depended upon institutional stabilityp vide 

W. H. Marwick, Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland (1936)t 
op. cit., p. 121 

Occasionally a specific statement was made that the contract 
was not invalidated regardless of any contrary "law or practice" 
e. g. Peterhead (21), Falkirk (26), Haddington (25)9ýBanchory 
(16) 
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ary rejeett hopeful investors. The company's books were made the 

only legal proof of the transfer of shares, and without a correct 

entry outsiders were denied any dividend or votezý This was equally 

true of heirs and executors, who had to produce legal evidence of 

their right to shares. 
2 

Dumfries 3 in 1827 expected both buyer and 

seller to countersign the book of transfers. 

Although partners had a right to sell or transfer all or any 

of their shares, they were universally required to offer the shares 

first to the "Directors for behoof of the Company at a price not 

,. 4 
greater than they shall afterwards dispose of the same . In many 

companies like Perth. 
5 

Kinrosso Dysartv Kirkcaldy and Cupar, the pur- 

chaser had to be approved before a sale, by a quorum of directors* 

The directors usually had to decide within a set time limits 
6 

which 

varied from three days at Falkirk to fourteen at Gourockq Dalry and 

Dunfermlineq and a month at Kinross and Dysart. Usually* for regu- 

larity and the more perfect security of the Company"j 7 
only their 

1. e. g. Kinross (7). Maxwelltown (13)0 Moffat (JI)t Dairy (8) 
2. e. g. Falkirk J. S. (10). Banchory (15)q Dysart (12)t Kinross'(7). 

Vale of Leven (15) 

3. Dumfries (17). See also Moffat (12). Lochgilphead (10)t Dairy 
(7), Selkirk (9) 

4. Dunfermline (7). See also Kirkcaldy (12). Cupar (11), Peter- 
head (16). Falkirk (20). Kinross (7). Dairy (7), Dysart (11)p 
Innerleithen (16), Gourock (7). Musselburgh (16)t Haddington (20)9 
Dunoon (7) 

Bridge of Weir (10) stated that if an shareholder wished to 
sell out, "the other shareholders &ereý to have the preference of 
purchasing. " 

5. Perth (8), Vale of Leven (14) 

6. Kinross (7). Dunfermline (7). Falkirk (20), ' Dairy (7), Dysart 
(11), Courock (7), Innerleithen (8)q Perth (8). Vale of Leven 
(14) 

7. e. g. Dysart (11) 
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1 
Clerk could record the conveyance of shares. 

Restrictions placed upon the holding of shares were designed 

to ensure stability during the critical period of initial operat- 

ions, to prevent confusion over ownershipt and occasionally to pre- 

vent the concentration of ownership in a few individuals against the 

interests of community justice. 2 (Table 5-4 ) Selkirk 3 
only per- 

mitted shares to be transferred to persons resident, or holding prop- 

erty in the town. Normally shares could only be held "in the names 

of individuals and not of Co-partnerships", 4 
which had to use a trus- 

tee, and shares could not be sub-divided by sale or assignation. 
5 

Where subdivision occurred between executors, they had to choose one 

legal representative for each share, or lost the right to vote. 

e. g. Kinross (7), Dunfermline (9), Perth (10). Musselburgh (18). 
Standing orders sometimes stipulated a separate Book showing share- 
holders e. g. Barrhead (10), Bridge of Weir (10), Banchory (15)p 
Falkirk (20), Haddington (18). 
A fee of up to 2s 6d was often charged to record transfersp and 

many companies assumed the right to retain Assignations drawn up by 
outsiders, e. g. Maxwelltown (13). Dunfermline (9), Falkirk J. S. (10)v 
Innerleithen (10). Lochgilphead (10), Dunoon (7) 

2. Maximum limits upon shareholding by an individual also helped to 
spread the risks andl like the use of a Board of Directorsp and 
annual general meetings, it was one of many aspects of gas company 
organization developed earlier by the late eighteenth century Joint- 
stock Scottish Banks which competed with older public and small- 
partnership private banks. Perth Banking Company in 1787, for ex- 
amplep restricted partners to a maximum of six shares each. R. S. 
Raitp The History of the Union Bank of Scotland (19309 Glasgow) 
pp. lp 230 121l 152j 133 

3. Selkirk (9) 

4. e. g. Kirkcaldy (11), Cupar (10); Peterhead (17) also forbad its 
shareholders from ever joining or aiding a rival gas company in 
the town. 

5. Kirkcaldy (13), Cupar (12), Kinross (12), Innerleithen (16)t 
Banchory (15). 
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Table 5 -4 Restrictions upon Share Sales During Initial 
Operations 

Companies Restriction 

Kirkealdy No transfer until 6 months after lighting 
colmmenced 

Cupar, Bo'ness, Dunoon No transfer for 12 months 
Grangemouth, Falkirk No transfer for 12 months after first install- 

ment 
Dysart, Peterhead No transfer for 12 months after lighting 

commenced 
Falkirk Joint Stock Residents within 5 miles radius could not sell 

one share, or more than half of any larger 
quantity, for 24 months 

Selkirk No transfer for 9 months 
Banchory No transfer for 2 years, except to residents 

within 5 miles of gasworks and approved by 
directors. 

SOURCES: Kirkcaldy (12), Cupar (11). Grangemouth (2), Falkirk (2)9 
Dysart (11). Peterhead (8). Falkirk J. S. (9), Selkirk (9), 
Bo'ness (2)p Banchory (15). Dunoon (7). 

Table 5.5 Maximum Shareholding Regulations 

Maximum 
Shares per 

Company Person Mitigating Circumstances 
Dumfries 10 Except by purchase from another shareholder 
Kirkcaldy 20 Unless more by succession, legacy or donat- 

ion 
Cupar 10 Any surplus to be sold within 12 months 
Peterhead 10 
Maxwelltown 100 
Kinross 50 Unless more by succession, legacy or marriage 
Perth 20 Any surplus to be sold within 6 months 
Musselburgh 20 . Until seven months after company commenced, 

or by inheritance 
Dunoon 125 Unless more by succession 
Dunbar (1836) 20 
Brechin (1835) 20 

SOURCES: J. Miller, The History of Dunbar (1859, Dunbar). 
Dumfries (3), Kirkcaldy (11), Cupar (10), Peterhead (3)p 
Maxwelltown (8). Kinross (8), Perth (7), Musselburgh 
(3); Dunoon (4) also fixed a further 94 maximum ýer 
person in any later increase of stock. 
Breching vide infra P-1328 
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To uphold the position of local investors, the directors 
1 

of sever- 

al companies were also under instructions to allocate new stock pref- 

erentially to local residents , as at Falkirk, Kirkcaldy, Maxwelltown 

and Dumfries. Such persons were most likely to "promote the inter- 

ests of the company". 

The Annual General Meeting of shareholders which was normally held 

on a particular day specified in the contract, in the months of May 

to Julyt 2 
provided the regular opportunity for investors to examine 

company affairs, and to devise or alter the guide-lines 
3 

within which 

the directors operated. Book-keeping and accountancy problems of 

Kirkcaldy (4)q Dumfries and Maxwelltown (6). 
Falkirk J. S. (4) directors were to make allocation to "such con- 

sumers and persons of influence" as they saw fit. 
Musselburgh (3) directors were to allocate new stock as widely as 

possible, but entirely to residents or property owners in Inveresk 
parish unless a majority of directors agreed to admit outsiders. 

At Dunoon (4) existing shareholders had preferential options on 
new stock. 

2. Presumably, as in the eighteenth century, because of greater 
ease of travel in summer. Musselburgh (4) and Moffat, however, 
met in January, Gourock in September, and Innerleithen in October. 

Dumfries (6). Dundee (24)9 Dunfermline (11). Cupar (15) Barr- 
head (5), Peterhead-(4), Falkirk (6), Kinross (13). Dalry (10)p 
Moffat (5), Bo'ness (6)9 Maxwelltown (18,23), Falkirk J. S. (13)t 
Innerleithen (4), Bridge of Weir (7). Dunoon (8), Gourock (8)9 
Lochgilphead (5), Kirkcaldy (16), Perth (12), Vale of Leven (5). 

The Directors could not remove the meeting to a distant town e. g. 
Dunfermline (11) 

Falkirk J. S. (13), Kinross (13). Perth (12) 
Some notification to remind shareholders to attend was often pro- 

vided, from the town-crier in Kinross, to newspaper advertizements 
for Dysart, and postal notices at Falkirk and Lochgilphead. 

3. e. g. Innerleithen (4)p Kinross (13) 
Decisions reached at the A. G. M. applied with equal force to 

partners who were absent from the meeting e. g. Barrhead, (5)t 
Lochgilphead (5). 

Only-a few imposed a minimum quorum for general meetings e. g. '' 
holders of 20 shares at Dalry (14) and L200 stock at Falkirk J. S. 
(17) 

Early general meetings were often held in ale housesq like the Bull 
Ina for Glasgow company in 1817 (vide infra, P-1361), Burnett Arms for 
Banchory Co, 1845 (preface)t and Argyll Inn for Dunoon Co. (8). 
Schools were later usedg like the Parochial School Room at Dunbarney 
for Bridge of Earn Co. in 1859. ý4). ana the Iron Company's Schoolroom 
for Ruirkirk Co. Portobello Co 1845) met at Ross's Inn; The Scotsman25/6/ 
Directors meeting placesq vide supra p. 616 1845 
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profit and loss had to meet this annual deadline, when dividends 

were due for payment and directors faced cross-questioning on all 

aspects of their management from shareholders who were usually 

directly affected also as consumers. 

The prerogative of the Annual General Meeting was to elect 

directors 1 for the succeeding year, to declare dividends on any 

profits, 
2 

and to examine the general affairs of the company which 

usually had to be presented both in the regular books, and in an 

abstract 
3 

composed by the directors for the meeting. The directors 

had considerable power to influence decisions of the General Meeting 

by the interpretation they presented, but upon any contentious issue 

the Meeting could over-rule them, or replace them, and was able to 

obtain independent information directly from the books and accounts. 

In some companies, like Dunfermline, 
4 

the annual meeting had to re- 

view and approve or reject any "interim regulations" introduced by 

directors during the previous year. 

Safeguards were often included in the Contract against major 

alterations being decided at a sparcely attended annual meetingg 
5 which was confined to "routine business" . Only if shareholders 

were warned some time in advance could the annual meeting alter regu- 

lations in the Contract of Co-partnery. Grangemouth required twelve 

1. Dumfries (1), Dundee (24), Dunfermline (11), Kinross (13)9, 
Dalry (10). Maxwelltown (18)t Banchory (4), Peterhead (4)9 Fal- 
kirk (6), Perth (12,18), Bo'ness (6) 

2. e. g. Falkirk (6), Kinross (13), Dysart (30)t Dunoon (8) 
3. e. g. Dumfries (8). Dundee (24)9 Dunfermline (11)9 Peterhead Mp 

Perth (11), Dunoon (8) 
4. Dunfermline (13) 

5. Dunfermline (13), Perth (12) 
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months' advance noticeg while at Dalrys Falkirk and Barrhead 
1 

the 

company Clerk had to be informed a month in advance, and share- 

holders were always informed of the precise proposals involved. 

Voting regulations were quite elaborate, and a sliding-scale of 

votes in many companies provided a democratic structure in which 

large shareholders could be outvoted by relatively few, small share- 

holders. Many companies allowed only a fixed maximum number of 

votes to one shareholder regardless of the size of his investment, 

and in a company like Dysart seven persons each holding one share 

could outvote one person with thirty-one or more shares. Such regu- 

lations could prevent a small group of outsiders from gaining control 

and burdening the local community with very high gas prices, 
2 

Each general meeting usually elected 
3 its own Chairman who had 

a deliberative voteg and also a casting vote if necessary. Only in 

4 
a few cases did the Company Chairman$ chosen by the directors them- 

selves, preside over all meetings. Shareholders who had not paid 

the full amount called upon shares could not vote, and in several 

Grangemouth (4). Dalry (27), Barrhead (18)t Falkirk (27). In 
these companies a simple majority of votes decided the issue. 

Moffat (13) Clerk required 3 weeks' noticeg while at Dunferm- 
line (13) the proposal had to be advertized for three weeks, and 
at Lochgilphead alterations had to be advertized a mouth before 
the meeting in the Glasgow Herald and North British Advertizer. 

Maxwelltown (33) and PeterK'ead (15) required a voting majority 
of two-thirds before alterations could be implemented. 

Haddington (29) required one month's notice and a Special Gen- 
eral Meeting to alter the Contract. 

2. Vide infra Chapter II p. 221; also P-1004 
3. Kirkcaldy (20) and Cupar (18). If there was an equal vote for 

two rival Chairmen, at Dundee (27), Perth (15) and Dunfermline (16) 
the choice was resolved by the most senior director or partner at 
the meeting, while at Dalry (14), Falkirk (6) and Falkirk J. S. (17) 
the rivals drew lots. 

4. e. g. Peterhead (6), Lochgilphead (5)9 Gourock (12)p Maxwelltown 
(24). Dunoon(ll) 
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companies neither could new partners for at least three months. 
1 

Voting by proxy through another shareholder was allowed, and was 
2 

even compulsory for minors and women as at Kirkcaldy. A writ- 

ten mandate, without holograph or testing, 
3 

was generally accepted 

and in companies like Gouroc it was a long-term arrangement and 

subsisted until recalled. Outside societies or partnerships which 

held company shares had to vote through one of their partners or 

office bearers 5 
and could not have several representatives. 

6 

(Tables 5.6 and 5-7 )- Decentralization of voting power was also 

encouraged by placing a maximum restriction on the proxy votes exer- 

cised by individuals. 

Bankruptcy of individual partners 
7 disqualified them from 

e. g. Dunfermline (14)0 Kinross (15), Falkirk (15)9 Vale of 
Leven (7). Perth (13) stated six months. 

2. Kirkcaldy (11)9 Cupar (10), Dysart (3) 
At Vale of Leven (7) unmarried females could only vote by proxy; 

married females could only vote through their husband or his 
proxy. 

3. e. g. Dundee (25). Dumfries (3), Barrhead (4)9 Dalry (13)9 Mof- 
fat (3)9 Lochgilphead (4). Perth (13), Dunoon (10) 

Kirkcaldy (18) was exceptional in requiring a holograph, or 
mandate taken before witnesses, which lasted only-six months. 

4. Gourock (10). Dunfermline (14) 

5. Dundee (26), Dunfermline (15), Kinross (16)0 Dalry (13), Dun- 
oon (10). Falkirk J. S. (16). Perth (14), Vale of Leven (6)9 
Musselburgh (4) 

6. Barrhead (4), Innerleithen (4), Lochgilphead (4) 

7. "No Trustee or Commissionerg Judicial or voluntary" was allowed 
to vote, or to interfere in a company's affairs on behalf of a 
shareholder. 

Dunfermline (15). Dundee (26). Kirkcaldy (19), Cupar (13), 
Dalry (13)p Falkirk J. S. (16). Innerleithen (4). Kinross (26), 
Peterhead (20). Haddington (23)p Perth (8,15), Musselburgh (4), 
Dunoon (10) 
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TABLE 5.6 Maximum Votes allowed to one Shareholder 

panies 

Dumfries 

Dalry, Moffatt Innerleitheng Selkirk 

Musselburgh 

Gourock, Peterhead 

Cupar, Kinross, Dysart 

Dundee, Falkirk, Bridge of Weir, Lochgilphead, Perth, 
Vale of Leven 

Bo'ness 

Maximum 

1 

3 

4 
5 

6 

10 

20 

SOURCES: Dumfries (3). Dalry (13). Moffat (3). Innerleithen (4), 
Cupar (17). Kinross (15). Dysart (3), Gourock (11)p 
Peterhead (7). Dundee (26), Falkirk (8). Bridge of 
Weir (2)v Lochgilphead (4) 

TABLE 5.7 Maximum Number of Proxy Votes allowed 
per Shareholder 

Company Maximum 

Dumf ries 1 
Cupar 6 
Kinross and Milnathort 2 
Falkirk Joint Stock 5 

Maxwelltown and Dumfries 2 
Falkirk 3 

SOURCES: Dumfries (3), Cupar (17), Kinross (15). Falkirk J. S. (15)q 
Maxwelltown (25), Falkirk (7) 
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Table 5.8 Voting Regulations at General Meetings 

Additional Number 
of Shares in Blocks Maximum 

No. of Shares Votes conferring Total Votes 
Company in Block Allowed One Extra Vote per Person 

Dumfries 1 to 3 0 
Above 4 1 1 

Dundee 1 to 10 1 
11 to 20 2 5 - 

Dunfermlin e1 1 1 10 

Kirkcaldy 1 1 1 (up to 5) - 
5 (after first 5) 

Barrhead 1 to 4 1 
5 to 9 2 

10 3 10 

Cupar 1 1 
2 2 2 6 

Peterhead 1 to 2 1 
3 to 4 2 
5 3 
Above 6 5 5 

Falkirk 1 1 1 10 

Kinross 
Milnathort 1 1 

2 2 2 6 

Dalry 1 1 
4 2 
Above 7 3 -3 

Moffat 4 to 6 2 
Above 7 3 3 

SOURCES: Dumfries (3). Dundee (26)9 Dunfermline (14), Kirkcaldy (19)s 
Cupar (17)t Barrhead (4)9 Peterhead (7), Falkirk (8). Kinm 
ross (15). Dalry (13). Moffat (3)- 
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V-oting Reg ulations at General Meetings 

Additional Number 
of Shares in Blocks Maximum 

No. of Shares Votes conferring Total Votes 
Company in Block Allowed One Extra Vote per Person 

Dysart 1 to 3 1 
4 to 6 2 
7 to 12 3 

13 to 20 4 
21 to 30 5 
Above 31 6 6 

Falkirk Joint 
Stock 1 to 2 1 

3 to 4 2 
5 to 7 3 
8 to 10 4 

11 to 14 5 
15 to 19 6 
20 to 24 7 
25 to 29 8 
30 to 34 9 
35 10 L50 stock - 

Innerleithen I to 9 1 
10 to 19 2 
Above 20 3 3 

Gourock 1 to 4 1 
5 to 9 2 

10 to 14 3 
15 to 20 4 
Above 21 5 5 

Bridge of 

. 
Weir 1 1 1 10 

Lochgilphead 1 1 1 10 

Perth 1 1 1 10 

SOURCES: Dysart (3)9 Falkirk J. S. (16)', Gourock (11). Bridge of 
Weir (2). Lochgilphead (4), Perth (A) 
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F, Votiniz Reaulations at General Meetin s 

AdditionaL Number 
of Shares in BLocks Maximum 

No. of Shares Votes conferring TotaL Votes 
Company in BLock AlLowed One Extra Vote Per Person 

VaLe of Leven 0 to L 0 
2 to 4 L 
5 to 9 2 

LO to L4 3 
15 to L9 4 
20 to 29 5 LO LO 

SeLkirk L to 3 L 
4 to 6 2 
7 3 3 

MusseLburgh L to 9 L 
LO to L4 2 
L5 to L9 3 
20 4 4 

Bo'ness L to 2 L 
3 to 4 2 
5 to 7 3 
8 to LO 4 

LL to L4 5 
L5 to L9 6 
20 to 24 7 
25 to 29 8 
30 to 34 9 
35 LO L50 stock 

Banchory 5 L 5 20 

Dunoon 3 to 51 
6 to 92 

10 to 14 3 
15 to 19 4 
20 5 L20-stock 

SOURCES: Vale of Leven (6). Selkirk (1), Musselburgh (4)v 
Bo'ness (dated addendum 19/7/1844). Banchory (7), 
Dunoon (10) 
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voting or acting in company affairs, and they had to sell their 

shares within a specified time 
1 

or the company assumed a right to 

dispose of the shares at public auction. This also applied to un- 

claimed shares of deceased partners, 
2 

and the revenue less expenses 

was later paid to anyone with a right to it. The arrestment of shares of 
34 living or deceased partners also had to be lifted within a speci- 

fied time by their efforts or those of their representatives, or the 

company again assumed the right to sell the shares. 

Extraordinary General Meetings with the same voting regulations 

as Annual Meetings provided the flexibility with which the share- 

holders as a whole could react to important and urgent business when- 

ever this arose in the interval between annual meetings. The 'sleep- 

ing' partners were awakened either by the directors or by an anxious 

group of ordinary shareholdersq according to regulations agreed in 

the Contract. A requisition stating the purpose of the meeting had 

1. Six months at Dunfermline (7). Perth (8), Musselburgh (12)p 
Cupar (13). Dalry (13), Kinross (6), Maxwelltown (11) and Inner- 
leithen (17); twelve months at Kirkcaldy (14). 

Only three months were allowed at Falkirk J. S. (8); and Sel- 
kirk (10) directors sold such shares immediately. 

2. Dunfermline (8), Kirkcaldy (15). Cupar (14). Kinross (9)9 
Dalry (6). Dysart (14) 

3. Within thirty days at Maxwelltown (12); 
Two months at Dalry (6)q Dunoon (25) and Lochgilphead (14); 
Three months at Perth (9), Dunfermline (8)9 Kirkcaldy (15)9 

Cupar (14). Kinross (9). Dysart (14) and Falkirk J. S. (8); 
Six months at Musselburgh (17) and Innerleithen (17); 
Twelve months at Haddington (24) 

4. i. e. "Attached by the diligence or Confirmation qua creditor" 
Dunfermline (8)9 Kirkcaldy (15)0 Kinross (9)0 Dalry, (6)t 

Dysart (14)v Maxwelltown (12), Falkirk J. S. (8)ý',, 
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1 
to be delivered by these persons to an officer of the company, who 

was responsible not to the directors but to the company as a whole 

to examine the authority of their request, and then to inform share- 

holders in advance of both the purpose and date of the meeting. The 

subsequent meeting was fully empowered to handle that particular 

business, but to prevent malpractice it was forbidden 2 
to handle 

any additional matters. Selkirk (5) shareholders could call no 

Extraordinary General Meeting without the approval of the Directorsp 

and other companies may have been muzzled in a similar way. 

3 Capital stock was increased on the advice of the directors , but 

only after a special general meeting voted in favour of the change. 

At Dundee, 4 
where the stock was to be doubled by L209000 if piped 

water was to be supplied, two special meetings were required, the 

first to agree in principle and the second a month later to ratify 

that decision. Elsewhere smaller amounts were involvedp and al- 

though a few companies imposed a maximum limit on potential stock, 

1. The officer varied from one company to anotherg e. g. 
Company Clerk at Dunfermline (12) and Gourock 
Manager or Company Servant at Kirkcaldy (17) 
Convener of Committee of Directors at Barrhead 
Clerk or Treasurer at Innerleithen 
Manager or Directors at Dundee (24) 
President or Vice President at Dumfries (20) 

2. e. g. Dunfermline (13), Kinross (14). Moffat (6)t Dysart (16)t 
Falkirk J. S. (14), Dunoon (9) 

3. Sometimes a specific clause forbad the directors to borrow money 
or extend the capital without permission from a special general 
meeting e. g. Kinross (33), Moffat (10) 

4. Dundee (9,10,11,12) 

5. Falkirk J. S. (5) allowed an increase only from L4,000 up, -to 0,000; 
Falkirk (3) allowed stock to be increased by only E49000; 
Dalry(5) allowed an increase only from L950 up to L1,200; 
Gourock (3) allowed an increase from L1,400 to L1,800; 
Banchory (3) allowed'an increase from L2,400 to a maximum t4p800 

I 
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TABLE 5.9 Qualifications for Convening an 
Extraordinary General MeetjU 

Advance Notice 
Given to Shareholders 

Company Partners Holding Directors Days Communication 

(fractions of 
TotaL Company 
Stock) 

Dunfermline One-fifth stock 3 10 Circular letter 
Kinross One-fifth stock 3 10 Circular letter 
Kirkcaldy One-fifth stock 3 10 Circular letter 
Cupar One-fifth stock 5 10 Circular letter 
Barrhead (15 partners) 
Peterhead 50 shares 4 

(or Chairman) 4 
Falkirk 50 shares Directors 10 Printed notice 

(and newspapers) 
Dalry (10 partners) Directors 2 Word of mouth 
Moffat (10 partners) Clerk 14 
Dysart One-fifth stock 4 10 Circular letter 
Maxwelltown (20 partners) Quorum 14 Circular letter 
Falkirk J. S. 150 shares Directors 8 Circular letter 
Innerleithen One-tenth stock Majority 5 Circular letter 
Bridge of Weir Majority Majority 
Gourock One-tenth stock Quorum 10 Circular letter 

(or on church door) 
Lochgilphead (10 partners) 
Haddington 25% stock Quorum 
Dundee ((3 partners with 21 Newspapers 

100 shares or 
20 partners) 

Dumfries (10 partners) 4 3 Circular letter 
Perth one-fifth stock 5 14 Circular letter 
Vale of Leven (3 voting 

partners) - 3 
Musselburgh one-tenth stock Majority 5 Circular letter 
Banchory (10 shareholders (Chairman or 8 Aberdeen newspapers 

(with above 200 (4 directors 
(shares 

Dunoon One-quarter (Quorum or 10 Circular letter 
stock (Chairman or 

(Deputy Chair- 
man 

SOURCES: Dunfermline (12). Dundee (24), Dumfries (20), Kinross (14) 
Cupar (16)p Barrhead (5), Peterhead (4). Falkirk (6), 
Dalry (11)9 Moffat (7)9 Haddington (7)p Dysart (16)t Max- 
welltown (23)t Falkirk J. S. (14). Innerleithen (5)9 Bridge 
of Weir (6)9 Gourock (9), Lochgilphead (5), Dunoon (9)9 
Perth (12). Vale of Leven (9). Musselburgh (5)9 Banchory 
(4) 
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a single special meeting was normally all that was required to raise 

the stock to whatever amount was agreed by a'simple majority 
1 

of 

votes. Frequently the existing shareholders were given preferen- 

tial rights to purchase new stock, 
2 

Contracts of Co-partnery usually lasted for twenty-one yearst 
3 

though some 
4 

were thirty-one, and some were to last indefinitely. 
5 

In the event of financial decline, 6 
or continued prosperity, a special 

general meeting could terminate or extend the contract. No transfer 

of shares was permitted between the calling of such a meeting and its 

conclusion. 
7 

Dundee 
8 

again required a second meeting to ratify the 

decision by a majority vote, and other companies also devized safe- 

guards because of the importance of such a decision. Kirkcaldy 

1. e. g. Dundee (9)9 Dunfermline (3)v Cupar (3). Kinross (3), Inner- 
leithen (14)9 Dysart (14)9 Falkirk (3). Dalry (2) 

Gourock (3) however required a majority of four-fifths, and Fal- 
kirk J. S. (5) imposed a quorum on the meeting of voters represen- 
ting at least half the capital stock. 

2. e. g. Falkirk (5)9 Dalry (5) 

3. e. g. Perth 0 ). Dumfries (2)v Dundee (3). Dunfermline (3). Kirk- 
caldy (3), Cupar (3)t Dalry (3), Kinross (1). Falkirk J. S. (3); 
Forres (S. R. O. BT2/1858) 

Vide inf ra Appendii XVII 

4. e. g. Musselburgh Innerleithen (2) 

5. e. g. Falkirk (2), Dysart (3). Maxwelltown (3), Gourock (3), Dun- 
oon(24 ); Airdrie (S. R. O. BT2/237); Coatbridge (S. R. O. BT2/191) 

6. Automatic dissolution was enforced in some contracts if ever the 
company made a "loss" equal to fifty per cent of the value of stock, 
e. g. at Gourock (22)t Dunoon (14), and Maxwelltown (39) with con- 
tracts of indefinite length. Also at Banchory (16). 

Only a majority of shareholders at a special meeting could for- 
bid the automatic dissolution at Maxwelltown. 

7. e. g. Perth (30) 

8. Dundee (2t45) one month's advance notice of first meeting in 
Edinburgh Gazette and a Dundee newspaper. Most companies demanded 
public advertisement of the holding of such a meeting. 
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required a second meeting, while Dunfermline, Dunoon, Perth and Fal- 

kirk Joint Stock 
1 

companies required a two-thirds majority at the 

second meeting. Innerleithen 
2 

allowed a single meeting to extend 

the contract by a two-thirds majorityq but to dissolve the contract 

a second meeting was required with ratification by holders of seventy- 

five per cent of the total stock, and the same large majority was re- 

quired at Lochgilphead. Dissolution was made as difficult as seemed 

reasonably possible, even to the extent of fixing a qualification 

level 3 for persons who could propose dissolution. At Dysart the 

decision had to be agreed by seventy-five per cent majority at both 

meetings, and at Dalry 4 by two-thirds majority at both. Companies 

which allowed contract decisions to be taken by a single special gen- 

eral meeting normally required a majority of two-thirds on the vote, 

as at Kinross and Falkirk, 
5 

and Cupar required four-fifths majority. 

A precise mechanism 
6 for winding up the company and distributing any 

surplus money was provided in the contract. 

1. Dunoon (24)p Kirkcaldy (30), Perth (30) required two-thirds maj- 
ority at both meetings. 

Dunfermline (33) - advance notice in an Edinburgh newspaper 
Falkirk Joint Stock (2,34) - public advertisement 
At Vale of Leven (18019) a majority vote at an E. G. M. could 

alter the contract, but two-thirds majority was required to dis- 
solve the company. 

2. Innerleithen (22). Lochgilphead (2,16) 

3. e. g. Dissolution could only be proposed'by partners with 50 
shares at Dalry (25) and Barrhead (2). or 100 shares at Lochgilp- 
head 

4. Dysart (25). Dalry (25). At Musselburgh (22) dissolution had to 
be agreed by partners with two-thirds capital stock at the first 
meeting, and by 75 per cent of votes at the second meeting. 

5. Kinross (35) - printed advance notice to all partners 
Falkirk (25) - one month's notice in a Stirling or-Edinburgh 

newspaper 
Cupar (26) - one month's notice in a Fife newspaper 

6. Dundee (46). Dunfermline (34), Falkirk-J. S. (34)p,, Dalry (26)t 
Innerleithen (23). Lochgilphead (17)p Cupar (27)0 Kirkcaldy (31)0 
Barrhead (15) 

6 
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A Parliamentary charter required the consent of a general meet- 

ing, because of the possibility that Parliament would impose regula- 

tions inimicable to the company's original contract. Dundee 

feared "considerable departure" from the contract, but compelled 

members to accept the regulations of a Charter if it was approved by 

a general meeting, as did Dumfries. 2 Later companies entirely ig- 

nored the need for a Charter in their contract, with the exception 

of some competing companies like Falkirk Joint Stock 
3. 

which antici- 

pated some possible opposition from their rival before Parliament. 

Several aspects of Company finance were controlled firmly by 

General Meetings through standing orders which restricted the activi- 

ties of the directors. Usually no dividend could be paid whereby 
4 the capital would be "reduced or impaired" . To assure shareholders 

that their financial liability would be carefully 'limited j5 some 

companies prohibited their directors from contracting either loans or 

debts. 6 
At Dunfermline even a general meeting could not contract 

1. Dundee (47) 2. Dumfries (5) 

3. Falkirk Joint Stock (6) - directors could only apply for an Act 
with the consent of partners holding 1,000 shares. Banchory (22) 
was exceptional in giving full power to the directors to apply for 
a Royal Charter or Act if necessary. Before Dunoon (28) direc- 
tors could seek an Act, they required the written consent of 
partners holding two-thirds of the total stock. 

4. e. g. Dunfermline (23), Cupar (7)p Kinross (34)9 Dalry (19) Max- 
welltown (31), Falkirk J. S. (25), Perth (22) 

5. This pseudo-Limited Liability was stressed in the contracts. In 
the Falkirk Joint Stock (31) contract it was "expressly understood 
that the said Partners shall be liable only for the amount of the 
share or shares" they owned. 

6. Vale of Leven (9) directors were forbidden to contract loans; or 
take the company into debt above L50 without the permission of a 
special General Meeting. 

Selkirk (11) directors could not "borrow money upon any pretence 
whatever unless sanctinned by a general meeting. " Such rules were 
so insistent that the possibility of directors surreptitiously 
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obligations in excess of the capital stocko "without the consent of 

every individual partner. " 1 
At Falkirk and Maxwelltown, any debt 

beyond the capital stock was forbidden and directors who ignored the 

rule became personally and severally responsible since the companies 

accepted no liability. 2 Peterhead directors were restricted to a 

maximum L300 bank overdraft, or the same penalties were imposed. 3 

Gouroc directors were also prohibited from contracting any debts 

"by Bond., Bill or otherwise, " and even a two-third majority vote at 

a special general meeting could not permit more than E400 to be 

borrowed above the capital stock. 

Contingency funds 5 
which were at first regarded as a safeguard 

against unforeseen problemst were in many cases controlled either par- 

tially or entirely by general meetings of the partners. Dundee 
6 

in- 

stituted such a fund in 1824 as an insurance against accidents which 

could not be repaired by reploughing annual profit. It absorbed all 

of the first year's profits, but thereafter the directors controlled 

taking loans was apparently a strong fear in gas companies. Ban- 
chory (5) directors could take no loans. 

Dunfermline (30) 

2. Falkirk (4)t Maxwelltown (21) and Falkirk J. S. (31) directors 
were allowed "no pretence whatever" to ignore the rule. See also 
Banchory (5). Musselburgh (11) directors could place no contracts 
exceeding the total nominal capital of the company 

3. Peterhead (5). Dunoon (21) directors could only borrow L200 un- 
less a General Meeting allowed more. 

4. Gourock (21). In some companies like Innerleithen (lltl3) during 
the initial construction work directors could take loans, but only 
to the extent that loan capital plus paid-up capital did not ex- 
ceed the nominal capital stock. 

5. Vide infra 'Finance' P-834; also P-976 
6. Dundee (13) 
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the increments until Z1.000 had accumulated. Although Dumfries had 

no rule for a contingency fund in 1825 or 1827, most companies from 

the late 1820s onwards, like Dunfermlineq imposed some form of compul- 

sory contingency fund. 

The Board of Directors which met frequently throughout the year 

constituted the main entrepreneurial basis L 
of each gas companyq with 

responsibility for "the whole Business, Affairs and Concerns"p 
2 

though 

subject to regulations passed by general meetings. 

TABLE 5.11 Boards of Directors - Total Size andQuorum 

Company Number Quorum Company, Number Quorum 

Dundee 12 3 Kinross 13 4 
Dumfries 13 7 Dalry 9 5 
Dunfermline 9 5 Moffat 5 3 
Kirkcaldy 10 5 Dysart 7 5 
Cupar 9 5 Maxwelltown 13 5 
Barrhead 13 5 Falkirk J. S. 9 4 
Grangemouth 9 5 Innerleithen 5 3 
Peterhead 9 5 Bridge of Weir 10 5 
Falkirk 7 3 Gourock 9 5 
Perth 13 5 Haddington 5 3 
Vale of Leven 8 3 Selkirk 5 3 
Musselburgh 11 3 Bo'ness 9 4 
Banchory 7 3 Dunoon 9 5 

SOURCES: Dundee (28)0 Dumfries (6), Dunfermline (17), Kirkcaldy (21), 
Cupar (9)9 Barrhead (6)9 Grangemouth (4). Peterhead (5). 
Falkirk (9)q Kinross (18)p Dalry (15), Bridge of Weir (4), 
Gourock (13)q Moffat (3), Dysart (18), Maxwelltown (16), 
Falkirk J. S. (19,22), Innerleithen (6). Haddington (9). 
Perth (16), Vale of Leven (5), Musselburgh (6), Bo'ness 
(9), Banchory (5), Dunoon (12) 

1. Vide Infra 'Management and Labour' pp. 662 et seq . 
By the late nineteenth centuryt possibly twenty years or so after 

most companies commenced, the directors' role in promoting new tech- 
nology was dwarfed by the growing role of the Manager; but the 
directors sustained their second major task of financial control 
and decision taking. 

2. Dunfermline (17) - this became the usual definition of theitrole. 
e. g. Kirkcaldy (21), Peterhead (5), Cupar (9), Grangemouth (4)9 
Kinross (18). Dysart (18), Falkirk J. S. (19), Gourock (13) 
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The directors had a wide range of responsibility, from the con- 

struction of the works 
I 

and by-laws imposed upon employees and consum- 

ers, to supervision of the company books, control of share-transferst 

and the signing of legal documents. Although shareholders at a 

general meeting could intervene with supplementary or over-riding 

regulations 
2 in each of these fields, initiative very largely resided 

with the directors. 

Although shopkeepers and artizans frequently became directorsp 

they were joined by writers, bankers, gentry, merchants and industrial- 

ists, who ensured that all but the smallest companies had a calibre 

of leadership 
3 

quite comparable with any other large business enter- 

prise in Scotland. 

All directors were partners in their companies, and many worked 

gratuitously, especially before 1860. They were not self-appointed, 

but were elected at annual general meetings by all shareholders pres- 

ent, Usually all shareholders 
4 

were eligible to take office, though 

special restrictions were sometimes imposed. Residence qualifica- 

tions were designed to exclude outside speculators gaining control of- 

a company. Bankruptcy 
5 

of a directorg or his sale of shares below 

the qualifying limit, 6 
produced immediate disqualification. 

6 

1. e. g. Peterhead (3,5), Falkirk (17)9 Moffat (4)9 Banchory (5) 

2. By-laws had to be consistent with regulations passed by General 
Meetings, and the company contract usually stated clearly the sup- 
remacy of General Meetings in all decisions, e. g. Dunfermline (24)t 
Kirkcaldy (24), Cupar (21), Grangemouth (4), Kinross (22)t Dysart 
(20)9 Innerleithen (7), Gourock (17). Falkirk J. S. (35), Perth (23)t 
Musselburgh (8) 

3. Vide infra Appendix 111-3 4. e. g. Innerleithen (6) 

5. e. g. Dundee (31). Kirkcaldy (22). Peterhead (24)9 Maxwelltown 
(20). Falkirk (11), Dalry (16)9 Haddington (11)v Perth (19) 

6. e. g. Maxwelltown (20). Cupar (9), Falkirk (11)9 Perth (19) 
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TABLE: 5-12 Boards of Directors Illustrating Occupations 
of' Directors 

1830 Airdrie 
A. Gallowayp banker W. Rankinet surgeon 
W. Plemingg merchant J. H. Mackt writer 
W. Bailliet merchant J. Graham of Broomfield 
G. Ifore-Nisbet of Cairnhill. 

1831 Masselburgh 
Sir John Hope of Pinkie House - Chairman 
Bailie Wilsong chief magistrate ** 
R. Brown of Gilston. - Treasurer 
J. Kempq merchant T. Moffatt merchant 
G. Smartt merchant T. Legatp merchant 
J. Scott W. Louden 
J. Grievep engineer++ W. Aitchison jn. of Drumore 

1845 Banchory 

J, Ogg, surgeon A. Thomt surgeon 
A. Paujq merchant W. Sim, merchant 
J. Grantt innkeeper 
I. yachray, coach proprietor of Aber4een 
T. Blaikiet Lord Provost of Aberdeen *+ 

1851 Dunoon 
R. Eglinton of Dunoon Castle i J. Leadbetter of Ericht Bank 
W. Wallace, portrait painter D. McNicol. 9 pier-master 
D. McPhee, post-master A. Oswalaq grocer 
D. Mainst grocer G. Keithp draper 
J. Stewart, feuar 

1869 Inverkip (shares ZI) 

Sir Michael Robert Shaw Stewart of Greenock and Blackhall (200) 
M. J. Martin of Inverkipp Factor of Ardgowan Estate (20) 
John Crawford Hunterp merchant of Greenock (200) 
T. Forrestq builder (15) B. Fordp grocer (20) 
James Bannatyneq clothier(10) J. Prench, hotel keeper (50) 

NOTR : 
+ George More-Nisbet also invested in Glasgow Co. vide infra p. 209 

J. Hope(1781-1853). coalmaBter, built Pinkie Waggonway to Ilusselburgh 
harbour in 1814. ]Lide supra P-540; B. F. Duckham Scottish Coal Industry 
(1970) p. 214 
++ J. Grieve may have been a colliery'engineerg vide B. F. Duckham ibid P-139; 

infra pp- 501 P 1657 
i Lord Eglinton promoted Ardrossan gas co. in 1845; ýLide infr P-1054 
ii vide supra p. 218 
** T-oencourage municipal investmento Bailie Wilsong or in his absence 

Bailie Leitch, magistrate# or any other Bailiethere became a Director 
at Ifusselburgh if either magistrateg or the Town I purchased shares; 
Musselburgh contract of copartnery (1831, article 7) 

SOURCES : Airdrie - S. R. O. 
(3948 

Inverkip- S. R. O. 
1-tasselburgh (7)v 
Dunoon (12) 

Lanark Sheriff Court Sasine 22/9/1830 
P. R. 106.144); 
(B. T. 2/315) 
Banchory (preface; vide infra pp-11797ý7)9 
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TABLE 5.13 Qualification Restrictions upon Dir ctors 
1 

Shares owned 
Company by Candidate Other Restrictions 

Grangemouth 2 
Falkirk 5 
Maxwelltown 5 Resident within 5 miles of town 
Falkirk J. S. 5 Resident in the town or parish 
Peterhead 3 Resident within 3 miles of town 
Kirkcaldy 1 Resident within 4 miles. Could not 

act on behalf of a rival gas com- 
pany, or join such a company 

Cupar 1 Resident within the town or suburbs 
Dumfries 3 
Perth 2 
Vale of Leven 2 
Bo'ness 4 
Banchory 100 Five of the Seven Directors to res- 

ide within 5 miles of the gas- 
works. 

SOURCES: Grang emouth (4)9 Falkirk (9)v Maxwelltown (16). Falkirk 
J. S. (19). Peterhead (5). Kirkcaldy (9)9 Dumfries (6), 
Perth (17). Vale of Leven (5), Bo'ness (9) 

Continuity of direction was usually preserved by enforcing re- 

tirement upon only a fixed proportion of directors each year. A 

lis't 2 
of directors was drawn ups either in alphabetical order as at 

Barrhead, or by ballot at Peterhead, or according to the number of 

votes first awarded to each director as at Dundee. Each subsequent 

year, a given number of senior directors at the head of the list had 

to retire or seek re-election, and new directors were placed at the 

1. Above a single threshold, all partners were usually, eligiblev but 
Gourock (13) employed segregation in which two directors held 
between five and ten shares, three held between ten and twenty 
shares, and four held above twenty shares. one director from 
each group retired annually. 

2. Barrhead (6). Peterhead (4). Dundee (29) 
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TABLE 5.14 Turnover of Company Directors 

Total Board Time Lapse 
of Directors Retiring before 

Company Directors each Year Re-election 

Perth 13 4 One year 
Dunfermline 39 
Cupar 39 One year 
Kirkcaldy 5 10 - 
Barrhead 6 13 0 
Grangemouth 39 One year 
Peterhead 59 One year 
Falkirk 37 One year 
Kinross 6 or 7 13 0 

(alternate) 
Dalry 990 
Moffat 66- 
Dysart 37 One year 
Maxwelltown 4 13 0 
Falkirk J. S. 990 
Innerleithen 25- 
Bridge of Weir 5 10 
Gourock 39 One year 
Haddington 25- 
Dundee 12 40 
Vale of Leven 770 
Selkirk 550 
Musselburgh 11 30 
Banchory 770 
Dunoon 93m 

SOURCES: Perth (18), Dunfermline (17). Kirkcaldy (9,22). Cupar (9), 
Barrhead (6)9 Grangemouth (5)9 Peterhead (5)p Falkirk (10). 
Kinross (18)0 Dalry (15). Moffat (3), Dysart (18), Max- 
welltown (16)0 Falkirk J. S. (19)9 Innerleithen (6), Bridge 
of Weir (4). Gourock (13), Haddington (10), Musselburgh 
(6), Banchory (Prefaceg 4). Dunoon (12) 

bottom of the list. Small companies experienced greater problems 

in finding reliable directors, and at Dalryl any partner who was 

elected and refused to serve was fined 2s 6d, if he had not held 

office the previous year. 

1. Dalry (15) 
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Vacancies in the directorate, caused by death, disqualifica- 

tion or resignation, could usually be filled by an interim director 

chosen by the other directors, 1 but he was to retire at the next gen- 

eral meeting. Some companies, however, insisted upon a special 
2 

general meeting to elect substitute directors To safeguard against 

financial mismanagement for private gain, company contractst as at 

Dundee from the outset, stipulated that a director could not "delib- 

erate or vote in any matter in which he is interested as an individ- 

ual" .3 "No person holding an office of profit under the Company", 

or employed in work, or contracting for work from the company could 

be a director 4 in most gas companies. 

The directors met regularly to consider company affairsq 
5 

and 

decisions were reached by voting through "a majority o'f voice S" p6 

the principle of one vote for each director present quite regardless 

of his shareholding wealth in the company. Although a general meet- 

1. e. g. Vale of Leven (9). Banchory (20). Dunoon (12) 
Dundee (31). Dunfermline (19), Cupar (9), Peterhead (24). Fal- 

kirk (11), Maxwelltown (20), Falkirk J. S. (21). Kinross (20), 
Dysart (9), Haddington (11)v Dalry (16), Gourock (13). Perth (19) 
Kirkcaldy (9,22) directors could not do so unless their total 
number fell from ten to below five 

2. e. g. Dumfries (8)9 Innerleithen (7), Grangemouth (5) Mussel- 
burgh (7) 

3. e. g. Dundee (32). Dunfermline (20). Gourock (14), Bo'ness (ad- 
dendum 19/7/1844) 

Haddington (13). unlike most companies, used standing orders to 
make the directors take several tenders for all items costing 
above L5. Vide infra 'Finance'p. 862; c. f. pp. 1459 149 

4. Dunfermline (18), Cupar (9). Kinross (27), Dysart (9), Maxwell- 
town (16)9 Falkirk J. S. (20), Dumfries (12). Barrhead (6) Dunoon 
(26) 

5. At Bridge of Weir (4) each quarterly meeting was specifically 
required to inspect the books of the Treasurer and Secretary. 

6. e. g. Dunfermline (20), Grangemouth (4). Kirkcaldy (23), Kinross 
(19), Bridge of Weir (5), Dalry (17), Dysart (18), Dundee (32)0 
Perth (20), Vale of Leven (8). Musselburgh (8). Bo'ness (addendum# 
19/7/1844) 
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ing of shareholders sometimes elected a leader for the directors 
1p 

as at Moffat, in most cases the choice of a "President or Conven- 

er .2 or a "Chairman of the Company', 3 
was made among the directors 

4 themselves, who in some cases also appointed a Vice President or 

Deputy Chairman. 
5 

Quarterly meetings of the full Board of Direc- 

tors were frequently required under the contract. 

TABLE 5.15 Periodicity of Directors' Meetings 

Companies Meetings 

Dumfries, Musselburgh Monthly 

Dunfermline, Kirkcaldyt Barrheado Kirirossq Dalry, Quarterly 
Falkirk J. S. 9 Gourock, Bridge of Weir, Perth 

SOURCES: Dumfries (19p22) - advance written notice of the aggenda 
sent to each director. 

Falkirk J. S. (22), Gourock (14)9 Musselburgh (8). 
August, November, February and May were the usual meet- 

ing months, as at Dunfermline (20), Kirkcaldy (23). 
Barrhead (7), Kinross (23) and Dalry (17). Perth (20) 

Dalry imposed a fine of 6d upon truant directors, 6 but several com- 

panies like Dundee 
7 

allowed their directors to hold meetings when- 

ever they chose to do so. 

1. e. g., Moffat (3) the company President 
Barrhead (6) director with most votes became President 
Vale of Leven (5) - President and Vice President 

2. e. g., Dunfermline (20). Dalry (15), Perth (20) 

3. e. g. t Innerleithen (6). Gourock (13), Peterhead (5). Falkirk 
(9)9 Banchory (6), Kinross (11), Falkirk J. S. (22), Kirkcaldy 
(23)9 Grangemouth (4) 

4. e. g. 9 Bridge of Weir (5) 

5. e. g. 9 Maxwelltown (2-1), Dysart (18). Dunoon (12) directors had 
to chose a chairman with over twenty-five shares, and a deputy 
chairman with over fifteen shares, so-that in some cases wealth 
did gain special advantages within the Board of Directors. 

6. Dalry (17) 3d fine if absent when meetinz commenced. 
7. Dundee (32)9 Innerleithen (8) 

Chairmen often had outside business experience e. g. S. Cameront 
chairman of Elgin gas co. in 1863 held. the same position in Elgin Joint 
Stock Water Co. John Barr, gas chairman at Ardrossan for marW yearst was 
a railway and harbour contract-engineerg who became a shipbuilder in 
1842, and was later Provtstq and, chairman of the School Board.. 

I Black's Morayshire Directo (1863, Elfin) 3.102 Ardrossan Burgh Cente 46 - 1946 1946 - 
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Additional meetings of the directors were called whenever necessaryp 

as commanded in the contract, to handle unusual or urgent business. 

TABLE 5.16 Qualifications for Convening Extraordinary 
Meetings of Directors 

Companies Persons Qualified to call a Meeting 

Dunfermlinep Gourock 

Barrheadp Dalry 

Kinross 

Falkirk Joint Stock 

Bo'ness 

Company Clerk; any directors 

President; 3 directors 
Chairman; Clerk; 3 directors 

Secretary; 2 directors 

Clerk; 2 directors 

SOURCES: Dunfermline (20), Gourock (14)9 Barrhead (7). 
Dalry (17), Kinross (18)0 Falkirk J. S. (22)t 
Bo'ness (addendum 19/7/1844) 

Legal protection of the directors by the company was essential 

before entrepreneurs would voluntarily undertake the duties of direc- 

torship, especially the personal obligations in which they signed for 

contracts and loans. 1 Under the gas company's contract directors 

were therefore relieved of liability for the sufficiency of securit- 

ies or property upon which they lent out or invested the company's 

monies, or for "the actions or intromissions of the manager" or 

1. e. g., Perth (27)9 Selkirk (12). Vide infra 'Finance' P-768 
Promissory Notest Billsp and the indorsation of receiptsp were 

usually signed by directors, eg., Dundee (42), Sometimes the 
Directors at the "bottom of the list"t those who would retire 
last, had to sign. All shareholders accepted responsibility for 
such deedst as if they had signed these themselves. Usually 
three directors together signed a minute covering such deedst e. g. 
Dunfermline (28). Falkirk J. S. (29), Kinross (31)0 Dalry (21)p 
Barrhead (11)0 Falkirk (12). Lochgilphead (11)9 Haddington. (14); 
four at Dunoon (27). 

At Perth (27) all promissory notes were given and taken in the 
name of the Clerk/Treasurer, and all securities owned by the com- 
pany in his name and that of two junior directors. 
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other official of the company. They were not responsible for the 

intromissions or solvency of tradesmen contracted by the companyp nor 

unforeseen contingencies. Directors were not "liable in solidum 

nor for the intromissions of each other, but each for his own actions 

and intromissions allenarly". 
1 

Dundee 
2 

shareholders were pledged 

to relieve directors or other officers of all obligations taken in 

accordance with the contract, and many companies reiterated this at 

a special general meeting before large loans were secured. 

The directors fixed the sale price of gas, 
3 

and negotiated bulk 

sales or contracts at special rates. They could refuse to supply 

deceitful consumers, or prosecute for non-payment, From the earliest 

gas companies, like'Dundee and Dumfriesv by-laws by the directors were 

made binding on the company 
4 

and its employees, 
5 but Perth, Dunferm- 

line and later companies obliged the directors to enter all rules as 

a Minute which had to be brought to the attention of the next general 

meeting 
6 for review. Directors also had some control over the 

1. Dundee (40)q Dunfermline (27), Kirkcaldy (27). Cupar (23). Fal- 
kirk (12), Kinross (30)9 Dalry (20), Dysart (22). Maxwelltown (22) 
Dunoon (20), Falkirk J. S. (28)v Lochgilphead (12), Moffat (11). 
Barrhead (12)t Innerleithen (20). Gourock (19), Perth (26), Mussel- 
burgh (20), Banchory (21). 

2. Dundee (43); vide Selkirk (18) and Vale of Leven (11) where 
directors were "entitled to all the usual privileges and exemptions conferr 

ed on persons acting gratuitously in such offices". 
3. e. g., Musselburgh (10), Haddingtou (13), Banchory (5), Moffat 

(4)9 Innerleithen (1,10), Gourock (2), Maxwelltown (21) 

4. Dumfries (10,15). Dundee (37,38), Perth (23). Vale of Leven 
(9) 

5. Moffat (4) directors, probably like other small companies, took 
"the advice of the Contractor" who built the works, in framing such 
regulations. 

6. Dunfermline (24), Kirkcaldy (24), Cupar (2L), -Kinross (22)v Dy- 
sart (20), Gourock (17), Perth (23), Dunoon (18) 
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membership of the company often being empowered to decide who could 

purchase reserve stock, 
1 

and able to use contingency or reserve 

funds to purchase shares 
2 instead of allowing transfers to take 

place. 

Forward planning, and control of working capitalq were the dir- 

ectors' responsibility. Heritable property was usually vested in 

the directors as permanent trustees 
3 for the company, until a sub- 

sequent committee of directors divested them of that responsibility. 

In some cases, howeverg trustees were appointed and controlled dir- 

ectly by general meetingst 
4 but they were apparently always partners 

in the company. The appointment of an engineer or "Manager" and 

other staff# was usually another responsibility of the directors, and 

of critical importance in the technical advancement of the gasworks. 

1. e. g. Dundee (6)q Banchory (3) 

2. e. g., Kirkcaldy (26), Cupar (22). Dysart (21), Falkirk J. S. (27)9 
Innerleithen (16)0 Dundee (17), Gourock (18) 

The directors were sometimes specifically forbidden from exer- 
cising the voting right of shares held in the company's name, or 
in the directors' names as Trustees, e. g. Dunfermline (26). Kinross 
(29). Perth (25). 

3. e. g. Dunfermline (29)p Falkirk (12), Falkirk J. S. (30), Gourock 
(20), Dalry (22)9 Lochgilphead (9), Innerleithen (11), Banchory 
(18), Dunoon (22) 

Alternatively, the directors were authorised to appoint trus- 
tees, e. g. Dysart (6). 

Under the contracto company property could not be subjected to 
the private debts of individual Trustees e. g. Barrhead (9), Dalry 
(22)9 Innerleithen (11). Lochgilphead (9) 

4. e. g. 0 Kirkcaldy (26), Lochgilphead (preface). Inveraray com- 
pany on 2/3/1841 appointed Trustees at a general meeting viz: 
L. Campbellj Chamberlain to Duke of Argyll, J. Wright,, provostj 
W. Ingraml writer, S. Mactaggart, writer, J. Walker, innkeepert 
W. Minto, road surveyor, and R. Campbell, forrester. All were 
local residents. 

S. R. O. Argyll Sheriff Court Book (SC. 51/50/16 
- 
06) Folio 27 

(rrbiij) Feu Contract between Duke of Argyll and Inveraray Gas 
Company. 
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Dundee 1 
was exceptional in appointing the Manager at general meet- 

ings. In several companies, directors delegated to the manager the 

task of recruiting whatever additional manual workers he or they 

deemed necessary. General meetings, as at Maxwelltownp 2 
retained 

the right to dismiss any official chosen by the directors. 

The appointment of Treasurers, Clerks or Secretaries, and other 

officials who kept the company books, and had a direct and separate 

responsibility to the general meetingsp was often retained as a pre- 

rogative of general meetings 
3 

to provide an independent record of 

the directors' actions and guard against maladministration. Else- 

where these appointments were also made by the Directors, 4 
possibly 

out of their own number. 
5 

Sometimes the Clerk and Treasurer had to 

be two separate peoplet 
6 

but small works often combined their tasks, 

1. Dundee (33p34) in 1824 advertised the post in London and Edin- 
burgh newspapersq and then balloted shareholders to choose their 
managerg who had to provide a caution of L19000 against intro- 
missionst but the directors decided upon the, manager's salary, 
and thus controlled the quality of engineers who would apply. 

At Haddington (12) general meetings appointed the Manager and 
Collector. 

2. Maxwelltown (19) 

3. e. g., Maxwelltown (19), Bridge of Weir (5)p Barrhead (7), Kin- 
ross (21). Dysart (18). Kinross appointed J. Kidd, accountant 
at the British Linen Bank, as first Treasurer, Dysart appoin- 
ted the town clerkt T. Dow, as first Company Clerk. Perth (21) 
appointed G. Gray, writer, as Clerk and Treasurer. 

4. e. g. Kirkcaldy (24)t Lochgilphead (7), Dalry (18), Cupar (20), 
Dunoon (13). Falkirk J. S. (24), Innerleithen (9), Dundee (35) 
Vale of Leven (5) 

5. e. g. j Gourock (15). The Vale of Leven (5) directors had, unus- 
ually, to choose a Treasurer and Secretary from among the partners, 
and these became "ex oficiis Directors of the Company". At Sel- 
kirk (3) the Clerk/Treasurer had to be a director. 

6. e. g., Dunfemline (22) 
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and Peterhead appointed "one person only to be Clerk, Cashier, Mana- 

ger and sole Director f-sic, 7 of Works". 
' Independent auditors 

2 

appointed by a general meeting to check the books were rare. 

Security against intromissions 3 
was usually demanded from em- 

ployees, but most companies 
4 

relied upon the directors to arrange 

an appropriate amountq though some stated a minimum in the contract 

of co-partnery. 

TABLE 5-17 Minimum Security from Employees 
Against their Intromissions 

Company Date Employees Amount 

Perth 1822 Treasurer / Clerk L 500 
Dundee 1824 Gas Manager L10000 
Dunfermline 1828 Trusted Officials L 250 
Kirkcaldy 1829 Gas Manager L 200 
Falkirk 1834 Treasurer, Collector &c. L20 each 

SOURCES: Falkirk (16), Dunfermline (22)9 
Kirkcaldy (24). Dundee (34) 
Perth (21) 

A Bank account, usually in the company's name, was an essential 

safeguard in company organization. Company officers were obliged to 

quickly . deposit all monies receivedg before these accumulated to 

1. Peterhead (5) 

2. e. g. Dysart (18) appointed P. Greigg Manufacturerg and W. Walkerp 
ironmonger, as auditors to re-examine the books annually. 

Maxwelltown (27) A. G. M. could appoint auditors to re-check the 
directors' books. 

Cupar in 1830 also appointed separate auditors - W. Walker, 
grocer, J. Shaw, writer, and J. Mackenzie, accountant in the 
Commercial Bank. 

3. Vide infra 'Labour' p 625 
Later termed 'Fideliý; Guarantee' 

4. e. g. t Lochgilphead (7), Dysart (19)9 Kinross (24), Dalry (18), 
Falkirk J. S. (24), Vale of Leven (9). Dunoon (13) 
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unmanageable proportions. This ensured that--the sources of revenue 

were written down at the time received, prior to banking. 

TABLE 5.18 

Company 

Dunfermline 
Vale of Leven 

Falkirk J. S. 

Kirkcaldy 

Banchory 

Haddington 

Peterhead 

Courock 
Kinross 
Dunoon 

Maximum Small Change to be held by Employees 
before Banking 

Cash Employees 

W 

20 Treasurer 

20 Treasurer 

10 All 

10 Manager, Treasurer 
&C 

10 Treasurer 

10 Manager 

10 Treasurer 

Maximum Time 
before 

depositing in 
Bank Penalty 

One day 

One day 

Three days Double the 
excess 

One week 

Oae week 

One day 

SOURCES: Dunfermline (22)9 Kirkcaldy (24), Falkirk J. S. (24)p 
Kinross (25)p Gourock (15)q Peterhead (12), Vale of 
Leven (9)v Haddington (12)9 Banchory (11) Dunoon (13) 

Withdrawals from the bank were closely supervized both by the direc- 

tors, and by the general meetings. The directors' permission was 

usually required for each individual withdrawal, which was normally 

made by the Treasurer personally. 
1 

Usually a minute in the books 

had to be recorded each time and signed both by the Treasurer and a 

specified number of Directorst 
2 

to satisfy the contract regulations. 

1. Vide Selkirk (8), Banchory (11). Dunoon (17). At Musselburgh 
(97) all sums above L10 had to be paid by cheque signed by two 
directors. 

2. Dunfermline (22)9 Kirkcaldy (10). Falkirk J. S. (24). Gourock 
(15), Cupar (19), Falkirk (19), Moffat (19)9 Dysart (18), Max- 
welltown (37)9 Haddington (16), Peterhead (12) Vale of Leven 
(9) At Bridge of Weir (11) withdrawals had to be signed by the 
Secretary and Treasurer. 
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Company books which recorded the inflow of"money, labour, and 

raw materials and the outflow of manufactured goods and expendituret 

were largely under the supervision of the directors, but through 

standing orders they also recorded the activities of the directors. 

The company clerk or treasurer maintained his books, on his own 

authority derived from standing orders, but "at the sight of the 

Directors". 1 
The books were legal documents in which general meet- 

ings recorded alterations of company regulations, 
2 instead of placing 

those on a separate deed. Directors were obliged to enter all their 

contracts and agreements into the books, 3 
allowing these to be re- 

viewed or criticized by any partners when the books were presented 

to annual general meetings. 

Balancing the books usually had to commence upon a certain date 4 

under the standing orders and share transfers were normally suspended 

from two weeks before the balance until after the general meeting. 
5 

6 
The directors alone, without the specified aid of external account- 

ants, were responsible for supervising the Treasurer's balance, and 

1. e. g. Dunfermline (21)9 Falkirk J. S. (23), Kinross (24). Bridge 
of Weir (5)p Vale of Leven (9), Dunoon (14) 

2. Barrhead (18)9 Banchory (14) 

3. e. g. Dumfries (26)0 Falkirk (19) 

4. e. g. Dundee (41)q Dunfermline (22)q Kirkcaldy (8)9 Cupar (a)p 
Falkirk (18), Kinross (26)9 Dysart (8)9 Innerleithen (12)0. Gour- 
ock (15). Banchory (12). Dunoon (15), Maxwelltown (27)q Perth 
(21). Vale of Leven (9), Musselburgh (12) ' 

5. e. g. Dunfermline (22), Falkirk (20), Kinross (26), Gourock (20)9 
Dunoon (15)9 Dundee (41); 

Banchory (12) allowed one month. 
6. e. g. Dunfermline (22), Falkirk (18), Kinross (26)9 Innerleithen 

(12), Banchory (12), Peterhead'(0). Perth (21), Vale of Leven 
(13), Musselburgh (12) 
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for examiningg doequeting and signing the balance. In some cases 

the company President 1 
took thi's responsibility. For most of the 

year, only the directors or a general meeting had access to the 

books. 2 

TABLE 5.19 

Companv 

Kirkcaldy 

Access to Company Books allowed to 
Ordinary Shareholders 

Dundee; Cupar; Kinross 

Innerleithen 

Maxwelltown 
Dunoon 

Time when Access allowed 

4 weeks before, and 4 weeks after 
A. q. M. 

2 weeks before and 2 weeks after 
A. G. M. 

10 days after A. G. M. 

4 weeks after A. G. M. 

4 weeks before A. G. M. 

SOURCES: Cupar (8). Kirkcaldy (8)9 Kinross (26). 
Dundee (41)9 Innerleithen (12), Max- 
welltown (27) 

The directors' final responsibility was to prepare an abstract of 

the accounts and of events affecting the company, which was "exhibi- 

ted and read over" at the annual general meeting 
3 

to keep the share- 

holders informed on the company's activities and prosperity. 

Two forms of legal action were brought within the scope of the 

contract for the security of the company - internal disputes over 

1. e. g. Dalry (18)9 Barrhead (17)p Lochgilphead (19) 

2. Dysart (8) and Courock (15) were exceptional in allowing all 
partners to have access to the books at all times; so was Ban- 
chory (12) in forbidding all shareholders except Directors from 
examining the books. 

3. e. g. Kinross (26). Dunfermline (22), Dundee (41)p Perth (21), 
Vale of Leven (13)9 Selkirk (4). Banchory (12), Dunoon (13pl5) 
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the contract itself; and external disputes between the company and 

outside parties, consumers or suppliers. By signing the contract 

or purchasing shares from an existing partner, all new partners 

agreed to accept the judgment of an arbitratort usually the local 

Sheriff or his Depute, in all disputes which they could later raise 

over interpretations of the contract of co-partnery made by the direc- 

tors, and in all disputes between the directors' holon and the com- 

pany, or general meeting holon. 1 
This greatly reduced the possi- 

bility of ruinous litigation within the company itself. 

, 
For external disputes in which the company was the "Complainer"v 

its trustees 
2 

were empowered to pursue in their own names all actions 

relating to trust property, and its Manager, Treasurer or other offic- 

ials 3 
to pursue for behoof of the company all other actions. When 

the company was the defendant# actions or diligence could be law- 

fully executed against it, in terms of the contract, by serving them 

1. e. g. Dundee (43), Dunfermline (31)9 Kirkcaldy (28)9 Cupar (24), 
Peterhead (9). Falkirk (23). Dalry (23), Dysart (23), Maxwell- 
town (34), Lochgilphead (21)v Haddington (26). Perth (28), Vale 
of Leven (17), Banchory (9) 

At Barrhead (19) the arbiters were to be three local Justices 
of the Peace; and at Musselburgh (25), Falkirk J. S. (32) and 
Innerleithen (25)p the Dean of the Faculty of Advocates. 

2. e. g., Dunfermline (32)9 Kirkcaldy (29), Cupar (25). Dysart (24). 
Perth (29) 

3. e. g., Manager at Dundee (44), Kirkcaldy (29). Peterhead (10)9 
Maxwelltown (35). 

Treasurer at Falkirk (24), Falkirk J. S. (33), Dalry (24), 
Perth (29)9 Dunoon (23). 

Clerk at Cupar (25), Dysart (24), Moffat (11), Haddington (15) 

(in the above cases, the directors could also appoint alternative 
officials to handle the action) 
Directors at Barrhead (10), Innerleithen (7), Lochgilphead (18). 
Manager or Cashier at Banchory (10). 
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against the directors jointly, and one company official individual yll 

instead of against each member of the company individually. This 

was of paramount importance in a co-partnery of such size, which 

could not have functioned in the legal morasse which would otherwise 

have occurred. The formula was acceptable to the Lords of Council 

and Session who in 1860 tried the case of T. Turnbull, builder, 

against the unincorporated Callander Gas Light Company. 2 
The com- 

pany was found guilty of non-payment by a Jury verdict of nine to 

three. 

Company organization as delineated in the contract of co-part- 

nery, or engrossed in the company booksq produced a coherent, inte- 

grated system used on a national scale which was adopted by compan- 

ies without limited liability and remained largely unaltered from 

the early 1820s into the 1850s, and even later for companies which 

ignored the Limited Liability Acts. Efficient and practical large- 

scale joint stock organization was therefore a well-established prin- 

ciple in Scotland before the 1820s and was used by the gas industry 

without necessitating great modifications related to the nature 6f the 

industry, apart from encouraging resident consumer-investors to re- 

tain local control. 

This official was the Manager at Dundee (44), Kirkcaldy (29), 
Peterhead (10) and Maxwelltown (35); the Treasurer at Dunfermline 
(32), Falkirk (24). Perth (29). Dunoon (23). Falkirk J. S. (33) and 
Dalry (24); and the Clerk at Cupar (25) and Dysart (24); and the 
Manager or Cashier at Banchory (10). 

Selkirk (13) hoped to sue, and be sued, in the name of the Trea- 
surer alone, but was misinformed. Musselburgh (8) was to sue and be sued in the name of the first directors and their survivors, and 
then in the name of specially appointed Trustees. 

2. The action was brought against the company, and each director# 
and the company Secretary individually. Unextracted Process 
Callander Gas Light Co. (1860) S. R. O. (Currie Dat. T. 8/29) 

3. Vide infra 'Consumer Companies' p. 1119 
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(2) Chartered Gas Companies 

An Act of Incorporation 
1 for a gas company fulfilled two func- 

tions. To the company it gave specific legal privileges and sanc- 

tioned detailed regulations for the control and management of 

company affairs. For Parliament it provided an opportunity to pre- 

vent malpractices, to introduce national standards of commercial 

practice into individual companies, and to protect both shareholders 

and consumers from hazards as diverse as rash financial speculation 

which could adversely influence the entire national economy, 
2 

and 

the pollution of local water supplies. For this reason Parliament 

granted incorporation to a vast number of small gas companiesl while 

denying its advantages to many larger companies 
3 

outside the 'service 

industry' sector. 

By private Actl the existing and future members of the company 

were declared "to be one Body Politic and Corporate", and in the 

name of the company they had "perpetual Succession and a Common Seal, 

and by that Name shall and may sue and be sued. ,4 Until the repeal 

of the 'Bubble Act' (172J)- 1825) a private Act was the only legal 

1. Hereafterv Private Acts for gasworks are distinguished by datel 
town, and the Article (a. ) or clause which is relevant. A full 
list of Acts, with financial detailsp is given later. 

Vide infra Appendix XVIII-3 
2. e. g. 1824-5 financial crisis Vide supra? P-431 P 1099 163 

3. e. g. Shotts Iron Company 
4. Tolcross gas company (1836 a. ci) was unusual in sue4ng in the 

name of the Clerkq Treasurer, or a Shareholder. Several private 
Acts specifically allowed partnerships to sue in the name of their 
Manager (for the time being), e. g., Standard Life Assurance Company 
Act of 1832. 
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basis for joint-stock ownership of a company. The advantage of 

taking court cases in the name of the company or its principal offi- 

cers, instead of the names of each individual memberg was more appar- 

ent in England, however, because unincorporated companies had the 

same privilege under Scots Common Law. 1 

It remains uncertain 
2 how rigorously the Bubble Act was applied 

in Scotland, but many early nineteenth century firms applied for incor- 

poration in the belief that it was applicable. The first two Scot- 

tish gas companies, at Glasgow 3 
and Edinburghp therefore took Acts 

as protection against their new and apparently hazardous projectst 

which required very heavy capital outlay because of the size of the 

markets. Nevertheless, both companies were fully committed to the 

extent of purchasing apparatus before the Acts were obtained, and 

could not have recouped their expenditure without continuing regard- 

less. Both had previously obtained the support of the Town Coun- 

cilt 
4 

which was necessary to prevent opposition to the Act, and the 

majority of subsequent Scottish gas companies relied entirely upon 

municipal approval and the concensus of local inhabitants. 

The format of private Acts served to illustrate central Govern- 

ment policy on gas supply, and became the framework for "Rules and 

Regulations" adopted by unincorporated companies 
5 for their own 

1. This privilege was not always accepted, however, and both Shotts 
company and Leith glass company had problems with debtors who did 
not accept that the company existed separately from its members. 

Vide supra P-104 
2. R. H. Campbellq "The Law and the Joint Stock Company in Scotland" 

in P. L. Payne, Ed. 9 Studies in Scottish Business History (1967), 
p. 138. 

3. F. Cliffordp A History of Private Bill Legislation (1887) Vol. 2P 
pp. 447-8. Clifford provides luable guide to legislation on 
early gas, water and transport companies. 

4. Vide infra 'Municipal Control' P- 1007 
5. Vide supra P-895 
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organization, and copied by them as rules for their legal conduct 

towards third parties. Companies formed in the 1820s frequently 

agreed to promote a Bill if it was necessary, 
I but few like Paisley 

in 1823 actually did so. Three principal causes underlay later 

applications for incorporation. The company could promote a Bill 

out of fear of a new rival company, as in the case of Dundee Old 

company in 1830, Hamilton Old company in 1846, and Ayr company in 

1845. Alternativelyt a new company required a Bill to oppose the old 

company, as in the case of Glasgow City and Suburban 2 in 1843, Hamil- 

ton New company 18460 and Dundee New company in 1846. Finally, a Bill 

could invigorate the status of a company being threatened with munici- 

pal takeover as at Stirling in 1898. 

3 
Parliamentary supervision increased considerably during the 

1840s, but all general regulations, except those governing the accu- 

racy of gas meterst 
4 

were confined entirely to Chartered companies. 
5 

In 1847 the Gasworks'Clauses Act 
6 

produced national gas regulations 

from rules which had previously been inserted piecemeal into private 
Acts9 and could thereafter be quoted in private 

1. Vide infra Dundee pp. 9029 926 

2. Vide infra 'Consumers Movement'p. 1132 

3. F. Clifford, Private Bill Legislation (1885) Vol. 1,, 212. cit., pe 
222 

4. Vide infra P-1155 
5. Laissez faire was not applied to company organization. Companies 

which registered under the 1870 Gas and Water Facilities Act became 
subjected to similar regulations as those of Chartered companies. 
(Vide infra Appendix XVIII. 2-4) Gasworks which registered 
for Limited Liability did not have to conform to the Gasworks 
Clauses Acts 

6.10-liVictoria Cap. XV (23/4/1847) An Act for Consolidating in One Act 
certain Provisions usually contained in Acts authorizing the making 
of Gasworks, (hereafter abbreviated G. C. A. 1847) 

Superseded by 34-5 Victoria Cap. 41 The Gasworks Clauses Act, 
1871 (G. C. A. 1871) 
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Acts to avoid tedium. Special surveyors 
1 

appointed in England to 

examine all private gas Acts, greatly extended the expert knowledge 

available to Parliamentary Committees. 

Many gas companies seeking Incorporation in the late nineteenth 

century were allowed to acknowledge that surplus profits had been re- 

invested in extensions of the gasworks. Some, like Coatbridge and 

Busby, 2 
were already limited companies. Stirling was not, but had 

a stock of L12,400 by 1845 as "a Joint adventure", and in 1878 had 

equipment valued at 00,000, without having borrowed money or mort- 

gages. In 1845 'Civis' advised Stirling town council to purchase 

the gas company, 
3 

and in 1874 the council again threatened action 
4 

when the price of gas was raised for public lighting. In 1896 the 

council again proposed to purchase the works, so the company retalia- 

ted by promoting a Bill for incorporationt and popular agitation 

against the price of L62,697 agreed through the arbitration of Sheriff 

Lees 
5 led to a plebiscite which defeated the Council proposals. 

These surveyors had the Powers of Commissioners of Her Majesty's 
Woods &c., and their duties were extensivet virtually a civil ser- 
vice department on the gas industry. B. P. P. Local Acts - Prelim- 
inary Inquiries 1847 (xxxiii) 87 pagesl06(95) to 12(98); powers 
as stated in 9-10 Vict. Cap. 106. 

2. Busby supplied Cathcart and Mearns parishes 
3. To prevent amalgamation with the consumers gas company. 

Stirline Journal 21/11/1845; vide infra 'Consumer Relations'P-1146 

4. In 1874 the L2 shares had a market value of L4. Mr Laidlaw of 
Glasgow evaluated the works at E24,850 and advised nine per cent 
annuities on the capital stock of L14,886. Provost Christiep 
who favoured the takeover, was outvoted in Council. 

Stirling Journal 25/9/1874; 30/10/1874 
5. Stirling Company commenced in 1825 with L6,200 capital stockl but by 1875 had reploughed L159000 surplus profits and paid ten per 

cent dividends. In 1874 the paid-up nominal share capital of L14,886 was raised in the books to L29,772, and no extra shares 
sold up to 1898 when the company's Bill declared the value of the 
works to be Z40,000 and undertook to accept maximum dividend 
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Ardrossan sought a Bill when heavy expenditure was required to 

extend the gas and water works and mains, but accepted an offer of 

purchase by the Police Commissioners during the progress of the Billq 

and the final Act had provisions for the takeover. 
1 

Ardrossan 

shareholders raised the nominal value of their stock from L9,750 to 

L139930. Coatbridge in 1877 2 
claimed to have invested Z10,120 sur- 

plus profits on capital extensions, but only L5,060 was allocated to 

the old shareholders by providing five fully paid L10 shares for each 

old L30 share. During the transition to incorporation, old Articles 

of Association became void, 
3 

and new share certificates were issuedv 4 

but all other liabilities and rights were unaltered, 
5 

regulations of ten per cent on 00,000 and five per cent on 
notooo. Gas output had risen from 4.5 million cu ft in 1846, 
to 67.5 million in 1897. An accountant acting for the Town Coun- 
cilq A. Lass, stated that only L22,978 was spent on capital equip- 
ment up to 1878, and a further L6,000 up to 1896, or at most 
E29#576 by 1898. For the company, J. A. Robertson, accountant 
of Edinburghq showed 09,607 spent on capital equipment, and ar- 
gued that raising the nominal value of shares was not "watering 
the stock! ' but was a legitimate procedure. Company profits 
were L461 in 1846t L1.190 in 1856, L1.190 in 1866, L1,860 in 
18769 L2,607 in 1886j and L2,607 in-1896. 

Gas World,, "Battle of Stirline', 2/4/1898 pp. 519-21; 29/5/1897 
pp. 907-10; 2/7/1898 pp. 24-6 

Industries of Stirling and District (1909, Stirling) pp. 1060 
111-2 R. Rennie, Ed., Third Statistical Account - Stirling/Clack- 
mannan (1966) op. cit. c. f. infra p. 828 

1.1886 Ardrossan, a. 94 et seq. 0 Preface 

2.1877 Coatbridge a. 20 

3.1886 Ardrossan a. 7; 1898 Stirling a. 5 
4.1886 Ardrossan a. 21,1877 Coatbridge a. 22 
5.1886 Ardrossau a. 8 to 18; 1898 Stirling a. 9 to 11 
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Dundee was the first Scottish gas company to seek Parliamen- 

tary protection from a competitor upon the argument that it provided 

a social service. When Dundee company comraenced 
1 in 1823 "it was 

very difficult to get the shares off" and only a third had been sub- 

scribed when the gas supply commenced in 1825.2 Up to May 1826 only 

749 shares had been sold at L20 each, and 251 remained. That year 

194 shares were sold, at E27 to existing shareholders because of the 

company's success, and over the next two years sixty-seven were sold 

in 'lots' at public auction for about L36 each. The premiums were 

used as a contingency fund. 'Dundee New Gas Light Company 13 was 

promoted in 1828 and purchased land before applying to the Town Coun- 

cil for permission to break open the streets for pipes. This was 

refused and the new company promoted a Bill which the Council opposed. 

Before the 1832 Reform Bill "the Council elected themselves". and 

Christopher Kerr the town clerk in 1829 was also clerk to the Old gas 

company* 
4 

The Provost, together with many councillorsp magistrates 
5 

and bailies, were also members of the Old company. In March 1829 

following normal practice, the Bill was examined by a committee of 

1. Vide supra 'Companies without Limited Liability' p. 926 
2. Evidence of Mr Cross, technical adviser to Old company. H. Lords 

1846(Vol. 10) 20/5/1846 p. 76 

3. H. Commons 1846 (Vol. 98) 23/3/18469 p. 124; 
Vide infra 'Consumer Companies' p. 1119 

4. H. Commons 23/3/1846 pp. 1379 139 
5. Evidence of J. Browng Provost. About seven members had shares, 

and although they were excluded from the Council Committee which 
reviewed the New Company, they probably influenced it. The 

i 
Old 

company which paid L20 annually to the 'common good' of the Burghp 
gave "private conditions" to the Council in return for supports 

H. Commons 23/3/1846, pp. 1009 1210 159 
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local MPs representing the Burgh and County of Dundee, Montroset 

Arbroath and Fife. 
1 They decided 2 

that in a small town like Dun- 

dee, with narrow streets, a monopoly under "proper restraints" 

would best serve the public interest. The New company was quasheds 

on condition that the Old company raised its capital by the public 

sale of new E20 shares, in order to extend an adequate supply 

through the town and suburbs. No new subscriber could have more 

than twenty sharesq unless some remained unsold. The company had to 

provide gas as cheaply as the average of seven other townsp 
3 

and 
gone 

auditors were to be appointedAby the magistrates and two by the Pol- 

ice, to examine the accounts for the public benefit. The Old company 

also had to promote a Bill for incorporation, in 1830, under which 

the original share capital of 1,000 shares of L20 was increased by 

250 shares which sold at a premium of L13, raising the total capital 

by E8,039. Already the company had spent L29,702 on the capital 

accountq equivalent to L23 15s per share by reploughing surplus prof- 

its, and after 1830 more extensive additions were made to the works. 

In Paisley, a new company formed in 1843, with a nominal capi- 

tal 
4 

of L40,000, was opposed by collusion between the Old company and 
5 

the Town Council which was persuaded to manicipalize the old gasworks. 

The New company promoted a Bill to erect separate gasworks 
6 

at 

1. Evidence of C. Kerr. H. Commons 23/3/1846, p. 124 

2. H. Lords 20/5/1846 

3. Vide infra pp. 969,993 
4. H. Lords 1844 Vol. 8.22. cit., 31/7/1844, p. 317 
5. Vide infra P. 1020 
6. Evidence of J. Stranant. H. Lords 30/7/1844, p. 13 
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Paisley, Barrhead and Johnstone, the latter being without 
1 

gas 

supply. Paisley old company had also failed to supply Elderslie 
2 

village which had requested gas since 1836, as well as Quanelton 

and Thornhill. 
3 

The New company claimed that less than a quarter 

of the inhabitants had gas in the 13,000 dwelling houses rented at 

under 0 and occupied by the poor. Meters 
4 

cost two guineas, and 

not until August 1843, under threat of competition, had they been 

hired out at 2s 6d a year. Landlords did not provide gas fittings 

and could seize them for unpaid rent, and because many cheap houses 

were let by the month, 
5 

the poor who moved houses frequently could 

not afford to purchase fittings. 6 
The Old company provided service 

pipes only to the base of houses, and tenants had to finance all 

pipes to the upper storeys, 
7 

On the advice of Vialter Neilson, 8 
the New company proposed to 

supply pipesq fittings, and meters to the poorer classes, as the Glas- 

gow City and Suburban company was doing, at a rent of only about ls 

a yearg which would raise consumption "prodigiously". 9 They would 

also have abolished 'time-contracts'p which the Old company charged 

1. A small private comoany provided gas at Barrhead and Grahamston 
at the very high cost of 10s per 1,000 cu ft. Johnstone had a 
small gasworks, owned and run by the millowners who only supplied 
part of the town with gas at 8s 6d. 

H. Lords 30/7/1844 pp. 118-9,133-4 
2. H. Lords 30/7/1844, pp. 199 130 

3. H. Lords 30/7/1844, p. 29 
4. H. Lords 30/7/1844l p. 151 
5. H. Lords 31/7/18449 p. 141 
6. Evidence of J. Stranant; H. Lords 30/7/1844, pp. 14-17 
7. H. Lords 31/7/1844t pp. 138-9 
8. Probably Walter Montgomery Neilson, vide infra P-599 
9. H. Lords 30/7/1844, p. 31t 31/7/1844 p. 21 
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at 12s per 1,000 cu ft., and persuaded the weavers in a shop to 

share a single meter. 
1 Excessive discounts 2 

were being granted to 

large consumers by the Old company, which supplied poor gas contam- 

inated with sulphuretted hydrogen, 3 

The Old company was accused of giving inadequate supply to fac- 

tories and mills, which it resented supplying at all because they 

required high mains-pressure causing a wastage of gas by time-consum- 

ers, thereby reducing the company revenue. 
4 Many factories commen- 

ced at 6 a. m. and closed at 8 p. m., but in winter the gas supply was 

often turned off on the mains at 8 a. m. though the workers could not 

see by daylight until 9 a. m. The supply was not resumed until 4 or 

4.30 p. m., which was too late, and factories were obliged to hold a 

dinner break from 3 to 4 p. m. Shops lit early, and most inhabitants 

used gas by 5 p. m., causing the pressure to fall until lights were in- 

adequate to work by. Between 6 and 7 p. m. jet flames were reduced 

in height by one inch, and factory weavers often used auxilliary 

candles. Weavers who contracted for four-inch flames, 5 
often 

1. The Old company time-contracts: 
Weavers 4" jet to 11 p. m. all weekp 18s 4d per burner or 

8s llýd per 1,000 cu ft. 
Kitchen lights Us llkd to 8s 6d per 1,000 cu ft. 
H. Lords 31/7/1844, pp. 3339 338-9 

2. H. Lords 30/7/1844, p. 25 
3. Evidence of J. T. Cooper, consulting chemist of Londong who tes- 

ted Paisley gas on behalf of Glasgow Old. company, and found it in- 
ferior to Edinburgh, Dundee, Perth and Greenock. 

H. Lords 31/7/1844, p. 293. 
4. Evidence of W. McNicol, manager of R. McArthur & Co., a factory 

employing 250 weavers. H. Lords 30/7/1844, p. 230 31/7/1844 p. 7 
5. Evidence of G. White, hardloom. weaver. In 1825 weavers' time- 

contracts were sunset to sunriseq but a majority of the town's wea- 
vers preferred 7 a. m. to sunrise and sunset to 10 p. m., and petit- 
ioned the company for lower rents and those hours, The, company 
enforced the hours, but did not reduce the rates. -and 

, shortened the 
winter season by 3 weeks, instead of increasing'it 3"weeks asre- 
quired: H. Lords 31/7/1844 pp. 57t-69, v,, 70-1 
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received only 2ý inches. 

The old company perpetrated an iniquitous pre-payment system* 

Weavers had to pay for half a year in advancep 
1 

reduced to quarter 

of a year when the New company threatened opposition. This caused 

great hardship during the trade depression of the early 1840sq be- 

cause gas could be used only during working hours and there was no 

rebate when work ceasedo though some weaving shops with five or six 

weavers had paid for gas and then been idle for two months at a 

time. 
2 

W. Neilson 3 
estimated that all three gasworks would cost 

E29,825 including pipes and meters. That in Paisley would be technol- 

ogically superior to the old works, and cost only E200000, but would 

produce 17 million cu ft. of gas for sale at 5s 9d per 1,000 cu ft. 

above half the town's total consumption for several years. It was 

thereforescandalous for the Town Council to purchase the old gasworks 

for L64,000 when they were only worth half that amount. 
4 Trade had 

increased rapidly since 1843, especially when the railways reduced 

the price of common coal for factories from 5s or 8s to 3s 9d, and 
5 

there was adequate scope for two competing gas companies. 

1. H. Lords 31/7/1844, P. 77 

2. Almost all independent weavers worked together in a "warehouse" 
not at home, each supplying a different manufacturer, and paying 
individually for his loom stand; anA gas light. In the "Great 
Distress", the gas company refused to extend contract hours for 
gas to allow a single loom to run all day on two shifts. 

H. Lords 30/7/1844, pp. 250 26t 153; 31/7/1844 p. 82 

3. H. Lords 31/7/1844 p. 319; 30/7/18449 p. 33. 
Detailed engineering plans Vide infra Appendix XVI. 1 

4. H. Lords 30/7/1844, pp. 179 22 

5. The New company's Bill contained a clause prohibiting future 
amalgamation with the Old company; by 1844 it had spent over 
L4,000 in Parliamentary costs alone. H. Lords 31/7/1844 pp. 1170 
153. 
In the Paisley shawl depression of 1841-3,67 out of 112 firms failed; 
vide W. H. 1%, rwick Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland(1936) p. 124 
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Archibald Cook., engineer and manager of the Old Paisley com- 

pany, replied with details of the experiments he had made to ensure 

the most economicaL use of coaLs at PaisLey, whiLe the gas was so 

pure that it was used in local factories making silver and gold 

thread which would otherwise discolour rapidly. 
2 For Z1.500 the 

productive capacity of the present work could be doubled, but in 

fact consumption had declined in the early 1840s because of "the bad 

trade in the Town, and the emigration of a great many people going 

to America ". 

TABLE 5.21 Effect of 1841-3 Trade Depression upon 
Paisley Chartered Gas Company 

Date 1840-1 1841-2 1842-3 1843-4 

Millions cu. ft Gas 
consumed 47.5 40 36.5 40 

SOURCE: House of Lords 2/8/1844, p. 210 

The price of gas could only be reduced by increasing the amount consum- 

ed, but a second company would reverse that process. Already pipes 

supplied every street in town, and public lights were supplied up to 

100 yards from the mains. Mains were not laid to villages like 

Elderslie because the profit would only be about one per cent, forcing 

Paisley consumers to heavily subsidise such villagers. 

Abuse of 'contract-lighting' had caused the company considerable 

Cook, was a highly skilled engineer, who designed the original 
Paisley gasworks, and from 1823 to 1844 while manager there, con- 
structed fifty new gasworks in England and Scotland. 

--' H. Lords 1844 2/8/18449 pp. 10 80 
2. H. Lords 2/8/1844, p. 22 
3. Total gas consumption in Scottish industrial towns always 

closely reflected the trade cycle, and in some cases was used lo- 
cally as a guide to economic prosperity. 
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losses, and weavers working in a 'warehouse' who could not afford in- 

dividual meters at ls 6d rent a year, refused to share a meter 

between them because they varied their working hours considerably 

according to their temperaments and their "hurry to get into the work- 

house". Consequently the new Glasgow City and Suburban company 
I 

supplied very few weavers, and neither could a new Paisley company, 

The existing Paisley gasworks were in good condition, because any 

deterioration was soon replaced, and although Cook agreed that an 

entirely new works could be built for L27,000 compared to the E37,000 

expended on the old works, it could not have any technical improve- 

ments. 

J. Headley, 2 
consulting gas engineer of London, verified the 

high quality of Paisley gas, and estimated the average output per ton 

of coal since the works commenced to have been 100000 cu ft, a very 

efficient output. The Town Council had been misinformed by the New 

company that the old works were ill-designedg worn out, and that good 

works should give 18,000 cu ft per ton. That output was possible, 

but would give a low quality like London gas. 
3 

About fifty per cent 

of Paisley gas was lost between output and consumptionj but Headley 

claimed most was due not to leakage but to "over-burning" by time- 

contractorsq who thereby reduced their price from 10s per 1,000 cu ft, 

to 3s, Competition between gas companies was an impossible fallacyp 
4 

1. Evidence of G. Millerg Superintendent of Glasgow City & Suburban. 
Landlords refused to supply gas fittings to the poor weavers. 
H. Lords 2/8/1844 pp. 2079 2089 210t 211 

2. H. Lords 2/8/18449 p. 88. With list of 11 English and Irish, 
and 3 French gasworks Headley built, and 4 English gas companies 
he promoted. 

3. H. Lo'rds 2/8/1844, p. 117 
4. Vide infra p. 1120 
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and Headley. stated that gas could be supplied better and cheaper 

under municipal controll as at Manchester where the price had been 

reduced from 6s to 5s, the illuminating power of 1,536 cu ft was 

equivalent to 3,092 cu ft of London gas, and annual profits of 

L3,000 were spent for the good of the town. 
1 The promoters of 

Paisley New gas company conceded defeat, and agreed to exclude the 

town of Paisley from their Billq 2 
and the Old company was able to 

form a public Trust with the Town Council. 
3 

Hamilton old gas company commenced in 18319 chiefly on the init- 

iative of W. Henderson, 4 
writer and town clerks with a nominal capi- 

tal of 0,000 in L10 shares, of which only 0 was called up to fin- 

ance the works. People were reluctant to finance the 'risk' of a 

gasworks, but Henderson persuaded his personal friends to take shares, 

and also sold twenty-five to the Town Magistrates, and twenty-five to 

the Duke of Hamilton. By 1846 the company had also reploughed about 

L200 of excess profits. Henderson frequently attempted to persuade 

the Town Council 5 
to run the works, but they refused on the grounds 

1. For the remainder of the century gas profits at Manchester re- 
mained a glittering wealth which tempted other municipal author- 
ities in Britain to experiment. 

Gross Profits of Manchester Corporation 
Date 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842 1843 (gas reduced 

ls) 
L Profit 19,377 249547 249738 299694 310232 279927 

H. Lords 218/1844, p. 225 

2. H. Lords 5/8/1844. The New company rapidly dissolved 

3. Vide infra 'Municipal gasworks' p. 1020 
4. H. Commons 1846 Vol. 102 11/5/18469 pp. 46-9 
5. H. Commons 11/5/46, p. 69 
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of high expenditure and risk. 

Nevertheless, the company successfully served all sectors of 

the community, as illustrated by the gas rents: 
1 

TABLE 5,22 

Number of 
Consumers 

Gas Sales at Hamilton to various Classes 
of Consumers (1846) 

606 253 61 12 6 12 

Gas per Year Under ZI Ll-2 L2-3 0-4 L4-5 Over Z5 

SOURCE: H. Commons Vol. 102 11/5/18469 p. 218 

Unfortunately, two factors upset the local population - the suppos- 
2 

edly high price of gas, and the arrogance of the company manager, 

Andrew Brande who was formerly Henderson's house factor and weavers' 

agent. Brande enforced ruthless efficiency to keep the small works 

profitable in a handloom-weaving centre which was becoming depopula- 

ted by the flight to the coalfields. 
3 Brande was "not an engineer", 

and from 1831 relied exclusively on Lesmahagow coal from the Duke of 

Hamilton's pit at Auchinheath twelve miles away, ignoring the alter- 

native pit of Mr Ferguson, or the possibility of different coals. 

Coal prices rose to an exorbitant 16s 6d a ton in 1845, but Brande 

maintained that gas in Hamilton was as cheap as in any equivalent 

town. 
4 

Early in 1843, D. E. Gwinn, 5 M. D., a local magistrate, promoted 

a New Gas company, and the public readily agreed that the supply was 

1. H. Commons 11/5/1846 p. 218 
2. / Nearby Larkhall gasworks, also using Lesmahagow coals, sold gas 

at only 5s 6d and still made good profits. H. 'Conimons 715/1846, 
P. 1 

3. Evidence of Rev. W. Patrick, H. Commons 11/5/1846, pp. 91-2 
4. H. Commons 13/5/1846 p. 28. Vide infra Appendix XV P-1753 
5. H. Commons 11/5/18469 p. 19L 
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TABLE 5.23 Gas Prices charged by Hamilton Old Company 
compared to other Towns 

Date Hamilton Paisley Lanark Coatbridge Glasgow 

1843 6s 6d 8s 6d 9s 8s 6d 8s 
1846 6s 6d 6s 8s 8s 6d 6s 8d 

SOURCE: H. Commons Vol. 102 13/5/1846t p. 28 

inadequatep the quality poorl and prices exorbitant. Gwinn never 

believed that two companies could compete in a town so smallp but 

succeeded in his object of getting the price reduced, from 8s to 

6s 6d, while new gas mains were laid to improve the supply. The New 

company was dissolved, but a year later in 1844 agitation was renew- 

ed by other consumers and encouraged by the Town Council which de- 

sired cheaper gas for public lamps. Consequently, the old company 

reduced the charge on those lamps from 10s to 8s 5d each per year, but 

the agitation continued. 

A prospectus for the New company, with a capital stock of E3,500 

and powers to borrow up to L5,000 was formulated in January 1845 and 

published in July. Walter Black, 
1 

the Provost and Chief Magistrate, 

became Chairman of the New company, and in council elections the 

issue eclipsed Free Trade 2 
when voters ejected supporters of the Old 

company. W. Aikman, 3 
the burgh Treasurer and agent of the Western 

Bank, became Treasurer of the New company. The Duke of Hamilton 

gave support - and ground at a nominal rent. 
4 

By 1846 the Scrip 

1. H. Commons 7/5/18469 pp. 949 110 
2. Evidence of R. Chalmers. H. Commons 7/5/1846, po 11 
3. H. Commons 7/5/1846, p. 174 
4. H. Commons 13/5/1846, pp. 130 31. 
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was issued and "very nearly" all paid upt mostly by Hamilton house- 

holders, 1 
with only twenty-five shares held by Glasgow residents. 

Although the Town Council owned only about five streets in Ham- 

ilton, they threatened to refuse access 
2 for the pipes of the Old 

company, so that company promoted a Bill for its protection. Con- 

sequently, the New company, 
3 

which had hoped to compete on equal 

terms, reluctantly petitioned for 
-a 

Bill to protect themselves also. 

Before a Commons Committee, the New company stated that they had al- 

ready commenced canstructionj 
4 

thereby forcing the Old company to 

provide cheaper gas, although the quality had greatly declined and 

the meters had been mysteriously adjusted 
5 

since 1843. Moreover, 

to force time-contract consumers to install meters instead, the com- 

pany in 184-3 fitted them all with much smaller burners, 6 
which gave 

inadequate light for working and led about 500 people to purchase 

expensive meters. The gas manager was widely disliked, had fined 

persons using gas for only five minutes longer than the stipulated 

times though most gas companies allowed a half-hour leeway, and in 

1834 created a furore by alarming a woman in child-bed when lights 

were used over the time allowed. 
7 

1. H. Commons, 7/5/1846, pp. 126t 131 

2. Evidence of T. Andersont ChhLirman of Hamilton Old company. 
H. Commons 13/5/1846, p. 92 

3. H. Commons 7/5/1846, p. 121 

4. H. Commons 7/5/1846, p. 70 

5. H. Commons, 7/5/1846, p. 181 

6. Evidence of R. Chalmers, shoemaker: H. Commons 7/5/1846t 
p. 18 

7.98 Evidence of Rev. W. Patrick: H. Commons 7/5/1846, pp. 589 90p 
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The Old company gave poor service. In March 1846 R. Chalmersq 

a local shoemaker, 
1 

surveyed the households and out of 1,829 in Ham- 

ilton only 823 used gas. Bothwell villagev lk miles distant and 

containing 177 families, desired a gas supply as did Motherwell 

village, with 218 households who were willing to pay half the cost 

of pipes from Hamilton Bridge. The New company aimed to supply 

them. The Old company also provided deficient gas pressureq with 

lights sometimes extinguished for hours, and at 7 to 9 p. m. in mid- 

winter gas lights were too weak to work by. 2 

Walter Neilson 3 had planned the New works with modern technol- 

ogy, to cost L1.927 and to supply 3,169 Jets with gas at 5s per 1,000 

cu ft. They could produce 4.7 million cu ft a year, from Lesmahagow 

mixed with other coalst compared to the existing consumption of 3.8 

million. Neilson stated that the New concern was "what is called a 

consumers' Company" to make cheap gas, while the Old was a "profit- 

making Company ... interested in getting the most they can for the 

,, 4 
gas " 

George Miller 
5 

presented the main arguments for the Old company. 

He testified that their equipment was in good condition, the gas of 

1. H. Commons, 7/5/18460 p. 63 

2. H. Commons, 7/5/18469 pp. 339 52 

3. Glasgow engineer since 1837. Trained by his father, J. B. Neil- 
son of Glasgow gasworks. 

H. Commons, 7/5/1846, p. 202. Vide infra 'Labour'P-599 

4. H. Commonsq 11/5/18460 p. 27 
5. Chemical manufacturer of Glasgow. Member of the Committee of 

Works which superintended the erection of Paisley gasworks. For 
ten years manager of Blantyre cotton and dye workst and manager of 
gas production there. Blantyre supplied 29400 lights in the works, 
and part of the village, and had a larger gasworks than Hamilton 
town. 

H. Commons, 11/5/1846, pp. 1039 162 
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better quality than in Glasgow since it lasted 91 instead of 80 min- 

utes on a jet photometerv and coal could not be obtained in Hamilton 

as cheaply as Neilson anticipated. He illustrated the failure of 

competing gas companies in various English towast the wastage of 

capital, and the worthless nature of cheap gas of low quality, 

Miller recommended municipal ownership of Hamilton gasworksp as at 

Paisley, Greenockt Manchester and Salford, and hoped that a local 

Sheriff would be empowered to have the gas quality tested. 
2 Thomas 

Hawksley 3 
verified these remarks, claimed that villages like Both- 

well could be supplied better from gasworks of their owa, and recom- 

mended that monopoly gas companies should continue, but under the 

supervision of a Parliamentary "Board" or Commission. Unwilling to 

promote such radical changes, the Commons Committee refused to allow 

two companies to operate in Hamilton, and upheld the Bill 
4 

of the New 

company. 

Even so Hamilton New companp was not wealthy, and paid only 

eight per cent dividends for the first five years. Almost the entire 

nominal stock was sold after the Act, and for extensions to the 

equipment in 1851 the entire Depreciation Account was reploughed, and 

a loan taken from the Western Bank of which L150 was outstanding in 

1852. Neverthelessp outside speculators afflicted the company and 

1. In the 1840s Parliament did not stipulate gas quality or candle- 
power for Chartered companies. 

2. H. Commons, 11/5/1846, pp. 1389 177p 182 

3. H. Commons, 13/4/1846, pp. 359 42. Vide infra 'Consumers' Move- 
ment' p. 1120 

4. H. Commons, 13/5/1846, pp. 99; 14/5/1846 
5. S. R. O. Court of Session (C. S. 275/121) W. Black v. Hamilton New 

Gas Light Company. 
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in 1852 W. Black and other original shareholders obtained an Inter- 

dict*and Note of Suspension against the decision of a general meet- 

ing to raise the dividend to ten per cent upon the motion of P. W. 

Dixon, a Glasgow accountant and new partner, and J. Main a non- 

voting partner who had not paid-up fully his shares. The directors 

had recommended eight per cent, and E130 into the Depreciation Fund 

to raise it to L286, but Black showed that the Accounts, made up to 

14 August 1852, had omitted L150 expenditure since 14 June. Con- 

sequently even eight per cent dividend would have required a bank 

loan of L220, which was in effect a dividend out of capital, and 

hence illegal. 

TABLE 5.24 Hamilton Accounts as Stated in 1852 

(1) Revenue (2) Disbursed 

Company Credit in Bank E 662 Debts due by Company E217 
Unpaid Arrears on Shares L 178 Annual Expenditure E150 
Gas arrears due L228 L67 

Irrecoverable Z 50 Dividends unpaid L88 
L 177 Loan from Depreciation 

Account L156 
Total L19017 8% Dividend on 0,184 L576 

Balance unexpended L130 
Z10017 

N. B. 'Annual Expenditure' pre-deducted as Working Costs 

SOURCE: S. R. O. (CS 275/121) 

Only L662 of profits was on hand, and not the L19017 upon which share- 

holders wished to declare dividends. 

The dissatisfaction of Dundee consumers brought further Parlia- 

mentary action. A prospectus for Dundee New Gas company 
1 

appeared 

in November 1843, and the company applied to the Town Council for 

0 

1. Evidence of W. Moyes, Magistrate: H. Commons 1846 Vol. 98 
23/3/1846. 

Equivalent to an injunction :a judgement or order to do or refrain from doing a particular thing - either perpetual (a juagement)9 or interim (pending a Court hearing). J. Burke Ed. Stroud's Judicial 
Dictionary of Words and Phrases (1952) 3rd Ean. Vol. 2 P-1454 
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permission to lay pipes in March 1844. A committee on the Town's 

Property approved, though it imposed strict rules for pipe-laying and 

an annual charge of L50 for the Common Good of the Burgh. Although 

petitions by the Old company delayed a decision, the Council finally 

voted in favour by fourteen votes to two. The opposers in Council 

were members of the Old company. The Harbour Trust and Police Board 

also gave permission for pipe-laying, 
1 

Between May and October 1844, the Old company 
2 

made no com- 

plaints to the Town Council over their decision, but then took an 

Interdict against the Council to prohibit them from permitting pipes 

to be laid. Lord Ivory upheld the Interdict in the Inner House, and 

it was still in force when the New company appealed to Parliament for 

a Billq although in 1824 Dundee Council had specifically not granted 

exclusive rights to the Old company. 

The new gasworks were designed in May 1844 by James Leslie 
3a 

civil engineer based at Edinburgh who had also designed Dundee har- 

bour. Contracts were placed that summer, and excavations began in 

Novembert so that the works would have been completed by the winter 

of 1844-5 until the Interdict hindered progress. John Zuil Kay 4, 

was appointed manager in August 1844, after training as a draughts- 

man and engineer for three years with Glasgow Old gas company. Kay 

testified to a Commons Committee that the ground was purchased before 

lo - He Commons, 23/3/1846, 'pp'. 31-2 
2. Evidence of J. Barrie; He Commons, 23/3/1846, p. 122 

3. He Commons, 23/3/1846, p. 142; vide infra 'Labour' P-598 
4. He Commons, 27/3/1846, p. 1. A very talented and later famous 

gas engineer. 
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August, the pipes and excavations contracted in September and the 

foundations in October 1844, so that by the time the inquiry was held 

before Parliament L23,700 had been expended on the new works. 

Dundee New company argued that the growth of population and manu- 

facturing in Dundee gave room for two companies to operate, and a 

petition signed by 8,000 inhabitants supported them. 
1 

The Old com- 

pany gave inadequate supplies, and failed to provide for all public 

lights so that the Police 2 had to use some oil lamps in 1836-7. They 

had refused to light the suburb of Lochee until 1844 after indicting 

the new Company. 3 Before competition was threatened they failed to 

provide service pipes to the upper storeys of houses. 4 The Old 

company made large extensions of pipes and the supply district after 

March 1843, and followed the example of Greenock in laying pipes to 

upp6r storeys in October 18439 followed by free installation to upper 

flats early in 1844.5 

They refused all requests for a day-time supply of gas until 
6 1845, despite the common use of meters in Dundee unlike London. The 

New company promised a day-time supply. The Old company gave 

1. H. Commons, 23/3/18469 p. 21; H. Lords, 20/5/18469 p. 88 

2. H. Commons, 23/3/18460 p. 23 

3. Lochee was a centre of flaxspinning, weaving mills and hand-loom 
weaving. The Old company argued that after a Depression in 18379 
Dundee and Lochee had recovered in 1843-4 but previously Lochee was 
too distressed to use gas; they obtained cheap pipes in 1844 be- 
cause of temporary low iron prices preceding expected railway exten- 
sions, and therefore extended mains to Lochee. 

H. Commons, 23/3/1846, pp. 229 87,48; H. Lords 20/5/1846, pp. 
52-49 85 

4. H. Commons, 23/3/1846, p. 36 
5. H. Lords, 20/5/1846, p. 140; H. Commons, 24/3/1846, pp. 181-3 
6. Evidence of J. Leslie. H. Commons, 23/3/1846, pp. 150-3 
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excessive dividends, which led to excessive premiums and speculation 

in shares, against the interests of consumers* In 1839-42 the divi- 

1 dend was fifteen per cent, or 0 on each L20 share, and those-, shares 

had a market value of L50 to L55. Discounts to large consumers, 

though common among gas companies, were a tax upon poor consumers 
2 

and would be abolished by the New company. Earlier when discounts 

were reduced from twenty per cent to 12ý per cent, the Old company 

had been able to reduce all gas prices. 
3 

Finallyt excessive gas prices and meter rents were charged until 

competition was threatened. James Russellq manager of the Old com- 

pany had not fulfilled the provisions of that company's Act in moni- 

toring gas prices in the towns to which Dundee prices had to conform, 

and relied upon infrequent newspaper accounts instead of personal 

letters. 4 The gas price 
5 

was 8s 3d in 1843, but in November fell 

to 7s 9d because of the New companyq and by 1844 was 6s 8d. Meter 

rent was 4s until 1843, before being reduced to 3s, and by 1846 2s. 

The Old company felt obliged to reduce the rate for public lamps also, 

by 3d in 1843, to 6s per ltOOO hours, and in 1844 to 5s, thereby sav- 

ing the Police Commissioners L80 a year. 

The Commons Committee 
6 

declared that the New company had proved 

1. H. Commonsp 23/3/18469 p. 21; Evidence of Mr Forsyth H. Lords 
20/5/18469 p. 38 

2. H. Commons, 23/3/1846, p. 50 
3. The Old company maintained that discounts were justified because 

there was less chance of bad debts, and installation costs were rela- 
tively smaller with large consumers; H. Commons, 24/3/1846t pp. 89P 
143-5 

4. H. Lords, 20/5/1846, pp. 133-7; H. Commons, 25/3/18469 pp. 74-80 
5. H. Commons, 23/3/1846, pp. 26-9t 38 
6. H. Commons, 25/3/1846, p. 175 
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its case, provided that their Bill had clauses to prohibit amalga- 

mation with the Old company, and to allow the sale of the works, if 

desired, to the Town Council. 

The old companyp which had presented its own Bill to convert the 

existing L20,000 loans into stock and to enlarge its works, withdrew 

that Bill and its opposition in the Commons, but renewed its attack 

before a Committee of the Lords. In November 1843 the Old company 

published in Dundee details of the 1830 arrangements, and argued 

that a new company could not reduce gas prices or produce better 

gas, 
2 

that re-opening the narrow streets would greatly inconvenience 

the inhabitantsp and that the New company had "little possibility of 

any profie'. The Old company already had L29,000 stock expended, 

plus L20,000 loans, mainly at three per cent interest. 

Before Parliament they claimed that no part of the town had in- 

adequate supply, and because of the high quality of gas it was "very 

much used" in private houses. 3 Competition would not improve candle- 

power or quality, but the duplication of capital and management would 

raise gas prices. 
4 Prices had continually been reduced, to avoid a 

second company being formed; the company had never been sued for 

cheaper gas under their 1830 Act, and by giving dividends lower than 

the maximum in that Act 
5 had saved the public L28,379. Thomas 

1. H. Commons, 24/3/1846, pp. 128-30; 26/3/1846 
2. Evidence of C. Kerr; H. Lords 20/5/1846 
3. Evidence of J. Brown, chief magistrate; H. Lords 20/5/1846, 

p. 118; H. Commons, 23/3/1846, p. 1369 24/3/1846t p. 180 
4. H. Commons 23/3/1846, p. 21; Evidence of A. Sasson, H. Lords 

20/5/1846, pp. 100-3 
5. H. Lords 20/5/1846, pp. 469 43-4. 

Statistics of the 'savings' - vide H. Commons 24/3/1847, p. 135 
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Hawksley 
1 

in 1842 found the Dundee gas to be very pure and of high 

candlepower, 254 candles from 100 cu ft compared to an average 234 

candles at fourteen other Scottish works, and competition could 

only raise gas prices. The Old company maintained that the New 

had laid only L300 foundations, and contracted L9,000 masonry at the 

time of the Interdict, 2 but their Lordships declared that the New 

company had proved its case for improving the gas supply of that 

town. 
31 

Initially the problem for Parliament was to control a large 

quasi-monopoly, serving a large number of small consumersp and to en- 

sure equable treatment. In practice the law became heavily biased 

against the consumerp and provided the company with a right of access 

to private property. Parliament imposed regulations for solvency, 

borrowing and contingency funds, but made little effore to guide de- 

preciation accounts9 the price of gas, or to define who had a right 

to purchase new shares. For several early companies the Act was 

inoperative until the entire nominal capital was subscribed, as at 

Leith in 1822, whilst for Glasgow in 1817 the threshold, was L209000p 

or half the total, and at Edinburgh in 1818 00,000 while the entire 

L100,000 had to be taken within five years of the Act. 

1. Gas and water engineer of Nottingham. 
1842 survey made for Glasgow Old company, for which Hawksley 

. 
visited fourteen Scottish gasworks. 

H. Lords, 20/5/1846, p. 153 Viae infra p. 1120 
2. H. Lords, 20/5/1846, p. 69 

3. H. Lords, 20/5/1846, p. 183 
4. Tolcross (1836 A. iii) had L39367 subscribed before applying for 

an Act. 
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The Act contained a preface explaining why it was requiredo and 

defined its own geographical boundaries. 1 Early companies emphasis- 

ed the size of the town to be suppliedp and the "great Benefit to 

the Citizens" to have public roads and squarest houses, shops and 

manufactories better lit. Public lighting had to be emphasized as 

an excuse for placing the supply of gaslight in one centralised com- 

pany. when Parliament favoured individual enterprise. The community 

would also benefit from the availability of coke as fuel, and "Tar, Pitch 

Asphaltum, Ammoniacal Liquor and Essential Oil" for local industries. 2 

The persons named in the act were thus public benefactors "at their 

own Costs and Charges". Later applications for more capital, or by 

competing companiesq stressed the growth of the town during the 

interregnump especially when the "Suburbs are in a State of Constant 

Increase". 
3 In large cities, all the Parishes to be supplied were 

listed individually. 4 Chartered companies were not granted a mono- 

Definition of geographical boundaries in gas Bills became com- 
pulsory under Parliamentary Standing Orders in 1854. Howevert by 
the early twentieth century many companies obtained permission to 
supply gas in bulk outside the limits of the Act, e. g. Bridge of 
Earn (1902 a. 30), Bothwell/Uddingston (1902 a. 23), and Busby 
(1911 a. 19). Bothwell in 1902 was empowered to supply part of the 
area (north of the R. Clyde) which fell inside the Hamilton Cor- 
poration zone but had no supplies. The Bridge of Earn (1902 a. 21) 
company took power to purchase gas in bulk from Perth Gas Comis- 
sioners if required. 

O. C. Williams, The Historical Development of Private Bill Pro- 
cedure and Standing Orders in the House of Commons (19480 H. M. S. O. ) 
Vol. I, p. 168. 

2. Edinburgh 1818 preface, Glasgow 1817 preface, Leith 1822 pre7 
face 

3. Edinburgh 1829 preface, Glasgow 1826 preface, Paisley 1832, In- 
verness 1847, Dundee New 1846, Dundee Old 1867. 

4. Edinburgh 1840; Edinburgh and Leith 1840 a. ii, Dundee New 1846 
a. xx; 1877 Coatbridge a. ivo 1898 Stirling a. ivj 1843 Glasgow 
C&Sa. 3. 

Several companies hoped to supply water as well as gasq as did 
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poly over gas supply and the exclusive privileges given by Edinburgh 

Town Council for the Edinburgh company to open city streets, were 

declared null and void. 
1 

Most Chartered companies could empower their directors to borrow 

money up to limits stated in the Act, usually subject to prior rati- 

fication by a General Meeting. 2A 
variety of methods was permitted 

for raising loans. Glasgow company in 1817 could borrow up to 

L10,000 on whatever "Bondsp Obligations or other Deeds" were requiredg 

"binding the said Committee of Management, and their successors in 

Office and the Trade, Stock and Estate of the said Companyt for Pay- 

ment" plus interest. 3 
Loans often became preferable debts against 

the estate, effects and profits of the company, with preference over 

"all other creditors" and the proprietors. 
4 Those who made the loans 

could normally transfer them without recall. Edinburgh and Leith 

company in 1840 could borrow up to a third of the subscribed capital 

value, or take L25,000 cash credit from'a Scottish bank "upon the 

security of the Property and Effects" of the company. 
5 

More 

Dundee Old company in 1823. Tolcross company (1836 a. xl, cvi) 
planned to supply pure water from coalmines, using the machinery 
of Colin Dunlop at Muir Pit, Carmyle, but specifically not from 
the River Clyde. At Inverness (1826 a. x1viii, lxxxviii; 1840 
xxxivp 1847 xl, x1iii, xxxiii) the waterworks, for a supply from 
the River Ness and reservoirs, were expected to cost 0,200 and 
were an important reason for seeking the Actswhich gave compul- 
sory purchase powers in 1840. 

1.1818 Edinburgh a. xiii 
2. Edinburgh Oil 1824, Leith 1822, Edinburgh & Leith 1840. The Act 

often illustrated the "Ford' to be used, and required special 
Books recording debts e. g. Inverness 18269 Edinburgh 1840, Dundee 
1830 

3.1817 Glasgow a. iv 
4. e. g. Edinburgh Oil 1824, Paisley 1832, Hamilton 1846 
5. Edinburgh & Leith 1840 a. x; similarly 1836 Tolcross a. x 
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explicit rules governed the loans' of later chartered companies. 

Loans could be replaced by shares only if the company 
2 imposed a 

maximum dividend of five per cent on all stock. In several cases 

Debenture stock was also permitted. 
3 

When borrowing power was increased by a new Act, priority was 

given to existing loans. 4 
To safeguard mortgageesand lenders, they 

were allowed to appoint a Judicial Factor, or official receiver, 

under certain conditions when the gas company defaulted on payments. 
5 

A sinking fund specifically to repay loans was only imposed on Inver- 

ness company, in 1826, at the annual rate of L15 per cent of all 

loans, placed in a Chartered bank, and "applied in Payment of the 

Principal of such Loans, and no otherwise. " 

1. Usually loans could be repaid and later re-borrowed, provided 
the repayment had not been made from the statutory Sinking Fund: 
e. g., 1843 Glasgow C&S a. 36 

2.1886 Ardrossan a. 29; 1877 Coatbridge a. 32; 1898 Stirling 
a. 37. 

3. Subject to provisions of 1863 Companies Clauses Act mortgages 
and debentures were given preference over all other debts. 

1886 Ardrossan a. 29,31v 32; 1877 Coatbridge a. 32,339 35; 1898 
Stirling a. 37,399 40. 

4. e. g. 1847 Inverness; 1867 Dundee New 
5. i. e. A 'Threshold Level' of arrearsp over one month, after which 

mortgagees could apply for a Judicial Factor - 1887 Dundee Oldl 
E29000; 1855 Kilmarnock U9000; Coatbridge (1877 a. 34) UpOOO; 
Ardrossan (1886 a. 30) UtOOO; Stirling (1898 a. 38) UvOOO 

It was later made more difficult to appoint a Judicial Factor. 
At Coatbridge in 1902 (a. 21) this could only be done by mort- 

gagees with over one-eighth of the company's total debts, and at 
Stirling 1904 (a. 19) with over one-tenth of total debts. Both 
of these companies, at those dates, were permitted to issue Deb- 
enture Stock under the terms of Part III of Companies Clauses Actf 
1863, but debentures and mortgages could not be converted into 
Stock. 
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TABLE 5.25 Mortgage Restrictions placed upon 
Chartered C022anies 

Mortgages Secured 
Mortgages Secured against 

against New (Fully Subscribed) 
Company Date Original Stock Stock 

000(') Coatbridge 1877 Z2t000 0t 
M 

l Ardrossan 1886 One Third Total One Third Tota 
Stock 

l 
(ii) 

Museelburgh 1887 One Quarter Tota 
(ii) 

Fort William 1896 L2t5OO 
l Coatbridge 1898 One Quarter Tota 

Stirling 1898 One Quarter Total One Quarter Total 
(L109000) (L29500) 

l Bridge of Earn 1902 One Quarter Tota 

Bothwell/ 
Uddingston 1902 One Quarter Total 

Coatbridge 1902 One Quarter Total 
(ii) 

") 
Stirling 1904 One Third Total 

(ii) 
Busby 1911 One Third Total 

NOTES: (i) Half of the capital had to be paid-up, and 
so proved to the Sheriff. 

(ii) All the capital had to be paid-up, and 
interest on loans could not exceed five 
per cent (or four per cent at Coatbridge 
in 1902, and Stirling in 1906) 

(iii) All capital had to be paid up. 

SOURCES: Acts and Orders of Parliameutt vide infra Appendix 
? ýýH-3 
1877 Coatbridge a. 30,31; 1886 Ardrossau a. 27-29, 
1898 a. 7; 1898 Stirling a. 359 36; 1887 Mussel- 
burgh a. 16; 1898 Fort William a. 9; 1902 Both- 
well/Uddingston a. 15; 1911 Busby a. 9; 1902 
Bridge of Earn a. 15 
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Contingency Fundst howevert were virtually a prerequisite be- 

cause of the supposed dangers in manufacturing gas. Glasgow Old 

company 
1 

could pay no dividends until L2,000 to L3,000 was accumu- 

lated in such a fund, out of annual profits. Most companies had 

to place at least ten per cent of annual free profits in the fund 

up to a stipulated amount, but the rule was not universal. Thus 

Edinburgh company in 1840 artfully omitted a maximum size for the 

Fund, and gained permission to replough profits by using the entire 

0- 10,000 Fund accumulated since the Act of 1818 to extend the 

works. Dundee New company in 1846 also modified the rule, to allow 

ten per cent dividends before placing surplus profits in the Fund 

until L8,000 accumulated. When that fund exceeded E3,000, interest 

was deemed profitp whilst if dividend fell below ten per cent it 

could be boosted by money from the Fund. Moreover Dundee New com- 

pany could use the fund "for the Improvement or Extension of their 

Works". 2 
In most cases, however, the Fund had to accumulate by 

cumulative interest which was only divisible as profit when the 

Fund was complete, 
3 

and penalties were imposed for depleting the 

Fund. 4 

Less emphasis was placed on Contingency Funds in the late nine- 

teenth century. Then, if clear profits exceeded the amount necess- 

ary for dividends, up to one per cent more could be invested in 

1.1817 Glasgow a. ii. 

Dundee New company had to deposit an annual Abstract of Accountst 
showing Contingency Funds, with the Sheriff of Forfarp to give 
some measure of public accountability. 

3. e. g. 1824 Edinburgh Oil; 1826 Inverness 
4. Vide infra Appendix VIII-3 
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Goverment or other securities until "an insurance fund" against ex- 

ceptional demands accumulated up to five per cent of the nominal 

Capital Stock. 1 Any further excess profits could be carried forwardp 

or placed in a special Reserve Fund 2 
to meet any deficit in dividible 

profits in future years. 

Only Paisley, in 1832, stipulated a Deterioration Fund because 

of the rapid deterioration of machinery "and in particular the Iron 

Work! '. One per cent of the total expenditure on the works since 

they commenced was to be used annually for "Repairs, Additions and Im- 

provements", above those charg eable to annual reyenae. In effect, it 

appears to be designed to finance extensions without the need to 

1898 Coatbridge a. 18-20; 1898 Stirling a. 32-4; 1887 Mussel- 
burgh a. 17; 1896 Fort William Schedule B. a. iii - V; 1902 Both- 
well/Uddingston a. 16; 1911 Busby a. 27 (maximum of only ten per 
cent total stock). 

Special provision for the Reserve Fund to repay any deficit 
dividends was made at Bothwell/Uddingston (1902 a. 18). At Busby 
(1911 a. 10) a Reserve Fund was in prior existence, and E100 was re- 
leased from it to a special reploughing account for works and pipes. 
Coatbridge after 1898 erred in the sums placed in reserve and in- 
surance funds, and in 1909 (a. 11) was forced to present detailed 
accounts to the Town Council, and reimburse the money through 
cheaper gas. 

2. The 1847 Gasworks Clauses Act permitted Chartered companies to 
grant dividends up to a maximum ten per cent (unless more was re- 
quired to make up for a lower dividend in earlier years), and fur- 
ther profits could be placed in a reserve fund until that accumu- 
lated to ten per cent of the nominal capital stock. Thereafterp 
if two gas consumers complained to the Sheriff, the books could be 
examined and surplus profits had to be used in reducing gas prices. 
However, the reserve fund could be depleted for "any general pur- 
poses of the undertaking", and in practice the Act could not be 
used to enforce reduction in gas prices. This Act did not super- 
sede profit and dividend regulations in earlier Private Acts, but 
imposed such regulations where none previously existed. Like 
other 'Clauses Consolidation Acts' on Land, Companies and Rail- 
ways in 1845-7. it could be incorporated in subsequent Private 
Bills, enabling them to be greatly abbreviated in volume but not 
quality; such Consolidation Acts were inspired by the urgency for 
more rapid Parliamentary procedure following the railway boom of 
1844-6. 

10-11 Victoria ck. XV An Act for Consolidating in One Act Certain 
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increase capital stock. 
1 

The shareholder in a Chartered company was provided by Parlia- 

ment with a detailed and legally binding statement of his rights as 

well as his responsibilities. Limited liability was the foremost 

gain in all cases. Thus for the 1818 Edinburgh company 
2 

no share- 

holder, or corporate body holding sharesp 'was liable for "any Debt 

or Demand whatever, due or to become due from the said companyp be- 

yond the Extent of his, or her, or their Capital Stock! ' or shares, 
3 

regardless of "any Law, Custom or Useage to the contrary" . The 

Act stipulated when annual general meetings were to be held, and how 

they were to be advertized, as well as rules for voting on motions 

proposed by directors or other shareholders. 
4 

The procedure for 

making calls upon sharesp dividing profits, and transferring shares 

was clearly defined. 

All shares in the "Joint Stock or Fund" of the company were 

deemed personal estate, and not real or heritable property. 
5 Apart 

Provisions Usually Contained in Acts Authorizine the Makinp: of Gas- 
works 23/4/1847 (a. 30-38) 

O. C. Williams, The Historical Development of Private Bill Pro- 
cedure (1948) Vol. I op. cit. # P. 107 

1. Similarly Stirling (1898 a. 42) was permitted to spend OpOOO 
out of current revenue, instead of capital on repairs and renew- I als. 

2.1818 Edinburgh a. xxii; see also 1843 Glasgow C&S. a. xxxii 
3. e. g. 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xxxv, 1817 Glasgow a. xxiiq 1822 - 

Leith a. xxxvii, 1823 Paisley a. xxix, 1826 Inverness a. 111,1836 
Tolcross a. xxx, 1830 Dundee a. xxvii. 

4. 
'Vide 

infra AppendixVIII 
No particular standard of voting rights in relation to share- 

holding was imposed nationally. 
5.1823 Paisley a. xxx, 1818 Edinburgh a. xxiiip, 1817 Glasgow 

a. xxiii, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xxxvi, 1822 Leith a. xxxviii, 1826 
Inverness a. iv, 1836 Tolcross a. xmcvi Vide supra, p. 909 
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from funds stipulated by the Act, shareholders were entitled to "the 

entire and net Distribution of an equal proportional Part ... of the 

Profits and Advantagesill from revenue. Flexibly interpreted, this 

allowed the reploughing of some profits which increased the "advan- 

tage" of all shareholders. Few restrictions were placed upon share- 

holders, though Edinburgh in 1818 and Leith in 1840 forbad them to 

vote on matters in which they had "a separate Personal Interest". 

Only Dundee in 1830 limited the number of shares which any individual 

could hold, to a maximum of twenty. 

A maximum limit to dividends was rarely imposed in the early 

nineteenth century, but became common at a later period. Glasgow 
2 

company in 1825 was restricted to ten per cent a year until a second 

company 
3 

was formed in the city. If the average revenue over three 

years exceeded that level of profits, the price of gas had to be re- 

duced. The same maximum dividend was imposed upon the Edinburgh com- 

pany 
4 in 1829, Later companies were faced with a ceiling of V per 

e. g. 1817 Glasgow a. ii 
Dividend was normally withheld if calls made on shares had not 

been met, e. g., 1818 Edinburgh a. xxxii, 1840 Leith a. xliq 1826 
Inverness a. 11,1836 Tolcross a. xxxviii 

2.1817 Glasgow a. vi, vii. To enforce this the cash accounts were 
open to inspection by the Lord Provost, Dean of Guild, or Deacon 
of the Trades House, and failure to comply allowed anyone to peti- 
tion the Court of Session to prevent the company levying gas rates 
under the Act. 

3.1843 (a. 110) Glasgow City and Suburban company was restricted 
to profits of ten per cent a year, above the Contingency Fund and 
running costs. Any excess had to be used to reduce gas ratesp and 
an Abstract of Accounts sent to the Sheriff Clerk of Lanarkshire 
annually, to enforce this public accountability. 

4.1829 Edinburgh a. xiii, xiv. -Each June the, company's books were 
to be examined by the Master of the Merchant Company of Edinburgh, 
and the City accountant, but in practice this was never enforced. 
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cent on new ordinary shares and Z6 per cent on new preference 

stock. 
1 

Both Glasgow Old and City and Suburban companies 
2 in 1857 

were restricted to a maximum V 10s per cent dividend on all new 

shares issued. 

The sale of new stock authorised by an Act was normally left 

to the discretion of the company. Like unincorporated companies, 

many offered it proportionally and preferentially at par to exist- 

ing shareholders, and only those shares which remained were sold to 

the public at upset prices. 
3 Parliament first opposed this proced- 

ure with the Glasgow company 
4 in 1826, restricting the sale of new 

e. g. 1867 Dundee Old a. x. 1886 Ardrossan a. 23,23; 1874 
Inverness 1898 Coatbridge a. 14; 1867 Dundee New 
a. v. 

New shares issued at Kilmarnock after 1855 (a. xxi) had a maxi- 
mum dividend of V 10s per cent. 

Coatbridge (1877 a. 23) could pay ten per cent dividend on old 
capitalt but only 7 per cent on that raised after the Act; Stir- 
ling (1898 a. 25) was restricted to ten per cent on L24,000 ori- 
ginal capital, five per cent on L16,000 2s 6d original capitalg and 
five per cent on all new capital after the Act. If profits were 
inadequate for a full dividend, "a proportionate reduction shall be 
made in the dividend of each class" including preference shares (e. g. 1886 Ardrossan a. 23,24; 1898 Stirling a. 26; 1902 Bridge 
of Earn a. 14) 

Fort William (1896 a. 8) and Musselburgh (1887 a. 14) were restric- 
ted to ten per cent dividend on original capital, and six per cent 
on new capital after the Act. Later maximums included - Bridge of Earn 1902 (a. 13) ten per cent on original capitalt'seven 

per cent on additional capital. 
Busby and District 191L (a. 8) 5 per cent on all stock 
Bothwell & Uddingston 1902 (a. 13) ten per cent on original capital 

seven per cent on additional capital; - 5 per cent on new pref- 
erence capital. 

Stirling 1904 (a. 14) five per cent on new shares. 
Coatbridge 1902 (a. 14) seven per cent on new ordinary'shares; 'six 

per cent on new preference shares. 
2. Glasgow 1857; 1857 Glasgow C&S. a. xxiii, 2, . 2.3 
3. Paisley (1832 a. iii) stipulated this procedure also Inverness 

(1847 a. xvii); Kilmarnock 1855. Edinburghq 'vide supra P-773 
4.1826 Glasgow a. ii. 
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shares to public auctionsg well advertized in advance in the news- 

papers, and only unsold shares could subsequently be offered for 

private sale, at or above that price, and only within six months 

after the public sale. This move to widen the ownership and pub- 

lic control of the company, also forbad the division of share prem- 

iums as 'profit' and stipulated their use in extending the works 

for the public benefit. 1 This rule was also applied to Coatbridge 2 

in 1877, and Stirling in 1898. Moreover Coatbridge 3 
was laterg like 

Stirling, restricted to offering maximum 'lots' of shares of L1009 

giving twenty-eight days advance notice of sales to the local author- 

ity and the Secretary of Glasgow Stock Exchange, advance notice of the 

1. Glasgow City and Suburban in 1846 (a. liv) could only sell new 
shares by public auctiong to the highebt bidder, after advertiz- 
ing the sale in local newspapers. The premium (a. lvii) on these 
had to be spent as capital and not divided as profits. In the 
event of bankruptcy (a. xxxiv) the premiums were repaid as prefer- 
ential burdens on the undertaking, a clause not used by other Gas 
Companies. Vide supr P-808 ; also p, 1057- 

2. Coatbridge (1877 a. 36)i Stirling (1898 a. 27-30). Public auct- 
ion of new stock permitted by Parliament, became mandatory under 
Standing Orders (S. O. 201) in 1877, and these also allowed a slid- 
ing scale of dividends related to gas prices. Vide O. C. Williams# 
The Historical Development of Private Bill Proý_e_dure (1948) Vol. Ip 
En. cit., p. 170. 

3. Coatbridge (1898 a. 11); Musselburgh (1887 a. 8-11) similarly had 
to send advance notice to the Secretary of Edinburgh Stock Exchange. 

Auction sales with maximum 'lots' of f-100, no preference to ex- 
isting shareholders, advance notice of upset prices sent to the 
Board of Trade, and payment of full price plus premiumf were also 
stipulated at: 
1902 Bridge of Earn a. 8,9; 1902 Coatbridge a. 8-10; 1902 Bothwell/ 
Uddingston a. 8,9; 1904 Stirling a. 9-10. 
Premiums could not be divided as''profit't but was to be used ex- 
tending the works. Private sales of sharess but 

- 
not at lower 

prices, were permitted after the public auctions* Twenty-eight 
days' advance notice of auctions had to be given by Bothwell to 
Glasgow Stock Exchange, by Bridge of Earn to London Stock Ex - 
change and the local municipal authority, by Stirling (1904) to the 
Edinburgh Exchangeq and by Coatbridge (1902) to Glasgow Exchange. 
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upset prices to the Board of Trade, and demanding full payment of 

the shares within three months of the sale. 

Both Parliament and the company promoters were anxious to en- 
I 

sure that all calls made on shares would be met. No national sys- 

tem for calls was devised, but limits were set within which the 

directors could make calls. If shareholders failed to pay up, the 

directors could sue for debt 1 
plus interest at five per cent per 

year. Alternatively after a lapse of six months at Glasgowq but 

elsewhere reduced to between fourteen days and three months, the dir- 

ectors could declare the shares forfeit, thereby absolving the former 

shareholder from further obligations to the company. These shares 

were then sold at public auction, and any profit above the calls due, 

interest and expensesq was repaid to the former owner. 

Although the vast majority of shareholders were 'sleeping' part- 

nersq provision was made for extraordinary general meetings which 

could be called by ordinary shareholders to draw attention to matters 

neglected or mishandled by the directors, or called by the directors 

to request guidance on especially difficult or important problems. 

Those special meetings could only discuss the particular business for 

which they were called, and about which the shareholders were fore- 

warned. 
2 

A careful record of share ownership was vital, and the transfer 

e. g. 1817 Glasgow a. xxxviii; Edinburgh a. xxxviii; 1826 
Inverness a. xiii; 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. xii; 1836 Tol- 
cross a. xxix. Vide supra, -D. 907 

2. Regulations vide infra, Appendix VIII. Vide supra, P-914 
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of shares which was permitted 
1 became the subject of a distinct 

ritual. At Edinburgh in 1818 each transfer had to be endorsed by 

three directorst and entered into a Book of Transfers at a fee of 

up to 5s. At Paisley each such entry had to be "signed by the 

Governor, or Deputy Governor, and Clerk! '. Share certificates were 

only issued if demanded, but to reduce errors by a lazy clerk, Glas- 

gow and Paisley imposed a penalty of 0 on the clerk if transfers 

were not booked within two days and three days respectively. The 

Inverness clerk in 1826 had only one day, subject to a penalty of 

L2. The directors were rarely involved in transfers, which in most 

cases became the responsibility only of the Treasurer or Clerk, and 

most companies reduced transfer-fees 2 
to 2s 6d. 

The transfer of shares was normally prohibited during the period 

between a call being made and being paid up, 
3 

and because all persons 

standing in the company's books as Proprietors were legally deemed 

to be so, no votes or dividends were allowed to new shareholders un- 

til they correctly registered ownership. Unlike the unchartered 

gas companiess regulations did not require shareholders, before 

transferring, to offer their shares to the directors for behoof of 

the companyp or allow the directors to judge who could purchase such 

shares. All new shareholders took precisely the same rights and 

responsibilities as their predecessors. 

1.1817 Glasgow a. x1ii. Often the 'Form' for transfers was ill- 
ustrated in the Act. This is an echo from earlier and much smaller 
companies, where directors personally checked the probity of new 
shareholders. 

2. e. g. 1817 Glasgow; 1822 Leith; 1843 Glasgow C. & S. 
3. Glasgow (1817 a. zzli) omitted thisp but made the former, owner 

liable to all calls made during the period of ownership 
Lide supra p. 910 
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The directors or Committee of Management were not professional 

managers, but merely shareholders above a minimal level of invest- 

ment, 
1 

who were voted into office by the other shareholders in order 

to pursue the best commercial interests of all the partners. Dir- 

ectors could be members of other corporate bodies holding sharest 
2 

especially public bodies. Improvement and Street Commissioners 

could be directors in Hamilton New company, but could not vote on 

questions regarding these comaissions. Later in the century it 

became established practice that contracts for gas with local author- 

ities did not disqualify their members from being directors, but they 

could not vote on issues regarding these Authorities, 3 

At Edinburgh and Paisley, the anachronistic Governor and Dep- 

uty Governor 
4 

were elected by shareholders, but elsewhere the direc- 

tors elected their own chairman and his deputy for the succeeding 

year. To reduce corruption, directors were disqualified if they 

held "any Place of Profie' under the company, or supplied any article 

or had personal interest in any contract made by the company. 
5 Dir- 

ectors each had a single vote at their meetings9 and the Chairman 

1. Regulations on the election of directors, vide infra Appendix 
VIII 
Dundee directors in 1830 had to reside within two miles oUthe 

town. Edinburgh Oil (1824 a. xlv) directors could not hold shares 
in any other gas company within ten miles of Edinburgh. Several 
companies imposed novel conditions on the directors to protect 
their interests. Vide supra P-932 

2. e. g. 1823 Paisley 

3. e. g., 1877 Coatbridge a. 46; 1886 Ardrossan a. 41; 1898 Stir- 
ling a. 52. c. f. infra, P. 890 

4. A reminder of the 'Courts' of mediaeval trading monopolies. 
5. cg-1822 Leith a. xlvi, 1826 Inverness a. viiij 1824 Edinburgh Oil 

a. xlv, Edinburgh and Leith 1840 a. xv, 1830 Dundee a. -xxxii, 1836 
Tolcross a. xix. 
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had a casting vote if they were equally divided. 1 Their actual 

meetings were also sometimes stipulated. From 1817 Glasgow dir- 

ectors 
2 had to meet in the first week of July, October, January and 

April. At Glasgow, as with later companies, directors could form 

It a Sub Committee for particular Purposes, for the better attending 

to and transacting the Business". which met more frequently. 

The Board of Directors played the most crucial role in the pros- 

perity of a company. It decided on matters as diverse as the pur- 

chase of equipment, the allocation of financial resources, the appoint- 

ment of engineers and other staff, the method of book-keeping and 

auditing to be used, and it also drew up by-laws to regulate both 

staff and consumers. The greatest burden inevitably fell upon the 

very first directors who, with "custody of the Common Seal", 3 
were 

to purchase or feu lands, tenements and. materialsq pay compensation or 

damages, contract tradesmen, organize the entire gas supply, fix the 

price of gas, and take contracts to supply street lights, factoriesp 

and dwelling houses. 

To avoid embezzlement, the Clerk normally had to be a different 

person from the Treasurer, and without private commercial ties, under 

a penalty of L50 to L100 which at Paisley could be paid to any person 
5 

complaining of the collusion. Edinburgh and Leith in 1840 forbad 

1.1818 Edinburgh a. xxx, 1826 Inverness a. ix, 1830 Dundee-a. xxxiii 
2.1817 Glasgow a. xxx. 3.1840 Edinburgh-& Leith aý xxviii. 
4.1818 Edinburgh a. xxxiv, 1822 Leith a. lv, 1924 Edinburgh Oil 

a. lii, 1823 Paisley a. x1iii, 1826 Inverness a. xxxivp 1830 
Dundee Old a. xxxix, 1836 Tolcross a. xxii. 

5. Glasgow (1817 a. xxxiii) L50; Edinburgh Oil (1824 a. xlix) L100; 
Paisley (1823 a. xxxix) L50; Dundee (1830 a. xxxv) L100; Inver- 
ness (1826 a. xi) U00; 'Edinburgh & Leith (1840 a. xxxiii) f-100; 
Glasgow C. & S. (1843 a. xcix) L100. 
Vide sup p. 672 
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the Treasurer to hold any other office under the companyp but this 

was unusual. At Edinburgh in 1818 the Treasurer could also act 

as Collector of gas rents, and Edinburgh Oil gas company allowed the 

manager to double as Collector. Normally all officials were appoin- 

ted by the directors who had to take "sufficient Security" against 

their intromissions 1 if they handled money. In a few cases a gen- 

eral meeting alone could appoint some officials, for example the Trea- 

surer and Clerk at Tolcross in 1836, and the Treasurer at Leith in 

1840. Glasgow directors 2 had to declare the appointments they made 

at a general meeting which would review them. Dundee in 1830 was 

quite exceptional in requiring a Special general meeting to "appoint, 

by Ballot, a Manager or Treasurer and also a Clerk! ', the former having 

to give a security of L1,000. 

Directors were notheld personally liable for the performance of 

company contracts they signed, 
3 

and their remuneration was normally 

fixed by a general meeting, 
4 

though Paisley in 1832 set an upper 

annual limit of L120. They were to formulate by-laws which were "not 

5 
repugnant to the Law of Scotland" 0 and which had to be obeyed by the 

1.1817 Glasgow a. xxxii (specifically L50 cash); 1824 Edinburgh 
Oil a. x1viii; 1822 Leith a. xlix, 1826 Inverness. a. x; - 

1823 
Paisley a. xxxix; 1843 Glasgow C. & S. a. c. Vide supra, p. 937 

2.1817 Glasgow a. xxxii. At Glasgow C&S (1843 a., xcvii) the. 
A. G. M. had to appoint the Secretary and Treasurerv and also two 
Auditors (each owning twenty-five shares, a. lxxxviii) to re- 
check the accounts (and hold no other company office). Kilmar- 
nock company (1855 a. xlii) had an unusual provision for a gen- 
eral meeting to appoint two independent auditors every two years. 

3. e. g. 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. xxx. 
4.1847 Inverness a. xxxi; 1832 Paisley a. xi. 
5.1822 Leith a. lviii; 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. lv, 1826 Inver-,,,, 

ness a. xxxiii. 
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company staff 
1 

under a penalty of L5. and by consumers. Those fined 

had the right of appealq normally before the local Sheriff or his 

Depute, 2 
or at Leith before the Admiral and Magistrate'sl and at Pais- 

ley before the Provost and bailies. 

Responsibility for the upkeep of books, which were required to 

show all financial transactions, contracts and liabilities, and also 

the orders and minutes 
3 

of all meetings held by the shareholders and 

directorsq rested with the Board of Directors. 4 The Treasurer was 

normally unable to make any payments without the specific sanction 

of directors. 5 
The directors were also charged with having the 

books balanced and accounts made usually in May around Whitsunday each 

year, and they had to be "examined, doequeted and signed" by a quorum 

of directors. 6 The books had to be presented for inspection at the 

Annual General Meetingp and usually-for a month beforehand the share- 
78 holders had a right to examine them in detail. Glasgow directors 

1.1818 Edinburgh, a. xxxvi, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. lv, 1822 Leith 
a. lviii, 1823 Paisley a. xliv, 1826 Inverness a. xxxiii, 1836 
Tolcross a. xxii; Dundee (1830 a. 1) had a fine of only U. 

2.1818 Edinburgh a. xxxvii, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. lvi, 1822 Leith 
a. lix, 1823 Paisley a. xlv, 1826 Inverness a. xxxiii, 1830 Dun- 
dee a. li, 

3. Such books were specifically required e. g. 1822 Leith a. lvip 
1826 Inverness a. xxxi, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. liii. 

4.1818 Edinburgh a. xxxv; 1824 Paisley a. x1iii, Tolcross a. xxvii 
5.1826 Inverness a. xxxiii, 1823 Paisley a. x1iii, 1830 Dundee 

a. xlix, 1817 Glasgow a. xxxvii. Edinburgh & Leith (1840 a. xxxiv) 
required a written order signed by two, directors or chairman. 

6.1817 Glasgow a. xxxii; 1818 Edinburgh a. xxi; 1822 Leith a. 
xlix; 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. x1viii; 1843 Glasgow C. & S. a. ev 
doequeted by three directors. 

7.1818 Edinburgh a. xxi; 1824 Paisley a. xxxix; 1826 Inverness 
a. xxviii; Dundee (1830 a. xxxvi) only allowed seven days; Glas- 
gow (1817 a. xxxvii) allowed accessthroughout the year. 

8.1817 Glasgow a. xxxif. 
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from 1817 had to organize the preparation of annual Abstracts of the 

company's business in addition to the Balance Sheet, and send prin- 

ted copies to shareholders before their meeting. Inverness direc- 

tors 
1 in 1826 were to have "a concise Report of the Proceedings and 

Management for the preceding year", plus a balance sheett recorded 

in the Minute Book. Dundee in 1830 also required an annual abstractp 

and this became regular practice with all gas companies. 
2 

Acts of Incorporation in no way reduced the rights and powers of 

the local town council and magistrates. 
3 

They subjected the company 

to a number of earlier general Acts, 4 
and also specific local regula- 

tions. 
5 Legal suits under the Acts were normally held in the Sher- 

iff courts, but in some cases could be held before local magistrates 

provided the case did not personally involve them. Edinburgh Oil 

gas company was forbidden to make gas from coal. 
7 

The Edinburgh 8 

company from 1829 was forbidden to manufacture coal gas at Tanfieldf 

or to amalgamate with any other gas company. The latter rule also 

applied to Edinburgh and Leith company in 1840, and to the Dundee 

1.1826 Inverness a. lxxxv 

2.1830 Dundee a. xxxvi. At Glasgow (1817 a. xxxv) a general meet- 
ing could appoint three or more shareholders as a "Committee of 
Accounts" to recheck the directors' audit. 

3.1817 Glasgow a. x1viii, 1818 Edinburgh a. lxixt 184P Edinburgh 
& Leith a. lxxx, 1823 Paisley a. lviii, 1830 Dundee ae 1xi, 1846' 
Dundee New a. lix, 1887 Musselburgh a. 25. 

4. Vide infra Appendix XVIII. 2,4- 
5. e. g. Glasgow C. & S. (1843 a. 198) was forbidden to amalgamate 

with Glasgow Gaslight Company, or to share authorities or-proper- 
ties with it. 

6. e. g. 1822 Leith, 1823 Paisley, 1824 Edinburgh Oilq 1830 Dundee; 
Hamilton (1846) could sue before two Justices of the Peace. 

7.1824 Edinburgh Oil a. lxxxi 
8.1829 Edinburgh a. xv, xvi. 
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New company in 1846 which was also obliged to sell its works to Dun- 

dee Town Council or Police Commissioners if so requested. 
1 

In 

other matters the Acts provided comprehensive legal protection for 

company transactions. 

Any person maliciously hindering or interrupting the company's 

workmen was subjected to a fine up to 0 or L10.2 Malicious damage 

to outdoor gas equipment carried a similar penalty, although at Tol- 

cross 
3 

the wilful damage of works, pipes, lampst posts, or water 

apparatus, or the wilful wastage of gas or waterv carried a penalty 

up to E20 plus three times the cost of damages. Similarly at Hamil- 

ton 
4 in 1846t damage, wastage, or the wilful extinguishing of public 

lights carried a penalty of 0 plus three times the cost of damage. 

Consumers were also coerced with heavy potential fines. Damage or 

alteration of meters 
5 

normally carried a penalty of up to L5 and the 

disconnection of supply. All gas consumers in the early nineteenth 

century were strictly prohibited from supplying "any other Person 

whatsoever with any Part of such Gas", under a penalty of L5 to L10 

1.1840 Edinburgh & 

2. L10 at Edinburgh 
Leith (1822 a. xxx 
(1817 a. xx)q Pais 
At Tolcross (1836, 
or loss sustained. 

Leith a. lxxxiv, 1846 Dundee New a. lvii. 
(1818 a. xx), Edinburgh Oil (1824 a. xxxiii, 

v), Inverness (1826 a. lxxv); f-5 at Plasgow 
Ley (1823 a. xxvii), Dundee (1830-a. xxiv). 
a. lxxxvii) Z5 plus three times the damage 

3.1836 Tolcross a. lxxxviii 
4.1846 Hamilton a. xlv. 
5. e. g. 1829 Edinburgh a. vi, 1822 Leith a. xxxiv, 1846 Dundee 

New a. xliv, 1836 Tolcross a. 1xivq 1886 Ardrossan a. 85; 
Paisley (1832 a. xv) imposed L10; Hamilton (1846 a. xliv) only 

L2 plus the cost of repairs; 1843 Glasgow C. & S. a. 160 
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and the disconnection of supplies. 
1 Tolcross fixed 20s for each day 

such gas was used. 

Those who illegally attached a service-pipe to the gas mains 

were fined for each day that it was used. 
2 As consumers began to 

experiment for themselves, the scope of illegality was broadened to 

include the attachment of "any Wire or other Substance above or 

across the Orifice of any Burner". 
3 incorrect burners, or excessive 

number of burners, 4 
enlarging the burners supplied, wasting gasq or 

using gas for longer hours than contracted. 
5 

The invasion of pri- 

vate property was sanctioned for the benefit of Chartered companies. 

Officers of Edinburgh Oil 6 
gas company could enter any building lit 

by gas, at one hour's noticep to check the number of lights in use 

and the integrity of the meter, and faults on either account carried 

a penalty of Z5 to L10. The Leith company imposed a fine of 0, 

whilst the Edinburgh and Leith companY7 of 1840 had to give three 

hours notice of an inspection but raised the fine to L10. Dundee 

1.1817 Glasgow a. xix, 1818 Edinburgh a. xix, 1840 Edinburgh 
a. xxx, 1822 Leith a. xxiv, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xxxiip 1840 
Edinburgh & Leith a. lxxv, 1823 Paisley a. xxvi, 1830 Dundee 
a. xxi; 1836 Tolcross a. 1xv. 

2. Glasgow (1817 a. xviii ) Ll a day; Edinburgh (1818 a. xviii) 
10s; Paisley (1823 a. xxiii) 20s; Hamilton (1846 a. xliii)40s 
a day plus 0; Leith (1822 a. xxvi) 10s; Edinburgh & Leith 
(1840 a. lxvii) U; Dundee (1830 a. xx) L2. 

3.1832 Paisley a. xvi, 1836 Tolcross a. 1xv. 

4. Edinburgh Oil (1824 a. xxxiii) fine to L10ýv' Paisley (1823 a. 
xxxiv) fine to L5. 

5. Paisley (1832) and Tolcross (1836) fined up to Ll per day. 
6. Edinburgh Oil (1824 a. xxxii) 
7.1822 Leith a. xxxiv, 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lxxv; Paisley 

in 1823 (a. xxvi) also fined L10. 
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officers in 1830 had to give six hours notice, but the Dundee New com- 

pany and Hamilton New company could demand atmittance at any "reason- 

able Times". 1 

Failure to pay the gas rent could result in the supply being dis- 

connected. 
2 

Because individual gas debts were often small, and ex- 

pensive to recover in normal Deýt Courts, chartered companies were 

often granted special arrangements. 
3 

Leith Companyt 
4. fourteen days 

after giving a final demand, could apply to local magistrates, or the 

Sheriff Depute of Edinburgh, for a warrant to enter the debtor's 

premises and seize goods and effects. Three days laterp if the debt 

remained unpaid, they were sold "by public Roup, in Front of the Court 

House of Leith"t and any surplus after paying the debt and expensest 

was repaid to the owner. This procedure was also used at Paisley 5 

on a warrant from the Provost and bailies. At Inverness, Dundee Old 

companyt Tolcross and Kilmarnock, application was made to the sheriff 

or depute under whose warrant fines were recovered in a summary way 

by distress and sale of goods. Inverness debtors lacking property 

could be imprisoned up to three months. 

1. Dundee (1830 a. xxi) L5; Dundee New (1846 a. x1i) L5 a day; 
Hamilton New (1846 a. xl) L10 a day fine. 

2.1818 Edinburgh a. xviii, 1823 Paisley a. xxiiip 1846 Dundee 
a. xxxvii, 1836 Tolcross a. xcvi, 1898 Stirling a. 73. Tolcross 
could require contract consumers to pay in advance. 

3. Glasgow (1817 a. xviii) was entitled to recover debts by dis- 
tress and sale of goods. 

4.1822 Leith a. xxx 
5.1823 Paisley a. liii. 

6.1826 Inverness a. lxxxvi; 1830 Dundee Old a. xxvi, 1836 Tol- 
cross a. xcvii, 1855 Kilmarnock a. li. Kilmarnock retained the 
option of suing for amounts under L12 in the Small Debt Court. 
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There was however no uniform system of small debt recovery. 

Edinburgh 1 
company in 1840 could only take "Action of Debt before 

the Judge Ordinary of the Bounds". Paisley 2 had only to apply to 

one Justice ofthe Peace, who could examine company officials and 

witnesses under oath, and sanction recovery by distress and sale for 

several persons on*a single warrant. Dundee New company in 1846 

could recover all sums under 0 that way by applying to two Justicest 

but Hamilton 3 
could only recover sums under 0 6s 8d in the Small 

Debt Court. 

Gas consumers received very little protection regarding the 

price or quality of gas, except in the case of public lighting 4 
or 

where two rival companies competed in the same town. Edinburgh Oil 

gas company, and Leith 5 
company which commenced with oil gas, had to 

ensure that their gas gave a cheaper and better light in public 

lamps than did liquid oil. Paisley, Inverness and Dundee compan- 

ies 
6 

which supplied coal gas also had to fulfil this standard which 

became a normal qualification for public lighting. Dundee company 
7- 

from 1830 had to provide gas "of as good Quality as that furnished 

by any other Gas Light Company in Scotland, and ... at a Rate or, ' 

1.1840 Edinburgh a. xxix 
2.1832 Paisley a. viii to x 
3.1846 Dundee New a. xxxvii; 1846 Hamilton a. x1i 
4. Contracts with the local magistrates, town-council or Road Trus- 

tees were specifically permitted e. g. 1818 Edinburgh a. xviii, 
1823 Paisley a. xxiii, 1847 Dundee New a. xxxvi. 

5.1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xxxixg 1822 Leith a. xxxii 
6.1823 Paisley a. xxiv, 1826 Inverness, a. lixp 1830 Dundee 

a. xxii. 
7.1830 Dundee a. xxiii, xxiv; vide infra pp* 9549 969 

The same price regulation was imposed on Dundee New company in 
1867 a. xviii 
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Charges as low as shall be the average Price ... in the several towns 

of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paisleyp Pertht Arbroathq Montrose and Aber- 

deen, during the same Time. " From 1867 it had to supply a candle- 

power also above the average of these towns. 
1 

Dundee magistrates 

were expected to annually nominate one person, and the Police Commis- 

2 
sioners two people, from 1830 to audit the company's accounts and re- 

view the charges, but in practice this was never done. 

Competing companies were subjected to extra controls. At Ham- 

ilton the New company could not give a dividend above five per cent 

unless gas was provided at less than 5s per 1,000 cu ft. in Hamilton 

and 6s 8d in Motherwell and Bothwell. The gasworks could also be 

sold by mutual agreement to the magistrates or town council without 

requiring a separate Act. 3 
Dundee New 

4 
compa ny in 1846 could not 

charge above ten per cent of the original cost when hiring out meters 
5 

and fittings. That company was forbidden to make profits aboveten 

per cent on capital, and any ten inhabitants could petition the Sher- 

iff to have their books audited, with power to enforce a lower price- 

of gas if profits were excessive. 

Quality controls were not widely introduced until the late 

1860s. They were first tried in Scotland with the Glasgow compan- 

ies in 1857. The Old company 
6 had to provide gas at a price below 

1.1867 Dundee Old a. XXV, xxix. 2.1830 Dundee Old a., lxiv. 

3.1846 Hamilton a. lxxiv, Ix%*MAt Fort William (1896 a. 25), the Pol- 
ice Commissioners could also purchase the gasworks within five, 
years of the Order. Hamilton municipal. actionp, vide infra, PP-1015,1037 

4.1846 Dundee New a. xl. 5.1846 Dundee New a. xviii. 
6. Candlepower test by Argand burnert as later at Dundee. 1857 

Glasgow a. xiv, xviii. Standard 'Candlepowerl , vide'sup'ra P-711 
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5s 6d per 1,000 cu ft, and a quality above twelve candlepower. The 

gas could be tested at the works by the Lord Provost, magistrates 

and Council, and a fine of L20 imposed if it was substandard. Glas- 

gow City and Suburban 1 had to provide gas at 5s 6d and a minimum of 

ten candlepower. These illumination standards were less than half 

what was actually being supplied and were a mere gesture of sympathy 

for the consumers. Dundee Old and New companies were the next to' 

be affected, 
2 in 1867. At the gasworks they had to instal an Ar- 

gand burner with fifteen holes and a seven inch chimney, with a 

special meter to supply five cu ft gas per hour. Gas burned in 

that apparatus had to equal the intensity of light from eighteen 

sperm candlesq of six in one pound, burning at 120 grains per hour. 

Dundee Council or Police Commissioners could appoint a person to test 

the gas on that apparatus and inadequate candlepower carried a fine 

up to L20. Specific candlepower was stipulated for all companies 

in the late nineteenth century, and they all had to instal a test 

apparatus at the gasworksg normally with a Union Jet Burner 3 
consum- 

ing five cu ft per hour at five-tenths inch pressure. Minimum gas 

pressure was also stipulated at the junction of service pipes with 

the mains. This 4 had to be six-tenths inches from midnight to sun- 

1. -1857 Glasgow C. & S. a. x1 
2. Vide supra pp. 9709 992 

Dundee bld a. xxv to xxvii; Dundee New a. xiv, xv 
3. Later the Board of Trade replaced this by a Sugg's No. 1 Ar- 

gand, with 6" x lk" chimney; e. g. Bothwell and Uddingston (1902 
a. 29); Busby (1911 a. 23); Bridge of Earn (1902 a. 25) 

4.1877 Coatbridge a. 52; 1886 Ardrossan a. 45; 188 
- 
TMusselburgh 

a. 29; 1896 Fort William a. 20; 1898 Stirling a. 68; 1902 Both- 
well a. 28; 1902 Bridge of Earn a. 24. 

Busby (1911 a. 24) had to provide eight-tenths inch at all times. 
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set and eight-tenths inch from sunset to midnight. A variety of gas 

price controls were also introduced, at first by setting a maximum 

price for all gas supplied by meter. 

TABLE 5.26 Minimum Candlepower of Gas supplied by 

Chartered Companies 1 

Date Company Candle- 
power 

1877 Coatbridge 20 
1886 Ardrossan 20 
1887 Musselburgh 22 
1896 Fort William 15 
1898 Stirling 25 

Date Company Candle- 
power 

1902 Bothwell/Uddingston 15 
1902 Bridge of Earn 14 
1906 Stirling 20 
1909 Coatbridge 15 
1911 Busby 14 

SOURCES: Private Acts and Orders of Parliament. 
Vide Appendix MII-3 

TABLE 5.27 Maximum Gas Prices Permitted to 
Chartered Companies 

Date Company Price 
s. d. 

1855 Kilmarnock 6 0 
1877 Coatbridge 5 0 
1886 Ardrossan. 5 3 

Date Company Price 
s. d. 

1896 Fort William 7 0 
1902 Bridge of Earn -6 3 
1909 Coatbridge 2 6 

SOURCES: Private Acts and Orders of Parliament. 
Vide infra Appendix XVIII-3 

A more stimulating arrangement was the development of a sliding 

scale of charges and dividends revolving around a set price. At 

Coatbridge 
2 in 1898 the set price was 2s 6d per 1,000 cu ft, and when- 

1. These low candlepower figures were well below theýquality prev- 
iously supplied and their stipulation was aýhoLlow gesture., 

2.1898 Coatbridge a. 26. 

I 
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ever gas was a fraction or one whole penny more expensive, dividend 

was reduced by 0.25 per cent below the standard ten per cent, or a 

reduction of 5s below ten per cent dividend on E100, and 3s 6d 

below seven per cent dividend on f-100. If gas was sold below the 

set price, dividends could be raised proportionally above ten per 

cent. The sliding scale was also applied 
L 

to Stirling, with a 

set price of 3s 4d, Fort William with 7s, Musselburgh with 3s 9d, 

Busby 2 
with 5s gas, and Bothwell and Uddingston 3 

with 3s ld gas. 

Chartered companies retained the right to give concessions to large 

consumers. Ardrossan 4, for example, could supply cheap gas in bulk 

"for trading or manufacturing purposes". and Stirling 5 
could grant 

ten per cent discounts for large consumers# and as an incentive for 

prompt payment of gas rents. 

Chartered companies were empowered to hire out meters and other 

fittingsq in the secure knowledge that these could 
6, 

not be subject to 

Arrestmentq Poinding, or other legal Diligence, or to be hypothecated 

or attached for Rent due to Landlords" by gas consumers* In the late 

nineteenth century, consumers had to keep the meter maintained and 

1898 Stirling a. 64; 1896 Fort William Schedule B. a. ii; 
1887 Musselburgh a. 28; 1911 Busby_(&-26) 

In 1904 the Stirling (a. 15) price was reduced to 3s 2d. In 
1909 the Coatbridge price was reduced to 2s 6d and a sliding 
scale introduced. 

2. At Busby, if gas price rose ld., or a fraction of, ld. 9 above the 
standard, then five per cent dividend on L100 was reduced by 2s 6d 

3. In similar circumstances to Busbyp the Bothwell ten per cent divi- 
dend on L100 fell 5s, and seven per cent dividend fell by 3s 6d. 

4.1886 Ardrossan a. 72.5.1898 Stirling a. 65 

6. An important factor when large sums were invested in service, 
pipes and interior fittings. 

1832 Paisley a. xiii, 1840 Edinburgh a. xxviii, 1836 Tolcross 
a. xiii, 1846 Hamilton New a. xxxix. 
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accurate at their own expense, and the company was empowered to re- 

move meters for checking the accuracy. The expense of the test 

fell upon the consumer if faults were found. 1 Security was some- 

times required by the company to insure the payment of gas and 

meter rentsq but Parliament demanded the payment of interest on 

such money, 
2 

The large number of tenement flats in Scotland raised questions 

over access through common stairways and passages. Thus although 

the Glasgow 
3 

company in 1817 could not damage buildings without the 

owner's consento it had the right without consent to place external 

pipes on buildings, for public lighting, and external pipes to 

supply tenements on upper floors. Tolcross required the consent 

of proprietors to supply upper floors, but Edinburgh, Edinburgh and 

Leithp Glasgow City and Suburban, and Hamilton companies 
4 in the 

1. e. g. 1886 Ardrossan a. 83,85. Penalty to 0 for damaging 
meters. Twenty-four hours written notice was required before con- 
necting or disconnecting meters, on penalty of 40s (1886 Ardros- 
san a. 82). Consumers using gas engines could be forced to instal 
effective anti-fluctuators for steady mains pressure, e. g. 1904 
Stirling a. 27; 1911 Busby a. 35. 

2. Usually paid twice a year, at 0 per cent per year on every 10S 
e. g. 1886 Ardrossan a. 75,1877 Coatbridge a. 56t 1896 Fort Wil- 
liam a. 23,1887 Musselburgh a. 32; Bothwell and Uddingston 

1902 a. 31.1902 Bridge of Earn a. 27. 
Stirling (1898 a. 63) paid only 0 per cent interest on every 

sum of L2 deposited, and Busby (1911 a., 31) 4 per cent, so the, 
procedure was again not standardized. -' Parliament very rarely regulated the rent of metersl but at, 
Busby (1911 a. 17) the gas through prepayment meters had to be the 
same price as normal meters, plus up to 10d per 1,000 cu ft 

' 
to 

cover the hire charge of meter and fittings9 or Is if these includ- 
ed a cooker. 

3.1817 Glasgow a. xvii 
4.1840 Edinburgh a. xii, 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lxx, 1843 Glas- 

gow C. & S. a. 155,1846 Hamilton a. xxxvii 
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1840s were empowered to lay pipes up common stairs or access without 

the consent of other occupiers or owners. Later companies like 

Ardrossan and Coatbridge 
1 

required the consent of owners and occup- 

iers before laying pipes through or against buildings. 

In two final aspects, Parliament intervened to protect local 

inhabitants from abuse by chartered companies. Pipe-laying and 

trenchingg and operations likely to pollute water suppliesq were 

closely regulated. The authority to open public "side Pavementsp 

Streets, Squaresp Waysp Lanes, Passages and Places" 2 
was vital for 

laying and repairing pipes, water traps and valves, but advance 

notice had to be given to the Police Superintendent, Town Council or 

convener of Road Trustees. This varied from twenty-four hours at 

Paisley and Inverness, to thirty-six at Tolcross and forty-eight at 

Glasgowq Edinburght Leith, Hamilton and Dundee. 
3 

Thosecontrolling 

the road could appoint an inspector to check the excavations, and 

even plan where the pipes had to be placed. 
4 Failure to give 

1.1886 Ardrossan a. 43; 1877 Coatbridge a. 49 

2. e. g. 1818 Edinburgh preface. 
3.1823 Paisley a. xvi, 1826 Inverness a. liv, 1836 Tolcross a. 

xcis 1818 Edinburgh a. x1v, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a., xx, 1822 Leith 
a. xvii, 1817 Glasgow a. xii, 1846 Dundee New a. xxviii, 1846 Ham- 
ilton a. xxvi, 1826 Inverness a. x1vii 

Glasgow had to give the same notice to "Proprietors or Possess- 
ors of Shops or lower Floors or vacant Ground fronting the Pave- 
ments to be lifted". on penalty of 0. Unusuallyq Glasgow could 
allow consumers to lay service pipes under pavementst but the main 
pipes had to be under the causeway of the road. 

Edinburgh (1818 a'. xv) had excessive powers in 1818 to open 
private roads for the gas mains in the town. 

4.1818 Edinburgh a. xvi, 184 0 Leith a. lii, 1846 Dundee New 
a. xxviii, 1846 Hamilton a. xxviii 
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notice often carried penaltiesp 5s per square yard at Tolcross, 

40s a day at Hamiltont and 0a day at Dundee. All damage caused 

by trenching operations had to be paid for, or referred to the Sher- 

iff's arbitration, and the company had to remove surplus earth or 

rubbish, and relay the streets and pavements in a workmanlike manner, 

At Hamilton the road had to be kept in repairfor the following 

twelve months. 
2 Pipes could be laid across private property only 

with the written consent of the owner. 
3 

Consumers' rights to a supply of gas were largely neglected by 

Parliament. However, as a sop to the 'Consumers' movement19 in 1840 

both Edinburgh and Edinburgh and Leith companies undertook to supply 

gas to any person requiring it within one hundred yards of the main 

pipes, at normal pricesp provided they paid the expenses of a ser- 

vice pipe and gave security for one year's supply of gas. 
4 

Serious pollution of the urban environment could occur in two 

ways: by the disposal of refuse from the gasworks, or by a leakage 

of gas into piped or underground water supplies, and the penalties 

imposed to prevent both were severe. No substance which "soiledv 

fouled or corrupted" the water, or was "noisome or offensive"t was 

allowed"into any -Riverq Brook or running Stream, Reservoirp Canal 

. Aqueduct, Feeder, Pond or Springhead or Well or into any Drain, 

1.1830 Dundee a. xi, 1823 Paisley a. xvii, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. 
xxii, 1836 Tolcross a. xcii, 1846 Dundee New a. xxvi, 1846 Hamil- 
ton a. xxix 

2. Regulations for trenches were strict. Vide infra AppendixVII-4-V 
3.1823 Paisley a. xvi, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xvii, 1840 Leith a. 

lv, 1826 Inverness a. x1vii, 1846 Dundee New a. x1iii, 1846 Ham- 
ilton New a. x1ii 

4.1840 Edinburgh a. xxvi; 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lxxxvi 
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Sewer or Ditch communicating therewith" upon a penalty of L200 re- 

covered through the Court of Session, for every offence. The com- 

pany also had to cease such pollution within twenty-four hours of 

a written complaint, or pay a penalty of f-2 per day. 1 As an in- 

centive for complainers to act in the public interest, the money was 

paid to those whose water had been spoiled. 

Glasgow company, to which this rule was not applied until 

1822, from 1817 was specifically 
2 forbidden to erect any gasometer 

within one hundred yards of any river or ten yards of any stream, 

400 yards of the River Clyde, or fifty yards of the Molendinar or 

Blind Burns. No waste liquids, or even water out of gasholder 

tanks, could be disposed in those waters, or any substance which 

harmed "the Fisheries, the Vegetation on the Banks of the River, or 

the Life or Health of Animals", or which smelled offensive-to nearby 

residents. In Edinburgh, from 1818 until 1840 when the practice was 

specifically forbidden, the mouth of Restalrig stream was used to 

dispose gasworks refuse, 
3 

but elsewhere Chartered companies did not 

1822 Glasgow a. vi, 1823 Paisley a. xxii, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. 
xxviii, 1826 Inverness a. lxxix, 1830 Dundee a. xvii, 1846 Dundee 
New a. xlvi, 1836 Tolcross a. lxx, 1829 Edinburgh a. xiiv 1840 
Edinburgh & Leith a. xviii. This also applied to Greenock (1840 
a. lxxiii) municipal gasworks. 

Glasgow C. & S. (1843 a. 165) had a daily penalty of Z20. 

2.1817 Glasgow a. xvi. Contemporaries found other sources of 
pollutiong especially town sewage, a greater problem. 

Vide R. Reid (Senex) Glasgow Past and Present (18849 Glasgow) 
Vol. I, p. 131 

Dr. J. Glaister, "The Pollution of Scottish Rivers"l Pro- 
ceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow 1896-7 Vol. 
XXVIII, p. 50 

J. Skelton, The Handbook of Public Health for Scotland 
(1890t Edinburgh) p. -34. 

Gasworks smoke pollution in Canongate, Edinburgh vide J. G. L. 
29/5/1883. 

3.1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lxi. Edinburgh Old company had an 
initial penalty of only L20 for pollution, but thereafter it was 
L10 per day. 
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cause pollution. Several gas companies were permittedp subject to 

the control of magistrates, to make "Sewers or cuts" 1 beneath the 

streets to carry waste liquids before disposalg but they were for- 

bidden to run into the town sewers, or to pollute private wells. 

Any gas leaks from pipes had to be repaired by the company with- 

in twenty-four hours of a written complaints 
2 

upon a penalty of 0 

a day. If gas contaminated "the Water of any Body Politic or Cor- 

3 
porate, or Person, or any Water in any Well or Pond". the plaintiff 

could usually charge the company Z20, and if pollution did not cease 

within twenty-four hours, a further E10 per day. In Edinburgh from 

1829, half of the fine was to be paid to the informer, and half to 

the owner of water rights. If the gas company refused to accept 

responsibility for gas pollution, the plaintiff was empowered to 

1.1817 Glasgow a. xv, 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xvii, 1822 Leith a. 
xxiiip 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lx, 1823 Paisley a. xxiq 1830 
Dundee a. xvi. 

2. Inverness and Edinburgh Oil companies were allowed forty-eight 
hours grace. 1822 Glasgow a. viii, 1822 Leith a. xxis 1823 Pais- 
ley a. xix, 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lix, 1830 Dundee a. xvp 1826 
Inverness a. lxxx, 1846 Dundee New a. xlix, 1829 Edinburgh xip 
1824 Edinburgh Oil a. xxvi, 1843 Glasgow C. & S. a. 168. 

The payment of 'way-leave' for opening the streets. was very un- 
usualp but Dundee New company (1846 a. lvi) paid L50 a year to the 
Common Good of the burgh. 

3.1825 Glasgow a. iv, 1840 Edinburgh & Leith a. lxiip 1824 Edin- 
burgh Oil a. lxix, 1826 Inverness a. lxxxii, 1829 Edinburgh a. ix, 
1830 Dundee a. xviii, 1836 Tolcross a. 1xviiiq 1846 Dundee New a. 
19 1832 Paisley a. xvii, 1843 Glasgow C. & S. a. 170. 

Hamilton (1846, a. xlvii) reduced the penalty to L5 a day. 

Most gas-pollution rules appeared in the mid'1820sq being absent 
in the 1822 Glasgow Act but present in 1825, They included special 
distances from waterpipes, 90 0 crossingst and no jointing of pipes 

outside the trenches. 
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excavate gas pipes, and if leakage was proved the gas company had to 

pay all expenses 
1 in addition to the fine. 

Correct pipe-laYing was considered very important by Parliament. 

Gas pipes had to be laid "the greatest practicable Distance" from 

water pipes or the gas pipes of another Company, and wherever the 

width of the carriageway was adequate a minimum separation 
2 

was 

legislated. Where gas pipes unavoidably crossed water pipesq they 

had to be the greatest practicable distance above or below the latter, 

and cross at right angles to keep the Joints away from the water pipe. 

The crossing pipe had to be of a stipulated length, and all Joints a 

minimum distance from the waterpipe. 

Pipes could not be joined before placing them in the trenchest to 

avoid leakage from poor jointsp 3 
which had to be proved gas-tight 

4 be- 

fore refilling the trench, on penalty of Z10. These comprehensive 

regulations severely restricted Chartered companies from causing any 

offensive pollution. 

1.1825 Glasgow a. v. 1824 Edinburgh Oil a. lxx, 1840 Edinburgh & 
Leith a. 1xiii, 1826 Inverness a. lxxxiii, 1830 Dundee a. xixp 1846 
Dundee New a. lii, 1836 Tolcross a. lxix, 1846 Hamilton a. xlixV 
1829 Edinburgh a. x, 1832 Paisley a. xviii. 

2. Vide infra Appendix VII 
In Edinburgh and Leith (Edinburgh 1840 a. x1i, Edinburgh & Leith 

1840 a. lxiv) the water authorities had to be given advance noticel 
so they could check that the Act was obeyed, and no damage caused. 

3. No two pipes could be joined beforehand at Glasgow (1825), Edin- 
burgh (1829,1840), Hamilton (1846), Tolcross (1836)p Inverness 
(1826), Edinburgh Oil company (1824), though Paisley (1823 a. lx) 
could join up to four pipes outside the trench; Glasgow C. & S. 
(1843 a. 177). 

4.1824 Edinburgh Oil a. 1xviii, 1826 Inverness a. lxxxi, 1825 Glas- 
gow a. 111,1830 Dundee a. xiv, 1840 Edinburgh a. xx. 

Dundee in 1830 had a penalty of L50, and Hamilton (1846 a. liv) 
only L5. 
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Parliamentary control over Chartered companies provided the 

guidelines for regulations adopted by companies without limited lia- 

bility, and also produced a fund of experience which was later 

applied to regulating the financial management of municipal author- 

ities which sought to extend their ownership over the supply of gas. 
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Municipal Control 

1 
Most municipal authorities actively encouraged the first gas 

companies within their communitiest as a source of cheap lighting 

for streetst homes and industry. Few invested large sums of public 

money in such enterprisesq principally because gas works were consid- 

ered high risk ventures, and were capital intensive. The more adven- 

turous town councils, like Greenock (1830) and Rothesay 2 (1843), were 

concerned less with supplying gas at the lowest feasible prices, and 

more with creating profits which could be used for the "common good" 

of the Burgh, in effect transferring part of the rates burden from 

householders on to gas consumers, 
3 

Early gas companies allowed "socialism from above', 
4 by enabling 

a wide variety of local inhabitants as shareholders to uphold the 

social responsibility of the company in regard to consumers. Muni- 

cipal intervention was delayed until avarice brought the system into 
5:, II- 

disrepute. Straight-forward competition was the traditional cure 

for a company which failed to respond to market demands, and in cases 

1. e. g. the Glasgow company has been viewed as a joint venture 
between the Town Council and citizens, and Airdrie gas company of 
1830 was "mainly on the initiative of the Town Council". 

J. Cunnison, Ed., Third Statistical Account - Glasgow (1958, 
Glasgow) p. 565. 

J. Knox, Airdrie -A Historical Sketch (1921, Airdrie) p. 65 

2. Vide supra Chapter I P-65 
3. r. foGreenock municipal enterprise has been seen as a reflection of 

the greater social responsiveness of Councils around the time of 
the 1832 Reform Act with its preceding 'agitation. 

T. Johnston, A History of the Working Class'in Scotland (1946, '- 
Glasgow) Vide infra pp. 1016,10209 1-040 

4. R. Buckmaster-Fuller, Utopia or Oblivion (1972) p. 280. 

Disadvantages vide infra p. 1120 
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like Hamilton 
1 it successfully cauterised the complaints. Else- 

where, as at Aberdeen, 
2 it produced insincere appeals to the muni- 

cipal authorities for protection in return for concessions. Only 

at Paisley did the Old company press their case successfully, and 

a New company 
3 

was defeated in return for partial municipal control. 

This proved so ineffectual that the Paisley experiment deterred 

Scottish municipal authorities from a similar attempt for two 

decades. 

The heavy capital investment required for gas manufacture con- 

siderably hampered the working of market forces so that competition 

was rarely present to serve the public interest; and the limited 

successes achieved by the 'Consumers Movement 14 were highlighted by 

Flintoff's campaigns in the early 1860s which intensified the concern 

of consumers but failed to implement many viable Consumers' gas com- 

panies. The public turned increasingly in favour of municipal con- 

trol of essential services like gas lighting, which in most towns 

remained a monopoly industry. Their-aimv as in the Consumers' com- 

panies, was to sell gas as cheaply as possible? Unlike Greenock and 

Paisley, these new municipal enterprises were forbidden by Parliament 

to make profits to be expended on other municipal projects. The gas 

1. Vide infra p. 960 
2. In 1836 a Consumers company in Aberdeen was defeated while bogus 

attempts were made to sell the old gasworks to the Police (Lber- 
deen Journal 11/5/1836), and a similar venture*in 1843 only suc- 
ceeded after great controversy since Provost Blaikie and two other 
Councillors, who were shareholders in the Old companyq recommenced 
agitation for municipal control over the Old gasworksg supposedly 
to obviate the cost of duplicating capital and labour in the, city. (Aberdeen Journal 6/12/1843). 

Vide infra 'Consumer Relations', p. 1 124 
3. 

'Vide 
infra p. 1020 

4. Vide infra P-1177 
5- Nevertheless, high 'depreciation' allowances were used in much the same way as reinvested 'profits' were in gas companiest for 

extension of capital equipment. Vide. infra p. 1075 
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prices were to be so low as to allow revenue to only equal expendi- 

ture 
1 

on the gasworks. 

By the 1860s most efficient gas companiest provided they were 

not exceptionally badly located in relation to raw materialsq gave 

annual dividends of about seven to ten per cent, or even fifteen per 

cent. The element of risk had largely disappeared, and municipal 

authorities could be reasonably confident of success. Gasworks 

were either purchased outrighto by taking a loan secured against 

the prospective gas revenue, or more normally by annuities which 

could later be redeemed. Many companies already made use of loansq 

by spending large sums on the works in excess of the share capital. 

The interest on loans, at between three and five per cent per yeart 

was cheaper than paying dividend from an equal amount of capital 

stock. Provided no difficulty was experienced in obtaining loanst 

and that interest never exceeded potential dividendp this was the 

great advantage which municipal gasworks posessed. Loans could 

similarly be used periodically to redeem annuities. 

In the early Scottish gas companies, a mixture of belief in 

"socialism from above" by individuals purchasing shares in the appar- 

ently high risk enterprise, and public benevolence by these figuress 

produced a close alliance between municipal councils 
2 

and gas 

1. "Expenditure" is defined elsewhere. Vide infra P- 1095 
Regulations on contingency and other fundsq and financial stat- 

istics are given in AppendixVIII 

2. Several authors have noted the prominence of civic dignitories 
in early nineteenth century commercial venturesq like railways, 
which could benefit local residents. Directors of the 1838 
Southern Bank of Scotland, which aimed to retain banking profits 
in the Dumfries area instead of allowing their 'export', included 
the Provost of Dumfries, the son of a former Provost, and a for- 
mer Bailie. 

J. M. Reid, The History of the Clydesdale Bank 1838-1938 (1938) 
p. 93. Vide infra pp. 108,164t 1659 1689 676t 8239 9319 935t 

9539 9601 962t 11289 11309 1133t 11649 1243. Activities of 
T. Blaikie, Provost of Aberdeenj vide infra PP-7679 1005; see also P-117 
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companies. Many Councillors were also private shareholders. In 

October 1816, leading Glasgow citizenst including a former Lord 

Provost, proposed to form a gas companyq 
1 but first communicated 

with the magistratesq Council and Police Commissioners to suggest 

that one of those bodies constructed and operated the gasworks. 
2 

The Council declined, but approved "the measure as a public improve- 

ments'. In November the company again urged the Council to purchase 

shares, 
3 in view of the potential improvement in street lighting. 

Two Councillors, K. Finlay and H. Monteith (1764-1848) 4 
urged the 

Council to purchase X500 stock, but in order to Justify this purchase, 

which was made in December, 5 
the Council appointed a committee sup- 

posedly to make a critical examination of the proposal. Both Fin- 

lay and Monteith sat on the four-member committees 
6 

yet they were 

also members of the company's Committee of Management. Another 

1. The period 1816-17 was one of trade recovery in. Glasgow after 
the American War of 1812-15. 

Promotion of Glasgow gas company is examined elsewherep vide 
supra P-155; see also p. 208 

G. Neilson, "Glasgow Burghal Records 1718-1833 Scottish 
Historical Review 1917 Vol. 14, p. 347 

2. Glasgow City Archives - Extracts from the Records of-the-Burgh 
of Glasgow Vol X 1809-229 p. 3479 9/10/1816 

3. Extracts from Glasgow Burgh Records, op., Sit.,, Vol. X 19/11/1816 
pp. 353-4 

4. Henry Monteith of Carstairs, wealthy cotton manufacturevand 
owner of Dalmarnock Turkey-red Dye works, was Provost of-Glasgow 
in 1815-16 and 1819-20. 

G. Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow Citizenship (1881, Glasgow) 
p. 114. 

New Statistical Account - Glasgow (1958, 
-Glasgow), - p. 259 

5. Extracts from Glasgow Burgh Records,, 2p. -', Sit. 0-Vol. X9 
27/12/18169 p. 354 1 

6. The other Committee members were D. Mackenzie and Andrew Temple- 
ton, a banker who also supported the company 

Glasgow City Archives "Glasgow Burgh Minute" (M. S. S. ) 
27/12/1816. 

A. Templeton vide infra 'Labour' p. 672 
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1 
manager, James Hamiltont was a Commissioner of Policeq and as the 

first shopkeeper to use gas lighting from the companyq gave consider- 

able publicity to the venture, Ferguson, a former magistrateg in 

conjunction with J. Thomson a city banker, became the first "Mana- 

gers" or comptrollers of the gasworks. 

Investment in the Glasgow gas company crystallized around the 

shareholding of the Council, and that of L500 by James Dennistount 2 

founder of the Glasgow Bank. 3 
The Town Council collaborated in form- 

ing the company's Bill, especially regulations on the opening of 

streets, 
4 before it was presented to Parliament. Their involvement 

reduced the intensity of opposition to the company, for example by 

the Master Court of Masons 5 
who objected to the encroachment on prop- 

erty and privileges. Moreover they continued to support the company 

1. Gas World, 11/6/1887, p. 751 

2. P. MacKieq Reminiscences of Glasgow (1890, Glasgow) Vol. II, 
p. 163 

3. Glasgow gas company was also supported by William MeGavin, mer- 
chant, author, preacher, editor of The Protestant, and from 1823 
manager of the Glasgow branch of t British Linen Bank. Anothar 
banker, John Thomson of Gogarburn, acted as collector of instalZ 
ments on shares and enjoined his considerable reputation to the- 
enterprise. Thomson was the Bank of Scotland agent in Aberdeen 
until 1817, and then Royal Bank of Scotland agent in Glasgow where 
he supervised "Probably the most important single branch in the 
Scottish banking system of the time. " In 1828 he took manage- 
ment of the Royal Bank as Cashier, but resigned in 1845, and in 
1850-8 was the Edinburgh manager of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Bank. 

J. M. Reid, The History of the Clydesdale Bank 1838-1938ý(1938) 
p. 102; 

N. Munro, The History of the Royal Bank of Scotland 1727-1927 
(1928, Edinburgh) p. 172; Glasgow Chronicle 12/4/1817 

C. A. Malcolm, The History of the British Linen Bank (1950, 
Edinburgh) p. 186 

Vide supra Chapter II P-156 
4. Extracts from Glasgow Burgh Records, 22. Lit. 0 2812/18179 p. 367 
5. Glasgow Chronicle, 17/5/1817 
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despite the mistakes, inefficiency and high gas prices of the first 

decade. A Consumers' company 
1 

projected in 1819 castigated the Pol- 

ice Board for using gas lights on the streets when whale-oil lamps 

were actually cheaper. 
2 

The Council refused 
3 

to invest in this New 

company, yet purshased twenty shares more in the Old company in 18220 

and a further twenty Quarter shares in 1825.4 Shortly afterwards 

they sold about half of their original L25 shares at an upset price 

of L50 10s., but in 1830 still held twenty shares 
5 

worth Z1,100. 

Thereafter the Town Council was notably lax in influencing or control- 

ling the company's operations, a factor which enhanced the agitation 

of the Consumers' Movement. 

Edinburgh gas company obtained municipal support of a different 

type. When first projectedg in May 18160 the twelve promoters met in 

the Council Chamber under the chairmanship of the chief magistratep 

Kincaird Mackenzie, indicating close interest by the Council. 
6A 

1. Vide infra 'Consumer Relations' P-1115 
2. Especially since the Police Board included shareholders in the 

gas company. Glasgow Chronicle 4/5/1819 

3. Extracts from Glasgow Burgh Records, 22., Eit., Vol. X 7/9/1819 
p. 511 

4. The Quarter shares were of L6 5s nominal value. 
Extracts from Glasgow Burgh Records, 2k. cit., Vol. XI 2/1/1823 

p. 9; 20/6/1825 p. 164 

5. In perspective, the Burgh owned L43,082 moveable property in 
1829, of which L9,450 was invested in the Water company, Forth and 
Clyde Navigation, Gas company, and London Street Joint Company. 
In 1833, twenty-five gas shares were still held giving an annual 
revenue of E62 10s. 

J. D. Marwick, "Glasgow 1781 and 1833" The Regaýty Club (1912, 
Glasgow) 4th series, pp. 135t 136 

Extracts from Glasgow Burgh-Records, op. cit., Vol. XI 
23/3/18309 pp. 559 372. 

6. Gas World, 10/7/1886, p. 42 "The History of Gas Lighting in 
Edinburgh" 
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committee was sent to Londont where the earliest gas companies in' 

Britain were operatingg and they employed a prominent London engin- 

eer, John Grafton, to plan a gasworks for Edinburgh. In October 

1816, before publishing a Prospectus, they petitioned the Council 

for permission to open the streets to lay gas pipes, and claimed 

that because the capital requirements were so great, they would not 

operate unless given "that exclusive privilege for a period of at 

least Twenty-one years. "' In January 1817 the Council granted a 

fourteen years monopoly, conditional upon a rapid supply of gas for 

public lighting, and the company commenced in 1817 with a capital 

stock 
2 

of only L20,000. Although the Prospectus allowed application 

to be made to Parliament for an Act, the promoters at first hoped to 

operate entirely under the protection of the Town Council. In May 

1817 a General Meeting voted to promote an Act in order to obtain 

limited liabilityp 3 but the capital was paid up and gas supplied well 

before the Act was granted. Parliament forced them to increase the 

capital stock to L100,000, as extra security to the public against 

damages, and also prohibited the monopoly granted by the Town Council. 

1. Edinburgh City Archives Council Record 1816-17, p. 160 29/l/1817. 
Public lights had to have gas by October 1817, but this was not, 
achieved. 

2. Scots Magazine, 1817, Vol. 79, p. 314 
Prospectus issued 1/3/1817. Vide S. R. O. Unextracted Process 

S. Reid/Governors of Gas Light Company 1822 (McNeil R'. 16/2). I 
Whole capital was subscribed by 17/3/1817; subscription closed 

14/4/1817. 

3. Unrestricted Process S. Reid/Gas Light Co. (1822)_op. cit. 
"Case Presented by Gas Light Company" p. 3. ' Meeting on 7/5/1817. 
Calls made on shares - 9/6/1817 twenty per cent; 15/9/1817 two 
calls of f if teen per cent; 12/3/1818 twenty per ý cent; i, e, seventy 
per cent original capital paid up before Act granted on 
23/5/1818. 
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The proprietors 
1 

then included both public figures like Lord Gray, 

and prominent municipal dignitaries like A. Hendersont Lord Dean of 

Cuild, and William Arbuthnot the former Lord Provost. 

As in Glasgow, the Police Commissioners patronised the com. pany 

for public lighting despite very high charges for gas and public 

complaints. 
2 

In practice the Council continued to enforce the Edin- 

burgh company's monopoly. It petitioned Parliament for exclusion 

from the General Gas Bill of 1824, and in the same year refused per- 

mission to the British Gas Lighting Company to lay pipes in Edin- 

burg .3 The Council permitted the short-lived Oil Gas Company of 

1824 to lay mains because of the very influential local promoters of 

this company, and even allowed the Leith oil gas company 
4 

to lay pipes 

to the city because this was an entirely different type of gas which 

did not seriously compete with coal gas. 
5 In 1825 the Leith company 

changed to coal gas, and Edinburgh Council promptly forbad any exten- 

sion of their mains in the city, thus protecting the old Edinburgh 

companye 
6 Both Edinburgh and Leith companies had shareholders on 

Edinburgh Council, and despite several debates the Leith supporters 

could not get the ban lifted until 1829. 

1. Promoters of the Edinburgh company are reviewed elsewhere: vide 
supra Chapter II P-153 

2. The Scotsman, 6/10/1821 strong criticism of Police Commissioners 
3. Edinburgh City Archives Council Record'Vol. 90,13/11/18249 p. 

292; Vol. 189 19/5/18249 p. 282 
4. Edinburgh Council Recordq 92. cit., Vol. 186,28/1/182 4 
5. Oil gas was very expensive, and largely 

- 
used only by consumers 

who demanded very pure gas, without combustion products, and would 
normally use no coal gas at all. 

6. Edinburgh Council Record, 92. ait. 9 Vol. 1969 16/11/1825;, Vol. 
193 12/10/1825. 

Vide infra 'Consumer Relations' pp. 11189 1128; also pp. 973t 1054 
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At Inverness the town council was also active in promoting the 

f irst company in 1824, and J. Robertson, the Provost chaired a public 

meeting in the Town Hall where the company was first agreed upon. 
1 

The meeting even hoped to have "the transference of the powers" ves- 

ted in the magistrates, for supplying water and lighting the streets, 

vested wholly in the company by mutual agreement. Robertson himself 

led the Interim Committee of Management, and the Town Council soon 

purchased fifty shares in the stock. Despite the public standing of 

company shareholders and Council investmentg within a few years the 

company was accused of speculation against the public interest, unjus- 

tifiably high premiums on sharesp 
3 

and excessive secrecy. 
4 Else- 

where the pattern was repeated. In 1822 Provost Stewart acted as 

chairman of a public meeting in the Guild Hall which sponsored the 

first Perth gas company. 
5 

The promoters of the first gas company in 

Paisley in 1821 invited the Council to purchase shares, The Council 

regretfully declined because of insufficient funds, 6 
and the project 

was delayed until 1823. 

1. Prospectus in Inverness Journal and Northern Advertizer, 
17/12/1824; Inverness Town Clerk's Office Town Council Records 
1824-34 7/1/1825 

2. Inverness Town Council Records, op. cit., 29/12/1824,14/2/1825 

3. "A Burgesss" letter to Invern 
' 
ess Journal_5/l/1827 p. 3 

4. Inverness Journal 19/1/1827 p. 3. Mismanagement and capital 
manipulation by speculators had already occurred over one public 
project, the New Bridge, vide Inve_rne_s_s Journal 3/2/1826ý 

5. The company did not seek an Act, but while a Bill was being 
considered the magistrates authorized - 

the Provost''Officially to 
persuade local Borough and County Members of the importance of 
the company. 

Perthshire Courier 24/1/1823 pe 3; '13/12/1822; 20/12/1822. 

6. R. Brown, The History of Paisley from the Roman Period down to 
1884, (1886, Taisley) Vol. II p. 288 

Inverness Town Council Records op. cit. 29/12/1824,14/2/1825 

'A 
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In Stirling, the magistrates 
1 

were the chief promoters of-the 

gas company in 1824, especially because of the benefits of public 

lighting. A Town Council committee 
2 

obtained all necessary infor- 

mation on the subject, which was then presented to a public meeting 

and the public invited to form a gas company because the magistrates 

believed that private local ownership was the best basis for such an 

undertaking. Provost Gillies and Provost Thomson led the committee 

for obtaining subscriptions, and subscriptions were received at the 

Town Clerk's office where the draft company Articles were displayed. 3 

Potential shareholders were left in no doubt about the support 

they would receive from the Town Councilt which provided themwith 
4 

a site for the works at very low cost. Though the land had to be 

sold by public auction, other potential buyers were excluded by a 

clause which permitted only the construction of gasworks upon it. 

A nineteen-year contract for public lighting was signed by the Coun- 

cil even before the first gas was produced. 
5 

In Hawick 6 
the second public meeting to form the gas company was 

convened at the Town Hall by magistrates in March 1830 under the chair- 

1. Stirling Journal 30/12/1824, p. 4 

2. Stirling Journal 13/1/25; 24/3/1825; Stirling Town Clerk's 
office Records of the Minutes of Committees appointed by the Town 
Council 

3. Stirling Journal i6/6/1825 
U. - Drysdale, Old Faces, Old Places and Old Stories of Stirling 

II Series (1899, Stirling) p. 236 
W. B. Cook, Local Notes and Queries Reprinted from Stirling 

Observer 
, 
Vol. 11 (1886, Stirling) p. 78 

4. Minutes of Council Meetings, op. cit., 25/6/1825, 

5. Ibid. 9 8/8/1825 

6. R. E. Scott, "The Story of the Hawick Gas Company"p Transactions 
of the Hawick Archaeological Societys 1969 
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manship of the Chief Magistrate. Engineering data had already been 

acquired, and when the meeting agreed to form a companyq the subscrip- 

tion committee included the Town Clerk and Magistrates. Similarly 

the Selkirk 
1 

gas company was formed after Mr Clarkson, the chief 

magistrate, met Mr Blaikie, the manager at Shotts Foundry, while on 

a visit to Melrose where Blaikie had designed the gasworks. Blaikie 

was persuaded to visit Selkirk, and a public meeting in the Town Hall 

in March 1835 resolved to form a gas company. Provost Nelson 
2 

chair- 

ed the public meeting in Annan which initiated a gas company in 1836, 

and at Stranraer the Towa Council provided land for the gasworks. 
3 

The travels and consequently wider experience of magistrates was an 

important catalyst in public support for early gas lighting in Scot- 

land, while a continuing belief in "socialism from above", as express- 

ed by the municipal authorities in the early nineteenth centuryt post- 

poned any general desire for the municipal ownership of gasworks in 

Scotland until the 1870s. 

4 Hamilton town council.. together with the Duke of Hamiltong was 

the chief promoter of the gas company there in 1830. The Council at 

first held twenty-five of the LIO shares and was later described as 

"the most extensive shareholders". Nevertheless they supported the 

new consumers' company of 1846, but without purchasing any shares. 

1. S. R. O., Selkirk Minute Book, op. cit. 
Vide supra Chapter Upp. 138P 148 

2. S. R. O., Annan Minute Book, 22. cit. 
3. S. R. O. Stranraer Minute Book, op. cit. 

cf. Haddington municipal authorities in 1834 provided land for 
the local gasworks. J. Miller, The Lamp of Lothian (18449Haddington) 

op. cit. 
4. A Century of Gas Supply 1831-1931 (1931, Hamilton Advertizer); 

A. F. M. Municipal Hamilton (N. D. Hamilton Library 21164/155 L6,952) 
p. 168. 

eg. Wr Lawson jn. 9 chief magistrate at Elging who promoted the gas 
company there on the platform of improved street lighting, 

New Statistical Account Vol 13 Part II p. 18 
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In 1868, as a protest against the resumption of high charges, the Coun- 

cil combined with private citizens to form the Hamilton Corporation 

and Gas Consumer's Company. 
1 This was opposed in the Court of Session 

by the 1846 Hamilton company, but the latter finally agreed to sell 

their entire works at arbitration to the Council in 1868. The Con- 

sumers# company then disbanded. 

I 
The earliest direct municipal control of a Scottish gasworks was 

undertaken at Greenock. 2 In 1824 Greenock Town Council unsuccess- 

fully promoted a Bill to enable them to build a municipal gasworks. 

1. In 1867, when the Council refused to pay higher charges, the 
Court of Session examined the company books and ordered a reduction 
in price. 

Hamilton Council held fifty per cent stock in the Consumers' com- 
pany, which had a nominal 0,000 in U shares (Board of Trade BT2/ 
280). The Council paid U2,148 for the 1846 company's works, though 
the company first demanded L19,148. Gas profits, thereafter went 
to the common good of the burgh. Glasgow Herald 6/12/1868 p. 6. 

Vide infra, 'Consumer Relatiqns' p. --1200 
2. From 1819, nine trustees elected annually by feuars and bur- 

gesses, acted in Greenock as "Commissioners on the Funds for paving, 
lighting, cleaning and watching" and supplying water. Parliament 
allowed them to raise E20,000 in loans. They took another Act 
in 1817 for a further f-10,000 loan, and powers "to use Coal Gas 
for lighting the Town ... and procure all such Apparatus# Pipest 
Furnaces and other Things" necessary, as desired. These powers 
were taken in the same year as the first gas companies commenced 
in Scotland, and indicate the interest taken by, Greenock in the 
new light. 

50 Geo. 3 c. 167 Act for Enlarging Powers for the Improvement of 
Greenock (9/6/1810) 

57 Geo. 3 c. 32 Act for further Improvement of the Town of Green- 
ock (1817). 

3. From 1817, trustees of the Water Fund wereresponsible for light- 
ing Greenock. The general improvement Bill of 1824 proposed a levy 
of 6d in Ll on the rates, and hence was opposed by Sir Michael Shaw 
Stewart. ý -1 z I", 111ý 

Provost D. Campbell, Historical Sketches of Greenock (1881, 
Greenock) p. 68. --III 

Greenock, Advertizer 29/3/1824; 
''1/4/1824 R. M. Smith, The-History of Greenock (19219 Greenock) pp, ', ' 46-8. 

On legal aspects of early nineteenth c' entury Purgh finance vide 
J. D. Marwick, "The Municipal Institutions of Scotland", Scottish 
Historical Review 1904 Vol. I, pp. 287-9. 
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Again in 1826, a public meeting in the Town Hall chaired by the 

Chief Magistrate indicated that the Council was the main promoter of 

gas. The meeting to was not numerously attended". 
1 but could not 

decide whether the gasworks they approved should be run "by a Joint 

Stock company, by the Trustees of the Water Fund, or by both in con- 

nection". A committee was appointed to gather information, and em- 

ployed Mr Cook. of Paisley gas company to survey the town. Cook 

planned a works costing Z10,000 to meet double the initial demand 

for light, and when the committee reported to a second public meeting 

in January 1827 public opinion had been considerably aroused by the 

press 
2 

over the merits or demerits of public ownership. 

The opposition stated 
3 

that it was "unprecedented in any town 

in Great Britain" 4 for the Council, which would only use one-seventh 

of the gas, to have total control over it. Gas would probably be 

used by only 800 people, unlike the universal water supplyt and it 

was unjust to tax those few consumers for the public benefits pro- 

vided to 250000 inhabitants. Moreover any monopoly was bad in 

principle and practice. Council supporters, however, maintained that 

gas was not a speculative enterprise; no coal-gas works had ever 

been unprofitable and most gave dividends of ten per cent or twenty 

1. "As at. most of our public meetings, the business was discussed 
rather in brief conversational dialogue across the council table, 
than in regular debate". Greenock Advertizer, 7/11/1826 

2. Greenock Advertizer, 16/1/1827 

3. Greenock Advertizer 16/l/1827, letter from "An Observer". 

4. In fact, earlier municipal gasworks began in Englandp where Man- 
chester Police Commissioners built a works in 1817 for lighting the 
streets. They obtained a special Act in 1834, and transferred the 
works to the Corporation in 1838. 

F. R. J. Jervis, The Evolution of Modern Industry (1960) pp. 189- 
94. 
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per cent which would be an important addition to burgh revenue. Tech- 

nology had "attained a great degree of perfection" 
1 

and the mistakes 

by early companies would be avoided. Shopkeepers who used gas could 

not be trusted with holding shares in a company to provide gas, be- 

cause they frequently moved premises and would sell their shares to 

speculators, while under the Council they would be taxed through gas 

to benefit the permanent inhabitants and feuars. 

A. Clark contended - 

... for the right and policy of admitting the con- 
sumers of Gas to an interest in the manufacture, 
and the profits anticipated to flow from it, by 
having a moiety of the undertaking, divided into 
small shares, distributed amongst them... 2 

possibly 1,000 shares of L10 each, of which the Council could own. 

500 shares. The management would be divided between Council and 

shareholders. Clark believed that joint stock companies" could give 

democratic representation of consumers' interests, and this argument 

again appeared in the Consumers' companies of the 1860s. Neverthe- 

lesso the committee was in favour of total ownership being vested in 

the Water Trustees, and the meeting voted in support of this* Many 

were relieved that some gas supply would be achievedo as it was 

claimed that since the original Council proposal in 1820 the town had 

spent L200 a year more than necessary on lightingO3 or equivalent to 

the entire cost of a works. The supposed, nuisance of gas manufac- 

1. Greenock Advertizer, letter from "A. B. C. "t 16/1/1827 

2. This public meeting was more numerously, attended than any 
other for many years. Greenock Advertizer 9/1/1827 

3. Greenock Advertizer, 6/2/1827. 
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ture caused further delays in obtaining a site for the workst 
1 but 

once completed they were very profitable. 
2 

Eventually, subscribers to a Gasworks Fund 3 
on 27 December 1827 

agreed by a 'deed of contract' to advance up to L9,400 to the Trus- 

tees of the Water Fund, and in fact L9,100 was raised. The gasworks 

were initially vested in 'Trustees of the Subscribers' and the Water 

Fund Trustees were empowered to purchase them by June 1832, including 

five per cent interest on the capital, or the Subscribers would have 

formed a Joint Stock company. The Water Trustees, however, exhaus- 

ted their own Parliamentary borrowing powersq and with the approval 

of the Subscribers' Trustees, 4 in April 1830 they transferred their 

option to the Town Council which paid off the capital and interest. 

The profit or loss on the undertaking, after charging interest on the 

capital of E9,100 plus the costs of management, repairs and exten- 

sionst was thereafter divided equally between the Water Trustees and 

the Town Funds. Both public bodies appointed half of the Committee 

of Management. This arrangement was reaffirmed in the 1840 Greenock 

Improvement Act. 5A 
later Act in 1865 empowered a Board comprising 

1. Sir Michael Shaw Stewart tried to get the works built well out 
of the town, on the shore near Inch Green and the Blubber Works. 
Others tried to promote portable gas instead of coal gas, as at 
Edinburgh and Manchester. Greenock Advertizer, 13/4/1827 
R. M, Smith, History of Greenock (1921, Greenock) 

2. Campbell claimed the subscribers to the original loan took fif- 
teen to twenty per cent dividends before the Water Trust took con- 
trol. D. Campbellp Historical Sketches (1881) op. Sit. pp. 81-3. 

3. Greenock Gas Act (1871) Preface. Some 
' 
loans, however, were made 

to the Water Trustees in February 1827, and pipe-laying began in June. 
Vide Greenock Advertizer 6/2/1827,29/6/1827. 

4. Agreement on 22/2/1831; recorded in Books of Council and Ses- 
sion 7/3/1831. Vide infra p. 1857 

5. In 1840 borrowing powers were raised from E30,000 to L50,000. 
. The nine Trustees were Hector McPhailq James Kerr, David Melville, 

John Paul, Mathew Orr, William Scott, David McLeod, John McIlvain 
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the Provost, Magistrates and Town Council, to entirely supersede the 

Water Trustees' functiong and by July 1870 over 04,003 had been 

invested in the works. 

Several other towns in Western Scotland emulated Greenock. In 

1830 a "Society of gentlemen" 
2 

subscribed 0,000 to L4,000 for the 

construction of Port Glasgow gasworks and. like those at Greenock, 

"agreed to relinquish the benefit in favour of the Corporation, on 

being paid common interest on the money advanced. " This transfer 

was completed before 1835, and J. Dykes the Town Clerk acted as sec- 

retary to the gasworks. Renfrew 3 
gasworks passed early into muni- 

cipal controlt and at Rothesay 4 
the gasworks built by a company in 

1840 were acquired by the town council in 1843. 

and John McLoskey. Three were to retire annually, but could be 
re-elected. 

3 Viet c. XXVII Greenock Improvement Act (a. v. xlv, 1xvii 
lxxi), 14/4/1840. 

1. In 1865 the Board was given powers to borrow a total of 
L120,000, either on a cash account from Banks, or on Mortgage on 
the security of the Police Assessment. 

The Board was not empowered to supply any gas to Port Glasgow. 
28-9 Viet. c. CCC Greenock Consolidation Act (a. 53,55) 
5/7/1865. 

2. Fowler's Directory of the Lower Ward of Renfrewshire (18369 
Paisley) p. 180 

No further details are given in D. Weirt The History of Port 
Glasgow (19309 Glasgow) p. 181 

3. No details have been located though C. W. Hastings' Gas and Water 
Companies Directory (1891) states 1855. 

A list of twenty towns with municipal gasworks, compiled in 1851 
by the Journal of Gas Lighting, is incomplete and shows only 
Greenock and Paisley in Scotland. 

J. G. L. 10/1/18519 p. 19 

4. H. A. Moisley, Ed., Third Statistical Account - Renfrew and Bute 
(1962, Glasgow) p. 446. 
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1 
In Paisley, the old gas company of 1823 attempted to persuade 

the Town Council to acquire the works in 1844, but were opposed both 

by a proposed New gas company and by a large public meeting 
2 

of 

tradesmen and weavers who appointed a committee to lobby the Council. 

The Council agreed to call a public meeting before making any final 

arrangements, but did not do so. Only later, in March 1844, did 

the Provost and Council attend such a meeting of 1,300 inhabitants, 

and when they failed to defend the arrangement, that meeting resolved 

to petition Parliament in favour of the New company instead. They 

opposed gas monopolyt even by the Councilp in the fervour of opposing 

Corn Law monopoly. 
3 They also distrusted the commercial practices 

of the Council which had founded two Savings Banks in 1836 and obtain- 

ed E19,000 in deposits, but after speculating in improvements to navi- 

gation on the River Cart and borrowing about L10,000 on the security 

of the Town's property, had become bankrupt in 184L and all these 

monies were lost. 4 
Since the Council owned no public propertyl they 

could only guarantee the proposed six and two-fifths per cent divi- 

dend to company shareholders by a strict monopoly of gas rates, to 

the disadvantage of the community and municipal control gave abso- 

lutely no guarantee of cheaper gas. 
5 

1. Paisley public lighting commenced in 1768, and was vested in the 
Police by the Paisley Police Bill of 1806,, butAespite their'commer- 
cial interests Paisley Council on 12/10/1821 refused to invest in 
the newly formed gas company which promised thirteen per cent divi- 
dends. R. Brown, A History of Paisley (18869 Paisley) Vol. II, 
pp. 339 289. Glasgow Herald, 18/4/1820, p. 3. 

2. H. Lords 1844 Vol 8 'The Paisley Gas Bill' 30/7/1844 pp. 
ý36t 

409 
157-9. 

3. H. Lords, op. cit., 30/7/1844 p. 81 

4. H. Lords, op. cit., 30/7/18440 pp. 99j 1009 50-61. 

5. Evidence of W. Galloway, shawl manufacturer. H. Lords, 92. citep 
30/7/1844 pp. 172-4. 
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Parliament, however, sanctioned the arrangement between the 

Council and company, and vested the gasworks in a "Board of Gas 

Light Commissioners", in whose name it could sue and be suedq and 

acquire lands9 buildings and heritages. 1 
While the stock unpur- 

chased by the Council exceeded 00', 000, the Magistrates and Council 

could appo. int four members to the Board of twelve. When the amount 

still owned privately was L20,000 to 00#000'the Council could app- 

oint five members, and the Council had to purchase all but L10,000 

to L209000 before it could appoint half of the Board. -The Council 

remained at a considerable disadvantage thereafter because it had to 

redeem the entire stock before the company ceased to appoint six 

members. Moreover, the Board in-great part controlled how rapidly 

the stock could be redeemed. 

The Board met monthlyt and with one vote to each member it dir- 

2 
ected the business of the company. With a quorum of sevent the 

Board elected its own chairman at each meeting. Each Commissioner 

elected by the Council had to be a gas - consumer, and on the electoral 

roll of Paisley or Renfrewshire. The Commissioners were all elected 

annually, in June, and could hold 'no office or place or trust under 

the Board, or be concerned personally in contracts granted. 
3 Their 

1. The Board was subjected to all the same regulations as charter- 
ed gas companies in the 1840s. 

Paisley Council and Old company paid 0,600 in compensation to 
the New company for withdrawing its Bill; and L49800 for their 
own Act. 

R. Brown, A History of Paisley (1886,, Paisley) 2L. 'Rit., p. 289. 
The Paisley Gas Question (Paisley Public. Library Ref. P. C. 

608) 

2.1844 Paisley Act, a. xxii 
3. Penalty L20 for non-compliance. '1844 Paisley Acts a. v to 

xiii. 
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remuneration 
1 

was to be fixed by the proprietors to a maximum L120 

a year, Comissioners were not individually responsible for the 

actions 
2 

of the Board, which was empowered to raise money on mort- 
3 

gages or bond. These loans included up to L109000 for extending 

the works, which was convenient for the company, and further sums 

for redeeming company stock by the Council. Yet the constitution 

of the Board mitigated against redemption 
4 

which could only be made 

in units larger 5 
than L10,000, 

If individual 0 shares were purchased 
6 by'the Commissioners, 

dividends still had to be paid to their former owners until the en- 

tire L10,000 block was redeemed. Annually in July the Board was 
70 

obliged to pay a dividend of Z6 8s7on each share of the company's 0 
paid-up capital of Z40,000, and only surplus profits could be, allo- 

cated by the Board for extensions of the works, or for the redemption 

or purchase of stock. Little effort was made to keep the public in- 

formed of the Board's activities. Although two independent auditors 
8 

had to be appointed annually by the Sheriff of Renfrew, their annual 

abstract of accounts could only be seen by the public for a fee of 

ls at the offices of the Town Clerk or Sheriff Clerk. No special 

fund was demanded by Parliament to ensure the rapid. redemption of 

company stock for the public benefit, and although a Contingency 

Fund 9 
of L5,000 was allowed, the Board had full control over the 

1. 1844 Paisley Act a. xxiii 2.1844 Paisley Act a. 1 
3. 1844 Paisley Act a. xxxi 4.1844' Paisl ey Act a. xxxiii 
5. 1844 Paisley Act a. 1xviii 69,1844 Paisley Act 

,, a. lxix 
7. 1844 Paisley Act a. lxvi 8. '1844 PaisleyýAct a. lii 
9. 1844 Paisley Act a. lxiii, to a' -maxia6m"' te-n, per' cent' annual 

profits. 
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rate at which it accumulated. 

At Dundee in 1843 the Old gas companyo threatened by competi- 

tion 
1, 

also souýht piotection from the Town Council. Proposals 

were originally made in 1823 to run the Dundee company as a public 

trust, 
2 but the Council could not acquire capital to build a gas- 

works: 

Gentlemen had not such a confidence as they have 
now /18467 in rates arising from Gas and there- 
fore ! hey-could not borrow money on them and the 
impression was that there must be an assessment 
on the people... 

which was opposed. In 1843 the Council again rejected an offer of 

the gasworks on the grounds that it was insolvent, and was unwilling 

to guarantee to shareholders ten percent dividends, despite their ex- 

isting fifteen per cent dividends. In April 1844, Mr Kerr 
3 

the clerk 

of the company, acting informally but on behalf of the shareholderst 

again proposed the sale. When the Council refused, he declared the 

shareholders were willing instead to accept annuities, though at the 

astronomical rate of twenty per cent, and surplus revenue could "be 

applied to Public purposes". The Council refusedt because it was a 

blatent attempt to muzzle the New company, and the New company*would 

fight any Act proposing council takeover. Neverthelesso the Old 

company attempted a Bill which allowed the Council to purchase 
4 

their 

1. The mid-1840s saw a proliferation of the Consumers' Movement. 
Vide infra P-1133 

2. H. Commons MSS. 1846 Vol. U 23/3/1844, pp. 151-4 
3. H. Commons 23/3/1846p p. 110; 24/3/18469 p, 143. 

Kerr's offer may have beent as'at Aberdeeng merely designed to 
persuade the New company to disband. The works could not have been 
sold without an agreement by three-fifths of the shareholders. (H. 
Commons 24/3/1846 p. 146). 

4. H. Commons 24/3/1846, p. 147. 
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works, and Provost J. Brown 
1 

testified to a Commons Comittee that 

municipal control was desirable, to sell gas "at prime cost", even 

though Parliament in 1846 strongly disapproved such Trusts. The 

New company won its case for competition. 

Greenock gasworks were run for profit, unlike the municipal 

gasworks of the 1860s and later. Thus they provoked the ire of the 

I Consumers' Movement in the 1840s, and in 1845 the Greenock and Sub- 

urban New Gas Light Association 2 
was promoted with a capital of 

L40,000 in 0 shares, to compete in the supply of gas. The Associ- 

ation claimed that only 2,000 of the 8,000 householders used gasp 

which cost 9s 2d per 1,000 cu ft, or forty to one hundred per cent 

more than in other large towns. Whereas most gas companies only ob- 

tained ten per cent dividends, Greenock Corporation took twenty-one 

per cent, or 0,800 profit on L17,550 capital investment. The Associ- 

ation proposed to also extend gas supply to Gourockg 3 which with a 

population of 2,000 had no gas, and possibly to Port Glasgow; and 

accused Greenock town council of breaking its pledge on supplying 

cheap gas. They aimed to sell gas twenty to thirty per cent cheaperg 

and pay a dividend of nine to ten per cent to local consumers who 

would invest in the company, which hoped to obtain an Act of Parlia- 

ment for limited liability. 

The price of gas in Greenock was promptly reduced to 8s 4d, and 

H. Commons 27/3/1846, p. 109 

2. Prospectus in Greenock Advertizer 22/4/1845. Preference given 
to persons who agreed to use company's, gas., Vide infra 'Consum- 
er. Relations' P- 1143 

3. When the Association collapsed, Gourock. formed its own gas and 
water company; vide Prospectus in Greenock Advertizer 2/5/1845 
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the Provost threatened a further thirty per cent reduction before the 

Association could begin to compete. 
1 He argued that the Association 

was a speculative venture prompted from Glasgow, 2 
which could not even 

obtain twelve local directors, while special conditions affected gas 

prices in Greenock. The 4s annual meter rent had been abolished, 

free service pipes were fitted even up common stairs, while coal was 

twenty-five per cent more expensive than in Glasgow. Glasgow consum- 

ed twenty times more gas, and Paisley three times more gas than Green- 

ockv giving them economies of large scale production, yet Greenock 

gas was richer and therefore better value. 
3 

The Provost warned 

proprietors that because gas profits relieved them of 9d. in Ll on 

rental valueg reduced profits would lead to higher rates. 
4 

He was 

contemptuous of small gas consumers and expressed no desire to im- 

prove the lighting facilities of the poor. Three thousand house- 

holders used gas, including "the whole of the high-rented houses"I 

and 700 meters had recently been fitted to houses under L10 rental 

value to enable tradesmen to use gas. Those without gas included 

20000 with a rent under 0. and 3,000 with a rent of Z3 to Z5. but 

they were not worth bothering about since "small consumers were not 

profitable consumers - the difficulty of collectionj and the inter- 

est of meterst running away with the whole profit on the small 

1. Council debate in Greenock Advertizer 25/4/1845 
2. This was normal defence by companies opposed by the consumers. 
3. The Provost quoted Dr. Thomson's lecture to Glasgow Philosophi- 

cal Society in proof of this. 
4. A Council survey of consumers with property of L2,580 rental 

value showed a gas consumption 
-_ 
of L146. If rents rose by 9d, or L97 a year, the competing company would have to sell gas at an 

unprecedently low 5s per 1,000-Cu ft for the consumers to make 
an overall gain from the change. 
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quantity used". 

If the Association cultivated this market, and the suburbs, he 

forecast a maximum increase in consumption of four million cu ft a 

year, raising the town's total to twenty million, of which a large 

proportion was used directly for public lighting. If the company 

and the Town sold only ten millions each, production costs would 

rise by 2s to 2s 6d per 1,000 cu ft. Moreover the new gasworks 

would cost 00,000, or L1,200 profit a year for four per cent divi- 

dends, and on ten million cu. ft the dividend alone involved a bur- 

den of 2s 4d per 1,000 cu ft. In comparison, the Town Council had 

been slowly reducing gas prices. 

TABLE 5.28 Greenock Gas Prices (to Consumers of Z2 to. E, 10 
af ter allowing discounts). 

1838 10s 9d 
1840 9s 9d 
1842 9s 6d 
1843 9s Od 
1844 8s 3d 
1845 7s 6d 

SOURCE: Greenock Advertizer iS/4/1845 

The Association was defeated, but within two years consumers led 

by Mr Clark were again campaigning against the Council, with a public 

meeting in 1847 in the Sheriff Court Hall. Gas was. then sixty per 

cent cheaper in Glasgow, and forty per cent, cheaper in Paisley, while 

the Council committee on gas was so lax that theold gas-manager2 

had undertaken the entire management and called seven special meet- 

ings of the Committee in as many years to show defects which the 

1. Greenock Advertizer 16/4/1847, p. 2; 2/4/1847 

2. Mr Dunn, who retired in 1839. 
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directors of a company would have eliminated much earlier. Clark 

demonstrated that the fears about Corporation control expressed in 

1827 had become reality, and that gas was used to subsidise burgh 

revenue in the reverse way to taxes like that on windows, because 

the poor paid most and the rich received discounts. The profit 
1 

on gas used by the poor was 3s per 1,000 cu ft. and that on gas to 

the rich only 2d to 4d. Shopkeepers were also being taxed twice 

over, and Clark maintained that the maximum rate assessment allowed 

by Greenock Police Bill was far less than the indirect tax being 

paid on gas. The Council was proposing"to disconnect all consum- 

ers with only one jet burner, yet upon the Provost's motion 
2 

they 

declined to receive Mr Clark's petition of complaint. . 

The Council did, however, publish statistics which demonstra- 

ted a great improvement in management after 1839, when Alexander 

Ritchie became manager, 
3 Cheaper gas of better quality by 1846 

saved the Town L1,200 a year, leakage had been reduced by E39600t 

coke and ammoniacal liquor was sold for the first time giving 000, 

and bad debts were reduced by L170, a total saving of E5,270 a 
4 

year. The original gasworks were designed to produce only seven 

to eight million cu ft a year, yet by 1846 supplied almost-sixty- 

six million cu ft. Up to 1839 very inefficient, piecemeal addit- 

ions had been made, and it was only during the early 1840s that 

extensive capital investment was made to modernise the works. 

1. Greenock Advertizer 
Court Hall. 

2. Greenock Advertizer 

3. Greenock Advertizer 
ock Gas Works". V Td'i 

4. Greenock Advertizer 

2/4/1847. Account of meeting. in Sheriff 

16/4/1§47 

16/4/1847ý "Report by the Manager of Green- 
e infra Appendix XIII PA561 
9/4/1847, letter to Editor. 
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Discounts were normal commercial practice, by gas and other compan- 

ies, because the collection of rent from large consumers was cheaper 

and more reliable than from a host of small consumers. No sugges- 

tion was ever considered for making large consumers subsidise the 

cost of supplying gas to small consumers. By 1846 the Town funds 

had gained E23,000 from gas profits, and under this argument the 

consumer agitation again collapsed. 
1 

The gasworks were for the 

benefit of the Town, not the consumerst and the extent of improve- 

ments made by the manager, Mr Ritchie, from 1839-50 at a cost of 

L22,250 indicate that the Town managed the gasworks most incom- 

petently before that date. 

During the 1850sq however, the works were again starved of capi- 

tal and profits took precedence over efficiency. In 1860, when 

output had reached f if ty-six million cu f t. . the Committee of Manage- 

ment 
2 

sent a deputation to visit other gasworks and compare them with 

Greenock. They reported that leakage at Greenock-was very small 
3 

but the works were outdated, 
4 had no exhauster or photometer, and 

storage for only 46.66 per cent of maximum daily output 
5 

when most 

engineers recommended seventy-five per cent. The Council Committee 

1. In 1851 Councillors W. Allison and H. McIlwraith renewed the 
attack on gas management, but were defeated by similar arguments. 
The Town Council released detailed statistical statements which 
became a cause eeftbre in the Journal of Gas Lighting: J. G. L. 
10/5/18517. 

2. "Reportof the Co=ittee of Management of the Greenock Gas 
Works" 16/10/1860: bound in The Paisley Gas Question (Paisley 
Public Library Ref. PC. 608). - 

3. Approx. 4.4 per cent in 1859,0.8 per cent in 1857. 
4. Vide infra. 'Technology' pP-336t 328 
5.1846 had four small holders with 60,000 cu ft capacity; 1847 

built 80,000 cu ft holder for Zlj845p when output was twenty-four 
million cu ft a year. 
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began to exercise effective technical control over the gasworks 

management, instead of leaving this entirely to their engineer, and 

brought in a consulting engineer, Hunter Jones. Excess retort 

pressure and slow re-charging was causing rapid retort deteriorat- 

ion. Gas-pressure on the mains was still controlled manually by 

valve, instead of a governor or even an old-fashioned pen-gauge to 

record the pressure level. The Committee proposed to purchase the 

missing equipment, including 192,000 cu ft telescopic holder, 1 
and 

a completely new retort-house with long through-retorts instead of 

the existing low-temperature 7ý foot retorts. Moreover they sugges- 

ted moving the entire works out to the suburbs of the town at Bottle- 

worktCartsdyke. The 1860s therefore saw the final emergence of 

professional and capable management of the gasworks directly, by the 

Town Council, which in 1871 led to the construction of a new-and 

very efficient gasworks at Inch Green. 
2 

At Paisley the Town Council originally aimed to save E640 per 

year for the redemption of stock, by reducing the company's dividend 

of eight per cent or L3,200, to Z6 8s per cent or E2,560. ' ýThis 

proved to be impractical. By 1859, the Gas Board had redeemed only 

0,974, of half the amount anticipated, and Provost Brown 3 
attacked 

the Board for circumventing the Act by using surplus,,, profit not only 

for extending main pipes and redeeming, stock,.. but, extravagent. pro- 

Ritchie, the manager, opposed this. holder as unsightly; 
'and 

the 
photometer and exhauster on'grounds of cost. The exhauster and 
steam engine he estimated at L300 plus L50 a,, year, but Jones 
showed it would only be L215, and L69 a year to run. Estimated 
cost of telescopic holder L1,200., 

2. Vide infra P-405 
3. Glasgow Heraldq 6/10/1859 
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Jects like a recent railway branch-line. All coal to Paisley was 

obtained from the East up to 1856,, when the Board resolved upon a 

railway link. 

TABLE 5.29 Raw Material Supplies to Paisley Gasworks 
(1856 - 9) 

(I) From the West: 

Date Tons Coal Tons Limestone Total Tons 

1856 67 205 272 
1857 11315 450 lp765 
1858 575 653 lp228 
1859 19678 560 29238 

(II) From the East: 

1859 39056 303 39359 

Many Western coals had been tried, but only that from Mr Ferguson 

of Lesmahagow had proved worthwhile. The Glasgow and South West- 

ern Railway only charged 6d cartage from their old station or new 

Underwood Street Coal Depot, to the gasworks, and even if they had 

charged 8d the railway branch could have saved the gasworks only 

L74 12s a year or six and a half per cent. This was further-rd- 

duced by the expense of moving railway waggonss and maintaining 

signal lamps. 

The Paisley Saturday Post was incorrect, according to the 

Provost who wanted L900 spent on redeeming stock, in claiming that 

the Gas Board had saved the town 06,000 over the past eight years. 

In reality they had made Paisley gas more expensive than in Glas- 

gow and Greenockq and in the face of rising coal prices had only 

been able to sell cheaper gas through the economies of enlarged 

output. 
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TABLE 5-30 Paisley Gas Price compared to Twelve Scottish 
Towns (1844 and 1859) 

1844 1859 
Lowest Price Lowest Price 

Rate per atter Kate per arter 
Company 1.000 cu ft Discounts 1.000 cu ft Discounts 

Paisley 7s Od 5s 9ýd 5s Od 4s 6d 
Glasgow 8 0 5 7ý 5 0 4 3 
Edinburgh 7 6 76 5 5 4 llý 
Perth 11 0 11 0 7 6 6 8ý 
Dundee 7 9 5 91 5 6 4 5 
Stirling 10 0 90 6 0 6 0 
Aberdeen 9 0 69 6 6 5 0 
Kilmarnock 8 6 81 5 10 4 llý 
Ayr 10 0 90 6 8 6 8 
Greenock 10 0 76 5 0 4 0 
Port Glasgow 11 3 11 3 8 4 6 5 
Dumbarton 10 0 10 -0 6 8 16 0 

SOURCE: Glasgow Herald 17110/1859 

TABLE 5.31 Paisley Gas Output (1845 - 59) 

Year to Cu. ft Price per 
31 May Produced 10000 

cu. ft 

1845 409417j770 6s 6d 
1846 4308309510 6 '0 
1847 4107699120 6 0 
1848 4lpO229610 6 0 
1849 4lt7480060 6 0. 
1850 39p9139030 6 0 
1851 459029,500 6 0 
1852 5292269300 5 0 

Year to 
31 May 

1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
1858 
1859 

Cu. ft Price per 
Produced 19000 

Cu. ft, 

60,2749200 5s Od 
65,0719400 50 
6lp994p9OO 55 
5709949800 55 
59p284t4OO 5,0 
53p89Op2OO 50 
59993lpOOO 50 

SOURCE: Glasgow Herald 1-7/10/1859 

Although high gas-price and the failure'to--extend municipal - 

control were genuine grievances, the Board I could', show, that it was 

not entirely at fault. The technical improvements enabled sixty 

1. Glasgow Herald 17/10/1859; Paisley Herald 8/10/1859 
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million cu ft to be made with the same labour as forty million in 

1845, and extensions to meet growing demand had prevented the Com- 

missioners from redeeming shares. Out of a capital stock of 

L40,000 in 1859, E37,857 had been spent on the works, and L2,311 

on meters, including capitalized profits of L168. Those surplus 

profits which were placed into the Contingency Fund, of almost 

L5,000, were vital since that Fund was used as working capital, to 

purchase coal and other materials. 

The railway branch, according to J. Kerr, gave far greater 

savings than Provost Brown had claimedt reducing the delivered price 

of limeg for example, from 7s to 5s 6d per ton. 

TABLE 5-32 Paisley Gas Board: Cost Benefit Analysis 
of (1859) Railway Sidings 

Expenditure 

Cost of Railway Branch E11100 
Cost of by-product liquor pump 30, 

ý 
Llpl30 

Savings Made 

Less carting from West 2,238 tons at 8d 
from East 3,056 tons at ld 

Lower coal price from Mr Fergusson, 2,000 tons atl6d 
Rent from Lessee for By-Products 

- Reduced Labour -1 man pumping tar and 
1ý men moving coal and lime 

Total Saving made on Cartage and Theft 

SOURCE: Glasgow Herald 17/10/1859 

E74 12 0 
12 14 8 
50 00 
10 00 

ý 97 10 0 

L257 68 

Extensions to mains-pipes were only made if the gas manager 
1 fore- 

cast a profit of f if teen per cent on the'operation, -- The'principal 

extension had been pipes costing E406 6s to Blackland Mill, Glen- 
t 

1. Glasgow Herald, 17/10/1859 
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field, Nethercraigs and Hawkhead Mill, which gave an annual profit 

of L72 14s. If the sum of L1,536 spent on pipes and railway line 

had instead been invested at four and a half per cent interest the 

annual revenue from it would have been E69 2s 8d, compared to the 

profit of L330 which was made by employing it for extensions. 

Many of the improvements financed by the Board, however, could 

be viewed as replacements for incompetent earlier investment by the 

gas company. 
1 

In 1845 the company had five gasholders at the works* 

and two "district holders". 2 This outdated arrangement gave only 

190,000 cu ft storage, and as early as 1850 a new 50,000 cu ft hol- 

der was built at the gasworks to replace the "district holders". 

In 1854 a telescopic 175,000 cu ft holder replaced two small gas- 

holders, and in 1862 a telescopic 250,000 cu ft holder replaced the 

remaining three. Continued capital outlay was therefore required 

up to 1870 when the Council took full control. 
3 

TABLE 5-33 Extension of Paisley Gasworks 1845-70 

1845 1870 
Retorts in use 48 60 
Annual gas revenue L8j606 Z13t902 
By-Product revenue L 192 L 1,762 
Coal consumed (Tons) 49411 9t259 
Gas Produced (Cu ft) 40,4119770 869018,000 

SOURCE: W. B. Watson, Abstract Statement (1870) 
OP. cit 

W. B. Watson, Abstract Statement of the Revenue and Expenditure 
of Paisley Gas LiRht Commissioners 31 May 1869 to 31 May 1870 
(1870p Paisley)q Paisley Ref. Library 

2. Vide supra 'Technology' p. 263 

3. J. G. L. 27/3/1883. Gas sold at 6s 6d in 1845,3s 9d in 
1970. 
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D. Murray 1 
convener of the 1844 Paisley Council Committee on gas, 

warned the Lord Provost of Glasgow in 1864 that a Board of Trus- 

tees like that of Paisley was not a suitable way of enforcing muni- 

cipal control. Paisley Council had shown genuine concern to pre- 

vent the duplication of capital and ruinous competition in the town, 

which would ultimately have led to coalition at the expense of the 

public, as later became demonstrated in "the experience of Glasgowo 

Aberdeen, Perth and Dundee". Yet even in 1864 the Board of Trus- 

tees still held control of the operations in Paisley. 

In the late 1860s the Board gave special concessions of gas to 

the Police Commissioners which were viewed by the public as a fom of 

bribery to prevent the redemption of stock by the Town. 
2 The Pol- 

ice received normal discount rates up to 1865 when the General 

Police Act (1862) was adopted and public lighting improved by having 

the lamps on from sunset to sunrise regardless of moonlight; swallow 

tails instead of single jets in main streets,, and twenty-five new 

lamps. The Board supplied these for the same charge as in 1864, 

E600p instead of the commercial rate, L900. In 1867 the Police 

were charged L650 instead of L1.017 and Provost Macfarlane requested 

free gas for the lamps. Public opinion was aroused because only 

L8,000 stock, one-fifth of the totalg had been redeemed for the Town, 

and the Board was subverting the Act by giving free gas instead of 

redeeming stock. This agitation led to complete takeover by the 

1. Letter to Provost Campbell from David Murray. Glasgow City 
Archives Miscellaneous Papers, Vol. 18, pý 244. 

2. Paisley Financial Statements - Reports-(Paisley, Library P. C. 
601), item 14 "Memorial for,: rhe Board of Gas Light Commissioners" 
(1867). Some citizens considered appealing to the Court of 
Session against the Police action. 
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Council in a special Act of 1870. 

Until 1876 when the Burghs Gas Supply (Scotland) Act was pass- 

ed, 
1 

public authorities in Scotland could only acquire local gas 

companies with the specific permission of Parliament. Dundee 
2 

and Glasgow in the late 1860s pioneered this movement in Scotland, 

and a spate of Acts followed in the early 1870s until the general 

enabling Act of 1876. Thereatter municipalities only sought 

special Acts where exceptionally large activities were planned, as 

at Edinburgh, or where the company opposed the takeover, as at Fal- 

kirk. 

In 1866 Dundee Old company suffered a serious fire, 3 
and the 

resignation 
4 

of J. Z. Kay, the chief engineer to both Old and New 

companies whose position belied their supposed competitiveness. Both 

Dundee companies promoted Bills 5 for additional capital in 1867 at 

a time when consumers were raising a subscription-in praise of Mr 

Flintoff. 
6 

New controversy was kindled 
7 

while extensions continued 

at the gasworks! The Town Council was persuaded to negotiate to 

1. Vide infra Appendix XVIII. 2 

2. F. Clifford, Private Bill Legislation (1887) Vol. 2 22. Eit. p 
p. 458; on Parliamentary attitudes to municipal action on gas 
and water vide ibid. (1885) Vol. I. p. 254 et seq, 

3. Following storm damage to gasholders J. G. L. 9/l/1866p_p. 19 
4. J. G. L. 9 30/10/18669 p. 801 
5. J. G. L. t 22/l/18670 pp. 51-2. 

6. J. G. L. 9 19/2/1867 p. 116, and at Perth, since they believed ha had 
saved Scottish consumers E100,000 

7. J. G. L. 9 16/4/1867 pp. 281-3 "The Gas Question in Dundee" 
8. J. G. L. 9 29/10/1867 p. 9119 12/11/1867 p. 965p 10/12/1867 p. 996. 

Scaffolding collapsed by the new gasholder, killing one man and 
seriously injuring ten others, 
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to take over the works, but the companies objected and a lengthy 

Parliamentary inquiry 1 
was held which cost the Gas Commissioners 

many thousands of poundsv and deterred other Scottish municipal- 

ities from taking the same steps, 

Nevertheless, in 1869 when the two Glasgow companies proposed 

Bills for additional powers, the Corporation 2 
proposed a separate 

Bill to build a gasworks itself, and used the report of a consul- 

ting gas engineer, Mr Barlow, to show how cheaper gas could be manu- 

factured. Successful municipal takeover in Glasgow produced a large 

number of further applications to Parliament in 1871. Glasgow be- 

came known as the prime example of "gas and water socialise' 
3 

to 

4 
protect consumers "against monopolistic exploitation". 

By the 1860s Glasgow was by far the largest centre of gas con- 

sumption in Scotland, as it remained in 1914, and events there had a 

major impact on the outlook of other Scottish cities. Thus it ser- 

ved as the springboard for Flintoff's consumer agitation 
5, 

and al- 

though it was Dundeep Flintoff's northern base, which first took 

1. J. G. L. 9/6/1868 pp. 4199 422-7; J. G. L. 23/6/1868 pp. 490-500; 
J. G. L. 22/12/1868 p. 911 "Expenses of Obtaining the Dundee Gas 
Act" - law expenses by Town Council and companiesq against Gas 
Comissionersq already L7,875 - 

'Dundee Gas Arbitration' in J. G. L. 9 8/6/1869 pp. 459-65; 
22/6/1869 pp. 523-8; 6/7/1869 pp. 548-58;,, 20/7/1869, pp. 587-91; 
3/8/1869 pp. 620-3; 17/8/69 pp. 660-4"; 12/10/1869 p. 801; 
23/11/1869 pp. 898,929. 

2. J. G. L. 9 16/3/1869 

3. J. Cunnison, Ed. Third Statistical"AccOunt -'Glasp-ow-(L9589 Glas- 
gow) J. R. Hume Industrial Archeology of Glasgow (197_4) P-137 

4. G. P. Jones and A. G. Poolt A Hundred Years'of Economic Develop- 
ment in Great Britain 1840-1940 (1963, London) p. 174 

5. Vide infra 'Consumer Relations' P. 1157 
FiTa_ii7cial details of Glasgow Old company in - 1858-60 are extant, 

Vide Glasgow City Archives Miscellaneous Papers Vol. 18, pp. 240 
2. 
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TABLE 5.34 Municipal Ownership 

(1) Municipal Gasworks acquired by Private Acts 
of Parliament 

Take- 
over Capital of 
Date Old Company 

U) 

1868 Dundee Gas Commissioners 
1869 Glasgow Corporation 

G. C, & S. (150tOOO 
( 50tOOO 

G. Gaslight C. 1509000 
65tOOO 

1870 Broughty Ferry 
Commissioners 

1871 Aberdeen Town Council 65pOOO 
1871 Arbroath Corporation 200000 
1871 Kilmarnock Corporation 
1871 Perth Gas Commissioners 
1871 Forfar Magistrates and 

Town Council 
1873 Dumbarton Town Council 60000 
1875 Inverness Commissioners 

of Police 
1876 Campbeltown Council 

Perpetual 
Annuities 

9% 
6.75% 
9% 
6.75% 

10% 
7% 

9% 

Municipal 
Borrowing 
Powers 

U) 

409000 

110009000 

259000 
20#000 
509000 

159000 

Purchase Price 
plus U2,000 

1876 Kirkcaldy Corporation 
1881 Irvine Corporation 
1886 Ardrossan Police 

Commissioners 
1888 Edinburgh and Leith Gas 

Commission: 
Edinburgh 200,000 
Leith 1569000 

1894 Falkirk Burgh Commiss- 
ioners 

1896 Edinburgh Corporation 
Portobello 

1904 Airdrie Corporation 339976 

10% 
L9 6s-8d % 

300#000 

120-POOO 

U0 200* 

SOURCES: Acts of Parliament, vide infra Appendix ?M' ýI-3 

N. B. Ayr Town Council in 1873 unsuccessfully proposed a Bill 

to purchase those works at L5,000. Hamilton Council in 

1868 took control of the. gasworks under an-earlier Act 

purchased works for E61,300: plus L2,500 cash pay- 
ment; these works transferred in 1897'to Edinburgh 
& Leith Gas company. 

1. In 1878 Hamilton, Corporation confirmed their earlier takeover, 
made in terms of the special 1846 Hamilton Gas Company Act, 
Vide Hamilton Gas Act (1878) a. 131. 
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(2 ) Municipal Takeovers Under the 1876 Burghs Gas Supply Act 

. Date Mýuxicipal Date Municipal Date Municipal 

1876 Dumfries Cp. 188.1 Wishaw Cp. 1901 Newmilns U. D. C. 

1676 Alva G. C. 1886 Dunbar G. C. 5 1902 Newport Fife Cp. 

1876 Darvel Police Cm. 1886 Gourock Cp. 
6 

1904 Old Meldrum G. C. 
1876 Kilsyth G. C. 1887 Denny G. C. 1905 Monifieth Cp. 

1876 Kirkintilloch G. C. 1888 St. Andrews G. C. 7 1906 Grangemouth Cp. 10 

1876 Johnstone Cp. 1 1891 Tain G. C. 8 1907 Largs Cp, 11 

1876 Portsoy G. C. 1891 Lockerbie Cp. 1909 Ferryport on Craig 12 

1877 Invergordon G. C. 1893 N. Berwick Cp. 1910 Carnoustie Cp. 

1877 Alloa G. C. 2 1895 Dunoon. G. C. 1911 Kirkcaldy Cp. 
1878 Peterhead Cp. 1896 Dunfermline G. C. 1911 Fraserburgh Cp. 
1879 Burntisland G. C. 1896 Millport G. C. 1913 Motherwell Cp. 

1880 Elgin Cp. 3 1899 Troon G. C. 9 ? Peebles G. C. 

1880 Montrose G. C. 4 1899 Helensburgh G. C. 

Note : Cp. - town council or corporation G. C. - Gas Commissioners 
U. D. C. - urban district council 

1. A different datet 1879, was recorded in J. G. L. 28/1/1879 ; the works 
were built in 1824, and cost the council C22,957 J. G. L. 24/7/1682 

2. Alloa company had C109000 in C10 paid-up shares; the Council paid 
C239250. J. G. L. 16/10/1877. 
Third Statistical Account Stirling/Clackmannan (1966) oP cit P-465 

3- Elgin Council paid E12070 
Third Statistical Account Morar/Nairn P. 89 

4- Montrose proposed takeover in 1871. JI. of Artificial Light 10/1/1880 

5- Dunbar Company stock was E3,900 J. G. L. 20/4/1885 
Third Statistical Account- E. Lothian. P-394 

6* Gourack company asked C129000 but-arbiters decided C79800 for fixed 
equipment. The company had C49000 stock and paid 7.5 per cent 
dividends for 20 years. The council paid in total C89600 
J. G. L. 6/lo/1885,15/12/1885,161311886 

7- St. Andrews paid C13-, 2509 or F-31 5s for each C25 share, after a 
plebiscite had voted 3861 in favour and 3013 against. 
J. G. L. 13/11/1888 

8. J. G. L. 27/10/1891 9. Gas World 17/6/1899 

10. Council paid E259000 for gasworks. A. Porteous Grangemouth's 
Modern History (1768-1968) (1970, Grangemouth) p. 111 

, 
119 Largs council paid UL990 after arbitration by G. R. Hislop, of 

Paisley acting for the Cokpany and A. Yuill of Dundee for the 
Council under the 1845 Lands Claudes(Sc6tland) Acj;. 
S. R. O. (B. T. 2/4843) - 

12. Third Statistical Account - Fife (1952) P-789 

Sources : Dates from C. W. Hastings Gas and Water Statistics (1901 et seqq), ý 
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municipal action, discontent was also rife in Glasgow. The City 

and Suburban Company in 1860 produced gas at 3s 9d per 1,000 cu 

ft, but sold it at 5s. The consumers 
1 

claimed that ls 3d per 

1,000 cu ft was used to pay dividends, and failed to make allow- 

ance for 12.759 per cent leakage from the distribution pipes. 

The Old company was found 2 
to have no exhausters at their Dalmar- 

and 
nock station causing higher pressureýý leakage, and also inadequate 

station meters. Townhead works were believed to be quite out- 

dated and to require about Z18,000 for modernisation. Two-thirds 

3 
of the tar was used as furnace fuel, a loss of by-product revenue 

equivalent to 2s per ton of coal carbonized. The consumers' engin- 

eer believed Townhead would need to be replaced by an entirely new 

works, making about two million cu ft per day at-a cost of 001000t 

preferably at a site in Maryhill with good rail and canal access. 

The consumers' action collapsed and the Council was not promp- 

ted to act until 1868 when Glasgow gas company proposed a Bill to 

4 
obtain extra finances. Letters to the Glasgow Herald showed that 

opinion was divided, and some quoted Richard Cobden "that no Govern- 

ment should be allowed to manufacture any article which can be sup-, 

plied through public competition. " 5 
The Corporation proposals were 

1. Report by James McLelland, Glasgow City Archives Miscellaneous 
Papers Vol. 18 p. 226 

2. Report by John Cox to the Cheap Gas Movement 30/3/1861t Glasgow 
City Archives Miscellaneous Paperst Vol. 18, p. 261 

3. Vide supra 'Technology'PP- 438, ' 597t 546 

4. Glasgow Herald 21/12/1868 p. 6; 17/12/1868 

5. Company supporters showed that Manchester charged meter-rents, 
and if Glasgow companies had also done so- 

' 
the gas 

' 
would have been 

4ýd more expensive, and revenue E18,000 greater. 
Glasgow City Archives, Miscellaneous Papers, Vol. 18, p. 252 
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discussed in a series of Ward meetings, 
1 

similar to those of Flin- 

toff's movement. Councillor W. Wilson showed that gas prices had 

been raised from 4s 2d to 4s 7d when coal was expensive but not 

reduced when it became cheaper, and that "many thousands of pounds 

of the surplus profits" had been spent on premises in Virginia 

Street, The gas was dearer than in other towns of equivalent 

size, and Wilson repeated earlier arguments 
2 

on the inefficiency 

of duplicate capital, management, and pipes which leaked by fifteen 

to twenty per cent. Even eight per cent annuities would leave the 

city with annual profits of about L25,000 to use in reducing light- 

3 ing rates or the price of gas. The Gas Contingency Guarantee Rate 

became the main argument by those opposing Council control. J. 

Davidson claimed that "thousands of persons in Glasgow who did not 

burn gas would be subject to taxation for the benefit of those who 

were consumersit, and others like Mr Stout claimed councillors were 

"hatching jobs in order to fill their own pockets. " Municipal prof- 

its at Manchester gasworks were the main temptation for taking con- 

trol, but Mr Kerr stated that their profits were largely from coke 

salesq whereas Glasgow coke was "almost valueless". 

Potential public benefits outweighed these argumentsp and Glas- 

gow corporation commenced their vast gas undertaking with a thorough 

analysis of all the types of coal, and mixtures of coals they could 

1. Glaspow Herald 3/2/1869 Meeting of Fourth Ward-Electors; 
26/l/1869 Meeting of the Third Ward; 27/1/1876 Meeting of Ward 
Committees. 

2. Arguments used to refute Flintoff, 'and in the "Letter to the 
Honourable The Lord Provost, from Wm. Miller" 22/1/1869, Glasgow 
City Archives Miscellaneous. 

'Papers 
Vol. 

-_18, 
pp.. 254-7 

3. i. e. 2d to 3d in Ll on city rents. 
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12 
use and detailed estimates of the new equipment required. Hugh 

Bartholomew, engineer of the City and Suburban Company since 1843 

remained general manager for the Corporation 
3 in 1869, but was re- 

placed by William Foulis 
4 

that year, and many defects were found in 

the companies' equipment. In 1870 T. G. Barlow, a consulting engin- 

eer, 
5 

stated that Bartholomew's 7 ft long iron retorts at Dalmarnock 

produced only 4,000 cu ft each, while the 6ft 6 inches retorts at 

the other stations gave 6,500 cu ft. He recommended major recon- 

struction there, with 100 new clay retorts, and more modem furnacesq 

followed by the conversion of 200 old retorts. Improved gas mains 

were required throughout the city so that "District Gasholders" could 

be discontinued together with private gas mains which some industrial 

premises had laid to them. Better integration of the distributive 

system was required. On extra land at Dalmamock, Barlow proposed 

the erection of two large new gasholders each of 1.25 million cu ft, 

a Retort House to hold 400 retorts, and a tramway to Dalmarnock Rail- 

way Station. 

He forecast an annual growth in demand of ten to twelve per cent 

in Glasgowq and thus the Corporation was immediately faced by the 

need to finance large scale extensions. Maximum daily consumption 

1. Glasgow City Archives Miscellaneous Papers, -Vol. 15l pp. 435, 
471-3 Vide infra Appendix XII. 2 p. 1652 

2. Ibid. 9 p. 439 

3. The Gas Supply of Glasgow (19359 Glasgow Corporation Gas Depart- 
ment) 

4. W. Foulisq manager from 1869-1903,. was the principal agent in 
unifying the Corporation gasworks into an efficient or I ganization. 

Vide infra 'Labour' p. 641 

5. T. G. Barlow "Gas Rep ort! ' 14/2/1870, Glasgow City Archives Misc- 
ellaneous Papers Vol. 18, p. 258 
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in wintert when storage and production were faced by peak loads, 

had risen from 6.165 million cu ft in 1869 to 6.794 millions in 

1870. Dalmarnock works were not extended until 1882, but during 

the 1870s Glasgow effectively met the growing demands for gas by 

constructing a new gasworks at Dawsholm in 1871 with direct con- 

nections to the North British and Caledonian Railways. Production 

at Dawsholm 
I 

rose from three million cu ft per day to eight million 

by 1883. 

The efficiency 
2 

of Glasgow gasworks was greatly improved, and 

better technology enabled cheaper coals to be used. This success 

was a considerable encouragement to other municipal gas organizat- 

ions, although the price of gas had to be raised from 1873-6 be- 

cause of very high coal prices. 
3 From 1869-85, L479,783 was 

1. In 1890 Glasgow Corporation purchased the adjacent 'Temple Gas- 
works' from Partick, Hillhead and Maryhill Gas Companyp and con- 
structed a tunnel beneath the Forth and Clyde canal to carry gas- 
mains, foot and railway traffic between the two worksl as part of 
a major extension programme. 512 extra retorts build at Daws- 
holm in 1892, and 512 in 1896. 

Glasgow Herald 
, 

18/9/1896; Glasgow City Archives Miscellaneous 
Papers Vol. 27, p. 279. Vide infra 'Technology'P-387; also P-1585 

2. J. Bell and J. Paton, Glasgow - its Municipal Organization and 
Administration (1896, Glasgow) p. 264 et seq. 

Glasgow gas supply is described alsý iý: 
A. Shaw, Municipal Goverment in Great Britain (1895, London) 

pp. 1209 202: Lord Provost D. Richmond, Notes, on Municipal Work 
(1899, Glasgow): Municipal Enterprises - Glasgow (1904, Glasgow. 
Handbook of 22nd Congress of the Sanitary Institute): 'Gas World 
4/6/1887 p. 718 "Glasgow and Its Gasworks": Municipal Glasgow - 
Its Evolution and Enterprises (1914, Corporation of Glasgow): 
Greater Glasgow - 1914 (1914, Glasgow) p. 95 et seq.: - Statistics 
of Glasgow (1871-1885, Glasgow, annually): Facts and Figures 
Bearing on Glasgow Corporation Gas Works Purchase Bill, 
7/l/18690 Glasgow City Archives, Miscellaneous Papers, 'Vol. 18, 
p. 252. 

3. Gas World 24/10/1885, p. 542 
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written off for depreciation, but the Sinking Fund operated well 

and reduced the Corporation's debts from E534,265 in 1870, and 

L1,063,999 in 1875, to L6000924 by 1885. 

TABLE 5-35 Improved Efficiency of Glasgow Gasworks 
1869 - 96 

(1) Capital equipment per 1 ton 
coal carbonized (1869 - 70 Z3 lls 10d 

(1870 - 71 Z2 5s 

(2) Coal Costs - 
Date Tons Coal Carbonized Cost per Ton 

1869-70 148tllO 13s 5d 
1895-96 516,351 9s 1.74d 

SOURCE: Bell and Paton, Glasgow (1896) op. cit. 

1874 was a year of crisis 
1 for the municipal gasworks. The 

statutory maximum prices they could charge for gas 
2 

were inadequate 

to offset inflated raw-material costs, and many municipal authorit- 

ies were obliged to apply rates 
3 

against all householders to subsi- 

dise gas consumers. During 1874, as coal prices soaredq Kilmar- 

noc council reported a deficit of Z221. At Arbroath 
5 

the 

deficit was L11347, and while gas cost 6s 10d per 1,000 cu ft to 

Glasgow made a deficit of L14,378 in 1873-4, and was forced to 
use poor coal giving only 7,200 cu ft per ton. The, Capital debt 
had increased by L510,374 since municipal takeoverg-to Ll 9 0449639. 
The Journal of Gas Lighting declared them to be "second in effic- 
iency to none in the United Kingdod, and with a producing power 
far in excess of current demand. But there was much dissatisfac- 
tion in Glasgow, since consumption had risen one-third while capi- 
tal expenditure had risen fifty per centq and the capital was ex- 
cessive at 0 per ton coal carbonized. 5d per'1,000 cu ft gas 
sold went to pay the interest on loans. Municipal enthusiasm had 
exceeded expediency and gas prices had to be raised to 5s 5d. 
J. G. L. 8/9/1874 p. 330; 15/9/1874 p. 362 

2. Vide infra P-1103 
3. 'Gas Contingency Guarantee Rates' vide infra 'P*1095 
4. J. G. L. p 6/10/1874 5. J. G. L. 0 14/7/1874 
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produce it could not be sold for more than 5s 10d so that the gas 

contingency rates had to be levied at 7d in Ll on all ratepayers 

in the town. Renfrew council 
1 

reduced their discount from seven 

and a half per cent to five per cent for large consumers. In 1875 

Arbroath had a deficit of L583, and Dundee 2 
of L2,052. Aberdeen3 

had a deficit of L1.291, but in confidence of lower coal costs, re- 

duced gas prices from 5s to 4s 10d. The crisis did, however, serve 

to prove that municipal management was at least as efficient as that 

of gas companies which equally failed to anticipate the crisis, and 

in the absence of price controls recovered their heavy expenses 

through high gas prices. This action stimulated the demand for muni- 

cipal control of gas in the late 1870s. 

Municipal gasworks employed very similar accounting methods to 

the companies including some capitalization of profits. During 1874 

Kilmarnock 4 
corporation experienced an increase of 13.75 per cent in 

the annual consumption of gas, but an overall deficit of L688 lls-l 

of which L221 14s was caused by the high prices of coal and labour. 

L466 l7s was caused by charging that amount to the revenue account 

instead of the capital account, for enlarged purifiers which cost in 

total above L966. The remainder was charged to capitalp a common 

practice in ordinary companies. The Corporation decided against a 

costly appeal to the Board of Trade to allow higher gas prices under 

the Gas and Water Facilities Act. Instead the deficit was subtrac- 

ted from reserve funds, 5 
carried forward from fo rmer years, reducing 

1. J. G. L., 21/8/1874 2. J. G. L. 
_q 

9/11/1875 

3. J. G. Lej 2/11/1875 4. J. G. L. 9 20/10/1874 

5. A Sinking Fund to redeem mortgages was not due to commence until 
31/10/1874 
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those funds to L604. Compared to a total "expenditure" of L44,600 

up to 1874, which included L42,466 spent on the gasworks to date, 

Kilmarnock had 08,950 mortgage debentures and L4,500 Bonds, as 

well as a loan of L547 from the Bank. Until the proportion of 

low interest bonds and loans could be increased, the amount paid 

to annuitants and mortgagees made the financial position little 

different to that in a normal gas company. 

The 1876 Burghs Gas Supply (Scotland) Bill 1 
was promoted by 

Sir William Anstruther, MP for Lanarkshire, as a result of public 

consternation over actions by Brechin Gas company, 
2 That company 

commenced in 1841 with a capital of Z1,800 in 0 sharesq and by 1870 

had a capital of L2,700. It was prosperous, and besides giving ten 

per cent dividends had invested surplus profits in extending the 

works. When the local Commissioners of Police considered acquiring 

the gasworks, the directors proposed raising the nominal and paid-up 

value of shares from 0 to f-10 in order to represent the capital ac- 

tually invested, but the public vociferously complained, 

The enabling Act of 1876 contained the same general regulations 

as other Municipal Acts regarding gasworks, but could be adopted with- 

out the heavy expenses of applying direct to Parliament, by a deci- 

sion 
3 

of the Town Council or Police Commissioners, and ratified by a 

1. In 1874 the Burghs and Populous Places-(Scotland) GaS'Supply 
Bill was strenuously opposed by the Journal of Gas Lighting which 
attempted to organize gas companies to defeat it. J. G. L,. p 
11/5/18749 p. 710 

2. J. G. L. 9 13/6/1876 

3. In the event of twenty ratepayers objecting to the decision, it 
had to be ratified by a plebiscite of ratepayers, 

Burghs Gas Supply (Scotland) Act 1876, a. 2,3. 
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majority of two-thirds after the next municipal elections. The take- 

over was normally to be under conditions mutually agreed with the gas 

company, 
1 but a Council could bypass an obstreperous company by 

applying to the Sheriff 2 for permission -to make compulsory purchase. 

In Dumfries 3 
public opinion in the early 1870s had favoured 

council control of the gasworks, but the cost of a private Act had 

deterred them. Moving the final resolution for takeover in 1876, 

as the first town to utilize the Burghs Gas Supply Act, Mr Wood 

stressed that Corporations managed gasworks as efficiently as did 

companies, and since gaslight had become "indispensably necessary" 

it could not be tolerated as "a monopoly, owned by a fewp who give 

us good or bad gast dear or cheap, just as they please". He showed 

the low gas prices charged by thirty-one English municipal gasworks 

which at that time far outnumbered those in Scotland, but the Scot- 

tish municipal gasworks on average gave a high candlepower of 28.35t 

for only 4s 5d per 1,000 cu ft. The Maxwelltown and Dumfries com- 

pany gave gas of only 21.77 candlepower at 6s, and although it had 

recently been reduced to 5s 10d, the Police in Maxwelltown had been 

using oil lamps in protest. Mr Wood claimed that their poor gas 

was worth only 3s 5d, and with an annual consumption of 25 million 

cu ft it was a surcharge on the community of 0,000. 

Burntisland was supplied from a gasworks owned by the North 

British Railway Company which raised the price of gas during the coal 

crisis. In 1875 they refused to reduce the price to its former 

1. 
' 
Ibid., a. 20 

2. Ibid., a. 21 

3. 
'J. 

G. L., 3/10/18769 p. 495 
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TABLE 5-36 Quality and Price of Municipal Gas Supplies 
(1876) 

Corporation Candlepower Price, 

Perth 28.18 4s 7d 
Greenock 29.43 4s 7d 
Aberdeen 29.00 4s 10d 
Kilmarnock 28.50 5s 
Paisley 28.13 4s 2d 
Dundee 27.83 4s 2kd 
Glasgow 27.43 4s 2d 

SOURCE: J. G. L. 9 3/10/1876 P. 495 

level of 6s 8d, as retaliation for disagreements with the Town Council 

over building the town docks. 1 
This produced popular agitation for 

municipal control of the gas supply, and the Burghs Act was used two 

years later to acquire the works. 
2 

Local grievances of this type 

produced a rush of municipal ownership schemes in the late 1870s, 

which slowed to a trickle by the late 1880s and onwards. 

Wishaw 3 
police commissioners from 1874, were motivated to take 

control bY high gas prices, sixty per cent above those of nearby 

Motherwell, equivalent to over L2,000 a year. Conversely Motherwell 

council 
4a decade later was stimulated simply by the profitability 

of the company. Share values doubled in 1871-20 and in-1878 when 

the nominal value of shares was raised fiftyper cent. The U 

Motherwell shares of 1871 had a market value of three guineas by 

1883. Castle Douglas 5 
police only wanted cheaper gasq having paid 

10s per 1,000 cu ft from 1872 to 1883. 

1. J. G. L. I 31/8/1875; 7/8/1875 

2. Burntisland council paid L6,300 for the works; J. G. L. 11/12/18779 
17/6/1879 

3. J. G. L. 9 30/3/1874 4. J. G. I;. v 20/11/1883 

5. J. G. L., 11/3/18849 11/12/1884 

t 
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Gas companies profited handsomely from municipal takeovers, be- 

cause they were made at the true value of the works, and not at the 

nominal value of stock as Brechin Council had hoped to do. When 

Kirkintilloch 1 
works were purchased in 1878, the nominal capital 

was 0,000 in shares of Ot but the corporation was obliged to pay 

L10 per share. The market value of shares had recently been 

L10 5s to L10 lls 6d, and the purchase price was fixed by arbiters, 

Mr Foulis of Glasgow gasworks acting for the Burgh, and Mr Wilson of 

London for the company, with an "oversman". Mr Reid of Edinburgh and 

Leith Gas company. 

Periods of low interest rates 
2 

on loans stimulated and coincided 

with'those of municipal action. Considerable sums were involved. 
3 

In 1872 Kilmarnock corporation 
4 

sought a loan of E40,500 and the 

Standard Life Insurance Company offered to supply part of that loan at 

four and a half per cent interest. The Corporation 5 first requested 

seven years before repayment, but fýnally agreed to take Z28jOOO at 

four and a half per cent repaid in three installments after fivel nine# 

1. Falkirk Herald 19/9/1878; J. G. L. 0 3/9/1878 

2. Vide infra 'Finance'P-732 Fig. 4-4 
Total Number of Municipal Gasworks Purchases in Britain 

1844 - 67 13; 1869-78 68 including 29 in 1877-8; 
1879 - 92 19; 1893-1903 67 

SOURCE: F. R. Jervis, The Evolution of Modern Industry (1960) 
pp. 189-94 

3. e. g. Perth council in 1871 paid L45,000 J. G. L. 1617/1889 

4. M. S. S. Standard Life Directors' Sederunt Book 9/1/1872 (cour- 
tesy of Dr, J. Butt, University of Strathclyde). 

5. Ibid. 9 27/2/1872; 12/3/1872. 
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1 
and twelve years. L8,000 was repaid in 1881. Long-tem arrange- 

ments of this nature ensured that corporations did not suffer unduly 

from fluctuations of the money market during the immediate interval 

2 
after purchasing a gasworks. Dunbar council was able to purchase 

the local gas company in 1886 after taking a loan of 0,000 at four 

per cent interest from the Scottish Legal Life Assurance Company of 

Glasgow. Although secrecy by municipal authorities prevented many 

such figures from being published, other commercial firms are known 

to have also provided loans. During 1886 Johnstone 3 
gas commission- 

ers borrowed 0,600 at four per cent interest from Messrs, H, Salter 

and Sons of London to finance purifiers and other new equipment. In 

1903 the large investment portfolio of a jute firMt 4 H. Walker and 

Sons Ltd., included Z151000 to Dundee Gas Cormaissioners. 

5 
By 1887 the Burghs Gas Supply (Scotland) Act had been adopted 

by at least seventeen towns including Johnstone, Kirkintillochl 

Wishaw, Kilsythp Denny, Gourock, Alloa, Burntisland, Peterhead and 

Elgin. The system worked well. Those who opposed-the practice of 

English municipal authorities, which used the gasworks profits to re- 

duce municipal rates and thus subsidize non-consumers, tried to 

1. J. G. Lop 15/3/1881 1 
Kilmarnock council originally paid Z40,500 for the, gasworksg but 

by 1879 had spent a further Z4,700 on extensions to meet rising de- 
mand. Output was 29 million cu ft per year in 1873,47 millions in 
1884, and 48.9 millions in 1885. In 1885 the Corporation still 
had a debt of 07,625. 

J. G. L. 9 15/3/18810 14/10/1884,11/8/1885 

2. J. G. L. 9 19/10/1886 

3. J. G. L., 16/2/1886,20/10/18859 17/8/1886, 

4. B. Leman and K. Donaldsong "Partne-rs' Incomesq Interest and Di- 
versification in the Scottish Linen Area 1850-1921"1 Business 
History 1971 Vol. XIII 

5. Vide infra Appendix VIII-7 P-1568 
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TABLE 5.38 Municipal Purchases - Approximate Amount 
(or Annuities) paid per L100 Capital Stock 

Town Date z Town Date L 

Aberdeen 1871 250 Forfar 1871 187 
Alloa 1877 232 Glasgow 1869 209 
Arbroath 1871 175 Inverness 1875 153 
Broughty Ferry 1870 150 Kilmarnock 1872 150 
Dumbarton 1873 225 Kirkintilloch 1878 200 
Dumfries 1878 151 Paisley 1845 160 
Dundee 1868 160 Perth 1871 156 

N. B. Kirkintilloch was only L169 after allowing for L1,300 
reinvested from profits. 

SOURCE: T. Newbigging, The Gas Manager's Handbook (1883) 
3rd edition, p. 302 

persuade W. E. Gladstone 
1 

to place them all under the Scottish "self- 

supporting systed' in which revenue was adjusted so that it did not 

exceed expenditure. In 1892 Parliament was informed that "the num- 

ber of municipal gasworks largely preponderate in Scotland, and to 
2 

some extent in Lancashire"l but fell to a third of all gasworks in 

the English Midlands, and a "very small proportion" in the south and 

east of England. Meade, in 1916, restated that "the supply of gas 

,3 in Scotland is very largely in the hands of local authorities. 

The 1876 Act was ineffectual where large companies were at 

loggerheads with the municipal authority. Such disputes led to ex- 

pensive Parliamentary action as the company promoted a Bill to 

1. J. G. L*j 26/6/1877 p. 1021 

2. B. P. P. "Return of the Rates of Wages paid by Local Authorities 

.. To people Employed ... at Gas and Water Works". (1892) ýIrish 
University Press, 1870 Industrial Relations Vol. 207 

j. XXV /- 885 7 

3. A. Meade, Modern Gasworks Practice (19160 London) p. 6 
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protect itself , and the local authority opposed the Bill or prepared 

one of its own. For example, in 1894 Falkirk Police Commissioners 1 

refused to pay L50,000 for the local gasworks, which they considered 

exorbitant. When the company prepared a Bill 2 
which declared their 

capital to be L50,000 and gave power to increase it by L40,000, the 

Comissioners prepared a rival Bill 3 for powers to borrow up to 

E120,000 and construct a new gasworks. The Council petitioned Par- 

liament criticising the management of the company. Since the two 

competing Falkirk companies had amalgamated 
4 in 1888, the price of 

gas had risen from 3s 2d to 3s 4d, in 1891 to 3s 9d, and in 1891-4 

to 4s 2d, while quality had deteriorated. Gas to public laraps was 
I 

provided at a discount of twelve and a half per cent, but the police 

still found it too expensive. 

Up to 1887, Falkirk Lighting Company had a paid-up capital of 

L8,000 in E10 shares, but in that year issued 400 additional shares 

with Ll already "paid-up". The Falkirk Joint Stock company in 1884 

had a paid-up capital of L14,000 in L2 shares, but had previously 

often manipulated the supposedly paid-up capital, and in. 1884 used 

Z2,100 of capitalized profits to raise the nominal and paid-up value 

of shares to L2 6s., and the total capital to L16,000., In 1888 

1. Falkirk Herald 7/4/1894 pp. 49 6. As at Brechint the issue was 
really over the orthodoxy of capitalizing surplus profits. 

2. The Bill gave eight per cent maximum dividend on original 
E50,000 capital, and six per cent on new 

' 
capital. It allowed 

mortgages of U2,000 secured A9#33st ý origitiil and E10,000 against 
new capital, -a maximum gas price of 4s 5d, and a reserve and in- 
surance fund of one per cent capital value per year. 

3. Falkirk Herald 27/11/1893 

4. Vide infra p. 221 
'Ge of these was a Consumers company from the 1840sp and illus- 

trated the failure of such capitalist enterprise. 
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the company employed valuers who estimated the Joint Stock company 

to be worth L23,519 and the Lighting company Z13,500. The Police 

Commissioners believed this to be inaccurate, and that the amalga- 

mated companies in 1889 watered their capital stock by raising it to 

00,000 in fully 'paid' shares of U. They stated that the works 

were old and almost worn out, as a result of excessive competition 

at an earlier date, while the double or quadruple gas-mains in some 

streets were old or redundant and leaked nineteen to twenty-five per 

cent of the gas. The Police employed an analyst in the winter of 

1890-1 who found the gas to be nineteen candlepower instead of the 

twenty-six candlepower advertised, and in 1894 they appealed to Par- 

liament not to acknowledge the "watered" capital which was "to a 

large extent fictitious", or to grant further powers to the company. 

They believed the extra capital was required to build new gasworks, 

since the old were in such poor condition, and showed that the com- 

pany had not published any accounts or balance sheet for many yearst 

and refused to allow the Police to examine the books. 

In turnq the company appealýjed against the Commissioners' Bill 
I 

on the grounds that the Commissioners were trying to circumvent the 

1876 Act which required them to offer fair remuneration to, any exist- 

ing non-statutory gas company before planning their own gasworks. 

They were also trying to depreciate the value of, the gasworks by 

threatening competition subsidized by public credit. A'petition 

by the ratepayers of Larbert, Carron, and Stenhousemuir opposed the 

Commissioners because they were well, served bylthe existing company. 
1 

Before a House of Lords committeel H. E. Jones showed how he 

Engineer of the Commercial Companyq London. falkirk Herald 
25/4/18949 28/4/1894 
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1 -1 

could construct a gasworks in Falkirk for only 00,000. At 3k per 

cent interest on that sum, it represented an annual saving to the 

Burgh of 0,025 compared to eight per cent on Z50,000, as demanded 

by the company. A single set of mains would halve the leakage to 

fourteen or seventeen per cent, saving 4ý million cu ft a year, 

equivalent to coal worth L550. The reduced cartage, and wear and 

tear, on a new works could save 9d per ton of coal, or L4,721 per 

year. Mr Blennerhassett concurred, on the basis that for Central 

Scotland the capital invested in a gasworks at that date should not 

have exceeded L500 per million cu ft of gas. sold, whereas at Falkirk 

it was E900 per million cu ft. Consequently, the price of gas was 

too high in Falkirk. 

TABLE 5-39 (1894) Gas Prices related'to Scale of Output 

Million Million 
cue fte Price ýper cu. f t. Price per 

Town gas output 1000 cu ft, Town gas output 1000*cu ft- 

Kilsyth 8 3s 9d Paisley 272 2s 10d 
Kilmarnock 79 2s 10d Alloa burgh 42 3s 4d 
Dumbarton 42 3s 3d Dumfries 59 . 3s 6d 
Dundee 509 3s ld Hamilton 70 2s lld 
Gourock 14 3s 10d Greenock 229 3s 3d 
Johnstone 26 3s lld Falkirk 4s 2d 

SOURCE: Falkirk Herald 28/4/1894 ; vide supra'p. 864 

Blennerhassett calculated that Falkirk could make gas at 2s 6d per 

1,000 cu f t, and sell it at 3s instead of the, existing price of 4s 2d. 

Falkirk gas company 
I 

was persuaded to abandon its Bill and sell its 

The company later protested again over clauses, in Falkirk Corpora- 
tion Gas Bill. Total cost to the Comissioners was'about L77,050. 

Falkirk Herald 23/5/1894, p. 4 
Third Statistical Account - Stirling/Clackmannan (19669 

p. 328 
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works more cheaply to the Police Commissioners. In cases involving 

technical details such as these, Parliament remained the final, if 

expensiveg arbitrator. 
1 

At Edinburgh, 2 
two gas companies 

3 
continued to compete until 

about 1860 when a boundary line was drawn informally between their 

supply zones. The Edinburgh and Leith company in 1864-5 gave a 

dividend of nine per cent but in 1866 all dividend was cancelled and 

money used instead to renew competition. 
4 

In 1887 the Old Edin- 

burgh gas company promoted a Bill to increase its nominal capital 

Similarly in the 1886 case. of Ardrossan Gas and Water Company. 
These began in 18459 promoted by Lord Eglinton, as separate com- 
panies, but amalgamated in 1874 as a Limited company with L9,750 
capital (vide infra PP-950,1818)From 1874-86 average annual gas 
revenue was Z1,6109 and ten per cent dividends were paid. Gas 
output rose from 5.3 million cu ft in 1875 to 6.6 million in 1885, 
at 4s. 7d in 1883, and 4s 2d in 1882. Profits were heavily capi- 
talized on extensions in the early 1880s, causing an apparent 'deficit' of revenue in 1882 and 1885, and when the company promo- 
ted a Bill for extra capital funds in 1886 it was opposed in Par- 
liament by the Town Council who obtained permission to purchase 
the works. The Act, with this amendment, cost L800, but in Par- 
liament they had employed two Senior Counsel, three Glasgow firms 
of solicitors, and many scientific witnesses, which cost the com- 
pany L2,000 and the Burgh Commissioners Z1,000. 

J. G. L. 21/12/1886; 29/3/1887 
2. Municipal takeover of the gasworks was first proposed in Edin- 

burgh in 1839; W. H. Marwickv "Municipal Politics in Victorian 
Edinburgh" Book of the Old Edinburgh Club (1969-72) Vol. XXXIII# 
quoting Me Scotsman 16/10/1839 

3. Vide supra pp. 988p 1011 
4. In 1871 two Edinburgh councillors proposed the municipal control 

of the gasworks, and in 1874 another proposal was made on the 
grounds that gas was too expensive and of poor quality. Instead, 
the City Public Analyst, J. Falconer Kingg was employed to test 
the gas regularly from 1875 and he found the quality very high, 
31 candlepower by the Edinburgh company and 26 by Edinburgh and Leith company. The 1871-4 agitation is closely related to the 
wave of support for municipal control throughout Scotland at that 
time. 

Edinburgh City Archives Council Record Vol. -303, p. 385 
7/2/1871; Vol. '304 p. 420 10/7/1871; Vol. 13 p. 307 22/12/1874; 
Vol. 315 p. 276 18/10/1875; Vol. 315 p. 388 16/11/1875. 
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from L200,000 to L40090009 and to provide gas at a maximum price of 

3s 6d per 1,000 cu ft subject to a sliding scale of dividends. 

Dividend was set at ten per cent -per year, but as gas prices fell 

Id below, or rose above the set price, dividends were increased 

or reduced by 5s on each LIOO stock* Additional gasworks were to 

be built at Niddrie, and Portobello council attempted to extend 

the burgh boundary to prohibit that construction. 
1 

During 1886 the prosperous company had paid L40,000 in divi- 

dends, or ten per cent plus twenty-five per cent bonus; the 1829 

Act imposing a maximum ten per cent had been abolished by an Act of 

1840. Hence Edinburgh town council reconsidered purchasing the com- 

pany in return for perpetual annuities, but the value of company 

stock, nominally worth L25t was inflated by this suggestion from L57 

to L64 per share. 
2 

Musselburgh council 
3 

petitioned against the 

Billo which would enable the Edinburgh company to destroy Mussel- 

burgh gas company which was more amenable to local control. Both 

Edinburgh corporation, and the Edinburgh and Leith gas companyt 
4 

petitioned against the Bill. The company had made excessive prof- 

its instead of reducing gas prices, and was'not competing rigorously 

with the Leith company. There was inadequate protection. for the 

1. Sheriff Crichton refused this boundary change. The new 97 acre 
site was to be half a mile south of Musselburgh; J. G. L. 
18/1/1887. 

Vide supra 'Technology' P-388 
2. J. G. L. 18/1/1887; 3. J. G. L., 25/1/1887 
4. Members of Edinburgh town council in 1887 included the Lord 

Provost, Sir Thomas Clerkq who was chairman of the Edinburgh and Leith Gas company, and Mr Clapperton a director of the Edin- 
burgh Gas company, Although they were not present on Council 
committees discussing the Bill, considerable lobbying must have 
occurred: J. G. L. 15/3/1887; The Scotsman 4/2/1887 p. 5 
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corporation, and no power to audit the accounts which were never 

published. 
1 

Corstorphine and Portobello were included in the 

supply zone although they had independent gas companies. New 

land at Niddrie was superfluous as there was no deficiency in 

supply, and the proposed friendly society for gas workmen should 

be financed by shareholders and not the public. 

Edinburgh corporation were provoked into arguing that the pub- 

lie would be served better by municipal control of the works. Con- 

versely, the Edinburgh and Leith company, with 162 miles of mains 

and an annual output of 400 million cu ft, argued that the new com- 

petition would be unfair. Since Parliamentary Committees had 

recommended monopolies in gas supply, and Edinburgh was the only re- 

maining town in the United Kingdom with unrestrained competition 

between Incorporated gas companies, the best solution was for Parlia- 

ment to draw boundaries between the two companies. 

The Scotsman 
2 

campaigned fervently in favour of municipal take- 

overv with articles describing its success at Birmingham, Glasgow, 

Aberdeenp Dumfriesp Greenock, Carlisle, Manchester, and Arbroath. 

The Gasworks Clauses Acts of 1847 and 1871 were criticised 
3 because 

"the clause restricting the rate of dividend was frequently evaded 

(1) by converting loans into share capital; (2) by issuing new cap- 

ital to shareholders at parg although it was worth a considerable 

1. The proposed legislative controls were to be even weaker than 
those in the private Acts of 1818 and 1840. 

2. The Scotsman 18/1/1887 p. 79 19/1/18879 20/1/18879 21/1/18879 
22/l/1887p 25/1/18879 27/1/87j 29/1/87 respectively. 

3. The Scotsman 7. /l/1887 p. 4, with review of Gas Acts since 
1809. 
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premiud'. Only since 1877 had Standing Orders required new pri- 

vate gas Acts to compel sale by auction to the highest bidder, a 

maximum five per cent dividend if loans were converted into share 

capital, and a sliding scale relating dividends to the price of 

gas, The Edinburgh company claimed that of all chartered gas com- 

panies listed in 1886 it had the second smallest share capital in 

proportion to the gas sold. L55,548 gained as premiums under the 

1840 Act, and 07,478 accumulated from up to two per cent annual 

profits, had been invested in extending the works but carried no 

burden of dividends to raise the price of gas. 

By 1887 Glasgow Corporation had raised the gas output by 250 

per cent. They paid only seven per cent annuities from 18699 be- 

cause the financial climate prompted the companies to accept whereas 

a few years later they would have requested ten percent, The Cor- 

poration had financJ54 improvements with capital loaned at only three 

and a half per cent interest, and had abandoned those sub-stations 

which were badly deteriorated. New works and extensions at Daws- 

holm, Dalmarnock and Tradeston cost MOvOOO but almost all was 

achieved by reploughing profits. 
2 

Loanst excluding annuitiesq had 

only risen from Z115,000 at the start to L140,000, yet the, gas price 

had been reduced from 4s 7d to 3s. Total profits from 1869 to 

1887 were L22,391 of which two and a half per cent, or Ll5vl08 was 

written off for depreciationj and L5,000 used by the Corporation for 

The Edinburgh Gaslight company defended its position in The 
Scotsman 18/l/1887. 

The sliding scale of gas prices related to dividends had been 
adopted by all large gas companies since the Metropolitan Gas 
Select Committee of 1876. 

2. 
'The 

Scotsman 19/1/1887 p. 7. Vide' infra Appendix IX-3 

9 per cent paid on Old stock. Vide infra p. 1085 
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the 'common good'. Their municipal works were more efficient than 

the companies had been. 

At Aberdeen 1 
agitation for cheaper gas in 1871 had caused the 

company to reduce the price from 5s 10d to 5s 5d but the issue was 

taken up in municipal elections and corporation takeover achieved. 

Annuities were ten per cent on a capital of L65,000, or 5s per 

share, the same as dividends had been. By 1885 the price of gas 

was reduced to 3s 10d, and since the takeover the corporation had 
cu 

sold 296989854,30OAft gas for a total L584,671, equivalent to a sav- 

ing of L146,268 for the community. The ten acre works managed by 

Alex Smith had contained 120 retorts in beds of three under the com- 

pany, but was subsequently enlarged to 180 retorts in open-furnace 

beds of five, and 160 modern beds of eight on the Siemens regenera- 

tive system. The corporation provided efficient management and had 

raised the value of the works from Z114,933 to Z143j896 including 

new gasholders and apparatus. When the quantity of coal carbon- 

ized rose from 13,000 tons to 35,000 tons a year, they had been able 

to finance improved transportation. Cartage from the Railway Sta- 
2 

tion to the gasworks was ls 3d per tont and from the docks to the 

gasworks 7d, so in 1886 the corporation financed a L7,000 railway 

link to the harbour and main railway lines. 

Dumfries corporation 
3 

acquired their local gasworks in 1878 for 

Vide infra P-1058; also pp. 8729 10059 1124 
He Scotsman 20/1/1887. Original 1824 gasworks at Polymer 

Neuk, but these closed in 1866 and were superseded by Sandilands 
gasworksq built by rival company in 1844. 

2. Guild Street Station. Vide. infra 
, 
P-388 , -- 

3. Vide infra P-1045 The Scotsman. 21/1/1887 
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E219000. L25,000 was raised on mortgage at 4k per cent interest, 

repayable in forty annual installments. Arbitration and conveyan- 

cing expenses were L1,200, leaving only L2,800 as working capital. 

In the first year Z1,696 was spent on interest and repayment of 

mortgages, and the gasworks made a loss of L1,006. The gas manager, 

A. Malam, advised the corporation that the main pipes were up to 

fifty years old and leaky, and the retorts defective because the com- 

pany had allowed them to fall into disrepair in anticipation of muni- 

cipal action. 
1 Even high quality expensive coal gave only 5,371 cu. 

ft gas per ton. Malam accompanied a corporation committee which 

visited gasworks at Carlisles Galashiels, Kilmarnock and elsewhere. 

Their experience led to the adoption of three hour instead of four 

hour charges of the retorts and closer supervision which resulted in 

a profit of L792 in 1880. Bulk gas contracts 
2 

with large discounts 

were discontinued, gas sales increased by L1,040, and coal costs re- 

duced by L10900. 

Thereafter Dumfries was able to keep the works successful. 
3 

Gas cost 5s 10d in 1878, but this was reduced to 5s in 1880, despite 

allowing L300 to a Reserve Fund, 4s 2d in 1881, As in 1882, and 

3s 9d in 1883-7. This was achieved despite the collapse of the by- 

product market in 1886 when the value of residuals fell from 4s 7d 

to lld per ton of coal carbonized. Gas consumption rose from 

24p9O5,437 cu ft in 1878 to 40j892,555 in 1887, and the corporation 

1. This type of 'sabotage' was by no means unusual before munici- 
pal takeovers. 

2. In 1886 only L96 was allowed in discounts, up to a maximum five 
per cent given to large consumers like woollen mills. 

3. Dumfries was managed by A. Malam, until his death in 1883, and 
thereafter by his son, George Malam. 
Vide infra. PP- 333,636 
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had enlarged the gasworks without placing an excessive burden on 

the consumers. During the period 1878-87 E15,000 was spent on ex- 

tensions, paid partly out of surplus profits, and no extra loan was 

required until 1886. In that year a new 150,000 cu ft gasholder, 

and exhauster, led the corporation to take a new loan of L4,000 but 

because much of the first loan was already repaid, the total loan 

was only L1.000 more than in 1878. The output of gas per ton of 

coal was raised from 5,371 to 8,726, while a better mixture of coal 

reduced the average price from 19s 10d to 18s 4d per ton. Coal 

consumption rose by fifty tons, but total expenditure in 1886 was 

L300 less than that in 1878. 

At Arbroathl Provost Muir, who was also chairman of the Gas com- 

pany, suggested municipal takeover of the gasworks; to devote part of 

the surplus revenue "to street improvements and other public pur- 

poses. " The Council agreed to pay annuities of seven per centg equal 

to the normal dividend of L1,400 a year on a capital of L20,000p and 

an Act was obtained in 1871 despite strong opposition from spinning- 

mills and factory owners who enforced a maximum gas price of 5s 10d. 

By careful managementv under R. S. Carlow, municipal ownership was 

most successful. The value of the works, 
2 

and gas output rose 

rapidly. 

Simultaneously the price of gas was reduced. From 1871 to 

1877 gas cost 5s. 10d, and during the "coal famine" the Gas Contin- 

gency Guarantee Rate had to be used for two years. In 1874 it was 

1. The Scotsman 29/1/1887. Vide infra - P. 1079 
The municipal takeover was back-dat'ed to 30/6/1870. 

2. Large extensions in 1877 and 1881. 
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levied at 6ýd in Ll and gave E10436 to cover a deficit of U, 347, - 

and in 1875 it was reduced to 2kd and gave f-578 to meet a def icit of 

L582. It was never again used, but had proved adequate to handle 

the emergency conditions. 

TABLE 5-40 Improvement of Arbroath Municipal Gas Works 
1872 - 86 

(1) Value of Arbroath Gasworks 

1870 
1872 
1875 
1880 
1886 

L20 1000 
L249200 
L39p427 
E439418 
L44p357 

(2) Gas Output 

1872 
1875 
1880 
1886 

30.2 million cu ft. 
33.873 
37.697 
43.4596 

SOURCE: The Scotsman 29/1/1887 

TABLE 5-41 Gas Prices at Arbroath (1878 - 86) 

1878 5s 5d 
1879-81 5s 
1882 4s 9ýd 
1883 4s 4ýd 
1884 3s llýd 
1885-6 3s 9d 

SOURCE: The Scotsman 29/1/1887 

In 1887 gas price was raised to 4s. 1ýd because of the fall in value 

of by-products, but the enterprise still brought considerable bene- 

fits to the town. Half of the annual profits were used for the 

Icokmorl -good'o and amounted to L9,105 since 18719 and half was 

used to reduce gas prices. The Gas company had obtained a fair 

price for their works, and the community benefited from extending 

the gasworks at a cost of only three and a half per cent interest on 
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loans secured against the gas rates. The opening of streets, and 

control of public lighting were also much improved under the munici- 

pal arrangement. 

In April 1887, a committee of Edinburgh corporation 
1 

success- 

fully negotiated for the purchase of the Edinburgh Gas company, 
2 

for ten per cent annuities on a capital of L200,000 to be redeemed by 

the corporation after twenty-five years at twenty-eight and a half 

years' purchase price. The corporation was to purchase stock on 

hand 3 
at valuation, and also pay all compensation and pensions. The 

company also received a cash payment of E270000 as compensation for 

loss of profits, and retained all unexpended capital, reserve funds 

and the cash balance which amounted to L63,000. 

Later that month a corporation committee 
4 

examined the gasworks 

in detail and decided that a new site really was necessaryt prefer- 

ably with access to sea transport and two separate railway companies. 

They recommended the Granton area, because railways and suburbs were 

expected to develop westwards when the Forth Bridge opened, but 

showed that an alternative site was available cheaply at Niddrie for 
I 

L369 000. Not until a decade later, 5 however, when the Edinburgh 

1. Chaired by Lord Balfour of Burleigh; J. G. L., 5/4/1887 p. 622 
2. Edinburgh company finances were "probably unsurpassed" in Bri- 

tain. The works had been "largely extended out of revenue. " In 
1884 a bonus of L45,000 had been distributed among shareholders. 

J. G. L. 3/7/1888 p. 20 
3. Stock on hand was about 00,000. In total the shareholders re- 

ceived payments, during the year of takeoverg amounting to 
Z157,965 on a nominal capital stock of E200,000; besides the 
right to future annuities. J. G. L. 3/7/1888 

4. 
ýJ. 

G. L. j 12/4/1887 
5. T. R. Cameron, "A History of Gas Manufacture in Edinburgh". 

(1951 Typescript) Edinburgh Ref. Lib. I W. R. Herring, "New Gasworks at Edinburgh" Gas World 1899, pp. 
90-4. 
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town site was so crowded that the only alternative to a three-storey 

gasworks 
1 

at New Street, was the Granton site developed under the 
2 

supervision of W. R. Herring. 

In July 1887 the corporations of Edinburgh and Leith decided 

to take full control of gas production and negotiated successfully 

to purchase the Edinburgh and Leith gas company. Their gasworks 

had been extensively reconstructed since 1881 under the manager F. T. 

C. Linton, with Siemens regenerative furnaces and other new technol- 

ogy which was about to raise profits. In 1886-7 the revenue had 

risen by 0,000 on gas consumption, and a saving of Z3,000 made with 

the new retorts. Consequently although annual dividend had only 

been eight per cent for many years, the company gave ten per cent in 

1887 and demanded annuities of ten per cent. 

All premiums from the sale of shares had been spent improving 

the works, and a recent bank loan of Z11,700 had all gone to improve- 

ments* 02,000 spent on mains and service pipes since 1869 had re- 

duced leakage to 8.72 per cent, compared to 11.82 per cent for the 

Edinburgh company, and although the Leith gasworks sold only 400 

million cu ft per year, the plant was designed to make 750 millions. 

The new plant allowed cheaper coals 
3 

to be used. In 1884 the coal 

used cost 15s 2d a ton and processing cost 6s 10d, a total 22s per 

ton carbonized. In 1887-8 the coal cost lls ld, and processing 

5s 8dq a total of 16s 9d. On 39,744 tons used annually this re- 

presented a saving of L10,433. Since 1858 the North British Rail- 

1. Like that built in Manchester by Hawksleyj King and Livesey. 

2. Vide infra 'Labour', 'Technology' pp. '378,640 

3. J. G. L., 17/7/1888 

Vide infra, Appendix IX. 2. viii P-1579 
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way had been under an obligation to the company to remove refuse 

free of charge. On 14,500 tons of refuse per year at ls a ton, 

as other gasworks paid, it was a saving of Z725. 

TABLE 5-42 Financial Condition of Edinburgh and 
Leith Company Gasworks (1887) 

(1) Profit and Loss Account 1886-7: 
Revenue 04j667 Dividend 10 per cent 
Profit MpOl Carried Forward L8p253 
Brought Forward Z 49375 

(2) Total Expenditure on Edinburgh and Leith Gasworks to 1887 

Capital 
Debenture Loan 
Bank Loan 
Premium on Shares 
Capitalized Profits 

£150,000 Os Od 
209000 00 
11,700 00 

69883 9 11 
118,979 15 5 

TOTAL 307,563 54 

SOURCE: J. G. L. v 17/7/1888 

L97,500 had been spent within the past nine years on extensions, and 

the company was therefore in a strong bargaining position. It re- 

ceived L11,000 for loss of profits, Z20,000 for stores on hand# and 

retained the reserve funds of L21,723 in addition to 9.33 per cent 

annuities. Within twelve months, shareholders received a total 

E82,410, over half the nominal value of the whole capital stock. 
1 

The Edinburgh company had allowed New Street gasworks 
2 

to fall 

into disrepair and the Edinburgh and Leith Comissioners were immed- 

iately involved in expensive alterations supervised by Robert Mitchell, 

1. J. G. L,. 3/7/1888 p. 20 

2. The 0 retortss 21 inches by 15 inches by 9 feet long car- 
bonized about 21 cwt per day each; J. G. L. 5/2/1889 

Vide infra 'Technology'p. 260 
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their engineer. This included a new bench of forty ovenst each 

with eight retorts, heated by carbonic-oxide combustion from pro- 

ducers. Neverthelessq the Commissioners managed their enterprise 

profitably from the start 
1 despite the vast scale of the under- 

taking. 

TABLE 5-43 First Annual Balance Sheet of Edinburgh & 
Leith Gas Commission, 1888 

EXPENSES - (nearest L) 
Annuities 1/8/1888 to 

Coal 66p683 Whitsun 1889 269501 
Purifying material 4p278 Interest on Mortgages &C, 39232 
Salaries & Wages 259863 Expenses of Takeover 19081 
Maintenance 6,278 Expenses of Mortgages 557 

1039052 319371 
Distribution Costs 124,887 

INCOME Gas 169j993 
Meter Rents 6t527 
Rent of Property let out 403 
Residuals 18p381 
Transfer fees 20 

195t324 

PROFIT 
709437 

SOURCE: J. G. L. p 2/7/1888 

N. B. Edinburgh and Leith companies' accounts appear 
elsewhere: vide Appendix IX. 2 
and J. G. L. 26/6/18880 17/7/1888 

The achievements of municipal gasworks may be judged by two cri- 

teria, their ability to introduce new technology and hence improve 

Despite regular problems from water seepagev which was pumped 
away from a twenty-four foot deep well, and a law suit made by 
George Mackay & Co. 0 brewersq over'paUution of water supplies. 

J. G. L. 9 12/3/18899 4/3/1896. 
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efficiency, and their concommitant ability to sell gas at least as 

cheaply as gas companies of an equivalent size. Small municipal 

gasworks 
1 faced all the technical problems of small companiesp and 

in some cases gave little improvement2 to the consumers. Occasion- 

ally unprofitable works were purchased simply to keep them open, as 

at Tain, 3 
where the company in 1890 made a loss of L65, and paraffin 

had to be used for street lighting. 

Lockerbie gasworks, established in 1854, was another ineffic- 

ient company when purchased by the Town. Council 4 in 1891 for L5,182. 

The output in that year was two million cu ft, and despite a fairly 

high price of 6s 8d per ltOOO cu ft, the Council made a trading 

loss. Gross profit was L97 but the interest on loans and mortgages 

amounted to L152. An outside consulting engineer was employed the 

following yearg and the Council had to borrow an additional L600 for 

the improvements he advised which included rebuilding the retort- 

bench, and purchasing larger second-hand purifiers, and a condenser 

and scrubber. 

The original works had been under-capitalised, and the Council 

was left to make the best of them. Nevertheless', ''the Gas Contin- 

gency Guarantee Rate had to be employed continuously to avoid rais- 

ing gas prices above those charged by the-former company, and the 

1. Economies of scale, vide infra PP-872t-1150 
2. e. g. Port Glasgow in the 1870s; vide infra Appendix VIII-4-ii P-1563 
3. In 1891 the deficit rose to L98. The Police offered a pur- 

chase price of Ll 10s per share in, 1890, but during the 1880s 
the nominal value of shares had been raised from Z2 10s to 
L3 10s to reflect the reploughing of profits. 

J. G. L. 30/9/1890p 7/10/18909 27/10/1891 

4. R. W. Cowie, "The Financial Difficulties of a Small Municipal 
Gasworks" N. B. A. G. M., 1908. 
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gas price still remained very high compared with other towns. The 

police-rate payers were forced to subsidize the gas consumers, yet 

the works remained starved of capital and consequently very in- 

efficient. There was no exhauster until 1897, when it was purchased 

by capitalizing profits, and two years later L244 was abstracted 

from revenue to finance part of the cost of a nearby house built 

for the manager. The remainder was charged to capital. 

Because of rising demand, the works remained far too small un- 

til major extensions in 1901 when storage capacity was increased from 

14,000 to 30,000 cu ft, and a new governor and station meter instal- 

led. Of 1,680 yards of mains laid that year, however, most were to 

replace worn-out pipesq and only 400 yards went to extend the supply. 

Not until the period 1904-7 was better technology properly implemen- 

ted. The dilapidated retort-house, which gave 7,900 cu ft gas per 

ton of coal instead of 1090009 was replaced by a new retort house 

and coal store. Patent regenerative ovens by Waddell were instal- 

led to raise gas productivity, a steam boiler fitted for producer 

gas and motive-power to the pumps, and new annular condensers and 

purifier to improve gas quality. The reserve fund of E431 was 

exhausted, and Z1,500 borrowed at three and a half per cent interests 

but the impact of these improvements illustrates how great the for- 

mer disadvantages of under-capitalization had been. 

A similar problem arose at Kilsyth where influential residents 

in 1884 proposed to start a new, competing company. The Old com- 

pany tried to encourage the Police Coamissioners to purchase their 
-I 

works for L1,400, but the New company p- ersuaded them to turn this 
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TABLE 5.44 

Date 

Improved Efficiency by Technological Change 
at Lockerbie Gasworks (1905 - 8) 

1905-6 lq07-8 

Gas Made 
Tons Coal carbonized 
Cu ft gas per ton coal 
Tons Coke sold 
Tons lime used in purifiers 

TABLE 5.45 

Gas Price 
Year to per 1,000 
15 May. cu ft 

6p8259000 7p568,500 
862 735 

79917 l0j289 
187 239 

39ý 24 

SOURCE: N. B. A. G. M. 1908 

Financial Problems of Lockerbie Municipal 
Casworks (1892 - 1908) 

Gas Contin- 
gency Rate 

levied in 
Town 

(Old Pennies 
in Ll) 

Gas Sold 

(Thousands cu ft) 
Loans 

Outstanding 

L 

1892 6s 8d 1 29227 50400 
1893 6s 8d 2 29254 59400 1894 6s 3d 5 29220 5p265 1895 6s 3d 5 29649 5p730 
1896 6s 3d 5 39168 59575 
1897 5s 10d 4 39490 5t420 
1898 5s 5d 3 3., 775 59265 1899 5s 3 49163 5,110 1900 5s 3 4j421 4j955 1901 5s 3 49968 4p8OO 1902 5s 3 59423 69145 1903 5s 3 5j505 51930 
1904 5s 3 69110 51715 1905 5s 2 69281 51500 
1906 5s 2 69106 59285 1907 5s 2 6 , 392 69570 1908 5s & 4s 2d 2 . 69606 6,295 

SOURCE: N. B. A. G. M. 1908 
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down. 1 Hence, in terms of the Burghs Gas Supply Act, they could 

not adopt the Act for the next three years, but local opinion swung 

in favour of municipal control which was effected late in 1884 by 

the Commissioners giving personal security for a bank loan in order 

to purchase the old works from Brown, Frew and White, for L1,675. 

Their plans to rebuild the works were therefore postponed. 

The Police borrowed L2pOOO for twenty-five years, repayable in 

instalments of L40. They were soon faced with operating problems 
2 

and employed a consulting engineer, Mr Wilson of Coatbridge, who 

showed that wastage was due to old equipment and inadequate conden- 

sation. In 1886 rich coal produced only 7,789 cu ft gas per tong 

though the works had earlier given 9,289 cu ft. The Commissioners 

followed Wilson's advice and purchased a new tar tank, station metert 

governor, gasholder and retort bench for Z1.100 from Messrs Laidlaw, 

Sons and Caine of Glasgow. Despite this virtual reconstruction of 

the works, leakage in 1888 was twenty-three per cent, while annual 

gas revenue and meter rent was only Z837. Gas output per, ton of 

14s coal reached 9,900 cu ft., but for economy the Commissioners 

switched to poorer gas from cheap coal at 8s a ton, giving 79520 cu 

ft which reduced production costs from ls 9d to ls per 10000 cu ft. 

Larger municipal works at Broughty Ferry and Forfar achieved 

1. J. G. L. 25/3/1884,15/4/18849 22/4/18849 18/11/1884. Gas & 
Water 31/10/1885. The two principal shareholders in the Old com- 
pany were William Brown, manager of Maryport Iron Co. 9 Cumberland, 
and John Brown oil and paint manufacturer of Whitehaven. They 
attempted to sue the Police Commissioners, but were refuted by 
Lord McLaren. 

2. J. G. L. 8/5/18839 13/5/18849 20/4/1886t 4/5/18860 8/2/1887t 
8/3/18879 6/9/18871 14/2/18889 5/6/1888 
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considerable success in increasing the supply of gas whilst lowering 

the price, and at the same time minimising the cost of annuities and 

loans in relation to each thousand cu ft sold. 

TABLE 5.46 

Date Gas Sold 

(cu. ft) 

1870 89278v950 
1880 1796299552 
1885 219631t500 
1890 25,29lt235 
1895 319075tO94 
1900 45,5309778 
1901 56t5909308 
1902 6091050116 
1903 57t4769359 
1904 5299069921 
1905 52t318#485 
1906 530110tllO 
1907 5497869001 
1908 559886t754 
1909 579955t4OO 
1910 60t773t 631 
1911 61t8241100 

Financial Efficiency at Broughty Ferry Municipal 
Gasworks (1870 - 1911) 

Annual Expenditure on 
Annuities, Interest, Sink- 
ing, Fund, and Suspense A/c 

(Old Pennies) 

Productivity (per 
1,000 cu ft. Sales) 
of Loan Capital and 
Annuities 

(Old Pennies) 

2069524 
255p946 
2599791 
322,436 
373v436 
4249416 
2699131 
552p644 
3139336 
1489856 

19033,493 
19132,542 
lp2519763 

8779749 
924t4OO 
734,008 
7179233 

SOURCE: N. B. A. G. M. 1912 

24.9 
14.5 
12.0 
12.7 
12.0 

9.3 
4.8 
9ý2 
5.5 
2.8- 

19.8 
21.3 
22.8 
15.7 
15.9 
12.1 
11.6 

In 1870 interest on loans each year cost thirty-four per cen 
.t 

as 

much as total expenditure on raw materials and manufacture. This was 

reduced to about tkenty-four per cent by 1880, and did not exceed 

that even when heavy loans were taken in 1905. Within six years, 

the sinking fund enabled such loans to be well over half repaid. The 

exceptional circumstances of 1903-5 were caused by a rise of Z2,500 

in raw material and manufacturing costs, and although minimum gas 

prices were raised from 2s 6d in 1903 to 3s 6d by 19069 loan capi- 

tal prevented consumers immediately facing the full price of the 
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change as they would have done with a commercial company. Falling 

gas sales in 1903-5 were partly a result of electricity competition. 

Forfar 
1 

municipal gasworks in 1876-85 illustrate the success 

of municipal management in reducing the price of gas without using 

appreciably cheaper coals. Leakage was greatly reduced, and al- 

though this was a period of rising by-produce revenue, reduced gas 

and meter revenue more than offset by-product gains. Cheaper puri- 

fication was introduced, but the principal factor was greater effi- 

ciency of operations. From 1876 to 1885 gas prices were reduced 

from 6s 8d to 4s 4d, and although sales increased from 17.9 million 

cu ft in 1876 to 23.8 millions in 1885, total gas and meter revenue 

was lower in 1885. 

Paucity of data, and the combined effects of economies of scale 

and geographical location relative to coal supplies, make it diffi- 

cult to compare the prices charged by municipal gasworks and commer- 

cial gas companies. In the early twentieth century, differential 

prices for different types of consumption, preclude any comparisons. 

However, in the period up to 1901, the price of gas supplied by 

municipal undertakings was not consistently below that of companies 

and often, as at Dumbarton, reflected the skill of the gas engineer 
2 

rather than the ideology of cheap gas. The overall effect of muni- 

cipal control reducing prices and thereby obliging companies to 

follow suit to avoid consumer agitation, cannot be gauged. 

1. Gas World, Vol. 111 18859 p. 25 
2. Other municipal financial projects sometimes adversely affected, 

municipal gas management. Elgin municipal gasworks was obliged to 
use Lossiemouth port for coal shipped 

' 
from Grangemoutho though 

Burghead port was cheaperg as Elgin councilýheld C400o stock in 
Lossiemouth Railway and Harbour. In 18879 for this reasongshipping 
costs of qs6d a ton were paid in preference to the overland rate 
of 7s6d offered by Highland Railway Company. 
J-G. L- 31/5/1887P 5/7/1887 
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Like gas companies* the municipal gasworks frequently used gas 

profits not only for maintenance and depreciation of equipment, but 

also for reploughing. Consumer agitators who had challenged the 

right of companies to use their profits in that way, consequently 

were denied cheaper gas by the removal of such charges. 

TABLE 5-50 Capital Depreciation at Glasgow Municipal 
Gas and Chemical Works 

M Gross Cap ital 

Gas Sold Expended Per Million Per 1,000 Cu. Ft. 
Date (Thou. Cu. Ft) U) CU. Ft. W Gas Sold 

1869-70 190109117 559p791 554 lls 0.99d 
1879-80 105779466 11270t940 806 16 1.34 
1889-90 2t752t989 lt553j9O1 564 11 3.44 
1899-1900 593999536 2,7129398 502 10 0.54 
1909-1910 6t3749950 49119t914 646 12 11.09 

(2) Book Value after Depreciation 

Capital Less Depreciation 1 
Per Million Per 1,0 00 Cu, Ft 

(and Property Realized) Cu. Ft. (Z)- Gas Sold 

1869-70 5320317 527 los 6.47d 
1879-80 987tO71 626 12 6.16 
1889-90 637tl32 231 4 7.52 
1899-1900 1,400,921 259 5 2.25 
1909-1910 21245t557 352 7 0.5L 

NOTE: Includes cost of pipes9meters and stoves, and by-product 
chemical works owned by the Corporation. 

SOURCE: Transactions of the Institute of Gas Engineers 19119 p. 68 

In 1911 the Glasgow manager still maintained that consumers could 

"not be allowed to pay only the manufacturing and other present costs 

but their fair share of the continuous deterioration ... and also 

1. The Book Capital (i. e. Capital less Depreciation and Property 
Realized) in a municipal gasworks could be reduced indefinitely 
by depreciation and repayment of loans, until new loans were 
required for extensions; in contrast the Book Capital of a com- 
pany was not allowed to fall below the Capital Stockp because 
reploughing was used to offset depreciation. 
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the contingency of having to scrap parts of the plant to make room 
%* 1 

for improved methods. Municipal authorities faced by electricity 

competition tried to write-off the capital by depreciation as quickly 

as possible, by increasing 'profits' for this purpose, in order to 

reduce the burden of capital interest or sinking funds which would 

be necessary at a later date, when cheaper gas became vital to main- 

tain sales. 

The Glasgow accounts reflect heavy expenditure on new equipment 

in 1869-80, little in 1880-90, much reconstruction in 1890-L900, and 

thereafter construction of the new Provan gasworks. Until 1906, 

Glasgow calculated depreciation as a percentage of the book-value of 

the works, but thereafter calculated it on the total capital invest- 

ment and not the reduced book-value. 

TABLE 5.51 Depreciation Allowance on Various Types of 
Equipment-at Glasgow (1910) 

Percentage 
Items Depreciation Amount W 

Gas Works 1ý 22tO93 

Chemical Works 3 20881 
Pipes 2 109472 

Meters 6 159930 

Stoves 10 8j369 

Premium 2ý 49358 

SOURCE: Transactions of the Institute of Gas Engineers (1911) 
p. 56 

1. Evidence of A. Wilson, Transactions of the Institute of Gas 
Engineers, 1911, pp. 53-6. 

cf. A. Murray, "The Glasgow Corporation Accountsq with special 
reference to Depreciation and Sinking Funds". Transactions of the 
Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow Vol. xxxiv, p. 79 
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Between 1870 and 1900p Glasgow Corporation made a cumulative 

'profit" of about L391209000 which was spent on depreciation, re- 

newals and extension of the works, and frequently extracted a 'profit' 

against the book value 
2 

of the works far higher than a Chartered com- 

pany was permitted to do. 

TABLE 542 Percentage 'Profits' of Glasgow Corporation 
Gasworks 

Date % Date % 

1870 11.6 1880 11.6 
1871 11.4 1881 11.8 
1872 8.3 1882 14.1 
1873 3.7 1883 16.3 
1874 7.3 1884 15.0 
1875 10.2 1885 18.9 
1876 10.5 1886 17.6 
1877 9.6 1887 15.7 
1878 7.7 1888 16.1 
1879 9.6 1889 17.9 

Date 

1890 15.6 
1891 8.5 
1892 4.7 
1893 11.4 
1894 9.8 
1895 12.2 
1896 11.4 
1897 8.2 
1898 8.3 
1899 9.5 
1900 8.8 

N. B. % of Book Value (after Depreciation) 

SOURCE: Calculation of 'Profit' from Annual Gross Revenue 
minus Gross Expenditure in statistics published 
by J. D. Marwick, Glasgow - The Water Supply of 
the Citv with Notes on Various DeveloDments of 
the City (1901, Glasgow) Appendix 76 

The varied financial and therefore technological resources of differ- 

ent municipal gasworks produced considerable differences in the bur- 

den of costs charged to the public. 

1. i. e. the difference between stated 'Gross Revenue''and 'Gross 
Expenditure': Vide infra Appendix IX-3-V 

2. The Book Value was the Gross Capital value less Depreciation 
and "Value of Property sold". The Corporation apparently allowed 
excessive depreciationt which possibly inflated the percentage 
'profit' in Table 5-52 below. 

J. D. Marwick, Glas ow - The Water Supply of the City with Notes 
on Various Developments of the City (1901, Glasgow) AppendiX 
76. 

4 
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TABLE 5.53 Comparison of Revenue and Expenditure at Ten Municipal 
Gasworks (1884) 

All sums stated in Old Pence per 10000 cu. ft. gas sold 

Municipal Works A B_ CDE 

Revenue 
Gas 41.25 35.5 39.75 37 37 
Meter Rent 1.5 1.7 1.25 00 
By-Products 6.75 5.75 5.75 6 6.5 

Total (inc. 

FGHI 

43.5 38.5) 39.75 39.9 
11)-0 
6 5.75 7.5 6.1 

. Misc. ) 49.75 43 54.25-43.25 43.75 50.75 45.25 47.5 46.1 

Expenditure 
Coal 23 20.75 17.75 13.25 14.75 16.25 17.75 20.25 15.75 
Wages 6.25 3 6.75 4.25 5.75 6 6 7.5 5.75 
Salaries 1 1.75 1.75 2.25 1.75 3 1 2.5 1.25 
Purifying 

Material 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 0.25 0.5 1.25 
Feu Duty/ 
Taxes/ 
Insurance 2 2.25 2 0.5 2.25 2 2.75 2.75 3 

Mains/Service 
Pipes 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.2 1.25 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 

Repairs 2.25 2.25 2 2.25 8.5 3.75 3 2 2.75 
Total (inc. 

Misc. ) 42.5 31.75 31.75 33.25 36 33.5 32.75 36.25 30.9 
Gross Profits 7.25 11.25 22.5* 10 7.75 17.25 12.5 11.25 15.25 

Payments out of 
Gross Profits 

Interest on 
Loans 1.25 3.75 0.25 5.25 1.9 7.25 3.5 0.75 7 

Sinking Fund 0403.25 1.5 3 0.75 2.5 2.75 
Contingent 

Fund 0.25 0.25 0 1.5 1.75 3.75 2.25 0.25 0.5 
Annuities 0.5 5.25 2.25 0 3.5 02 10.25 0 

Total Payments 6.5 13.25 - 10 8.75 14 8.5 13.75 10.25 
Percentage 

Leakage 12.7 10.7 - 17.4 11.8 9.8,12.4 - 9.9 

Municipal Works: Aberdeen (A) Dundee (B) Dumfermline (C) 
Dumfries (D) Glasgow (E) Kilmarnock (F) 
Paisley (G) Perth (H) Greenock (I) 
Edinburgh refused to supply, statistics which were 

kept secret, 
Includes premium on sale of stock (8d. per 1,000 cu. ft. ) 
Glasgow allowed 4.25d for repairs, and another 4.25d for 

depreciation. 

SOURCE: Greenock Police Board Confidential Minutess(December 1885) 
(Greenock Ref. Library). 
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In two respects municipal ownership disadvantaged gas consumers 

at the end of the nineteenth century. In several cases gasworks 

were under-financed out of fear of electric lightingo despite a con- 

tinued increase in the sale of gas and gas-fittings. Inverness 1 

in 1892 had a holder capacity of 180,000 cu ft. but on foggy nights 

270,000 cu ft was consumed, and the mains pressure was greatly reduc- 

ed. The works required an extra E15,000 of equipment, while the low 

pressure actually reduced potential sales by about 50,000 cu ft. In 

1889 Arbroath 2 
corporation postponed the construction of a new gas- 

holder and purifiers in reaction to the new electricity station at 

Deptford. The degree to which consumers suffered is difficult to 

estimate. 

In addition, municipal authorities which undertook to supply 

electricity, often did so by raising loans on mortgages over gas 

rentsv at the expense of improving gas supply. 
3 

At Paisley 
4 by 

1906, out of L205,000 borrowed on the security of the gasworks under 

a series of Orders and Acts, only E70,000 had been spent on the gas- 

works themselves and the remainder on electricity under the 1891 

Paisley Electric Lighting Order. 

1. Gas World "The Policy of Municipal Authorities Owning Gasworks" 
16/1/1892. See also Lanark; infra p. 1170 

2. Gas World 4/5/1889, p. 493 
3. This source of capital for the electricity industry has been 

ignored by historians who see investment in the gas industry as a 
factor dissuading local authorities from encouraging electricity 
development. 

Vide F. R. J. Jervis, The Evolution of Modern Industry (1960) 
pp. 189-94. 

4. Paisley Act 1906; Vide infra Appendix XVITIZ, 

5. Made under Electric Lighting (Scotland) Act 1890 which permit- 
ted such mortgages over gas rates, 
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TABLE 5.54 Paisley Electricity Finances Borrowed 
against Gasworks Security 

Total 
Date Borrowing Powers 

1870 Z 159000 ) 
1879 Z 459000 for Gasworks purposes only 
1899 Z 700000 

1900 MOV000 ) 
1901 E1759000 extra loans for electricity 
1902 L2059000 

1906 E3009000 ) only L450000 extra for gas- 
works extensions 

1910 L3859000 ) extra loans for electricity 

SOURCES: Paisley Acts and Orders. Vide infra, Appendix XVIII-3 

other towns like Hamilton 
1 

used the general Electric Lighting Act 

of 1890 in a similar way. 

The large municipal gasworks absorbed many of their lesser neigh- 

bours, as a result of municipal boundary extensions and especially 

through the lower prices possible by large-scale manufacture. Glas- 

gow corporation purchased the distribution equipment of Rutherglen 

Gas company 
2 in 1874p but was elsewhere faced by a fierce resistance 

movement in wealthy residential suburbs which saw the extension of 

Glasgow gas supply as a threat to their municipal integrity. The 

early and incompetent Maryhill Gas company 
3 

was purchased in 1871 by 

the new Partick, Hillhead and Maryhill gas companyp 
4a 

consumers 

1. e. g. Hamilton Gas Order 1904; 1901 

2. The origin of Rutherglen company is obscure. Glasgow Gas Act 
(1910) Preface. 

3. Run by J. Paxton, a local grocer and postmaster; R. Thomson, 
Maryhill 1750-1894 (1895, Glasgow) p. 173 

4. Vide infra 'Consumer relations' P. 1192 
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company protesting against proposed higher gas rates by Glasgow cor- 

poration compared to those charged in the city centre. New gasworks 

were built at Temple, Maryhill, and in 1874 aftdr purchasing Bearsden 

Gas company, 
1 

the old Maryhill works closed. By that time they had 

largely defeated the supply from Glasgow, 
2 

In 1873 the company promoted a BUL of incorporation which was 

quashed, and neither could the Burghs Gas Supply (Scotland) Act of 

1876 be adopted because the company was inside Glasgow's legitimate 

supply zone. Glasgow in 1873 attempted to bring Hillhead and Kel- 

vinside within the municipal boundaries, and the gas company enjoined 

successful opposition to the move. A government inquiry in 1887, 

however, supported the boundary extension but in 1888 the company 

again appealed for statutory recognition and purchased the Dalmuir, 

Kilpatrick and Bowling Gas company 
3 

at an excessive price of L11,000 

to strengthen their case. Their application was rejected, though 

the company was one of the largest in Scotland without Parliamentary 

sanction at that time. Ordinary shares totalled L85pOOO9 prefer- 

ence shares L28,500, and debenture stock L69,490, while the net rev- 

enue was E12,000. Glasgow corporation claimed a lost revenue of 

00,000 because of the company's existence. 
4 

1. J. G. L. 9 1/9/1874 p. 308 

2. Glasgow City Archives. f4iscellaneous Papers, Vol. 22, p. 306 
3. Dalmuir company sold gas at 5s and gave five per -cent dividend, 

but in an attempt to sell at 2s 6d it became insolvent and would 
otherwise have been absorbed by Glasgow corporation: Glasgow 
City Archives 

' 
Miscellaneous Papers Vol. 22, p. 205. 

4. Company dividends were modest - 1883 5 per cent; 1884 5ý7.9 
1885 2ý7. j 1886 0%9 1888 5ý7. Prefs 6%'Ord, 
1890 5ý7. Pref, 6% Ord. - 

Hillhead Commissioners were often directors, and used the com- 
pany to bar egress to Glasgow corporation. - 
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In 1891 the Partick company made a finalt unsuccessful appeal 

to Parliament for incorporation, an increased capital of L120,000, 

the right to supply twenty candle gas at 2s 6d, and the right to 

either continue trading or sell out to Glasgow corporation if the 

area was absorbed into that city. By that time, however, specula- 

tors had purchased shares in anticipation of obtaining annuities, so 

that local ownership of the company had declined 1 from seventy-five 

per cent to twenty-five per cent, and when Hillhead turned in favour 

of entering Glasgow, 2 
the city was able to purchase the company 

3 for 

L2029500. Also in 1891 Glasgow purchased the Pollokshaws gas- 

works 
4 for L14,5000 followed 5 

by Milngavie gasworks 
6 in 19020 and 

1. Glasgow City Archivesq Miscellaneous Papers Vol. 22, p. 205 

2. Ibid., Vol. 22, p. 207; Glasgow Herald 
, 

6/3/1891 

3. Standard practice was to pay nineteen to twenty-one years' pur- 
chase price for a non-statutory company, and twenty-six, to twenty-. 
eight years' price for a statutory Company. However, had the Com- 
pany again opposed Glasgow's municipal extensions the action 
could have cost the city about Z25,000. 

The company in 1891 had a nominal L130,000 in 20,000 ordinary 
shares of 0, and 6,000 preference shares of 0 fully paid up; 
also a debenture debt of L14,390, and had raised f-55,000 by deben- 
ture stock, and were about to issue L24,900 debenture stock to 
shareholders to pay off the debt. Holders of debenture stock 
agreed to sell it to Glasgow corporation for L12,500. Vide Glas- 
gow Gas Act (1891). 

4. Pollokshaws Gas company commenced 1836 with L29300. No street 
gas-lights until 1846; took Limited Liability in 1882 with nom- 
inal and paid-up capital of L6,000. In 1887 reduced gas from 4s 
to 3s 10d, but residents found Glasgow had laid pipes nearby with 
gas at 2s 10d. Glasgow sent supplies from Tradestonj and local 
gasworks demolished in 1900: 

A. McCallum, Pollokshaws, Village and Burgh 1600-1912 (1925, 
Paisley) 

J. G. L., 27/9/1887; S. R. O. (BT2/1132) 

5. Part of the distribution plant owned by Busby Gas company in 
Eastwood and Cathcart parishes was purchased by. Glasgow in 1908. 

Glasgow Gas Act (1910) preface. 
6. Milngayie gas was previously expensivet 8s 4d in 1873,6s 8d in 

1875,5s 10d in 1876. In 1885 the company sold 7.25 million cu. 
ft. at 5s 5d, and paid five per cent dividends. Glasgow corpora- 
tion later also acquired Baillieston gas company in 19230 and 
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Thornliebank in 1916. 

The Edinburgh Gas Commissioners similarly absorbed the Corstor- 

phine Gas company in 1895. That company had operated with limited 

liability 
1 

since 1879 with a capital of L850, a fifty per cent call 

on 10700 shares of Ll held almost entirely by residents of Corstor- 

phine. In 1896 when the burghs of Leith and Portobello were engul- 

fed by Edinburgh, Portobello gas company was purchased by Edinburgh 

council 
2 

and later was transferred to Edinburgh and Leith Gas Com- 

missioners. Portobello was at first supplied by the Musselburgh gas 

company of 1831, but at differentially high prices. Portobello gas 

company 
3 

commenced in 1845 with L3,, 000 in L2 10s shares. It took 

limited liability 4 in 1889, with a paid-up capital of L179500 which 

was raised in 1890 to L20,000, but shareholders were almost entirely 

residents of Portobello. 

Although large-scale production was thus shown to have consider- 

able advantages, centralization and integrated gas 'grids' were not 

Newton Mearns in 1925. 
Glasgow supply zone was so large that the Act of 1910 included 

specific provision to forbid competition in some areasl viz. parts 
of Cambuslang already supplied by Cambuslang Gas companys parts of 
Old Monkland supplied by Coatbridge Gas companyl parts of Carmun- 
nock already supplied by Busby Gas company, and Renfrew parish 
south of R. Clyde already supplied by Renfrew corporation. But 
Glasgow was allowed to tender gas to the Clyde Navigation Trustees 
at Renfrew harbour. 

j. G. L. 20/6/1885# 20/7/1887. The Gas Supply of Glasgo (1935) M. 
cit. - 

Glasgow Gas Act 2H 7Ch. CLXXXV, Part II 
1. S. R. O. (BT2/911) 

2. Edinburgh paid L2,500 cash plus L1.200 annuities, and cash value 
of stock on hand. After 1916 the annuities could be compulsorily 
redeemed at 20 years' purchase price: Edinburgh Extension Act 
(1896) 

3. Shares issued preferentially to consumers of gas: Prospectus in 
The, Scotsman 14/5/1845 p. 3. Vide Infra 'Consumer Relations' P-1148 

4. S. R. O. (BT2/1886). 
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developed until after the First World War. Lanarkshire County 

Council 
1 

proposed the first such scheme in Scotland, connecting 

Bothwell and Uddingston, Holytown and Carfing but their 1914 Gas 

Order was postponed by the War. 

Parliamentary controls imposed on municipal gas undertakings 

in the late nineteenth century were quite unlike those concerning 

chartered companies in the first half of the century, but were simi- 

lar to the rules for new companies which became incorporated in the 

same period. 
2 

The two principal features were financial controls 

governing the corporation and its annuitants and mortgageesq and 

regulation of the quality of gas being supplied. 

The precise payment to be made to the company was rarely stipu- 

lated in the Act. Kirkcaldy 3 for example, allowed for a cash pay- 

ment, or annuities, or both, though Kilmarnoc set the price at 

L401500. Outright purchase could be made by borrowing money on 

low interest or mortgage normally under five per cent, and was 

usually preferable to paying annuities which were annual payments 

resembling dividends and of comparable value. Nevertheless, at For- 

far 
5 

annuities of seven and a half per cent were paid on a capital 

1. 
'Third 

Statistical Account - Lanarkshire (1960, Glasgow) 
_ 

2. Considerable uniformity was achieved by including large sec- 
tions of many General Acts on property and finance, in the Pri- 
vate Acts of both Companies and Corporations. 

Vide infra Appendix XVIII-4 
Private Acts in the following section are identified by Town, 

Date, and the relevant Article (a. ) within the Act. 

3. Kirkcaldy 1876 

4. Kilmarnock 1871. Price included 06,000 paid-up capital and 
L4,500 mortgage debt. 

5. Forfar 1871; equivalent to L675 a year, paid out of gas rev- 
enues. 
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of L9,0009 and at Perth 1 
annuities of L6 5s per cent to the Old com- 

pany on 00,000 capital and the same percentage to the New company 

on L15,000 capital stock. Broughty Ferry commissioners 
2 

agreed to 

annual six per cent annuities of L500 on a capital of L8,350, commen- 

cing in 1871. The disadvantage of outright purchase was that com- 

pensation had to be paid for any profits ploughed back by the com- 

pany. At Inverness 
3 

the Police agreed to pay L153 for each L100 

of stock, plus L50210 for excess profits which had been capitalized 

up to June 1874. Elsewhere the price was to be agreed by arbitra- 
4 

tors named in the Act, and paid by a specif ic date . Municipal 

authorities were given powers to borrow set sums, by mortgage or cash 

creditp either to make the purchase or as working capital. The use 

of such money, and of gas revenue, was closely controlled by Parlia- 

ment, 
5 

and both annuities and interest on loans became preferential 

1. Perth 1871; equivalent to L19875 to Old and L937 10s to New 
company, each year. 

2. Broughty Ferry 1870 a. 19. c. f. 
Glasgow (1869 a. x) initially paid to the Old company 9 per cent 

on L150t000 and 6.75 per cent on L659000 raised after 1857; and 
to the City and Suburban 9 per cent on L150,000 and 6.75 per cent 
on L50,000 raised after 1857. But in 1873 a special Act allowed 
the creation of 'Glasgow Corporation Gas Consolidated Stock' with 
four per cent annual interest. By Mutual agreement, annuitants 
could replace their annuity by a quantity of this Stock which 
would give an annual inteiest equal to their original annuity. 
This type of agreement was not made by any other Scottish town, 
Another Act in 1879 allowed the Corporation to enforce a change 
from annuities to Stock but this power was in fact never exer- 
cised. 

3. Inverness 1875. The cash had to be paid by. 1/2/1876 or would 
be increased by 5 per cent per year interest, Any defect in 
pipes or plant reduced the price by L750. 

4. e. g. Ardrossan 1886. Arbitration by R. C. Reid of Edinburgh 
for the company, and J. H. Cale of Glasgow for Corporation. Cash 
paid by Whitsunday 1887, or interest charged at 5 per cent per 
year. 

5. Yide infra Appendix VIII-1-3 
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burdens on the gasworks. 
1 

Normally the municipal authority took responsibility for all 

long term debts contracted by the company, together with other lia- 

bilities. 2 In 1871 Arbroath 
3 

corporation agreed to pay the com- 

pany's mortgage and bond debts of L4,450, and all interest due from 

the previous year. The practice varied. At Dundee 4 
the companies 

were to pay off all debts, wages and contracts up to the transfer 

date, though the Commissioners did shoulder the mortgage debts of the 

New company. In Kilmarnoc the company had to pay off all debts, 

and even continue to handle any pending law suits after the corpora- 

tion takeover. Normally legal actions were transferred to the muni- 

cipal authority ac the new owners. 

An equitable agreement for the change from private to municipal 

ownership was an important feature in negotiations for the transfer. 

Dundee 
6 Corporation took responsibility for a large number of separ- 

ate mortgagest ranging from E150 to L1,000 and held by individuals 

who largely resided in north eastern Scottish coastal towns, which 

totalled Ellp850. Perth 
7 

conversely required the companies to pay 

1. e. g. 1868 Dundee a. 49. Loans under early Acts were also 
given preference over those under later Acts, e. g. 1877 Dundee a. 
13; 1899 Dundee a. 11. 

2. e. g. materials contracts and law suits were transferred to the 
municipal authority: Vide Campbeltown 1876 A. 35; Edinburgh/ 
Leith 1888 a. 54; Airdrie 1904 a. 11,12. 

3. Arbroath 1871 a. 24. Similarly Campbeltown (1876 a. 33,36) 
where the corporation also retained the company's cash reserves, 
as at Dundee (1868, a. 22). 

Dundee 1868 a. 22,24. 

5. Kilmarnock 1871 a. 93. 

6. Dundee 1868 Schedule A, 11. Full list of mortgagees. 
7. Perth 1871 a. 36. 
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off all debts, mortgages, and wages up to 1 January 1872, and any 

which remained and had to be paid by the Commissioners were subse- 

quently charged to the company. All gas on hand was purchased by 

the Commissioners at 6s 6d per 1,000 cu ft., and all stores and 

meters on hand purchased by them within two months at a valuation 

price fixed by D. Laidlaw and J. Milne, meter manufacturers of Glas- 

gow and Edinburgh respectively. 

Arbroath compensated the company for its premium and reserve 

funds, 1 
and solved the evaluation problem by back-dating the transfer 

one year before the Act. 
2 

Kilmarnock 3 
paid L1,000 compensation to 

the local company for loss of profits, out of the common good of 

the burgh, and took the burden of L4,500 mortgage debt from the com- 

pany. All other debts remained binding on the company, howevers even 

after transfer. Forfar 4 
agreed to pay L250 debt -owed by the com- 

pany to a local farmer, but all other debts and obligations were ter- 

minated at the date of transfer. Inverness 5 
agreed to relieve the 

gas company of a mortgage debt of L89000 and purchase all stock on 

hand at arbitration under the terms of the 1845 Lands Clauses Con- 

solidation Act. Broughty Ferry 6 
took a simple solution and took 

1. Arbroath 1871 a. 23. Payment of L200 in September 1870, and 
L1,000 a month after the Act. Also L700 as two half-yearly divi- 
dends in 1870 and 1871. 

2. Ibid., transfer date 30/6/1870; but Act in 1871. 

3. Kilmarnock 1871 (a. 85,93,194). The price paid to the company 
had not been agreed at the time of the Act, but had to be paid in 
cash in June 1871, or 1872. 

4. Forfar 1871 a. 20,18. Again the price had not been fixed when 
the Act was obtained. 

5. Inverness 1875 a. 11,14. 

6. Broughty Ferry 1870, a. 17. 
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the entire propertyq assets and bank deposits of the company at a 

pre-existing dateg as well as undertaking to pay off all mortgage 

and bond debts owed by the former company within one year. 

Edinburgh and Leith Commissioners in 1888 paid L27,000 to the 

Edinburgh company and L119000 to the Edinburgh and Leith company in 

cash as compensation for loss of profits, in addition to the regular 

annuities. All cash and securities held by the Edinburgh company, 

and all income outstanding, was retained by the company. The Leith 

company retained a Bond of L12,500 loaned to Leith Harbour Commiss- 

ioners, L723 invested in the Edinburgh Water Annuities, heritable 

property worth L8,500 in St Andrews Square, and all outstanding rev- 

enue. The Gas Commissioners took the burden of L23,000 mortgage 

and debenture debts 1 from the Leith company, and also a bank debt 

of L119700 which had been spent by that company on improvements. 

They agreed to purchase all gasq residuals, raw material and loose 

equipment on hand at the date of transfer, and refund all capital 

expenditure made by the two companies since the date of evaluation 

the previous year. 
2 

Pension arrangements were also made for the 

staffp and several large municipal takeovers included similar agree- 

ments. 
3 

Evaluation of the stock on hand at the time of transfer was 

1. Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 18-19; Schedule D shows these deb- 
entures were all from private persons, and varied from L100 to 
L29400. 

2. Ibid., viz 1/4/1887 for Edinburgh company; 29/6/1888 for 
Leith company. 

3. Ibid ., Schedules D and E. 
See also 1875 Inverness - pension to manager of 22 years' 

standing: 1871 Aberdeen - L2,000 compensation to G. Gordon, mana- 
ger and secretary of company, for loss of office. 
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normally at the sight of an engineer mutually agreed upon, and was 
1 

a payment in addition to the value of the works. Sometimes the 

transfer price included all stock 
2 

present at a previous date. 

After the date of transfer the company could only exist to recover 

gas and other rents already dueq 3 
and to secure the appropriate 

annuity certificates 
4 

or cash payments before dissolving. The 

Act functioned as a conveyance of the gasworks property. 
5 

Normally the town council or police commissioners took control 

of the gasworks, 
6 but in some cases special public bodies were incor- 

porated. The 'Dundee Gas Commissioners' 
7 

of 1868 comprised the 

Provost and First Bailie of Dundee, the Dean of Guild, the Convener 

of the Nine Incorporated Trades, five Town Councillors elected by 

1. e. g. Dundee 1868 a. 23 as at 11/11/1868; Kilmarnock 1871, 
Schedule 6 a. 11. Equipment etc. on hand purchased by Police at 
evaluation by G. R. Hislop of Paisley gasworks, or J. Hislop of 
Ayr gasworks. 

2. e. g. Perth (1861 a. 16) as at 9/3/1871, though transfer was 
1/l/1872. 

3. At Kilmarnock the Police collected the gas debts for the com- 
pany at 5 per cent commission. 

4. e. g. Perth 1871 a. 41. 
Dissolution of chartered companies and limited companies had to 

be published in the Edinburgh Gazette. 

5. A copy had to be sent to the Inland Revenue, and the munici- 
pality had to payad valorem stamp duty; e. g. 1904 Airdrie a. 68, 
1871 Arbroath a. 27,1868 Dundee a. 22,1894 Falkirk a. 22, 
1871 Kilmarnock a. 92,1871 Perth a. 16% 1886 Ardrossan a. 94 

6. The Irvine Burgh Act of 1881 which proposed municipal control, 
had to conform to the 1876 Burghs Gas Supply Act in addition to 
its own special regulations. Thus the takeover had to be appro- 
ved by two-thirds of the town council, and a majority of rate- 
paying householders at a special meeting convened by the Provost 
or Chief Magistrate. 

7. Dundee 1868 a. 7; from 1872 (Dundee 1872 a. 6) the ballot 
election of Commissioners of those bodies ceased except in case 
of disputes. 
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that bodyl four members of the Guildry Incorporationp two members 

of the Nine Incorporated Tradesq one person from the Three United 

Trades, and five members of the Chamber of Commerce. The Commis- 

sion could, however, still function if any of these organizations 

defaulted. Annually, upon the application of the Commissioners or 

of any three annuitants, ratepayers or consumers, the Sheriff 1 had 

to appoint an accountant to audit the Commissioners' books to ensure 

fair dealing. In 1894 Dundee town council 
2 

superseded these Com. - 

missioners. 

In 1888 the Edinburgh and Leith Gas Commissioners 3 
were simi- 

larly incorporated, to comprise the Lord Provost of Edinburgh with 

fifteen persons elected by Edinburgh Corporation, and the Provost of 

Leith with six persons elected by Leith Corporation. No Commiss- 

ioner 
4 

or corporation member could hold a salaried post under the 

Commission until twelve months after le-aving that position. Annu- 

ally 
5 five Edinburgh commissioners and two from Leith had to retire. 

The Commissioners could appoint sub-committees, but decisions on the 

price of gast borrowing money or using requisitions could only be 

made by a full meeting. The Treasurer had to make an annual ab- 

stract of statistics, but a professional auditor 
6 had also to be 

employed. However, as at Paisley in 1845, the accounts could only 

be seen by the Commissioners or their creditors 
7. 

and although 

copies had to be lodged at the Commission offices and with the town 

1. Dundee 1868 a. 19 

3. Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 6. 

4. Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 12. 

5. Ibid., a. 7 

7. Ibid. a. 98 

2. Dundee 1894-a. 34. 

6. Ibid., a. 97 
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clerks, the public were required to pay ls to inspect them. 

Unique local provisions were also stated before Parliament. At 

Edinburgh, if gas leakage from holders at Meadow Flats affected the 

well of Holyrood Brewery, owned by Wm. Younger and Co. Ltd., within 

twelve months of the takeover, the Gas Commissioners had to provide 

an equivalent "supply of water suitable for brewing purposes". In 

Arbroath from 1899, L250 per year of gas profits could be used for 

the town Harbour. 
2 At Airdrie since 1899 the Coatbridge chartered 

gas company had supplied one tenement of houses and one gas engine, 

but in 1904 Airdrie corporation 
3 

was empowered to purchase by agree- 

ment all equipment within the burgh owned by Coatbridge company. At 

Arbroathl 
4 

the Council was empowered to use the trust disposition of 

D. Duncan, who in 1864 vested money in the Council for charitable 

purposes, for purchasing gas stock, provided four or five per cent 

interest was paid on the trust money. 

Because Parliament largely prevented the reploughing of profitsq 

all large extensions of municipal gasworks required borrowed money, 

but the restrictions placed upon finance meant that a new Ac't 
5 

was 

necessary to authorise this. The benefit of low interest rates was 

therefore offset by expensive and repeated Acts requesting greater 

borrowing powers. Priority for repayment was accorded to all 

earlier mortgages 
6 

and annuities. Loans repaid, other than through 

1. Ibid., a. 107. Any disputes were to be settled by arbitors mut- 
ually chosen, or appointed by the President ofthe'Institute of 
Civil Engineers. 

2. Arbroath 1899 a. 17; in terms of 1897 Aberborthwick Harbour Fin- 
ance Act, 

3. Airdrie 1904 a. 18 4. Arbroath 1871 a. 53. 

5. Vide infra AppendixVM. 1 enlarged borrowing powers. 
6. e. g. Arbroath 1871 a. 8; Edinburgh & Leith 1895 a. 16; 1898 a. 35. 

Falkirk 1894 a. 15. 
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a Sinking Fund provided under the Actq could be re-borrowed 
1 

at a 

later date. To provide working capitalv short-term loans secured 

against the predicted annual revenue were granted to several muni- 

cipal authorities. 
2 

These had to be borrowed and then completely 

repaid 
3 during each financial year, comencing usually on 15 May. 

To prevent confusion with other municipal enterprises, a separate 

'Gasworks Account 
4 

with special books was usually required. 

The municipal authority had to keep a Register of Annuities, 
5 

which were moveable or personal estate and were transferable. 
6 They 

could be redeemed periodically, but only at a price agreed to by the 

annuitant, 
7 

At Perth the price could not be higher than current 

1. e. g. Arbroath 1899 a. 4; Falkirk 1894 a. 34; Greenock 1871 
a. 60; Perth 1888 a. 36; Hamilton 1902 a. 1. 

2. e. g. 1901 Ardrossan (a. 89); 1906 Perth (a. 12) where loans were 
up to two-thirds of estimated annual revenue. Short term loans 
had to be borrowed and then completely repaid during the same 
twelve month period, normally May to May. 

3. e. g. Aberdeen 1881 a. 42, maximum L25,000; Airdrie 1904 a. 94, 
maximum two-thirds of anticipated revenue, as also at Edinburgh 
& Leith 1894 (a. 15); Falkirk 1894 a. 36. 

4. e. g. 1886 Ardrossan a. 106,1ý69 Glasgow a. lxxiv, 1871 Arbroath 
a. 63; 1876 Campbeltown a. 115; 1871 Forfar a. 10,14; 1871 
Greenock a. 86; 1875 Inverness a. 100; 1881 Irvine a. 172; 
1871 Kilmarnock a. 205; 1870 Perth a. 11; 1894 Falkirk (a. 6) 
books open to "any person interested therein" grat; s; 1904 
Airdrie (a. 5) separate accounts showing all cash transactions; 
1871 Arbroath (a. 11) separate Minutes of all meetings of Gas 
Committees. 

5. Perth 1870 a. 27-34; Glasgow 1869 a. xxii to xxv; Arbroath 
1871 a. 22; Dundee 1868 a. 31; Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 34; 
Forfar 1871 a. 24; Perth 1871 a. 23; Broughty Ferry 1870 
a. 20. 

6. e. g. Dundee 1868 a. 32,33; 1871 Perth a. 24; Edinburgh & 
Leith 1888 a. 37. 

7. e. g. Arbroath 1871 a. 22; Aberdeen 1871 a. 81; Dundee 1868 
a. 41- Glasgow 1869 a. 34. 9 
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market value, while at Forfar 
1 

transfers of annuities, like share 

transfers in unincorporated companies, were not allowed until an 

offer was made to sell the annuities to the Council instead of the 

company, though at a set price of 22ý years' purchase. Annuities 

of Edinburgh and Leith Commissioners 
2 

also had a maximum repurchase 

price of 28k years' purchase. 

Irvine gave exceptional concessions to annuitants. 
3 

Any one 

of them by giving twelve months' advance notice, could demand that 

the Corporation would purchase the annuity at twenty-one years' price, 

and if necessary the Corporation could reissue them at twenty-five 

years' purchase price. However, by also giving one year's notice, 

Irvine Corporation could compel annuitants to sell out, in blocks of 

over L1,000, or alternatively it could negotiate privately to pur- 

chase individual annuities at twenty-four years' purchase price. 

This manoeuvre was first practised in Scotland at Paisley in 

1870, to break the deadlock over the 1845 Public Trust. That Board 

had only redeemed 1,391 fully paid shares of L5, and 651 of L2 10s, 

but from 1870 the Town Council took full control and unredeemed 
I 

shares were replaced by annuities at the same rate of interest. Any 

annuitant after one year's notice could compel the Corporation4 to 

purchase his annuities at twenty-five years' purchase pricet but by 

1. Perth 1871 a. 35; Forfar 1871 (a. 65). Council had fourteen 
days in which to decide whether to purchase the annuity. 

On share transfers in companies, offered for sale first to the 
company, vide infra p. 910 

2. Edinburgh & Leith 1885 a. 47,33. 
3. Irvine 1881 a. 92. 
4. Paisley 1870 a. 43-6; 17-20. 
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the same notice the Corporation could make compulsory purchase of the 

annuities at twenty-five years' purchase price in blocks of at least 

L59000. If necessary they could also re-issue them at that upset 

price, or negotiate privately to redeem annuities, though not at a 

higher price. 

Mortgages were also moveable or personal estate, 
1 

and could 

be transferred. 
2 At Dundeep debentures 3 

were created which could 

be used to redeem annuities of equal value. The debenture was per- 

sonal estate, in L10 units, and could be redeemed at par, by agree- 

ment, with money from the Sinking Fund. Glasgow, Greenockt Kilmar- 

nock and Inverness 
4 

created a 'Funded Debt', under which money was 

raised by issuing transferable certificates in return for cash pay- 

ments. Separate account books were kept of the Debt, which was 

paid like an annuity at rates f ixed by the corporation, and holders 

could not demand the return of their deposits. For the protection 

of all persons to whom the municipal authorities owed interest or the 

return of loans, Parliament stipulated that when arrears exceeded a 

threshold level, application could be made to the Court of Session 

or Lord Ordinary of the Bills for a Judicial Factor or official 

receiver to ensure that repayment was made. 
5 

1.1868 Dundee a. 81; 1871 Arbroath a. 56; 1871 Forfar a. 58; 
1871 Perth a. 78; 1894 Falkirk a. 41; 1904 Airdrie a. ' 57. 

2.1871 Greenock a. 69; 1894 Falkirk a. 39; 1904 Airdrie a. 55. 

3.1882 Dundee a. 3,6t 7; Dundee 1894 a. 37. Mortgages could 
not be issued in place of those annuities redeemed by debentures. 

4.1869 Glasgow a. 73; 1871 Greenock a. 64-7; 1875 Inverness 
a. 89-94; 1871 Kilmarnock a. 196, five per cent annual payment 
on Funded Debt, used to redeem mortgages9 which could not be re- 
borrowed. 

5. 
'Vide 

inf ra Appendix VIII 
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A safeguard in case revenue was insufficient to meet annual ex- 

penditure 
1 

or interest on loansq was the Gas Contingent Guarantee 

Rate 2 
which the municipal authority was empowered to levy on all 

property owaers listed in the Valuation Rolls. This tax on lands 

and heritages was normally for emergencies onlyq and no limit was 

usually set to the amount which could be raised, though at Greenock 

and Glasgow it could not exceed 6d in El. and in Kilmarnock 
3 

the 

'Public Gasworks Rate' could not exceed 3d in Ll. Nevertheless, 

inefficient municipal gasworks like Lockerbie levied a rate contin- 

ually. 

A 'Sinking Fund' was imposed by Parliament on each municipal 

Expenditure of revenue was dictated in a specific order of prior- 
ities, and at Greenock (1871) and Inverness (1875) expenditure of 
loans was also strictly controlled; e. g. Ardrossan Gas and Water 
1886 a. 108 use of revenue: - 

(1) costs of management and maintenance of gasworks 
(2) annuities and interest on money borrowed 
(3) sinking fund and paying off of mortgages 
(4) extending and improving gasworks 
(5) surplus to reduce gas price. 

See also 1871 Forfar a. 52; 1894 Falkirk a. 29; 
1881 Irvine a. 173; 1871 Kilmarnock a. 206; 
1876 Kirkcaldy a. 123; 1871 Perth a. 72; 
1888 Perth a. 45; 1897 Perth a. 74; 
1871 Greenock a. 63 (loans), 87 (revenue) 
1875 Inverness a. 82 (loans), 101 (revenue) 
1912 Arbroath a. 13; 1901 Ardrossan a. 27; 
1906 Perth a. 13; 1870 Broughty Ferry a. 50; 
1871 Paisley a. 71. 

At Greenock (1871, a. 63) no loans could be used for mainten- 
ance of the gasworks; similarly Broughty Ferry (1870 a. 61). 

Loans borrowed under an Act, could only be used for the purposes 
of the Act; e. g. Forfar 1871 a. 61; Ardrossan 1888 a. 105; Fal- 
kirk 1894 a. 49. 

2. Airdrie 1904 a. 47; Arbroath 1871 a. 48; Dumbarton 1873 a. 48; 
Dundee 1868 a. 70; Broughty Ferry 1870 a. 47; Edinburgh & Leith 
1888 a. 80; Falkirk 1894 a. 31; Glasgow 1869 a. xlii; Forfar 1871 
a. 49; Perth 1871 a. 67; Ardrossau 1901 a. 29. 

3. Greenock 1871 a. 71; Kilmarnock 1871 a. 154. 
At Paisley (1870 a. 51) it could not exceed 4d in El. 
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venture to ensure that annuities or loans were repaid at a reason- 

able speed. The Sinking Fund had to be increased annually by a 

specific sum stated in the Act, and invested in government securit- 

ies, or deposited in chartered banks. Alternatively, the municipal 

authority had to calculate the necessary payment required at compound 

interest to repay annuities and loans within a specific time period, 

seventy years in the early 1870s as at Ayrt reduced to fifty years 

in the mid 1870s at Inverness, and only thirty years by 1900s as at 

Hamilton. 
1 

Parliamentary restrictions became increasingly complex. At 

Inverness in 1875, money from the Sinking Fund could be used to pay 

off mortgagesq cash credit, or annuities, but the annual amount placed 

out of revenue into the Fund had to remain at the same level* as if 

nothing had been repaid, until the entire amount was repaid. 
2 How- 

ever, once interest from the Fund equalled interest paid -for loans, 

it could be used for that payment. At Greenoc in 18829 if money 

was abstracted from the fund to repay mortgages, the council had to 

add to the Fund a sum equivalent to the interest which that. money 

would have earned had it not been expended. After 1888 Perth 4 
even 

I. Ayr 1873 a. 110; Inverness 1875 a. 97; Hamilton 1902 a. 5. 

2. Similarly Perth 1871 a. 47. 

3. Greenock 1882 a. 42. 

4. Perth 1888 (a. 48) and 1897 (a. 76). At Falkirk from 1900 (a. 
11) and Kilmarnock (1901 a. 17) if interest on the Sinking Fund 
fell below 3 per cent the deficit had to be made up from revenue. 

Some towns were compelled to request the Sheriff annually to 
appoint an auditor to check their accounts; e. g. Paisley 1870 
(a. 83) required two auditors from the Sheriff. 

Broughty Ferry (1870 a. 16) the Commissioners or three annuit- 
ants could request the Sheriff to appoint an uuditorl who remain- 
ed in office until succeeded by another. See also - Forfar 
(1871 a. 16)9 Inverness (1875 a. 105), Perth 1871 a. 15. 

Annual returns to the Secretary for Scotland, showing payments 
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had to send an annual record of payments for the Sinking Fund to the 

Secretary for Scotland, who through the Court of Session could force 

the Commissioners to pay into the Fund double the amount of any 

deficit detected. 

Under special circumstances, Parliament allowed an intromission 

of payments to the fund. In 1898 when Edinburgh and Leith compan- 

ies 1 ýegan to construct a new gasworks, all contributions to the Sink- 

ing Fund were suspended for five years. Both Sinking and Reserve 

Funds were allowed to be used as-capital for those new works, and 

were shown in special audit accounts. At Falkirk 2 in 1900l the 

Sinking Fund contributions were omitted for one year when a new gas- 

works was being built. 

'Contingency Funds' were only specified for a few towns. In 

1871 Forfar 3 
was to place two and a half per cent of annual revenue 

into a Fund as security against "risks and losses by fire, explos- 

ions, and decay or destruction of works other than by ordinary tear 

and wear, and for permanent additions and improvements". Dundee 
4 

in 1872 could also use up to two and a half per cent revenue this way, 

while Arbroath 5 in 1899 had to accumulate at least two per cent as a 

Contingency and Depreciation Fund, used for extending and repairing 

the works. Edinburgh and Leith Commissioners were allowed to 

to the Sinking Fund, later became standard practice, e. g. 1912 Ar- 
broath a. 11; 1901 Ardrossan a. 97; 1899 Arbroath a. 10. 

1. Edinburgh/Leith 1888 a. 32-5. 

2. Falkirk 1900 a. 11. 

3. Forfar 1871 a. 64. 
4. Dundee 1872 a. 16 

5. Arbroath 1899 a. 12. 
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accumulate up to L100,000 as a 'reserve fund', Airdrie L15,000, and 

Falkirk 
1 

up to L20,000 at compound interest to meet any deficiency 

in annual revenue or "renewals or any extraordinary claim or dem- 

and". Perth 2 in 1871 was allowed to set aside up to L300 a year 

out of profits, until a contingency and depreciation fund of 

L6,000 was available to extend or repair the works. Elsewhere, 

depreciation had to be met out of annual revenue at the discretion 

of the municipal owners. 
3 

Gas had to be supplied only within a definite geographicaL 

area 
4 

defined in the Act. There, gas and meter charges had to be 

"as far as possible uniform to all persons under the same circumstan- 

cesp and requiring the same extent of supply", with prices as low as 

1. Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 86; Airdrie 1904 a. 45; Falkirk 
1894 a. 29. 

2. Perth 1871 a. 83. 
Paisley had a unique Contingency/Depreciation Fund which could 

be used to finance extensions to the gasworks. In 1906 this took 
two per cent of annual revenue (1906 a. 3). In 1910 (a. 4) the 
earlier fund was abolished and replaced by another. During the 
first year over Z2,400 was placed in this and a ratio calculated between that sum and the total gas consumed. In subsequent 
years, the same ratio could be added to the Fund. 

3. A variety of other "Funds" were allowed in a few cases early in 
the twentieth century. Perth in 1906 (a. 25-27) was empowered 
to set up a Fire Insurance Fund, to a maximum L10,0000 to pay for 
rebuilding after accidents, but insurance had also to be taken 
with a Fire Insurance Office and increments to the Fund were to 
be the same rate as was paid for Insurance. An Accident Fundq up 
to L610009 was permitted in case of claims under the Employers' 
Liability and Workmen's Compensation Acts. Pensions were also 
permitted to aged or disabled employees, and dependents# at up to 
5 per cent of their previous wages, provided they had been employed for over ten years, and that the Pension Fund did not impose above kd per 1,000 cu ft on the price of gas. I 

4. Airdrie 1904 a. 7; Ayr 1873 a. 73; Dumbarton 1873 a. 23; Dundee 
1872 a. 8; Falkirk 1894 a. 8; Broughty Ferry 1870 a. 25; Forfar 
1871 a. 27; Greenock 1871 a. 42; Inverness 1875 a. 4; Irvine 1881 
a. 104; Kilmarnock 1871 a. 98; Kirkcaldy 1876 a. 61; Perth 1871 
a. 46. 

In 1906 Perth (a. 4) obtained an extension of suPply zone to 
seven miles radius beyond the burgh boundary. 
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possible but adequate to meet the costs of productiong annuities, 

and other provisions in the Act 
1 like interest on loans, and sinking 

and contingency funds. Frequently a supply of gas was compulsory 

within the zone, and the gasworks had to provide a certain length 

of service pipe, 
2 

provided the owner or occupier gave reasonable 

security for his rents, paid the costs of pipes, and paid in ad- 

vance if necessary. 

Gas could be supplied for public lighting within the zone, 
3 but 

several towns were empowered to sell gas in bulk to individuals or 

public authorities beyond the boundaries4 of the Act. Greenock 

could do so provided it did not impair supply inside the zone, but 

could not supply gas within the police boundaries of Port Glasgow or 

Gourock without police permission. 
5 

Gas price differentials were 

1. e. g. Aberdeen 1871 a. 104 & 126; Airdrie 1904 a. 36; Forfar 
1871 a. 48; Falkirk 1894 a. 25; Perth 1871 a. 65. 

2. At Aberdeen (1871 a. 88) the person had to be within fifty ft. 
of gas mains; and at Arbroath (1871 a. 46), Greenock (1871 a. 53) 
and Perth (1871 a. 51) had to supply fifty ft. of pipe; Dundee 
(1872 a. 13) thirty ft.; Forfar (1871 a. 29) twenty feet; and Kil- 
marnock (187k a. 105) twenty yards but could only lay pipes over 
private ground with the owner's consent. 

In 1901 Ardrossan (a. 23) had to supply anyone within 100 yards 
of mains who requested gas, they paying for all the service pipý; 
1870 Broughty Ferry (a. 30) 100 yards, but Council to give twenty- 
five ft. pipe without charge; 1870 Paisley (a. 78) fifty feet; 
1869 Glasgow (a. 64) fifty feet. 

3. e. g. Arbroath 1871 a. 32; Ayr (1873 a. 74) at prices at least 
as low as to any other consumers, as also at Campbeltown (1876 
a. 50); Inverness 1875 a. 59; Irvine 1881 a. 105; Paisley 1845 
a. xcii; Perth 1871 a. 50. 
At Glasgow (1869 a. 65-6) gas for public lights not to be less 

than the lowest price charged to normal consumers, though this 
rule was revoked in 1910. 

4. e. g. Airdrie (1904 a. 22); Kilmarnock 1871 a. 122; Falkirk 
1894 a. 16; Edinburgh & Leith 1888 a. 69. 

5. Greenock 1871 a. 58,59. Even when the new Inch Green gasworks 
were built, Port Glasgow resolved to continue its own separate 
works. J. G. L. 0 24/8/1875. 
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permitted by Parliament under certain conditions. Dundee and 

Perth 
1 

were allowed to give five per cent annual discount for prompt 

payment of rent, while Perth could also allow it to large consumers, 

taking over 100,000 cu ft per year. Other towns also gave unspeci- 

fied discounts 2 
to both categories, and at the end of the century the 

system was extended to provide cheaper gas for power or cooking and 

heating, 3 
compared to lighting, in order to boost demand. 

Price differentials were also allowed where the gas had to be 

45 
transported a long distance Dundee was allowed to supply bulk 

gas outside the zone of the Act, at mutually agreed rates up to ls 

per 1,000 cu ft above the price in Dundee. Similarly, Perth 6 
could 

supply gas to New Scone village at prices up to ls above those in 

Perth. In 1875 Dundee proposed to supply all of Broughty Ferry with 

gas, at ls above Dundee prices, and began to negotiate to purchase 
I/ 

1. Perth 1871 a. 71; Dundee 1872 a. 15. 
Other specified discounts were - 

Arbroath (1910 a. 17) and Falkirk (1910 a., 14) ten per cent for 
prompt payment; fifteen per cent to large consumers; 
Perth (1906 a. 18) five to fifteen per cent to large consumers. 

2. e. g. Airdrie 1904 a. 40; Irvine 1881 a. 99. 
3. e. g. Glasgow 1882 a. 5; Airdrie 1904 a. 25; Arbroath 1912 a. 15. 

Gourock (1909 a. 324,325) even took powers to supply, separatelyl 
non-illuminating gas if desired. 

4. Gas companies earlier used similar differential charges. In 
1889 Falkirk Joint Stock company charged 3s 9d in Grahamstownp 
Bainsford and Camelon, but 4s 2d in Larbert, Carron, and Stenhouse- 
muir. Dunfermline in 1878 charged 4s 4ýd in the town, but an 

extra 2s for gas sent to Townhill, where a new supply had been in- 
stalled upon a petition from inhabitants. J. G. L., 2/7/18780 
26/11/1889. 

5. Dundee 1872 a. 9,10. By 1888 Dundee charged 3s 8d to city con- 
sumers and 4s 8d to residents of Harecraig, Invergowrie and Down- 
field. Payments made within twenty-eight days of date due received 
five per cent discount. 

J. G, L*q 26/6/1888. 

6. Perth 1871 a. 66. In 1884 gas was retailed at 3s 9d in Perth 
and 4s 7d in Scone. J. G. L. 24/6/1884. 
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the pipes before Broughty Ferry Commissioners vetoed the plan. They 

claimed that although Dundee gas would be 10d cheaper it was of infer- 

ior quality to their town gast and Dundee had earlier given inade- 

quate water supplies to the town, Ten years later, though a dormi- 

tory town for Dundee, Broughty Ferry extended its gasworks and muni- 

cipal boundaries and purchased many of the outlying Dundee gas pipes 

to enlarge its own supply zone. 

Many towns acting under the 1876 Burghs Gas Supply Act also 

operated price zones. In 1884 Alloa council 
2 

provided the Burgh with 

gas at 3s 9d, but charged 4s 7d in Cambers and Sauchie villageso 

5s 10d in Clackmannan, and 6s 3d to Lord Balfour's Kennet House. In 

1885 Arbroath 3 
extended the gas supply to Woodville village, but 

,4 
charged 2s 6d more for gas than in the town. Rothesay corporation 

sold gas in bulk to the Kamesburgh Gas company which retailed it in 

Port Bannatyne, Isle of Bute, at the high price of 6s 3d in 1885. 

From 1913 Airdrie 5 
charged an extra 3d for a new supply of gas to the 

neighbouring villages of Glengowan, Caldercruix and Chapelhall. 

Glasgow operated the most complex zoning system, which commenced 

in 1891 with a differentiation 
6 between the "city supply district"l ' 

J. G. L,. j 21/8/1875t 2/11/18759 15/7/1884l 17/6/1884 
c. f. In 1889 Renfrew council unsuccessfully requested bulk- 

supplies of gas from Paisley municipal gasworks; J. G. L. 
16/4/1889. 

2. J. G. L. 22/7/1884 
c. f. Broughty Ferry Police made a surcharge of 10d on gas sold 

to Barnhill district in 1889; J. G. L. 9 4/6/1889 

3. J. G. L., 15/9/1885 - 
4. In 1877 Rothesay laid two miles of new mains pipes to the "water- 

ing place" of Port Bannatyne. J. G. L. 20/11/18779 22/10/1885. 

5. Airdrie 1913 

6. Glasgow 1891 a. 3. Vide infra, p. 1585 
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including Clydebank, and parts of New Kilpatrick south of a line run- 

ning west from Dougleston. Loch, and the "supplementary supply dis- 

trict" including old Kilpatrick west of a line from Dougalston Castle 

towards the Clyde. 

Parliament frequently set a maximum price for the sale of gas, 

as at Arbroath 
1 

with 5s 10d in 1871. There, any surplus revenue was 

to be dividedg half to the council for public purposes, and half used 

within two years to reduce gas prices. However in 1899 the regulat- 

ions changed and, as at Dundee 2 from 1868, Arbroath 3 
was brought into 

I 
line with the standard practice in Scotland whereby the Treasurer had 

to estimate the coming year's expenditure and revenueg and fix prices 

of gas "so that revenue shall as nearly as possible meet the expendit- 

ure for each year". Any surplus was used to reduce gas prices the 

following year, and specifically not for the common good of the 

burgh. 

1. Arbroath 1871 a. 47,65 

2. Dundee 1868 a. 16, and Schedule A. a. 11. 

3. Arbroath 1899 a. 15. 

4. See also Ardrossan 1901 a. 22 
At Broughty Ferry (1870 a. 46) revenue was not to exceed expen- 

diture, but compulsory reduction of gas prices only occurred if 
surplus revenue exceeded ten per cent total* 

Paisley was unique in retaining permission in 1870 (a. 85) to use 
surplus revenue for "improving existing streets, opening up new 
streets", and erecting "public buildings, baths and washing houses, 
making sewers, and otherwise improving the town. " '' 

Perth (1906 a. 13) was most exceptional in being allowed to re- 
tain up to L250 of surplus annual revenue for the common good of 
the burgh provided gas was sold at less than 3s. In contrast to 
these restrictions, Greenock (J. G. L. 23/9/1884) in 1881-14 paid a 
total L179000 surplus gas profits to the common good of the burgh. 
Even in 1909 (a. 151,152). Greenock was permitted to use gas pro- 
fits for enlarging the gasworks as much as the Corporation 
thought "it reasonable to charge", to place-up to L2jOOO per 
year to the common good of the burgh, and to have a reserve fund 
of up to L25,000 to meet any deficiency in income or for 
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TABLE 5.55 Statutory Maximum Municipal Gas Prices 
(per 1,000 cu. ft. ) 

Date Town Price Date Town Price 

1865 Greenock 5s Od 1873 Dumbarton 6s Od 
1869 Glasgow 4 7 1875 Inverness 8 4 
1870 Paisley 4 2 1876 Ayr (proposed 
1871 Kilmarnock 6 0 Act) 7 0 
1871 Arbroath 5 10 1876 Kirkcaldy 6 0 
1871 Greenock 5 0 1876 Campbeltown 10 0 
1873 Paisley 6 0 1881 Irvine 6 3 
1873 Glasgow* 6 0 1886 Ardrossan 5 3 

Glasgow price raised for only two years from 
1873 by Provisional Order of Board of Trade. 

SOURCES: Private Acts of Parliament. Vide infra Appendix XVIII-3 

At the junction of service pipe and mains, gas had to be supplied at 

a pressure of at least six-tenths inch from midnight to sunset, and 

eight-tenths inch from sunset to midnight. 
1A 

minimum candlepower 

standard was also imposed on each town, and a test burner to prove this 

had to be set up at the gasworks within six months of the Act. 
2 

"renewing"equipment. Falkirk "Reserve Fund" (1910 a. 7) could be 
used for reploughing (other than meters and stoves), and was placed 
on a sliding scale related to the gas price per 1,000 cu ft., i. e. 
2d if gas sold at 3s 3d, 1ýd if 3s 3d to 3s 6d, ld if above 3s 6d. 

1. Aberdeen 1881 a. 76; Airdrie 1904 a. 29; Ayr 1873 a. 70; Campbel- 
town 1876 a. 47; Dumbarton 1873 a. 20; Dundee 1877 a. 7; Edinburgh 
& Leith 1888 a. 75; Falkirk 1894 a. 21; Hamilton 1878 a. 132; 
Inverness 1875 a. 55; Irvine 1881 a. 101; Kirkcaldy 1876 a. 58; 
Perth 1888 a. 28; Ardrossan 1902 a. 18; Greenock 1909 a. 319. 

2. The exceptions were Hamilton (1878) with three months; Kilmar- 
nock (1871) twelve months. 

The test burner was almost always a Union Jet, burning 5 cu. ft. 
per hour at five-tenths inch pressure, but Dundee (1868) used a 
15-holes Argand with 7-inch chimney, as did Forfar (1871) and Kil- 
marnock (1871). Hamilton (1878) used a Sugg's London No. 1 Argand 
with 6" by 11" chimney. Later the tests used a Metropolitan 
Argand No. 2. and compared this with, Harcourt's 10-candle pentane 
lamp. 

e. g. 1912 Arbroath; 1904 Perth a. 16; 1910 Glasgow a. 31. 
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TABLE 5.56 Statutory Minimum Gas Quality at 
Municipal Gasworks 

Candlepower from Gas consumed at 5 cu. ft. per hour in a Test Burner 

Date Town Candles Date Town Candles 

1868 Dundee 18 1880 Glasgow 20 
1869 Glasgow 25 1881 Aberdeen 20 
1870 Broughty Ferry 18 1881 Irvine 20 
1870 Paisley 25 1882 Greenock 20 
1871 Greenock 25 1888 Edinburgh/Leith 20 
1871 Arbroath 25 1894 Falkirk 20 
1871 Aberdeen 30 1897 Perth 20 
1871 Forfar 18 1901 Ardrossan 16 
1871 Kilmarnock 24 1901 Kilmarnock 15 
1871 Perth 25 1904 Perth 16 
1873 Ayr (proposed) 20 1904 Airdrie 15 
1873 Dumbarton 20 L909 Greenock 14 
1875 Inverness 20. 1910 Glasgow 14 
1876 Campbeltown 26 1910 Falkirk 14 
1876 Kirkcaldy 20 1912 Arbroath 14 
1878 Hamilton 16 1913 Airdrie 14 

SOURCES: Private Acts of Parliament. 
Vide infra Appendix XVIII-3 

During the 1870s and early 1880s, these candlepowers were far 

below the quality of gas being supplied in most cases, and protection 

of the consumers was largely illusionary. The "twenty candle stan- 

dard" was not widely adopted until the 1890s, because of expensive 

cannel coals, and towns like Aberdeen and Perth which wished to re- 

duce their gas quality were willingly permitted to do so by Parliaý 

ment. 

Nevertheless in many towns, any five gas consumers could make a 

written appointment of another person to test the gas,. with the 

apparatus at the gasworks. Inadequate candlepower, or refusal to 

allow the experiment carried af ine of up to L20'plus the cost of 

the experiment. 
1 

This was sometimes made-harder, as at Kilmar- 

e. g Glasgow 1869 a. 55; Paisley 1870 a. 76;, Broughty Ferry 1870 
a. 44; Arbroath 1871 a. 44; Greenock 1871 a. 46; Perth 1871 a. 63. 
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nock 
1 

where the consumers had to use above L10 gas per year, and the 

gas-tester had to be appointed through the Sheriff, thereby greatly 

increasing their expenses if the gas was up to standard. At 

Dundee the Town Council or Local'Board of Health, and at Forfar the 

latter also, could similarly appoint a person to test the gas. 
2 

Normally pipes could not be laid through or against buildings 

without the consent 
3 

of the owner or occupier, but at Paisley, Fal- 

kirk, Airdrieq Edinburgh and Leith, pipes could be laid up comiaon 

s tairs 
4 

without the consent of other occupiers or owners, in order - 

to supply tenements. Airdrie was permitted to lay pipes also in 

private streets and to -specify'the size and material for all service 
56 

pipes Gas normally had to be consumed by meter, . which could 

not be seized by landlords for distress, 7 
and was open to inspection 

by the gas authority. 
8 The consumer had to give twenty-four hours 

1. Kilmarnock 1871 a. 116 

2. Dundee 1868 a. 66; Forfar 1871 a. 43. 

3. e. g. Ayr 1873 a. 67; Campbeltown 1876 a. 44; Falkirk 1894 a. 19; 
Greenock 1871 a. 48; Inverness 1875 a. 52; Perth 1871 a. 52; Kil- 
marnock 1871 a. 99; Kirkcaldy 1876 a. 55; Broughty Ferry 1870 a. 33. 

4. Airdrie 1904 a. 28; Edinburgh Leith 1888 a., 73; 
_Falkirk 

1894 a. 20; 
Paisley 1845 a. xciii; Ardrossan 1901 a. 17. 

5. Airdrie 1904 a. 26,39. Airdrie (a. 31) also compelled consumers 
to have meters within the walls of new houses and not outdoors, 

6. Arbroath 1871 a. 34; Forfar 1871 a. 33; Kilmarnock 1871 a. 100; 
Perth 1871 a. 53; Greenock (1871 a. 49) had to provide meters free 
of charge. Glasgow supplied free meters up to'1910, when hire 
charges were allowed. Gas supplied through pre-payment meterg 
had to be the same price as to other consumers, 'but the corporat- 
ion e. g. Greenock (1909 a. 315) could make a meter-rent surcharge 
of up to 10d. per 1,000 cu. ft., or ls if fittings included rent 
of a cooker, provided the maximum rent so charged did not exceed 
ten per cent of the meter purchase-cost (without. fittings) per 

- year, 
7. e. g. Dundee 1868 a. 59; Falkirk 1898 a. 18; Forfar'1871 a. 36. 

8. e. g. Dundee 1868 a. 56; Arbroath 1871 a. 34. 
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notice before connecting or disconnecting a meterg 
1 

and was respons- 

ible for its maintenance and repair. 
2 The gas authority could re- 

move any meter for testingg and charge that expense to the consumer 

if it proved faulty. 3 

Several municipal authorities 
4 

took extra powers to sell or 

hire out gas engines, cookers, apparatus and fittings, or even to 

manufacture them. 
5 They could require consumers to provide secu- 

rity for the payment of gas or meter rent, but had to pay interest 

on that money every six months, 
6 

at the rate of five per cent on 

every 10s. At Forfar and Dundee 7 
the authorities could not refuse 

I 

1. e. g. Dundee 1868 a. 57; Arbroath 1871 a. 35; Forfar 1871 (a. 34) 

on penalty of 40s as at Perth (1871 a. 54); Kilmarnock 1871 a. 101; 
Broughty Ferry 1870 a. 35 (or 40s fine). 

Unauthorised pipes at Paisley (1845 a. xcvi) carried a penalty 
of E5 plus 40s per day, and at Dundee (1872 a. 14) 0 plus L2 per 
day and damages. 

2. Failure to comply led to the supply being disconnected; e. g. 
Dundee 1868 a. 58, Arbroath 1871 a. 36; Forfar 1871 a. 35; Kil- 
marnock 1871 a. 102; Perth 1871 a. 55. At Broughty Ferry (1870 
a. 36,40) wilful injury carried a fine of 0. plus damages. When 
gas engines became common, consumers were forced to install effec- 
tive anti-fluctuators at their own expense, to prevent pressure 
fluctuating in gas mains. 

e. g. 1904 Airdrie a. 27; 1906 Perth a. 7; 1910 Glasgow a. 43. 

3. e. g. Ardrossan 1901 a. 15; Arbroath 1871 a. 37; Dundee 1868 
a. 58; Forfar 1871 a. 35. 

4. Airdrie 1904 a. 24; Arbroath 1871 a. 37; Falkirk 1894 a. 18; 
Edinburgh/Leith 1888 a. 71; Forfar 1871 a. 31; Greenock 1871 a. 43. 

5. e. g. Kilmarnock 1871 a. 95; Perth 1871 a. 48; Broughty Ferry 
1870 a. 29. 

6. Aberdeen 1881 a. 79; Ayr 1873 a. 69; Campbeltown 1876 a. 46; 
Dundee 1877 a. 8; Inverness 1875 a. 54; Irvine 1881 a. 100; 
Kirkcaldy 1876 a. 57; Perth 1888 a. 30. 

Airdrie (1904 a. 33) paid only four per centg but could demand 
deposit or prepayment only of supplies for under four months. 
Perth 1906 (a. 14) only four per cent. 

Greenock in 1865 (a. 294) could take a deposit for meters, but 
paid four per cent interest on that money. 

7. Dundee 1872 a. 11; Forfar 1871 a. 45. 
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to supply persons giving securityp or disconnect themp upon a penalty 

of L5. Similarly at Kilmarnocks 
1 

where the amount of security could 

determined by the Sheriff, and supply had to be given within ten 

days of request on penalty of L2. 

In the event of failure to pay gas rent, the municipal authority 

could disconnect the supply and sue in court for recovery, 
2 

and also 

if there was a wilful wastage of gas. 
3 Fraudulent injury 4 

of meters 

or fittings carried a penalty normally up to L5, and disconnection, 

but Kilmarnock in 1871 charged L10 plus damages. Municipal author- 

ities therefore obtained the same powers of redress against mis- 

demeanours by consumers as had been granted to the chartered compan- 

ies. 

Municipal gasworks fulfilled a social ideal but not an economic 

revolution. By 18840 when incomplete Board of Trade records showed 

361 private gasworks in the United Kingdom, and 150 municipal gas- 

worksq F. Clifford reflected contemporary opinion that this indicated 

the "growth of wealth and public spirit"5 in provincial towns in 

contrast to their early nineteenth century corruption and jobbery. 

1. Kilmarnock 1871 a. 106,108. 

2. Falkirk 1894 a. 26; Greenock 1871 a. 56; Kilmarnock 1871 a. 109; 
Paisley 1845 a. xcv. Dundee (1865 a. 301) was allowed ten per 
cent more in lieu of costs, and could disconnect supplies if gas 
debts were unpaid for three days. 

3. Dundee 1868 a. 63; Arbroath 1871 a. 41; Forfar 1871 a. 39; 
Greenock 1871 a. 52; Perth 1871 a. 60. 

- Paisley (1845 a. xcix) set a penalty up to L5. 

4. Arbroath 1871 a. 40; Dundee 1868 a. 62; Forfar 1871 a. 39; 
Greenock 1871 a. 51; Paisley 1845 a. xcviii; Perth 1871 a. 59; 
Kilmarnock 1871 a. 110. 

5. F. Clifford, Private Bill Legislation (1885) Vol. I, 2R. cit. 9 
p. 255. 
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In most cases, howeverv the public obtained only very marginal fin- 

ancial benefit from municipal control of gasworks. Because both 

factual and intangible events produced this resultq considerable 

weight must be given to the outspoken testimony of Alex Wilsong 1 

Glasgow municipal gas manager and consequently the foremost gas 

engineer in Scotland. 

In 1911 Wilson stated that, even where large sums were not 

taken from gas profits for rates relief, 
2 

working costs were only 

"usually rather less in the municipal undertaking, though in some 

cases the payments towards interests sinking fund, and depreciation 

often bulk nearly as large as dividends. " A local authority could 

obtain extended powers and way-leave more easily than a companyt and 

paid lower local rates, but faced more "onerous conditions" over pub- 

lic lighting in which they were restricted from fair competition 

against municipal electricity undertakings. Companies had greater 

advantages than municipal undertakings in taking independent actions 

"to push, in all legitimate ways, the hire and sale of all gas 

appliances", and had greater freedom over "the employment and control 

of their staff" in a more "liberal spirit", providing in some cases 

profit-sharing schemes. 
3 Boards of Directors provided a continuity 

of experience and of policy which was not present in local author- 

ities. Because municipal works always had to take tenders, "no 

1. Presidential Address by A. Wilson, Transactions of the Institute 
of Gas Engineers, 1911, pp. 57-9. 

2. e. g. Greenock; vide supra p. 1016 
3. The history of profit-sharing schemes is given by W. Page, 

Commerce and Industry -A Historical Review of-the Economic Con- 
ditions of the British Empire (1815-1914) (1919) pp. 432-3. 
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bargaining" was possible so that traders "by a quiet arrangement 

among themselves, are often able to obtain better terms than those 

ruling in the open market". So many "departments and traders all 

well represented on the council and committees", prevented the gas 

committee from pressing the best advantages of the gasworks. The 

large number of municipal employees during elections exercised 

"considerable pressure on candidates for municipal honours" and 

thereby obtained not only "good wages". but employment conditions 

under which it was "difficult to obtain the same value in work or 

interest that can be secured by a Company. " Wilson, who had worked 

under both municipal and company regulations concluded that "gas 

companies possess the greater powers and qualifications for making 

their undertakings successful. " 

Nevertheless, municipal management of gasworks, under the close 

financial supervision 
1 

of Parliamentary regulationsl in most cases 

achieved the provision of adequate supplies of gas at the cheapest 

prices 
2 

possible without permitting the physical deterioration of 

the capital equipment. The delicate balance between adequate re- 

investment for growing demand, and gas prices which did not place 

an excessive burden upon consumers, was achieved far more success- 

fully under municipal ownership than by the Consumers' companies 

which preceded this. Municipal control produced a virtual mono- 

poly over gas supply, and was used at Greenock and Paisley in the 

F. Clifford, Private Bill Legislation (1887) Vol. 11 22. cit., 
pp. 5190 520. 

2. Dundee council, for example, reduced gas to 3s 6d in 1883-6 but 
misjudged working costs and had to charge 3s 10d in 1886-8 to 
make good a trading deficit of 0,086. J. G. L. 5/6/1888 
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mid-nineteenth century to subsidise other municipal activities in a 

way which many considered an abuse of power. Consequently, in the 

1840s and 1860s those citizens who demanded social justice from gas 

companies sought the solution not in municipal action, but in a 

restoration of "socialism from above" through the promotion of Con- 

sumers' Companies, run by the consumerss for the consumers. These 

were expected to oust their unjust highly priced predecessors by the 

operation of a free market economy. They generally failed, largely 

because the heavy capital investment of established companies meant 

that they could not seek new markets elsewhere and were obliged to 

enter cut-throat competition with any New company, whilst allowing 

their equipment to deteriorate. When the market became divided 

between two companies, the economies of large-scale production were 

lost to both, and consequently the price of gas roseq to the ultimate 

disadvantage of consumers. Municipal gasworkst by exercising mono- 

polyt obtained the full advantages of large-scale operations, of 

rationalization, and of consumer support. The fact that these ad-', 

vantages were not pursued until the 1870s reflects both upon the 

distrust of residents for municipal actiong and their strong, - 

belief in the justice of a free market economy. 
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Chapter VI The Cheap Gas 7,16vement, Consumer Relations, 

and Markets 

(1) The Cons=ersf Cheap Gas Movement 

The development of pressure groups among consumersp and their 

growing awareness of the organizational and technical feasibility of 

reducing the price of gas for the benefit of all oonsumers, produced 

a 'Consumers' Movement' which had considerable effect upon the Soot- 

tish gas industry, and in which ideas and tactics passed with growing 

sophistication from one town to another throughout the nineteenth 

century. Early gas companies, which required a large capital outlayv 

posed not only the threat of monopoly in non-mobile markets, but could 

also intrude their regulations into the private lives of all con- 

sumers. 
1 

Small consumers had no choice about the quality and price 

which the company dictated. They had personally to finance their 

own ser7ice pipes, meters and fittingsp or pay, the Company's rents if 

fittings were available for hire. 11any companies stipulated the pre- 

oise fittings which consumers could use, and naturally demanded that 

these were kept well maintained# 'Where gas-, was sold by time units 

instead of meters9 company Inspectors were given a right to enter pri- 

vate property at will to examine fittings and prevent illicit use* 
2 

Disconnection and the cessation of supplies was used to enforce 

Company rules, even against Town Councils and public bodies which do- 
3 layea payment. Together with possible oil pollution and smells from 

1. vide A. Coote and L. Grant Eds. Civil Liberty The N. C. C. L. 
Guide (1973) PP- 52t 220 Vide infra p. 990 

2. Time-unit consumers were obliged to agree to this before obtain- 
ing a supply of gas, Vide infra pp, 17739 1774 
3- E. g. tochgilphead company cut off the supply 'to public lapps in 
1884 after a disagreement with the Council over prices. J. G. L. 
20/l/1884* 
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the gasworkss and the hazard or inconvenience of trenches for placine 

pipes under the public streetsp this produced a wide zone of potential 

conflict between gas companies and their consumers* Company bye- 

lawsy 1 
usually initiated by the Directors, were applied both to com- 

pany servants and consumers, yet Acts of Parliament 2 for gas companiesp 

and the articles of co-partnery which closely copied these in unincor- 

porated companies, provided few safeguards for consumers* Consumer 

welfare was therefore entrusted at first to Directors of high local 

standingp often magistrates or councillors promoting social welfare. 

As these became displaced by shareholders with more concern, for finan- 

cial profitq more tangible restraints were demanded by consumers. 

Competitiong or the threat of competition in supplying east was 

the traditional and only overt method of exercising consumer pressure 

upon Companies. 3 Consumers were unable to judge simply what con- 

stituted a reasonable price for, gas, even by comparison with neighbour- 

ing gasworks, because of the numerous external factors affect. ing the 

manufacturing o0sts, 
4 Consequently they could not distinguish poor 

management from excessive profitsp without some means, of'-foreing oom- 

panies to reveal more information when prices appeared excessive* 

The financial gains from now technology, usually at a time which spon- 

sors claimed to be one of inexpensive iron and labour for the initial 

construction work, provided the trigger for several distinct waves 

1. Vide supra pp. 930P 1773 
2. Vide supra pp. 992t 1098 
3,, The initial pattern. of share distribution among'looal'residents 
who were oonsiumerst made them at first quite responsive to consumer 
requirementst and most Companies remained,, open to the'-social pressure 
of consumers, interests as expressed through their shareholders. 
They were not manipulated simply for the financial benefit of absentee 
capitalists, Parliamentary regulations for chartered companies were 
always too lax to provide, unaidedg protection of consumerst and hence 
for example, a second company formed in Glasgow. Although Town Coun- 
cils controlled the public lighting reve-mve and the right to open 
streets, these weapons were not used to enforce concessions for the 
average gas consumer. Vide supra pp. 9539 967P 1010 
4- Vide supra p. 866 
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of oonsumer unrest and support for oompetition. 

The background to official attitudes towards consumers I grievances 

was always the situation in London, 
1 

whioh was usually examined for 

reference by Parliamentary and local government committees examining 

the "gas question". During the 1820st attempted oompetition in Scot- 

land was out of phase with London monopolies where 'district I agree- 

ments 
2 

and the 'Congreve Compact' of 1823-30 had replaced the outright 

competition of 1810-23- Competition flourished in Scotland in the 

1830st just as it did in London with price-cutting and Government ap- 

proval. in 1830-40. The Commercial CompanY3 there in 1836 was a 

"consumers' company" formed by Whitechapel tradesmen who were dis- 

satisfied with the existing supply. When tondon relapsed into mono- 

poly conditions in 1840-8, Scotland continued to produce authentic 

consumers' companies, No general historical account is available on 

English Consumers' Companies other than those in tondon. 4 

The renewal of oompetition in tondon5 in 1848-60p with John 

1. Chronology of London developments based upon - W. J. Liberty "The Century of Gas Lighting and its Historical 
Developments' - The Illuminating Engineer 19139 Vol-VIP pp-184P 191-4- 
He Chubb "The Supply of Gas to the Metropolis" - Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society (1876) Vol. III9 p- 355* 

, D. A. Chatterton "State Control of Public Utilities in the Nine- 
teenth Century : The tondon Gas Industry" Business History 1972, 
Vol-XIV, p. 166. 

2. From 1825 the Home Secretary could fix boundaries between tondon 
companies, as with the Chartered and Imperial companies that year. 
3- Kingfs Treatise (1878) Vol-It 02- cit 9 P- 51- 

4- C. f. In tiverpooll the Guardian Society for the Protection of 
Trade Campaigned for cheaper gas in 1840p and in 1845 unsuccessfully 
promoted a Coke Oven Gas Companyl but tiverpool Gas Consumers Associa- 
tion was not formed until 1869. 

S. A. Harris Gas Supply of North Merseyside (1956-p-p. oit )t PP- 499 82, 

5* Vide infra p. 1148 
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Thwaite's Surrey Consumers$ Company of 1849, and the Great Central 

12 
Gas Consumers Company, was disliked by Parliamentary committees. 

The Gas Consumers' Mutual Protection Association opposed the develop- 

ment of $district' agreements which even Consumerst Companies3 began 

seeking. Despite campaigns by Flintoff4 for continued competitiong- 

the 1860 retropolitan Gas Act initiated a period of monopolies whichp 

after the amalgamation of companies in 1868-839 led to the statutory 

monopolies of 1883-1907,, In oontrastj during the 1860s Scotland was 

convulsed with projects for competition, and in the 1870s projects 

for municipal control. 

The main periods of effective consumer action in Scotland by the 

formation of rival companies in 1842-5ýand 1858-63P and by municipal 

action in 1868-74 and laterp coincided with periods of low Bank Rate 

5 
and Bill Discounts, as previously explained. Free Trade agitation 

was also harnessed to the consumerst cause in the 1840sp because gas 
6 had become a "necessity of life". Thus a Dundee radical in 1844 

requested "Free Trade in this commodity, as well as in corny sugary 

1. Promoted by A. A. Grollp gas-meter manufacturer, and 0. Pearson 
the former solicitor to the City Gas Company. 
2. D. A. Chatterton has emphasised that Government did not adopt a 
laissez faire attitude towards gas and water companies after 1850Y 
but continued to restrain their actions by social legislation* 
Business Histoa (1972) op. cit 

3- La. Surrey Consumers' Company in 1853, from fear of undercutting 
by rivals. 
4* G. Flintoff was secretary of the Great Central Gas Consumerst 
Company, tondon, until 1853 when he assumed the same position in the 
Sheffield Gas Consumerst Company* The Builder 1853, P- 392; vide 
infra, p, 1802. 
59 Vida su P-731 Fig. 4.4; PP, 740P'1048 
6. Whereas oil and candle could compete with gaslight in villagesp 
it was argued-in 1843 that large modern buildings, like warehouses in 
Reform Street, Dundee, were designed in a way which made only gas- 
lighting feasible., 
Dundeeq Perth and-Cupar Advertiser 24/11/1843P P. 3 (Dundee Ref. 
Libo)* 

Partly stimulated by railway developments in the 1840s. 
Vida infra p. 1804 
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or any other necessitY"- 
1 

Disoontent appeared first in Glasgowp in 1819, tetters to the 

press revealed that shares in the Chartered company fetched a seventy 

five per cent premiump and accused it of deciding to maintain high 

prices and profits to gain from share sales. 
2 

The Police Board was 

believed to have been infiltrated by Company partnersl and purchased 

gas for public lighting at an annual cost of C263 more'than oil lamps, 5 

while the Company opened trenches without adequate warning to'nearby 

residents. Premiums continued to rise because ownership of the com- 

pany had contracted to 200 individuals who thought they were I'secure 

as a monopoly"14 but the gas supply was inadequate. impurities pre- 

vented gas from being used'in dwelling housesp and during the winter 

of 1819-20 mains pressure was so low and pipes so narrow that the 

three and a half inch jets in street lights were reduced to under one 

inch of flame. 

The IGlasgow New Gas tight Company', 5 formulated about April 

1819, hoped to abolish Sunday labour and to build "at a proper dis- 

tanee from the city" to reduce the Inuisance''caused by operations* 

le The writer wanted public balance sheets to be compulsory for gas- 
companies as for railways, but significantly was in favour of Muni- 
cipal purchase of the gasworks, though-that had not been forthcoming* 
Dundee, Perth-and Capar Advertizer, 24/2/18449 p. 2o 
See also Free Trade, Comments by Bailie Iloyesi Dundee Advertizerg 
5/4/1844t po 2, 
2o Glasgow Chroniclej 24/4/18199 10/2/lq20o 
3- Glasgow Chronielep 4/5/18199 Total', lighting costs C17259 or 
one shilling and threepence in one pound -rates* 
4,1 Those who took the considerable initial'risk had therefore left, 
and should not have attracted public sympathyo One'shareholder paid 
seventy eight per cent premium, because a ten-per cent dividend was 
forecast, and he observed the profit made by others "buying and - 
selling shares in the two Water-Companies"o 
Glasgow Chronicle, p 10/2/18201 31611819* 

- 
5- Glasgow Chronicle,, 27/4/1819,5/6/18199 Promoters vide infra 
P-1604 
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More fundamental proposalsq 
1 however, contained the quintessential 

basis of the Consumers Movement, The Company was to be organized so 

that "every Shop-keepert or others who use the Gas, mayt at small ex- 

penset become a Member, and have the Gas at the cheapest rateg besides 

his share of the profits"* Better technology would provide a cheaper 

and more efficient works. The price of gas would be reduced to pre- 

vent maximum annual profits from exceeding ten per cent. Each 

shareholder was to have only one vote, and an abstract of accounts 

was to be published annually to prevent'secret funds being accumulatedo 

Competition like that between water companies, steam boats and 

bakeriesp would "prompt both parties [companies] to civility and dis- 

cretion" while providing the cheapest gas possible, The number of 

consumer-shareholders was a guarantee of markets for the Company, and 

a cource of continuing promotional support which would make gas as 

essential as tap water in dwelling houses. 

In replyq the Glasgow Gaslight Company, claimed that "the princi- 

pal Merchants and Inhabitants of the City" who were, shareholders, 
2 

would uphold the publio's interests* For the risk of building a 

gasworksg they felt entitled to public supportg especially since "no 

return" had yet been paid upon the f4OjOOO share capital and obliga- 
.3 

tions had been taken for another ElOfOOO in loans* With forty miles 

of main pipes they gave a comprehensive supply of gasq and promised 

1. Prospectus in Glasgow Chroniclet 4/5/18194o 
Capital stock E20,000 in E5 shares, Glasgow Chroniclep 12/6/lPlg, 
By 1820 the Company claimed 12,000 supporters,., Glasgow Chronicle, 
1.6/2/18200- House of Commons jounial 1819-209 Vol* 75P 8/12/1819, 
PP- 349 56,272* Like most private Bills and Committees before 1836t 
no records are extant in the House of hords Record Office* 

2* Trantionallyl only wealthy capitalistsýcould be entrusted with 
management in joint-stock enterprises, lide inf P. 743 

34P Glasgow Chronicle, 516118199' 
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to reduce prices whenever possible. Public lamps, at twenty three 

shillings each, were supplied at'the lowest prime cost of gas, and the 

Consumers Company had grossly overestimated total revex)tAe. 
2 The lack 

of published statistics enabled the Old company to claim falsely their 

gas was cheaper than "in any other town on the Island. 119 and that the 

pipes had to be laid with "mathematical precision" so that rival ex- 

cavations would probably extinguish "a thousand lights" by causing 

water blockage in disturbed pipesp and "miles" of pavement would have 

to be excavated to locate such a blockage, 

Monopoly was stated to benefit consumers. 
3 A second company 

would duplicate the expenditure on capital equipment, pipes, repairs, 

and labour, and double the leakage and the disruption caused by 

trenches to repair leaks and transfer consumers from one set of mains 

to another, But it would halve the market served by each enterprise 

with the result that prices would have to rise to give adequate pro- 

fits on the heavy capital outlayv despite reduced salesy and com- 

petition would soon prove so ruinous that price-fixing was inevitable 

between the companies. By 1819 three London companies had reached 

district agreements because competition was so. wasteful. 
4 

A substantial price reduction5 was mad e by the Glasgow company 
6 

in June 1819 to deflate the complaints, and together with the promise 

10 Glasgow Chronicle, p 5/2/1820. 

29 The New Company estimated C16,000 a year, but the Old company 
obtained only C109000 of which E6000 was absorbed by expenses* 
3- Glasgow Chronicle, p 316118199 2/12/1819*,,,, 

4- 
_qlasgow' 

Chronicle, q lV611819* 
59 Glasgow Chronicle, t 516118190 Vide infra P. 1745 

- 6. Fears we re expressed by the Oli company that Parliament would 
sanction competition -'vide Glasgow'City-Archives (D9G. E. 180), 
totters to R, Grahame of Whitehillp-resident in tondon. 
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of lower prices in future and a reduction of share premiums below 

fifty per cent, this constituted a successful challenge by consumers 

against the "Demon Monopoly" even when their Bill was withdrawn 

from Parliament, in 1823 another abortive attempt was made to com. 

pete in Glasgo 
1 

using oil gasp 
2 but the next important step was taken W 

in Edinburgh. 

teith oil gas company extended pipes into Edinburgh in 1624t 

but the following year changed to coal gas, and although Edinburgh 

city council prohibited further extensions, this was the first Scot- 

tish town with two suppliers of coal gas* When the insolvent Edin- 

burgh Oil Gas Company was purchased by Edinburgh coal gas compan? in 

1828, renegades from the former agitated against the new-monopoly, 

and during the same year promoted '$The Union Gas tight Company of 

Edinburgh' to supply coal gas,, 
4 

1. In 1824 the Old Glasgow company drafted a petition to the House 
of Lords against the proposed 'Glasgow Oil and Coal Gas tight Com- 
pany', and in 1825 organizedl anonymouslyp a public petition to the 
Commons against that Company* Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. -49)t 
12/5/1624; (D. G. E- 50) 1825- Vide infra P-1513 
2e The Old Glasgow company in 1823 employed'J. B. ' Neilsonp a pupil 
of Dr* Ure, and also John Hartj to confirm the quality of their gas 
in comparison with other towns in what. was*probably the first attempt 
to apply an accurate "method of oomparisons"*--They carried their own 
equipment, a single-jet burner, "and candles (6 in 1 lb), and used a 
3 inch flame to apply the "method of shadows" to calculate luminosity 
in mmW English towns., This-showed that English gas was in the ratio 
of between 3 to 5 and 5 to 6 compared to Glasgow gas* -The illumina- 
tion of gas from a single, Glasgow retortj through more rapid genera- 
tion of gasp was 100 to 40 compared to a'London retort. A* Urep 
A DictionalZ of Chemistry (1823) PP9 343-5; A. -Clow; "Scotland's 
Contribution to Industrial Development" (1944)l op. cit I p. 640 
Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 122) Memorandum on Gas Companyt-pa 17* 

3- Edinburgh city council provided an illegal monopoly to the company. 
Vide sup p*1011. Edinburgh City Archives, "Edinburgh Council Record" 
2871/i824* 

4- Nominal capital C100,000 in C10 shares, with El called up in Jan- 
uary 1829* Interim committee comprised J9 Alexander merchantj WO Allan 
banker, J. Hill merchant, Do Clyne writerp W. Alexander wine-merchantg 
T. Edmonstone merchant, A. 

-Wright advocatel, and, 7. Stoddart VI. S, 
EdinbuMh E7enipg Courant, 19AA828; S. R. O*j Sheriff'Court of Mid. 
lothian (S. C, 37/7/ý635p S. C. W7/1891) date 1/8/1832, 
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They argued that the old Edinburgh company was owned and run by 

only 279 persons, of whom1hbout 100 are ladies and non-residents", and 

most of the others neither consumed gas nor paid Police Tax for light- 

ing, and had no incentive to provide cheaper gas. Excessive capital 

had been used to build the original works, with primitive technology, 

in a period of high labour and material costs and at "a populous 

neighbourhood" site. Yore was wasted buying the defunct oil gasworks. 

The new company expected to build a new works of equal capacity to the 

old for only C309000, and "active competition in trade alone can 

secure a supply of any commodity at a fair pricev and of the best qual- 

ity", with better "courtesy and attention" for the consumers. 

The established Edinburgh company successfully quenched this at- 

tack with argo,, iments later used in the defence of many Scottish gas 

companies, With sixty miles. of mains pipes, including many supplied 

gratis for street lampsl the Company provided a comprehensive supply 

which in public lights alone saved C2660 a year, compared to oil lamps. 

Equipment costs were not lower in 1828 than in 1817-18 when construe- 

tion took place, and no equipment was antiquated because new designs 

had been purchased as the works expanded* There were no secret 

funds hoarding surplus profits, and capital expenditure was not ex- 

cessive, since it was usefull. for exampleg to use the oil-companv's 

gasholders to provide correct pressure in-the lower part of the town. 

While this, controversy developed, the, 'Dundee New Gas' Light 

Company' was also formedl to provide better service, to oonsumersq, but 

2 
was denied an Act and dissolved, Duplicate. investment in gas or 

water undertakingsp despite the inconvenience-of duplicate trenchesp 

Tanfield 'holders' Vide infra"P*26i 

Vide supra P-953 
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offered a short seductive period of cheap supplies. But Parliament 

foresaw that this would rapidly erode the fixed and reserve capital 

of bothp and result in a long period of very excessive prices while 

the victorious company recouped its losses* The special circumstances 

were first simma ized by a Parliamentary committee on the tondon Water 

Companies in 1821, and the theory remained of great importance through- 

out Britain until at least the 1850s- It was quoted by the Edin- 

burgh company, and subsequently adopted elsewhere in Scotland by de- 

fendants and civic leaders to oppose laissez faire views. 

Competition in ordinary cases adjusts the supply to 
the demandq through the liberty whiýe,, sellers have to 
go out of the market, as well as to enter it; but in 
trades carried on by means of large capitalsp vested 
in fixed machinery and furnishing a commodity of no 
value but for consumption on the spot, the sellers are 
confined to the ma et by the nature of the trade; and 
if the new-comer has to seek immediate employment for 
large worksp by taking custom from the established 
dealer, theny as there can be no great difference in 
the quality of what they sellt they must vie. in-low- 
ness of prioet and will probably be driven to under- 
bid each other down to the point of, ruin; because it 
is better to take anything than to take nothing for 
that which cannot be taken away, this must go on until 
both are worn outg or one has outlasted the otherp and 
succeeded to a real and effective monopoly; or until 
by some arrangement [of price-fixing] between them- 
selves they can put a stop to their mutual destruction. 

le Edinburgh Evening Courant, 26/4/1828. 
B-P-P 9 1821 (706) Vj Report 

- qf the Select Committee on thlb Sinply of 
Water to the Metropolis, pp- 3-4- 
Urban Areas - Water Sup-ply (1968, Irish University Press) Vol- L 
The argument against double capitall double wear-and-teart double 
labour, and double leakagel was stated before numerous Parliamentary 
committees on gas-lightingp and before the Commissioners of Enquiry 
into the State of targe Towns and Populous Districtsp by Mro Hawksley, 
engineer of Nottingham Waterworks. When a second company formed in 
Glasgow, Hawksley predictedl incorrectly, that, price-fixing would 
later raise gas prices by ls 8d per 1000 cu. ft. 
Vide 
Chambers$ Edinburgh Journal 18442 Vol* III P-154. 
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Renewed popular agitation in Glasgow during 1635 was directed 

against the practice of reploughing surplus profits. Five "Commiss- 

ioners'll appointed at a public meeting 
2 

obtained access to the Gas- 

light company booksv and claimed that in addition to legitimate work- 

ing expenses, depreciation and dividendst the Company spent C353 to 

oppose a projected rival comWny3 in 18269 and had illegally reploughed 

F-53P779 from reser7e for I'very great extensions to their works"* They 
demanded the repayment of this money to consumers, by a fifty per 

cent reduction in gas prices for five yearsy under the threat of 

forming "another gas companyllq although this did not materialize. 

The attack proauoed a remarkable response by Glasgow Gaslight 

Companyq which admitted to non-compliance with a strict interpretation 

of their Act, and yet claimed induleence on the basis, that it operated 

as, virtually, a Consumers' Company* "When the undertaking was first 

projected it was found next to impossible to raise the Stock of 
4 C409000 either by public sale of shares or by private subscription"I 

but as soon as the works opened demand rose rapidly, 'Under the first 

5 Acts of 1817 and 1822 the Directors interpreted their "engagement 

with the publio" to warrant the use of, some surplus profits and, share 

premi=s for "keeping in repair and extending the works". Under the 

le The 'Commissioners' were approved by the Magistrates and Town 
Councilp who as shareholders-were able to providethem. with informa- 
tion, though the 11agistrates had no special Jurisdiction over the 
company* They were Robert MoGavin, Henry_, Brodkj, _Henry'Paulj John B, 
Gray and George Ord. Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E, 150)t (D, G, E. 144)9 
24p The "First Report-of the Commissioners" was published 30/7/18350 
Glasgow'City Archives (D, G. E. 150) and Miscellaneous Papersp Vol* 189 
pp* 215-7; Bell and Pattonp Glasgow -Its Municipal Organization 
(1896), op. cit Vide, supra p. 624 
3* Possibly the Oil Gas Companyl originally promoted 1623* Vide infra pp. 4-%(., 1.513 4- Glasgow City'Archives (D. G. E., 122)ý "Memorandum Relative to the 
Affairs of the Glasgow Gas tight Companyl-1834"t P- 4o 

Ibidlop ppo 22; The Directors received, no-salary. 
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1825 Act when "the risk which the original subscribers had undertaken 

had disappeared", the Company voluntarily imposed a maximum ten per 

cent dividendl but the Act also restricted total triennial profits 

to a maximum ten per cent. The Directors evaded the latter re- 

strictiong to replough surplus profits as capital equipment for the 

public benefit. 

Consequentlyp "the oonsumers are, in fact substantially the pro- 

prietors of the worksl subject on3, v to the expenses of keeping them 

in repair and extending them so as to supply the city and suburbs with 

Gas"* 
1 

Reploughing enhanced the premium received for shares such that 

a ten per cent dividend was only five per cent on the market pricep 

and Parliament ensured that no dividend could be paid upon either 

the premium or upon the reploughed profits. Unlike unchartered 

companies, the nomina3 value of shares could not be raised at the 

whim of the proprietors. By reploughing premiums and profitsl the 

Company made "a kind of copartnership with the consumers of Gasp [and] 

by placing surplus profits to the credit of a dead Stock accountp and w 
2 

Gas Meter account" they saved the consumers from paying dividends 

which would be necessary if that capital had been raised instead by 

new shares, Moreovers as the maximum dividend was already being paid, 

reploughing profits did not increase partners' annual receipts13 and 

benefitted the consumers4 far more than ifp as a reserve fundq'it had 

been retained as cash or invested elsewhere as required by the Act. 

le Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 122) o2. cit p. 109 

2o Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 150) "First 
, 

Report of the Commiss- 
ioners for the Examination of the Glasgow, Gas Light Company's Accounts", 
30/7/1835* 

3* -It did, of course, raise. the market value of shares if partners 
wished to sell them. 

Glasgow City Archives (D, G, E, 122) op. cit p pe 20, 
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Apart from these legitimate reserves, the "Commissioners" de- 

tooted onlY f-5891 surplus gas revenue reploughed in 1826-34, a sum 

which was less than dividends of E6250 which would already have bur- 

dened oons=ers if their own method of issuing stock had been under- 

taken, as shown in Table 

Table 6.1 Theoretical CaT)ital Stock Increase reouired bv Glastrow 

without Reploughing 1826-ý4 

Date Number of C25 Capital Raised Dividend on 
shares required at E50 upset New Shares 
for extensions share prioe, (E). c 

1831 250- 6250 625 
1832 250 6250 1250 
1833 250 6250 1875 
1834 250 6250 250 

Total 1000 -5CPOO 6250 

Source: - Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 150) OP- Cit 

Glasgow company largely retained the approval of its consumers during 

1635, although at nearby Tolcross a new Gas and Water Company was 

formed in 1836, apparently to capitalise upon the aroused public 

opinion. It collapsed within a yearv despite the support of many 

eminent Glasgow residents. 

Table 6.2 Shareholders in Toloross Gas and Water Comi)arxv (1836 

N=ber of C20 shares 
John Wilsong Clyde Ironworksp Ironmaster 40 
Colin R. Wilson, Clyde Ironworksp Ironma ter 20 
Andrew Bannatyne, Glasgow, Writer 20 
Colin Dunlopq Tolcrossp Ironmaster 100 
]ý, qgald Bannatynej Glasgowq Writer 20 
John Tait, Glasgow, Coal Agent 20 
Colin M. Frewl Glasgowq Merchant 20 
David Ralstong Tolcross, Iron Yerd=t 20 
George Dunlopq Edinburghp Writer to the 

-- I -Signet 20 
John McIlquhanj Tolcross, Agent 20 

Source: - Glasgow City Archives "Tolcross Gas and Water 
Company Minute Book". See also B. F. Duckham 
Scottish Coal Industry (1970) op-cit. p. 181 Vide infr pp. 829 p 13 5 
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1 
The shareholders, who paid a call of five pounds for Parliamentary 

expensesq included Andrew Bannatyne 
2 

and his father Dougald a found- 

ing member3 of the Glasgow Gaslight companyp and George Dunlopj a 

director of Edinburgh Oil Gas Company in 1824e, 

4 Aberdeen emerged in 1836 as the new focus of activityl after a 

dispute between the Council and Company over public lighting. 800 

public gaslightsvere in use, but to supply a further 200 in forty one 

suburban streets which still used oily the Company-requested price 

increases from twenty five to eighty five per cent to reimburse the 

expense of five miles of new mains pipes which this required* The 

Aberdeen companyt which supplied gaS5 to'publio lights at thirty seven 

and a half per cent below the standard rate of eleven shillings, was 

obliged to retract this demand, but the Council nevertheless pub- 

lished a controversial and technically incorrect report on gas-light 

researched by Wro Simp a Police Commissioner. Of the total C475 

annual cost for gas street lights in Aberdeen, Sim claimed that C145 

1" An Act was obtainedq and costs included C556 to Messrs. Deans 
and Dunlopq solicitors in tondonp C106 to A* and D. J, BannatYneq 
solicitors in Glasgowl C24 to D. MacKain engineerl ES to Neil Robson 
engineerq and C10 to Joseph Swan engraver; Glasgow City Archivesp 
Tolcross Minute Book, op, cit ; 'Vide supra P-973 

2. Andrew Bannatynej like Colin Dunlopp James tumsdenj Charles and 
his son John Tennant of Ste nollox, nobert Grahame'of Whitehill-and 
James Oswald, was part of the leadingWhig clique of m0deratel-11upper 
middle class men", who had been particularly active in Glasgow in 
support of Parliamentary refo 

- 
=9 and took a strong interest in the 

gas-supply industry; - Memoirs and Portraits of One Hundred Glasgow 
Men (1886, Glasgow) Voi; It P- 57- 

3* Dougald Bannatyne was a Dire6tor of Glasgow Old Company in 1836. 
Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 24)o 

4- Aberdeen Journalg 11/511836,18/5/18369 25/5/18369 25/3/1836. 
cefo At Forfar in 1836 gas cost 13/11d9 but a second attempt, to form 
a new, rival gas company, failed; 

-Aberdeen 
Journal, 13/0836, Pe 3* 

5* Aberdeen gasworks sold 9-396 million cueft at ll/_j with a 
discount of 5 to 25 per cent 

ýor. 
large consumers, and 37*5 per cent 

for street lamps. 
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was in excess of equal public lighting in Edinburgh even af ter 

allowing for higher coal priCes of C40 in Aberdeen* 

The Company was draym into public debatet and justified itself 

by demonstrating that Sim had miscalculated the cost of gas consumed, 

in street lamps because each town stated the price per 1000 hours but 

not the quantity consumed by different burners* He had also misre- 

presented coal and other equipment costs which gave Edinburgh an ad- 

vantage of seventeen and a half per cent over Aberdeen, and other 

central Scottish towns had similar advantages. 

Table 6.3 

Town 

Aberdeen 
Edinburgh 
Glasgow 
Perth 
Dundee 

Greenock 

sts in Various Towns compared to 
berdeen (1836) 

Sim's Statistics per 
lamp (per 1000 hours 
lighting) 

6s. 1* 
4 7- 
4 4-127 
56 (including lamplighters) 
6 lIj (including 60 feet 

pipe) 
76 (including lamplighters)- 

lberdeen Gas Co. 
Statistics (per 
1000 cu. ft. consumed 

a. 10-21-d 

57 
82 

.66 

6/8dý to'7/6a. 
8/11d. to, ll/** 

Source: - Aberdeen Journal 111511836 et seq 

Table 6.4 Erpenditure in Various Towns compared to Aberdeen 
Gasworks 

Town Parrot eoal (per ton Fuel coal (ton) Other 
advantages 

Aberdeen 18s. lld* 
Edinburgh 15 -0' 

Glasgow 13 

lls- 7d. 
79 

80 

Dundee 14 6 
Greenock 12- 7 

Soureet- Aberdeen Journal 111511836 et seq 

Cheaper fire 
bricksl retorts, 
ironwork ' 

, 
Good market for 
tar'and ammonia 

The publication of. objeotive factual information produced a degree of 
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public accountability in the company at this early stage. 

In June 1836 the Aberdeen Union Gas tight Company' was promoted, 

with many ideas similar to those earlier expressed in Glasgow. IfIf 

the Consumers generally would associate themselvesq not for the sake 

of a large and direct profits but for the purpose of procuring Gas- 

tight on the best and lowest-possible termsp with a reas=4ble return 

on the capital", it could be sold more cheaply* The Company contract 

was designed to ensure this by publishing an annual statement of 

accountsp restricting dividends to a maximum six per cents and pro- 

viding that once a "reasonable sum" had been allowed for sinkingp 

deterioration and contingency funds, "the whole surplus profits of each 

year shall be applied to the further reduction of the price of Gas"* 

After five years, the company would be sold at 1bookI value to the 

Police Board if they obtained a suitable Act and upheld the objective 

of cheap gas, The Promoters "entirely disclaim any interested or 

invidious motives", and explained in advance that the price of gas 

would depend considerably upon economies of scale: 
2 

eight shillings 

at ten million cubic feet output, seven shillings at, fifteen million, 

or six shillir4gs at twenty millions* The more support consumers 

gave, the cheaper gas would become. 

Besides quoting Parliament on the tondon Water Companies, the old 

Aberdeen company reduced3 the price of gas by, ten per cent to ten 

ahillingsp and reduced meter rents to three shillings, To absorb 

the remaining moment= of, the Consumers Yovemento it announced motives 

10 Prospectus in Aberdeen Journal 81611636, Capital Stock C259000 
in E5 sharesp Proposed meter, reFt-2/- or,, 3/- a year, or sold outright 
at prime cost., 
29 Vide supra P-798 
3* Aberdeen Journal, 22/6/1836, WOW., 

4- Aberdeelft J'ournal, 15/6/1836y 22/6/18361 29/6/18369 6/7/1636o 
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as pure as those of the new Companyl and reorganized the entire capital 

stock. Fach old share was divided 1 into six new five pound sharesq' 

and E109000 of additional stock with an "i=ediate" dividend of four 

per cent was offered for public sale. This was purchased rapidly, 

and mopped up many investors who would otherwise have joined the Con- 

s=ers Companyl which rapidly collapsed* 

Popular discontent with the old Edinburgh Companyls "excessive" 

ten per cent dividends, which gave twenty five pound shares a market 

value of sixty pounds, led the hord Provost and tord Dean of Guild 

to join the provisional oommittee of the tCity of Edinburgh New Gas 

tight Company$ 
2 

promoted in 1839- They claimed that expensive gas 

provided profits for a small proprietory, "chiefly non-resident. *o 

to the exclusion of the inhabitants, especially of the middle classesp 

who are the consumers"o The aim was therefore to "enable'the con- 

sumers of Gas to particJT4-ite in the profits, and thus insure the suc- 

cess of the undertakingg by interesting the community F, 2nerally in 

the support of the scheme% Although shares were allocated preferent- 

ially to potential consumers, no strict regulations were adopted for 

cons=er proteotion. 

3 The Principal promoters of the company were T. L. Abernethy wool- 

len draper, and John Anderson juniorg but the Committ. ee appointed in 

April 1839 to allocate shares included the tord Provosty Bailie Ramsay, 

Richard Alexander wine merchant, William Alexander W. S,, G, Bookless 

10 Reductions in nomina3 share values, viae supra P-744 

2, Nominal CaPital-, VlOOPOOO-in C5 shares; - 66,000 shares subscribed 
by April 18399 and capital stock raised to C150POOOý maximum 100 
shares per person; one vote per 5 shares; called iLp on 
shares in November 1839 to finance the Bill* The Scotsmanj 20/3/1839,, 
3/4/1839* 
39 The Scotsman 3/4/1839,,, 
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glazierg Robert Clark merchanto George Grant advocate, E. Henderson 

seedsmam, James Hill Master of Merchant Company, A. Jamieson Deputy 

Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, William Johnston engineerg John 

tearmouth of Dean, Andrew Millar merchantp Ralph Richardson tobacconistq 

J. Robertson music-sellerg E. D. Sandford advocate, James Smith archi- 

tectp and William Tait bookseller. The earlier Provisional Committee 

also included such notables as the Lord Dean of Guild, Bailies Grieveg 

Campbell and Richardson, Councillors Dobson and Pontont James Ander- 

son Baron Bailie of Portsburghl Bailies Hill and Scott of Portsburght 

Deputy Commissary-General Wemyssp J. Clark Convener of the Trades, 

W. K. Aitchison brewerg Dr. D. B. Reid lecturer on chemistryp P. Kelland 

Professor of Mathematiesp and Professor tizars. 

Great difficulty was found in obtaining permission for a gasworks 

in Edinburgh, until the-small existing supply from the Leith company 

was exploited as a-, flow in the defensive monopoly, of the Edinburgh 

company* 
2 

The teith shareholders agreed to sell their works, and in 

November 1839 the new Edinburgh company promoted a "Bill for the better 

Lighting with Gas the City of Edinburgh and Town of teith". The 

Edinburgh and Leith Company, thereby became the first competing Scot- 

tish coal-gas company committed to providing cheaper gasl and improved 

quAlity and service, for the welfare of the public. 

Amongst the partners named in that Company's Aot3 of 11arch 1840 

were Sir James Forrest of Cormieston the Lord Provost of Edinburghp 

Sir Alexander Maitland Gibsonp Sir Francis Walker Drunmondo Robert 

1. The Scotsman, 20/3/1839; - Vide., infra p-1804 
Winburgh 2, The Scotsman, 21/9/1839; An unidentifiedigas company applied for 

tetters Patent in 1836, vide B. C, Huntj The Development'of the Business 
Corporation in England 18oo-1867 (1936,, ridge, Mass. ), P- 57- 
3- 3 Vict- Cap. XIIj 23/3/1840., Vide supra pp. 988,1366 
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Auchinleck (Cheyne of Kilmarone), Thomas Henderson of Press, Joseph 

Baird merchant, John Jardine advocatep John Ford glass manufacturerp 

Sutherland Mckenzie manager of the Scottish Union Insurance Company, 

John Wood manager of the Hercules Insurance Companyl several Solici- 

tors to the Supreme Courts like M. Lothian, To Johnstone and I, Bayleyq 

as well as Hugh Auld bankerl George Crosbie banker, and James Coch- 

rane brass-founder and gas-fittinggs manufacturer, all of Edinburgh, 

Partners resident in Leith included James Reoch the Provost, Adam 

White of Fens the former Provost, Henry Johnstone and James Ker 

bankers, and John, Ihefie and A. Schultze sugar-refiners* 

Edinburgh's success led to reappraisals elsewherep and the 'City 

and Suburban Gas tight Company of Glasgow' 1 
which was promoted in 

October 18429 generated sufficient publicity to inspire attempts at 

consumer-oriented competition in many other Scottish towns in the mid 

1840so Nevertheless, the promoters had mixed motives of profit and 

public dutyl and besides highly priced shares which severely restricted 

consumer participationg had no specific rules to promote the consumerst 

welfare* The distinmilshed interim committee comprised Alex Baird 
2 

from Wm. Baird and Company, ironmasters of Gartsherrieg William. Dixon 

1. Glasgow City and Suburban Company is considered herep rather than 
in the previous section on Chartered Companiesl'as it-inspired many 
subsequent, unincorporated Consumerst Companies. The promoters noted 
that in Edinburgh the old company's stock still obtained 100 per cent 
premiums and the new company 50 per cent premiums. tiverpool, 
teeds, Manchesteri Birmingham and Sheffield were noted-to have com- 
petine companies. Glasgow C. and S. had'a nominal capital of 
C150POCIO in Elo shares. 
Prospectus in Glasgow Chroniclep 7/10/1842* 

2. Director of the City of Glasgow Bank, and a founding partner in the 
Clydesdale Bank. 
J. M. Reid The History of the Clydesdale Bank (1838 - 1938) 6938) 

P-105 
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of Calder and Wilsontotm Irorr-yorks, James L=sdenj 1 James Merry iron 

and coal master of Monkland Canal Basin, William Ilutrie fancy silk and 

velvet =ufacturer and printer, George Douglas lead merchant, Robert 

Fleming of P. & R. Fleming'merchants, John Fleming merchant, Thomas 

Kennedy probably the silk and calico printer of Little Govang and John 

=tchell probably a cork manufacturer and merchant. Compared to 

tondon with eight gas-companies, and "leading Towns throughout the 

Kingdom" which all had tvro, companies, the "second city of the Empire" 

seemed -Iwo them poorly supplied* 

The new company maintained that competition would provide "Purity 

of Gasq - Attention to the Wants of the Consumer, - and Yoderation in 

? -rice". A saving of "not less than twenty five per cent" would', be 

made through improved technology in construction and operating costst 

while "Iron, the chief expenditure in the construction... [is] lower 

.. in price than'it is believed ever to have been". Rapidly oxpanding 

suburbs arouncl Glaseovi rould acquire an adequate gas supply for the 

first time. The venture mat enthusiastic support, and by the on& of 

October all the stock had been allocatedp giving proferenco to resi- 

dents "from Glasgow and the neighbourhood, or those locally Connocted 

1. James Lumsden (1770-1656) was a leading promoter, and was also 
on the 1819 Consumers Committee. The son of a Glasgow stationer and 
publisher of the same name, he became a Town Councillor (1822)9 Police 
Commissionerl and Lord Provost (1843-6). A Whig philanthropist in 
connection with Glasgow Royal Infirmary, and Yodel Lodging Housesj*ho. 
was a strong supporter of 1832 Reform Act) experimented early with 
steam power, and o--med Clyde river steamers in partnership with 17. 
'11i=lees. A founding member of Glasgow Union Banking Company (1830), 
and Clydesdale Banking Company 42 

(1838) in which he was the first 
Chairman, and founder of the City of Glaceow Life Assurance Company,, 
His con James (1008-79) wan on the Board of GlanGow and S. W. Railway 
from 1049, and Lord Provost of GlasCow 1866-9; Glaprow Chronicle, 
12/6/1819, P. 3-: JX. Reid, ThcHistory of the Clydesdale Bnnk 
1-838-1938 (1938), PP- 41-51 156.: 1. 'qgnoirs- and Portraits of One Hundred 
Glasr. ro-. -r 1, n (l886p, GlasGo,,. r)j Vol. IIY p- 179: J. S. Samuel Ed., The 
Lord Provosts of Glagrow From 1833 to 1902 --Bior-, raphical Sketches 
(19 Glasgow), pp. 86-90. 
2. Meeting at Black Bull Hall; Alex B ird chairman. Motion accepting 
engineering estimates proposed by Mark Sprott of Garnkirk and Mr Brooksq 
ýnd passed. Yx Lamont secy. to Co. Eleven directors chosen to replace 
interim'committee. Glasmow Chronicle 31/10/1842 
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with the district - in all cases rejecting more speculators, where 

known". 1 

The old Company had no new defences. Population had risen from, 

120,000 to 300,000 since the gasworks began but, carefully purchasing 

iron during periods of low pricesp they had enlarged Tradeston and 
2 

provided a new Partick supply quite adequate f or the demand. Public 

opinion was not satisfied, and a Bill by the new Company was accompanied 

to Parlia=ent by a favourable- petition signed by 13,000 householders 
3 

and 3400 artizans "representinC a rental of above P-43,000", The 

new Company promised to supply free Gas-meters to remove the main 

complaint voice& by small consumers. 
4 Parlimmtary support for COM" 

petition v. as granted only af ter two important testimonials which 

validated the nevr company's case. Iýr. hiddell, 5 
gas apparatus manu- 

facturer of Glasgow, showed that factories like his oj7n manufactured 

their own gas 
6 

because the Company refused to provide daytime pressure 

on the mains to reduce their losses by leakage. Consequently most 

consumers had to burn oil lamps on dull wintry days. A. Kellarp a 

1. Engineering estimates were then taken from Mr. Errington6 
Glaspow Chronicle 

, 
31/10/1842 

2. Through an interlocking directorate. the Old gas company persuaded Glasgow Water Company to oppose the now Bill, and accused the now 
company promoters of being unscrupulous speculators. Glasgow Chronicle 
28/10/1842. 

'3. Glasgow Chronicle 2V3/1843 P-3 (list of 14 M. P. s on Corm-aitiee incl: - uding J. J. Hope 
, 
Johnstonell)ennistoun, Lockhartg and Capt. Dalrymple). 

Co. solicitors Lamont & Yonteith (Glasgow)t Deans, Dunlop & Hope 
(London), vide Glasgow Chronicle 2/11/1842. Despite acceptance of New co. by Commons, Old co. spent c. E2500 fighting it again before the Lords; 
vide Glasgow Courier 3 /4/1843 

P 10/4/18431,28/4/43P 1/5/43P 5/5/1843*' 
Vide suDra P- 948 

4. Free meters were supplied at York and Birminghamq and were suggested to the City and Suburban Co. by Mr. Ritchiep gas manager at Greenock. 
Ritchie believed they could construct, a gasworks for only P-144,704. He, 
claimed that Glasgow gas was of-poor qualityp'but the Committee established this was not correct : evidence of J. Hedley, London gas engineer (a 
consultant who originally trained in Scotland in 1820s) vide Glasgow Chronicle 1/5/1843 

5- In 1819 Andrew Li. ddell & Co. of Gallowgate was a retail outlet for 
coal-fire grates, copper and iron gas Pipestand English and Scottish gas fittings. Glaspow Chronicle 15/5/1819 P-1 

6. Liddell also supplied some gas to Messrs Pinchar, Gray sugar refiners, who faced the same problem. He had supported the 1819 
consumers' movement in Glasgow. Glasgow Chronicle 27/3/1843. -' 

-SaTra Pý ý1,1,1 
5'. 
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Commissioner of Policep agreed that the Company gave poor service, 

refused to supply street lights if they considered there were "too few 

houses in the street'll like Kelvin Street in 1838P and even refused 

to supply Sauchiehall Street in 1839 because there were no houses on 

the North side, thereby also refusing a supply to the "immense number 

of houses just beyond that Street". 

The new gasworks built by the City and Suburban Company for 

E114P520 at Dalmarnocli were technically a great succesm, but the 

benefit for consumers was far less than had been expectedl and by the 

late 1840s the new company was competing in the rate of profits rather 

than prices. Although most original shareholders in Glasgow City 

and Suburban Company were local residents, some evidence 'Suggests 

that large numbers of shares were later purchased by Edinburgh resi- 

dents and other. outsiders. Share certificates recording ownership 
I 

in 1869p at the time of municipal takeover, have'recently been cata- 

logued by Glasgow City Archives 2 
and state the date at'which those 

persons purchased shares. The Aitchison family of'Edinburgh appear, 

for example, to have acquired considerable interest in-the Companyo 
3 In 1855 DuZuld Bannatyne, merchant of Rothesay, sold fifteen shares 

in the Company to Alex. Aitchison of Portobello through the agency of 

I. Woodq an Edinburgh sharebro. kerl and Aitchison also purchased a 

further fifteen new shares* By 1869 he held C2200 stock. During 

1858 George Aitchisont baker of Edinburghl purchased 100 shares from 

1- 1844 dividend 31& per cent on C114,520 share capital, from 45 
million cu, ft, j 1845 7-24- per cent from 67 million-, Cu-ft-P, 1851 9 per 
cent from 160 million eu. ft. The'new Company never grew as large 
as the old company in Glasgow. Hugh Bartholomew, was, the managers 
Vide supra pp- 410,633 
The Scotsman's 11/9/1844; J. G. L., 24/2/1885* 
2, Glasgow City Archives (D. G. E. 181)0' 
3- Vide supra P. 683; also p. 1124 
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two former partnerse Isabella Pe Aitchison of Edinburgh acquired 

four shares in 1858 and seventy six in 18689 and James Aitchison of 

Edinburgh purchased seventy five shares in 10449 and 114 in le6o. 

William Aitchisonj confectioner of Edinburgh purchased eighty five 

shares from other partners in 1843, a further fifty in 1844 through 

A* Stevenson an Edinburgh shareholder# twenty five in 1867 and ten in 

1868. Alexander Aitken of Edinburgh purchased 100 shares in 1862o 

This pattern suggests a considerable influx of persons unlikely to 

uphold the early ideals of the consumers movement. 

Meanwhile in the early 184089, idealists and speculators released 

a landslide of proposals for additional companies with consumer parti- 

cipationg which tapped a ready pool of capital by preceding the rail- 

way promotion boomo 1 Aberdeen was firsty with a newspaper letter in 

1843 which declared that "the days of all monopolies are now numbered"t 

and invited support for a now gas company because of the "reduced 

price of iron and labour" and "late great discoveries" in gas tech- 
2 

nology. The Aberdeen 'New Gas Light Company' was. sponsored. by a 
3 

powerful legal firm of public benefactors, Adam and Andersong who 

10 Railway construotion vide supra pp. 1069 1089ý, 739 

2* Aberdeen Journal 22/1 Clay retorts had greatly reduced 9 11/1843- working costs. Vide sup p,, 282. "In the tforties Aberdeenv-like 
the rest of the country, had more money than sense". Town trade had 
flourished since the mid 1830s, but railway speculationg for example 
by Adam and Anderson in the 1844 Railway Company tine to Forfar and 
Arbroathl or the 1845 Great North of Scotland Railway. Co., did not 
precede the new gas venture* A. Keith, The North of Scotland Bank 
(19369 Aberdeen), PP- 35,33-4* 
3- Adam Anderson (1802-1887) M. A. (1144chal College). Advocate, 
c* 1828 formed legal firm with Willian Sdam (dissolved-1866), 1830s- 
40s promoted North of Scotland Bankq Northern Assurance Co., Wisconsin 
Marine Insurance Co Aberdeen Market Co. 9 G. N. S. Railw4y; "1840 New 
Market buildings (E; OvOOO); and 1866, Cairnton*17ater supply. tord 
Provost of Aberdeen. A6 Keith; The North of'Scotland Bank timited 
1836-1936, (19369 Aberdeen)p PP- 141 169. - 
Vide supra p. 872 
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gave preferential allocation of stock to yersons who provided a writ- 

ten statement of their intention to become consumers. The first 

Directors 
1 

were William Adam advocatel G. Thompson junior merchant, D. 

Blackie merchantp J. Hadden manufacturer, A Cruichshank merchant, 

Alex Gibb civil engineer, and William Guthrie shipowner. 

For two years no share transfers were permitted to persons resid- 

ing outside the burgh. The new company expected to operate with only 

C30,000 fixed capital 
2 

whereas the old Companyp profiting from massive 

premiums through the sale of fifteen pound shares at forty eight 

pounds, was overloaded with a norninal capital of C889000 and paid a 

dividend of two pounds five shillings and sixpence on each share. 

Neverthelessl using the example of Manchester where lower gas prices 

raised consumption, they assured the parsimonious public that the old 

Company would not collapse entirely and thereby waste valuable capitals 

Table 6-5 

Town 

Competing Scottish Gas Compani I es coinpared to 

0 Aberdeen 
_(1843) 

Aberdeen 
Edinburgh 
Edinburgh & Leith 
Glasgow (old) 
Glasgow City and Suburban 

Shares Paid U]2 %' Dividend ý Shares Market 
Pri ce 

so 

15 15 48 0 
25 10 58 0 
16 6j 26 15 
25 10 48' 0 

2 None Yet 3 15 

Source: - Aberdeen Journal 613211843- 

The old Aberdeen company replied thaty unlike Glasgow, they had 

Aberdeen journall 13/12/1842, p, 2', ' 

2, Nominal capital C50POOO in C5 shares, to be called up in install- 
ments of up to El. Directors, could raise stock to C100,000. Company 
formed once 4000 shares subscribed, Within one week 150 consumers 
had applied for 3400 shares, and although, only local publicity had, 
been given, many other, distant applicants had to be turned down, 
Aberdeen Journal, 6/12/1843* 
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not tried to restrict operations to the wealthy parts of the city* 

With seventy five miles of mains pipes they claimed to have raised 

overheads to supply poor districtsy to have longer mains in proportion 

to cons=ption than "any Company in the United Kingdom"s and to have 

fostered a more "universal use" of gaslight in the dwellings of all 
1 

classes than was found in any other town. When support continued to 

flow to the new company, a completely new tactic was devised to create 

a "legalized and public monopoly", 

Before the now Company was officially formed, 2 the old Company 

was exposed in an attempt to use its "Directors and Partners in the 

Town Council and Police" to persuade the municipal authorities to pur- 

chase the gasworks. 
3 Complaints were made that the over-capitalized 

works, with heavy leakage, was a very poor municipal investment which 

would stifle private enterpriseo A modest five per cent dividend 
. 

in the old company required profits of C4400, but in the new company 

only C1500o The Police Board4 finally voted by five to four against 

purchasing the old gasworks for C70,000 or a seven shilling annuity on 
shares. Yet again the Old company sought protection through the Council 

1, They also stated that the gas quality'was high when tested by Dr. 
F. Vfe on behalf of the new Glasgow C, and S, company; that coal was ex- 
tremely expensive because of 25 miles of land carriage to Glasgow and 
shipment through the Forth and Clyde canal; and two companies would 
raise gas prices which were in "uniform proportion to the amount of 
the consumption! 'o They admitted to heavy reploughingp and tried to 
justify the 15 per cent dividend on shares because it'was only 8 1/6th 
per cent on the market price of shares. Vide sup P-495 

2e The new Company was only declared to be formedp and directors 
chosen, on 9th December 1843- By then 3343 non-resident applicants 
had been refused membershipi and 9341 local applicants had requested 
stock worth E469705. A technical paperp originally-prepared by the 
Glasgow City and Suburban Company, was examined describing the pro. 
duction of cheaper and better gas* Aberdeen journa-19 13/i2/1843* 
39 Aberdeen Journal 6/12/18430-- 

4! Councillors Henderson and Torrie continued to press the Council 
to purchase the works even at UOOpOOO., Aberdeen Journal, 20/12/1843, 
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with a proposal for annuities on a sliding scale related to annual revenue. * 
Table 6.6 Proposed Sliding Scale of Annuities for 11unicipal, 

Annuity per Share Profits Applicable Annual Revenue 
(shillings) to Public Purposes (F-) 

(e) 

5 Od. 0 to 499 12P475 
5 6 500 129500 
6 0 750 18t750 
6 6 1000 159000 
7 0 1250 31,250 
7 6 1500 379500 
8 0 1750 45t750 
a 6 2000 509000 
9 0 2250 569250 
9 6 2500 629500 

10 0 2750 68P750 

Sourcet- Aberdeen Journall 20/12/1843* 

By February 1844 the Company also offered a reduced sale price of 

E55P5009 but the firm of Messrs. John Gibb and Sons' offered to build 

a new municipal gasworks for C30PO00- All delay and uncertainty oper- 

ated to the disadvantage of the now Company, but the Police Oommiss- 

ioned a detailed independent valuation of the old works by Mr* Ritchiep 

gas manager of Greenock, He found that they had originally cost 

97090009 but poor maintenance had reduced the value to C509000s an& 

a further 9159000 would be required as a reasonable compensation for 

loss of profits. On the total E65#000 the Police Commissioners could 

expect annual profits of E3000 Plus four per cent to cover interest 

on debts. About two thirds of the profits could be abstracted for 

public benefitg and one.. third was required for extensions and deprec- 

iation, 

Aberdeen Journal, 14/2/1844- 
The cost of the new company's works, designed by Alex. Gibb C. E., had 
risen to C5090OOt-but the market price of their shares with 10/_ paid- 
up had risen to 16/6d, and that of*shares in the Old Company with 
E4 6/- paid-up bad fallen to 16/6d* Aberdeen Journall 2 1844, 
31/i/1844o 
29 Ritchie discovered many discrepancies from the published debates. 
Thore were only 20 miles-of mains pipes, not 70, but leakage was low 
at 7 per cent compared to 30 per cent in Paisley and 28 per cent in 
Glasgow. Vide supra p. 821 

Detailed statistics vide supra P. 793 
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Men the Police Co=issioners again refused purchase, the New 

Company built its works, but ultimately the pessimists were correct 

because the two companies amalgamated in 1846 and restored high prices. 

Table 6-7 I , as Prices at Aberdeen'Before and After Competition 

1838 gs. 6d. 1846-52 7s. Od. 

1845 4s. Od. 1852-61 6s. 6d. 

Source: - ZT. A. Ross, Municipal Affairs in Aberdeen since 
1833 (1899p Aberdeen)p p. 120. 

From Aberdeen the idea of competition 
1 

spread to consumers in Paisley 

and Dundee during 1843, Perth and Edinburgh in 18449 StiAingj ralkirkt 

Dumfriesy Greenock and Ayr in 1845, and Hamilton and Ayr Newton in 

1846. 

Paisley New Gas Company made considerable progress, despite op- 

position from the Town Council who believed gas p es would ultimately 

rise by price-fixing. When Parliament favoured themp the old Company 2 

joined with the Town Council as a tPublic Trust' which successfully 

enforced a legal monopoly with minimal benefits to the Council Or ' 

consumers. The new Dundee company' was more successfulp, and forced 

gas prices down from seven shillings and'sixpence, to six shillings. 

le Parliament was undoubtedly more sympathetic to consumers? com- 
plaints in the 1840sp then it had been earlier,, as demonstrated, over 
Hamilton and Dundee. VidO suPra PP. 954 et seq. 
2. Paisley company bY, 'i644'had-a. called-up capital ofIC4090009 

- 
annual 

revenue of about C9000, and large funds made from'surplus'profits 
a contingency fund'of C3000 and a deterioration fund of*1: 5387-- The 
Trust spent C3600 opposing-ýhe New-Company in"Parliament, and C4800 
on its own Act, despite vigorous local protests against the Town 
Council. Vide supra pp. 960,1033 

3- Promoted by T. Neish, J. Whitton and-J., Doctor merchants, ' j. - Wilson corn-merchant-and G. Fyfe shipownerp, wh'o-comprised the Interim 
Committee. Nominal capital of E409000 in E10 shares in November 
1843, altered to C409000 in E5 shares_in February 164, Prospectus 
in Dundee, Perth and Oapar Advertizerp-10/11/1843. Amended Pros- 
pectus in Dundee, Perth and Cupar Advertizerp 23/2/1844 0 
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The size of Dundee had doubled since the old Company begang and 

several suburbs lacked supplies, The new company hoped to use cheap 

labour and raw materials to build a works at half the cost of the oldl 

and by issuing shares preferentially to consumers allowed "consumers 

of all classes.. oa voice in regulating the supply and price land] 

reaping the profits of their own expenditure", With the consent of 

the Town Council construction co=enced i=ediatelyg before prices 

could rise, without waiting for an Act., The Old company failed to 

persuade the Town Council to purchase their worksp 
1 

and by 1846 the 

new Company claimed to be saving consumers C5625 per year. Later, 

howeverl price-fixing commenced and in 1852 the two companies amal- 

garn ted. 

In Edinburgh a new 'Union Gas tight Company, 3 began in 1844 to 

ensure a three-cornered fightl since the Edinburgh and heith Company 

had apparently negotiated with the old Edinburgh company, "a mutual 

understanding to maintain its price at a most exorbitant rate". 
4 

Manchester was revered with gas at about five shillings and sixpence 

and high profitsq compared to the Edinburgh price of seven shillings 

and sixpence by meter, or up to eleven shillings per 1000 cubic feet 

for poor consumers on time-contracts. The Union Company promised an 

Act with safeguards for consumers including a maximum of six-per 

1. Another schemej for ratepayers to finance a new Company at a cost 
of four years' Poor Assessment and use the profits in place of Assess- 
ment$ was also defeated, Dundee, Perth and Cupar Advertizer, 26/4/ 
1844t 10/5/18441 1,5/12/18439 

2. Gas World, 4/7/18859 P- 10; J. G. h*2 5/7/18879 

3- Nominal capital C1001000 in Z5 shares,, Nolpartner to hold above 
100 shares, Employed Messrs. Deansq Dunlop, and-Hope as Parliamentary 
agents* The Scotsman, 14/2/18449 29/3/1845- Promoters Vide infra 
p. 1806 
4- The Edinburgh and Leith 

' 
Company was accused of, paying a "premium 

of 100 per cent"'to purchase Leith'gasworks*, ý The market value of 
stock in the old Edinburgh company had risen, to C224 for E1001 and in 
the new company a premium of 10 gdiiieas was paid for shares with only 
E16 5/- called-up* 
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cent on dividends, sale of now stock only by public auctiont and 

the use of all premiums in a "sinking funall or reserve funaf or re- 

ducing gas prices. Shares were to be allocated preferentially to 

persons giving a written atatement of their intent to become consumers, 

"The low price of iron, and labour of all kinds" was expected to re- 

duce construction costsp and gas mains pipes with clumsy joints which 

used to cost fourteen pounds per ton were replaced in new Companies 

like Glasgow City and Suburban with pipes having turned and bored 

joints at three pounds fifteen shillings a ton*' 

The two existing Edinburgh companies immediately reduced gas from 

seven shillings and sixpence to six shillings and ninapenoep and the 

new project achieved negligible publicityl 
2 

until March 1845 when a 

fourth and a fifth gas Company were proposed* The 'Edinburgh New 

Gas tight Company, 3 hoped to obtain cheap coal supplie s at a location 

adjacent to the now Caledonian railway, and to profit from the addit- 

ional building and population in the city which was expected to ao- 

company railway developments* The ICity of Edinburgh Gas tight 

Association, 4 
was more closely allied to the Consumers' Movemento 

Partly inspired by the municipal gasworks of Ibnahesterl- the Associa- 

tion believed "that the profits derivable from lighting the Housegy' 

Shops and Streets of this Cityp should be shared by the Inhabitants". 

Private capital was to be harnessed for public benefits. Two thirds 

1. Vide supra p. 276 
2. The Scotsman published a letter predicting failure like the Oil 
Gas Company and Forth Mrine or Union Canal, The Scot6man, 5/6/1(344, 
14/2/1844* 

3. Nominal capital E1009000 in EIO shares* 
'Directly 

inspired by the 
second companies in Paisleyq Perths Stirling and Aberdeen. -The goots- 
man, 13/3/1845,19/3/1845- 'Promoters vide infra p. 1806 '7 

4* Nominal capital E1009000 in C10, sharese Partly'inspired by new, - competing companies in Sunderland and Paris. The Scotsman, . 19/3/1845* 
Promoters - vide infra p. 1806 
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of the Board of Yonagemont was to be elected by shareholdersp and one 

third by the Town Council and Police, By restricting the dividend 

to a maximum six per cent, about four per cent of surplus profits 

would be available for "reducing the Police Tax to the Inhabitants", 

Later that monthp 
1 the City company absorbed the 'News company, 

without changing its rules except in excluding the Town Council from 

electing Directors; but despite support-from some magistrates, the 

entire venture collapsed. 

The Perth new company 
2 in 184 attributed new competition in other 

Scottish towns to "public spirited individuals" who were taking ad- 

vantage of "the abundance and cheapness of labour", better technologyp 

and particularly "the unpreoedentedly low price of iron% The old 

company was accused of building "on a scale of unnecessary magnitude 

and expense", when labour and iron were expensives' 11as-was too ex- 

pensive# at twelve shillingsp yet company-shares, of-twenty five pounds 

had a market value of about fifty pounds, and'dividends, were excessive 

at seven per cent, Accounts were never publishedp and'there was 

suspicion of a secret reserve fund* The New company; allocated 

shares to consumers "in proportion to'the probable-extentýof their 
3, 

cons=ption". Because a second-company had been projected in Perth 

in 1826, they claimed this was the consumers' last chanee-to obtain 

fair treatmentv since a third attempt to, break the'monopoly was most 

unlikely. The alternative was expensive gas, "defective supply, 

1. The Scotsman, 29/3/1845- 
2. The promoters stated that altruism 

- 
was behind. the new, companies 

of Edinburghl Glasgowl Aberdeeng Paisley'and-Dandee ,01 Pe - rth New com- 
pany had nominal capitalof C159000 in F-5 shares. Perth Old company 
in 1844 had a capital stock of C20,000.,. Gas cost 15/--in 18249 
12/- in 1844- Perthshire Courierg 29/2/18449 14/8/1845 (Perth Ref. tib. ) 

3- Apparently-a reference'to the Portable Gas Companyl which was to 
have been-based in Dundee and to supply Perthp vide supra PP., -4339 844 

Perthshire Courier, 15/5/1845o 
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inferior qualityl - irregular and highly charged meters, - com- 

plaints and appeals for redress unheadedp - refusals to pay the most 

apparent overcharges met by simple threats of a stoppage of farther 

supply", The New company promise& good quality gas at seven shil- 

lings and sixpeneet price reductions when possiblep meters at only 

one shilling and sixpence rent a yearl and inspection of any faults 

discovered by consumersp plus a free change to their mains forsupply* 

Moral indignation was the immediate response by the old companys 

in Perth as later in Falkirk and Hamilton, 1 To serve the publiop 
2 

they had been forced to purchase early equipment at high pricesp for 

example gas meters in 1824 at three pounds three shillings compared 

to only one pound five shillings for meters in 18449 and because they 

took the initial risks the publio'had a duty to continue''to support 

them* The Perth company also reduced the price of gas from twelve 

shillings to eight shillings and reduced dividends to, four per cent* 

They offered a permanent limit of five per cent on dividends if the 

new Company dissolv6dp and warned consumers that riiailcompanies 

at Exeter and York3 had collapsed after a few yearss resulting in 

expensive gas. When arg=ents failea, they'dela, . yed'oons , truction of 

the New gasworks with two attempted interdicts during the winter of 

1844-5- The New company had iriadequate support to_fulfil the pro- 

mise of cheaper gasq and soon lapsed into price-fixing agreements 

with the old company* 

Falkirk companyl. faced'by. 'competi, tionin-. 18459ý'-claimýd'that it 

commenced "more for the purpose ofIgetting the Streets of the Town 

1. Vide supra p. 960 
2o Perthshire Courierg' 14/8/1ý8450 
3* Perthshire-Couri'er, 25/7/18449' 15/5/1845;, rePrint from the 
West of England Consery-ativeo.. - 
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lighted, and to enable the inhabitants to keep pace with the improve- 

ments in other Towns I than with a view to the priv; Lte, emolument of 
1 

the subscribers"s But prices and dividends were high. In 1844 

gas was reduced from ten shillings and sixpence to nine shillings. 

Dividend over the previous six years averaged 10-4 per eent, and 

over the entire length of operationg eight pounds two shillings per 

cent, Although they warned consumers that iron was now highly 

priced, and gas would cost more when the market was dividedl the new 

promoters obtained many pledges of consumption for twelve monthst and 

the new Falkirk Joint Stock Company 2 
commenced in May 1845- It re- 

mained a strong competitor, and finally absorbed the older oompany 

in 1887- 

Disillusionment with the performance of Glasgow City and Suburban 

Companyq led to the promotion of 'Glaseow and Suburban Consumerst Gas 

Companyt3 in 1845P with a Committee which included William Baird M. Pev 

James Baird of Gartsherrie, and James Aitken ironfounder. They aimed 

to provide cheap gas, at a site with the best transport facilitiesp 

"solely for the benefit of oonsumers"and house proprietors who were 

given a preferential allocation of sharm, An Act was proposed to 

allow Glasgow Corporation to purchase the works at one year's noticep 

le 
IThe 

Scotsmang 23/4/1845; Stirling Journal, '25/4/1845; Vide 
infra p. 1216 ; also p. 1234 , 1.1 ýý 
2. Formed 15/5/lE45; Nominal Capital C4000 in L2 shares. Took 
Limited Liability in 1859 (BT9/6) 
Vide sup pe 221 
By competitiong gas was reduced to 4/2d in 1862, butýprice-fixing 
began in 1867 with gas at 5/10d* Third Statistical Account - 
Stirling (1966, Edinburgh)t, P., 32d. 

3- Nominal capital E200,2,006 in E20 shares. '*' Deposit C2 per share. 
Glasgow C. & S. stock-sold at 80 per centpremiUMt. 'but, that company 
had only achieved a "trifling reduction'llin gas'pricesp and disap- 
pointment amongst Glasgow consumers resembled that in Edinburgh over 
the Edinburgh and Leith Company., Glasgow S. C. G. C. 'used the City of 
Glasgow and Western Banks, employed Adam'17onteith as solicitor, and 
Messrso Law and Anton as Parliamentary Agents. The Scotsman, 
18/10/1845* 
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at a price agreeaby arbitrators, but no aaaitional consumer safe- 

guards were stated, and the project was short lived* 

Table 6.8 Promoters 

William Bairdy II. P* 

George Andersont merchant 
Archi. Alison, iron merchant 

James Aitkenp iron-founder 

James Baird of Gartsherrie 

Thomas Brownliep Deacon Co'nvener 

William Bankierg merchant 
William Churchl merchant 

Alex. Coupery cotton spinner 

I Gas 

Mathew Dickv of Yeikle Earnock 

William Dixon 

Patrick Dawson, Distiller 

T* teadbetterl lead merchant 
nobert Monteith jn. of Carstairs 

John I%mn, iron master 
Andrew McCulloch, merchant 
William Robertsong builder 

Source: - The Scotsman. 18/10/1845- 

The presence of William Dixon and other iron mastersp dealersp and 

a builder among the sponsorsp strongly suggests that. an attempt was 

being made to harness public support for a project to bring them 

private remunerationo 

Dissatisfaction with municipal control of Greenock gasworks led 

to the formation of 'Greenock and Suburban New Gas tight Associationt 

in April 1845P which also aimed to provide the first gas supply to 

Gourock, and to oompete for Port Glasgow. Gas was supplied at nine 

shillings and twopences or "from 40 to 100 per cent" more than in 

other large townsp which gave the corporation- i clear profit of C3800 

or twenty one per cent on the capital investedi C17P550a The town 

council had betrayed the trust originally placed in itt and the new 

10 Company led by William Crawford of Cartsburnp James Wilkinshaw 
of Overton and James M Scott of Greenock* Nominal, Capital C40,000 
in L5 shares* Deposit 5/. per share, plus'5/-'upon signing Parlia-- 
mentary contract* All shares were'subscribed between 19th and 21st 
April, but list kept open to increase the, number of consumer-partners, 
Prospectus in Greenock Advertizerg 22/4/18459 29/4/1845- 
Vide supra p. 1020 
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company believed that it could reduce prices by thirty per cent and 

still give a dividend of about ten per cent* Shares were issued 

preferentially to consumers, or potential consumers, in the three 

townsp and "those interested in the trade and proprietory of these 

quarters". but the Association planned to obtain a private Act before 

operatingg and never commenced. 

, . S-, As at Paisleyj the lack of gas supplies to nearby populous manu- 

facturing villagest at Bannockburn, and St. Ninians, and rising urban 

population were among the reasons for a new Istirling and Suburban Gas 

Companyt in 1845- Within a week, applications equalled the total 

stoekp and only consumers were granted shares, 
2 Promotion of the 

company was largely by local manufacturersl bankersl and other pro- 

fessional people who could obtain direct benefit from an-improved 

supply of gas, rather than through the sale of equipment, , to the Company* 

Table 6.9 ters of the 'Ll and Suburban Gas Company 
T7- ,-"-, x- Bailie Smith 

Bailie Prentice 
James Wilsong manufacturer# Bannockburn 
John Wilsong manufacturerp Bannockburn 
37. Wilson, manufactui! erp Bannockburn 
J. Dick, gent. of Ci-digengelt + 
M. M, Stevenson, gente 
W. Knox, gent, of St. 'Ninians + 
J. Sma tj gent. of St. Ninians 

P, Connall banker + 
J, Sawers, banker + 
P. G. Morrisonp writer + 
WIHI 4 Forrestj surgeon' 
A, L, Moodiet surgeon+ 
RO Taylorq soap'manufacturer 
G. Mouatj manufacturer + 
Wm. Rahkinp merchant ' 
J. P, Traquairq merchant 

Sourca: - Stirling, Journal and Advertizer, -28/2/18459ýP- 1; 
21/3/1845* 

Note: - +'denotes Directors chosen 19/3/1845,, -In additiong 
Re Smith manufacturer and 77. Reid merchant became 
Directors. 

lo- Nominal Capital E5000 in E5 shares., Complaints, were made against 
excessive gas, prices., dividends, -, premiums on stock and heavy replough. 
ing surplus profits by 

- 
the old Company. Stirling Journal and 

Advertizer, 21/2/1845- (Stirling Ref,,, Lib, ) 
2o Stirlini J6urnal, 28/2/18459 7/3/18454) 
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Anonymous authors 
1 declared the old gasworks to be badly con- 

structed, the gas poorg the capital stock not paid-lip, and that large 

secret funds had been created from concealed profits* The old com- 

pany replied 
2 that the work was hazardous and could not be insured, 

there were no secret funds, the ten pound shares never sold above 

twelve pounds and dividends over the past ten years had averaged only 

4-75 per cent. In the continued absence of national statistics 

they could also claim to provide gas superior to any other in Scotland 

in "purity and brilliance'19 and that although the town did not permit 

all the advantages of large-scale productiong their charges were 

similar to those in "other Gas Companies in towns of the same size 

Ileanwhile the price of gas in Stirling was reduced dramaticallY 
I 

to stifle the opposition, and the old company reorganized its capital 

stocke 
4 The nominal value of all ten pound shares was restored from 

their upset value of twelve poundsp and each was then split into five 

shares of two pounds, New stock was then created, and 1500 of the 

new, low priced shares offered for public sale to absorb investors 

who would otherwise have supported the new venture. At first the new 

company maintained momentum, called-up seventeen and sixpence on 

shares, 
5 

obtained Town Council permission for laying pipesp and at 

le Industries of Stirling and District (1909, Stirling)i P- 109- 

2. Stirlinr Journal, 7/3/1845* The old company quoted Hawksley's 
arguments against competition* 

- 
Vida supra pp! 9659 1120 

3* The "Method of Comparisons" had long been used by Company dir- 
ectors, but consumers had far greater difficulty in obtaining tech- 
nical data for suitable comparisons. Vida sup P. 785 

4* Vide supra, PP- 7449 1127 
Stirlinm Journals 2/5/1845* Gas prices were reduced from 10/6d in 1842, 
to 10/- in 1843,9/- early in 1845,8/7 in MY 1845 backdated, to thr- 
tirmas, 7/- atWhitsunday 1645, - and 6/6d in June 1845o 
Stirling Journals 7/3/18459 20/6/18459 
5, - Stirling Journali 7/3/1845P*27/6/1845- 
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1 

one stage considered purchasing the entire old ga3works, They pro- 

mised to reduce public lighting costs by C100 a yearp and to sell gas 

at five shillings and sixpence, to which Dr. Harvey for the old Com- 

pany retorted that they would still be undercut by gas sold at five 

shillings. 

Enthusiasm waned by the end of the yearl and in February 18469 

three months after a plea 
2 to the Town Council to purchase the old 

company and circumvent attempts to burden the public with the ex- 

cessive new capital outlayp the new Stirling company amalgamated with 
3 

the old. During 1845 the ideas of the Consumers Movement reached 

Ayr where the earlier private gasworks was purchased by "a joint 

Stock company of an extensive propriety f ormed in such shares as to 

4 
give as many.,,, shareholders as possible an interest in the undertaking". 

Though pledged to supply cheaper gas, the company was soon challenged 

in October 1845 by a rival 'Ayr and Newtorv -. ' Consumers Gas Company I 

the second in Scotland to assume the "Consumer" appelatione The 

following year, Newton council prohibited pipe-laying by the Ayr 

companyl which applied for a Bill to supply the entire areao Ex- 

pensive Parliamentary conflict was only avoided by I'Districting 

10 In April 1845 they decided instead to build a new works, and by 
September employed Stewart Kerr of Glasgow to design it, and re- 
quested tenders for equipment. Stirling Journal, 0/1845, 

2. In November 1845 'Civis' urged municipal control of the Old com- 
pany, and profit from the rising gas profits produced by increased 
consumptiong and the urban growth expected in the train of railway 
developments. This would have prevented dividends being paid 6n 
capital wasted ' in the now company. If the Council was unwilling to 
take the burden "of gas management, a public meeting could instead 
have appointed 6 'Conservatorst to operate the works as a 'Trust Fund' 
for the public good, Stirling Journal,. 21/11/l8459 

3. Industries of Stirling (1909), op. cit P. 111- 

4- Vide supra pp. 164,174 
S. R. O., Ayr Gas Company Minute Booko op. cit 7/4/16459 17/10/18459 
3/12/1846. In practiceg howeverp the 4115 shares were subscribed by 
only 132 applicants. 
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Agreements" in December, 1846. Newton company 1 
agreed to lay no 

pipes in Ayr, and the Ayr company to lay none in Newton or Wallace- 

town, 

Purther south, Dumfries gas company gave inadequate supplies for 

the growing city, and in 1845 the Ib=elltown. and Dumfries Company 2 

was formed to compete with it. In 1846 a new gas company in Hamilton 

won Parliamentary approval to supplant the old comparly. 
3 All of 

these Scottish developments in the 1840s precedeaq and possibly pre- 

cipitateds growing consi=er action and government legislation in 

England in the late 1840se Popular opinion was in favour of free- 

trade in the 1840st and the Government's sustained and increasing 

control over Chartered gas companiesp observed by ChattertonJ4 was not 

a substitute for free-trade competition as it appeared from observing 

the London gas companiesp but simply another market res traint in ad- 

dition to those provided by freo-trade, Hence the Government did 

not defend existing companies at Glasgow, Hamilton or Dundee against 

the Justified competition from their rivals. 

The national mood in favour of ownership by "the people" was also 

evident elsewhere. Alva, 5 town had been supplied from a local factory 

since 1832, but fifty one consumers at a public meeting in 1844 re- 

solved to form a companyt which purchased the old gas apparatus at 

C528 and set up its own gasworks. Pqrtob, ýllo was supplied, by 

1. Newton later developed a different market-by supplying Prest- 
wick holiday town. J. G. t. 9 24/l/1885- 

2. S. R. O., I%xwelltown and Dumfries Gaslight Company, op. -cit 
Nominal capital E5000 in 0 shares. Vide supra P. 901 

3. Vide sup p. 965 

4- Vide supra P- 1113 

5* Gas cost 10/- in 18329 and the gasholder stood in a wooden tank 
built by Mr, Small of Kirkcaldy. NewIOOmpany. forMed 21/g/1844- 
J. G. L*v 4/4/1882. 
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Musselburgh gas company three -miles away, from 1832, but a new Porto- 

bello Gas-light Company 
1 

was promoted in 1845- Inhabitants were 

urged to produce "good Gas at a cheap rate for themselves" instead of 

relying on the inadequate supply at excessive price which was avail- 

able. Thereafter, both companies competed vigorously in Portobello, 

until 1885 when, in return for compensation, the 15asselburgh pipes 

were cut at Magdalen Bridge. 2 

In 1847 two Parliamentary sur7ey officers in England pronounced 

commercial gas companies to be "at variance with the interests of the 

community ,, 
3 

especially the working classesp and proposed that Govern 
4 

ment toans should be issued for the purchase of companiesp like the 

toll roads of South Walesp and then new shares "sold in each town 

among the gas consumers". Only residents should have held sharesp 

up to a fixed maximum numberp and a maximum dividend of five per cent 

would have discouraged speculators, making the new organizations into 

virtually Consumer Companies* Parliament should also have taken 

firmer control, by forbidding discounts on gas sold to large consumers 

or public lampso and enforced public lighting in the poorer sections 

1. Prospectus in The Scotsman, 14/5/1845* P- 5- Nominal C3000 in E2 10s 
shares. Preferential issue of shares to persons agreeing to 

become consumers, 
2. L_G-h-t 18/11/18849 25/11/1684* Total output was then 20 million 
cu* ft* at Portobellop and 21 million at Msselburgh, MIusselburgh 
had owned a 25 ft. dia. gasholderp 3000 yards of 5 inch mains and 
3000 of 3 inch, in Portobello, and sold C700 gas per year there. 
Musselburgh company was accused of mismanagement in 18859 and local 
residents tried to form a new Company to compete with its( J. GA. 9 29/lA8851 in Musselburgh, 
3* B-P-P-t 1647 XXIIP P. 95-et'seq , tocal'Acts --Preliminary 
Enquiriesq "Observations on General Report on the Existing System 
of tighting Towns with Gas, by Messrs. Jones and Cleggp Surveying 
Officersp under the Act 9& 10 Vict, C., 106 for the Towns of Wolver- 
hamptong Ashton-under-lyne, Shipley, Bingley, and Wakefield'19 p. 95- 
4- The Private Acts' restriction of--dividends to 10 per cent had 
been frequently circumvented, and private individuals were unable to 
detect the frauds by local Companies. Ashton company had built a 
chapel, theatre and public house from excess profits. B. P. P., 18479 
XXIIV op. cit. 2 P. 98. 
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of towns where it was lackinge The old companies had preferred "a 

limited trade producing sure returns v to a more extended trade re- 

quiring more expenditureq trouble and attention", 
1 Chadwickian 

social reformers were warned that without cheap gaslight, the working 

classes could not keep themselves or their dwellings cleang whilst 

the bright lights of gin palaces remained one of their main attrac- 

2 
tions* 

Many errors were foundp both in the original construction and 

the existing methods of manufacture at gasworks*3 The officers sug- 

gested that Government inspectors should be appointed to supervize 

extensions, advise upon technical matters, check financial accounts, 

and provide impartial replies to consumer complaints,, 
4 To illustrate 

their argument, they produced a detailed analysis of construction and 

working costs for gasworks in medium and small townsq and initiated 

the factual approach which became of greatest importance in Plintoff's 

1860s campaigns. 

B-P-bo 9 1847 XXIIP OP- cit p P- 98- 
2, Ibid. p P- 95- 
3, - Even rough estimates of leakage placed it above 10. per cent of 
output in most towns. 

, 
Initial construction mistakes caused the 

wasteage of capital for reconstruction, and many gas companies by 
the 1840s were, in that sensel "over-cap, italizee relative to their 
gas output* LIP,, 18471 XXIIP OP- cit , p. 62. 

4., Consumers still believeal- for example, that only poor gas smoked, 
whereas the best cannel coal gas smoked*if burned with incorrect 
'burners'. B-P-P,, 18471 MIP-OP- cit-P P-- 99- 
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Table 6.10 Average Cost of Gasworks (1848) 

(1) Town of Above 40POOO Inhabitants "(2) Small Town 
Apparatus for maximum 1009000 cu. fte in lhximum 249000 cu-ft- in 
24 hours, average 28 million cu. fto per 24 hours, average 4.38 
year million cu. ft. per year 

Engineer's expenses during 
construction 
Act of Parliament 
Gasometer and Cast-Iron Tank 
(150POOO cu-ft-) 
Fifty retorts fitted up 
(Hydraulic Main &o) 
Condenser 
Purifiers 
Station Meterg Governor, &o 
Valves &o 
Retort Houset Coal Stores, &c 
Chimney 
Officet 11anager's House &c 
Boundary Walls 
Land 
5% Interest during Con- 
struction (2 yaars) 
Sundries 
Street 1hins and Branch pipes 
Interest on Miins during 
laying 
Trading Capital- 

Total Cost 

£400 0 -, 0 
800 00 

3500 00 
1000 00 

zoo 00 
300 00 
335 00 
150 00 

1500 00 
120 00 
700 00 
250 00 
400 00 

1025 10 0 
400 00 

6500 00 

650 00 
2000 00 

20230 10 0 

Twelve 
retorts &o 

(M. --governor) 

I 
Retort House 
and Build- 
ings 

I (i year) 

Gas Price per 1000 cu. ft. 

Manufacturing Cost 1 
per 

1000 Cu. ft, ls 4-75d 
Leakageg Wast.; ageq ()ut- 
door Expenses 0 4-5 
lWo dividend on capital 1 3-5 

Selling Price 3 2o75 

Source,: - B. P. P. p 1847P XXIIj Tables B and C. 
Note - based on English Examples. 

t 200 00 
500 00 

1000 00 

240 00 
50 00 
60 00 
30 00 
20 00 

1000 00 

150 00 

197 10 0 
200 00 

2000 00 
100 00 

500 00 

6247 10 0 

ls 11*75d 

0 4-5 
2 10-75 

5 2.5 

The principal cause of extra expense in small companies here was not 

manufacturing costs, but the extra capital required. 

1* These are the statistics givent but recalculation shows the 
first figure to be inaccurate - manufacturing costs (prime cost) in 
the large company was ls 9-059d after deducting the sale of by- 
products other than gas. 
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Table 6.11 Annual Yanufacturin p, Costs of Gas (1848) 

targe Town 28 million cu. ft. year Small Town 4.3 8 million cu. ft. 

Total Cost per Total 
year 

Cost per 
cost 1000 cuo cost 1000 cu. ft. ft. 

E S. d. s. d. e s. d. s. d. 

Coal 3586 tons 1783 7 8 1 3-3 (547-5 273 15 0 13 
time 3586 bushels 89 6 0 0 0-76 tons) 9 12 4 0 0-5 
Retorts wear and 
tear 300 0 0 0 2-57 50 0 0 0 2-74 
Wages 430 0 0 0 3.68 100 0 0 0 5-5 
Salaries 330 0 0 0 2.83 6o 0 0 0 3.28 
Taxes 200 0 0 D. 1-7 50 0. 0 0. ', Z-74 
Stationery 30 0 0 0- 0,25 10 0- 

- 
0 0 0-5 

Sundries 100 0 0 0 0.86 50 0 0 0 2-74 
Furnace coal 400 0 0 0 3-43 41 2 0 0 2*2 

Total 3662 13 8 2 7-394 644 9 4 2 11-313 

By -Products Sold 

Coke 1075 16 0 200 5 0 
Tar 83 0 0 10 0 0 
time 20 0 0 3 0 0 
Ammoniacal tiquor 25 0 0 0 0 0 

Total BY-Prod. 
Revenue 1205 16 0 213 5 0 

Total Expenditure 2456 17 8 1 9-059 431 4 4 1 11.6 

Source: - B. P. P., 18479 XXII, Table5B, and C., Note - English 
examples only* The original tables shoýdd Cost per 
1000 cuft. only for the gross figure of total ex- 
penditure per year minus by-product revenue; but 
other statisti cag calculated here, could just as 
easily have be en deduced also. 

From 1846 to 1855 Scottish consumers voiced only muted complaintal 

whilst in England the Consumers Yovement was in hue and cry. While 

Councillor Miller 1 
unsuccessfully urged Edinburgh Council to support 

any new consumers' company because of the "universal'oomplaint and 

dissatisfaction" with the high price, tondon. shares plu=eted in a 

panic caused by "the mania for cheap gas or ... dread of the electric 

Edinburgh City Archives, Edinburgh Council Record, 13/12/1849, 
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light". 1 The Builder2 championed consumer interests, and used de- 

tailed Parliamentary statistics3 which had been collected from Char- 

tered gas companies for the first time in 1848, to show that coal 

prices were not the only factor affecting gas prices. Improved 

technology had reduced gas prices despite higher coal costs, b, # 

shareholders had benefited more than consumers through higher 

dividends. 
4 

Table 6.12 Independence of Dividend and Gas Price from Coal Prices 

Chartered Coal ýqr ton 

Company old Price New Price 

Edinburgh 19S 29s 6d 

Glasgow 16s 22s 6d 

Paisley 21s 26s 3d 

Gas Price 

Old New 

8s 6d 

6s 5s 

10S 412d 5a %&Iý d 

Source: - The Builder, 1848, P- 170- 

Dividend 

Old New 

c6 96 lo/- 
E3 ET 10/- 
F, 3 C6 8/- M 

Amidst heated debates over the wastage of oapits, 15 in-competitions 
6 

several English consumer companies were formed in the early 1850st 

le Journal of Gas tighting, Vol. It P- 19 10/2/1849. The concern 
felt by shareholders in gas-companiesp and their desire for information 
from a sympathetic source, was probably of great importance in the 
successful launching of the Journal of Gas tighting. , 

2. The Builder, 1848, Vol- VIP P- 170- 

3* B. P. P. 9 1847 (734) XLIV9-359- 

4- Previouslyp gas companies always met complaints of expensive gas 
with a statement about the effect of rising coal costs., 
5- Edwin Chadwick opposed competition for gas supplyl using data 
from Northern England and France* 'In Paiis-the-government amalgamated 
several companies in 1855p and produced better gas at a price 30 per 
cent cheaper for consumersp yet raising the value of the companies by 
24 per cent on the market price of shares. 
E. Chadwickp "Results of Different Principles of Legislation and Ad- 
ministration in Europe; of Competition for the Field, as compared with 
Competition within the Field, of Service'19 Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, 1859P Vol. -22, p 387- 
6* e. g. A. A, Croll'and Great-Central Gas 

- 
Consumers Company, J. G. t. 

101/1851,18/8/1857, Ysrylebone Gas Consumers Company J. G. L,, 
- 16/2/1852, p. 280. "The tow Price Gas Movement" J. G. t.: 1-07-3718539 

p. 282. Sheffield Gas Consumers. Company, J. G. t.: 10-73718539 PP- 539 
58; 10/5/1853# p. 121. 
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and George Flintoff emerged as the eccentrict leading advocate of 

competition. In 1855 he advertized in Midland newspapers - "THE 

CHELP GAS ITOVE= - All existing companies are monopolies, and new 

companies, by availing themselves of modern improvements, may erect 

works at about one third of the sum expended by most existing com- 

panies, while the price of gas may be considerably reduced - For 

plans, working drawings, and other informationg apply to George Flint- 

off and Co., 27 Benson Streetj Liverpool". 

To benefit oonsumersq the Government produced the first statu- 

tory control over gas-meters in the 1859 Sale of Gas Act which unlike 

previous legislation was applicable to sales made by both statutory 

and unincorporated companies. Meter Inspection Districts were 

established'by the magistrates of each_Royal Burgh and County town, 

and Inspectors appointed by them and financed by assessment on the 

Valuation Rolls, were empowered to test meters-using "Yodels Of 

Gasholders" and other devices supplied by the gover=ente The maxi- 

mum error allowed was two per cent in favour of the seller and three 

per cent in favour of the consumer, and meters were also tested for 

leakage at three inches pressure, The maximum leakage permitted was 

one half cubic foot per hour on meters carrying up to 100 cubic feet 

per hour. Once tested, accurate meters were stampedl marked and re- 

corded. One year after the Act, no meter could be sold-unless it 

had been tested, and any consumer could insist on having his meter 

tested though at his own expense. 

already in use had to be tested. 

Within'ten yearst all meters 

lo 'J. G. L., 10/8/1855, George Plintoff's career is not recorded by 
modern biographies (e. g. Dictionary of National Biofrraphy) although 
from 1853 when he was Secretary of the Sheffield Gas Consumers Companyo 
until 1869, he was the much maligned centre of the Consumers' Movement 
which catalysed improvements and new attitudesp as well as lower prices, 
throughout the British gas industry. Vide infra p. 1802 
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The Act 
1 

was passed h=iedly and expected the testing centres 

to be established within three monthsl but problems occ = ed in de- 

signing the government test apparatus, and another Act 2 in 1860 left 

Scottish Commissioners of Supply with no fixed date for implementing 

the controls. 3ýr 1861 the Act had been applied3 in Aberdeenj Dundee, 

Inverkeithingl Edinburgh and Perthp though the test apparatus was 

bulky and expensive*4 Lanarkv Ayr and Greenock had also appointed 

Inspectors5 by 1662. The 1859 Act made no realistio financial pro- 

visions for testing, and by 1883 Glasgow had a deficit of C6000, and 

Edinburgh a surplus of POOO- 
6 

During 1864 R, Dalglish7 promoted a Sale of Gas (Scotland) Bill 

1. The Act was sponsored by tord Redesdale after Wm. Crosley of 
Burnley demonstrated the prevalence of inaccurate meters in English 
towns. The legal unit-to measure gas became the "Cubic Foot contain- 
ing 62-321 Pounds Av8irdupois Weight of Distilled-or Rain WaterlIp 
weighed in air at 62 P and 30 inches barometric pressure. Fines were 
up to ElO for counterfeiting meter marks, and L5 for selling meters 
(after 1 year) without testing. Only very large metersy measuring 
over 5 cu. ft. per revolutiong were excluded from testing, because the 
removal of water altered their accuracyp but consumers who used them 
had to sign a special contract with gas companies. The Glasgowand 
West of Scotland Society for the Protection of Trade petitioned 
Parliament in favour of the Act. Glasgrow Herald, 16/7/16591 4/10/18591 
26/8/1859- Victoria Cap. LXXVJ An Act for Regulating Measures Used 
In Sales of Gas, 13/8/1859. 'Altruism'pGas Consumers Manual and 
Trade Directory for Gas Fittings (18829,11anchester)l po-10o 
2. An Act to Amend the Act for Regulating Measures Used in Sales of 
Gas, 28ITF1,8-170. IIýI, I", 3- tist of towns enforcing the Act vide. J. G. t. ', 8/10/1861, p. 690. 

4- Holders of 10 ca. ft. and 5 cu. ft. were required at Aberdeen, 
Description vide J. G. t., 10/9/18611 p. 639; T. Newbiggingg Gas 11ana- 
ýerls Handbook (1-6-573-7 po 212. 
5- All had only-one Inspector, except Edinburgh with nine. 'tist of 
44 Inspectors with Exchequer stamps vide J. G. t*p 28/ýý18649 P-_40- 
"Duties of Gas Inspector" at Greenock vid7e -J. G. t., f27V1861, 

P- 4829 
6. J. G. t. j 6/2/1883. 
7- J. G t. 9ý28/6/18649 P. 469. 

i 
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to get the earlier Act implemented* Despite this Parliamentary 
1 

en- 
2 

couragement, implementation remained permissivel and Scotland was 

very slow3 to adopt the Act, partly because inaccurate meters were 

less of a problem in the North. Unlike Eaglish companies which often 

manufactured their own meters, Scottish meters were very largely-sup- 

plied by specialist companies in Edinburgh and Glasgow with very high 

standards of accuracy. 

High coal prices 
4 

in the mid 1850s produced an increase in gas 

prices which triggered dissatisfaction amongst consumers, Renewed 

agitation in Scotland again expanded from activities in Glasgow. 

Both companies there presented Bills in 1857 to increase their Capi- 

tal stockp but were opposed in Parliament5 by the hord Provost arid 

Magistratesp and by a pressure group of consumers* A new Consumers 

Company 
6 

was proposed, but the Town Council instead hoped to restrict 

the existing companies to a maximum six per cent dividendy or to pur- 

chase them at C6009000 or four per cent annuities, Promoters of 

Glasgow Consumerst Gas Com included W. S. Dixon jn. of Govan, 

1. An Act to Enable Certain Royal and Pgrliamentary Burghs in Scot- 
laný-to avail themselves of the Provisions Remilatiniz the Sale of Gas 
29/7/1864* 

J. G. t. 9 31/5/1864, P. 393; 29/11/1664P P- 806. 
3. BY 1884 only ten Scottish districts had adopted the Sale of Gas 
Act (1859), and of these onepLanark, did not implement it. The ' 
others were Edinburghl Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen, teith, Greenock, 
Ayrj Perthp and Perth County. Companies did not make regular 5-year 
checks on meters, and only applied the'Aot in cases of consumer 
complaint. J. G. tp 14/10/1884* 
4. Vide supraP. 514 

5- J. G. t*q 2/5/18579 1/9/18571 26/5/18570 
6. Cheap gas movement supported by the Galaway Vindicator and The 
Builder, 18579 P- 137- 
7. Nominal capital stock C2509000 in Clo shares. Deposit 2/6d per 
share. Used City of Glasgow Bank;. 'I: essrs. '-Reddie and Crichton law 
agents; Messrs, Bell and 11iller, engineers of, Glasgow. 
Glasgow Herald, 4/5/1857o 
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123 

John Houlasworth of Cr=stonhill, Willian Ilcharen and John Te=ant 

of St., Rolloxo 

Table 6.13 Promoters of Glasgow Consumers' Gas Company (18 

Sir James Campbell of Stracathro John Bain of 11orriston 
W. S. Dixon jn. Ihthew Dick of Meikle Earnock 
Henry Dunlop of Craigton Alex Harvey of Govanhaugh 
Laurence Hill of Barlanark A. G. Kidston of Newton 
John Houldsworth of Cranstonhill, D. Ilacdonald of D. & J. Macdonald 
N7m. MdLaren of 17. M cLareng Sons & CO. 

& CO. J. McGregor of Finnart 
John Tennqnt of St. Rollox Peter Murdoch of tongbank 
J. Twieg 'Of Arnott, Cannoak & Co. James Scott of Kelly 
W. S. Wilson of Port Eglinton R. Wylie of Wylie & Lochead 

Spinning Co. 

Source: - Glasgow Herald, 4/5/1857- 

In defence, the City and Suburban company claimed to supply 

suburbs4 within a radius if three and a half miles despite the ab- 

sence of any public-lighting contracts9 and to hhve remained in active 

competition with the other Gaslight company. Both charged the same 

rates because it was inevitable in the same marketo but the Suburban 

company provided cheap factory gas despite the reduction in total 

sales caused by the recent 'Early Closing Movemantf. The Factory 

1. John Houldsworth (1807-59)9 and his brother William (1793-1853)9 
and Henry 11 (1797-1867) an important Manchester cotton spihherg were 
sons of Henry Houldsworth seniorg a supporter of the original Glasgow 
gas company. 11. emoirs, and Portrýiits of One Hundred Glasgow VIen 
(18869 Glasgow),. p. 165. Vide supra. pp. . 

30,138t 156 - 
2o Possibly of Robert VIcLaren & Co., gas pipe maiaufacturers. A. 
Matean, tocal Industries of Glasgow and West of Scotland (1901)9 
op* Cit. 1 PO 60* 
3- John Tennant 1796-1878), like William'Dixon and Thomas Houlds- 
worth of Coltness 

ýa 
relative of John Houldsworthýq was a promoter of 

the Caledonian Railway Company in 1844-- -viae- , 
Butt and Wardl "The' 

Promotion of the Caledonian Railway", Transport History (1970)t 2Y-- 

. 
Lit. t P. 1880 

4- The number of houses rated at CIO rose from 24tOOO in 1843 to 
389925 in 1857, usually occupied by several tenantsy as "flats" off 
a common staircase. Most were gas lit through "a large portion of 
the old towng and the whole of the new buildings, with the'exception 
of a few houses", "Gas is as common in the large towns of Scotlandj 

as candles are-in England., Even the best houses are generally 
lighted from top to bottom'19 J. G. t 1*26/5/1857o 
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Act of 1847 reduced working hours p and reduced gas c6nsumption by 

thirty per cent in some works, but a Glasgow cotton spinner, G, Grant, 

testified that during the 1640s most factories had abandoned their 

private gasworks in favour of the increasingly reliable public gas 

supply. 

Glasgow Corporation was misled into a provisional agreement for 

purchasing the gas companies at 1: 624POOOP plus one year of guaranteed 

profits grossly in excess of expected profit* 
1 

The Corporation with- 

drewl and the Bills were passed. A "Gas Consumers Committee" was 

formed by Adam Pringle 2 to fight the Companies, and"a leattire by 

George Flintoff was azTanged at the Trades Hall in Augustj 1659- An- 

3 
other meeting followedf as well as a press campaignI4 and c=vassing 

in several city districts which culminated in a public meeting called 

by the tord. Provost at the City Elal, 
5 

in September 18599 when it was 

attended by dignitaries including R. Dalglish, IT. P. 

ITo historical analysis has previously been made of Plintoffts 

work, largely ao a result of the contempt shown towards him by the 

contemporary Journal of Gas tightingy yet his campaign in Scotland 

was probably the main reason for the widespread progTamme of muni- 

cipal ownership 
6 

of gasworks there in the 1870s, Dundee and Glasgow, 

two of his principal centres of operation, haa the first municipal 

10 Glasgow Council voted by 26 to 10 against the purchase* The 
detected deception would, howeverl have only resulted in a higher 
"Price" of E6000. 

2.11ember of Okellp pringle and Selkirk. -. Glasgow Herald, 15/8/1859; 
J. G. te, 16/8/1859P P. 4589 30/8/1859Y P. 465ý 
3- At the Baronial Hall, Glasgow on 15/8/1859- Glasgow Heraldf 
16/a/1859 
4- Plintoff denied any connection with the 1857 Cons=erst Movement 
in Glasgow. Glasgow Heraldl 61911859- 

5- Glasgow Herald,, ' 15/9/1859- 
6. Vide supra PP- 1035 et seq. 
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gasworks. plintoff's campaign, designed for the proletariat, edu- 

cated both them and the middle classes to a far greater appreciation 

of the benefits and technical feasibility of cheaper gas. He pro- 

posed to use timited tiability, or bluff, to demolish the large pro- 

fits which many companies clearly did make at the expense of small 

consumers. He publicised the different complaints which already 

existed in many towns against the companies, and the engineering 

estimates which he produced were feasible and, despite severe critic- 

ism from vested interestsp they did take account of local coal prices 

and by-product revenue. 

The problems and their technical solutions were impressed upon 

the public* Only the financial solution failed. I%ny groups of 

consumersp despite their enthusiasmg found it too difficult to fom 

a new Company with stringent social safeguards. Plintoff believed 

that the consumers' capital could defeat the old companies. Ex- 

perienoe provedl however, that success was only possible by harness- 

ing existing social institutions. MiUnicipal 'Control alone provided 

an organization which gave continuing public accountability, and 

could raise the finance to implement its resolutions* 

Flintoffts ebullient accusations and over-simplified arguments 

were designed specifically to appeal to the working classes* He 

described the high gas prices in Glasgow as a conspiracy, They were 

far higher than in tondong despite cheaper labourg rents and taxes, 

and far lower coal transport costs, Rich Scottish cannel gave more 

gas and by-products, but less wear and tearp so that prime manufactur- 

ing cost should have been one shilling and, threepence halfpenny in 

Glasgowg one penny farthing less than. in London. 

11 'Socialism from above' Vide supra P., 1004 
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Table 6.14 Flintoff Is Comparison of Coal Distillation Products 
in Glasgow and London (1859) 

Town Cu. ft. Gas per Gallons Tar Gallons Ammonia 
Ton Coal per Ton Goal Liquor perTon 

London 92000 10 10 

Glasgow 121,000 14 14 

0 CC: - 'Gias,; ýO-ý; Herald, 15/9/1859- 

Coal royalties to the Duke of Hamilton were stated to increase gas 

rates by E15POOO per year, but Flintoff claimed that recently increased 

coal prices were 11trifling'19 and were not a valid excuse for raising 

gas prices since contracts were placed "for a series of years". 
1 

The 

rise in gas prices, 
2 

from four shillings and sevenpence to 'Live shil- 

lings in 1857, was costing Glasgow consumers E12,000 a year, whereas 

other companies had reduced gas prices by up to fifty per cent in 

recent years, and faulty meters increased the burden in Glasgow. 

, he City and Suburban gasworks were antiquated according to T 

Flintoff, who believed that for Z200tOOO he could build a works to 

produce more gas than both the existing works, at a prime cost of one 

shilling and fivepence halfpenny per 1000 cubic feet. After allow- 

ing fourpenoe halfpenny leakage and one penny bad debts, the gas could 

be sold at only two shillings and elevenpence. Ignoring the raison 

dletre of the Suburban company, he accused both companies of using 

surplus profits to supply unremunerative areas instead of reducing 

gas prices, and claimed that his scheme would save Glasgow consumers 

F, 50,000 a year. 
3 

Because their maximum dividends were stipulated by 

Parliamentv the existing Companies had no incentive to make cheaper 

1. This was inaccurate; most coal contracts were annual. Vide supra 
P. 875 

2. Flintoff also claimed that the Glasgow gas was not 26 candle- 
power, as stated, but really below 20 candlepower. 
3. Flintoff claimed to have saved Sheffield consumers Z15,000 a 
year, and to have saved English and Trish consun-niers a total of 
E250,000 a year, "without injuring existing interests". 
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gast which would increase demandl and involve them in the "trouble and 

expense" of enlarging the equipmentp without any benefit to the 

shareholders. 

Pringle blamed lax Parliamentary controls upon the early view of 

gas company shareholders as "little short of benefactors of their 

species". In the absence of competition, reckless squandbring of 

capital and inefficient machinery had been charged di3ýectly upon the 

consumers. Reploughing of excess profits in Glasgow had occurred on 

a massive and illegal scale. The Glasgow companies were believed 

to have "secret fundsp known by a variety of names 'reserve fundsto 

'suspense accountsIpIdepreciation funds', $loan from income to capi- 

tal accountIlly and others in excess of the C5000 contingency funds 

allowed by Parliament. Active municipal supervision was requiredg 

as in tiverpool where the Town Council monitored the quality of gas 

and annually audited the company accounts, Flintoff and Samuel 

Clegg had evaluated the existing "worn-out and decayed works" at 

L2001000 and not C6809000 which the Council had been expected to pay 

for them in 1857- 

Dividend 2 
controls imposed by Parliament3 were self-defeating. 

A ten per cent dividend enabled stock4 to be sold at a premium of 

100 per cent, but a seven and a half per cent dividend reduced the 

premium to seventy five per cent. Consequentlyp to raise C100 

cash a Company had to sell seventy five pounds stock instead of fifty 

le Pringle maintained'that Parlianent did not expect consumers to 
pay both for gas and capital equipment. Gas companies "should repair 
and rebuild and reconstruct ... in the same manner as any. other owners 
of property viz, out of their own pockets". 
2* Vide supra p. 808 
3. Vide sup P. 979 
4- Glasgow Herald,, 151911859o 
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pounds stock, and thereafter had to pay dividends on the increased 

number of shares. Plintoff also rejected the possibility of nuni- 

cipal ownership as inefficient, and showed that even the famous 

11anchester municipal gasworks made"a surcharge of F-749000 a year 

compared to the prices-charged by the well organized Liverpool com- 

pany. The consumers coidd. gain most through a company run by 

themselves, with a capital stock of E191,650 which would provide a 

ten per cent dividend and gas at two shillings and ninepence. 

Table 6.15 Plintoff Is Estima 

Engineering Expenses 
Act of Parliament, if necessary 
tegal Expenses 
Gasometers (1.6 million cu. ft. ) and Tanks 
200 Double clay retorts with hydraulic 

main and conne otions 
Condenser 
Purifiers, with valves and lifting 

apparatus 
Exhauster with engine 
Station Meter and Governor 
S=bbers 
Weighing Machine 
Experimental Meters and Apparatus 
Tar cisternp tar and water tanks 
Retort house and Buildings 
28,200 meters and service pipes (various sizes) 
Sundries 
Mains Pipes (15712miles) and Trenching 
Repairing roads after trenchingý 

(2379000 yards at I/- a yard) 
Irregular Pipes (additional 5ýo) 

Total Cost 

rs' Gasworks 

c S* d. 

500 0 0 
21000 0 0 

6oo 0 0 
18,320 0 0 

6, ooo 0 0 
730 0 0 

1,540 0 0 
725 0 0 
745 0 0 
420 0 0 
150 0 0 
65 0 0 

780 0 0 
39200 0 0 

61,500 0 0 
11,000 0 0 

79,023 13 4 

111850 0 0 
2P501 3 8 

191,649 17 

Source: - Glasgow'Herald, 15/9/18594P 
Note'- high cost of service and mains pipes 

compared to manufacturing apparatus. 
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Table 6.16 Estimated Annual Working Costs a, 
Consumers' Company (1 

60,000 tons cannel. coal (14/-7 per ton) 
Lime (-Id per 1000 cu. ft* gas) 
Labourp wear and tearp Inspectors 

(6d per 1000 ca. ft. ) 
Salaries - Engineer E400 

Secretary 300 
Cashier 200 

Book-Keeper 150 
Clerks 250 
Porter 52 

Office Boy 26 
Directors 500 

Rent and Taxes (tand rented to avoid 
purchase costs) 

Stationary, printing &c- 
Sundries 
Colce for heating Furnaces (15POOO tons ) 

Total Expenditure 

Revenue - 
Coke, Tar A=onia (5/8d per ton 

coal on 60,000 tons) 
Spent lime sold 
Gas (600, million ca.: ft, at ls 9d) 

Total Revenue 

z So d. 

43,500 00 
1,250 00 

l5tOOO 

29328 00 

2P500 00 
420 00 
583 00 

5,000 00 

709581 00 

17,500 00 
250 00 

52,831 00 

70Y581 00 

Gas Price 
So d. 

Prime Manufacturing Cost per 1000 cu. ft, 19 
Allow for Lossesp Leakage and Bad Debts 05 
"Interest" of lWo on E1509000 share 

Capital (Dividends) 
07 of 5% on C50POOO loan Capitalý 

Selling Price of Gas 29 

DEBIT ('Charigel or receipts): - 

600 million cu. fto gas sold at 2s. 9d. 

CREDIT ('Discharget or payments made): - 
Cost of 1: 3mufacturing 600 million cu. ft. gas 
heakagel Losses and bad debts 
lVjo dividend on F-150POOO share capital 
575 interest on C509000 loan capital 

plus carried forward 

c So d, 

82,500 00 

529831 0 0 
12,166 13 4 
15,000 0 0 
2,500 0 0 

,2 6 a 

829500 00 

Source: - Glasgow Herald, 15/9/1859-, 
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The second public meeting appointed a "Committee of Consumers"t 

including R. Dalgli-sh and John Tennant of St. Rollox, but the Committee 

was unable to gain access to the books of either company. They later 

persuaded the Sheriff to appoint a chartered accountant to investigate 

the City and Suburban Company, acting as an independent observer under 

that Company's Act, and the Town Council commissioned Mr. Miller to 

make a survey of gas quality and prices. elsewhere in Britain for com- 

parison with Glasgow. This delay cooled the enthusiasm for Flint- 

off Is campaign. 

Miller was trained hurriedly by officials of the Glasgow com- 

panies, and the amateurism of his technical conclusions 
1 

was severe- 

ly criticized by independent gas engineers. The accountant, more- 

over, found considerable justification for higher gas pkees 
2 in 1857* 

Coal prices had risen dramatically, local rates doubled, Income Tax 

was first applied, and the workerl. s wages had risen by twenty per 

cent since 1644, There was a definite incentive for selling more 

gas. Total revenue in 1857 was sufficient for only 7-457 per cent 

dividendsq so the Company had sold 685 extra shares to provide a 

premium "profit" to raise the dividends to ten per cent. 

Table 6.17 Analysis of GlasMw-C. and S, Compa gy Accounts 
by J. I-TeLelland, C. A. 

Date Gas Price Average Coal Price Dividends Iýo 
per Ton 

1854 4/7d 9/lOd 10 
1855 13 Z 0-2 10 
1856 4/7 919 10 
1857 5/-- 17/7 10 
1858 5/- 1616 10 

Source: - Glasgow City Archivesp Iliscellaneous Papers. 

-Vol. 
18* 

1. Alfred Ungt gas manager at tiverpooll rebuked Uillerts atatis- 
ties in the., Jounial of Gas Liýhting; but Miller's non-technical ob- 
servationsr 

, 
ere largely correct. Flintoff declared the Glasgow com- 

panies improved their gas prior to Miller's tests in November, 1859s 
since in January 1860 Plintoff's tests showed it reduced by 16 
candlepower, J. G. L., 3/1/18609ý pp. 6ý 11; 17/1/18609 p- 33. Vida 
infra p. 1220 
2. Glasgow City Archives, Miscellaneous Papers, Vol, 18. Vida 
infra PP- 1313 at seq. 

I 
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Men 'Glasgow Gas Consumers Company' 1 
was finally promoted in 

December 1860y with Flintoff as engineer, Pringlels Committee dis- 

sociated themselves from the project which soon collapsed. Neverthe- 

lessp discontent remained among the Glasgow consumers and was finally 

expressed in minicipal purchase 
2 

of the gasworks in 1869. Whilst 

in Glasgow, however, Flintoff cultivated pressure groups in Carlukep 

Ayr, Helensburghp Dumbartonq and Bonhill during 1859- Carluke was 

a mistake for Flintoff, but perhaps a*more typical, small Scottish 

company3 compared with the few large compahies upon which he sub- 

sequently concentrated. Carluke sold gas at eight shillings and six- 

pence despite proximity to the Lesmahagow coalfield, and consumers 

began to charge the Company with taking twenty per cent profits and 

concealing this in secret funds, In reality the Carluke company was 

performing a public aervicep and the Directors published statistics 

to restore public confidence. 500 consumers used 112329340 cubic 

feet per year, and the Company had only two employeesp a "gas-maker" 

and rent oollectorg yet the dividend was only five per, cent on the 

original capital stock of C1500-, The company was in debt for F4001 

had no sinking fundq and for many years after co=encing had paid no 

dividend but reploughed all profit to extend the works. 
4 

11 i. G. top 26/2/1861. The Company aimed to take timited tiability 
instead of a seperate Act. 
2* Vide supra p. 1039 
lluniciliýU- control was not popular in Scotland around 1860, and Ruther- 
glen inhabitants blamed their expensive gas (5/10d) on the ownership 
of most Shares by local Yagistratesp who_could preVentany oompetition. 
Glasgow Herald, 5/9/1859, 
3. Vide supra PP- 7419 866 
Glasgow Heraldt 7/9/1859, 
4- Expinsive ca=el coal from Auchinheath collieriesp included 8 
miles of land transport and 2 tolls. No depreciation was made until 
1858, when 916 was written off meters. The Directors owned half the 
stockp and were willing to sell their works to any rival-company'at a' 
valuation made. by 2 competent engineers. 

'Veritast attacked Plintoffts callous attack on the companies, 
especially sincelondon. gas used-in his comparisons-was-only 12 cand- 
lepower. At Sheffield a Consumers Company of F-50POOO had expected 
to sell gas at 3/-j but after an annual loss of C15009 had raised 
the price to Glasgow Heraldl 101911859* 
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By probing companies, however, Flintoff did reduce the price 

of gas and expose unfair trading. In MaY 1859 a proposed consumers 

company in Dalkeith complained of high price and poor quality gasp 

but Directors in the old company claimed equal quality to Edinburgh 
1 

They also printed and distributed to all consumers a detailed refuta- 

tion of claims made in the new Prospectusp 2 
and were not forced to 

reduce the gas price until 1861 when it fell from five shillings and 

tenpence to five shillings to confo= with a reduction made in 

3 Yusselburghp as a result of consumer agitqtion, from five shillings 

and fivepence to five shillings. 

Ayr Trades' Reform Association4 forced the Ayr and Newton com- 

panies to resume active competition in September 18% and persuaded 

Provost Kennedy to call a public meeting' at which Flintoff stated 

they could make gas at three shillings and tenpence halfpenny instead 

of six shillings and eightpencee At Helensburght James Orr presided 

over the "respectable audience" which Plintoff 
6 

urged to form a rival 

Company to sell gas at four shillings and sevenpence fattýing instead 

of the high price of eight shillings and fourpence which they were 

paying* 

1. Dalkeith company offered to pay half the cost of an independent 
check upon gas quality. S. R. O. y Dalkeith Minute Book, op. cit 
14/5/1859e, 
2* S. R. O., Dalkeith 11inute Bookq op. cit 28/5/1859- 

7, 
3- Public lights were reduced in 1862 from 5/7 to 
S. R. O., Dalkeith Mnute Bookp-op. cit 1 131611861,2 

V18629 

4- Under the threat of Competition, Ayr in 1860 reduced gas from 
6/8d to 5/10d, and meter rent from 2/6d to'l/-do Glasgow Herald, t 
3/10/18599 5/10/1859- Ayr Minute Bookj op. f 2/7/1860* 
5o Plintoff spoke at two public meetings in favour of constructing 

Old a new C7097 gasworks to supply 54POOO cu-ft- per day, at 3/1 2, and 
pay 10 per cent dividends . Glasgow Herald, 6/10/1859- 
6* The absence of national gas-price statistics-for Scotland in 1859 
prevented any objective assessment of FlintoffIs claims by contempor- 
ary consumers, When Flintoff returned to Helensburgh in November 18619 
howeverg.. only 927 had been raised towards a new company* 
Glasgow Heraldo 6/10/1859; J. G. toq 5/11/1861* 
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Table 6.18 Plintoff Is Estimates for Helonsburgh Cons=ers Gasworks 

Tankq retortsp buildingsl limited liabilityp 

engineers fees C 29050 00 

Pipes 29250 00 

Sundries 237 10 0 

Total Fixed Capital 4P537 10 0 

Manufacturing Cost for 5 million cu. ft., 805 16 8 

Revenue - Bye-products 125 00 

Prime Cost of Gas 680 16 a 

Selling Price of Gas Eer 1000 cu. ft. 

Prime manufacturing Cost 2s 8-4ý5-d 

7eo dividend on C5000 capital stock 16 
tossesq heakagel Bad debts 0 412i 

Selling Price 4 711 d 

Source: - GlasMw Herald, 6/10/1859o 

At Bonhilll Flintoff claimed that gas could be sold for less 

than five shillingswhile the Leven company charged seven shillings 

and sixpence, and the public meeting appointed a deputation to lobby 

the company for cheaper rates. They complained that the five shill- 

ings deposit which was required before supply was, granted, was 

"arbitrary and oppressive", the gas was of-poor quality and too ex- 

pensive, and the Sale of Gas Act should immediately be applied since 
2 the badly constructed meters gave false readings* The, Company made 

a full, written reply* They would not revoke 4epositsp, but agreed 

that defective pipes had-reduced gas pressure recently, and caused 

an admixture of air* Their gas was "as cheap as that supplied by 

1* Glasgow Herald, 22/10/1859o 

2. S. R. 0.1 teven Minute Book op. cit., 25/11/1859. Many companies 
found a reduction to 6/8d to be adequate. The Deposit system is 
considered elsewhere* Vide infra p. 860 
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any other work of like dimensionsv and any other Company similarly 

situated'19 but it would be reduced from seven shillings and sixpence 

to six shillings and eightpence "as an experiment and in the hope 

that increased consumption would materially mitigate the loss" or it 

would rise again. The meters were from "eminent makers", and any 

consumer who complained could have a meter tested by the gas company, 

who would pay the cost if the fault was proved. 

1 At Dumbarton the old company early in 1860 responded to con- 

sumer unrest by reducing the price from six shillings and eightpence 

to six shillings and threepencep and again five shillings and five- 

pence in February 1860, in a successful attempt to dissuade the pro- 

moters of a consumers company from proceeding. The following year 

a consumers-gas company was promoted in Coatbridgep 2 
with the object 

of also supplying the outlying areas ofWhiflat, Rosehall, Coatdyke 

and Calder. The old Coatbridge comPan. 7' of 1843 responded in 1862 

by raising its capital stock. by C1500 to absorb cons=ers wishing to 

become partnersl and mains pipes were extended to Whiflat, Rosehall 

and Calder Ironworks. The second company collapsed rapidly. 

Two Consumers' Companies were a lasting successp E ttanarO in 

1860 and DennY5 in 1861, Both operated with timited Liabilityp and 

a small capital stock in one pound shares; C1500 at Dennyp and C2500 

at tanark where the vast number of shareholderso mainly weaversy 

craftsmen and shopkeepers, paid a deposit of two shillingsp and then 

1. Glasgow Herald, 2/2/1860* 

2* Glasgow Herald,, 16/3/186ý, p. 41. 
3* A. 11iller, The Rise and Progress of Coatbridge, (1864, Glasgow). 

4- Analysis of share ownership in Consumers Companies. Vide supra 

. 
P. 199. 
Lanark Consumers, S. R. O. (BT2/58)o 

5- S-R-0- (BT2/70)- 
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three shillings per share every two months until shares were paid up. 

Flintoff underestimated the capital costs, 
1 

howeverp and a loan of 

C1000 was also required. Gas was only reduced from seven shillings 

to five shillings instead of the four shillings forecastv and the 

works were run by a lessee who guaranteed a dividend of five per cent, 

six per centp and then seven per cent in the third year. During 

1859 Denny old gas company sold 1,4959000 cabic feet of gas at seven 

shillings and sixpence to only seventy consumers., Expensive hesma- 

hagow coal was used, at twenty seven shillings and ninepence per tong 

and the shareholders received a dividend 2 
of six and a quarter per 

cent. 

Denny old oompany3 remained in active competition until capitu- 

lating in 1875- In 1876 Denny Consumers4 increased their capital 

stock from E1500 to E2500 by 1000 additional shares with a preferential 

six per cant dividend for six years, to "relieve their present diffi- 

culties". Howeverp in 1881 the Company paid out only its fourth 

dividend since commencing? Thereafter prosperity commencedq with the 

construction of three new paper mills inside the supply zone 
6 

which 

le 2undee Advertizerv 25/10/1861, P. 3. (Dundee Ref. tib. ) 
2* Three factories were the min consumersp of 309,000 cu. ft. at 20ýo 
discountv 106,000 at 12ýff%o discount, and 54YO00 cu--ft- per year at ao 7ifo 
discount. Glasgow Herald, 14/9/1859, 
3# J. GA 9 14/9/1875) P- 440- 
4- 1-2-tot 18/7/1876. 

5. L-Gol-p 5/4/1881* 
6.1883 C146 reinvested from profits after gale damage; profits 
C261; lCFj'j dividend* 1884 lVio dividend. 1885 C258 from revenue for 
new pipes and station materp C320 profitso'lOil4o'dividend'U 'though 
Directors recommended 7-Yop reserve fund C822, - 1666 lWo dividend. 
1887 lVio dividendp C312 profit, C1022 reserve fund, C2500 capital 
stock. Vide J. G. to, 10/4/18839 8/4/18841 15/12/1885P 12/10/1886, 
29/3/1887* 
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included two other paper mills, three iron foundries, and several 

small faotories. In 1883-5,3100 yards of new mains were laid, but 

the gas was expensivey five shillings and fivepence in 1883 and four 

shillings and sevenpence in 1885 with five per cent discount 1 
above 

twenty pounds. Dividends were ten per cent in 1684 and seven and a 

half per cent in 1885, which outraged consumers 
2 

who sought municipal 

control 
3 in 1884 and achieved it for E5500 in 1886. 

From 1861 until 1871 when the old tanark company collapsed, the 

consumers there "had cheaper gas than in any other town in Scotland 

of the same size,, 
4 

yet the long-term. evils of competition were soon 

apparent. Very little dividend had been paid, and the capital equip- 

ment had been allowed to deteriorate. 5 After amalgamation leakage 

was over thirty per centl equipment worth C2500 was written off9 and 

gas was raised to eight shillings and fourpence. A new bank over- 

draft of E1000 was taken, and in 1874 when two and a half per cent 

dividend was paid, the Company 
6 

still had an overdraft, of C710, and 

also paid five per cent interest on E2400 Bonds. In 1875 the over- 

draft. was repaidt and bonds raised to C2500, though another E1000 

was required for renovations* In 1874-5 the expenditure on-renewing 

pipes and reduced leakage alone enabled three percent more gas to. be 

sold from 11-5 per cent less coal. 

By 1877 leakage7 was down to ten per cent; gas down to five 

1- Until 1885 5ifo discount only on quantities above E50- 
24o In 1880-4 theCompany reputedly paid a-total 10/- in dividends 
on El shares. J. G. t., 8/5/1883,24/11/1884- 

3- Works evaluated for Council by J. MoGilchrist of Dumbarton. 
J. GA*j 21/g/1886* 
4- J. G. L* 9 lV8/1875* 
5- J. G. t. 9 

V8/1877- 
6. J. GA. 9 17/8/1875i 25/5/1875-' 
7- J. G. L. 9 15/8/1877* 
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shillings, mortgages down to C1600 after repaying C400 that year, and 

dividend up to five per cent. The following year 
1 

another E1500 

was required to reconstruct the works at Steel's Cross# in order to 

sell off the other gasworks at Potter's Wynd. About this timey Lanark 

Town Council 
2 became the largest shareholder, and in 1886 hindered the 

construction of a new C1200 gasholder in the hope of developing elec- 

tricity. Although dividends reached seven and a half per cent by 

1889, the gas price remained four shillings and twopence in 1879-89- 

, noted that this Consumers Company was no The Journal of Gas )Li, -, htin,, 3 

more successful than any commercial company in providing cheap gas* 

Even Carlislep which produced only half as much gas and provided a 

free supply to seventy public lights, charged only three shillings 

and ninepence in 1889. 

During the spring of 1861 Flintoff concentrated on the Edinburgh 

region. In Edinburgh4 he urged the reduction of gas from five shill- 

ings and fivepence to three shillings and sixpence, through a Co- 

operative Company with one pound shares, paid up at two shillings 

and sixpence per monthp whereby "the working men of Edinburgh could 

thrash the two companies". The saving on gas bills was expected to 

cover the full cost of shares, and Me Edinburgh and teith Gas Con- 

sumers Association' was formed under the Chairmanship of Neil lhcaish, 

and with the support of three' Co=cillors&5 The normal bills of a 

1, J. G. t. j 13/8/1878* 
2. J. G. t., 22/6/1886o 
3. J. G. L., 20/8/1889o 

4o First meeting at Brighton Street Qlapely 24/4/1861. Plintoffis 
illustrations included Manchester where 4/- gas gave'-annual E489000 
profitsq and Rochdale where 4/- gas gave F-5530 profit, The Scotsman, 
24/4/1861,25/4/1861; J. Got., 7/5/16619 24/4/1861o 

5o Councillors Ridpath and Cochrane of Edinburgh and Adam of teith. 
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local hotelier and shopkeeper showed rising expenditure despite the 

absence of any new burners* 
1 Edinburgh council 

2 failed to audit the 

gas company books, though it had been empowered to do so since 1829. 

Yost gas company directors had "some connection with a coal pit"t 

and purchased these coals regardless of price, 
3 but cannel, coal 

nould be purchased in Edinburgh at fifteen shillings a ton which gave 

109000 cubic feet gas. After allowing for by-product revenue, this 

was elevenpence per 1000 cubio feet, yet the gas was sold at five 

shillings and fivepence. There was "something very rotten" about 

the Edinburgh companiess because they had lower maintenance costs 

with three and a half hour charges instead of six and a half hours 

in tondon, and paid lower rageso twenty two shillings and sixpence 

a week to stokers compared to twenty six shillings a week in tiver- 

pool, yet hondon gas cost only four shillings. 

-4 
'Edinburgh Consumers Company was promotedt and by may 1861 

applications had been received for 1: 309000 stock, Flintoff then 

lectured in teith, where he claimed that gas could be sold at about 

two shillings and tenpence from a company with f-359000 stock and 

seven and a half per cent dividends, Plus C159000 mortgage at five 

per cent interest. 'The teith Gas Consumers' Company (limited)" 

was promoted there, with a nominaJ capital of E401000 in El shares* 

The Company planned to restrict dividends to five per, c'ent, to pro- 

vide gas at three shillings, and to sell its works'to the Town Coun- 
at 

oil/valuation whenever requested. Neithercompany progressed beyond 

lo This was a false argumexit, since corroded burners would use more 
gas to give equal, lightp but the fault lay with, the consumer who used- 
them. Vide infra p. 1254 

2# Flintoff's second public lecture. Edinbýrgh-Evening Courant, 
30/4/1861. Vide Sup P. 979 

3. Again a false accusation. Vide sup 875 

4* The Scotsman,, 3/5/ý861. "Exceptionally-. little data is available. 
on this Company. 
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the planning stage* 

Plintoff believed that action in Edinburgh would cause the coll- 

apse of gas monopolies throughout Scotland. He designed a new 

gasworksp and advertisements were even made for equipment tenders* 2 

The established Edinburgh companies*replied3 that fourteen candlepower 

London gas would be expensive at two shillings and fivepence compared 

to rich, twenty eight candle Edinburgh gas at four shillings and ten- 

pence. They were "almost entirely dependent on private consumers"t 

yet the heat and combustion products from poor gas would prevent its 

use in such houses. Edinburgh Council tighting Co=ittee4 examined 

Plintoff's claims, and announced that a single municipal gasworks 

was a better solution than competing companies. This delay, together 

with poor leadership by Macnish who fell into arguments with Flintoff95 

undermined the protest movement in Edinburgh. 

At Musselburgh, 
6a 

public meeting called by'Provost Riddook was 

shown Flintoff's estimate for a new gasworks to supply gas at three 

shillings and twopence halfpennv, This was a rabble-rousing lectures 

and when the Dalkeith gas manager, John YounglTro'se to refute 
1. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 101511861. 
2. Edinburgh Evening Courantj 21/5/1861,28/5/1861o 
3- Edinburgh Evening Courant, 101611661, p. 1. 
4- The Committee assumed that gas could be manufactured and dis-' 
tributed for 3/- Per 1000 cu. fte; -10 per cent dividend on &200,000 
capital (to manufacture 450 million caft. year) would cost 1/61-d on 
385.2 million cu. ft. (after 14-45; leakage)q raising the cost to #Qld- 
4/3d per 1000 ou. ft. would'give 10 per cent, dividend on the entire 
C2489000 existing stock of both Edinburgh companies if all duplicate 
facilities were abolished by compulsory amalgamaýion under corporation 
control. Alternativelys a Council "tribunal" should audit theirýac, - 
counts and enforce a reduction in gas-price., -DLmdee. 

Advertizer, 25/10/ý661. 
5- Flintoff gave a final Edinburgh 1-ectur6 in'November 1861. Dundee 
Advertizer, 5/11/1861; J. GA. v 5/11/1861, P- 769 
6. Plintoff stigmatized gas managers as. incompetent-and la*. ' 
Edinburgh Evening Courant, 20/5/1861'; ' J. G. Lp 13/8/1861, P- 579 
7. Tjgis incident was discussed by-two other gas managers, I Robson-of 
Selkirk and J. C. Adamson of Galashielsy who were faced later by similar 
pressure groups* It catalyzed the formation by them of the first gas 
managers' association in Scotlandp the Waverly Association, in August 
1861, to debate problems of mutual interesto W. T. K. Braunholtz, The 
Institution of Gas Engineers - The Pirst Hundred Years 1863-1963 
1963)v P- 7* 
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Flintoffts statements; the audience was "dissatisfied with having to 

listen to a second lecture on gas-making" and his argument went unheeded. 

Flintoff subsequently toured southern Scotland founding consumer groups. 

In June 1861 Jedburgh 1 
consumers =der Flintofffs direction de- 

manded a large reduction in gas prices within six days, on the threat 

of forming a new company. A similar threat at. Kelsop where the Com- 

pany normally paid ten per cent dividends, produced an immediate re- 

duction from seven shillings and sixpence to six shillings and eight-, 

pence, In Julyp Plintoff claimed that gas could be sold in Selkirk 

for four shillings and sixpence instead of seven shillings and six- 

pencep and a new Company could still obtain a dividend rising from 

five per cent in the first year to seven and a half per cent by the 

third year, tater that month he addressed a public meeting in the 

Corn Exchange at Kirkcaldy3 and claimed that a new company with C7500 

capital could sell gas for three shillings and ninepence. The old 

Kirkcaldy company that day reduced its price to four shillings and 

fourpence halfpenny. 

The Kirkcaldy consumerst committee made a careful examination 

of Plintoff's estimates for a new worksq and the absence of faults 

also encouraged Selkirk consumers at their second meet' in Septem- 

bere A resolution was passed by Bailie Johnstone and'R. Turnbull, 

10 Edinburgh Evening Courant, 29/6/1861, p. 2* 
2. Selkirk old company supplied gas of 30 candlepower. J. G. L., 
131811861, P- 579* 
3. In 1861 Dundee consumers' committee tried to form a new con- 
sumers company in Kirkcaldyj to reduce gas from 4/10 to 4/421dp be- 
cause Dundee prices were peoged by Parliament to those in Kirkcaldy 
and several other towns. Dundee Advertizerl 1/11/1861, p- 3- 
Edinburgh Eveniýa__Courantq 13/7/118611 p. 2oý 
4. Plintoff estimated a new Selkirk works to-supPlY 3-5 million cuo ft. per year would cost C2500- Consumers, quoted Plintoffts remarks from the Southern Reporter, l8ffll86l,., Selkirk 11inute Book, cit 1/10/1861. 
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manufacturers, that gas' should not cost above f ive shillings and ten- 

pence, while two other consumers urged the Selkirk company to repay 

its loans by selling 200 shares to consumers to give them a voice in 

the company. The consumers' committee wrote to many small Scottish 

gas companiesp and obtained information on coals and other expendi- 

ture which showed that Arniston coal usually gave lOj9OO cubic feet 

of twenty eight candlepower gasp whereas Flintoff claimed 119000 

cubic feet with modern equipment. Because coal cost twenty eight 

shillings per ton in Selkirk, the prime cost of gas was only two 

shillings and ninepence halfpenny. The Selkirk company was ac- 

cused of reploughing excess profits on a large, unreasonable and 

wasteful scalep as in building the manager. 's housep and a gasometer 

costing V-14POOO which had been purchased without issuing extra shares. 

Directors of the Selkirk company 
1 

replied that seven and a half 

per cent dividend was not excessive in a business with great risks 

which could not be covered by insurancep and which would'collapse if 

science devized a better method of illumination, They finally agreed 

thatp instead of immediately reducing the price of, gasp they would 

reduce the price of gas by fivepence per 1000 cubic feet for each in- 

crease of one half per cent dividend on the market value of shareso 

This latter scale operated more to the advantage of the shareholders 

than the public. In 1862 gas'was reduced from seven shillings and 

sixpence to seven shillings and one penny2 and dividends raised, to 

2 
eight per cent "in terms of the implied agreepent with the public% 

S. R. O. 9 Selkirk Mnute Book, op, cit 1/10/1861* 
2. In 1867 169 extra shares of'C5, with a'maxiMuM 50%o'dividend, were 
sold at an upset price of E6 10/-9, to "influential'c6nsumers" who 
were pressing the CompAny for a voice-'in its'affairs. "The price'' 
agreement- 

, 
later lapsed. Uhen gas-prices fell'after 1864o'dividends 

did not continue to riseq and in 1873, i7hen-gas was raised from 5/- -- to 6/8d the dividend remained at 10'pe 
-r 

cent. 
S. R. O. 9 Selkirk Minu: te Bookj op. cit 1.10/6/18629 916A863,816118649 
21A/1867*, 
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In 1863 when gas fell to six shillings and eightpencep dividends rose 

to nine per centq and in 1864 six shillings and twopence and ten per 

cent. 

Collusion between the Perth companies was bitterly attacked by 

Flintoff in September 1861y en route to his winter headquarters at' 

Dundee. At a public meeting in the City Hall 1 
organized by the local 

consumers' leaderp the Reverend J. P, Sto Clair, he claimed that "the 

cost of gas, like the cost of a coal or a pair of boots, should be 

about the same everywhere". Best cannel coal in Perth cost twenty 

five shillings and sixpence, and produced by-products worth four shil- 

lings, as well as 11,000 cubic feet gasp equivalent to one shilling 

and elevenpence halfpenny coal per 1000 cubic feeto Cheaper coals 

could reduce that to one shilling and threepenceo The sixty million 

cubic feet gas consumed annually in Perth could be supplied at three shillings 

and sixpence halfpenny, or even half that consumption at only three 

shillings and tenpence halfpenny. A committee 
2 

was formed to lobby 

for gas at three shillings and ninepence. 

Numerous public meetings of support were heldq and canvassing 

for the new company progressed through the municipal wards organiza- 

tion, 
3 

with a co-ordinating Committee voted in each Ward* For the 

average working man who used about 4000 cubic feet per year, Flintoff 

promised a reduction of his gas bill from thirty shillings to seven- 

teen shillings and sixpence. The Perth Gas Consumers Company himited 

was quickly registered with the help of a few prominent supporters, 

1. lerthshire Courier, 31911861; J. G. t'*, 
ý8/10/18614p 2. Perthshire Courier, 101911861, '-111011861,,, Plintoff had to de- 

fend himself in one public lecture against charges, of incompetence in 
the management of Sheffield Consumers Company. 
3- Perthshire Courier, 811011861,15/10/18619 22/10/1861,29/10/1861. 
4. S. R. O. v 

(B. T. 2/84)- Nominal capital'C25POOO in El shares. Dis- 
solved 3/3/i862* 
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but the Prospectus 
1 inviting a large number of small consumers to sub- 

scribe, was not issued until a month later. 

Table 6.19 Founding Members of Perth Gas Consumers Company 
Limited 

Andrew Graham 100 shares J. hove, - merchant 100 shares 
H. Skeete, solicitor 100 J. P. St, Clair, minister 100 
JJI. Lyall, newspaper J. B. Deas, minister 20 

proprietor 25 
J. Shiellyl manufacturer 25 

Source: - S. R. O. 9 (BT2/84) 

The Consumers Company stipulated a maximi3m dividend of five per centy 

and a maximiim gas price of four shillings and fourpence halfpenny, to 

save the city 
2 C4000 per year, Under this pressure, the Perth New 

Gas Company3 broke the domination of the Old company and reduced its 

gas price from five shillings and tenpence to five shillings. It 

also offered to sell the entire gasworks4 for F. 8000 to the Consumers 

Companyp and despite protests by Flintoff2 Skeete and Graham per- 

suaded the Perth consumers that they would be unable to raise C252000 

for a new Company. Instead they entered an agreement by which the 
4 

Perth New Company would supply gas of twenty two candlepower at five 

shillings for seven yearsy but would reduce the price farther as 

le 
lPerthshire 

Courier, 15/10/1861. 

2. The Consumers Movement always spoke of. 11saving" expense to a 
particular town, though in most cases gasworks shareholders lived in 
the same town, and profits used for reploughing or dividends were 
normally recycled within that town and not exported elsewhere. This 
dependedl also, upon what quantity of gasworks equipment could be 
purchased locally. 

3. Earlier in 1861 both companies reduced gas from V6 to 5/10do 
The New Company had begun in 1844 as a Consumers Company. Dundee 
Advertizer, 1111011861, 
4. Perth New -company agreed to sell gas at 4/10d, when consumption 
reached 17 million cu. ft. j 4/6d when 18-5 million, and 4/4-id when 
20 million cu, ft. 9- taking advantage of economies of scale, Perthshire 
Courier, 22/10/ý1861*- "End of Gas Agitation in Perth", Dundee 
Adve er, 29/11/1861, -p. 

3. "Fight between the Old-and New Gas 
Companies in Perth", Dundee Advertizerp 10/12/1861,13/12/1861. 
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consumption increased. Consumer support dwindledo however, and in 

December 1866 the two Perth companies 
1 

again united and raised gas 

from four shillings and twopence to six shillings and eightpence. 

Yany regarded this as symptomatic of the problems faced by consumer 

efforts, and renewed discontent was only solved by the programme of 

municipal takeovers in the 18703- Perth Council bought the two 

gasworks there in 1871- 

When Plintoff reached Dundee later in Spptember 1861p he claimed 

that gas should be produced there as cheaply as in itiverpoolp at 

three shillings and ninepence instead of five shillings and sixpence 
2 

which would save the town C10,000 a year on 120 million cubic feet. 

He claimed3 to have already saved consumers elsewhere about C2509000 

each year. 

Table 6.20 Towns in Which Flintoff to 
Price Reductions (1861) 

Edinburgh Kilmarnock Galway 
teith Dunfermline tondon 
Glasgow Dumbarton tiverpool 
Stirling Jedburgh Dublin 
Selkirk Perth Sheffield 
Carluke Helensburgh Manchester 
tanark Denny -', Blackburn-, 
Wishaw Musselburgh Cork 
Bonhill Hawick Preston 
Ayr Kirkcaldy Burnley 

Source: - Dundee Advertizert 11101186le 

Bath 
Bristol 
Hereford 
Bolton 

'Ashton Lancaster 
Oldham 
Newry 
Birkenhead 
Whitehaven 

1. Perthshire Journalf 27/11/1866;. -J. G. t. j 91111666, lo/7/le66, 
11/12/1866-. --" 

2. Even a saving of 1/-'per-1.000 cu. ft. i-oi C6010001 was'equal to 
half the entire Police'or Poor Law Assessment, 

_ 
"Movement for Cheap 

Gas in Dundee", Dundee Advertizer, 27/q/186Ij'p-', 3 

3. Advertisement "The Oppressive Gas'Monopoly'll Dundee Advertizer, 
1/10/1861. Flintoff-stated that he had reduced gas-b-y--l-/8-d in Perth, 
7d in Edinburght and 5d in Glasgow Paisley, Arbroath and Elontrosel 
Dundee Advertizerg 4/10/1861, ' P- -3- 
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Neverthelessp by comparing Scottish town prices for rich gasq with 

English prices for low candlepower gasp without stating the differ- 

encel he was misleading consumers. 

Table 6.21 

Dundee 

Kirkcaldy 

Birmingham 

Gas Pricas at Various Towns 
1-7- - nr 

5/6d 
4/4--lo 

2/10 to 316 

Bradford 

Plymouth 
tiverpool, 

2/6 to, 3/4 
3/- 
3/9 

to Dundee 

Huddersfield 

Rochdale 
teeds 

Blackb= 319 to 4/- Manchester 3/8 
-to 

4/- Whitehaven 
Bolton 3/- to 3/6 Sheffield 316 to 319 

Source: - Dundee Advertizerp 1/10/1861. 

2/7wl to 316 
3/3 to 4/- 
2/10 to 3/9 

2/6 

A packed public meeting at the Co= Exchange was chaired by D. 

Hunter, 1 
of Blacknessy who illustrated capital wastage in the old com- 

pany with the enclosure of the gas-holderg "in a buildingg as if they 

were afraid it would run away". The building caused an accumulation 

of gas which exploded and tore off the roof, yet shareholders still 

received dividends on the capital expense of the entire building. 

Flintoff claimed that ninety nine per cent of Scottish gasworks were 

erected "at about twice or thrice the money'll which would have been 

required for a more oorrect designp at a time when "one man often put 

up all the gas-works in a particular districtq perhaps as many as... 

twenty gas-works", each repeating the same initial faults. In Dun- 

dee the original narrow pipes were still usedp to convey larger 

quantities of gas at higher pressures which, combined with rusting# 

caused about thirty per cent leakage which was' , chaijed to the'con-' 

sumers. neploughing by "greedyo selfishp' calcula ting Directors" 

forced the consumers to pay the cost of extensionsp'quite unlike 

"Gas Monopoly in Dandeell, Dundee Advertizerp 4/10/1661* 
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other manufacturers 
1 

who demolished their old premises and themselves 

financed rebuilding on a larger scale as trade expanded. "With the 

exception of two or three rich millownersp the shareholders generally 

are [livingj a long way off, and have no interest in the prosperity 

of Dundee". 2 Their shares with twenty three pounds ten shillings 

paid up had a market value of fifty pounds, which would be the price 

charged for any municipal takeover project. 

No daytime gas pressure was available irx Dundeep gas was I'dil- 

uted" by using the exhauster to "pump air into the gas main", and 

expensive antiquated gas-holders which were only a quarter of the 

size of modern gasholderss gave a totally inadequate supply during' 

peak demands in winter. If Dundee still desired municipal ownership 

of the gasworksp atimited, tiability Consumers Company would cause 

a depreciation in the shares of the Old Company from fifty pounds to 

ten pounds and in the New Company from five pounds to one poundp at 

which price the Police Co=issioners could purchase their. works. 

In Flintoff's social philosophyl he described himself as "fight- 

ing the battle of progress and benefiiing people who were so Per- 

secuted and oppressed as not to Icnow they had the means of benefit-, 

ing themselves... Such a contest lets the working men especially*** 

know their power and feel their strength - and they would [soonj 

1. This was a circular argument. Gas-companies reinvested profits 
directly, but in other. industries where manu acturers invested their 
own money upon extensions, they could obviously have obtained that 
capital originally as profit. The importance of this in trades less 
exposed to public scrutiny than gas companies is shown by P, Mathiasý 
The First Industrial Nation (1969), op. cit 9 p. 149*-, 

2* Dundee Advertizer, 4/10/1861. Only the New company published 
financial accounts. 
The fixed capital of both gasworks was C122,755'p Dunde Ie Advertizerg 
11/10/1861. 
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exercise it for other social improvements". At a second public 
2 

meetingp he urged Dundee to form a Consumers Company which could 
obtain Limited Liability for only ten poundsv and to canvas consumers 

for three-year contracts to supply them with cheaper gas. A sixpence 

deposit on all shares could cover total expensesp and no further call 

would be necessary because the old companies would make concessions* 

The new company could then dissolve, 

The Old oompanies responded by reiucing gas from five shillings 

and sixpence to four shillings and tenpencep thus saving the town3 

f4OOO a year on 120 million cubic feet; and they expanded on the 

better quality of their twenty seven candlepower gas compared to 

twelve candlepower tondon gas* Still dissatisfiedp a third meeting 

of consumers received Flintoff's estimates for a new gasworkst and 

requested the Police Commissioners for their active support# 

The Dundee companies replied with a detailed statement about the 

failure of Sheffield Consumers Gas Company04 but Flintoff maintained 

1. Dundee Advertizerp 4/10/1861, Flintoff claimed that his lectures 
in England during 1854-5 had been the basis of the Sale of Gas Act (Yide sup P-1154 )* He suggested a Government Inspectory with 
subordinate officials each responsible for testing the quality of gas in about 10 towns, Alternativelyp Dundee Police could appoint a 
chemist at E20 per year to test gas twice daily, Both methods could 
raise the quality by more th= 5 per cent, and save Dundee E1400 a- 
year on the total gas bill of C2890009 Dundee Advertizer, 8/10/1861, 
p., 2, 

2o Dundee Advertizer, 9 8/10/1861o 
3o Dundee Advertizerp 1111011861-9 P- 3o 
The Dundee Advertizer, for which gaslight was one, of the main working 
costs, noted that tradesmen were in the practice of-writing to con- 
sumers in other towns to inquire the cost of 1000 ca. fte, 

' 
but not the 

annual cost per burner or size of flame, and their failure, to read 
accurately their annual consumption allowed the gas companies to 
manipulate the quality of gas to raise cons=ption and offset lower 
gas prices, Through this interest, the Dundee Advertizer gave detailed coverage of Flintoff's work. 

Dundee Advertizer, 22/10/1861, pp. 2t 
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that he had not engineered those works, although they had success- 

fully reduced gas from five shillings and tenpence to four shillings 

and ninepence halfpenny in 18509 and even in 1861 the combined Old 

and Consumers Companies' gave very cheap gas at three shillings and 

ninepence. Subsequently the Dundee reformers became divided over the 

possibility of municipal control or of forming a consumers company. 

This negated all action, though at his final meeting Flintoff strong- 

ly opposed municipal control. 
2 

Greenock Council obtained coal3 at 

an average price of thirteen shillings and elevenpence three farthings, 

and yet charged four shillings and sevenpence for sixty mi llion cubic 

feet gas, thus obtaining a clear profit of C3867 Plus E1266 to pay 

interest. The fixed capital was 950,000p but reploughing had been 

used as a deterioration fund to reduce the 'capital*t to C271000 on 

the books. Instead of selling gas at three shillings and threeppncep 

Greenock Council exacted twenty per cent profits which reduced local 

taxation at the expense of consumers. 

I'lleanwhile Plintofffs campaign had made considerable impact in a 

wide area around Dundee. rmv companies reduced their prices in 

anticipation of conflict, as at Newportp Fife, 4 
where gas fell from 

twelve shillings and sixpence to ten shillings* The editor of 

1. Dundee Advertizer, 22/10/1861, P*4929/10/1861, P- 5- 
2. Vide supra P. 1161 
3- 600 present at final meeting on 29/10/1861. 
Greenock coal at 13S 11-43d included 1/6d freight from Glasgow, and 
Dundee could obtain the same coal at 61- freight from Glasgow by the 
Scottish Central Railway. At 19s 114M' in Dundeeq it was well within 
the price used in Plintoff, s earlier calculations. Greenock Advert- 
izer, 1/11/1861. 

4* Dundee Advertizert 8/10/1861. Newport company formed 1856. 
Price decision taken on advice of Mr. Martint writerp the company 
auditor. 
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0 

Peterhead Sentinel 
1 

obtained Flintoff's support in his campaign for 

a reduction of gas from nine shillings and sixpence to five shillings. 

In Aberdeen, 2 
complaints of "poor gas" supplied at six shillings and 

sixpence produced agitation for a Consumers Company with one pound 

shares. At Broughty Perry' Flintoff lectured to an audience of 200 

chaired by Councillor W. Nicoll. The original company there in 

1839 had reflected consumer interests. "It numbered nearly all the 

householders in the village; and the shares were sold at E2 each in 

4 
order that the humblest householder might obtain them". After two 

years without dividendsp five per cent, six and a half-per cent and 

later seven and a half per cent were paid and pecuniary interests 

increased. When their contract was renewed in 1861', each block of 

five two-pound shares was replaced by four new shar6s. each with four 

pounds thirteen shillings and ninepence "paid-up"; and yet the divi- 

dend on those remained at seven and a half per cent. Ownership had 

gravitated into a few hands, one director holding 560 sharesp one 

50OP and another 400- Until 1861 they charged seven shillings and 

elevenpence for gas and the consumers were already trying to obtain 

an alternative gas supply from Dundee, Flintoff brought them re- 

newed hope of cheap gas, and claimed that small towns should be able 

to produce gas for only about threepence per 1000 cubic feet more 

than large towns which had the advantages of scale* Cheaper landy 

taxesp lab6ur and equipment outside large towns-'could reduce that 

difference further, to one and a half pence. 

is 

2, 
P. 3o 

3. Dundee Advertizer, 18/10/1861, P- 3o 
4- ibid 

Dundee Advertizerp 8/10/1861* 

"The Gas Question in Aberdeen"t Dundee Advertizer, 11/10/1861, 

0 
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If consumption was only five million cubic feet, the gas would 

cost four shillings and fourpence halfpenny, and Flintoff advised that 

a contractor could easily be obtained to guarantee five per cent 

dividend and sell gas at five shillings. The feasibility of this 

scheme was illustrated by other small towns which already sold cheap 

gasp like Rothesay at four shillings and sevenpencep and Massalburgh 

and Portobello, at five shillings. One speaker was applauded for 

suggesting municipal control of both gas and water in Broughty Ferry, 

and the meeting resolved to campaign for gas at five shillings. A 

second meeting in Flintoffts absence resolved 
1 

not to form a seperate 

Company too hurriedly in view of the high costs experienced at tanark 

compared to his estimate therej but lobbying -continued* The con- 

sumers finally accepted 
2a 

gas Price of six shillings and eightpence 

when the gas company agreed to erect thirty extra public lamps gratist 

and supply all eighty public lamps free of charge. 

At Alyth3 discontent arose over the poor street lighting caused 

by expensive gas at ten shillings, and a deputation sent to the Com- 

pany to request cheaper gas was ignored, Another public meet 

called for gas at seven shillings and.. sixpence, but a third which was 

attended by 200 residents under Bailie Jappp accepted Flintoff. '. s call 

for gas at four shillings and sevenpence farthing, 

I 

1. Dundee Advertizerp 25/10/1861. Yeeting held 23/10/1861. Coun- 
cillor W. Nicoll accused the company of gross mismanagement before 
their present managert 11ro Iýrersj and was in favour of a Consumers 
Company. Consumers again noted that early capitalists, like David 
Milne, a Dundee banker who promoted both the Dundee and Broughty 
Perry companies [Dundee Acivertizert 11/10/1861, p. 3], had been re- 
garded too eagerly as philanthropists. 

2-. Dundee Advertizert 19/11/1861t P- 4- Yeeting held 30/10/1861. 
3* Dundee Advertizer, 18/10/186ýt p. -3. A Meeting of inhabitants 
decided to adopt the Police Actj and le'vY 3d in El to finance public 
lighting. 
4* Dundee Advertizer, 22/10/18619 p- 3- First meeting 14/10/1861t 
second 18/10/1861. Gasworks originally built in 1845- Company agreed 
to supply public lamps at V6dj but residents no longer satisfied. 
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Another consumers group emerged at Forfar. In the original 

Forfar Company of 18329 no person was allowed to hold more than five 

five-pound shares to avoid any monopolyp and dividend was restricted 

to five per cent pending cheaper gas. The town Council 2 
provided 

cheap land, and When the supply of gas commenced at thirteen shill- 

ings and fourpence "the consumpt. of gas at once became general. ** 

as fast as gas fitters could be obtained" to install it in houses* 

Profits were vastly in excess of initial expectations and instead of 

giving cheaper gass wealthy shareholders bought extra shares at the 

upset price of seven pounds ten shillings, in defiance of the Con- 

tract until they were able to change it. Consequently, in the early 

1840s "a portion of the working classes" tried unsuccessfully to 

start a rival company. The Old company fortuitously obtained extra 

gains when Forfar and Arbroath Railway was built alongside the workst 

allowing direct tipping from coal waggonsp but these gains had not 

been passed on to the consumers. 

At Forfarl Flintoff taught that gas managers were normally un- 
3 

skilledt often former tinsmithsg tailors and cobblersp and that re- 

duoed quality was the only cause for a rise in'gas consumption in the 

town* One resident used 2300 cubic feet in 1854, 
-butl6ooo 

cubic 

feet in 18609 yet claimed to have the same number'of burners in use 

for the same length of time* Shareholders were a species of gam- 

blersp paying six pounds ten shillings for shares, of two-pounds ten 

shillings in the hope they would rise further* Flintoff produced 

1. Dundee Advertizer'l 18/10/18619 PP- 59 8,, 
2. toss of construction plans caused by the death of the engineer 
during building had greatly increased-construction costs in the old 
Company. The Tovm Council was obliged to offer the land at a public 
salej but excluded other buyers by stipulating it could only be used 
for a gasworks. Dundee Advertizerp 111111861, P- 7- 

3. Vide supra p. 645 
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statistics for a new company to sell gas at five shillings, and a 

committee was formed to press the existing company for a reduction 

to that price. 

Forfar gas company offered a reduction in price 
1 from seven shil- 

lings and sixpence to six shillings and eightpencel plus discountsp 

but the consumers demanded gas as cheap as at Breching five shillings 

and fivepence. The Company was accused both of invidious extensions 

of capital equipment from surplus profits9 and of creating extra 

share capital when loan capital was less expensive. Brechin company 

often used loans at four per cent interest, but Forfar company always 

financed extensions with capital stock on which seven and a half per 

cent interest was paid in dividends* They had recently done this 

instead of mobilizing reserv*e'funds which were invested in the New 

Cemetarye One issue of 360 five pound shares had only been half 

called-upt and the rest "paid-up" from reploughing, yet the shares 

later reached a market value of seven pounds9 all at the expense of 

consumers. 

J. Grant, a local manufacturarl demonstrated that the true posi- 

tion of consumers could only be analysed by a close inspection of 

company accounts, He stated that equipment extensions and taxes 

should not be charged against revenue from consumers, and therefore 

the real dividend of the Forfar company was twelve per cant on C1800 

capital stockv and not the seven and a half'per cent which they de- 

claredo Because of this, the meeting agreed"to form Forfar Gas Con- 

sumers Company, with 6000 stock in one pound sharesq protected by 

1. Discounts remained unaltered at 2-21 % for C10 to E20; 5% - E20 
up to E40; 10%6' - E40 to C50; 15% - C50 to C100; Wlo above E100. 
Dundee Advertizerg 1/11/1861* 
Vide infra P-872 (discounts) 
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Limited Liability* 
1 

Table 6.22 Forfar Gas Accounts 1859-60 Showing Taxes 
ization of Surplus Profits Charged Again 

Expenditure - e sq d. 

Stock in hand in June 1859 276 6 1 
Taxes 51 5 1 
Coals purchased 855 10 10 
Additions and alterations (reploughing) 58 18 0 
Pipes and castings 47 10 a 
Gas meters 31 18 0 
Retorts, fireclay and bricks 43 2 10 
time for purifiers 57 13 6 
Salary of Secretary 30 0 0 
Miscellaneous 41 13 
Profits 903 9 0 

Total 2,658 9 0 

Revenue 

Gas 29281 15 8 
Coke, Targ ashes 114 42 
Interest on Bank deposit 12 77 
Stock in Hand 250 17 

Total 2,658 90 

Source: - J. Granty Dundee Advertizerg 111111861. 

z 
Pipes and gas meters were being charged against current revenue as 

well as taxes and additions to the plant. Grant also described the 

two day champagne "dinner" which Directors finaýced for themselves 

and friends, at Dunkeld, out of the profits. The Consumers company 

soon had E4000 subscribed, 
2 

which forced the old company to reduce 
3 

gas from seven shillinggs and sixpence to five shillings and five- 
4 

pence, and although a vigilante committee remainedt no further action 

was taken by consumers after this victory. 

1. Forfar consumers objected to extra shares instead of loans for 
large capital-equipment alterations which the Company could not make 
simply by reploughing; ý but most Consumer groups elsewhere had the 
opposite objection and favoured extra shares instead of loans 
2. Dundee Advertizer, 5/11/1861* 
3- Dundee Advertizar, 1/11/1861. 

4* -Dundee Advertizerl 22/11/1861. 
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This growing awareness by consumers of the financial manipulations 

practised by gas companies was a large element in Flintoff's successo 

Arbroat consumers in 1858 forced the gas company to reduce prices 

from five shillings and fivepence to five shillings, and in 1661 

threatened to employ Flintoff to obtain a further reduction to four 

shillings and sixpence. At Blairgowrie 
2 town hall a large public 

meeting in October 1861 accepted Flintoffts argument that eight shil- 

lings and fourpence was an unfair price. For 0.3500 capital he main- 

tained that twice as much gas could be produced, and sold at four 

shillings. When one of the Company directors claimed that coal alone 

cost them three shillings and sixpence per 1000 cubic feet, he blamed 

it upon poor management and unsuitable coals, Coal, could be obtained 

at twenty eight shillings. per ton which would provide five shillings 

of by-products, and llpOOO cubic feet of gas at a prime cost of two 

shillings and one penny per 1000 cubic feet upon an annual output of 

seven million cubic feet. If only three million cubic feet-was con- 

sumedq the price would be four shillings and fivepence halfpenny. A 

Committee was formed, including the Council and Police Commissionersy 

to lobby for cheaper gasp but eventually they accepted a statemenj 

by the Gas Company that they could not sell gas below six shillings 

and eightpencel and with that price achieved the Consumers' movement 

collapsed. 
" 1, ý 

IIW consumers at Kirriemuir4 complained that their annual gas 

bill was higherg with gas at nine shillingsp than it had been when 

gas cost fourteen shillingst and they arranged a lecture, by Flintoff 

1. Dundee Advertizer, 29/10/1861, P- 51o-' 
2. ]Xmdee Advertizer, j 1/11/18611 P- 3o 
3* Dundee Advertizerp 8/11/1861, p. 5p 15ýli/1861, P- 7P'19/11/1861i 
P- 5o 

1 
4- Dundee Advertizerp 111111861, p. 5. Lecture on 5/11/1861o 
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who was hailed as "the people's engineer". 
1A 

special meeting of 

Kirriemuir company 
2 

shareholders agreed to reduce gas from-nine shil- 

lings and twopence to seven shillings and elevenpence, despite speeches 

in favour of the high price by many of their number who lived in For- 

far, The consumers retained their resolvep howeverg and in January 

1862 promoted the Kirriemair Gas Consumers' Company (Limited)3 to 

supply better gas at under six shillings and eightpenceo Three 

quarters of all consumers favoured the new venturep which was to re- 

strict dividends to five per centp and supply meters at seven and a 

half per cent per year on the cost price, about one shilling and six- 

pence per year each. Despite this enthusiasm the project collapsed. 

At Coupar AnguS4 Plintoff warned Consumers they should be paying 

six shillings instead of nine shillings and twopence. FArlier the 

compaby had charged ten shillings on the one million cubic feet con- 

sumed annuallyl a total of E500, against which the new price would 

have saved consumers C200. Plintoff could build a now gasworks for- 

under E20009 and with a maximum five per cent dividend that would 

have saved consumers a further E110t while a reduction of leakage 

from forty per cent to ten per cent could also save C90. A Con- 

5 sumers company was promotedl but did not succeed. 

In Carnoust106 a public collection financed Flintoff's lecture* 

The Company had already been intimidated into reducing gas from ten 

1. Dundee Advertizerv 8/11/1861, P- 5- 
2. Dundee Advertizerv 29/11/1861, p. 8. 
3. Prospectus in Dundee, Perth, Porfar and Fife People's Journall, 
11/1/18629 p. 1. (ýýdee Ref. Lib, )* 
Capital Stock E2000 in El shares. 1300 shares already subscribed. 
Engineering estimates obtained from Mr. Grant. Dundee Advertizer, 
13/12/1861. 
4* Dundee Advertizer, 1/11/1861, P-5v 5/11/1861p P-59 hecture on 30/1071-8 9 -1 '. 

5. Dundee Advertizer, j 15/11/1861, P-7p 17/12/1861, P-89 31/12/18619 

6. Dundee Advertizerg 15/11/1861ý P-7. 
P080 
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shillings and tenpence to nine shillings and twopence, and FlintofJ 

claimed it should cost four shillings. A committee was formed to 

lobby for gas at six shillings and eightpence, but when the company 

refusedl Flintoff designed plans for a Consumers Company with timited 

tiability and C2000 stock in one pound shares, with a deposit of six- 

pence per share to finance the opposition to the old company. As 

one shareholder in that company revealedg the Direotors-had "ridi- 

culed the idea of working men... being able to do anything to oppose- 

their monopoly"* Yet the Directors proved correct, and the opposi- 

tion collapsed. In 1860-1 Carnoustie old company reploughed forty 

eight pounds of profit into new capital equipment, compared to E168 

paid as seven and a half per cent dividend to partners from a total 

annual revenue of C644. 

Table 6.23 Reinvestment from Profits in'Carnmstie Gas Com- 
Accounts 186( 

Revenue - 
19086ol5O cu-ft- gas'at lb/10d 
Meter rent (2/-) 
Tarp lime, &a. sold 

Total 

Expenditure 

Manufacturing Costs 
Dividend 7-eo 
Discounts 
Balance "added to stock" 

Total 

c So d. 

588 6 7-1- 
47 68 
a 80 

644 1 312, 

406 0 11 
168 15 0 
20 15 0 
48 10 421- 

644 1 3-21- 
I 

Source: - Dandee Advertizer 26/1 861. 91 -1/1 

1. Two public meetings on 15/l1/1861,25/11/1861. Carnoustie old 
company had 3000 shares with paid up.,, held by 114 shareholders. 
At the second meetingg Flintoff was joined by D. Hunter of Blackness, 
the Dundee consumers' leaderp and. J, Smieton of the Pamure factory 
in Carnoustie. 
Dundee Advertizer, 26/11/1861, P. 3- 
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Flintoff was later invited to Proickham, 
1 

where the established 

company reduced gas from eleven shillings and eightpence to ten shil- 

lingsp and his ideas inspired many independent consumer pressure 

groups of which records are no longer available. At taurencekirk, 2 

for examplep gas cost twelve shillings and sixpence which included 

sixpence surcharge for publio'lighting, but Plintoff's published 

statistics were adopted by a pressure group to lobby the Company. 

Increasingly the consumers in large towns turned in favour of muni- 

cipal action, and after opposing the proposed gasworks purchase in 

Aberdeen Improvement BillP3 during rarch 18629 Plintoff's Scottish 

campaign ceased* His ideas weref however, still carried into effect 

4 in several towns. Stonehaven Gas Consumers Company, and Kirkwall 

5 Gas Consumers Company Limited in Orkneyp were both registered during 

1662 and dissolved as soon as concessions had been granted by the 

established companies. 

Table 6.24 Promoters of Kirkwall Gas Consumers Company 
Limited (1662 

R. Easton, banker 50 shares 
J. H. Baikir, Lloyds Agent 10 
G. Petingg County Clerk 10 
W. Pearcel bookseller 10 
Jo Jamieson, baker 5 

J. Haill, proprietor 50 shares 
J. Oarsison, general 

merchant 40 
T. Pearce j merchant 15 
D. Morgan, watchmaker 10 
J, Walls, shipowner 20 

Source: - S. R. O. (BT2/105)o 

In Stranraer, the old comp=W in 1864 reduced gas to five shil- 

lings and tenpence after receiving a petition 
6 

from consumers com- 

10 Dundee Advertizerl 29/11/1861, po So 
29 Dundee Advertizerf 6/12/1861, p. 8; J. Gitop 17/12/18611 p. 851- 
3- J. G. to, 11/3/1862, P- l4l, 25/3/1862p P--172o 
4- Registered 28/7/1862. No 4--n-al"capital C2000 in El shares. 229 
shares subscribed, S. R. O. (BT2/107)9 

5o Nominal capital C2000 in El shares. S. R. Oo (BT2/105)- 
6. G away Advertizer, 7/7/1864. (Galaway'Advertizer Offices, 
Stranraer). -- 
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plaining about the price and the management following public meetings 

in the George Hotel and Town Hall. 
1 Shortly afterwards a prospectus 

2 

was issued for 'The Stranraer (ITew) Gas Company (Limited)l by pro- 

moters who were "all large consumers" and who undertook to purchase 

200 of the 500 shares, to charge , no promotion money'll and to provide 

an initial Secretary and Treasurer gratisp with the object of selling 

gas at five shillings and distributing ten per cent dividends. *The 

Company had inadequate support and soon collapsed. 

Once a sufficiently large number of established companies had 
3 reduced their charges as a result of consumer agitationt thelbethod 

of comparisons" produced a strong pressure on other companies to do 

the same. In 16629 for example, the Chairman of Boness4 company 

proposed to reduce gas from six shillings and eightpence to fiv-0 

shillings and tenpence to conform with lower prices elsewhere. In- 

deedp the "method of comparisons" was so fundamental to gas company 

management that it was probably the most powerfal, argument consumers 

could use to press for reductionst and produced an approximation to 

a. "national market" for gas in terms of price despite the normal ab- 

sence of direct competition. In 1852 when the inhabitants of Stran- 

raer5 had petitioned for cheaper gas the Directors agreed to reduce 

it from ten shillings and sixpence to eight shillingsp but claimed 

that the existing price was "as lowp if not lowerl than that charged 

by almost any company in Scotland having a similar consumption and 

1- GaiajaX Advertizer', 161611864- 
2, ý Nominal capital C1500 in C3 shares. Interim secretaries Wm. 
Taylor and James Yeikle. Galaway Advertizerp, 20/10/1864- 
3. In Newton Stewart gas prices were reduced by competition between 
two cOmPanies during the 1880s, but the origins of the second company 
are uncleare J. G. t,, 13/11/1883* 
4* Boness ITinute-Book, 

-op. cit p 916118620' 
5- S. R. O. 9 Stranraer 11inute Bookp op. cit 9 9/3/1852o 
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placed at a similar distance from coal". 'When F. R, Hughes & Co. j a 

large consumer from the Boness gas, companyp complained in 1872 over 

the rise in price from five shillirws and tenpence to six shillings 

and threepence, compared to five shillings and fivepence in Edinburghl 

the Company sent an apology and their Clerk was instructed to state 

that supplies were as cheap as gas from "other companies of similar 

extent and similar circumstancesl and to quote if possible several 

cases', * 
1 The knrtan company in 1877 refused cheaper gas for Messrs. 

Poster & Co. because "the price in A-m-nan compared favourably with 

other small'townst'. 
2 

The largest consumersl company to be formed in Sootlandp appeared 

later in-the decade when municipal ownership was entering the stage 

as the consumers' main ally* The Partick, Hillhead and IL-Lryhill Gas 

3 Company timitedo was registered in 1871 to supersede a small exist 

4 ing company at Maryhill. It obtained the widespreadp angi7 support 

of consumers in those burghs which lay within Glasgow Corporation's 

supply zone of 18699 because the Corporation proposed to charge a 

differentially high rate to supply that area. 

The first Directors5 of the Partick, Hillhead and II. xyhill com- 

pany were Robert Bruoe (50 shares) paper-makerp Henry Cowan (100)9 

Patrick Dougall (100) merchantl and William Rassell (100) all of Hill- 

headq Paterson Wingate (100) engineer and ship-builderp Robert Hunter 

1* S. R. O. 9 Boness Mnute Book, op. cit P 10/10/1872. 
L S. R. O. p A-nAan Minute Bookq q 9 Iýi cit. , 8/6AP77- 
3- S-11-0. (BT2/35l)- Viae sup pp 1,999 1 081 
4- Promoted about the 1830s by J, Paxton, a mason from Croma ty. 
A. Thomson, Yhryhill 1 -1894, (1895t Glasgow) P- 173# 
5- Company reserve funds limited to maximum C109000. Depreciation 
fund never to exceed 25 per cent of the cost of Company Property. 
Shares of Z5 nominal value* 
S-R-0- (BT2/351). Articles of Association, 
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(100) timber merchantp and Robert Kay (60) all of'Partick, and William 

Govan (50) merchant, John King (100) cabinet-makerp Andrew H. MIcLean 

(200) merchantp Andrew Paton (50) merchant, and James Shaw (120) all 

of Glasgow* Twenty six other investors each held more than 100 of 

the five pound shares in 1871, as shown in Table 

Table 6.25 Investors (other than Directors) with 100 shares 
in the Partick Company (1871 

Partick residents - 
Charles Connellp ship-builder 200 Moses Hunter, gentleman 100 
William tang, wine-merchant 200 Robert Robinson, timber 
David Tod, engineer and ship- merchant 200 

builder 100 
Hillhead residents - 
Miss Jane Cullen 100 Thomas Cullen, gentleman 100 
George Edington, ironfounder 100 Joseph Gardiner, merchant 150 
Alexander Yackenziep merchant 100 John Pollockv gentleman 100 
Glasgow residents - 
Joshua Buchanan, ham-curer 
John Duncansonj builder 
George Hamiltong merchant 
John Knox, gentleman 
Joseph Muxisono insurance 

broker 
Thomas Reidj dyer 

. Andrew 9tewartv buyer 
Thomas Watsong merchant/ 

Turkey Red Dyer 
Robert Watson, merchant/ 

Turkey Red Dyer 

source: - S. R. 0. 

200 David Carsong manu- 
100 facturer 100 
100 Thomas U. Ferguson, 
100 cotton yarn merchant 200 

Patrick Hamiltong 
100 merchant 100 
100 Thomas I'leikle, 
100 merchant 100 

Robert Perry, M. D. 200 
200 David Sandemant gentle- 

man, 100 
200 

(BT2/351) Board of Trade Reeords. 

Among the large shareholders, G* Hamilton was probably 
1a 

member of 

P. & G. Hamiltong merchantsp John Knox probably of J, Knox and Kennedyt 

cotton. silk and woollen manufacturers, D. -Sandeman probably a wine 

merchant, and James Shaw 
2 

possibly'of J. Shaw and Dompany of Lhryhill 

Iron Works. 
0 

1. Glasgow Post Office Directory, (1871), 

2. James Shaw, ironfounderl was recorded a second time$ with a 
further 50 shares making a total of 170- 
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The host of smaller shareholders included many distinguished 

men* Amongst them were Alex Stronach (20 shares) manager of the 

City of Glasgow Bank, R. J. Wells (25) bank-teller in Glasgow, J. tam- 

ont (25) bank agent in Glasgow, Patriak B. Junor (30) barilcerp Thomas 

Baird (20) banker in Govan, G. N. Bennett (10) bank teller in Govan, 

G. Paisley (20) barik agent in Partickp Alex Eo Mrray (20) Sheriff 
ant 

Substitutet James Craig (10) accountýin Glasgow, Wm. Drew (20) 

accountant, John Graham (10) C. A., Wm. Graham (10) C. A. p F. J. Hallows 

(50) actuary, G. Ililler (20) C. A. p and A. Turnbull (20) actuary. 

Also, 77. Burns (50) writery Mrs. Harriot J. Ewing (50)p G. H. B. Me- 

leod (50) Professor of Surgery, and John Nicol (20) Professor of 

Literature, 

On the industrial side were represented James Wilson (10) tube- 

manufacturer of Coatbridgey Alex G. Simpson (20) coal-master of Glas- 

gow, James Alexander (40) oil-merchant of Glasgow, Robert Cook (20) 

engineer of Pollokshields, Samuel Fairley (10) colliery engineer of 

Glasgow) James R, Forman (20) C. E., Wt. Pride (20) engineer of Kil- 

marnock, Hugh Kennedy (50) contractor of Glasgow, Alex*A. Ferguson 

(40) lead manufacturer of Glasgow, Thomas Wharrie (10) C. E. and 

surveyor, and John Watson (50) coal master of Glasgow. John Craig 

(20) and Robert Craig (20) shipowners of Glasgow were present, to- 

gether with Henry Watson (20) ship-brokerg John Ferguson (40) ship- 

builder of Partick, a few textile industrialists like Alex Drew (20) 

calico-printerl and James Greig (10) wool-broker of Glasgow, and 

finally some paper-makers including Robert Bruce (50)v Ed- Collins 

(10) and John H. Collins (10) of lhryhill. Miscellaneous supporters 

included James Gilchrist (20) of the Caledonian Station in Greenockp 

P. 'W. Jones (80) R. N. hieutenant at Dunoonp W. Easton (25) insurance 

broker at Dalryp tewis Sofio (60) fruit importer of Dowanhillp John 
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Thompson (50) ironmonger of Dumbarton, and James Swan (60) retirea 

merchant of tochwinnoch. 

In 1873 the Company helped to defeat a Bill to incorporate Hill- 

head and Kelvinside within the municipal boundaries of Glasgow. 1 The 

prodigious growth of the Partick company is shown in Table 6,26 

Table 6.26 

Date 

1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876-go 

Nominal 
Capital Stock 

c 

50,000 
1002000 
1009000 
130,000 
130POOO 
1309000 

s of Partick, Hillhead an 

(E5) Shares Issued 

Ordinary Preference 

109000 

159030 
15 p 327 
16,807 
ig, go6 

Paid-Up 

50tOOO 

73,500 
105,705 
113,285 
129015 

Unpaid 

t 

- 

19650 
930 
750 
115 

0 

0 

0 

6, ooo 
6, ooo 
6, ooo 

Sourect- S. R. O. (BT2/351)9 

The number of consumers with meters rose from 3596 in 1873 to 5015 

in 1874 when the Bearsden Gas Company 2 
was acquired, Three miles-of 

ten and eight inch diameter mains were laid in 1876 to Bparsdenp a 

rapidly growing residential district3 on the Glasgow and Milngavie, 

Railway, There were altogether 7772 meters by 1677 when 6862 yards 

of mains were laid-for the greatly increased demands of New Kilpatrick4 

and Knightswood. Rapid residential growth necessitated 3554 yards 

of mains5 in 1883 and 2859 Yards in 1884, whilst the number of meters 

1, Several Hillhead Commissioners were Directors of the Gas Company. 
Glasgow City Archivesq Miscellaneous Papers2 Vol. 221 p*205 et seq 

2* J. GA'. 1 1/9/1674* 

3. J. G. L*p 19/9/1876. 

4- 4009000 ca. ft, holder also purchased for C50002 raising total 
storage to 1 million cu*ft. J. G. t., 4/9/18779 9/10/1877- 

5. J. G. L. 9 4/9/1883,25/8/1885t 4/9/1884o 
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increased from 1OP437 cons=ers in 1883 to 11,170 in 1685 when the 

annual output was 200 million cubic feet. A siding 
1 to the North 

British Railway in 1887v had grovm to a mile of internal lines by 

1889, and retort capacity grew at a similar pace, with twenty five 

extra retorts in 1887y ancl 112 regenerative retorts 
2 in 18899 making 

a total of 368 retorts3 by 1891* 

The company was so efficient that in 1878 Glasgow Corporation 4 

was compelled to sell gas in Yoker at the same low rate as in the 

city centre., to defend itself from competition* BY 1887 sales 
5 reached 236 million cubic feet per year. 3970 Yards of mains were 

laid in 1889 and 6300 yards in 1890 when the Dalmuir, Old Kilpatrick 

and Bowling Gas Company 
6 

WaS purchased for J: lljOOO, Nevertheless 

the Partick company paid low dividendsq and much of the extension to 

capital equipment was achieved through large quantities of loan capi- 

tal similar to that whichýwould be available to Glasgow Corporation, 

In 1876 the Directors7 were empowered to borrow up to C45POOO on de- 

benture. BY 1885 there. was a Bank debt 8 
of C4466,, and sundry other 

debts of E4654. Total capital equipment was worth about E175s756 

in 1886 including C75P540 for the worksv EBOP839 for thh pipes and 

the cost of laying them, C19,377 for meterst and C800 for gas stoves, 
9 

11 J. G. L 30/8/18871 161611889. 
2. Hislop's experimental vertical retorts were ttidd in 1886; new 
100 ft. dia. gasholder in 1888. Gas World, 31411886. 
Vide supra P- 375 
3. J. G. t., 61111891. 
4. J. GA 9 17/9AP78* 
5. Prom 24,662 tons of coal. J. GAqj 6/9/1887- 
6. Glasgow Corporation had tried to. purchase the Dalmuir works, and 
hdd forced the gas price down from'5/5d, sufficient for 5 per cent 
dividendsq. to only 2/6d. J. G. t,,, 16/3/1891o 
Vide Supra p. 1081 - 
7. J. G. tei 5/§/1876*, 
8* J. G. Lqj 25/8/1885* 
9. Total capital and liabilities was E195019- J. G. t 1 7/9/1886. 
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Loans on debenture 
1 then amounted to C60,810. By 1889 the Directors 

2 

had been authorized to take C489290 on debenture loans and to issue 

C809000 debenture stock. Only E3000 of the latterp at four per cent 

interest and virtually a non-terminable "annuity" without voting 

rights, was taken up during that year after being introduced by Dir- 

ectors who were extremely anxious over the possible recall of C509000 

in terminal debentures which had been issued. In 1891, the chief 
3 holders of debenture stock were John 17alkerp G. B. Wielandp and Sir 

C, Tennantp the General Managerp Secretary and a Director respec- 

tively of the North British Railway Company. 

Table 6.27 Profits and Dividends in Partick, Hillhead and 
Maryhill Gas ComRLnZ 

Date Annual Annual Dividend 
Revenue Profits Ordinary Preference 

(0 Shares Shares 
1874 21693 211F 5-h- 
1876 496s6 3 51' 
1877 4p653 4 5-11 
1883 7062 5 521 
1884 35089 8031 51 5,21- 
1885 59349 5i 
las6 339094 Def** 8,667 0 0ý 
1887 32p884 1OP370 0 0 
1888 36058 l3t246 22-t 16-23- 
1889 379666 IIP784 6 521 
1890 42,116 1OP831 6 

Source: - Journal of Gas highting 
, annual reports. 

* Deficit in 1886, and subsequently two years without payment of divi- 
dendsp was blamed upon manager J., Hislop who allowed a deficiency of ClOP790 to accumulate over-the coal stocks in hand. Hislop resigned- 
that year and was succeeded by h. 11onk. J. G. t., 7/9/18889 22/6AB86* 
1. E7000 debenture bonds repaid in 1887.., J. G. t 1 6/9/1887* 
2, j. G. heo 2V8118891 9/4/1889* 
3* J. G. h. 

j 8/8/91, In 1890 the debenture loan was C29P490, and debenture stock E29,0009-but plans werelin hand to borrow a further 
Z50sOOO- Vide J. G. L*ý 26/8/1890. 
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Despite direct competition with Glasgow corporation, the Particky 

Hillhead and Yaryhill company expanded to become one of the largest 

Scottish gas companie, 92 
1 

and provides proof that municipal oymership 

elsewhere during the 18708 was not cauded, by a lack of private mana- 

gerial skills for controlling such a large scale 'service' industry. 

In 1891 the company 
2 

was denied a Bill to raise its stock from 

C130POOO to C2509000, and was finally purchased by Glasgow corporation 

for C202,500, durirW,, an extension of the municipal boundaries. 3 

Originally-about seventy five per cent of the stock was held by local 

residents, 
4 

who accepted dividends of only three and a quarter per 

cent to uphold their parochial pride. 

Several new gas companies in the 1870s adopted regulations from 

the Consumerst Movement in order to obtain support, Newmilns New 

Gas Company5 of 1873 was one of these successful 'pseudo-consumers 

companiest. One pound shares were issued and 1126 subscribed by 

273 local residents representing a wide spectrum of local occupations, 

while dividend was restricted to a maximum five per cent. The aim 

was "to prevent self-interested persons having the unrestrained con- 

trol of gas; and to afford the inhabitants the opportunity of becoming 

1. In 1873 an appeal to Parliament for Incorporation failed. 
Glasgow City Archivesp Miscellaneous Papers, Vol. 22 (205)y P- 306# 

2. Glasgow City Archivesq 11iscellaneous Papersq Vol, 22p P- 306. 

3- EvaluatiDn of the works made by A. F. Phillips and George tivesey, 
gas engineers of tondon. J. G. t., 27AA8919. ý 
4- Speculation in shares just before Glasgow corporation's takeover 
reduced this to 25%, but by 1891 Hillhead was quite, willing to enter 
the Glasgow boundaries., Glasgow City Archivesi Miscellaneous Parersp 
Vol. 22, pp. 207,205, Glasgow Herald, 61311891; J. G. L, p 18/4/1886. 
Vide supra P. 1082 
In 1891 the Company had C14,390 debenture debt,; and Z551000 debenture 
stod19 55 &6 Victoria Cap. 90,3/7/1891, An Act to Provide for the 
Purchase, by the Corporation of Glasgow, of the Partick, Hillhead and 
Maryhill Gas Co. Ltd. 
5., Nominal capital C2000 in El shares. Works sold in 1880 to Burgh 
of Newmilns and Greenholm for C4310. S. R. O. (BT2/521)o 
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Shareholders ... 
[withý the power to regulate the price". 

Expensive coal causing high gas prices produced a new but minor 

wave of consumers' companies in the mid 1870st the last remnants of 

a belief in the social probity of capital before municipal control'' 

proved the most successful solution for consumers' welfare. The 
1 

Uddingston, Bothwell and District Consumers Gaslight Companyl was 

followed by the equally unsuccessful Helensburgh Consumers Gaslight 

Companyl 2 
and "pseudo-consumers" Buokhaven Gas tight Company. 3 During 

1875 the Gaberst on and Sauchie 4-distriots 
of Alloa threatened to 

form a consumers company because of inadequate supplies from the town. 

At Dysart gas prices rose that year from nine shillings and twopenoe 

to ton shillingal whilst Pathead and Gallatown, in the same parish 

paid only half as muchp and the North British Railway tried to obtain 
5 

Kirkealdy gas for Dysart station. Kilbarchan Priendly. Society 

Joint Stock Gas Company, 
6 

operating during the 1880s in a Renfrew- 

shire fishing village, was apparently another expression of the 

Consumers' Movement. 

1. Formed in 1875; Works designed by Jo Hislopp but never oonstruo- 
ted. J. G. t 9 20AA875P 18/12/1877- 
2* Formed in 1874; Nominal 910,000 in el shares. 3641 shares 
issued and 10/- called up before the company dissolved in 1876. 
Helensburgh old oompaM led by ost Poreniganq was. forced to 
reduce gas by 1/3d, J. G. t. 9 105/=87479 S0R. O., (M/ý'22o). 
Complaints continued in 1875 with. gas at 7/6d vide J. G. Lý9'16/3/i875- 
3* (1879) Nomins. 3 oaoital f. 2500 in El shares. 'Formed, largely in 
anger when the E. Wemyss and Buckhaven Company refused to light pub- 
lic lamps in Buckhaven even in return for a surcharge on consumption 
tfiereo The Buokhaven company dissolved when E, Wemyss agreed to free 
gas for public lights if residents lit and extingaished'themo J. GA f 1879P P. 825; 7/16/1879*9,30/12/18799 

. 
S. R. 099 (BT2/939)9 

4* 16/2/1875* 
50 L_G-t-, 30/3/1875* 
6. J. G, t 9 13/11/1883. Gas 4/7de 
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Several town counoils supported the Consumers' Movement, especi- 

ally after electricity developments in 1878 which made them reluctant 

to embark upon municipal ownership* "Hamilton Corporation and Gas 

1- Consumers Company" was an early examplet in 1868, which constituted 

a protest against the high gas prices charged by a company infiltrated 

by investors living in Edinburghp Glasgow and London. Gas ýost five 

shillings and tenpence, compar4d to four shillings and sevenpence in 

1854* The established company tried to obtain anAction of Sus- 

pension from the Court of Session against its rivalp but later agreed 

to sell the gasworks to the Town Councile 

Table 6.28- Shares held by Promoters of Hamilton CorDoration 

J. Meekq gentleman 500 W* Brown, solicitor 16o 
A. Nant, gentleman- 200 W'A. Dykesq bank agent 210 
T. Dryfieldv solicitor 300 W: Haismithp publisher 50 
Je Tainsh, confectioner 130 Lo Taylor, plumber 70 

Souroe: - A CeniM Of Gas SuP'DlY (19319 Hamilton) ap. cit 

Many companies took active steps to maintain local representation* 
2 

The Mairkirk company secretary, for example, was instructed in 1904 

to write to all non-resident shareholders and to encourage them to 

seli shares , to the numerous oonsumeýs who were an - xiou, Is- to purchase 

them. 

At Stranraer3, oonsumer agitation in 1882 was led by the Town 

Council. A consumers, group led by W* Taylor# had petitioned for 

cheaper gas and ietter'mans ement in 1863'9 but was reconciled by 

14 The Consumers Company had a capital, stook of, C7OOO, in El shareso' Their Contract allowed municipal purdhaie'at'theýoost of paid up 
capital Plus 5 per cent interest and 5 per opnt. bonus. A Century of Gas SuPPlY 1831-1931, (19319 11imilton. ). 
2, S. R. O. 9 Mairkikk Minute Book,, op,,. cit 9 1/7/1904* 
3. S. R. O., Stranraer Minute*Book., op. ' cit 13/9/18829 31/10/1882, 
1/7/1863* 
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explanations about the original difficulties of the companyl 
1 

and 

statistics which showed that the competing companies in Perth were 

not successful. Stranraer gas cost five shillings and tenpence in 

18829 but the Council examined information from several towns with 

similar population and claimed that the average of Alva, Ardrossan, 

Bathgatep Burntislandq tanark and Stranraer was five shillings and 

eightpenoe. They demanded large discounts for all important oon- 

sumers, and cheaper gas for all, while threatening to suppo rt a new 

gas companyp or charge wayleare for gas pipesp or use electric light- 

ing in the streets and harbour, 

The ODmpany agreed to give five per cent discount to the Coun- 

cil, but refused to extend discounts to other large consumers be- 

cause, it would raise the"price of gas to small consumers, Stranraer 

provided cheap gasp since the average price of 173 Scottish towns was 

six shillings and sevenpenoe. Rivalry would not reduce the price. 

Newton Stewart 
2 had gas at seven shillings and sixpence from two 

oompaniesy one of which paid no dividend for ten years, and the other 

two and a half per cent for the past three yearsj, preceded by no 

dividend for seven years* A comparison based upon town population 

was unreasonablep because consumption varied with the amount of in- 

dustrial lighting3 and the cost of carriage of coals was a major 

financial factor. Nearby companies charged more than Stranraer; ten 

shillings at Castle 3)6uglasp and six shillings and eightpence at Gir- 

van which had easy access to coal. Campbeltown paid as machfreight 

as Stranraerp but sold more gas and thereby obtained a relative re- 

duotion in labour oostsp yet the gas was sold at six shillings there. 

le 

-'Vide supra 'p. 762 
2, The seoond Newton Stewart oompanywas apparently formed in 1872* 
3. Vide supr p. 869 
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Table 6.29 Coal and Gas Prices at to 

Town Gas Output Average Price Cost Coal and Price 
(Thou. Qi. ft., ) coal (ton) carriage (tonj of Gas 

Stranraer 79424 178 Id 22s 10d 5s 10d 
Alva 

corporation 79000 16 4 16 4 6 3 
Ardrossan - 7POOO 5 0 
Lanark 79881 14 0 14 0 4 2 
Burntisland 

corporation 8P500 17 5 17 5 6 3 
Bathgate 61000 16 8 16 8 5 5 
SaItcoats 59053 8 11 8 11 
Campbeltown 

corporation 109000 - 6 0 
Girvan 3tO5O 6 8 
Castle Douglas 11800 10 0 

Souroet- Strahraer Minute Bookj op. oit 31/10/1882q 1 3/9/1682 

Table 6-30 Gas Prioes at 

Town Price Town Price 
Stranraer 5s loa Inverness 6s 8d 

Neidon Stewart 76 Peterhead 68 

Wigtown 10 0 Jedburgh 63 

Whithorn 10 0 Dunbar 68 

Kirkeudbright 8 11 Haddington, 68 

Elgin 63 Maybole 68 

Fraserburgh 76 TroOn 68 

Source: - Stranraer Minute Bookj op. cit t ' 13/g/1882*- 

The Directors stated they were "anxious to deal fairly with their 

Consumers"# but claimed that a higher percentage of profits than in 

other business ventures was justified by the rate of deterioration of 

equipmentp and the "risk of loss of capital" in the event of "new in. 

ventionsp such as Electric hight" superseding gas., They purchased 
1 a Photometer to allow the Council to test the quality of gasl and 

10 At 10 guineas from David Grant & Coo 
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to improve illumination they impressed upon "the Consumers [the needl 

to pay more attention to the cleanin of the joints of their gas fit- 

tingsp as well as to the cleani" and renewing [of] their jets"O The 

consumers' agitation was pacified, though an "outca7111 over poor 

quality and inadequate supply in 1899.1ed. the Direotors to reoognize 

"the alarming and steady loss of consumers during the past twenty 

years", 

Despite the elastic demand for gas, which normally increased 

rapidly as prices were reduoeal the cautious approach of Company Dir- 

ectore usually meant that a reduction of gas prices lagged far behind 

improvea external oonditionst like raw materials and. technology, which 

reduced the manufacturing costs. When Stranraer reduced gas from 

twelve shillings to ten shillings and sevenpenoe in 1845 it was stated 

to be "a very low prioe oonsidering the size of the work and the dis- 

tanoe from ooals"* 
2 

The following year, Direotors noted "a large 

increase not only in the oonsumption of Gas butq notwithstanding the 

reduotion of prioep in the total reoeipts therefore". 3 From 1845-7 

coal prioes rose eight shillings per tonq4 and the gas prioe was not 

reduced again* In 1848 the Directors worried over the small increase 

in oonsumption#5 but despite reduced oosts of coall iron and brick- 

work, they did not try to enoourage Oonsumers through lower prioeso 

A large increase in consumption in 1849 was caused by external factorep 

not cheaper gas, and rising profits resulted mainly from cheap coal, 

but partly from "an improvement in the manufacture". 
6 

Increased 

-1* S*R*O, p Stranraer Minute Booký op. cit , 3/2/1899*- 
2* S. R. O., Stranraer Minute Book, 

_op. cit 9 25/6/1845* 
3. 30/6/1846. 
4- aýid. 29/6AB47- 
59 aid. Z7/6A848. 
6. Maidj 26/6/1849. 
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public lightingtogether with cheap iron and coall raised profits in 

1850t and record profits in 1851 were attributed partly to increased 

consumption and "more economical management'19 but "chiefly to the 

price of coals being much reduoed". 
2 

Reluotanoe to stimulate demand, whereby both shareholders and 

consumers could obtain the advantages of larger-soale operationsp was 

partly related to the greater risk and expenditure involved in such 

an exercise. When oons=ers at Stranraer, as previously describedp 

forced the price down to eight shillings in 1852, the CompanY3 re- 

ported a large increase in consumption both by old consumers and 

through "a large increase in the number Of new ones'., ' The increase 

in effective consumer action throughout Scotland from the late 18508. 

resulted from the growing availability of published statistics avail- 

able both to consumers and to agitators like Plintoff. This consider- 

ably increased the public accountability of local gas companiesp espeo- 

ially in small towns and villages where anomolous conditions had de- 

veloped, and consumer agitation from the 1860s, backed by the threat 

of municipal actions was a powerful force in holding down gas prices,, 

Neverthelesal because the quality of gas in terms of the . candle- 

power reosivedt affected the value of gas to the consumer at least as 

much as small variations in the price per thousand cubic feet, actual 

competition by gas companies for markets was not in the best interests 

of consumers. Competing companies were likely to reduce the eanale- 

power of gas, by using cheaper ooa3.9 or by over. -oarbonizing best 

coals to raise output in order to reduce coal expenditure and under- 

cut their rivals' prices* But consumers required larger quantities 

I*S. R*O. p Stranraer Minute Bookj op. cit 9 25/6/1850- 
2, aide 9 24/6/1851* 
3* all-d-9 9/3/1852f 29/6/1852y 28/6/18539 
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of the poorer gas for equal lighting, ana coula in fact pay more in 

the same time periocl. Realization of this lent support to the public 

monopoly possible through municipal ownership* 

Municipal action coincided with a widespreadrealization that 

coalfields supplying best quality coals were becoming exhausted, and 

attention was focused upon the design of improved gas-burners so that 

consumers could obtain adequateg cheap light even when "candlepower" 

was reduced in the main supply* Improved 'burnerst, which achieved 
-I prominence when animal-oil'gas threatened the industry in the 1820s, 

had not become the object for further research by the few competing 

Scottish coal-gas companies,, Neverthelessq they held the promise of 

increasing the light intensity from poor gas andq like other fittingsp 

became of vital importance to sustain the economic oompetitiveness 

of the gas industry once electric lighting was developed* 

Vicle BuPra P. 416; also p. 1631 
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(2) Markets for Gas 

Shops, factoriest co=ercial premisest street lights ancl places 

of entertai=ent were the prineipal cons=ers of ill=inating gas 
1 throughout Britain in the early nineteenth centur7., In Sootlandq 

howeverp unlike England, domestio oonsumption soon beoame as import- 

ant as that of shops or factories. The low price of gas compared 

to other foms of illuminationg at least until the late 1850sp and 

the disinterest expressed by gas-companies in 'fittings# which re- 

duoed the consumption of gasp inhibited research both into more 

efficient burners expressed in Ocandlepower' per unit of oonsumptionp 

and into alternative ma ets as a source of heat and, power. Con- 

sumers were slow to recognize, without Company advice, that the 

precise design of gas burners and the efficiency of combustiong could 

be almost as important in determining the amoimt of light obtained 

from each 1000 cubic feet of gas purchasedp as the Icandlepower' of 
2 

gas supplied by a Company. 'Candlepowerlp which until the 1880s 

remained the principal advertising slogan of Companiesp was the il- 

lUminating standard of gas in the mains only when tested under quite 

specific conditions of pressure and with a correctly adjusted burner. 

With poor burners, consumers required more gas for equal. light, but 

had no reoourse to complain at the quality of gas. being sold* The 

Consumers' Movementl suppliers of paraffin lamps in the 1860s, and 

le Shops and factories were the chief supporters of early private 
gasworkso Vide infra p. P. 379 83 

2* Christison and Turner's research (vide s P- 422 )_on the 
efficiency of burners was an accidental result of the Icanalepower! 
tests f6r which they were employed. Improved burners made from 1820- 
60 were chiefly by independent innovatorst lacki financial eno6ur- 
agement from established gas companies, Inaccurate Photometry handi- 
capped consumers and companies alike until the'1850s. R. H. Pattersong 
"Gas Burners and the Principles of Gas Milmin tion" in IS 
Treatise (1882), op. eit 9 Vol. III, pp. 74-186. - 
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municipal gasworks in the early 187039 all showed greater concern 

with oonsumerst requirements, but this did not produce the degree of 

change, or in fact reorientationp which followed the development of 

electric lighting from 1878- Total gas sales did not decline then, 

but after a rearguard action in which oil was used in place of scarce 

cannel coal to maintain loandlepowert., the incandescent mantle fin- 

ally replacecl open-flame burners* Already many gasworks had recluced 

the Icandlepower' of gasq to enable larger quantities at a cheaper price 

to be used for cookingg motive power and industrial heating processesp 

with corresponding profits from the economies of scale. The incan- 

descent mantle produced a complete chs eover from Icandlepowert to 

calorific or heating power, mainly between 1900-10, and the Scottish 

gas industry entered a new phase of twentieth century development 

with vastly increased output, 

The advantage of gas-light over other forms of illumination was 

demonstrate& by many nineteenth century engineers* 

Table 6.31 Comparative tightipg Costs in Glasgow in the 1820s 

1340 do 

tight from tallow candles 10 
Equal light from Argand, Spermaoeti-oil lamp 0 
Equal light from coal gas 0 

Note - Tallow cancIles usecl as the standara of oomparison, 

Souroet- Table by W, Creightong quoted by J. O. N. Rutterp 
Practical Obseryations on Gas tighting (1833) 
PP* 42-3o 

Table 6-32 ral 

Costs of illumination equal to 20 spe=aoeti cancIles, burning 10 
hours at 120 grains per hour. 

-A 
Spermaoeti candles 

Wax o=ales 
Sperm-oil lamp 

Co %&* 

10 
10 
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So d. 

Tallow candles 2 8 

Paraffin candles 3 10 
American Rock oil 0 6j 

Young's-Paraffin Oil 0 5 

English Coal gas 0 4* 

Cannel coal gas 0 3 

Source: - Professor E. Franklandt Proceedings of the 
Royal Institution 1866, t 

lecture of 20/5/1853. 

1 A. Anderson in 1827 informed Inverness residents that they, 

could expect economies as great as Perth where one ton of coal cost- 

ing fifteen shillings produced gas with illuminating power equal to 

500 lbs. candlesp at ninepence per lb., costing eighteen pounds fif- 

teen shillings. Comparisons were quite complicated becguse the time 

element was involved as well as light intensity. Using Rumford's 

photometer, Anderson estimated that a single gas jet produced light 

equal to four candles (of four to one lb*), a double jet was equi- 

valent to six candlesq a triple jet to eightj a batswing burner to 

twelvep and a ten-holes Argand 2 lamp to fifteen. 

A single jet gas-bumer in Perth oonsumed ')17'cabiO fOOt gas per 

hour and cost one shilling and sixpence (100 cubic feet) for 140 

hourse One candleg purchased at four in one lb. (ninepenoe)9 burned 

for ten hours# so that in 140 hours the gas burner produced light 

equal to fourteen lbs, candles costing ten shillings mid sixpenoeo 

This was a price advantage of seven to one, A ten-holes Argand 

"Aavantages of tighting by Gas"t Inverness Cburie: r 3/l/1827t 
p- 3- 

2. Subsequentlyl as a reflection of different loandlepower' in gas 
supplies, Argand gas lamps requiring large consumption became most wide- 
ly used in England, but exceptional in Sootland'where low consumption 
Fishtail burners were most common. King's Treatise (1878) OP,, cit 
Vol- It P- 57* 
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burner consumed 2,25 cubic feet gas per hour and in 44-4 hours at a 

cost of one shilling and sixpence (100 cubic feet) produced light 

equivalent to 66.6 candles, pr 16.65 lbs. worth 12-49 shillings* 

The Argand gave a price advantage for gas of 8-3 to one, 

These calculations were difficult for consumers to followl how- 

ever, and even gas managers, like We Lowry of Dumfriesp miscalculated 

the advantage by confusing 'candlepower' at a fixed point in timet 

with the duration of candles and hence their total 00st, In 1826 

towr7 stated that a ten-holes Argana gas burner gave light (candlepower) 

equal to seventeen candles (of six in one lb., ) for thirty five shill- 

ings per year on a time-contraot* Such a burner was used for-at 

least 1000 hours a yearl which was equal to 179000 candle-hours* 

Lowry concluded that this was equal to 425 lbs.. candles (ninepence. 

per one lbo) worth fifteen pounds eighteen shillings and ninepence; 

in fact it was equal to 425 candles, each of which lasted forty hours# 

making a total of 70*83 lbs. worth 53.12 shillings, In both cases, 

however# the message was clear and consumption rose rapidly* 

The efficienqy of gas burners in actually producing lightt re- 

mained an important problem in determining the relative costs of 

illumination, The flow of gas through burners could be adjusted 

manually, but each burner produoed optimum, illumination only at one 

specific rate of consumption. Below that rate# Icandlepower' fell 

more rapidly than did the quantity of gas saved, Consequently, for 

situations requiring only poor lighting it could be cheaper to use 

an alternative to gas which lastea for a longer time at opti=4m 

1* Inverness Courierp- 3/lA827_quoting-from Dumfries and Galla., 
way Courier, 18F12/18269 
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efficiency. 
1 The immobility of gas lights compared to candles and 

oil lamps could also be a disadvantage, After 1857 James Young 2 

developed a market for paraffin-oil lamps and in the 1870s these 

Argand oil lamps gave cheaper light than small coal-gas jetsp and 

found a large market among the poorer classes. The increasingly 

competitive position3 of oil lamps is shown in Tables ý-33-4- 

Table 6-33 Comparative Ill=ination Costs in Glasgow (1867 

tight Source 

(1) GLS 

Glasgow gas - 
English cannel 

gas 
English coal 

gas 

6 o 4 

4 6 5 

(2) OIL LAMPS Per Gall, Grams 
Paraffin Oil 30 265 
Colza Oil 46 648 
Best Spe=' Oil 12 6 686 

(3) 

Paraffin 
Candles 

Composite 
Candles 

Tallow Mould 
Candles 

Sperm' Candles 

Wax Candles 

Per lb, Lbso 

13 

0 10 

122 

144 

18.67 

14 

7*11 
9,01 
10 

1*46 

1,08 

1.54 

1*93 

2*37 
6-07ý 

16.63 

17-9 

19*05 

08 145 0*83 20*75 
16 132 1*35 25,14 
26 168 lo43 50*35 

Source: - W, Johnstonel Prooegaings of Glasgow Architect. 
ural Society 1 '95-.. 79 p, a03* 

10 E. Franklandq "The Bnployment of Chemical light for Artificial 
Illumination", Proceedinjp_of the, Royal Institution 1866,, Lecture 
20/5/18539 W* Johnstonep. "Gas Lighting-,, and, the-Best Mode. of Applying 
it-to Buildingsýt Prooeedlings of Glasgow Architectural Society 1865-7, 
VOle VI9 Pe 103- 
2, J, Buttt "James Young" (1963), op. cit, p,, 161, 
3. Por later-relative prices, see'To' Niifbiggingt The Gas ManaRer's 
Hanabook (1883), OP- Oit t Pp. 304-5* 

Retail Hourly Candle- Relative Value 
Prioe Consump- power in (Old Pennies 
per 1000 tion in Experi- per Hour for 100 
CU*ftI Experi- ment Candlepower 

ment illumination) 

S* d; cu*ft* 
42 5 30 0.83 
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Table 6.34 Comparative Illumination Costs in Edinburgh (18L6) 

N=ber of 'Candle Hours' obtained for ld expenditure 

(1) Olts In Flat-Wick tamp Argand Lamp (2) CAMTgL GAS 
ower (28 candle Spem, oil 4.69 8.99- l p 

ý/- per 1000 cuafto) 
Rape oil 7o18 14-17 

Whale oil 8-56 15*42 No 5 Jet 93-33 

Paraffin oil 
No 4 Jet 86,66 

(2/- gallon) - 53-33 No 3 Jet 76.66 

Paraffin oil No 2 jet 65 
(116 gallon) 71*11 No 1 jet 50 

(3) GAMIES No -j jet 33*33 

Tallow Candles (6d, per, lb. ) 7*29 
Composite Candles (8d per lb. ) 6.19 

Paraffin Candles (1/- per lb, ) 
- 

6939 

Souroel: - Dre Stevenson Macadamq chemistry lecturer, 
Clumbers' EnSyclopaedia, 1876, Vol- 179 pe 639- 

Note - gas oonsumed by burners proportional to size eeff* 5 ca-ft- 
per hour in No 5 jet, et seq 

In Glasgow, 
1 

Hamilton's high-class grocery shop 
2 

in 1818 became 

the first in Scotland to use a gas company's supplies* It was soon 

followed by the King's Arms Inal Trongatel since gaslighý provided 

valuable publictityp which became increasingly important with the 

13 
development of plate-glass shop windows in the 1820s* During 1818 

the Theatre Roya14 and the commercial centre of Glasgow# Gallowgatej 

1* Critics wcpeoted gas to taint food. A comprehensivi list of Glas- 
gow &aS-oonsumers in 1818 is given by P# Mackiet Reminiscences of Glas- 
&ow 

Zi8909 Glasgow)j Vol. 17P Pe 145 et seq -ýI. 
2* James Hamiltonp a founding member of the Glasgow gas company" possiblY 
the son of John Hamilton -of Middleton t 

., whd - in 1824 as a partner with 
Walter Budhanant_, became an East India merchantg with offices in 
Singapore and hangbal Memoirs ana. Portraits of One'Hundred GlasRow 
Men (18869 GlasgowrTi VOl*. IP-P--57* 
3*' -"Glasgow and its Gasworks", Gas-World, 4/6/1887* 
4* This was the1irst; Scottish theatre-lit by-gas, on 18/g/1818, '-but 
was burned down on 10/1/ý829 due to negligenoe,. by gas company workmen, 
Transactions of Old Glas Club 1937-8, -Pp* 49,529 Edinburgh Even- 
ing-Courant. 12/1/18299 Ps 3.. Go EM-Toddp History of Glaspw (1934, 
Glasgow), _, vol. IIIj po 460. London theatresloons=ed large quantities 
Of gasp Vide 
So E7erard9'Gas9 tight and Coke Company (1949)9 P-139* 
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Saltmarketl Princes Street and King Street consumed most of the new - 

company's gaso The provisions markets in the last two streets paid 

C480 for gasq compared to thirteen pounds for Anderston village* 

Twenty local insurance agents 
1 

at first raised the premium for fire 

cover where gas was adoptedv but were soon persuaded that the risks 

were less than where candles or oil-lamps were used. 

Memists largely =derestimated the true risk of explosive- 

mixtures forming in confined spaces within rooms* WT, Brande 2 in 

1817 estimated that a twelve foot square room (1728 cubic feet) re- 

quired an unlit Argand burner to be left on for sixty two hours 

(247 cubic feet gas) and the room to be airtight, before an explosive 

mixture was formedo Brande's statement was reiterated to the public 

by consultant engineersq like A. Anderson at Inverness in 1826, so 

that during the 1820s insurance premiums were not raised if gas was 

used in private housesp and were reduced if it was-adopted by factorieso 

tater, gas was occasionally employed for arson by owners seeking in- 

surance moneyp. often during trade depressionst but it remained safer 

than mineral-oil lampsl the "poor man's light", James Young in the 

1860s sold paraffin with an ignition temperature of 130P F, but Amer- 

ican imported oils lit at 110 0 F, only 2F 
above'the temperature 

reached by the brass fittings on oil lampsl so that accidents were 

far more common3 than with gas. 

10 P* Mackiep Reminiscences of 
- 
Glasgow (1890) Vol, II -P*145- 

2* W. T. Brande, "Application of Coal Gas to--the Purpos-es--`of---nlumi- 
nationtil The Repertory of Arts (1817) II: Series, Vol* 30* The, journal 
of Science and the Arts (1816T Vol-, It-P- 71# Inverness Courier, 

279 P. 3; 5/1/18279 P- 3- 
3o - The devastating Chicago fire of 1871'wasýcaused by such an oil- lamp, L. P. P. 1867 (471) XIP Select Committee on Protection of tife 
and Property Against Fire in the United Kingdoml Ppo 591 639 115# 1249 
126p 128p 185P 168o Wo Paterson, "Fires s Their Causes and Preventiorelp 
Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, 1899, Volo XXX, 
ps, 16o 
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The chemical purity of gas 
1 

was much more easily tested than 

the lighting power 
2 

and both Companies and health authorities imposed 

rigorous tests from an early date. Hydrogen sulphideP3 the mal- 

oderous impurity most rapidly observed by consumersp in the 18103 was 

detected by bubbling coal gas through distilled water containing 

"sugar of lead'19 silver nitrate, I'superacetate of lead" or I'muriate 

of bismuth", which produced a bladIc precipitate* Carbonio acid was 

present if blue litmus turned redl or the gas produoed turbidity with 

"barytio water"p or altered distilled water so that paper oavered 

with silver nitrate became black in the water. 
4 

"Poisonous" Carbonio acid gas was the basis of medical opposition 

to gas-lightingg especially in dwelling housesq, but water-vapour 

formed by combustion was a more immediate problem for many large 

1, Sulphurous and other acid impurities by the 1840s were apparent 
through the destruction of leather furniture and book-mvers at sev- 
eral Edinburgh institutes and at the tondon Athenaeum Club. Vide 
Mr. Burns' comments upon "Observations on Gasworks" made to the Royal 
Institute of British Architects in 1848, The Builder 1848p Vol. VI9 
p. 89. "Destruction of teather by Gas", J, G, L , 4/7/18771 P- 884; 
23/10/18779 p. 649* 

2* Photometry vide supra P. 422; also p. 1630 
3- time removed hydrogen sulphide and carbonic acid, but English 
gasworks which began to use iron-oxide purifiers left the gas less 
pure than that-used in Scotlýnde T. S. Peckstong Theory and Practise 
(1819)9 Pp- 366-9. A, Anderson's lime purifiers -gave gas pure enough 
for silversmiths, Inverness Courier 3/1/1827, P. 3. - Vide supra 
p, 247 

4* This Carbon Monoxide from'one gas light was olaimedt in mistake 
for Carbon Dioxide, to be equal to the respiration products from 4 
persons. Brande stated in 1819 that carbonic acid prodiioed, "diffi- 
cultY of breathingt giddiness and faintness"t but gas engineers re- 
torted that gas employees, who spent hours cleaning purifier-boxes$ 
suffered no injury to health. Vide Dr. Guy (King's Colleget, 'tondon) 
on "Health Hazards" in Cýamberls Edinburgh Journal 1847 New Series, 
Vol* 10t p,, - 

62., 
W. T. Brande, A 119gual of 

-Chemistry 
(1819), p- 149-, 

Inverness Couriert 3/1 18279 P- 3. -, 
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consumerse 
1 Ventilated gas burnersq invented by Maiben of Perthp 2 

provided a partial solution to both problems: a pipe running from the 

lantern around a gas-burner to the outside of a building acted as a 

'form of chimney for hot combustion products,, 
3 Outdoor gas-lights4 

with reflectorsp on jointed a=s which enabled them to be swung in 

front of windows at nightj were, used with little suocess to persuade 
5 the wealthyto use gaslight. Sombre early gas-lampst resembling 

their ponderous oil predeoessorsp.. were soon replaced by delicate lamps 

which could be pulled down from the ceiling as required6 for reading 

or writing. 

1, A London ironmongerp who placed lead combustion-gas tubes from 
above each gas-burnerp to a water sump in the oellart in 1821 con- 
densed 2 ounces of water per hour per light, Condensation of water 
elsewherep on ceilings and metal goodsp produced great annoyances 
Quarterly Journal of Science, Literature and the Arts 18219 Vol* X, 
Pe 464o 

2, Vide supra P- 75 

3- Plagiarists throughout Britain made Ventilated Gas tights ex- 
tremely popular e. go W. T. Brande (1816), I. H. Reddell (1817)9 Aocum 
(1819) and Mo Faraday,. They were common in Newcastle and London even 
in the 1850s- F. Accum, Gas Works in tondon, (1819), op. cit 9'PP* 278-80* The Journal of Science and the Arts 18169 Vol. It p. 71 et. seq 
Brande). Repertory of Patents 18179 11 Seriesp Vol-. 30P p. 268 ýReddell)e 

E. A, Parnellp Aýýlied'ChemistjZ (1844), op. citot VOlo It 
p- 117* (Faraday) Faraday's Ventilating Gas Burner"(diag, ). vide 

R. Routledget Discoveries and Inventions of the Nineteenth Century 
(1876) P- 550o The Builder, 1854t PPý 179 46p 1 0 33o 
4- "New Method of Illuminating Houses with Gasllp Edinburgh Philoso- 
phleal Society 1822p Volo 6o Mechanics Magazine-1833t Vol- 19P Po 80o 
London Encyclopaedia or Universal Dictionary of Science (1029), op. 
citor VOlo Xt Po 149 V, 
5o In, 1807 Clegg used such lampsp with the gas-supply, concealed in 
hollow chains above the 'Greek lamp't and James-Simpsonp a Scottish' 
advocatet oopied the design. Mechanics Magazine 1834-5t Volo 22, po 
470o Revo D. tardner, The Oaý=et Qrclopaedis. (1834)t Vol-, III, po241o 
We Johnstonel ! 'Gas Lighting'19 Proceedings of Glasgow Architectural Soco 
(1865-7), Vol*, VIo 
6o The mechanism at first involved a 'stuffing boxl; ý and water- 
lutes. after about, 1830.. The changes from water evajoration wers., re- 
moved when Mr. Finlay of Glasgow developed a piston arrangement in 
1846o Several FAinburgh manufacturers made,, the, vater-lute arrangement: - 
The SOotsman, 5/4/1845 (Brown), 9/4/1845, (Laid1aw)j 12/4/1845 (Forbes). 
Finlay --vide The Practical Mechanio and Engineers Magazine (June, 
1846) Glasgow,. po 234o 
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Nevertheless, the high scandlepowert and puritY of Soottish ooal 

gas encouraged large domestic consumption and resulted in the pro- 

liferation 2 
of gas companies, even in small communities. The great 

increase of Scottish gas companies in 1829-30 coincided with a very 

poor whale catch in 1830 which caused the price of whale oil to doublep 

British tallow to rise twenty five per centj and Foreign tallow fif- 

teen per cent, Candle manufacture was an industry run by small, 

independent journeymen, but a general meeting 6f Edinburgh candle 

makers3 was organized in 1830 to petition Parliament for relief from 

excise dutyp which was not charged against the gas companiest their 

competitors* They claimed that candles were "almost exclusively 

consumed by the middle and lower ordersl living in provincial towns 

and villages"t while t1the poor working classes" used oil latapsp and 

"the more opulent classes make use of gasit, Expensive oil was forcing 

the woi-king classes "to burn candlest at an expense of at least 150 

per cent. above that of gasill which led them to support gas lighting. 

The candlemakers also observed that among the middle classest "those 

who haveothe means of fitting up their dwelling houses with-gas, 

fearing the results of future failures of the whale fishery, have al- 

ready begun to take gas into all their rooms; and every town in the 

kingdom where coal can be produced [ie. obtained] at a moderate 

19 e, g, As an automatic test for hydrogen sulphide Mr. 11assiep the 
Aberdeen gas manager, in the 1830s, passed a jet of gas onto a revol- 
ving disk moistened with, lead acetatet New Statistical AcoOuntq Volo 
X3: Ej P-78. 
2e Vide supra P. 11 o 
3-, The Scotsman, 11/12/38309 Po 788* The Scotsman,, 29/12/1830t pe 
829, According to Edinburgh candlemakerst- 
"The tioensed Candle Works in the United Kingdom exceed 39700'in 
number, which employ upwards of 20,000 workmenp, and including their 
wives and childrenj may be said to'give bread to forty thousand indi- 
viduals; - while the whole gas establishments do not exceed one hun- 
dred, the shares of which are monopolized by persons in opulent 
circumstances% C18303* 
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expenseq will be induced by the same reason to erect gas establish- 

ments". 

Thus although the New Statistical Account placed most emphasis 

upon the importanee of gas for street li6rhting, and to a lesser extent 

factory ana shop lightingg in Eclinburgh it haa soon been "generally 

introducea into private houses" 1 
and domestic consumption was in- 

creasing considerably in the late 1830se Domestic lighting at first 

Table 6.35 Markets for Gas Light delineated by the New S 
- Account (1836-42) 

(1) Street tight 
Forrest 1 Stirlingj 2 

DumbartonP3 DalkeithP4 
10 Bathgate 95 Haddington, 

6 
LinlithgowP7 Kelsop 

8 
Peebles, 9 

Dumfriest 

Kirkoadbrightt 
11 

Strathavenj 
12 

ArbroathP13 Elgin 14 Capar 
15 

Kirk- 

cald. ve 
16 

f, 
(2) Churches - 

Stirling, Kilsyth. 17 ' 

(3) Private Houses - 
Stirling, Inveresk (Musselburgh), 18 Strathavenj 

Cullenj 19 Blairgowrie, 20 Elgin, Edinburgh, I 

Shops 
Kilsythl Falkirk, 21 Penicuikq 22 Invereskj Strath- 

avent Blairgowrie, Elging Kirkcaldy, 

Paotories - 23 Alloap Kirkoaldy*- 

Offioes - 
Inveresk. 

SOU: rOeS: - Iffew Statistical Account 1. VOJ. Xjjj Part IIP P-178: 2* 
Stirlingshire, p. 449: 1. Dumbartonshirej P. 11:. A.., Vol-It P-509: 1* Vol* 
IIP P9158: 6. VoLII Part, III P-13:, I. VolII Part, II9. p*182: 8* Vol. 
IIIP P-334r9o VolojjI Part. II9 p*16t 10. Vol#IVq P*334: ll--Vol*IV, 
P-36t 12, tanarkshirep P-309t, U. Vol-XIP Po9li 14. V014III9 p*27 

Vol, Ix, P. 'Xo 16 Vol -157: R- Stirlingshirep. P. 168: 
-oIxt 

P 
18- VOL Is P-303: 12- Vol-XIII9 P-321: 20o Vol-Xj p*923: 21. Stirling- 
sh rep P*17: 22. Vol. Ij P-38:. 9j- Vol-IIIP P*50- 

le New Statisiical Aecount, Vol. *I, p- 758. - 

tt 
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often developed more slowly than other uses. At Kirkealdy in 1836# 

two years after the supply co=encedl it was not used "as a general 

light for dwelling houses - being principally used for the lighting 

up of streets, public works [factoriesJ9 and shops". In contrast, 

at Elgin when the gasworks were builtj "the subsequent winter the 

2 
streets and shopsp and many private housesp were lighted with gas"* 

Public lighting was the most obvious spectacle, and received most 

notice, yet domestic lighting by gas was a more significant and 

widespread application than authors indicated. At Blairgowrie3 gas 

was "very generally substituted for oil and candles both in the shops 

and private dwelling-houses"# though the cost of fittings and the 

price of gas at fourteen shillings "retarded its introduction into 

general use among the poorer classes% 

At Strathaven, 
4 "many of the private houses and almost all the 

shops" had gaslight, and almost all the streets, At Callen, 5 despite 

the price of-gas at sixteen shillings, it was used in over eighty 

private houses in the village, In D=friesq 
6 

"most of the public 

buildings" had gaslight, while', the'. Allba7 company supplied Cambus dis- 

tillery with over 100 lights. In D=fries by 1826, "in addition to 

the kitchens, lobbies, &o. which are lighted [by gas] in dwelling 

housesp application has been made for it into the parlours and even 

the bedrooms of some of the inhabitants", a 
yet at Inverness 

9 
gas was 

1. New Statistical Accountv Vol. IX9 P- 157-, 
2. Lbid. Vol. XIII. 
3. aid. Vol, X,, p. 923- 

- 4- Lbid. 9 tanarkshirep P- 3099 
5.2ýid. 9 Vol- XIIIP. P- 321. 
6. Ibid.. Vol. M-P. 139 
7* aýid. Vol- IlIt P- 50- 
80 Inverness Courierg 3/1/1827 (. Suoting Duinfries'and Galloway Couriert 

9*' History and Description of the Town of Inverness (1847P Iýnverness), 
P- 48- Inverness Ref* Libo 
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little used in private houses even in 1847* When Haddington gas- 

works was built in 1836, requests were made in the small town for 

"above a thousand lights". and the c6mpany believed f1that the occuPant 

of almost every IIouse and Shop" would soon use gaslight* 

Table 6-36 Expanding Market for Gas in Aberdeen 1839-4 

Numbers of consumers in 1839 1.842 

Factories and weaving Shops ill 120 

Shops and warehouses 1211 1350 

Private Houses 1336 1536 

Churches 27 30 

Schools and tecture Rooms 

Public Institutions 

Public Street tamps 

Sourcest- New Statisti 
J. H. Wilson, 
Institutions 

50 50 
33 38 

1075 1100 

cal Acoount, p Vol- XII9 P- 78- 
The Bon Acoora Repository of tocal 
(18429 Aberdeen), p. 192. 

In 1826 the Mechanics Magazine 2 
recorded that in England gas was 

, 'chiefly used in coffee roomsq shopsp tavernsp and other public rooms"p 

but not in dwelling houses, and by the 1830s "Progress made in light- 

izig private houses by gas has been much greater in Edinburgh than in 

tondon". 3A 
lecturer at Leicester in 1847 oo=ented, with wry hyper- 

bole that "it was notorioust that gas was even used in the bed-rOoms 

in Scotland, and that not so much as a tallow-chandler's could be 
4 found", In Southern England at that timej, shopkýppers who used gas 

10 The EdjnhjLr& Almanac or Universal Soots and Imperial Register 
for 1836 - East Lothian Supplemelt :. j p. iy, -,. (Nat4 Libo Soot. ) 

2o Me chani es - 
b%gazine, q'l826, - -Vol. VI, p. 620 

3- J. C. Louden, Cottaget Farm and Villa Architecture and Furniture 
1833)p p. 1027* 

4* The Builder 1847P Vol* Vp p* 282. Delfries' lecture to Western 
Literary & Scientific Institute. o. fo In 1846 about four fifths of th6 
inhabitants of Hamilton used gasp despite the Company being unpopular; 
compared to the. sverage of one fifth of inhabitants in English towns, 
and one third in Liverpool which gave cheap, suppliese 
Evidence of T, Hawksleyo 
H* Commons, 1846, Vol. 102p Committee on Hamilton New Gas Company. 
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1 
to illimin te their plate-glass windowsy still used candles at home, 

A Southampton engineer who saw gas there being used inside the "best 

houses" for the first time about 1850t believed that for many years 

in most Boottish townsq in "every house from F. 5 per year rental up- 
2 

wards , gas [was] used in every room! '. 

Even in 1874 there was "comparatively little use of gas in the 
3 better class of houses in tondon and other English towns"P and Dre 

W. Wallace of Glasgow attributed the difference to the far higher 

purity of Scottish gas. The carbonio acid and combustion products 

were less than half those from oommon English gas for equal lightp 

and 150 instead of 300 grains of sulphur was produced per 1000 cubic 

feet consumed, 

The first special Scottish correspondent for the Journal of Gas 

tighting4 in 1875 remarked immediately "how universally coal gas is 

employed in Scotland as the means of obtaining artificial light* Al- 

most every village with a population of 1000 had its own gasworks"s 

as did many smaller villages. A treatise on the gas industry in 

1876 maintained that "there is no country in the world where, con- 

sidering the number of inhabitantst the use of gas is so extensively 

1. Some London companies introduced cannel-coal gas in an attempt 
to encourage domestic consumers through Icandlepowers comparable to 
Scotland. Wo Burn who resided both in Edinburgh and. tondong re- 
marked in 1648 that he used gas throughout his house in the north, 
but only in the passages. and servants' apartments in'tondon because 
of the poor quality, G. L, Taylorl On Gas Works, and the Introduction 
of Cannel Coal Gas (Thoroughly Euil =ed into the Metropolis (18481 
Royal Institute of British Architects)t--P- 4- . J,, O. N, Rutter * 
(Brighton) Gas Lighting --Its ProATess and Prospeots-48409 P- 42o 
Minima3 domestic use of-gas. in. Eagland - Vide comments by A. A. Croll 
to the Society of Arts in 1847. Gas Journal-Centenary 1849-1949 
(1949), pp. 86t 97; J. G. t. p 10/571-853. t 

T-71-0-rP. - Evidence of Jones and 
Cleggj reporting upon. Wolverhampton, Ashtonq Shipleyp Bingley, and 
Wakefield, B. P. P. 18479'XXII, P- 95 et sect _- - 
2* J. Sharpq observations*on the Practical Advantages attending the_ 
Use of Coal qg: 2_ (M50t Southampton), P- 5. Bii; ýam Ref. Lib. 
3- Dr. W. Wallace, "On the Economical Combustion of Coal Gas'll Pro- 
peedings of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow 1873-59 Vol- 
IX9 P- 57 et sea 

J-G. t q 26/l/1875* 
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applied as in Scotland"* Companies sometimes supplied villa&s 

which had onlY 400 inhabitantso and one limited company supplied a 

OommInItY of 150 where the annual consumption was "about 3349000 

[cubic] feetp or about 2000 feet per head per annumt which appears 

to be the average of towns throughout Sootland'19 In terms of 'candle- 

power' "the requirements of that country [Scotland] are, for the pop- 

ulation, equal to those of tondon. and far in excess of any English 

provincial town!. ' 

Small consumers were far more important in Scotland than in 

England. In 18509 Dundee had 129000 consumers and half the total 

revenue was from persons who paid under twenty shillings a year. Gas 

was used by poor inhabitantsy even those living in cellars, A third 

of Edinburgh gas revenue was from o6nsumers of less than twenty shil- 

lings a year, and "the smallest house would not be let in these 

places if it was not fitted up with gasit. 
2 In 1860 neithertiverpool 

nor Manchester had as many small consumers as Glasgcyw,,, 3 From the 

70pOOO Glasgow consumers, 259000 used less than 3000 cubic feet a 

yearp compared to 5000 below that level in tiverpool. Yanchester 

had about 40POOO poor houses with no gas supply at all, 

During the 1820s-30s gas was sold in two separate units Of quan- 

4 tity. By meter the price was stated per 1000'oubiO feetp and in 

19 We Richards, A Praotiml Treatise (1877)p ON Cit P Po 333- 
2. J. G. t P 10/1/1850, ýpo 162ý 
Some believed that poor Newcastle-ocal gas would havemade the cramped 
Glasgow apartments uninhabitable, . since oannel-poal gas produced less 
fumes. J, G, t,, 10/4/18541 P- 4149 

3- Mr*'Miller, -I'Report On the Cannel Coalý'Gas'supplied in'Glasgow, 
Liverpool and 11ndhester". J. G. t j 3/1/1860 Vide supra p. 1163 
4- Consumers meters were first- ' used--izi Glasgow in 1827* The Gas 
SuPPly of Glasgow (1935, Glasgow), oý. cit 1. Early use in FAinburgh 
and elsewhere vide supra _p. 142 
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some cases per, 100 cubic feetp and the precise quantity was measured. 

'Time contracts' were also usedf under which a consumer agreed to 

bum gas through a particular type of burner only during specified 
1 

hours, for a fixed annual charge, At Kilmarnock in 1824 gas was-sold 

at thirteen shillings and sixpenoe, per 1000 cubic feet by meterl or 

twenty shillings per year for cockspur burners with a four inch flame 

from sunset to 10 p. m. Port Glasgow 2 in 1829 sold gas only by con-- 

tract, at an annual charge of nine shillings from sunset to 8 pomop 

and twenty two shillings to 11 pom. To prevent longerg, surrepti- 

tious burningg gas managers made surprise visits to cheQk burners, 

or a part-time official was employed to perambulate the town at nightp 

and this "spying" caused the. system to fall into, disrepute in towns 

like Hamilton. 
3 In 1849 James Kirkpatrick of Dumfries gasworks in- 

vented a "RegalatortA to be fitted to ser7ice pipesq whereby reduced 

mains pressure disconnected the supply to all time-contract oonsumersp 

but this was too late to resuscitate a system which had caused a great 

loss of gas to the Companies and resulted in far higher charges being 

made for contract gasq per unit of quantityt than for metered gas* 

Especially low contract rates were introduced forhandloom 

weavers95 who provided a large domestio. market in many towns. Perth 

weavers 
6 

in 1826 were allowed the unrestricted use of a single jetj 

equivalent to five IcandlepowerIg for-eight shillings'a year. Each 

J. G. t,. l 25/3/18840 
2* W. F. -Macarthurp The History of Port Glasgow (19309 Glasgow), p., 181. 
3* Vide supra p. 963 
4ýo The Practical Mechanics Journal 1849/, 509'Ppo ýýP 42. (diag. ) 

5. Vida infra p- 959 
6* Estimate by A. Anderson. The candles'oost for-109000 candle- 
hours may be incorrect, For the problems vide supra p, 1208 
Inverness Courier, t, 3/l/1827, 
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year such a burner was used about 2000 hourst giving light equivalent 

to 109000 candles worth nine pounds seven shillings and sixpence* 

Paisley weavers 
I 

complained in 1844 that even a short over-use of 

gas beyond their contract led the company to pour wax into the fit- 

tings and place a seal on them, until they agreed to restore the 

supply* But the weavers did use excessive gas, and after purchasing 

burners for one penny. from the gas oompanyp many paid one penny to a 

'2 local watchmaker to enlarge the apertures'* 

Because the old Glasgow company refused time contracts, virtual- 

ly no Glasgow'weavers3 used gas in 1844, One weaver alone had 

metered gas in the area of Weaver and Taylor Streets and Rotten Row, 

while at Carlton and Brackton a few weavers had their own meters and 

fittingsp especially those employing about five journeymen whom they 

charged a rent for the gas* 

4 
Dunfermline with a large number of weavers, provided them with 

special contract ratesp which in 1836 included eight shillings and 

sixpence for a single jet with three inch flame, from 1 September to 

1 Mayl burning from 6 a. m. to daylightj and^sunset to 10 p. m* 
&y 

could also use a single kitchen jet for twelve shillings and nine- 

pence a year. In 1837 Dalry gas company declared its regulations 

10 H. tords 1844t Vol. 8t Paisley Gas'Bill) 31/7/1844t p. 68. 
2. H. Lords, 31/7/1844, pp. 63-5* 
c. f. Kilmarnock gas company in 1822 found that time-contract con- 
sumers frequently'widened the aperture of burners with a needle* J. Get99 25/3/18849 

1 
3* In weaving shops rented jointly by several independent weavers, 
each worked different hourst so that time-oontracts were impossible 
and one meter per gaslight was also impractical*- Such sheds thire. 
fore were frequently without any gaslight, - Dridenee of G. o Millerg 
superintendent of Glasgow City and Suburban Companyo He Lordst 
2/8/1844, po 207* 
4. J. G. t. j 28/8/1883; The Edinburgh, Almanac I or Universal Soots and 
Imperial Register for 1836 - plement-(Dunfermline Register) p. 25 
Nat. Lib. Scot. 
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Af 1 
to be "formed on Liberal principles and therefore refused a 

petition for cheaper gas from Dalry Co=ittee of Weavers. Special 

2- 
concessions were introduced, howeverf in 1841 when Weavers' Shops 

were allowed a time-oontraot from 15 September to 1 April, 6 a. m* to 

sunrise and sunset to 10 p. m., at eight shillings for a oommon jet or 

nine shillings for a Patent Jet. But it was "expressly stipulated 

that the gas is not to be burned by weavers exeept when they are 

actually working"* Other consumers paid either nine shillings per 
I 1000 cubic feet by meterg or almost twice as much as the weavers by 

time-contracts. 

Table 6.37 Time Contract Oiarges for Gas at Dalry (1841) 

Time from Sunset to 8 p. m. 

se d, 
Each Oommon jet 76 
Each Patent Jet 90 

9 POMO 
Be d, 

10 0 
12 0 

10 P. M* 11 pomo 12 p. m. 

So d, Sq 

1 
d. 

_ 
C so d. 

13 6' 16 0 0 19 0 
16 2 19 0 1 2 8 

Souroe: - Dalry Minute Bookj 14/8A841- 

Stringent conditions were imposed and the company Collector could 

"seal up every light which is not paid for when ever he calls". Pay- 

ment was made in advance in four equal periods by weavers$ and eight 

equal periods for other time contraotst' with an disoount of one 

halfpenny in a shilling if payments had been prompt, The regulations 

also stipulated for both contract and meter consumers: - 

Before Gas can be supplied the Company manager must 
be satisfied that the interior fittings are quiteýsuf- 
ficient, and in case of their getting into disrepair the 
supply will be discontinued until they shall be put into 
proper order* 

No burners or meters to be used but such as are furn. ' 
ished by the Companylwhich must be paid for on delivery; 
and the Company's Inspector to havethe full, power to 
fix and regulate the height of-the flames of the different 

1. S. R. O. j Dalry Minute Book, op. cit j 21/10/1837* 
2., Detailed regulations with 11 clauses - Vide S,. R. O. Dalry Minute 
Book, op, cit 9 14/8/1841* 
3* S*R. O, l Dalry Minute Book, op. cit p 14/8/1841co 
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burners, And if in any Shop or House the Gas be used 
without the Jet or Burners being. plaoed in their Sockets; 
or if the Oompanyls. Gas be in any manner wastefully con- 
sumed or used contrary to Agreement; the Company's In- 
spector to have power instantly to cut off the supply; 
and the Directors shall also be entitled to impose 
such fines against the persons in default as they shall 
judge proper. 

At tesmahagow also, in 18469 weavers received special considers- 

tion* The price of gas by meter wai six shillings, and for normal 

time-contracts eleven shillings a year for 6 a. mo to sunrisep and sun- 

set to 11 p. m., but weavers were allowed to contract for only part of 

the year when they required gas, 1 September to 1 April, and paid 

only six shillings to use gas from 6 aom,, to sunrise and sunset to 

10 POMO "Weavers burning gas when not working subject themselves to 

a penalty of two shillings and sixpence and discontinuance of the 

light until paid"* 
1 Company rules also gave their manager "right of 

free access to examine meters and fittingsltg and to prosecute "for 

defraua. t. those using more or larger jets than they contraoted for'14, 

Table 6.38 Special Rates for Weavers at tesmahagow (1816 )2 

Time-Contract prices for a No* 1 swallow-tail burner 
Month Dwelling Weaver Month Dwelling Weaver 

House House 
January ls 4d ls ld July OS 6d Os Od 
February 12 0 9 August 08 0 0 
March 0 11 0 6 September 0 11 0 6 
April 08 0 0 October 12 0 9 
May 06 0 0 November 14 1 
June 04 0 0 December 16 4 

Source, t- S. R. O. 9 tesmahagow Minute Book, 6p. cit 
28/1/1846. 

From 18499 saitcoatS3 gas company providea gas fittings on hire for 

10 S. R. Op tesmahagow Minute Book, op, cit 28/1/18469 
2o This table also indicates the seasonal nature of the market for 
gas* Vide infra p, 760 

3- L-G-ý-p 7/8/1888* 
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weavers' shopsl instead of outright salesp which was a considerable 

benefit to local weavers. 

By the late 18308 several consumers 
1 

claimed that on the time- 

contract'system their gas rent was subsidizing shopkeepers and others 

who wasted large quantities of gas* This wastage led Scottish gas 

companies to enforce the use of consumers' gas meters during the 

1840se During the 1830s two thirds of Perth gas consumers used only 

one or two burnerst under oontractp from sunset to 10 p, m, or 11 p*mo, 

or from 6 a. m. to sunrisep but meters were made oompulsory 
2 in 1844* 

Previously, large housesq shops and hotel keepers had been encouraged 

to purchase meters through the gas CompanY3 and companies took strict 

control over which meters could be used. 

Table 6-39 Reduction in Use of Time Contracts at Greenock 

Revenue (C) 1839 1850 
Metered-Gas 2990 7008 
Time Contracts 1383 155 
Street tights 1623 1314 

Total 5996 8477 

Gas Price per looo cu, ft, 11/3d 6/8d. 

Source:. J-G-'L-P 10/5/1851* 

1. P. Pinaar, "Unfair Consumption of Gas Without MetersIlp Mechanics 
Mamazine 1837-8, Vol, 28, p. 286* 
2, J. Reid (Perth) "Gaslighting in the Past and in the Prei3ent'19 
Gas World 1884P P- 482, For the introduction of metersp and their 
manufacture in Scotland viae sup P-142; also P-1777 
On the history of Gas Meter technology vide J. G. t. 9 10/10/1849# Po 114P 
10/1/1850P P- 1539 10/4/18509 p. 187P 10/10/-1850o,., ' 
Wet gas meters of improved design were made by several Scottish gas 
mazzaprs e, g, J, Whimster of Perth, 

_J; 
G. t , 16/6/18519 po 1111 and 

J. Z* Kay of Dandeep J. G. t. p 10/7/1854-.. The'desiga of the 'wet' gas 
meter was essentially a smaller version', of the 'Station Meterl, at the 
gasworkso Vide supra P-323 
3. Por metered gas, Perth first eharged 15/-ý; --and 12/6d from 18279 
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Greenock town council' resolved to sell no gas by time-contracts-after 

May 1840 except where consumers on3, v had a single jet burner. To 

other consumers they sold meters at cost pricep or loaned out meters 
2 

suitable for two to four jets* 

During the 1830s-40s many Scottish gas companies attempted io 

impose themselves as the only retail outlet for gas-burners3 and 

meters* Tenders were taken from manufacturers of fittings, for ex- 

ample by Bathgate4 company which in 1834 purchased 300 jets, fifty 

swallow-tail burneraq and twenty five Argand lampsp a rough indication 

of the popularity of various burners when the company commenoedo The 

reliability of metersp howeverp was more important than small varia- 

tions in capital oostj and many companies forced all consumers to use 

meters from a single manufacturer. In 1634 Bathgate5 took estimates 

from four Scottish meter manufacturers, before choosing UJIne's meters 

for all, future use during the succeeding decade or longer* 

In 1837 Selkirk 
6 

cOmPar'Y refused to supply gas exoept by meter, 

and by 1844 allowed private houses only to use taidlawd"' meters* 

1. Greenock Advertiser, 10/4/1840- 
2* In the event of meter malfunctiont charges were usually estimated from the record of previous years, Galashiels in 1863 took the aver- 
age of. the same Quarter for the past 3 years. S. 'R. O, p Galashibls 
Minute Book, op. cit f 5/5/18630 
3- This was of great importance with time-oontracts, where gas con- 
sumption was regulated by the burner e. g. S. R. O. 9 tesmahagow Minute 
Book, op. cit 9 19/2/1847* 
49 S. R. O. 9 Bathgate Minute Book, op. cit . 25/9/1834,5/5/1835* 
In 1834-5 burners-worth E42 were sold to consumerse , 
5* 

. 
Ibid-P 4/9/18341 25/g/1634* Estimates were obtained first from 

W. Li7dd-ell (Glasgow)p Mro Cowan (Glasgow), J.. Milne (Edinburgh)'and 
Neil and Glover-(Edinburgh)* 
In 1835 th*e parish churchp with large oonsumptionq was specially per- 
mitted to use a meter by a different manufacturer, Dalgleish and Forrest of Edinburgh, 

S. R. Op Selkirk Minute Book, 9 4/3/18379 15/10/1844* 
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Annan 1 
company in 1838 forced all consumers to use J* Milne's meters, 

fitted by the gas company at cost price, or rented out at twelve and 

a half per cent and maintained by the companv* In 1839 persons 

with only one gaslight complained of the meter rentp which was re- 

-2 duced to sixpence a Quartert and the Directors examined information 

from Beith gas company on the feasibility of time-contracts but again 
3 decided they were too difficult to enforce* The Leven company in 

1839 began with meters by J., Cochrane & Co. of Edinburght and stipu- 

lated that all consumers had to use meters purchased through the gas 

companyl unless the Directors gave personal permission for time con- 

tracts. The Dunse4 company of. 1836 also expectea most consumers'to 

use meters, 

Stranraer was less restrictive and purchased meters from several 
5 

companies, but the Directors resolved in 1840 that it was to "the 

advantage of the Company to consume Csib] as much' as possible of 

the Gas by meter"* 
6 

The meters were to be sold by them at prime 

cost "to those who are able and willing to buyv and to lend out [to] 

such as may be unable or unwilling to purchase"t at, ten or fifteen 

per cent of the cost per year. In 1846 consumers with hired meters 

1. S. R. O., Annan Minute Bookp op. cit P 15/5/18389 20/6/1838. Gas 
supplied at 12/6d* The Company ordered 20 No* 09 10 No, ' ll and 5 No- 
2 meters to oommenoes, but when Milne supplied a certificate by the 
manager of Edinburgh-Gas Company on the reliability of his metersp a further 80 No, 1 and 5 No. 2 meters were purchased*'', 
2. Ibid. j 29/3A8399 13/11/1840- only Milne's meters could be used. (Lb i ý. _9 10? 9/i841)o 
3* S. R. O. ". Leven Minute Bookp op* cit q 11/10839o 
4- S. R. O. 9 Dunse Minute Book# op* cit 9 21/1/1 , 836*' 'Gas at 15/-. 
54, -S. R. O. 9 Stranraer Minute Bookq op oi t purchased 10 smallest size and 5 of second size. from Crossleyp,. London; 10 of 9 
inches and 5 of No- 1 from Cochrane & Coq Edinburgh'. '_ 
; 1/8 - 13 met; rs from various Edinburgh companie's. V1840 

840 - 12 meters from Messrs. Milne & Sorit Edinburgh. 
21/9/1840 - 12 meters and a Testing Meter from Crossley, 

-London. 6, Ibid, P 31/8/1840* From, 1848 (27/6/ýEý8) a, special fund was used by the Company for meter repairs. 
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were encouraged to purchase them by a discount of five per cent On 

every twelve and a half per cent already paid in hire charges* 
1 From 

1844 all "the Tenants of the Coy. " at Boness 2 had to use meters made 

by Milne or taidlaw, and installed by Mr. Millerp a local tinsmith. 

Dalkeith3 company in 1842 decided to supply no gas without meters 

from 1841- In 1843 Cup=4 agreed to rent out gas-materal at ten per 

cent of the cost per yeart collected quarterly with the gas bills* 

Ayr company in 1849 forced all consumers to use meters under the 

threat of disconnecting supplies, and all "parties living on common 

stairs" had to entrust their gas rent to one person for paymentj or 

all would lose the supply*5 Saltooats 
6 

company first hired out 

meters in 1849, teven comp at Alexandria refused to supply pub- 

lie houses by time-oontracts in 1840t and in 1842 abolished all time 

contracts and supplied meters on hire at ten per cent of the cost 

price* At Eyemouth 8 
oonsumers could only use gas measured by Milne's 

mptersp and other regulations imposed upon them were, copied from 

those used at Berwick and Tweedsmouth. 

Fraudulent use of gas was still possible with gas-meters9maml. 

factured in the 18303- In 1845 Boness company 
10 

complained to 

le S. R. O. 9 Stranraer Minute Bookl. op. 
-cit.,, 

17/12/1846. 
2, S-R-0*9 Boness Minute Bookv op. cit P* 7/11/1844- 
3; S-R*O; ý Dalkeith Minute Book, op. cit -18/12/1840. From 1842 
( 0/12/184 the companav also refused to allow No, 0 meters to be 
usedl because of inaccurate readings. 
4- S. R. O., Dapar Minute Book, op. cit 4/7/1843. 
5* S. R. O. 9 Ayr Minute Bookq o12. cit 3/12/18499 25/3/1850- 
6. Ifeters were*not supplied on free loan at Saltcoats until 1883. 
J. GA,. 9 7/8/1888* 
7* S. R. O. j Tale of teven Minute Book, op, cit 13/3/1840,3/6/1842* 
80 S. R. O. 9 Eyemouth-Minute Bookj-op. cit 9 27/2/1846* 
90 Parliament did not regulate iaeters''until'-1859. Vide bup'ra p. 1153 

109 S. R. O. 9 Boness MAute Book'q op, cit 2811/1845- 
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4 

Messrs. taidlaw that some consumers had purchased old types of their 

meters for that purpose. One public house used 2300 cubio feet 

through four No. 2 fishtail burners during the first month of gas- 

lightingg but when the meter was read the second month it had been 

pushed back to a setting preceding the first reading. taidlaws; 

agreed that such meters could be altered without breaking the com- 

pany's seall and even the removal of some water produced an inaccuracy 

of fifteen per cent against the company. In view of the cost of 

modificationsp they advised a complete renewal* During 1846 the Gas 
1 

company forced all consumers to sell their old meters, under the 

threat of disoonnectiong and began to hire out approved meters at 

twopence per monthl oollected with the gas rento This also widened 

the market by aooepting "those who have not yet-'taken in the gas but 

are willing to do so if meters are furnished to-them"* 2 

The provision of reliable meters became an important aspect of 

capital expenditure for many gas oompanies, 
3 

which were compelled to 

replough profits continually for this purpose, Wear, and tear pro- 

duoed inaccurate reoorclingsp and Capar4 company Direotorst for examplel 

in 1850 found "a great number of the old metersp) inaccurate and agreed 

to replaoe theme Erpencliture on gas-meters by Stranraer gas company 

in 1850-73 is given in Table 6.40. 

Table/ 

19 S. R. O. 9 Boness Minute Book, op. cit 20111846o 
2* aid. 9 15/10/18469 
3- When Dalry purchased Milne's meters in 1835, the smallest (ITo. 0) 
were 26/6d-each. S. R. O., Dalry, Minute. Bookv OP- cit P 7/9/1835* 
4- S. R. O. VUpar Minute Book, op. cit 14/1_1/1650* 
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Table 6.40 Expenditure on Consumers I Gas Meters at Boness (1847) 

(1) meter Prices 
J. Milne & Sons No. 1 meter plus stop-cock 27/-9 less 5fo for cash 

- payment 
taidlaw & Son Meter 27/-v stop-cock 2/-t less 2-yo for cash 

payment 

(2) Meter Expenditure by Boness Gas Company 

c So do 

86 meters and stop-oocks from Jo Milne 108 18 8 
61 meters and stop-oocks from haidlaw 80 64 

189 50 

Transport of meters (4d each) 290 

Souroe: - S, R, O, p Boness Minute Bookg op. a 7/6/1847* 

Table 6.41 Qnditure on Gas Meters t 

Date c Date c Date c 

1850 - 1859 22 186s 6o 
1851 31 1860 - 1869 38 
1852 17 1861 19 1870 30 
1853 79 1862 1871 27 
1854 42 1863 46 1872 19 
1855 53 1864 17 1873 15 
1856 59 1865 34 
1857 67 1866 20 
1858 27 1867 55 

Note - in 1848-50 meters were part of "miscellaneous" expenseso 

Source: - S. R. O. 9 Stnzraer Minute Book,. Lp. cites 30/7/1873* 

At StornOway' the deterioration of gas-meters was so_rapid that in 

1851 the Directors abolished the existing system of charging interest 

on meters9 and demanded full cash payment for all. meters upon the 

threat of removing them and disconnecting supplies. 

Dry meters, 
2 

using a flexible diaphragm to measure gas flow, 

Stornoway Minute Book, op, cit 12/8/1851* 

2* Vide infra P-1777 
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were adopted very slowly in Sootland, John Hamilton of Glasgovwas 

the principal supplier, and provided dry meters to Annazi company in 

1853. The main advantage of these meters was their greater relia- 

bility in temperatures below the freezing point of waterl and the 

prevention of fraud. Boness 
2 installed an early type for the East 

Quay lights in 1847- A severe frost during the winter of 1861-2 

was the principal stimulus for their increased use in Scotland. In 
3 Iffusselburght two persons were killed by an explosion after frost 

split a wet gas-meters and Galashiels4 gas company threatened to dis- 

connect several oons=ers who had fittecl their pipes directly to the 

mains because meters were frozen* J. Hamilton advertized Thomas 

Glover's dry meters under the headline "Explosions of Gas Prevented", 

a few days after a large explosion was caused by a frozen wet meter 

in the South Western Station in Glasgow, 

In 1863 Galashield7 gas company received its first request for 

a dry meter. The manager opposed their introduotion, and in 1869 

the company ordered all consumers with dry meters more than seven 

years old to replace them because of inaca=cies. Bathgate 
8 

com- 

pany allowed consumers to purchase dry-meters, but did not provide 
I 

any for hire until 1881* Porfar9 had many applications for dry 

1, S. R, O,, p Alman Minute Bookq op.. cit 12/9/1853* 
2* S. R. O. 9 Boness Minute Book, op. cit 8/7/1847, '8/6/1847- Gas 
supplied to the Harbour Trusteese Very little-information is avail- 
able on dry-meters. 

3- Glasgow Herald, P 7/1/1861, Po 4- 

4- S. R. O, q Galashiels Minute Book, op, cit 1'8/1/1861. 
C*f. A dozen gas-meters were shattered. by frost. at. Capar in the winter 
186o-i - s. R. o. 9 Caper Minute Book, op. cit 9 31/12/1860. 

5- GlasRow Heraldg. 2/1/1861, -P- 4* 
6i J. G. t, j 1/1/1861jýp* 19* 
7- S. R. O., Galashiels Minute Bo6kq op* cit 9 3016118639 61911869. 
8* S. R. O. 9 Bathgate Minute Bookq'op. cit-9 29/11/1881. 
90 I*G. tp 25/1/1881* 
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meters in Januaxy 1881 when an intense frost affeoting wet meters 

caused the "bobbing" of lights. 

The oost of servioe pipes and fittings prevented many of the 

poorer working classes from using gaslight. The consumers' movementv 

and especially Glasgow City and Suburban ComPan. V9 
1 did much'to im- 

prove their position through free gas-fittings* In 18449 however, 

less than one third of houses in Paisley used gas, and the cost of 

fittings meant that only a single gaslight in the kitchen was used in 

the small dwelling houses. 2 Many poor residents in Glasgow and Dun- 

dee rented their lodgings on a monthly basisg in case they changed 

jobsp and had no gas because landlords r6fused to install fittingsp 

whilst they personally 0ould not afford fittings, 3 

By the 1840s many companies resolved to provide about twenty 

feet of service pipe# from gas mains to a consumer's meter, free of 

charge. Stranraer in 1844 described twenty feet as "the usual extent 

allowed", 
4 tesmahagow' in 1E46 agreed to provide twenty feet for a 

house with two burners, thirty feet for four burners, and forty feet 

for eight burners. Annan 
6 

oompany required full"payment, however, 

and in 1846 instructed their manager "to arrange with proprietors to 

1, T. A. Hedleyq "On the IMPOrtanoe to Gas Companlei of nenting or 
otherwise Supplying pittingsoij J-G-t I 10/10/1849f, p. 120. Glasgow 
C. & S. Vida infra P-959 
2. H. tords 1844, Vol. 81 Paisley Gas Bill, 30/7/18449 Pp,, 31v 150# 
3- Ri--de, 2/8/1844, pe 207- Evidenoe of G, Millerp Superintendent 
of Glasgow C.. &-S, Co. BY. 18529 howeverl there were "hundreds of 
workmen's dwellings already fitted up with gas pipesp-and burners for 
light" in Glasgow. Vida The Builder, 1852,. p. 268,, 
4* - S*R. O. 9 Stranraer Minute, Booký'Z. cit 1 ', 13/5/18449', J,, *Taylor 
had to pay for a-further 10 feet required, totreachhis house., 
5- S. R. O., Lesmahagow Minute Bookap. cit., 28/l/1846, 
6* S. R, O, p Annam Minute Book, '-op. cit 9 28/5/18469 
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fit up their houses with pipes on condition that repayment of the 
1 

outlay be made within a reasonable timep with interest". Galashiels 

in 1860 laid up to thirty feet of service pipe gratislas did Capar 2 

in 1903-, In 1835 Dalx73 company resolved that "a Service pipe 

should be introduced through the Wall of front Houses for one light 

at the Company's expense in the usual way", but people wishing "to 

fit up back houses with Gas tight" reoeived only four feet of ser7ice 

pipe per light and had to finanoe the remainder themselves. 

The rent charged for consumers' meters4 was relatively a far 

greater burden for poor consumerswho used little gass than for large 

consumerso The charge varied considerably between companies. To 

Hawksley estimated in 1846 that meter rent should have been one 

eighth5 of the prime oostp because extensive repairs or replacement 

was required after eight years* The old Hamilton 
6 

gas company 

charged one shilling and sixpence a year on small meters costing one 

pound five shillings and sixpence. Aberdeen in 1836 charged three 

7 
shillings for the "common sized meter"* only rarely were special 

concessions madej as at Anrian 8 
which in 1858 charged no meter rent in 

the summer if consumption was below one shilling of gas. 

S, R. O,,, Galashiels 11inute Books op. -cit p -,: 2/3/1860. From 1888 
Galashiels company employed a full time gas-fitter and all consumers 
had to use him alone for their service pipes (Lbid*p 7/8/1888)o 
2* Capar also obliged consumers to use the Company gasfitter. 
S, R. O. 9 Cupar Minute Book, op. cit 9 4/5/1903* 
3- S. R. O., Dalry Hinute Book, op. cit , 12/10/1835* 
4- Vide infra pp. 1777 et seq. 
5- eg* Liverpool and Nottingham companies charged 31- a year on 
meters costing El 5/-. E7idenee of Thomas Hawksley. H* Commons 1846t 

-Vol. 
102, H=Uton New Gas Company Bill., 13/5/1846p P-. 48- 

6. Ibid. s 13/5/18469 pe 28* 
7* Aberdeen Journal, 17/8/1836p P*-3*-' 
a* !S R*O*j' A=an*Uinute-*Bookp op. cit., 101911858* 
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The size of market served by an individual gas company was quite 
1 

rigidly controlled by the heavy cost of pipingp and the leakage in- 

volved wherever consumers were not in close geographical proximity to 

the gasworks. Falkirk gas company in 1834 aimed to supply only "the 

High Street, Roberts Wynd and Kirk Wynd" and to extend to other streets 

"and even to the adjoining houses and villages if-found advisiblellt 

Kirkcaldy gasworks93 located to provide a supply both to the town . of 

Kirkealdy and the villages of Pathead, St. Clairtowng tinktown, *Nicol 

Street, Brighton and Morningside, was quite exceptional. Most gas 

companies were extremely cautious over any'enlargement of their sup- 

ply zone* 

In 1914 most companies still expected large consumersg including 

railway stationsp to contribute part of the heavy capital expenditure 

required to extend pipes any considerable distance required beyond 

the established system of gas mains, Alternativelyq contracts 

stipulated a minimum level of consumption, In 1832 Dalkeith4 gas 

company was unwilling to lay pipes costing twenty three pounds to 

Waulk Mill unless the millowner paid fifteen lJounds of the cost* 

Agreement was subsequently reached on the basis that if, the Mill con- 

sumed gas worth above five pounds in the first yearp fifteen pounds 

was due on the pipe, but that fell to ten pounds in the second. year 

and five pounds in the third year; and provided the level of con- 

sumption-was maintained over four yearal the Gas Company agreed to 

pay the entire cost of the pipe. During 1833 a pipe costing C125 

11 viae supra, P. 339 
2, S, 11,0, (BT2/6 ) Falkirk Contraot of Copartnery. 
3* S. R. O. (BT2/1200). New Statistical Accountp,, Vol* Ixt P* 157- 
4* S. R. O., Dalkeith Minute Book, `op. ý cit 9 28/8/18321*2/10/1832* 
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was required for Newbattle-Abbeye 
1 The Dalkeith company was only 

willing to pay athird of the costp but eventually paid half the totalp 

though the Marquis of'llidlothian's estate wgs to pay four per oent 

interest on that expenditure if oonsumption. fell below five pounds per 

year, q and to refund the entire oost if oonsumption oeased. 

DalkeitO oompany in 1841 agreed to supply servioe pipest and 

gas at the standard ratep to Lasswade village only if the villagers 

finanoed the mains pipes, This they refused to do and subsequently 

they formed a separate gas company. Dalkeith also paid for only 
C half of the pipes to the Duke of Baocleughts colliery at Thornybankg 

which contracted for a ten years supply or"repayment for the pipep. - 

Their oonsumption had to be above ten pounds a year under a penalty 

of five per oent interest on the pipe expenditure, In 1848 gas mains 

were laid to Gallowshallp Only Part wv to the North British Railway. 4 

whioh contraoted for a six years supply at twelve penee above the 

prices charged in Dalkeith as part payment on that pipe. 

5 In 1846 Boness gas oompany laid two inch diameter mains-to the 
Erurine House of John Wilsonts Kinneil ironworks. Wilson agreed to 

provide his own ser7ioe pipes, and pipes for a gas supply to the 

houses of his workmen* The gas oompany at first requested a seven 

year oontraot guaranteeing annual oonsumption above twenty five pounds9 

in return for a'twenty per oent-disoount'on'normýl gas prioes for all 

10 S. R. 0.1''Dalkeith Minute'Book, ' 
_ppe cit 26/2/1833*' 

2. Ibid, t 3/10/1841* 

3. aid* 20/4/1841o: ý 
4o aid. 22/11/1848. 
5* SeR. 'O. t Boness Minute Bookv op. -'6it 't-19/l/1846# 26/2/1846, 
9/3/1846,81611846* 
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extra quantities. Wilson refused the guaranteep and took a disoount 

on the entire oonsumptionp after agreeing to purchase ten of the fiftY 

new six pound shares which the gas company had to sell to finance 

the extension* In 1851 the Boness company extended pipes to supply 

Wilson's new residential developments at Snab. and Deang when he agreed 

to collect the monthly gas rent of his worlmen, and to purchase the 

pipes at arbitration if he ever chose to manufacture gas privately* 

Contracts were also imposed upon individual consumers* In 1847 

Boness oompany finanoed pipes worth forty pounds to A. Hunter's house 

at Braehead 2 In return for guaranteed consumption over ten years at 

standard prioesp plus five per oent interest paid on the cost of 

pipes* In 1856 Selkirk oompany3 finan0ed gas mains to the looal 

railway station, when the railway agreed to pay five per cent interest 

on the cost until other consumers also used the pipe. Dalkeith4 oom 

pany in 1659 agreed to supply Cowdenfoot village only if the inhabi- 

tants paid for one third of the pipesv and in 1867 the company was 

only prepared to pay half of the twenty pound cost of pipes to the 

new Hardengreen station of the North British Railway. This was a 

general policy, since in 1854 Dalkeith company paid only half the 
5 eleven pound cost of pipes to Westfield Iron FoundrYe Stranraer 

gas company in 1861 refused any discount on gas supplied to the 

1, S. R. O., Boness Miziute 
, 
Bookpap. cit., 2/1/18519 8/1/1851- 

"John Burnett to fit up single'houses one tight, Double'two lights, 
at Ten Shillings each to be paid by Mr. Wilson" in 1851o In 1854 
Wilson's executors'threatened tIo manufacture gasp but later accepted 
company gas'at 5/- compared to 6/8d in'Boneisp, and also took respon- 
sibility for payment of fittings; even in 1874 Kinneil works still 
o6llbbted'gas-rents!. ýfor the Company'from. its workmen* s o, ORO "Bon'ess 21inuie4Book, PP- cit 9 10/6/1854P, 26/6/1868,113/11OA874p 
23/10/i874* 
2o 

, 
Hunter, oeased to pay extra in 1849 when other oonsumers used the 

same pipe. Ibid. f 14/6/1847, n/6/1849, " 
3o S-RoOop-Selkirk Minute Book,. op,. Cit 9ý, 28/8/1856o 

S. R. O., Dalkeith lUnute-Book, ' 
9"'31/16/18599 1/3/1867* 

59 Ibid. 
; --ý 9 18/12/1854* 
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Portpatrick Railway companyl but agreed to pay for the 150 pounds 

pipes required in return for a ten years consumption contract, 

In 1861 Banf: f" gas oompany finanoed twenty four pounds pipes to 

Strathiston. Railway stationg upon which the railway paid six per cent 

interest per year. tord Fife 
2 

also paid six per cent on pipes laid 

to Duff House in 1859,, Banff companyý spent 600 pounds on pipes 

and an ancillary gasholder to the tunatic Asylum in 18649 in return 

for a fifteen year contract for gas at ten shillings, compared to the 

seven shillings and elevenpenoe rate in Banff town, and a penalty 

clause of five further years if annual consumption was less than 

4009000 cabic, feet, Anr=4 gas company in 1871 agreed to finance 

pipes to the factory of McKintosh and Jackson, in return for which 

they undertook to make arrangements with the Road Trusteesq and to 

dig the trenches, They also guaranteed an annual consumption worth 

ten poundsp and agreed topay six per cent interest on the cost of 

pipes for twenty years, less a rebate of one per oent for every 

additional oons=er who used the pipe. This latter was apparently 

general regulation at Amans 

Boness gas company reversed the no=al financing prooeedure for 

Pipes in 1878. Mro Cadell agreed to spend 150 pounds on gas-mains 

5ý to his workmen's houses at Bridgeness', 'and in return the Boness, Gas 

Company undertook to supply meters and gas at the normal ratel besides 

le SOR*009 Banff Minute Bookq op. cit 26/7/1860,51611661, 
1/7/1661* 
2, IbidP 4/7/1859* 
3. RI-ch-, 4/5/1863,6/7/18639 15/10/1863,1/4/18649 21/5/1864* 
The Asylum was expected, to use 582,000 ca. ft, ''per I -year, 
4* S. R. O. 9 Annan Minute Bookp_qp,,.:, cit , 14/9A871* 
5* S. R, Op Boness Minute Bookp, 

_pp, _ 
oit t 28/2/18789 5/3/1878* 

Cadell previously operated a private gaswork... Vide supra. Chapter 1, 
P. 88 
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paying two and a half per oent interest on the pipe t and repaying 

thirty seven pounds ten shillings of the oapital oost each year. 
1 

Dalkeith gas company in 1878 agreed to finance the entire cost of 

pipes to Messrs. Stewart Bros., carpet manufacturers of Eskbankp and 

to supply gas at normal prices, because of the large consumption ex- 

pected, But they did obtain first a four year contract from Messrs* 

Stewartj and a penalty payment of ten pounds if consumption ceased 

after that date. 

Alternative sources of illumination, and company rivalry in some 

mutual hinterlands towards the end of the nineteenth centuryl re- 

sulted in the loss of some potential consumers through pipe finance 

policies* In 1886 Dalkeith company offered to pay only half of the 

cost of a 960 yards pipe costing 125 pounds, to tord Melville's 
2 

Castle, and thereby lost his custom to Lasswade gas company. Banff 
3 

gas company in 1912 agreed to pay Only half the twenty six pound 

pipe to the tadysbridge Station of the G. N. S. railway, and refused to 

raise discounts from five per Oent to ten per cent j so the railway 

deoided not to use gas. In 1885 Galashiels oom. refused to 

supply the Waverley Hydropathio Establishment in it elrose, and in 

1887 were only willing to supply the inhabitants of Melrose if they 

paid for the entire mains and servioe pipesl and colleoted their own 

gas rents at three and a half per oent more than the Galashiels prioes 

to allow for leakage in transit* teakage and the oost of main 

effootively inhibited direot oompetition between gas oompanies in 

most5 neighbouring towns. 

14 S. R. O. P Dalkeith Minute Bookt opi oit 9 2/9/18789 
29 S, R. O, l Dalkeith Minute Bookq.. op. -oit 9 15/7/18861 4/2/1887* 
3. S. R. O., Banff Minute Bookq op., oit 9,11/12/1912t 10/6/1914* 

- 
4e S,, R, O,, q'Galashiels Minute iookp'op ci I19 5/5/18859 7/6/1887- 
59 Vide supra P. 381 
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Discounts to large local consumers were used from an early 

period to increase oonsumptiong but later became a source of annoy- 

anoe to small consumers who subsidized the large consumers* Gas 

companies claimed that they were justified because the cost of service 

pipesy of chedking meterst and of collecting accounts was far-less 

with large consumers, who would manufacture gas privately unless 

offered special prices. Their custom raised the total gas outputp 

and produced eoonomies, of scale 
1 

which eventually benefitted the smal. 1 

cons=ers also. By the 1840sq howeverp it was apparent that mill 

owners and other manufaoturers, oonsumed large quantities only during 

the two winter quarterap and gas oompanies had to install much capi. 

tal equipment whickh was only used during the winter. This was also 

the peak demand for small OOnsumemp who still bought gas in the 

summer$ and sunsidized the equiPment which was only used for disoount 
23 

gas produotiono In 1850 Boness gas oompany allowed a five per 

cent discount on gas above twenty five pounds consumed by Messrs, J, 

Jamieson & Cool but when they refused a further reduction in 1851 

that company set up a rival gasworksg which also supplied Boness Pot- 

tery CompanyP4 and Jamieson used his position on the Town'Council to 

gain permission to lay pipes under the public roads* 

Discount policy varied during the nineteenth Oentury, and the 

le Vide infra p. 872 
29 B-P-P, P 1847i XXII9 P. 98. At Aston-under-Lyne, small oon.. 
sumers paid 61-1 and large oonsumers as little as-4/. OWo disoount 
on E500 oonsumption); yet 25% of all gas was oonsumed, by-mills at disoount prioes, 
3# S. R. O. j Boness Gas Co* Minute Bookf op., Oit P'1'3/10/18509 3191 
18519 4/9/1851t 11/l2/18519 8/1/1852. (Exoerpt from minutes-of Boness 
Town Trustees, 2/10/1851). 
4* In 1859 J. Menshale of Boness Pottery oeased'to use the private gas- -S. R. O. P. Boness Minute Book, op--cit v 11/1/1859* 
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rate was usually curtailed when lower gas prices were introduced for 

all consumers. High discounts inflated the overall price of gasp-tO 

the disadvantage of small consumers, and were often reduced or abol- 

ished by the 1860s. 

Table 6.42 Discount Rates in Selkirk, 
-Jedburgh 

and Hawick (1840)_ 

0 to 109000 ca, ft, wo 20,000 to. 29,000 1WO 

10,000 to 199000 VO Above 30POOO 15 %o 

Sourcet- S. R. Oq Selkirk Minute Book, op. cit r 17/11/1840- 

Selkirk supplied gas at fifteen shillings in 18409 but disMunts 

were abolished in 1850 when gas was reduoed from twelve shillings and 

sixpence to eight shillings and fourpenoe to bring it more closely 

into line with prices in other towns. (hpar 2 
gave no discounts until 

petitioned to do so by nine important local consumers in 1844, and 

discounts were conditional upon prompt 0 ly , Uarter payment of bills. 

The company ceased to allow discounts in 18690 after a comparison with 

the practice at St, Andrewsq Kirkcaldyj Dunfermline and Stirling, of 

which'only Dunfermline still allowed discounts varying from two and a 

half to fifteen per cent. 

Table 6.43 Discounts First Introduced in 1844 at Oipar 

(1) Discounts Requested by Consumers (2) Discounts Granted 
C5 UP to C15 gas lwý Elo up to C20 gas Z 
C15 up to C20 15% E20 and above 
C20 and above 20% 

Source: - S. R. O. 9 Qipar, Minute Book, op. cit 1/7/1844* 

In 1838 Annan3 gas company supplied gas to Messrs. Douglas_& Ooo on 

a three year contraot at nine shillings, oompared-O twelve shillings 

S. R. O. 9 Selkirk Minute Bookq op. cit v'1/6/1850- 
2, S-R. O. t Wpar 11inute Bookp op,, cit 9 1,1/7/184t 

919118699 12/a/1869* 
3. S-R30.9 Axmm Ifinute Bo k, 'op. cit 9 28/8/1838p 3/10/1842, 
7/10/18429 29/5/1844,4/lo/lc) 6439 

Vide supra p. 872 
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and sixpence for other consumers* Amian supplied a large factory 

in 1842, and took advioe from Carlisle gasworks before fixing a dils, - 

count price: nine shilling gas was supplied to J9 Sawyer's Cotton 

1 
Factoryq whilst other consumers still paid the original rate,. 

Table 6.44 Discounts Introduced at Ayr (1845) 

Consumption Discount Consumption Discount 

E5 up to C10 gas 5% 920 up to C50 1WO 
C10 up to C20 7% C50 and above 15% 

Source,: - S,, R. O. j Ayr Minute Bookq op. cit 9 17/11/1845 
(Gas by meter 6/8d). 

When Ayr 2 
reduced gas from six shillings and eightpence to five 

shillings and tenpenoe in 1847, all discounts were abolishedl and 

from 1849 only one exception was madep for the local railway company 

which was charged fivepenoe per 1000 cubic feet less than other con- 

sumers. Galashiels3 gas company apparently allowed no discounts at 

allp and Hawick4 allowed only four per cent discount in 1831* BonesS5 

company gave a twenty per cent discount on all consumption above 

twenty five pounds by the Kinneil. Ironworks from 1846, and in 1855 

allowed other large consumers like Boness Distiller. * to have a dis- 
0K 

oount for the first timep of five per cent., eons=ption above five 

poundsp but they abolished all disoounts even to Kinneill later in 

1855 when coal prioes rose steeply* 

Table/ 

1. In lE43-4 normal consumers paid ll/-O.. and, the cotton factory 8/-. 
2, S, R, O. j Ayr Minute Booky o]2, cit 1 

9-7/6/1847000849* 
3* S. R. O. 9 Galashiels Minute Book, op. 9 8/7/18479 16/11/1847P 
1/3/1859* 
4* 'Hawidc Gas Company historyl Vide J. G. te 9 7/7/1885. Gas sold at 
15/-* 
59 SeRo0e, Boness Minute Book, oý* cite, 19/1/1846,11/6/18559 
6/7/1855* 
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Table 6.45 Discounts on Gas Bills Paid within 14 Days 

at Vale of leve 

0 ft 000 1 0 t 
18 2 L§ 1845 

-157 
1849 
-737o 50900 . ca- 0 , o 0 o 

1009000 to 1509000 cu, ft, 10% lV/0 6% 

150tOOO cu. ft. and above 1VO 1 VO 1WO 

2009000 cu. ft. and above 15% 2 Wo 1WO 

Source: - S. R. O. p Vale of teven Minute Book, op. cit 9 3/6/1842t 
17/6/18429 25/3/184 91 30/5/1845- 

Stranraer 
2 

company allowed no disoounts until 1903P when three very 

large consumers with over seventy pounds gas per years were granted 

a five per cent reduction* At Bathgate3 the original discount system 

was abolished in 18779 but a five per cent discount for consumption 

over ten pounds was introduced in 1879 and abolished in 18829 and a 

new three per cent discount for consumption above three pounds intro- 

duoed in 1890. 

Public street lightingý with candles and later atimal-oils, was 

reintroduced in the West at Paris in 1524, but remained'a novelty in 

Scottish and other European cities until the mid eighteenth century. 

After 18071 when P. A. Winsor illi3min ted Pall Yallp tondon, gas com- 

panies encouraged the support of local authorities by offering reduced 

rates or free gas for publio lighting in return for oonoessions to 

le SOR. O., Vale of Leven Minute Book, op. cit Reduced discounts 
in 1849 were part of the finan_oial. reorganization. Vide sup P- 785 

The Company commenced 18399 with gas 11/6d, but first discounts given 
in 1842 with gas at l1/-d* 

2. S. R. O. 9 Stranraer-Minute, Book, oý. -cit 12/12/1903* 

3; S. R, Ool Bathgate Minute Bookj-6p; a- it 16/6/18779-3/6/18799 
15/6/16821 V611890, 

- ., 
No 4etails are extant of., original, 4isoounts. 

49 -Iltighting'th6 Streets'19 The Analeotio Magazine 1816, Vol. -Vuig 
P- 345- Jo Beckmanng A Histoa of Inventions, Discoveries and Ori 
(1846), Vol. II, pp. -172-85- to Gaster and J. S-. Dowl Modern Illumin- 
ants and Illuminating Engineering 

, 
(1915) pp---l6: 

i3*, -F-W, Robinsp 
The-Stor 'Oxford)-j. p. 140- y-of the Lamp-(and the-Candle) (19399 
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open the streets and lay gas pipesel. In 1833 Ratter even proposed 

that for now companies "the amount of capital required will greatlY 

depend on the space to be covered by the public lights - The number 

and situation of these being knownt there will be no difficulty in 

estimating the probable amount of private burners,, 2 
which could be 

served by the same mains* Public gaslights were praised for reducing 

3 robbery and burglaryg since the villains could be identified, but 

the low prioe charged for public gas was opposed by some as an in- 

direot tax imposed by the Town Council on other gas oonsumers*4 

Because street lamps until at least the mid nineteenth century were 

normally lit during only seven months of the yearl and not during 

the fine moonlight nights in each of these monthst the demand 

fluctuated oonsiderably,, 
5 In the long run public lights were an 

important marketp but in the short term they raised the fixed capi- 

tal outlay required to meet peak demand and consequently reduced pro- 

fits. Few coastal towns used coal-gas for maritime lights, Troon 

1. Town councillors and magistrates promoted several Scottish com- 
panies, partly with this aim in mind. Vide supra p. loll 
2. J*O. N. Rdtter (Brighton) Practipal Observations on Gas tighting 
(1833)9 po 29* 
3- Ladaers provided for earlierg ineffectual-oil lampsp were fre- 
quently used in burglary, Vide W. Ridhardsq Practical Treatise (1877)p 
op. cit. 9 p. 24- ýCrime reduction in tondon following-gas-lighting 
was frequently quoted* Vide Inverness Courieij. 3/1/1827t P* 3- 
4- J. O. N. Fatterl Practical Observations (1833)t 1 pf 8* 
c. f. ragistrates who were also Director-sof Inverkeithing gas DompanYt 
in 1880 threatened municipal takeover of the works unless large dis- 
counts were allowed for-publio'lamps. J. G 13/1/1880*- 
Abuses were also common in England - Wolverhampton 

' gasworks in 1847 
supplied public lights (mainly in wealthy streets) at, 2/4d when gas 
cost 3/2d to manufacturep and cost small, oonsumers 5/-! 

- 
Moreover, 

all-night street lamps*raised company losses caused by'leakage as, 
mains pressure could not be reduced. In return Town'Councils. gave 
permission to open, trenchesp and prevented local'. And Parliamentary 
opposition to the company- L. 

-P. 
P. 9 1847t XXII9 pp-. 97,62#. 

5- J. O. N. Ratierp'Practia)l-'Observati6ns-(1833)t Oa cit 9 PP* 29-33o 
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Pier being an exceptional pioneer in 1637- 

Gas street lighting commenced in Glasgow 2 in September 1818 as 

one aspect of a large expansion in public lighting. 

Table 6.46 Ibcpansion of Public tighting in Glasgow 1815-47 

Date Oil tamps Gas tamps Cost for tight alone 
1815 1380 0 C1357 
1820 507 1091, el 3/- per gas lamp, 

sunset to sunrise 
1836 - 2097 17/6d per lamp 
1847 5500 C7000 

Sources: - J. Bell and J, Pattonp Glasgow - Its Mmici Organi- 
zation and Administration (1896, Glasgow)p P- 158- 
j* Cleland, The Rise and i>iogress of Glaspw (18209 
Glasgow), P* 125- 
J. Cleland, The Rise and Progress of Glasgow 1841-62 
(18629 Glasgow)t P- 53* 

Note: The Police department undertook the cleaning, lighting and 
extinguishing of lamps themselves and public lighting was 
a statutory duty under the Police Act of 1800* 

In 1820 Glasgow paid twenty three shillings a year for public gas 

lampsl burning sunset to sunrise, plus the expense of Police employees 

who litp cleaned and extinguished the lamps. All, had cookspur 

burnersp made by Milne3 of Edinburgh'and plaoed "inio the globes vhich 

10 Coal gas was used in continental lighthouses from 18239 and by-, 
many English lighthouses, in the 1860s, and the Edinburgh-Journal 
expressed surprise that it was so little used in Scotlando- The Duke 
of Buccleuch used teith gas in tho, '1830s to light,, Crammond Pier. 
F. W. Robins, The Story of the tamp (and the Candle) (1939t Oxford) 
PP* 135-9: Chambers' Edinburgh Journal 18619-Vol. 159 Po 397: 
New Statistical Acoount'q Vol, It p. 601. 

1 2. Virst street lamp 5/9/18189 New Statistical Accountl Vol, VIt 
p. 162* 

3- Milne later became principal supplier for Edinburgh public lightst 
and in 1822 received C223 for fittingal though public gas lighting was 
only just beginning to expand in the city. His block-tin tubes were 
a large factor in this success. Milne charged 9/- per lampq dnd'gave 
a3 years guaranteep which offer was accepted by. Edinburgh Council in 
preference to 8/- per lamp by Greenside Company& Edinburgh -City 
Archives, I'llinute Book of Edinburgh Lighting Committee'll Vol. 8,, 
7/5/18229 P. 181; 15/6/16229 P- 183; 

-3/7/1823t p, 223; 
-24/11/18209 P- 88; 11/iA8219 P- 104; 1ý/6/18211 p, 1259 
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were formerly lighted with oil", Detailed information was supplied 

by J. Cleland of Glasgow to enable Edinburgh council to apply the 

"method of comparisons". This method gradually produced national 
2 

prices with regional variations. Iýremouth gas companyq for examplep 

in 1846 based the charge made for harbour lamps upon those of Leith 

and l3erwick. 

Edinburgh followed Glasgow, with publio gas lights along North 

Bridge Street3 in 1819, and in the High Street4 in 1820 using;, single 

toockspurt burners in oil lamp globes, Oil lighting oosts5 had been 

rising steeply, from f4790 a year in leo6-12, to C5184 a year in 

1812-189 yet many complained because lamps were frequently blown out. 
6 

tabour costs were reduced bY having fewer gas lamps than oil. The 

10 Edinburgh City Archivesq I'Minute Book of Edinburgh tighting 
Committee"q 1820-61 Vol. 81 i/4/18209, po 10, 
2e S. R. O. 9 Eyemouth Minute Bookt op. cit j 20/3/1846, 
3- First lit in January to Mays 1819, for C24- Edinburgh City 
Archivesp ý'Minute Book of Edinburgh Lighting Co; mitteeIIj Vol* 7, 
41VA819P P- 367; Vol- 89 17/3/18209 P- 5- Edinburgh E7ening Courant 
B/i/1829, Po 3* The date 1820 is given incorrectly for first lights 
in T. Adams, Edj. Edinburgh 1ý29-1929, p. 174 and The Scotsmang 
31911968* The 'Lighting Committee' stated. that South Bridge lights 
were gas lit in September, 1818, but their 1820 Committee was pro- 
bably mistaken since North Bridge was also ascribed to 1818 in 
definite error. Vide "Minute Book of Ediziburgh tighting Committeelt, 
1/4/18209 P- 15 31/10/18209 P* 76* The New Statistical Account 
(Vol- Iq P- 758ý also gave the incorrect date, 1818 for the North and 
South Bridgesp and "next winter" when the Edinburgh Theatre was. lit 
was in fact the winter 1819-20*- 
4- Edinburgh E7ening Couranti 4/3/l820. - For public-lighting before 
gas Vide Edinburgh Evening Newsq 2V1/1936, 
5o Minute Book of Edinburgh tighting Committeeg, Volo 7P Oot*18189 
P. 358; Vol. 89 1/4/1820p p, 8o 
2000 portable oil lamps were strung around city streets. in the 
summer of 1820# 1111 
6. Also true of Glasgow - Vide Ho Barclay, Rambling Recollections 
of Old Glasgow (18909 Glasgow)o 
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Town Council paid for the gas "pillars", 
2 lanterns and globesp and 

3 
service pipes; the Company providea gas mainso Cheap Jets were 

chosen instead of batswings which used too much, gasp except for the 

New Town* From 1820 that wealthy area hacl large batswing burnerst 

because the straight streets allowed them to be more widely placed* 

A cost'benefit analysis5 of gas lighting prepared in 1821 showed 

that along Edinburgh High Street twenty seven oil-lamps were used on 

average in 1812-17 at an annual cost of twenty eight pounds, and were 

replaced in 1819 by nineteen single jets costing twenty five poundsp 

a saving of three pounds, Along North Bridge, seventeen batswing 

burners used for a thit-ty five week season in 1820 cost 91049 whereas 

the previous seventy five oil lamps cost sixty three pounds, an in- 

crease in cost of forty one pounds which may have been caused partly 

by improved illumin tion. Pixed capital costs were also higher with 
6 

gaslight. Eighty oil lamps in Prince's Street had cost eighty five 

pounds, but were replaced in 1821 by sixteen batswing, gas burners 

costing ninety pounds to install, an increase of. five pounds, 

In 1821 Edinburgh Lighting Co=ittee7 considered suspending the 

le Minute Book of Edinburgh Lighting Committeep Vol* 8p 1/4/18209 
P* 15; 22/6/1820, p. 4. 

2* Great detail of specifications and contracts* Minute Book, ibid. 9 Vol. 89 16/9/18209 P- 51; '23/10/18209 p. 61; 31/8/1820p Po 37; 
24/11/i820, p, 88; 15/11/18239 p9 208* 
3- Minute Book, ibid. 9'28/8/l8219-Pe 136. - Decision reached even 
although Batswings were "decidedly preferable. to all others" for 
illumination. Old globes from oil lamps were usedp at El ll/- for 
conversion, instead of new globes at C2. 
4- Minute Book, ibiaop 16/8/1820, pO 19; --2/9/18209 P- 42; 10/l/1822p 
P. 174; 14/2/1822, P-ý177- -I 1ý I-ýLI, I 
5- Minute Book, ibid. 9 31AP/18201 P-, 76;, 28/8/1821, p- 136* The 
Police Act of 57 C7eorge'III, (section 24) only permitted the use of gas 
in Public lights if the'oost-was less'than the cost-of oil light on the average of 5 previous years, 
6. Minute Book, ibid, j 10/8/1821, p. 153; 13/10/18219 P- 159* 
7* Minute Book, ibid. # 31/10/1820, p- 76; 10/8/18219 P- 153o 

0 
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increase in public gas lightingg because of the higher fixed capital 

costsp and high cost of gas' oompared with Glasgow* But after a 

spectacular display of large burners for the Royal Visit 2 
of 18229 

two hundred new "pillars" were ordered3 for the Grass Market and 

Canongate areas. Profits from the munioipal Coal Weighing F=d4 

were subsequently used to pay for the extension of publio lighting 

which continued at an increasing pace from 1823- 

During 1823 the Coal Weighing Fund paid E750 for 209 new gas 
5 lampsp and the Lighting Committee reoommended the expenditure of at 

least C500 per year on fittings so that "the whole Dity may be lighted 

with gas"* 
6 

Table 6.47 Ebrýsion of Edinburph Publio tighting (1820-4) 

Date (Winter season) Oil tamps Gas tampA 
1820-1 4765 37 
1821-2 4731 408 
1822-3 ? 6o8 
1823-4 ce 962 

Source: - Edinburgh City Archivesp "Minute Book of Edinburgh 
Lighting Committee"q 10/18229 o 180; -15/11/18229 
p* 206; 23/2/1823P p, 213; 317718239 p. 223o 

The Lighting Committee considered that two gas burners gave light 
7 equal to three oil lamps. In 1820-3 the Gas Company undertook to 

10 

Vide supra pp. 866,1119 
2, Minute Book of Edinburgh tightiz]. g Committee, 1/8/1822, Po 187* 

3- From Leith Walk Foundry. 
-' 

Minute Bookq Lbidg 15/11A8229 pe 206. 

4- Ibid. # 15/11/18229 p* 206* 

5* Ibid, y 23/2/18239 p, 213, In 1822 the Coal'Weighing Fund paid 
for 200 new gas 'pillars'; Ibid,, 15/3-1/1822, p*_. 206. 

6. Ibid., 3/7/18239 p*-223* The Committee claimed that their first 
objective had been fulfilledl to light the populous High Street, 
Canongate and South Bridgev followed, by "all principal entrances to 
the city". 

Ibid., 13/5/1823P. Po 2179 
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1 
light, clean and extinsmish the lamps but after 1823 the Council 

appointed its own lamplighterse 
2 

Despite good intensions, wealthy areas of Edinburgh obtained 

better public gas lighting than elsewherej and this became a feature 

of many towns. In 1823 the Committee agreed that "the number and 

description of the population that haunts the High Street and other 

parts of the Old Town affords the most obvious reason for having them 

better lighted throf the whole year than other parts'of the city"* 
3 

But during 1822-3 only ninety spillars' and 134 cheaper"irons' 

attached to buildingsp were installed in the disreputable'Old Townp 

comparea to 320 'pillars' and ten Urons' in the Now Town04 

The outdoor illumination of clock dials*by 5 "'night was first achieved 

1.14imilte Book of Edinburgh Lighting Committee, 22/6/1820, p. 14; 
24AO/1820y p. 71* The company charged-3/9d, per week per lamp. 
2* One lamplighter for every 20 lampsq at 3/2d per week wages. 
Ibid. 9 13/5/1823v P- 217; '3/7/1823i p. 223- From 1822-special gas- 
lamP standards were placed in front of the 

- 
houses, of Edinburgh Boun- 

cillors as a mark of distinctiong which became, a widespread custom.. 
Stirling provided such a lamp for the Provost from 1856; as-did 
Greenock up to 1884. Edinburgh Eyening Heirs. ' 5/8/1954* . J. G. te, 

L .n 

23/10/18839 9/9/1884* TI. Drysdale, Old Faces, Old Places and Old 
Stories of Stirl a (1899, Stirl-I 233. 
3- Minute Book, ibia, j 3/7A823, p, 223* - 
4. Thia, 3/7/1823, p* 223,,,. To combat strong winds, and water-con- 
densationg Edinburgh later adopted special"gas lanterns_irxýented by J. 
Robison (possibly an early sponsor, of Glasgow gasworks. Vide su 

ýP-156) Je Robisong "On the Best Method of Burning Gas for-the', purpose_of 
I11=1 nation" 9 I%chanics, ITEyzazineq, Vol- 32y 1839-40P P. 340., Early 
ras lamp brackets and lamplighting are-described-in A Book of Airdrie Z1954t Glasgow), p. 90. Messrs* Ford's glass works in Edinburgh sub- 
se uently supplied glass-globes for Edinburgh 

- 
stree 

-' "lamps, 
J. G. t,,, 

16ý12/1890p P- 1302. -Vide su p. 1129 

5* John and Robert-Hartf the Glasgow bakers who devized this systemq 
were members of Glasi; ow-Philosophioal'Society and closely associated 
with the local gasworkso., ', They used a "flash-pipe" for manually light- 
ing the lantern with its 

- 
parabolic mirrorq from inside 

, 
the tower; and 

an automatic mechanism to turn the gas off at daybreak. . J. Cleland, - Statistics of Glasgow, (1828# Glasgow), 3rd edn. q'p* 199. 'IThe 1%thod 
of Illuminating the Clock Dial on the Steeple of 

- 
the Tron., Churick in 

Glasgow"s 
_quarterly 

Journal of Science, titerature and the Arts 1821, 
Vol, XII, p. 229. Annals of Philosoph g 1822p Vol. IIIP N 155- Edin- 
burgh Philosophical Journal 1821-2p Vol* VIj pe 

, 
192, 

--"ITOtice of the 
Inventions of ssrs. Hart of Glasgow", Mechanics lbgazine 1828, Vol, 
99 p- 365- John Hart (Edgefauld Housep Glasgow), "On the-Principles 
of Light Reflectors", describing work which developed from this pro. jectj The Practical Mechanic and Engineer's I MR-inle (1845t Glasgow), 
P. 92. 
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in 1821 at the Tron in Glasgow, a city which also developed the use 

of gas for advertizings Trovost Dalglish used 3000 jets for his ex- 

hortation to 11tet Glasgow Flourish" 
1 

which greeted the 1832 Reform 

2 
Billo - The clock on Edinburgh Tron steeple was lit in 1823, and 

similar lighting was later adopted throughout Britaing as for Falkirk 

Town Clock3 in 1846, 

The most popular publio and private gas-burners were badly con- 

structed for their illuminating powert relative to the quality of gas 

suppliedl but they made it last for a long duration of time* The 

4 'Jet' or #rat-tail' burnerl with a solitary thin flame, used the 

least quantity of gas in-a given time and was common in street lights 

and even domestic lights until the 1870s- Although cheap in relation 

to the length of time used, incomplete combustion made this weak 

light most wasteful in terms of illumination per unit volume* The 

19 J* Camerons The Parish of Campsie (1892, Kirkintilloch), p9 12. 
"Glasgow Illilminatiorely The Sootsmant 30/3/18319 N 3- -, 
2e Edinburgh City Archives, FAinb! Lr& Council Record 1823-5t Vol* 
186. tetter from gas company offering to supply free gas, 22/4/18239 

3* Stirling Journal, 26/2/1846, P- 4* 

4- A simplep single orifioe burner often little different to those 
used by Clayton and Itrdoch. 

. 
Open-flame burners have'been described by several authors vide - 
E. A. Parnellj. Appliea Chemistry (1844), op 0 oit Vol* 'It Po 104- 
J. S. Dow and L. Gaster, 1. odern Illuminants (191; ýt 

op. oit P PP*31-53. 
W. J. tibertyq The Illuminating Engineer 19139 Vol-VIP ON cit 
PP- 211-31- 
V, B. teves, Journal of the Society of Arts 1692-39 Vol- kLIP PP* 
138-47* 
D. Chandlerg Outline History of tighting by Gas (1936) 

pp. 81-109 "Evolution of the Luminous Flame Burner" 
pp, 125-40 ýArgand Gas Burners" 
pp. 141-9, %as tighting and Ventilation" 
PP,, 149-71 ý'Regenerative Gas hamps" 

The relative luminosity'of 1O. historical open-flame burners is beat 
shown in a photograph by'F. W, Robinsp The'Story of the tamp (and the 
Candle) (19399 Oxford) p. 118. 
ef Ho Drehschmidtj "Frimitive Lighting Appliances'll Gas World, 
2.71/18979 p, 209 
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1 
Argand burner gave brighter light and more efficient combustion, but 

consumed larger quantities of gas than small consumers could affordl 

2 
and variations of construction affected the efficiency of lighting. 

Burners with intermediate consumption and efficiency therefore became 

the most popular. The 'Fishtail' or 'Union JetI9 devised by J. B,, 

34 Neilson of Glasgow and J. Mlne of Eclinbur& was that most used* 

Neilson placed two single jets so that they impinged and produced a 

flattened flame which reduced the smoky unburnt portion of single 

jets. MIne combined the two Jets, with their critical angle of 

incidence, into a single burnero The 'Batswing' burner was a simple 

modification of the 'Fishtail I made by cutting a slit across the 

orifioe to increase the lateral spread of flameg and was-also widely 

used* tittle improvement was made upon illilmin ting gas-burners for 

1. Argand's 1784 lamp (Pat* 1425) was first manufactured by 11athew 
Boulton. The Argand burner had an annular case supplying, gas to 15 
or 20 small holes in the upper metal rim, in the centre of which a 
ventilation hole enhanced combustiono Leslie's Argand used a series 
of small tubes, instead of, the annular casep around a ventilation hole. 
J. E, Forbes, Short History'of the Art of Distillation (1948) pp 
224-5e Proceedings of Glasgow Architectural Society (1865-7ý9 Vo*1*VIP 
P. 95 et seq 
2@ Vide infra Appendix XI (Christison and Turner) - Gas World , 25/6/ 
. 18q: 2Fy--V. 1F. -Lewes--"A Century of Work on the Development of Light 
from Coal". In 1807 1hrdodh used a burner with 3 apertures, each 

1/30 
inch diameterl giving a "fleur-de-lys" or Iloookspur" burner. It was 
modified in 1816 to give. a 11cocksoomb! and-then "batswing" burner with 
a low, thin sheet of flame, Vide supra p. 61 
3- Vide infra P- 597 
The Fishtail hadL a highp narrow flame, less ovacaptible to draughts 
than batswings, and easier to place, in glass cylinders* 
4- Vide infra p. 208 
Early Jet Burners with an orifioe Ao to 1160 inch diaep Batswings, 
and Argands of log 15'or 20 oandlepower deso. 

, 
and diags. by He' 

Creighton in 1824, Engclopaedia Britannica --Supplement (1824), ON 
211-p Vol- 4P P- 457- 
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over fifty yearso 
1 

Gas was sold in units of quantityp which made Scottish gas ap. 

pear far more expensive than English gas per 1000 cubic feet. Be- 

cause the quality was also of great importanceg however, a proposal 

was made in 1869 to convert the prices into a charge based upon 

quality instead of quantity* The unfulfilled suggestion produced a 

quite differentl but more realistic appraisal of consumer expenditurep 

as shown in Table 6.48. 

Table 6.48 Pricing by Volume and Quality (1869) 

Town Volumetrio Gas 
Price (per 1000 
Cu. ft .) 

Ipswich 3s 9d 
Sheffield 3 6 
Birmingham 2 9 
Manchester 3 2 
Edinburgh (Old) 

ý4 
10 

Glasgow (Old) 4 3 
tiverpool 3 0 

Candle- Quality price 
power -(cost per 1000 

cancilepower) 

14 16-07d 
14 15-Od- 
14 11Md 
17 -11-17d 
28 10*35d 
27 9,26d 
22 8*16d 

Souroo: - J. G, t, t 20/7/1869* 

The Soottish towns which sold gas at an apparently high priqGj in 

practical terms of illumination -provided gas as cheaply as the best 

niglish townsg apart from a few exoeptions like tiverpool. * 

'Enrichment' fittings, which held special chemicals on the supply 

1. Aerated burners (vide infra p, 1273), were used inside ventilation 
flues, howevers to increase ventilation as at Glasgow Fever, Hospital 
in 1667. The "sun burner" devised by A. Xing of Liverpool, was posi- 
tioned below ceiling flues to provide both light and ventilation* - In about 1866 the Reading Room of Glasgow Royal Exchange was-lit by, 
8 groups each of four ITO* 3 Fishtail burnersj'4 groups each ofýfjve 
No* 3 fishtailsp and 4 groups each of 12 jets* These were the same 
simple burners that were available in the 1820sp. but later that year 
the Reading Room changed to 2 sunlights'each with 100 burnersp and 
5 groups each with 18 sun-light burners* Dissatisfaction was growing 
over the candlepower of the old types of burners. - We Johnstoneg 
"Gas tighting'19 Proo. Glasgow Architect. Soo.,, - (1865ý-7) 9- Vol'. - V1, p*122* 
S. A. Harrisp Gas Supply of N. Merseyside M56)q 'op. 011 P-72, 
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pipe close to oonsumers' burners proved quite unpopular in Sootland* 

Glasgow City and Suburban oompany in 1849 tried unsuccessfully to 

promote towe Is prooess2 in which a sponge hold vapourizing naptha 

near burners to increase luminosity. Gurney's 'Buda Burner, 3 
which 

passed the town gas through special purifiers and then into a well. 

ventilated I. Lrg=dl burner was first used in Sootland at A. Ehitherglen's 

new bookshop 
4 

in Buchanan Streetj Glasgowg in October-1842* In 1845 

it was introduced into Dundee5 by Llessrse Sutherland and Dirdochl gas 

fitters in Reform Street. The local press welcomed it as a better 

light for harbours, railway stations and shopsq but it was not wide- 

ly adopted. Similarly tivesey and Kidd's 'Albo Carbon tight' using 

vapourizing napthalene stidcsp was popular in England but not in Scot- 
6 land despite experiments conducted in Edinburgh during 1879 which 

showed its value. Six lights there were oarburetted from one 

freser7oirlp which raised ýhe illuminating power of a No, 1 burner 

consuming two and a half cubic feet per hour, from 8-5 cand1epower to 

twenty candlepower. With gas at four shillingsp the carburetting 

achieved for one shilling and sixpence produced illumination 

1. ITaptha was supplied to the company by James Young from Riddings. 
J* Buttp "James Young" (1963)t 0-2- Oit Pp- 59,60,65- 
2* George towe 1832-(Pat. 6276)0, 

3- Sir Goldsworthy Gurney (1793-1875), who introduced the Bude tight 
into the Houses of Parliament where he was superintendent of-lighting 
(1854-63), was inventor of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe and 

_'Drumondt lime-lightp but better known for his steam-engine improvements (1823) 
and 'steam-Jet', The 'Bude Burner' used 2 or more annular tubes as 
a series of ooneentrio-lArgand' burners all, in one lamp* I Dictionaa 
of National Biography 1908p VIIIq pe 801, J, G. L*t 9/3/18759 P- 336. 
Ilechanics Magazine 1842 Vol*, 36, PP- 4191 -392.. S. Everardl GagjL 
Light and Coke Comparv 

494q)t 
Pp- 107y 179**ýE*'Ronalds and T* 

Richardsong-Chemical Technology 18559 Vol- I, Part II, p, 6710 

4- Glasgow*Chronicle, 9'26/10/l842. 
' 

5* Stirling Journal,, 10/10/1845, quotingthe Dundee Courier 
6. ' Jacst-', 91911879- Go'- hunge, Coal Tar and'Ammonia'(1909)"4th 
Ednoj op. cit I pp. 657j 661. - 
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equivalent to gas worth twelve shillings* 

remained contented with main supplies* 

Most oons=ersg howeverp 

Because of the difference in gas quality, Scottish burners were 

constructed with a smaller orifice than those in England, while 

Scottish pipes and fittings were also designed to carry smaller quan- 

tities of the richer gas. The wide burners used in London or 

Birmingham were unsuitable for Scottish gas and gave a smoky flame 

and little light* 1 1hglish gas engineers were largely unaware of 

the difference in fittingsp and one published his mistaken views in 

18759 claiming that because Arbroath supplied twenty eight candle gas, 

"we have little doubt that, as a oonsequenoet the ceilings of houses 

in which it is bu=ed are as black as the roof of a Highland bothylve 

The problem of enlarging pipes and fittings was one reason for the 

reluctanoe of Soottish gas oompanies to reduoe the candlepower of gas 

during the 18703 as supplies of good camel coals dwindled, Instead, 

mixtures of oil-shale and cheap splint coal, or oil-gas enrichmenti 

were used to maintain high candlepawer. 

Erpensive coal and municipal gas undertakings produced renewed 

concern over the efficiency of gas fittings in-the 1870s- Ineffic- 

ient burners used in Glasgow in 1874 gave only sixteen candlepower, 

or sixty per cent efficiency compared to the quality of gas, which 
4 

caused a loss equal to C1309000 per-year by, incomplete combustion. 

1* Dr, W, Wallacep Proceedings of the Royal-Philosophioal Soci2! Z 
of Glaspow 1874P OP- Cit i 
2, Editorial, JXA. ' : 20/7/1675* 

3* Vide supra P-* 447 et seq. 
4* Dr* W. Wallace, Proceedings of the Royal, Philosophical Society 
of Glasgow 1874P OP- Cit , c-1- A Glasgow. fish-tail burner using 4 
cuefto gas per hourt in -1867mveonly 7 candlepower; and any, increase 
of pressure reduced the quantity of light, W., Johnstonep "Gas tight- 
ing'19 Proceedings of Glasgow Architectural Society 1865-79-Vol. 

-vi, op, cit, 
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Three years later, "ordinary burners" used in England gave only five 

or six candlepower from a mains Supply of fifteen candlepowerg and 

many people had abandoneagas in favour of oil or c=dles due to "the 

ignorant gas-fitters on the one handp and the ignorant users on the 

other"* 
1 

In 1887, G. R. Ilislop 2 
estimated that twenty five per cent of 

Scottish gas sales were lost by incomplete oombustiono To Newbigging 

gave the same fraction of BritainIs entire output, of about 929637 

million cubic feet a year whichp at the minimum price of three shill- 

ingsp was an annual loss of 014730879 The Dundee corporation gas 

engineer, B. M. McCraej in reply to complaints of poor gas in 18769 

explainea that because of poor fittingsl which. were the consumer's 

choioe and responsibility up to that timeq on average "nearly one half 

3 
of the light contained in the gas is never seen by the gas consumerII& 

Dundee lost gas worth at least C159000 a year by incomplete combustion. 

The size of the gas-b erp and the pressure of gas at the burnery 

were critical factors. Experimentallý McCrae showedthat with gas 

of about thirty candlepowery the standard burners, Numbers 19 2 and 

only oonverted up to two thirds of the available illuminating 

power, whilst a oorrect b=er 0ould provide more light even if the 

1. R. Wilson, Common Sense for Gas 'Users, beIM A Catechism -of Gas 
tighting for Householders, Millowners and other Large Consumersq Gas 
Fitters, Architects, Bngkeers &q. (1877)t P- 14- 
Because higher quality gasrequired greater skill in designing fittings9 
Wilson concluded that in England, "at the same pricel 16 candle gas 
is preferable to 20 candle gas ... -with 

the present state of knowledge 
found amongst gas fitters". 

24. G. R. Hislop, (Paisley)* J. G. L,, g 26/7/1887@ 

3e B. U. MoCrae, public lecture. "The Economic Use of Coal Gas for 
tighting Purposes'll-J. G. t. 9 l/2/-l876, 'p. _l64* 
Dundee prarided a-rich gas of. 26 to 28 candlepowert but, many gas 
managers were seriously considering a reduction to 20 candlepower, 
using cheaper coals. 
Dundee mains pressure was 

14/10 
ths, inch* 

0 
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prioe of coal caused the main supply to be reduced to twenty candle- 

power. 
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One additional complication in explaining t1candlepower" to consumers 

was the fact that standard Icandlepower' defined by the government 

involved a test in which five cubic feet of gas was burned per hourp 

which was far in excess of the oonsumption in consumers' burners. 

All figures had to be extrapolated to that standard rateg at which 

the candlepower of the mainz gas supply was stated. At normal one 

inch pressurej or 2,2 cabic feet per hour consumption, for example, 

a Bray's No. 1 Union Burner produced four candlepowerp and a No, 6 

produced twelve candlepower. At the standard rate of five cubic 

feet per hour they were assumed to give nine candlepower and twenty' 

six candlepower respectivelyl and their efficiency could then be 

judged against the mains candlepowerg of twenty nine by statutory 

tests at D=deee 

1 
MoCrae advised consumers to use a regulator on their ser7ioe 

pipes to give a constant pressurep and to use large burners correctly 

1. If gas pressure was too low at the burnerp light decreased be- 
cause the carbon particles were nof heateA. to full in: candesceinoe; 
excessive pressure forced the carbon particles too rapidly away from 
the heatj with the same result. BY 1872 a 'Regulator' was estimated 
t6 save consumers 15 to 20% on consumption. - 

The regulator was a 
miniature 'governor$, not widely used by ordinary consumers or public 
lights until the 18703- One of the earliest "gas regulators" was 
developed in 1838 by James Milne of Edinburgh, for large factories 
ý ere great problems were caused by the increase in gas pressure of 

10 inch per 10 feet vertical rise* 
Minutes of Proceedings of Institutions of Civil Engineers, Vol. 1, 
19/5/1840.1840 British Association Handbookj Part IIp Po 213* 
The Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal, November. 18401 Pe 386o 
B, M, MoCrae, J. G. L., 1T2T1876, p. KinRls Treatise (1882 

j 
OP- Cit-P Vol- IIIv PP- 44-55* MumenlptGas and All About It (1872)9 

p. 11. c. f. Armstrong*gives 1880-as the date of early-oonsumers, 
governors, but in Glasgowi "economizers" and "regulators" of varying 
efficiency were on sale by the mid 1860sp and-consumers could have them 
tested by officers of Glasgow Corporation' -W. Johnston, - "Gas 
Lighting", Proc. Glasgow Architect. Soo. 

1865-77P. Vol-'VI- - 
o. f. E. 

-Armstrongp 
"Important Dates 1Z the Development. of Gas 

Lighting", J& Terranoeq Ed*, Notebook for Gas Emedneers (1948). 

OP- 011-9 P- 47* Vide supra PP- 909 340 
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1 
adjusted for that pressure* The eight most oo=only used burners 

in Dundee in 1876 consumed 3.6 cubic f eet per hourl and produced an 

average 13.2 candlepower. At five cubio feet per hour they would 

have produoed seventeen candlepower, a total wastage of twelve candle- 

power compared to the mains supply of twenty nine candlepower. 

is demand for gas increased, distribution problems became a 

recurrent source of annoyance to consumers deprived of adequate sup- 

plies, 
2 

and demanded capital expenditure on longer mains pipes by 

the Companies* In 1863 inadequate supplies produced complaints by 

several Galashiels consumers 93 including Sanderson and Murray's 

skinvorks 9 and A4, Mrrsyls joinery shop. The workshops of A. 

Herbertson and Son used up to forty lights from a half inch diameter 

main when a two inch pipe was required. ' The company agreed to fin- 

anoe the alterationg as well as replacing a one and a half inch'pipe 

by one of two and a half inches from Ladhope Hill to the Breweryp 

followed by a two inch instead of a one'and a quarter inch pipe to 

Sanderson's skinworkse During 1877-8 manufacturers in Galashie, 84 

consumed, forty per cent of all, gas producedt and their complaints 

of poor supply led to an extensive programme of mains enlargement. 

Again in 1880 the company spent L200 on a larger'main, to Messrs, 

5 Dicksons Mill and the King Street area, following oomplaints over 

the supp3ýv. I 

1" In 18959 Terrance reiterated that'complaints"of "bad gas" were 
still caused maiýiy'by, poor fittings and, inadequate'oonoern. over gas 
pressureq but believed the problem was le in England than'in Soot- 
land* Rich Scottish gas was supplied at 

9710 
the-inch pressure or 

more ( to reduce smokingg whilst English 16. oandle'gas oould'be supplied 
at 3)10 ths. inch. High pressure combined with .1 small gas-burners 
greatly increased the overall loss by incomplete combustion. 
D. Terrance (Middlesbrough), "Modern-Gas tighting"j'Proceedings of 
Cleveland Institute of Engineers 18959'ppe 290y 298* 
2. Vide infra- PP-'956,1151 
39 S. R. 0, j Galashiels Minute Book, op. cit 3/11AIB63- 
4- Ibid., 26/6/1678- 
5- 12id. 9 4/5/1880- 
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At Annan, 
1 the Port Street area in 1874 was supplied by six inch 

diameter mains laid in 1856 though consumption had risen from one to 

four million cubic feet, The factories of Messrs. Pool and Nichol. 

song and Foster & Story were expazidingg yet Welldale, mill was "not 

half supplied" with gasq and nearby consumers "had no light whatever" 

while it was Working* New eight inch pipes had to be laid. Similar 

problems arose in many towns by the 1870s- CUpar 2 
gas compww in 

1872 also found "a oonsiderable number of the Ser7iee pipes" badly 

corroded and began a comprehensive scheme of replacement. 

In the 1880s, as electricity encroached upon gaslightp gas under- 

takings provided increased consumer advice, and even free gas-burners. 
3 

Paisley4 gasworks first issued free burners in 1883P individually 

chosen to match the pressure at the oonsumer's house, and these saved 

about ninepenoe per 1000 cubic feet on gas sold at three shillings 

and ninepence, The Paisley mans er advised other gasworks to test 

the pressure at every lamp pillar, and then deduct 2-5 tenths of an 

inch for friction in the gasmaterg and 1-5 tenths for serv-ioe pipe 

frictiong before advising nearby consumers on the burners to use, 

This was a great change of attitude compared to the apparent in- 

differenee of gas managers towards cons=er,. problem_s up to the 16703. 

Even the relationship of main pressure to oombustion. was examined 

le Annan Mnute Books op; cit . 20/2/1874* 

2. S. R. O. 9 Capar Minute Book, op. cit 1 15/3/1872, 
cof* Invereowrie and the west end of Dundee, grew very rapidly-in 
the early 1880s but had a defective Supply until 14 inch dia. mains 
were laid in 1884. Bridge of Weir grew so rapidly in the 1880s as a 
residential centre, for co=ters to Glasgow, Paisley and Greenock, 
that gas supply was quite inadequate, in 1889-91. J. G. L*9,14/10/18841 
17/n/1891* 

3, e. g. Coatbridge and LUIngaviep J. G. t. -9 14/8/1888,18/6/1889., 
4- G. R. Hislop, (Paisley)p "Gratuitous-'Supply-6f Burners by Gas 
Companies"I N. B. A. G. M, j l887; 

'J. 
G, t, v 26/7/1887*- 
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in detail. 

Table 6.50 Ming Pressure suitable for Various Candlepowers 
of Gas Supply - 

Tenths Inch 
Pressure 

4 
5 
6 

Cancllepower 

20 to 22 

23 to 25 

26 to 27 

Tenths Inch 
Pressure 

7 
8 

Candlepower 

Souroet- J. G. t. 9 26/7/1887* 

28 to 29 

30 to 31 

Regenerative gas-lamps produced an important increase of candle- 

power during the 1880s, In 1886 J. Horton 
1 

opened a Glasgow factory 

producing 1000 regenerative lamps a weeko which we . re being increasing- 

,, 2, - ly used in "shops and other places of public resort". New gas- 

burners evolved so rapidly in the 1880s that members'of'the Scottish 
3 Society of Antiquaries urged the need for a'national 'collection of 

old bu=ers, Like the Siemens regenerative fu=aoe and J. B. Neilsoh's 

Hot Blastp regenerative lamps used a pre-heated supply of air to the 

burnere Argand lamps with a double-glass cylinder to utilize waste 

heat were tried by 17. R, Bower4 in 1854, but problems with glass break- 

age were not solved until the regenerative lamp of F, Siemens in 1879, 

An important stimulus. -, for the improvement of consumer service 

was the growing intensity of competition from paraffin-pil lamps 

5 
during the 1880s. In 1880 Kennoway gas company in Fife reduced the 

price from tan shillings to nine shillings and-twopence because of 

le J. G. t. 9 10/8/1886.. 

2o J. GotOp 20/12/1687* 

3o Gas Worldq 14/l/1888o 

Gas World, 25/6/ý892o, Do Macfie (Edinburgh)v "Regenerative Gas 
Lampallp Gas Worldq. 28/1/18919 
5o J. G. L. j'11/5A880-'c-fo Publio la#s at Culrossp Clackmarman- 
shireq used paraffint'JoG. Lop 16/12/1879o 
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the loss of cons=ers to paraffin* At Co=iep where gas had been 

reduced from eleven shillings and eightpence to ten shillings in 1877P 

the severe winter of 1880-1 "prevented the supply of gas for several 

weeks" 
1 

which compelled consumers to purchase paraffin lamps, That 

weather caused a series of minor explosions in Edinburgh where, like 

Glasgow, 2 the low pressure caused by ice in pipes forced many oon- 

sumers to use candles and oil lamps. Btidge of Weir 3 found that many 

consumers changed to paraffin during 1881, as did Old Kilpatrick4, 

where gas cost eight shillings and fourpencee 
I 

Paraffin enjoyed another boom5 in 1887P when the competition 

forced Coupar Angus 
6 

to reduce gas from six shillings and fivepenee 

halfpenny to six shillings and a halfpennyq though in Dal the loss 

of cons=ars obliged the oompany to raise gas from four shillings and 

sevenpence to five shillings to meet overheads. ý Johnstone, Police in 

1887 reported the loss of 100 oons=ers, and a'decrqase of 86,000 

cubic feet in consumption by mam, acturers, because of paraffin which 

was also "making considerable headway in Glasgowl and over the sur- 

18 rounding districts to which Glasgow Corporation gas is distributed'. 

By 1891 oil rivalry appeared'greatest in small towns distant from the 

9''-*'-I 
coalfieldsp and Robertson saw the principal cause in the fact that 

1. Comrie was a small company (E1700 stock)9. J. G. t*q 918118810 
2, J. GA, j 25/1/*1881,1/2/1882* 

3- J-G-t-P 19/4/1881* 

4- J-0.1-es 8/3/18819' 
5- North Berwick changed to paiaffin harbour lamps in 1886, 
J. G. t, j 12/10/1886* 
6. J. G. t. 9 12/7/1887* 

7. J. G. t. p 26/7/1687*- 
8, J. G. top 20A2/1887- 

9. D. Robertson presidential address to N, B. A. G. M., Gas World, 
25/7/1691* 
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"a consumer can buy a bottle of oil for one ana a half or two pencep 

but a quarterts gas acoount would appear ruinous to him", 

Street lighting was a frequent source of public disputes. 1 Ayr 

coopany 
2 in 1847 agreed to supply gas at five shillings in return for 

the right to open trenches in public streetsp ana that low price per- 

sisted until 1860, after which the discount was thirty per cent, re- 

duced to five per cent only from 1878- 
, Glasgow residents in 1877 

3 believed every gaslight to be "better then two policemen"t and criti- 

cized the Corporation over inadequate lighting compared to Leeds which 

required 340 policemen whereas Glasgow had 1000 policemen* 
I 

Table 6-51 Glasgow Public tight ig Compared to Manchester and 
Leeds (1877) 

Town Population Public tamps Cost per tamp 
Number cost S40 d. 

Glasgow 550POOO 89010 8,6oo 21 6 

Manchester 2009000 109762 18,823 35 0 
teeds 2919000 6, ooo 129000 40 0 

Souree: - J. G. t. j 2/l/18771 P- 79 

Millport gas company on Ombrae, under the chairmanship of tord 

Glasgow the Chief Magistratel experienced particularly heavy losses 

upon public lighting, Up to 1882 a charge of twelve shillings per 

year was made for each lamp, with a No- 3 burnerp but the loss on each 

was about six shillings equal to L600 since the burgh was formed* 

From 1882 meters were introduced and a five per cent discount agreed 

upon, but the Polioe refused to pay more than sixty pounds of the first 

le E. g. Aberdeen viae supra p. 1124 
Vide infra PP. 1785 et seq. 
2,, 

-J. 
G. *L 1 20/8/1878- 

39 BY 1683 the estimate was raised to*be "equal to half-a-dozen 
policemen". J. G. t., 2/l/1877; 16/1/18839 
4- 1--G-L-9 111911883* 
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bill for seventy nine poundst and similar events were probably quite 

common elsewhere* Cuparý 1 in Fife, lost large quantities of gas be- 

cause the Police employed only one lamplighter, who consequently had 

to begin the lighting round during daYlight- 

The Vale of teven company 
2 

raised gas from five shillings to five 

shillings and fivepence for all consumers in 18799 to cover the'cost 

of providing publio lights in Alexandria, Bonhill and Jameson. - By 

1884 the "free" gas which they supplied3 to public lights equalled 

C400 per year* '. Tree" gas to public lamPsj which raised the cost to 

all consumers as at Ifid and East Calder where the company charged 

eight shillings ana fourpence in 1879, negates anyýcomparison made 

between various towns in the late nineteenth century based only upon 

the retail price of gas. -Elsewherej public lighting was a heavy 

muniCipal expense* Although Edinburgh still I extinguished5 most 

street lamps during the period of full moon: even in the 1870s the 

city budget for lightingg 
6 

about half of. 'which: was, the cost of gas, 

rose from E119586 in 1875 to E12969o by 1879- "Dundee police7i in 

1879 paid E5000 a year for gas, and even-Arbroath 
8 

-paid E415 for 446 

lamps at eighteen shillings-and sevenpence halfpennv each. - -Gas com- 

panies9 favoured publio lamps lit all night or -twelve hours a day, 

4380 hours per yearl but when the. hours were reduced or ceased during 

moonlight the total decreased to 2200 hours per year and by causing 

1.9 Town population 5000- -,: J. G. L. 30/9/1884o 

29 J. G. t , 21/10/1879*-^ 

3* J. G. tej 3/6/1884*, 
4- J-G-t 9 12/8/18794o 
5- J. G. t P 10/9/1878* 
6. -T. r,. tog 19/8/1879o 
7* 

-J. 
G. L 22/7/1879* 

8* J. G. t. *; 16/9/1879o 
90 King's Treatise, (1879), op. cit t Vol* 119 pe 275o 
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a variation in demand this produced considerable inconvenience for 

the manufacturere 

1 
Around 1660t the public lights in most Scottish towns still had 

a single jet, with a four inch flamep producing less than six candle- 

power from one cubic foot gas per hour, The situation remained vir- 

tually unchanged until the threat from electricity. 
2 Glasgow in 

1877 had 7916 street lamps with jets, "rat-tail burners7q using 

4194289000 cubio feet annually. 

Table 6.52 Glasgow Public tighting with"Jett Burners in 1877 

5155 at 1 ca. ft. hour, 2468 at 2 cu. ft., 285 at 3 cu. ft., 8 at 4 cu-ft. 

Source; - Bell-and Patong Glasgow - Its'Irunicipal Organization 
(1896), op. cit p P- 158* 

The larger burners were. entirely confined to the city centreo, 

Earlierp in 1868,, only fifteen per cent of public lights were used 

at all in summerl and most of the burners used only one cubic foot per 

hour, When the electric light was, exhibited at Glasgow railway 

station in 1879P the Corporation replaced many burnersusing three 

cubic feet per. hourp by batswings using ten cubic feetq along the 

main streets, BY 1685 many lamps along Argyle Street were altered 
from a single burner using three cubic feetp to a cluster of three 

burners each using twenty cubio feetv a total of ninety cubio feet 

per hour. 

Unsuccessful experimentsý were a. Iso'made. during 1879 with Sugg's 

J. G. t. 10/11/1857-*' 10 1 c. f. Glasgow in 1837 had 47 street lights 
with 3-Jets, and 2050 with only one jet- J., Clelandp Rise and Pro- 
gress Of Glasgow 1841-1862 (1862), 

9 P- 53- 
2* In 1881 street lights in Kirkealdy'only consumed on average 2-, ý- 
ca-ft. per hour, and in Edinburgh, 1-47- cu. ft. Glasgow public lights 
were vastly improved after 1879 b R. Hamiltony the new Inspector of highting, J. G. t., 20/8/1881p 2471lX885* 

"Public. ýLighting'Statisties'of-GlasgowI J. G. t 9 24/11/18851 P-98o 
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Argancl burners each using thirty cabio feet per hourp Bray's lanterns 

in- which groups of flat-flame burners used fifty cubic feet per hourt 

and Siemens Regenerative lamps using forty cubio feet and eighteen 

cubic feet per hour. Other towns made similar trials, 
-and a vast, 

improvement was made in street lighting as a result of the electricity 

threat. 

Table 6-53 Glasgow - Public-Lighting with 
in 1896, 

4 using 1 cu. ft. hourp 8973 at 2 cu-ft- p 3827 at 3 cuf t. 9 237 at 5 
cu. ft, q 260 at 6 cu. ft. j several at 6 to 20 cu. ft*j 1 at 20 cuoft* 

Source: - Bell and Paton, Glaspw -- It's Municipal Organization 
(1896), op. cit , 1,1 1, 

The Sugg, 1 
Bray 2 

and other very I large open-flame burners proved 

too expensive and were discontinued in Glasgowq but other towns also 

tried the same remedy to combat, el, e'etricitv, 
3 Dundee4 in 1879 in- 

stalled some sixty candlepowe'r Sugg Argandsl' whils-t Hawick5 tried 

eighty candlepower Brays burnersand fifty candlepower I Argands in the 
'6' town centre, During 1880-Aberdeen', 'lexperimented witheighty and 

120 candlepower Brays burners and'teith7 with a 220 candlepower 

SuggIs tondon Argand using thirty five cubic feet. gasy worth twopenceq 
8 

per hour* Edinburgh, installed some burners consuming fourteen cubic 
9 feet per hour in 1881t'and in 1882 Dalkeith replaced the oldq low 

1. Obituary of William, Sugg (1832-1907)9 Transactions of the In. 
stitute of Gas Endneers 1907P-PP- 407-! -10o 
2* Obituary ofGeorge'Bray (1841-1905)-'-of teedsp Transaotions'of 
the Institute of Gas Engineers 1905P P- 355-- 
3- Kinmfs, Treatise'(1882)pý op., cit I Voj. 

', 
jjjj P. 161. ' 

4- ZT. G. t., '11/2/1879,24/4/1879*' 

54 -T. G. t 9 22/4/1,8794ý 
6* 

9 6/i/i88O# 
7& J. G. t., 2/3/1880* 
8* J. GA_* 9 13/12/1881* 
90 JOGA 9 29/8/1882* 
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cancUePower cockspur burners with Yilne Is Composite Buzmers and Union 

Jets in the'publio lamps., 

Electric public-lighting nevertheless commenced in Glasgow 1 in 

1890. Two developmentsq howeverp saved gas street-lighting from a 

debacle : incandescent mantles and the labour-saving device of auto- 

matic lighting. 2 Glasgow3 in 1893 was perhaps the first European 

city to use Welsbach mantles for public liýhtingq and had 164 in use 

by 1896. rzny Scottish towns followed this example. Selkirk4 police 

installed two incandescent lamps at the Scott monument in 1896, Gala- 
5 

shiels company placed three equal to 600 candlepower in the Market 
6 

Square in 1899, and-Olpar 4 first installed four in 1900, 

7 Automatic lighting by Dobereiner's princiPlei using platinump 

1*, In 1895-6 C2850 was spent on electric public lighting; with 112 
lamps around Sauchiehall " and Argyle "streets by- 1896. Jo Cannisonp Ed* f 
Third Statistical Account - Glasgow (; 9ý8), 

. pp. oit s P. 145. 

2* D. Robertson (Dunoon) Presidential address N. B. A. G. 11,1904P p, 20. 
3- Bell and Paton state'that'16 were'used in'the autumn of 1893, 
yet Gaster and Dow claim welsbach maýitles 

, 
were first used 

, 
in street 

lights in Paris in 1894, soon followed by Ipswich, Winchester, Hamburgj 
U-itsbaden and Budapest; in 1896 tiverpoolp Swansea and Dublin; followed 
later by London and"Birmingham. I. ' Gaster and'J. S. ' Dowl Modern 
TIluminants and Illuminating Engineering (1915)P. P- 17- J* Bell and 
J. Paton, Glaspow Its Municipal Op, ýnization and Administration 
(18969 Glasgow), 158. "Incandescent Street Lamps in Glasgow", 
Gas World, 10/il 1894- 

4- S. R. O. 9 Selkirk 11inute Bookq op. cit j 19/11/18964o 

5- S. R. O. p Galashiel I s'lTinute'Bookv op. ' cit 9-7/11/1899* 
6; S. R. O., Capar Minute Bookq op. 

_-c'it*'q 
11/10/1900. 

7- W. Weekes (Sandwich)q, ', 'Automatic tighting"'p' 11,16chanics1bgazine 
1839 (Vol- 31)t, p- 74*', '. 
J. Beek (tambeth)9' "We of,, Lighting Gas hamps-by Electricity", 
Mechanics Magazine 1838-9 (Vol, '30), P- 407- 
Strode's self lighting burners of 1849 used 'Dobereiner's tigýtl 

- coal, gas on spongy, platinum produced heat for ignitionp vide Pract- 
ical Mechanics Journal 1849-50, P. 97*- Electric batteries and'plati- 
num wire 

- 
were used-in 1859 to ignite gaslights in Edinburgh University, 

vide J. G. t., 10/5/1859,, ý 
Original, research-by, Johann Wolfgang Dobereiner '(1780-1849) vide 
G. Lockman, The Story of Chemistry (1960), p9,212, --, -- 
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was first proposed in 1826, but in 1873 electric ignition was still 
1 

on an experimental basis at several Scottish gasworks. Success 

meant a great savingl both in lamplighters I wages, and in the gas 

which was wasted by the. time taken to light and extinguish lampso A 

reduction in the breakage of gas-mantles and glass chimneys and burners 

also became an important factor. Nairn in 1888 had one of the earli- 

est Scottish systems using a 'pressure wave$ along, the mains to actu- 

ate ele atrio ignition., 

By the 1900sq two'main systems were-availablep the clockwork 
2 

'Unit System$ which allowed a time to be set on each, individual lamp 

for ignition and opening or, closing the gas,, valve, and the 'Collective 

System, 
3 

whereby a change of pressure on the gas mains caused all 
I 

lamps to be lit at once, The unit system was best suited to hilly 

towns, or leaky gas mainst and did not interfere with 'district 

governors'. 
4 -Ilairn5 used this' --system., after' finding It-h-e 

ot IhI er unre. 

liablep as did Glasgow-, from fear of chaos which could result from a 

pressure wave, Therep gas mantles lasted sixty. seven days, instead 

of forty five with. hand lightingo and a lamplighter could clean 240 

lamps instead of, inanua, 31 lighting and cleaning. 120. abour costs 

were halved. ,- 

19 

Py Ihlam at Dumfries, Foulis at Glasgowl and Smith at. Ayr. 
2* The Unit systemýinoluded 'Gunfire'$' 'HorstmanIg''Simplext, and 
'Automation' designs* 
3e The Collective System included IA& & M, II Bamag I and 'Rostin, 
actuatorsp t. 'Gaster and J. S. *Dowg Modern- Illuminants, and Ill=in-. 
ating Engineering 1915P P- 64--ý 

4. Vida s' P. 34q 
5. G. KeillorgAlAutomatiostreet 

_. 
ýighting, ana, Extinguishing" 

N, B. A. G, M, 1912,. 
6. In 1907 Glasgow-spent C480'on, 'H , orstmant controllers fOr'240',, 
lights as an experiment. 'Aamplighters-were being paid C68'a yearlo handle 118 lampso, and-started work an hour before dark, thus wasting 
gaso Glasgow, City-, Archives, Glasgow Reýorts, 1907-89-P- 706. 
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Broughty Perry public lighting in 1912 used three pressure 

waves of 
45/10 inch for two minutes compared to normal mains pressure 

of 
30/10 inch* The first wave lit all lamps, -the second extinguished 

the evening lamps, and the third wave extinguished all-night lamps. 

For a total cost of E1775P the system gave a saving of C110 per yearo 

Mny small gasworks like Kelty''and Cowdenbeath also'uied the pressure 

wave system, with a normal exhauster'to boost pressure. It was demon- 

strated at Glasgow gas exhibition in 1906, and several companies like 

Stonehaven took advantage -Of the benefits, -- -', ' _" ý"I 

The tota cost of street lighting made milnioipa 11 
authorities one 

of the largest consumers. and increased their interest in municipal 

- 2-- 
control of gasworkso 

Table 6.54 Expansion of Public Lighting in GlasRoi 1868-94 

'2 VU LIt: rUD13.0 LaMPS Lo=on ziza3. rs Private Streets Total 
Number Gas,,. -, Lamps -, Gas Number Gas Cost (mini 

' 
on Number (Millions) Lamps (MillionO C 

1868 159335 24965 

1884 *129766 96-4 27#279 72.6 

1896 1 139676 129-5 39,029 t ý102.2 . __ - #204 25#3 14_I 309456 

NI. B lOj657 public lamps by 1870- Public and Private street lamps. 

, 
Sources: - J. G. t S' 24/n/1885i pe, 928, Vide "infra'pp. 340; 1263 

Third Statistical Account Glasgow'(1958)' 
P# 557. 

le At Broughty Ferr , yj''650 publio-lamps were fitted with Brayto 
horizontal inverted. ý incandescent. burners, using *, to 4'. 'Cu*fto-per, 
hourp and Ike & M, '. aotuators*-, An electric boosting_pump: -, was supplied, by Messrs, Bryan Donkin & Co. 
2i Glasgow Police Act (1866) made the'police'responsible""for light- 
ing common stairs. and private as well as public-streetsp -though -in Edinburgh common stairs. were'lit-privatelyýup"to 1891g-'and had only 7982 stair-j6ts in 1898 (replaced by incandescent burners in 1909), 
. T. Gotel, 24/11/ý885p, p' 928* 
St. 'ýCA! thbertls Mont9y Jounialq April, 1959'-,, (Edinburgh Rafe Lib. ) 
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Electric lighting appeared to seriously threaten. gas in 1846, 

and thereafter provided a convenient, excuse for high dividends in 

some gas companies because of the "risk" of ý obsolescence. J. B. hind- 

say (1799-1862) demonstrated electric lighting on a small scale in 

Dundee in 1835, filament lamps were 'developed in 1841 by do Moleyns 

and in 1845 by King, and T. Wright, of tondon. When Green and Strait 2 

installed electrio light in 1846 -at Ahe National, Gallery p -Hungerford 

Bridee and Duke of York Is 
, 
oolumn 

_ 
in tondon, shares in the London gas 

3 companies slumped* Thereafter, howeverl, electricity was used only 

on a small scale,, with a magneto current for lighting in France in 

1857, and Faraday's electrio light at Dungeness lighthouse in 1857- 

A Stock Exchange4 panic amongstgas shareholders-in 1878, heralded 

the return of the speotrej and althoughthe Journal of Gas Light 

believed "the stranglebolds of gas-companies are shops and houses" as 

electricity was only'suitable for large buildingsp within a year far 

less objectionable electric glow-lamps had, beendevised-by Swan in 

England and Edison in the United States, -- During 1878 G. Iowden 

(1825-1910 sold the first reliable dynamoes in DundeejýEdinburgh and 
6 Glasgow, and the following year's, proposed, Greenlaw Gaslight Company 

le, A. H. Miller, James-Bowman'tindsay and'other Pioneers of Invention 
(1925t Dundee)j- ppe 21j 91* Be, Lenmanand, K* Donaldson, "The Scottish 
Linen Area 1850-192111f -Business History Vol* XIIIP 0 cit-9 
pe l6e 

2* G* Dodd, The Curiosities of Industa and Applied Sciences 1857, 
Chapter 6. he Gaster and J. S. Dowq Modern niuminants and Illumin- 
ating Engine erirjgcý, - 

(1915) P- Pp-, 15 P 75- ý- ýIII, I'll 
11 

1i 
3-, Liverpool gas companyýtook trouble to evaluate'eleotricity in, 
18489 but did not'takethe COMpetition seriously until 1878t and found 
it severe in the-1890so-S. A. Harris The'Development of Gas Supply 
of North Merseyside (19569'Liverpoolýq, op. cit I pp. 

ý61v 
83-5v 999, 

4- Commercial History smdý4-Review of 1878 '(Supplement to The Econo- 
mist), Vol- 37P 8/3/18789 -P- -38. ,ý-. ', -I-, . ', ' ;. - ý, -ýý -III. 
5- T. G. t 9 3/9/18789 Ps 341* 
6. J. G. t., 4/2/1879o 
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was abonaoned because of the electricity threat and the collapse of 

the City of Glasgow Bank* Montrose 
1 town council in 1881, like 

several othersp 
2 

revoked a decision to purchase the local gasworks, 

out of apprehension over electricity* Several private electrical 

installations were made in SoOtland3 in 18789 and despite a number of 

failures4 during the 1880s) electricity was well established5 by the 

1890s and municipal generating stations 
6 

were under construction. 

Electricity was first produced on a siall. scalep and the gas 

industry had about ten years in which to develop new markets. Fever- 

ish activity occurred in the early 1880sq but although showroomsp hire- 

purchase facilitiesp and discounts on gas, used for heating could be 

introduced without excessive difficultyp sur7ival based upon the in- 

creased use of gas cookers and gas engines was onlypossible'because 

1"J. G. t,. # 27/12/18814o 

2. E. Ro Helensburgh council in 1880 when Prov6st Stuart proposed 
acquisition. Do Macleodp A NonaRenarian's Reminiscences of Garloch- 
side and Helensburah (N. D, )p P- 179- (Helensburgh Ref, Libo)* 

3- E. R. December 18781 Rapieff electric light at Waveiley-Market, 
Edinburgh; electric lighting at Criterion Restaurantj Glasgowý and 
at a large Greenock sugar refinery. November 1878 Helensburgh ooun. 
oil baulked at the purchase of the local 

, 
gasworksp from fear of the 

consequences of electric lighting. J. G. L., 5/10878t 10/12/18781 
17/12/1878o 

4o And successesq 1883, Theatre Royal, Edinburghl lit, by the 
Electric Carbon Storage an4 Apparatus Manufacturing Company of Scot- 
land; 1883 Xessrs. 'Pullar of Perth used eleciricity at a new factory; 
1884 Caledonian Railway Co. used electric light at Grangemouth Do6ks, 
and Central Station in Glasgow. , J. G. t'g 29/V18839 18/i2/18831 
1/l/1884- Vide infra p. 1792'ý 
5- Journal 6f the Iron and Steel Institute 1902p Vol* Up' pp. 226-63, 
applications of electricity; J. P. Rowang "Applications of, Eleotricity 
to Mining OperationsIlp a historical survey, Mining Institute'of Scot- 
land 1886-7p Vol. Oj, pp. 273-307* J. E. *Shawj Ayrshire 1745-19502 A 
Social and Industrial HistojZ (1953), p. 122o-_-, 
6,. Edinburgh corporation supplied electricity7to prin6ipai streets 
in 1895* To Adamsy Edinburgh 1329-1229-(19299 Edinburgh), p0' 1759 - H. A. Mavor, "On Public Lighting, byElectrioity" Proe6edinRs of the 
Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow (1889-90ý,, XXIY P- 142* 
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innovators had already spent many decades of their own time and money 

in improving and developing these. Prepayment meters which opened 

new markets among the poorest classes, were not available until the 

1890sp and the incandescent mantle which enabled gasworks to use much 

cheaper coals, was also not perfected until the 1890s. Both had 

great long term significanoep but neither was available at the most 

critical stage of competition. The extent to which gasworks were 

able to continue expansion in the 1900s despite very rapid develop. 

ment of electricityg may be illustrated indirectly by local taxation 

receipts from these enterprisese 

Table 6-55 Comparison of Growth in Gas and Electri city 
Industries 1890-1 914 

Scotland- (f. thousands) England 
Date Gas Electricity' Gas Electr icitv 

Receipts 
1898-90 - 3867 
1890- 1 44 4227 
1891- 2 44 4297 8 
1892- 3 1151 -0*5 4334 '21 1893- 4 1162 21 - 4511 44, 
1894- 5 1238 25 4751 124 
1695- 6 1227 49 , 4719-' '195 
1896- 7 1273 66 4864 330 
1897- 8 1352 89 

-5091 
427, 

1898- 9 1481 112 5407 600 
1899-1900 1611 155 6036 910 
1900-1 1820 218 6856 1272 
1901-2 1848 284, 6966 1671 
1902-3 1841 337 7169' 1881 
1903-4 1744 384 7386 2266 
1904-5 1713 435 7093 2567 
1905-6 1757 471 7073 ý2854- 1906-7 1833 518 '7150 3095 
1907-8 2o63 568 

ý7649- 
3404 

1908.9- 1907 563 7488 3491 
1909-10 1952 579 7484 3663 
1910-11 1988- 626ý 7805 4023 
1911-12 2072 660 8029 4382 
1912-13 2311 718 8591 4822 
1913-14 2353 779-- 8716 5369', 
Note -IBased upon tocal 

' 
Taxation-Receipts; assumes'e qual, tax charges 

- on both* 

Souroe: - W. Pagel Commerce and Indust7j r (1919) 
p op. cit 

pp. 65-6, p 'See also B. R. Mitchell and P-Dean Abstract 
of British Historical Statistics (1962tCambri-d-g-e-Tipýp-., 414,422 
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Expensive gas and very low daytime pressure in gas mains pre- 

vented the early development of gas cookers or heaters* 2 By 1820 

gas was used in parts of London for keeping meat warm and boiling 

water, for space heating, for heating copper-plates for printing, and 

by-jewellers for soldering* 
3 All-used luminous gas jets, but the 

aerated flamep or "Bunsen-b=er" flame, provided a far greater in- 

tensity of heat and was first. devised in, 1825 precisely thirty years 
4 before Bunsen produced his successfull simplified design of 1855. 

1. Annan first provided daytime pressure in the mains in le66p 
following a petition by 66 oonsumersq but in 1884 Sto Andrews allowed 
only 1 inch pressure by day compared to 1,8 inches at night; Port 
Glasgow did not raise day pressure from 0,9 to 1-4 inches until 18869 
and Stranraer still refused reasonable daytime pressure in 18989 
S. R. 0 Annan Minute Bookt o-p. cit p 2515118661,311511866*, 
J. G. t:: 22/6/1886,28/9/1684o 

2* Yaiben of Perth in 1813 designed one of the first gas fires - (vide supra p. 74 ). So Clegg's account of gas 'cookingg at a private 
gasworEs-near Liverpool in 1824 has been accepted as the earliest 
gas used for cooking, but the, full quotation, belies, this 

- 
andp because 

the information on Lkirdoch is incorrectj throws doubt on Clegg's 
memorys- "In 1792 1hirdoch frequently cooked chops, and steaks over gas 
jets, and, in 1824P I perfectly.. well remember men at Aetna Iron Workg, 
near Liverpoolt making a gas., cooking apparatusq which consisted of a 
gun barrel turned backwards and forward and pierced with small holes". 
"Gun barrel" in this context could simply mean "gas pipe%' 
Vida 
So Cleggg "Gas Cooking Stoves", J. G. t., 10/4/18519' p. 68. S. A. Harris, 
Gas Supply of North ITerseyside'(1-9-516-9 Live' ool)i Po-73-- 
Do Chandlerg Rise of the Gas Induata (19491, P- 76. 
3o P. Ace=, Description of the Process 
(1819) 2nd. Edno, PP--14-17. Ackermang a London publisher, used gas 
for heating engraving platesp. and Mr* Hicks, of The Times in'1818, used 
it to boil water for tea makingo 'Vida So Everardy Gasq Liý, ht and 
Coke Company (1949)t OPo , cit t PP. 137P, 142o 
4* Aerated burners were used in chemical laboratories long before 
the 'Bunsen' burnero Vida To Grahamp Elements of Chemistryt Includ- 
ing the Applications of Science in thii7A-rts (1842), Po 425; EoA, 
Parnell, Applied Chemist (1844)t 0% cit P, Vol- It PPo 115-7 (diago)o 
This fact has been overlooked by, many historians of. gas cookersl who 
claim Bunsen's innovation produced radical improvements in gas cookers., 
Robert Wilhelm Bunsen (1811-1899)--worked at Heidelberg in the same 
laboratory which his pupil Carl von Welsbach. later used,, Vide Gas 
Journal Centenary 1845 -1949 (1949) 9 P- 17o ý, J,, Terrance Edo 0 Notebook 
for Gas Engineers (1948)t oPo cit , ppo 21,57o. Go todcman, The Story 
of Chemistry (1960)t p- 175o E9 Thorpep History of Chemistry (1924), 
Part 119 Po 15o 
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The idea apparently occurred independently to two researchers- in 

18259 both of whom were inspired by the use of wire gauze on Sir 

Humphrey Davy's safety lamp which prevented ignition of gas passing 

from one side to the other* - j. Deuchter 
1 in Edinburgh used coal gas 

supplied under pressure from a portable vessell and'fitted-gauze two 

inches above the gas nozzle. It was ignited above the gauze and pro- 

duced an intense heatj which Deuchter hoped to develop as a blow-pipe 

for industrial processes. Also during 1825P James Sharp, the gas 
2 

manager at Southampton introduced "The Gauze Burner" on the same 

principle but using a normal gas supply. No patent-was obtained, 

and a very similar design was described by IJ. R. I in 
-the 

Mechanics 
34 

Majazine of 1831- Sharp became the leading, English exponent of 

gas cookingg and c=paigned throughout the 1830s to eneburage its 

adoption, but, f ound- opposition among domestic cooks whose occupations - 

seemed threatened, and his main success wasýin hotelsp as at teaming- 

tong and Kettering. 5 

1, Deuchter was teoturer on-Che'mistry and Experimental Philosophy 
in Edinburgh, and the portable gas supply was' probably thit developed 
by Do Gordon. J. Deuchter, "Account of Several Experiments performed 
with Compressed Gas Apparatus'll tecture, 19/3/1625-to Wernerian - Natural History Societyp Glasgow Mechanics 11agazine (1825)t Vol- IiI, 
P. 338* 

2* J. Sharpt Observations'on the Practical Advantages attendina the 
Use of Coal Gas, with a Short Essay on Cooking by Gas (1850P South- 
ampton)l pp. 169 18s D. Chandlerl Rise of the Gas'Industry (1949)t 
OP- eit 9 P, 76, KingIs Treatige o 0-citel, vol# 1119 pp* 216-7. 
W. T, Bugg, The Domestic Uses of ý6al Gas 1884 9 62- Cit j. p* 112;, 
see also PP- 109-34- 
3- IJ. R. I, Mechanics Magazine 1831, Vol- 15P P--344- 
4- In 1837 Sharp toured southern Englana, -but was soon frustrated 
by "the obstacles which habitp, ignorance and prejudice" placed before 
gas cooking, From 1640 he retired. to work'as a gasworks managert 
though Ifessrs., Sharp & Co. of Northampton'continued to manufacture 
his cookers. John Barlow succeeded him 

, 
in'the south as-the proponent 

of gas cooking, but also had little success* ýVide June 1837 lecture 
to Mechanics Institutep Southamptong, Mechanics-Magazina'1840,, Vol,, 
339 po 27- 
5- J. 'Shdrpl'observations (1850)v OP- oitol fifteen testamonials 
cited. 
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Edinburgh and Derby were the main centres for the development 

of aerated-burner oookers in the-1830s- Sir John RobisoJ of Edin- 

burgh, inspired by the experiments at Derby,, used "'wire cloth" 

manufactured for safety lamps to produce, kitchen- cookers, and gas 

stoves for pharmaceutical classes. '- "A layer of coarse sand or powdered 

limestone" preserved the wire from heat deterioration., and his colleague 

Dr. D. B. Reid used blow pipes and bellows to achieve a heat suitable 

for industrial case-hardening,, and'used'it for steel cutting tools. 

Robisonts device, including the coarse-sandq was manufactured and sold 

in the 1830s by Edinburgh iro=ongejýsq Messrs. Steele BrothersP3 and 
4 

a gas cooking exhibition held in Edinburgh-in 1835, 

Gas spaoe-heaters5 were far I more expensive than coal firess'and 

1, William and Joseph Strutt of Derby strongly advocated the advan- 
tage of gas cooking with aerated burners to the working classes y, using 
a similar wire-gauze arrangement, as that of J, Sharp, Mechanics' 
Magazine 1828p Vol. 99 p. 15- British Association (Newcastle) 18389 
Patt Up P- 159- J. C. Louden, 

-Cottage, 
Farmq- and Villa Architec- 

ture and Furniture (London, 0- 1833)t PP- 726P 7179 1277- 111111let's 
Apparatus" also had an, aerated; burner, ibid. 9 p. 1023- - The'School- 
master and Edinburgh Weekly 11agazineq Vol* III, 9/3/1833P p. 165- 
2. Robison was an investor in the Edinburgh Oil Gas'Co. (vide infra 
p., 419) and originally tried in 1828 to adopt the Derby 

, stoves as a 
new source of revenue for that bankrupt company. A claim made in 
1839, by his associate, ý_that Robison was the inventor "of the advan- tages to be derived from the dilution of'carburetted hydrogen [ioe. 
coal or oil] gas with atmospheric airtl,, is therefore incorrect. 
Sir John Robisong "On the Best Means of Burning Gas for Supplying 
Heat'll Wechanics Magazine 1839, -40t Vol- 329 p. 291* 

- 
Edinburgh Ev6n- 

ing Courant 25/l/1828, 
, 
p. 62. 

3*- Ranges with up-to ,8 gas-burners were used. inýthe city*, " Tubes of 
4-inches diameterl surmounted by. gauzej were suitable for kettles and 
stewpans, or 10 inches diameter for cooking fish--or*beefp or. even heating a bath.,, J. C. Loudent, 

- 
Cottage,, -Farm and, Villa Architecture and Furniture`(Londonjýo* 1833)9 ppo 10239 690P 714; Su)plementq po 1203o 

Louden's article paraphrased-in Mechanics Magazine 
M33)9, 

Yol. 19, 
P. 307o 
4o The Builder lP50. Pp- 418o' 
5o Rickett's stovesy among the best-known, in-the, -mid 1830o-in tondong 
consumed up to 20, -cuofto gas per hour. AEranderts' stove used up'to 15 cu. ft. an'hourp, and -thus, cost 10/6d for'a 14 h6ur, day, - Me-chanics 
Vagazine 1836-7, Volo, 26 ppo 2871 288 der) P` 391 (1 CORO 0 Evaný, 
Combustion of 15 cu-fto gas an hour gave 10 cu '25 pints water,. and 15 -ft carbonic acid gasp producing condensationt-pulmonary complaints and 
ccnsumption, 
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normally required flue pipes which removed the combustion products, 

especially -water vapourp but also caused a loss of heat. When Rickettp 

a well known gas-fire manufacturer in Londonp produced his first 

"diluted gas-stovesllp with aerated burners, in 1838 it was noted that 

"from the great attention that has been paid to the subject of coal- 

gas in Scotland, the Scotch are far before us in a correct knowledge 

of its use and properties; and also in its useful application to 

many of the ordinary concerns. of lifelle Earliert in 1837, the 

Paisley Advertimer described the construction of an aerated "Gas 

Cylinder" which could be fitted into a normal. Carron coal-fire, grate p 

for amateurs to eonvert this intoa, gas-fire at minimal. expense, 

This was the first attempt at'developing a, mass-market for gas heat- 

ing, and the national press soon parodied the idea* 2 

The "Gas Cylinder", was an iron stove pipe, three. to eight inches 

in diameter, and covered at-the top with wire gauzel upon which could 

be placed small balls from slaked lime, ýo'maý. e. "IiL ý bright red colour, 

and give a more cheerful appearancelle-Greater heat could be pro- 

duoedp in a way very similar to the Bunsen "innovation", by placing 

a ten inch chimney above the gauze, whereby the ascending hot air 

draw more fresh air into the base of the Cylinder, and made the flame 

"burn more vividly Esic, fiercely? ], on the same principle, no doubt, 

ap steam-boat funnels or stalk-veýts rehimneys] create a dFaught". 3 

10 Wo Baddeley, "Improvements in Gas Stoves"p Mechanics Mgazine 
18389 Vol. 29,, p. 134* Rir-kett's stove desc. 

-in 
Mechanics, 11agazine 

1839-40P Vol* 32j P, 553- 

2* "Heating Apartments. with Gasllf-Vechanios Magazine 1837-8t-Po 141# 
3- A flexible pipe supplied gas-to the Cylindert-inserted below the 
grate and then bent up through the grate bars. A5 inch diameter 
cylinder was suggested for'a-room 15'ft- square*. A 31 inch cylinder 
consumed about 7 cu--ft- gas per hour# equal, to about seven 4 inch 
flame 'Jet' lighting burners but far less than the-gas used by lumi. 
nous flame, stoves in. Englana* With gas'costing 8/6d, in Paibleyp,, such 
a heater cost -j'to -, --d per hour 

0 
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I five inches diameter cylindert using one cubic foot of gas, could 

also boil a quart of water in. ten minutesp for cooking. - Although 

dearer than a ooal fire, and giving a "slight sulphery smell'19 gas 

was far easier to light and, use and eould provide a morning meal 

fasterg or oook food in su=er, when a coal fire was not required for 

spaoe-heatingo 
1 

1. . 

Dr, Andrew IY_fe2 of Aberdeen, made-some of-the earliest scien- 

tific measurements on the calorifio value of gas, in 1848,, when gas 

heating was still, a rar#ýri but ooncluded that gas, used that ý way was 

wasteful ancl uneoonomic., He challonged. the view that--an'aeratecl 

burner used less gai3p or gave more rapid heating, than a luminous 

flame burner with complete oombustionp or even. that, it, was more rapid 

than a coal fire* 

Table 6-56 Experiments on Calorific Value of : Gas using 
Burners, ýZ Dr. A. Pyfe,, 

_(1848), 
Burner 

-Time 
Duration ý, Water Temperature. Temperature 

to burn afte 'H ting Increase 2 cu* 

ft. (Mnutes) 
_(yea 

CIF) 

Jet 30 140 95 
Fishtail 13 146 101 
Batswing 9 142 . 97 
Argand 10 holes 12 142 97 
Argand 24 holes 

. -9''- 
142 97 

Argand 42 holes 7,144 99 
Robison's Burner 15 151 lo6 

Note, _-j cu. ft. gas, used in all-cases 3 to heat gallon water in 
special heat-retaining boiler,. All burners had luminous 
flames, except Robison. "s aerated burner_(3 
20 inches loný)o g 

Source: - Edinburgh New 'Philosophical Journal'(1848), _ojj2-'oit' 9-p4,214* 
L' In 16399 when most gas-cookers, oost C4, to t7t the advantages of- 
the Paisley system were obviousp and'W. 'Wellerýof Battle'produoed an-- 
other cut-price versionýat U 16/- which he-urged gasworks equipment" 
manufacturers to sponsor since gas. cooking 

, 
would enable,, I, any little 

compact village" to'manufacture, and -sell gas profitably. -' Mechanics 
WaMzine 1839-40, "Vol-, 32p PP-400v 5539'720*' 
2* Vide supraýpp. 279 4169 

, 
460, 

3- He "boiler" holding water. had external insulation 'and'a heat, 
exchange system to use both radiant'heatp-and the-. ho 

-t 
combustion pro- 

ducts from the'gase Andrew Fyfeq "On the Comparative Illuminating 
and Heating Power of Differenb Kinds, of, Coal Gas Burners I and on the 
use of Coal Gas as a Source of Heatllp Edinburgh New Philosophical 
Journal, (1848)1 Vol* =9 PP, 214 et. seq 
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Fyfe Is experiments were more systematio than others which 

followed, 
1 but disagreements over burner efficiency remained unre- 

solved for at least another four decades& thument 2 
stated in 1872 

that atmospherio burners gavo "at least ten times" more heat for the 
3 

same oonsumption as luminous flamesq but in, 1884 R. B. Ihin agreea 

with Fyfe that whilst 'Bunsen' flames gave the intense heat suitable 

for boiling ringsl correctly adjusted lilminous-flame burners gave 

equal quantities of heat, and being more easily, regulatedt were better 

suited to ovens, for operations like roasting. Fyfe Is original re- 

sults, howeverg showed that only the wealthy classes could afford gas 

cookingg as shown in Table 6-57- 

Table 6-57 Cost Benefit Analysis of Gas Cooking by. Dr. A. Pyfe 

(1) Cost of Heating One Gallon of Water - 
Gas 1 ca. ft* 1*9d Coal 1-3 lbs. 0*25d 

Edinburgh prices vi. -, gas 9/-, 'ooal 12/- per ton. 

(2) Speed of Cooking - Open Coal Pire Gas'Burner 
(3 ca. fto per hour) 

gallon water in open pot 5 to 7 15 minutes 
minutes 

Potatoes in j gallon water 30 minutes, 45 minutes 

Source: - Edinburgh New Philosophical, journal (1848)9 
op. cit 9 p, 214- 

Convenience4 and not economy was the only advantage of gas. Fyf 0 

In 1850 a tondon gas engineer - stated that 1 cu. fte gas from 
Newcastle coal gave 850 heat units# compared to 1162 from the same' 
quantity of Scottish cannel gas, "Gas, as a S6uroe of Heat'_', LGAj, 
10/12/1850P P- 335* 
2, Itument, Gas and All About It (1872), oj2. cit. ', p, 26. 
3* R. B. Y-ain,, gas cooker manufacturer-of Glasgowl J. G. t., 18839 P*3389 
49 Dr* Fyfe devised one 

i 
of the first gas-heated alipper. baths. 1'a 

far superior method to the heating of -bath's by burning a small fire 
placed within the bath" which'required a'speoial chimney and often discharged smoke in the room. Six rose-jet burneýg with 16 holes eachp beneath the bath, raised 24 gallons of water by 50 Fj, with 17 cu. ft, 
gn-a costing 2d. c. f. Bath by R. Hicks (1825) in King's Treatise Z1882), 

qp. cit I p. 215o 
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Fie. 6.58 

Ecirty Gas Cooker Desi gn s 

r, "ARPS, 0 I"A% "C'rUptrO, &ý, 

cla. 

PA R Al"U 
s()u- 

H A, m 

i, 12 

1-f 

I Q ý: s Rc: -ge I)y ýumes Sharp of Southampton 
, 

18 51 - one of the 

m6st pop ut or ear Iy de s ii gn s. 
Source -d Shorp Observations on the Practical Advantages 

Atte :,, c, 'ir, g thýý uso of Coa t Goas (18 51 Southo mpt o n) 2n d Edn. Preface 

Aeruted burner used for 
cook i ng in 1B31 by 'J. R' 

A- conical tube of thin sheet- 
iron 121nches high ý 
diameter 6" base, 3 "top 

B-h oop 
C- gauze, reto ined by B 

D- bro cket suppor t in g pan over 
f tome burning above gu Uzo 

E- gu s intet projecting 3 

inside cone 

Source - Mechanics Magaz in e1 831 Vol. 15 p-344 
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also examined the gas space-heaters sold in Scotland in the late 1840s. 

0 
"Large appartments" in Edinburgh were usually heated to 60 F for 

twelve hours a day in winterp using half a hundredweight of coal 

worth threepenceo The amount of gas purchased for threepence could 

only boil one bLnd a half gallons of water, and Pyfe ooncluded "that 

gas as a means of va=ing 
-is 

by far too expensive to allow it to come 

into use", 
2 

Although the public b6came more aware of gas cooking'and heating 

from 11340-809 very few could afford to use 'gas for those purposesp 

and improvements were limited to a few individuals*3 AlexamAer, 
4 Grahad of Glasgow's Eagle Hotel produced the only popular Scottish 

gas-cooker of the 18503-60s 9 although D, Henderson: 5 
of that - city sold 

gas-heaters and gas-heated baths, and two Edinburgh irmovatorsp 
-W. 

F. 

Rae in 18529 and C. Malmers in. 1860 introduced new gas stoves* 

IStoves' referred to both cookers and space-heaters. at that, time* 

Table/ 

1* This price was, baoed on best coal at 10/- a ton, ' but coal was 
also available at 61-, The apartments had contents of about 
369780 ca- ft. 

2o Nevertheless in 1854 Haldane and Rae of Edinburgh. were selling 
gas cookersp stoves and gas'heated baths, J. G. t. .t 16/2/1854t P-353* 
3o King Is Treatise - 1882), op. ' cit ppo 215-55, Gas -Journal 
Centenary 1U2-1949)ý1949)9 Po 1179 The Builder 1850t po 326; 
1852, p. 246 (desc. , See also - "Heating Conservatories with Gas", 
Mechanics lhgazihe 18419 Vol-, 34o 

-1852 Bogget's Patent'Gas Baths and 
Kitchens, Yedhanics 1%4gazine, 18529 Volt 56, 'P. -41-o -1848 Brockton's - 
Room Heater, Civil Dig-ineer and ArchitectIs journal 'MV 1848p P-143o 
1857 Craigiets gas heating for Oonservatories, Engineering and Mechanics 
rhozine 1/5/1857, 
4* The Practical Yeehanics-Journal 1849-509 po'_280 (desc. 

9 diag,, ), 
J. G. t. t 10/3/1851t 10/6/1851-, Gas Journal Centenary 1849.1949''- 
(194ý), po 116* 
5* The Builder 1851p P-, 722* 
6o Engineering and Mechanics 11agazine ý, 1/6/1860t poý69o The P'ra*cti- 
cal Mechanio and Engineers 1%, gazine 1853-4t P-, 139. 

'I 
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Table 6.59 Chronology__Of Gas Cooking Developments 

le4l - gas cookers designed and sold by Alex Soyer, chef at Reform 
Clubp tondon. II'. 1. - 

1845 - The Bunaer forecast that soon "every, kitchen" would have a 
gas cooker, 

1847 - A. A. Croll placed gas jets, inside an iron-case as an oven. 

1849 - cookers sold by C. Crickets, The Strandp tondon. 

1849 - Henry Crossley's popular 'Ronaldt stoves in London, 

1850 - Delfries I gas-heated bath, 

1850 - David 0. Edwardst ', 'Atmopyre", a widely used perforated hollow- 
clay burner. 

1851 - Gas Heating and Cooking exhibition in Polytechnic Institution, 
London (because forbidden at the Great Exhibition). 

1851 - tondon Illustrated News urged use'of gas - -for boilingo stewing 
and baki 

0-1850 - large 4-oven cookers designed by A. King, gas manager at 
tiverpoolp and. manufactured by. Wo -Bennett, 

1850s - tiverpool became main centre for gas-cooker manufacture. 

. 
Sour ca3 - Do Chandlerp Rise of the Gas Industry in Britain 

(1949)9 PO 76; - The Builder 18459 P- 5779 1850P'P-'326; 
The London Illustrated News Supplement, i4/5/1851; So 
E7erardj Gas Light and Coke comPanY kl94Vi'0P'- Cit 9 
PP- 388P 178;,, S. A. Harrist Gas Supply of North Merse 

. 
2-1-de (1956), opo cit 9'P; '73 (A, King-possibly began 
cooking experiments in 1 30s); Go Dodd, The Curiosi- 
ties of Industi7 and the ApRlied_Soienceý (1857), Ch. 
131 po 23- 

Numerous gas-fire patents in the late 1850s improved only the 

outward appearance, but not the efficiency of fires. 1 When J, Robb 

of Aberdeen introduced an improvedg, aerated, flame heater in 1861,, in 

which the-gas-flame pre heatedýthe-primary air-supply and gave higher 

2 thermal efficiencyq -the 
Mechanics 11agazine recorded that "the stench 

arising from lighted gas stovesllýelsewhere'had`caused them to be 'tin' 

10 Smith andThillipst'gas fire of 1853 used glass and metal"ores 
to simulate burning coal; -', later -pumice, 

isb6stos, or carbon-scurf 
from gas-retorts wasýused. to. 'appear like, coal fires, ' The'Buildert 
24/9/i8599 p. 6370 

2. "Robb's Gas Stoves'll Ifechanics Maýazine, 18619'New Seriesg', Vol, 
V19 pe 22.. 1-- -- ý, ý,,, ý, "I1 -11 _-_ IiýýIýII 
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1 
most cases abandoned". Again in the 1870st Jo Wallace who campaigned 

in favour of gas fuel in industryp agreed that "the sickening smell 

from badly constructed burners is past all endurance", and accused 

gas oompanies of allowing "the manufacture of gas cooking and heating 

apparatus to fall into the hands of the most. ignorant class of -- 
N ell, mechanics"' 4ho had brought it into bad reput . 

-2 In Glasgow, Dro Adams in 1855 used burners for cooking which 

closely resembled Edwards' tAtmopyret., ' Each burner was "a group of 

hollow perforated tubes**11of fireclay, supplied internally with a 

mixture of gas and airlIp and became "nearly white hot" as gas burned 

on the outside, Adams hoped to maximise radiant heatj instead of the 

convective heat of 'Bunsen' burners or ordinary gas b urn erap and like 

Robb he pre-heated the air supply* A heat-exchange system-retained 

warmth in the roomg and prevented the -convective loss of heat up the 

chimney which normal bunsen-burner -stoves ý, experienced;, By the late 

1870s Adams advertized his stove for cooking, -laundry. workp conserva. 

tories, bakers' ovensl or wherever, coal fires were used, -but-not 

until 1882 when the new era haddawnedl, did he promote a Gas Heating 

and Stove Company*3 

AI 

10 Wallace promoted the use of aerated burners instead of coal-firea 
f or small steam boilers. J. Wallace P "The Combustion of Gas to Pro- 
duce Heat", North of England Institute of Mining Engineers 1873-4, 
Vol- XXIIIY P- 47 et seq 
2. In 18559 Adams' first stave was made. by, Mr. Harvie, ship-lamp 
manufacturer of Broomielaws and demonstrated, to. Glasgow Medical Society. 
A normall luminous flame gaslight gave 84fo convective heatq' and Bun- 
sen's burner-94%. During-the 1870s his convector- stoves were, manu- 
factured by J. Wright of Birmingham. Dr. J. Adams, "On Improvements 

9 49 
in Gas Stoves", Royal Philosophical. Society of GlagL2ý 879 809 Vol. 
XIII p. 190 et seq Gas Journal Centenary 1849 3 -194 T1949), po 120. 
3- Adams Patent Gas Heating'and Stove, Company Limitedl Glasgow. - 
Using patents by J. Adamsi-M. D., lp 9 (Pat. 1095)9 and 1880 1 .7 

(Pat* 601)4, 
Registered April 1882. 'Noininal Capital C50009 , 

Dissolved 1884, - S. R. 0 I 
(BT2/1118)*- Kingta Treatise (1882), op"it 9 Vol. Int 

pe 24i (diag. )* 
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The gas oooking revolution swept through Scotland in the short 

period of 1881-5- previously, rented acoo=odation contained coal- 

fired cooking ranges provided by landlordsp and like private houses 

the inhabitants were quite unwilling to experiment with gas cooking 

when gas stoves had to be purchased outright. To reduce this pro- 

blemp Salisbury gas company in 1872 became the first'to hire-out 

cookeral but most companies at that time provided such low gas 

pressure in the daylight hourst to reduce leakage from gas mains, 

that outside London it was "impraoticable to employ gas for, cookingg 

2 heating, ancl manufacturing purposesp especially in the summer months". 
3 In 1881 the use of gas by William Dennyq shipbuilderp, for heating 

and cooking still appearecl, unusual. 

During 1879 the first Scottish exhibitions of gas-apparatuswere 
4 hold in Glasgow, Paisley and Greenock, At the Watt, Institution in 

Greenock a wide variety of equipment was shown 9 'including Otto ýand 

Bisschop gas engines to power sewing and washing machines jand'the - 
5 :-- 

ver7 popular gas stoves by Argyle Ironmongery Company which were 

also used in "cooking depots established in Glasgow for the working 

classes"* 

Table/ 

10 Ce rackenziep The Vital Flame (1947), p. 21. In 1877 Gladstone 
spoke in favour of gas cooking. - 

W. H. Y. Webber,. Town Gas (1907)t 
PP- 195-213* Historical survey of 

_cookers, 
In the 1870st'. 0ompanias 

saw gas cooking merely as a method of boosting sales in. cummer, the 
slack period. 
2* 'Lumenlj Gas and All about It (1872), op. ' cit Po'-90 
3- J; GA4Oj 2/8/18819 p#'-222ý 27/12/18819 P- 1073, ' From 18644 114 
Hislop, gas man ger at Paisleyp had also experimented-with -' gas f6r 
heating water and rooms* -J. G. L. 9 9/8/1881, ' p, 

' 
263 

4- J. G. t. p 1879P p, 825*ý 
59 tater renamed Messrs. Waddell & 1hin. 

6. Founclea in 1870s by T. Corbet. 
W. H. 1%. rwick Economic Developments in Victorian Scotlana (1930 p. 221 
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Table 6.60 Exhibitors at Greenock'Ga's Exhibition, (1872) 

Argyle Ironmongery Co. p Glasgow Messrs Hassal and Singleton, 

J. Williamson. London - "I 
Birmingham 

Messrs. teoni. & Coot London 
Uessrs. Billing & Coot London 

Wm, Sugg's Argand Burnersp London 

C. Wilson, teedz 

W. & B. Cowan (meters), Edinburgh 

To Nook I Birminghami 

Messrs. ' Jo Wright & Coo Birmingham 

Beverley'& Wildep Leeds 

George. Bray & Coo (burners), teeds 

Do Bruce Peebles & Coo (governors)p 
Edinburgh 

Soureet- J-2-t-9 16/9/1879t P. '440. 

The Paisley exhibition was also dominated by English manufacturers, 

with the notable exception of the Argyle Company, and central heating 

apparatus by Je Boyd & Sons of Paisley. '' Glasgow Philosophical 

2 
Society organized another gas heating exhibition in 1880. A rise of 

ten per cent in gas cons=ption in Dumbarton3 that year was, attributed 

to the popularity of gas heating and cooking especially in houses of 

II "the wealthy". Glasgow Corporation hoped tha .t gas cooking would 

boost consumption in the summer seasong but other towns were slow to 
5 

promote exhibitionsp with two exceptions in 1881-2 at Aberdeen and 

Kilmarnock. 
6 

During 1883p howeverl publicity in favour of gas, cooking and 

heating was in full swing and the Glasgow fi= of R. and A, jjaij 

1* J. G. h. q 23/12/18791 P- 984. Smoothing irons heated on the bunsen- 
burner principle by air bellows or a gas engine, were also, exhibited 
by the Air-Bumning Co. htd, of Glasgow. 
2, ýL-G. tej 28/g/18809-PP- 52ý9,6051 682,736,893* 
3. J. G. tej 14/12/1880* 
4- T. G. t. 9 8/11/1881* 
5- J. G. t. p 27/9/1881o 12/7/18814ý 
6. J. G. t. 9`27/6/1082, Kilmarno'ck exhibition organized by'Waddell 
and Main,. 

Called Messrs. Waddell and lain in the early 1880s. Their most 
important products, included - the' 'Universal- Doinestiol cooker with 
double wrought-iron case; the 'Kilburn Ranget, for hotels and large 
institutions; Hislop's 'Metallic Gas Fire '; 'Hepworth's 'Patent Gas 
Fire'; the 'Edinburgh Patent Gas Fire!; Siemen's 'Gas and Coke Fire'; 
Foulis' 'Regenerative Patent Gas Fire!; Foulis! 'Patent Automatic 
Gas Hot-Tiater Circulating Apparatus'. - Gas World, ý8879 Vol. II, 
pp. 615-7- 
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developed as the most important Scottish suppliers of equipment, after 
1 

taking high awards in exhibitions at Glasgow in 1860y 
_Aberdeen 

in 

18819 and in tondono The company originated in the 1875 ArgYle 

Ironmongery Companyq run by Ihthew Waddell (d. 1886), a restaurant 

owner who supported gas-oooking and gave demonstrations during the 

16708 in Greenock, Paisley and Glasgow. In 1880 Waddell amalgamated 

with the stove business run by R. B. Maing a gas engineer and leading 

representative of R., Laidlaw and Son since. 1864- Waddell retired 

in 1884 and R. B. Min continued with the assistance of his brother 

31t4 Archibald. The Companv took first prize at many gas -exhibitions. 

including the tondon Smoke Abatement (1881), Manchester Smoke Abate- 

ment (1882)l Stockport (1882)p tondon Crystal Palace (1884)9 Hawick 

(1885) and Edinburgh (1886) exhibitions. 

Dundee was one of the first Scottish towns to offer special 

financial concessions to consumers in order to boost the use of gas 

5 for heating, In 1882 a showroom was. opened in the town centre and 

leaflets were produced with testimonials from local residents who 

used gasp and a reminder not to use the thick boiling-pots which were 

neoessary on coal fires* Stoves were hired out by the Gas Com- 

missioners at an annual rent of ten per cent on their original cost,, 

or sold at ten per cent discount on the normal price, Yet the gas 

man ger still refused to raise daytime pressure from an unsatisfactory 

10 The 2 week Aberdeen eihibition attracted 169590 visitors. 
J, G. L, p 23/10/1883* 
2* Obituary, J. GA. j, 5/l0/l886* 

3- IlTuttingt and, ornamental fittings were sub, -ýoontraoted to foundries 
in the-Falkirk area until 1889 when the Company, openbd an iron foundry 
at their Argyle Works in Glasgow* J. G. L., 26/3/188ge 
4- A. Main (Glasgow)j "The Histo3: 7'. and. Development of'Cooking by, 
Gas", Gas World, 26/8/i896*' 
5* - "Heating" is used here and later to mean both cooking and space. 
heating, since gasworks were anxious to promote bothý and gave similar 
concessions, 
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8/10 inch to 10/10 ths, until sufficient cookers were in use to make 

it profitable* 

2 
By February 1883 Dundee had hired out 268 stoves --all costing 

above one poundl which was chosen'as the cheapest size suitable for 

hiring outy and had sold 16 stoves at prioes between two shillings 

and six pounds., Arbroath3 followed in April, with a shop in Ijarket 

Street to exhibit cooking and heating stoves in operation, and by 

September had hired'out seventy. . Forres4 began'hiring out in Aprilf 

and by September had twenty two in usel with separate metersq'which 

had already consumed 100fOOO cubic feet of gas. Local residents who 

had no experience of gas cooking, were prepared to tryýonly. when thý6y 

did not have to purchase the equipment firstý 

The new fashion was well'under way by Yxty 18839 when Waddell and 
5 

Min organized a display of gas oookers at Wick Industrial Exhibition, 
6 

That month Greenock began hiring out cooking and heating stoves with 

separate metersq followed by Dumfries7 'By January 18849 Airdrie 8 

and Ayr companies were selling gas stoves, Kilmarnock-had arranged a 

1. The Commissioners began their experiments'specifically with 
electricity competition in mindq and in 1881 when summer consumption 
was only one sixth of-that in winterg they obtained detailed informa- 
tion from Birmingham Corporations, and, other gasworks in Eagland which 
supplied gas apparatus on hire e. g. S. Metropolitang Cirencesterg Rom- 
ford, Crystal Palacep and Hornsey, 

. 
Dundee Gas Commissioners Reports 

1880-5,4/1/18829 27/10/1881 -(Nat* Lib, Scot, _); J, MoCrae 00) 
"Gas Stoves", N. B. A. G. M. 9 1883,1- 

- 1. . 1. .I _ý, I 
2. By mid 1883 Dundee had hired out 304 stov-es which consumed 3-8 
million ca. ft. a year'. ý Of these, the Waddell and Main stoves were 
most popular and 195 

; 
ere 'Universal Domestic' cookers. 8 Bath heaters 

and 9 Water heateri*were'also hired out. J. G. t., 27/2/1883; 
NiB. A. G. M. 1883s op--cit- 
3* J. GA 9 20/3/1683i 25/8/1883* 
4- J. G. t. 9 25/8/18834'i 
5- J. G, L P 15/5/16830 
6; b1t., 8/5/1883* 
7- J. G. t 9 2ý/11/18ý30 

J. G. t., 11/1/ý884* 
ýI "I I 
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showroom at the gasworks i and Dunoon, had a town centre . showroom 2)r 

1 
selling and hiring out appliances* Nairn held an exhibition of 

2 
stoves in February, but Dundee , remained, t4e most successful centre, 

of gas-heating, having sold 401'stoves and, hired, out. 
. 
443,, 74ich were 

consuming 3.86 million, cubio feet a year. 

Two factors retarded the'promotion of gas 'stoves'. 7 Muly com- 

panies and municipal gasworks, still regý. rded "fittings" as the-pre- 

rogative of private entýrprise'f': leaving the choice to consumersýand 

retailers, which was both less work for themselves and reduced-their 

responsibility for any faults'in the supply-, of gas. They' we're "also 

unwilling to antagonize retailers in case of hostile publicity. It 

is also possible that electric'ity' , wais-adopted mo I re. slowly" ', in'Scotland 

than in England, and the , pressure new-mar'kets'for g'as"w"a's' some- 
3ýcommissioners be , gan I hiring out stoves , in- what lower. Aberdeen 

March 1884 only'after a surveyýof -'local -iro=ongers showed thaf-they 

either stocked no gas . stoves or very old-fashioned designs* A dis- 

play of stoves in operation-'was*als; ar'ranged'in. Bridge Sireet. 4 

Scottish hiring, charges tended-'to be higher than those in England* 

In August 1884 the Journal of Gas tightinlý noted that a stove cost- 

ing two pounds fifteenýshillings was hired out aj one'shilling and 

sixpence a year in'England butýfive shillings and s ixpen oe in S cotland 

and one of seven poundsýten-shillingal. for, threelshill'ings'and. fifteen 

shillings respectivelye 

li J. GA 5/2/1ý84*--, 

2* J. G. L* I 11/3AP84 

3e J. G. t 11/3/18q4e, 
ý 

4*- This'included"3-by Waddell-. and Main; -1,2_by-Messrs., John WrighV& 
Coo of Birmingham, 'and one -by-Messrs. Arden Hill'and'Co 'Eiji ýindica- an 
tion of therelative lq/6/18e4, -, 

_popularity of makers. , -'L. GA. 

5- J. G. t 26/a/18849 
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Cheap gas for heating 'and - cooking compared. to lighting, by a 

separate meter systems was first'pro, vided in Scotlaýnd-at Helensburgh 

in 1884 when the discount was ten per cent. That gasworks had delayed 

setting up showrooms for two years out 'of feaxý, 'of antagonizing iron- 

mongerej gasfitters and plumbers who were good, consumers* ' Explana- 
2 tory leaflets were often publishedl, for example by Elgin council 

which began to hire out stoves in May l884q, "`-'-In return forAis-ý 

tributing leaflets, Dumfries counoi, 
3 

was able. -to display stoves by- 

a manufacturer for thirty three per cent below the advertized prioeg 

without having to make payment until the stoves were sold or hired 

out* 

In southern Sootlandq the first important gas exhibition was 

held for three days at Galashiels4 in Ockober 1884. Cooking 

demonstrations were given by Miss Cameron'of tiverpool 
j and other 

displays included a gas engine, "domestio. washingand drying maohines, 

gas bathsq gas laundry stovesp a street lamRof 100oloandlepower", 

all in operation, as well'as-a model. of a. gasworks' a collection of 

1* J. G. t 9 26/8/16840 

2* J. G. t j 27/5/18840 
3- J. G. t., 18/3/16849 
4- In September 1883 Galashiels had-opened stove showrooms in the 
High Streetj advertized their benefits in newspapersy and published 
500 pamphlets written by the Company secretary, From*August 1883 to 
July 1884 Waddell and 14ain stoves worth C74 were solde' The 1884 
exhibitiong organized by John Wright & Coo; *sold E42, stoves and hired 
out another 934 in one, monthp with lWo discounts allowed on all sales 
at the exhibition. - A further exhibitiong organized by-the manager in 1687P was advertized at Selkirk, Peeblesj*Hawick and Kolso'and 
thus served a wide. areae J. G. L. p21110/1884' S. R. O, p Galashiels 
Minute Bookj o2, cit 9 4/9/1883,2/ý0/1883t 1/7/18841 V8/1684P 
30/9/18849- 28/107T8 *- 2ffl1884v V5/1887P 2/8/18874, 84P 
5* Cookery lecturers were well trained. Mrs. * W., Smith in the 1870s 
studied at the-National Training, School of -Cooker7 in South Kensing. 
tong before lecturing at, the new Edinburgh School of Cookery, and thence lecturing on gas cooking throýghout Britain, , Mrs, We Smithl 
"Recollections of a tecturer on Cooking"j"Gas World, ', 7/5/1898, 
P- 702, 
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tar by-productsq and examples of gas burners'e' Hawicki followed with 
2 

an exhibition in March 1885-' - -Dunfermline gas exhibition, organized 

by Re & 1. Main, had as much variety as that at Galashiels, including 

bakers' hot-plates which they had. developed. Hamilton3 followed in 

May when an exhibition was, arranged by Me s srs John Wright & Co, , who 

sold twenty five stoves to the gas, department for, a trial period'of 

hiring out, HelensburgO held a two day exhibition in June 1885, 
5 

and at the same time Pollo., kshaws company began to exhibit stoves at 

the company offices and to hire them out. 

Special gas rates for-stoves became a normal procedure for en- 
6 

couraging their use by the end of 1884e Buckie 'granted a special 
7 

rate, and at Huntly in Aberdeenshire three rates were in use 

seven ahillings and sixpence for lighting, five shillings and ten. 

pence for cooking and heating, or six shillings'and eightpenoe for 

lighting, cooking and heating, Small companies like theseq and 

medium companiesp developed the gas stove market more readily than 

the largest undertakings at 
'Glasgow 

and Edinburgh, which had less 

fear of rapidly losing their markets to electricity. Glasgow finally 

acted in the summer of 1885P after a council sub-committee and the 

gas manager, Mr, Foulisl had visited many English and Scottish 

le 

J-2-1, P 3/3/1885*- 

2, J. GA P 31/3/1885*ýý 

3- J-2.1 9 12/5/lB850 

4- J. GA 9 2/6/1885--'. 

5. J. GA 9 25/8/18850*, 
6, J-2-te, 30/12/lB84---ý-. 

_ 
7- 29/l/18849 3/2/1885 41 
8, J. G, )L 9 28/4/1883 9 
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gas-jorks 
1 for detailed information. Statistics, showed-that the, pri- 

vate purchase of stoves could not alone - be relied upon to boost the 

sale of gas* 

Table 6.61 Qu=tity of Gas Staves used in Various Towns'(1882) 

Gasworks Date commenced Number Hired N6nb e r', of 
hiring-out out (to Mirch Private 
Stoves 1885Y" 'Stoves in use 

Gasl LiCht and Coke Coo 4000 1600 

South Metropolitan 2500-'-? 
teicester 1881 2100 5Cýý_ 

Hull 1883 2000 

Dundee 1882 600,660", 

Inverness 1884 100, 

Aberdeen 
-1885 

150 125 

Dumfries 1884 30- 
ý7' 30 

Souroet- J-2-t-, 31/3/1885* 

The Glasgow committee concluded that widespread use of gas stoves 

could only be achieved by hiring facilities, "the liberal issue of 

printed information, and the fitting up of convenient and attractive 
2 

showrooms". The lack of interest in promoting'gas stoves'in Edin- 

bur&ý was at first caused__by thehigh'proportion of retiredt'upper 

class consumers, display arranged by Edinburgh gas-company 

in July 1884 was at the top o, fa, building and' usually kept locked as 

in London the Gas; Ught and Coke Co. , Be Metropolitan Gas Coi 
S, teonits'General Gas Heating and Lighting'Apparatus -Coe',, and Tio"Sugg 
&, Co,; the Birmingham Council,. showrooms t7and j,, Wright & Co, gas. 
stove works; teicester, CounoU showrooms* '' 

I, and in Glasgow, Xessrs, -- 
R. & t. Main, and the Gas Fumes Neutralizerý Coo - 

-The 
Patent'Gas Pumes 

Neutralizer. Co. Ltd, "aimed, to develop methods of absorbing combustion 
products made by. J. P. Allan and W. B. Anderson, but was liquidated in 
1890 because of excessive liabilities. , Registered 1883- Nomiml 
Capital V-5000- S. R. O. 9 

(BT2/1303);,, J. GA s 31/3/1885* 

2o J. G. t. 1-31/3/18ý5 
3. J. G. t.,, 28/4/1883t 15/7/1884* 
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it was so rarely visited* By June 18859 Glasgow, Council in con- 

trast was hiring out or selling twenty- to thirty., five, stoves each 

day* 1 Although gas exhibitions continued to be, heldp for 
-example 

at Port Glasgow Town Hall 2 in April, 18861 Greenock in 1892, and again 
3 

at Lberdeenj the new market for heating gas 
_had 

be 
, 
en firmly grasped 

by the mid 1880s and became increasingly, important as electrical 

light expanded into the 1890se Two new popular heatersq a 
5 

"Regenerative Gas Fire"t and an "Instantaneoui Wat'er Heater" were 

designed with technical knowledge by We Foulis, the Glasgow gas mana- 

gore The "fire" used four tubes each supplying-five cubic feet per 

hourp to heat an asbestos-oovered fireclay slab, 
-while 

waste heat 

warmed a water boiler for use in cooking or for a bathp before 

escaping to a chimney flue* This removed earlier objections to gas 

firesp and the entire assemblycould be placed in an ordinar7 coal 
6 

f ireplaoe 9 for use only in summer if so desired* The water heater 

could be fitted to any existing hot-water pipes or tanks. 

1.0 The most popular makes in Glasgow were, lby 
R. & A, Main, J, Wright 

& Co. (Birmingham) and T, Fletdher (Warrington), In Junel Partick, 
Hillhead and raryhill gas company was obliged to begin: hiringand 
selling stoves in order to maintain its competition with Glasgowt 
J. G. t 2/6/1885* 

2, 
ýtoves 

by Wrightv'Pletcher and Ma Jnd- ominated'all exhibitions at 
this time, and I%ssrs. Wain reta 

, 
ined their popularity despite strong 

competition by the English firms. J. G. t 18/4/1686;, Greenook vide 
Gas World, 23/4/1892* 
3. By 18869 Aberdeen had'sold only 48 stovest iut hired out 252, 
J. G. t. 9 9/3/i886, 
4* Competition between gas and electricity was so intense by the- 
1890s that kerosene sales for'light and'heat declinedp'and'did not 
revive until 1900 when petroleum was required for vehicles* D, F, 
Dixon, "Petroleum Distributi6n-iri-the'United Kingdom 1900-1950", 
Business HistojZ 1963-4t Vol. 6p po, 2, 

_-- 5- Gas and Water 1885P Vol- IIIP p- 569; Foulis' Regenerative 
Gas Pire"t Prooeedings, of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow 
i8s6-7p Vol. XVIIIP p-, 365* 
6* Foulis's Water'Heater was mýufactured by Je Wright I -&CO, (Bir- 
mingham)* The first hot water fGeysert was'devised by, B, W,. Maughan 
in 1868, Gas Journal Centenary 1§49-1949 (1949)9 P. 121. 
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By the late 1880sp the middle classes prefe ed'gis fires in. 

stead of coall and made' considerable savings by -employing an I 

occasional char and washing woman in place of Ia full-time, servant, 

Table 6.62 The Eoonomy of Gas Fires Compared to Coal' (188 

(1) Comparison for a targe Glasgow Household 

Coal (10 waggons at 14/- put into cellar) 70 0' 
Firewoodq chimney cleaningt &o. - 1,10 0 
Servant to light fires 30 00 

F-38 10 0 
Gas Fire 97 -0- 0 
Charwoman's Waps 10 10 0 

1: 17 10,0 

Total Saving C21 0.0 

(2) Comparison for a Smaller Glasgow'Household- 
without Servunts 

Gas Consumed (5 Nov- to 20 NOV-; -, 
15000 ca, ft, at 3/-) F. 2 6 '''3' 

Stove Hire (at 10/- per yearY, 0. 
ý4, ý ýOý Coal fires retained in parlour and 

bedrooms 0 _19'' -6 

09 9- 

Coal (7 tons at 13/- per ton) E4 11 0' 

C4 
'11 

0 

Totdi'Savingýwith gas el, - l' 

Source,: - J. G. t*P'4/l)l887* 

When Capat -organized'a, gas exhibition in 18849 Messrs,, J, Wright 

& Coo provided the stovest and. allowed fifteen per cent discount on 

cash sales, when the company agreed to advertise them for sale and 

hire. Any stoves remaining unused after one year could be returned 

to the manufacturer. Jn 1894 Messrs., R. & A. Main refused to finance 

an exhibition and cooking lectures in Capar, despite the offer of free 

1, S. R. O,, Cupar Minute Bookq op. cit 1 11/12/18849 8/2/18849 
13/2/19099 11/12/1904* 
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gas, because the Company refused to oontraot, to hire out their stoves. 

New exhibitions were, howevert held in Capar_jpintly by J., 
'Wright 

and R. & A. Wn in 1902 and 1904. 
, 

Dalkeithl. ý gas, company considered 

holding an exhibition in 1894 because nearby Musselburgh ýwas selling 

14 minion cubic feet per year to seventy, -pookers, but the, exhibition 

was delayed until 1899 when it was organized, by R, & A., Mainj and-the 

company purchased fifteen of their cookers to, start hiring out, A 

second exhibitiong hold, in-19109 sold sixty- cookers*, -, 

By 1890 'Darwin' gas-fires'were entering the market from LITIessrs, 

Darwin & Cc *2 atISt, AndrewaýWorks in Glasgow. , Kirkoaldv3, gasworks 

organized a cooking and heating exhibition in 1887, a year after 

Rothesay, 
4 

and, the first 
"exhibition- 

at' Caipbelt6ýn, 5' i'n"18899" showed 

fittings by Ilessrs. 12Ling Yessrs. Milnev and W. & B. Cowan*, The 
6 Portobello cooking exhibition of 1890 was arranged by. -R. & Bo Mainp 

and I: essrs. C. Wilson and Sonsp but H. -Darwin and Company were active 
7 in arranging the exhibition at Galston, near Kilmarnock, in 1891t 

and nssrs. Rirl=ond and Company, gas-stove manufacturersq organized 
8 that at Stranraer in 1901* 

Differential prioes for oooking, o, r., heating gas and illuminating 

gas remained a standard practioeo Barrhead: 9 -charged three -shillings 

1. S. R. O. 9 Dalkeith Minute Book, 9 10/7/1894t 28/9/1894t 
12/7/18999 20/2/16991 5/10/1910*ý 
2. Gas Worldf 22/11/1890 (diag*)*- 

3- Gas World, 25/4/1887* 

4- J. G. t iVe/1886o 

5- J. G. t 26/3/1889 
6. J. G. t 2ý/ý/16ý0* 

7- J. G. L. t 1915/1891* 

80 S- L00-9 Stranraer-Minuto'Bo. okp op. cit 2/4/1901* 
9.1ý6/7/1- 
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and fivepence farthing for cooking and heating in 1889p seventeen 

and a half per cent less than for illuminationeý In 1890-Easter 

1 
Buckie charged three shillings and ninepence 

_instead 
seven shil- 

2 
lings and one pennyq and Stonehaven three shillings'and ninepence in- 

stead of four shillings and sevenpenoe, a reduction likely to have 

provided considerable stimulus for the move^of-'oonsumers away from 

lighting to heating. In small northern towns like Banffj howeve rt 

the overwhelming importance of gas for -the purpose of illumination 

was still evident in the late 1890s. 

Table 6.63 Analysis of Gas Consumption at Banff (Ilay to 
November 1895) 

Use of Gas Consumption (Thou. Ca. ft. ) Price Value(e) 

Private Lighting lp474414 60 '3d 461 
Cookers "' -'-, -l28*'2 593 Od 32 

1 200-, 58 Public Lights 
Harbour and Private 48''1- 

Outdoor Lamps 
Used in the Gasworks 300 

Source: - S. R. O., Banff 11inute. Book,, 9 6131189 6 

Most gasworks plant was idle 'at mid-day wbile only illumin ting 

gas was sold, and towns like", DumfriJ-found this, tho'main reason for 

promoting gas-oooking'at mid-day, -, Reducing'the single evening, peak 

of consumption allowed .a more efficient use of-both manufacturing 

equipment and labour, and, in towns like Alloaýl , 'daytime'oonsumption.., 

was raised almost to-the level-of nightime, consumption by. the early 

1900S. 

Table/- 

---J'. 
G'. L lp/fi/18 0 

'J. 
G. L. 101611890 

y, J. GX. ' 27/11/1883,0. 
4.. J. W. -Napierý(Alloa), 'ýIlThe Muminating Power and Calorific Value 
of Coal Gas'19 N. B. A. G. Mo 19049 Po 

-41*' 
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Table 6.64 Q=ging Diu=al Patt 

Date , T'q Consumption 

Daytime Nightime 
(6am to 6pm) (6pm. to 6am) 

of Gas at 

Date Consumption 

- Daytime , Hightime 
(6am to 6pm)'- (6pm to 6sm) 

1893 9.58 90-42 1899 31 * 26 68., 74 
1694 15-84 84.16 1900 34 '93 65-07 
1895 19-56 80-44 1901 41: 89 58-11 
1896 21.86 78-14 1902 43-09 56.91 
1897 26-48 73-52 1903 44-53 55-47 
1898 28-95 71-05 

Soureet- N. B. A. G. M, 19049 P* 41- 

reanwhilet the development of gas engines provided another'new 

market for gas as a power souroeo The first successful gas-powered 

engine was produced by W. Cooil in 18229 using hydrogen, and was 
2 

adapted in 1823-6 by Samuel Brown of tondon, for propelling a carriage 

1. Before 1817 Professor Parish at C=bridge tried a smaller'engine 
powered by explosions of gunpowder* Cecil suggested coal-gas instead 
of hydrogen, but did not try it himself* From, 1642 when Ee, Torri- 
celli demonstr4ted the weight of the atmosphere, many attempts were 
made to use it as a power source p and R,, Street. in 1794 

-tried 
com- 

budtion ot. "btirits of tar" for a vacuum piston* The alternativep 
high-pressure internal combustion engine, proved far more difficult 
to develope. J. Barber in 1791 (Pat- 1833) distilled' coal -gasp and 
burned it with compressed air to drive a turbine, but had little suc,. 
cesso Philippe Lebon in 1801 had some success with a double-acting 
gas engine# with the gas, ignited under pressure *in the cylinder- 
A. F, Evansp The History of the Oil. Engine (0-19309 tondon); W: Young, 
"Notes on the Practical Development of the Oil Eaginellp Transactions 
of the Newcomen Society 1936-71 Vol. XVIIIj, p. '109; Rev, W, Cecil, 
"The Application of Hydrogen Gas to produce a Moving Power in Machin. 
eryl with a description of an Engine which is moved by the Pressure 
of the Atmosphere upon a Vacuum caused by, Explosions of Hydrogen Gas 
and Atmospheric Air'll Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical 
Socie! Zj Vol. 1,18229 pp. 217-39 tdiags. ); Edinburgh Philosophical 
Journal 1822j Vol, VII, P. '364*, 
2* Brown's gas engines, the first to be I used commercially 2.1. pump. 
ing water on Croydon Canalp have been'strangely neglected by historians, 
The first was builtj as a model# in 1814o By the 1830s Brown hoped to 
use waste gases from-charcoal or, pyroligneous acid manufacturee Glas. 
gow used 10,000 gallons of pyroligneous acid each'weekq the gas from 
which would have been sufficient to grind flour for' the, whole - city" 
Mechanics Magazine (1826)0 Vol. 6,. P- 79 desco; (1828)9, Vol, 9, pp 
278-9; (1827)t--Vol- 79'p. 83; -(1832), Vol- 17t ppo'-273-79"30op 32600'', ' 
King's Treatise 

' 
(1882), op. cit j Vol* IIIp pe 189. 

- 
Many others tried 

to produce water-gas engines eor, Mr, Brunel sen. 9 Mechanics Magazine 
1833-4, Volo20, Po 313; l825-TT_Vol-5t, P- _ 409 (diagsc, ). B, Cheverton 
of Bristol, Mechanics Magazine 1825-6t Vol-5p PP -1`414 420; 'ý18261' 
Vol . 6, ppo, 20o Carboni c Acid Gas Engine sII t0 power ships l' The 
Practical Mechanics Journal 1849-501 P- 51o, 
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and a boat 0 and pumping water using, coal gasp and later, water, gas, 

Both of these engines operated by-atmospherio pressurep likethe 

1 -- 
Newoomen steam engine. , JLndrew Fyfe; wa s, Brown's main supporter in 

Scotland, and in 1825 built a copy of his engine at the, 
-Edinburgh. 

School of Arts. The Caledonian ITereary was sceptical$, and claimed 

that with a one-horsepower . engine steam power, Would cost C30 but gas, 

power f430- Although Edinburgh gas,, cost . 
twelve shillings. per j 1000 

cubic feetq Pyfe claimed that suitable -private,, gas,, could, be obtained 

for about three shillings 9 and by- mixing, one part, of gas -with seven 

of air, the gas engine would only cost twenty pounds to run, 

Nevertheless, expensive town gas inhibited, further, innovation, in 

Britaint and the inte=al combustion engine, using gas or oil fuel, was 
23 largely developed abroad. - Etienne Lenoirts'gas engine., was. sucoeas- 

1., No details are available on the use of Fyfels gas-'engines in, 
Scotland, He also suggested that, "a box of two feet'squarell would 
hold sufficient gas to power locomotives -between" filling stationst"" 
and that ships using gas-power, could have their own'gasworks. 
Edinburgh Advertizer, 4/2/1825o 
2* Eo Eteve's 1685 oil, fired'enginel-sold-from 1887, byýPriestmsn 
Bros. I Hull I was the first such engine widýljuied - in Britain where 
steam-power was dominant until -a late. date. ' 

1857 electric ignition by Barsanti and Ilateucci. 
1858 cheap Afnerican petroleum after, Col. Drake Is wellý in, 

Pennsylvania. 
1858 J. Robson-. (North-Shields) gas engine'- gas'and"air- drawn, in 

till half-strokel ignited for remainder of strokel and exhaus- 
ted on retu= strokeo 

1860 Etienne Lenoir's horizontall, double acting gas'engine (like 
Robsonts but with electric ignition)'- consumed 100 caoft, 
gas per hour.. - le62 11o Hugon - water-s ray, oooling'of cylinder in L, enoir's engine. 

1862 Alphone de Roches 1815-91), 4-stroke,, cyole gas.. engine, .,,. ;,, _ D. C. rieldp "Gas Engines" in C, ZSinger Ed. 9 History of Technol ' 
y 

_49 
nar. le 1850-1900 (1958P Oxford)v Vol-Vt P-157- Gas%journal-Cente 

Llý 

1949 (1949)9 po 123- Boat., powered by tenoirls. ýgas engine inlabl, vide 
Ifechanics Iýzine 1861, Volo VI, p. 128* Internal 

, 
combustion' engines 

could use coal gas, almost'as easily, as oilf,, and, gas was'used to, power 
many vehicles in the 1914-18', World ýWar, ", ý C. M. Walterp "'The 
of Townts Gas for the Banning of'High Speed Inte=al- Combustion Engines", 
Transactions, of the'Mining Institute of Scotland 1932-3', Vol *LXXX7tP; 352. 
39 The "Gas, Engine Company" with a nominal ClOOpOOO capital was pro. 
moted in 1865 to sell *tenoir- engines in Britain and, the' Colonies.. 
J. G. t. 9 26/12/18659 p, -912. 

Description of the engine Zide'j. G. 
l2T1U/i862j 12/i2/18651 Po-89le 
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fully developed for industrial use during the 1860s, but the best 

four stroke "Otto cycle" was not developedýby N. A. Otto (1832-91) 

until 18779 just a few years before'the threat from electricity. This 

horizontal engine used only twenty eight cubic feet of gas per hour, 

but was so successful that Messrs. Crossley Brothers of Yanchester 

who held exclusive British rightsýto the Otto and tangen patent-until 

18909 prevented other British manufacturers from making gas engines, 
l 

By 1885 about 900 Otto engines had been built in Glasgow, 2 
under . 

licenoo from Messrs. Crossleyq and, 300 of those were used in the -, 

Glasgow region*3 

Gas engines could provide a more convenient power source in many 

situations where steam engines had previously been usedq but were 

particularly suitable for generating electricity, and refrige'ration. 
4.. 

Edinburgh and teith5, Gas company in 1879 installed an early Otto 

engine of three and a half horse-power for C170 compared to a steam 

1, All 2 and 6 cycle gas engines were less efficient Do - Clarkla 
1879 2-cycle engine, Yessrss Otto and tangen sold 359000 gas engines 
throughout the world within a few years of developing the system, ý tist of firms using Otto and Crossley engines vide'J. E. 'Dowsong "Gas 
Power'19 Cleveland Institute of Engineers 1698-9. pe 129# Messrs. - 
Crossley's Factory described in Engineering 1884Y. Vol- XXXVII9 P- 136, 
t. Bryantj "The Silent Otto"q Technolog7 and culture 1966, vol. nit 
pe 184& J. H, Claphamp An Economic History of Modern Britain Free 
Trade and Steel 1850-1886 (19329. Cambridge)p p-. 110& 

2* 1, %ssrs. Watt and Son of-Washington Works, Glasgowl produced Otto 
engines from 1879t J. G. t. j 1879t P- 440; 2/08859 

3- Glasgow ga3-managerff. -Foulis devised a new''but less popular 
gas engine. King's Treatise (1882), op. cit p Vo9l. IIIj po 209* 
4* Bell-Coleman-Refrigeration Company of, Glasgowt which devised 
mechanical refrigeration on ships in 1879 and in'the 

, 
1880s supplied, 

refrigerators for vessels to Australiag India and America, in 1882 
made the first successful refrigerator in which the piston (which 
expanded air for oooling) was driven directly from the, piston-rod on 
an Otto gas engine. Iron - An Illustrated -Weekly Journal of Science, 
Yetals and Manufactures in Iron and Steel l883,. Volo, 2l,, p,, ll2, 
5- F. T. Linton, (Leith) 9 "The Costs *of Working a Gas Engine Compared 
to Steam",. N. B. A. G. 11,1880, 

a, '7 .4 

U, 
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engine of Z110, but the maintemmoe cost was tFenty seven pounds per 

year less, and savings were alsO made on, labour, and spacog while the 

gas engine required, no special buildings', or'smolcy chimney. The 

engine was used to blow three smiths I fires and, machinex7 including 

a circular saw, two lathes and two grindstones. An engine of the 

same sizet installed by a sack-sewing firm in Dundee in 1878 stimu- 

lated great interest in such engines there and'used 2184 cubic feet, 

(8/6d) gas per week* By 1880 several gas, engines were used to oper- 

ate hoists and other machinery at Aberdeen, Perth and, Dundee. The 

only problem encountered was the need for higher pressure in the gas 

2 
main-sp and separate ser7ice pipes to prevent nearbylights from 

flickering. 

During 1879 a three and a half horse-power gas engine in a Dundee 

sack factory operated eighteen sewing machines", 'ý'a ý cutter, 'an& a hoist. 

The printing works of T* Nelson and Soxii in EdinburgO installed a 

sixteen horse-power engine"in 1680t and one was-also adoptedýby'a,, ' 
5 Kilmarnock soda-water factory -that year. A -four horse-power engine 

6'ý for newspaper printing and folding machines in Dumfries, was theý 

largest in southem Scotland in 1882, but, an-eight horse-power, engine 

was installed at ElphinstonG7 that year, to pump', water 32 ,0 feet up a 

wýter-tower. Kirkintillo&8ýpurchased an'eight, horse-powerýengine 

if 1--G-L- v 10/12/1878- 
2* Coupar Angus first allowed a daytime supply, for gas engines'and 
stoves in 1889, and even in Glasgow daytime pressuredurin foggy, 
weather was inadequate, for gas engines. in 1891, J. G -to 3ý12/ý1889 
17/3/18919 

3- J-GA 9-4/2/1879 
4- L-G-t-p 61411680 
5*' J. G. t P 2/4/1880*. 
6. J. G. t. j 23/8/1881- 
7- J. G. t. 9 11/7/1882* 
81 3/7/1888o,, 
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for px=ping at the sewage 'works in 1888, Stirling town"had six gas 

2 
engines by 16899 and at Glasgow a large fifteen horse-power engine 

co=enoed at Tradeston gasworks in 1891- 

When Glencadam Distillery installeaa ten horse-power gas engine 

in 1883 Brechin boasted3 six such engines. - The printing industry 

'widely adopted gas engines in the 1880s. , At'CaPar 4J- Imes - re- 

quested a twenty five per cent discount on the price Of gas for his 

three and a half horse-power engine used in printing. The gas Dir- 

ectors refused only after inquiries at Perth, 
-Dundeej, 

Glasgowq Edin. 

burgh and teith showed that no special discounts were allowed*' At 

Perth another printer# Mr, Youngg used a three and a half horse-power 

engine and cons=ea three shillings and sixpenoe worth of 'gas per week 

at the standard rate of five shillings per 1000 cubio feet, In 1898 

L'Iessrs. G. & J. I=es installed a sooond gas engine for'printing, 

but were still refused disoountse Bathgate5 gas oompany in 1887y 

however, supplied the gas engine of L. 'Gilbertson-, printerp at three 

shillinss and ninepenoe oomparea to the standardgas prioe of four 

shillings and twopenoe. 

At Dalkeith the gas company in 1887 tried to encourage gas 

engines by allowing twenty five per cent disoount on, Donsumption by 
6 the engine used by the Burgh Water Committee to supply a water tower. 

le 41611889, 
2* J. G. t 9 11/8/18910 
3* Brechin falsely boasted more. gas engines than any other'British 
town. D. H. Edwards, Pocket History and Guide to Brechin (1884, 
Edinburgh), P- 170o 

4- S. R. O. 9 Cupar Minute Book, op. - cit 26/9/1882# 12/10/18829 
14/4/1898*. 

5- S. 1400p Bathgate Minute Booky op. cit.., 20/6/1887. 
6* Normal gas price was 4/2a, but 'the -engine -was expected-to use 
3000 ca. ft. per day. In practice the consumption was 2000 cuft, per 
day I and in 1891 the discount was reduced-to lWo, the same as publio 
lights. S, R. O, p Dalkeith Minute Book9' op. cit 1 13/9/18879 2P74/1891, 
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In 1888 the gas company provided a special mains pipe, to the gas 

engine at J, Mxrayls engineering- works, '_ and in 1910 to the engine 

at Dalkeith Brever7l but in both cases refased. '_a: dis count on, con- 

eumption, In many towns the lack of daytime pressure on gas-mains 

inhibited the use of engines. - Stranraer 
2 

consumers were refUsed'a 

daytime supply in 1878p and gas-engine users were also refused such 

a supply in 1898, although from 1901 the company, tried to encourage 

their development with a five per cant discount for consumption'by 

enzinose 

Although enthusiasts of -'gas-power were overloptimistio3 during 

the 1880sq with schemes to, oonvert all town-engines, to gas-power 

using supplies piped directly. from large gasworks on the coalfieldsp4 

Britain did adopt gas-engines on a very large scale. The imported 

Otto engine technology proved more popular in Britain than in 

Germanyl as shown in Table 6.65., 

Table/ 

S. R. O. 9 Dalkeith Ilinuto'Book, op., cit 31/7/18889 7/10/1910. 
2. SeR*Oýv Stranraer I! inute, Book-g' op cit., 1/7/18789 '22/2/1898,, 
21/5A901. 

ý o. f. Galashiels gas _oompany 
in -1904 And 1907 adamantly 

refused any discounts for the gas engine used, by Galashiels Co- 
operative Society. 

, 
S. R. O, t Galashibls ifinute. Book, op. cit 

678/19o7,5/1/19049 

39 W. Kay, "On Coal Gas' and -the'Coal- question, ' in its'15earing- 
the Illuminating power of Gas"s Proc., Royal Philosophi 

on 

Glaspow 1886-79 Vol. m ii' 
Cal Socie! Z'of 

t P- 87* - _. ý, ---ý, - I- 
4., - R. T. 11oore j -"Recent, 

Developments 'of the Hamilton' Codi Fi I eld" 9 PrOco Roval Philosophical Society of Glasgow 1892.! 39 Vol, XXIV, P0630 
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Table 6.65 Adoption of - Otto Gas En, -, *' 

-, 
(1877- 

Date Number of Gas Earines 
Great Britain/ Germany, 

Irelancl 

1877 133 550 1878 145 
1879 590 424 
1880 782 436-,. 
1881 942 522 
1682 lj162 639 
1883 1472 693 
1884 1#187 721 
1885 11205 717 
1886 11 304 686 
1887 11365 944' 
1888 1 482 898 
1889 Is615 -943 1890 1005 1405' 
1891 1P933 19052 
1892 19994 -. -894', 
1893 2vO43 886- 
1894 2913.7 887 
1895 2064 891 
1896 29501 lol3l 
1897 29832 '1P174 

in Britaiý ind'dermagy- 

Total Brake Horse-Power 
Great Britai n/ Germany 

Ireland, 

- 678 
29270' 1166sý 

_--3vOO9 1,366, 
3 988- 19536 
5: 605 2pll8- 
9,877 2P704ý' 
9,962 ', 29922, 

10,090 
119267 3jv280' 
12493, -ý3,966, 139923 "4v 494 
159116' -4t895-' 
17te46 6, ogo 
19045, 69552:, 

-23#003 69219 
23v729 - 51612 

ý '25480 6tO34 
26 t 542 6p220-, 
299639 6P462 
31088 9,576 

--37.9312 119676 

Total 309973 16#193 333,062 96,666, 

Total in Other 
Countries 149204- 78j297 

Sourcet- J. E. Dow song "Gas Power". Gas Worldy 2/7/1898* 

ITo gas engines were used in Dunfermline until 1892 when a severe 

depression of the linen IndustrY led the Gas Commissioners to promote 

now uses for gas, Supplies were arranged at two shillings and 

elevenpenoe for motive powert compared to three, shillings and seven"'' 

pence for lighting, and within'five'years twenty two'gas engines, ", 

varying in size from one half to"tirelve horse-power had-be'en adopted, 

'd 
with a consumptionof 1*7 million cubiolfeet. per. year they were 

a most important newl market. 

1.11. Poole (Dunfermline)j "Ways, and' Means of, Inere'asing Gas Con- 
sumption", Gas World, 31/7/1897* 
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Table 6.66 The Bmmlo=eýt of Gas Digines in Dunfermline"(18 

Consumer Nominal Annual' 'Consumer ýHoxninal- Annual 
H. P. Consump- H. P. Consump- 

-tion. tion. 
(CU. ft. ) (CU. ft. ) 

Wholesale 
Grocer 3vlOO, Butcher, 3,700 

cycle Butcher,, goo 
Repairer 79800 Butcher 3P400 

Car 
proprietor 2 

- 
12,6oo Smith 4.6oo 

-op Society CO 2 Baker 900. 31, '' 
1259200 

Linen Joiner 4 419200 
Uanufacturer Au 159v200 --Joiner 105.9500 
Iro=orwer 31' '--649300 Baker ,3 1179400 
Joiner 4 

_31000 -Printer -382'Y500 Wholesale Printer, 4 
Grocer 4 ---191100-- 1ýIýI ý'Joiner 3 17,200 

Grain rerchant 6 73P900 Plumber 3"ý 20pOOO 
Co-op Society 8 939900 Baker 6. 

-. 
60,00o 

co-op society 12 462,200 Ioemaker 1. !1 920tOoo 
Printer 65P000- 
Printer 4 2909000 
Joiner 6 1101000 
Joiner 10 539000 

Source: - Gas 31/7/i697o Wori 

The largest concentration of gas engines was probably in the Glasgow. 

municipal-supply distric tt -1 where the'nu6ber 11 
ro .s o -1 from'632 . in I lego., 

to 1584 with 7383 horse-power in-1900,1690' w-, i. th ors p '199003 h' 
: 2 in 19099 and 1409, with-2094ý4 horse-power consuming-town. 7-gas 'in 1913- 

i b ' ff 3 ' lc C th Gas engines were ency y- e ic praised for m om oa e ission 

nv =ent. of 19059 and, offered many, advantages-in., the urban, e 'iro 

10 Glasgow City'. Lrchivesp-Ilisoellaneous Papersv, Vol.. Jý 
. 

4909), 
p. 3-18.1 b. h. p*,, oonsumed . 14 CLI-ft- gaso, 
2* Greater Glaspow asgow), p (19149M 95' 

Digest-of ýEvidenqe Given-before the Royal *-Commi's3ion'on Cý al'- 
Supplies 1901-5, (1905). 
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Although rzny s=all factories still used steam engines in 19189 these 

gave only ten per cent efficiency from seven to twelve pounds fuel 

per horse-powerl oomparea to twenty six per cent efficiency with gas 

engines which gave freedom from'coal cartage and storage required 

no boiler attendantg clinker or ash removal, could be used immediate- 

ly without stanaby lossesp ana gave no liability-for prosecution, 

for smoke nuisance. 

During the 1880s, gas engines which could power ele ctricity 

2 
generators raised some hopes that gas power could compete with, coal- 

fired power-stations. In 1882 gas-Powered electricity was used in 

Sir W. Thomson's laboratory from a six horse-power Mark gas engine, 

in Inderson's Conege from Professor Blyth's eight horse-power 

engine, and at the Advertizer offioes in Glasgow where'an Otto engine 

was eoupled to a "Brush" generator*3 Althou I gh small COnsumers. 'soon. 

found a central supply the best source of electricity, as' late as 

1907 private gas-powered electricity generators were fairly co=on, 

in banks, large co=ercial offioes, retail shops and publio buildings, 

because municipal electricity undertakings, refused to install plant 
4 to meet their short evening peak demands, 

In 1894 Glasgow Corporation5sold eleotricity at .I sevenpene eI per 

1* "Distribution of Uotive Power in Towns'll Gas Worldo 9/11/1889. 
'I - IT. H. Y. Webber, Town Gas and Its Use -for the Production of Light, 

Heat and 1. otive Power (1907)9 

2* Dundee Gas Commissioners in 1879 experimented with electricity 
production using a 3j h. po gas engine and Gramme machine. J. G, L... 
11/2/18799 
3* Although the Brush Company of Scotland preferred to supply steam. 
engines to power their equipmentl gas engines were initially almost 
as important as steam and certainly more important than hydro-power 
in Scotland. A., Jamiesonq . "On Electric "Lighting" - Minina institute 
of Scotland 1882-3, pp- 3309,357*- J. G. L 1,11/l/18.81p 15/ý/18829 
4- W. R. Y. Webber, Town Gas (1907)t oh- cit 

5* "The Use of Gas'Engines'for Electric Lighting in Scotland", 
Gas 'World, 31/3/18949 p- 345* 
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Board of Trade 'Unitj which was equivalent to sixteen 16-candle 

incandescent gas lights burned for one. houro But even premises 

like Greents Billiard Rooms preferred to generate their own electri- 

city by gas power., I! essrs. Goodson, mantle manufacturersq used 

Crossley engines of four* to nine horse-power for electricity in their 

Glasrow varehouse. The Otis Elevator Company which in 1894'supplied 

electric lifts at Maule's in Princes Streetj Edinburgh., and at the 

Central Chambers in Glasgowl supplied Otto engines for power. The 

largest private electricity plant in Scotlandq, at-Messrs. Stuart, 

Cranston & Coo, tea and coffee merchants of Glasgows used two four- 

teen horze-power Crossley engines which oonsumed 'only, one penny to 

one and a halfpenrq worth gas per Board of Trade Unit. 

Lessrs. Crossley hadq by 18949 sold 1500 gas engines for-gener. 

ating electricity. Sixteen with a total 300 horse-power were in 

use at Glascow, Ed-inbur&I Montrose. 9 and at Hoddam Castle in Eocle- 

fechan, Electricity Generation did not become a'substantial market 
1 for the sale of Gas power, despite'the apparent"advantages shown in 

Table 6.67. Small private electricity plants using-ras'engines were 

used throuChout the 1690s and early 1900s, such as those-'owned by 

I: r* Steel at Selkirk 2 In 16949 Mro' Smith I of Galashiels3 in 1902,1 

and Mr. Cochrane also of Galashiels in 1904, 

Table/ 

1. The steam-turbine by C, Parsons proved more sucoessful. for'', 
electricity generation* J. H. Claphamp An Economic History of Modern 
Britain - Eachines and National Rivalries (1887-1914) (1938, 
Cambridge), P- 133 
2* S. R. O., Selkirk Minute Book, 1'6131189 4ý4p 
3- S. R. O. 9 Galashiels Yinate Book, op. "cit*q- 
7/6/1904* 

7/10/1902t 14/10/1902, 
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Table 6.67 Advantag-es'of Gas Engines over I%ins Supply for 
Electricity (1907) 

(1) Three gas engines with Generators combinedq 
C 

each capable of 60 Kilowatts., ' delivered and 
set up, on foundations provided by consumer 3312 0 _0 

Interest and depreciation on above,, 
ýat 10 per cent C331 0 '0 

Renewals and oil at 10 per cent, 100 00 
Cost of gas at 30 ca-ft,, per unit, ' 
at 2s lld per 1000 cu. f t. 9 for 
output 1509000 units per annum 656 

'0,0 Less 25 per cent discount as gas , -. 
-Iý 

for power purposes 164' 00 

492 00 
tabour, mechanic and mate 182 39 

An nival expenses for 150sOOO units 1105 39 

(2) Taking 150POOO, Units fromthe mainsp 
on a lighting scale at 4d per unit 2500 '0 0 

Private gas engines'therefore gave a saving'of 1304 16 3 

Source: - W. H. Y. Webbert Town Gas (1967)9'op. ' Cit 

Gas companies were unwilling to supplyý cheap gas for private 

electricity plantsp because the demand Could only accentuate exist. 

ing peak periods in the evenings and in winter, unlike the daylight' 

requirements of cooking stoves and gas engines, For this reason, 

Bathgate companyl in i694-'refused discount Is for the gas 
, 

engine re 
. 

quired by a local merchant, H'S. Hissopt for generating electricity, 

Several gas companies didp however,, consider becoming electricity, 
2- - companies* At Galashiels, where Messrs, Sanderson & Son Purchased 

electric lighting equipment for their factory in 1893, the gas com. 

pany requested the town Council that year to refuse applications by 

electricity companies wishing t. o,,, Operate. in the'town, In return, 

"whenever any general desire was, expressed for the. introduction of 

10 Bathgate Minute Book, op. cit vW5/18944P 
2* Galashiels Minute Book, ' OP- Oit 9'5/12/1893P 7/11/18939, 
21/11/1893,23/l/1894t 61311894* 
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Electric light", the gas Directors would reco=end a changeover to 

electricity tanufacturej which the local company could achieve at 

minimal cost by avoiding competition, Later in 1893 the Caledonian 

Electric Supply Company did approach the Councilp so the gas company 

financed detailed costing estimates by Messrs. Browning and Gardner, 

electrical engineers of Edinburgh. These showed such high expendi- 

turep that the gas company refused to pursue the venture, yet the 

Town Council also refused permission to the Caledonian Company. 

In 1899 on Edinburgh engineert W. J, Purvesp tried to persuade 

Dalkeith 
1 

gas company to manufacture electricityv but the Directors 

refused in the belief that demand would remain too small to be pro- 

fitable. In general termsp electric lighting -in Scotland had far 

less advantage over gaslightp than gaslight had in the early nine- 

teenth century over oil and candles* Consequently electricity 
2 developed far more slowly and. provided an adequate period of time 

for gas companies to assess and, respond to the challenge. At Mon. 

trose in 1897, four private electricity works were operating but the 
3 

gas Company sustained a growth in output, Ayr was the only Scot. 

tish gas company in direct competition with a Municipal electricity 

works. Consequently the number of public gas lamps there fell from 

585 to 443 by 1897, but'their consumption, had been maintained by 

fitting larger burners. * Total gas consumption at, Ayr rose seven per 

cent in 1896-7 and only eighty four cons=ers had by then adopted 

electricity, Of those, -four ceased to'use any gasp and consumption 

1. Dalkeith Ilinute'. Bookp' op. cit q 9/11/1899* 

Electricity development in Britain as a'whole was slow in com. 
parison to European countries, like Norway and Switzerland. J. 11. 
Clapham, Economic History of Modern Britain Machines (1887-1914) 
(1938) 

P OP- cit 9 P- 132*_ 

39 Gas World 10/4/18979 P- 578o 
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by the others had fallen dramatically 
_from 

three million, to, 800, ooo 

cubic feet per year* 

The inc=aeseent mantle'enabled the entire technological basis 

of the gas industry to'cbz nV from ý the production of 'illuminating gas 

to calorific 'power' gas* 'Theigas mantle produced illumination by 

its incandescence in a high: temperature gas: flame I 'unlike 
open-flame 

burners which relied entirely upon the 
I 
incandescence of carbon, par- 

ticles produced during,. the, combustion of -the. -gas itself. - .. It enabled 

the industry to concentrate entirely upon heating-power instead, of 

"candlepower", but,, like gas oookersp the' development of mantles had 

a long history 1 
and, like the-Otto, gas'enginet'it, was-a technology in 

which Britain was subservIent, to German enterprise, - Carl Aur Von 

Welsbach (1858-1929 )2 was, the first, to produoe a cheap I mantle, usine 

cotton thread which absorbed a solution of, -rare-earth salts. - When 

le Berzelius discovered Cerium' (1803) and. th ,o. riUm_, (l825)P 'rare. , 
earth I elements and noticed Ahe incandes oenoe , of ; thorium, oxide when 
heated, 
1826 Gurney's slime light' used -incandescent. lime 

. -inan xy-7hydro, - gen 
., 
o 

flame. 
1835 Talbot made mantles of 

- 
lime-salts, on'blotting paper,, -- Later mantles were designed for use withý water-'gas (vide'supra p. 463 

whi ch gave a non-luminous open flame, e. go 
1839 Cruikshanitsplatinum wire mantleg''coated'with lime or thoria, 

oxide. 
1848 Gillardle, platinum wiremantles, in -France*, 
1878 Edison's platinum wire. mantles -coated., with: zirconium fterium, 

oxides 
1682 Clamond 

' 
in-antles. of magnesia and, magnesium-acetateg_which burned 

to magnesium oxide -(Too fragile for, normal use),, 
1683 Fahnehjeln of Stockholm made - 11 combs', or rods of 'magnesia wide-' 

ly used on European, water-gas_burners* 
rAntles based'on platinum all, proved too, expensive f6r normal use* 

1884 Welsbach experimentea4ith mantles . made 
dipped in solutions of rare earth'salts'and'then dried. 

1885 Welsbach patented, the use-of. oxides*of lanthanum, Yttrium 
zirconium and magnesia. 
E. P. Axmstr6ngg'-"'Important'Dates'in--the, Develo-oinent of . 

'Gas -Lighting", 
errance Ed*, Notebook-for Gas Engineers 948 ' -0 * cit-i P-'47*' 

P 4th Edn. -yol. V 
T 
Thorpe's Dictionary of Agplied Chemistr 'R94 
P-- 481-- - Gas Worldl 21: -"Incandescent., 

Gas Lighting",.,, _,. '7-= 
/2/1891 

ýp 
2, Go tockmang'-The Story 7 of_Cýemistry'(1960)t 211, 
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heated over an aerated 'Bunsent flames the cotton was destroyedp but 

coherent threads of rare-earth oxides remained, to produce liýht'. - In 

1886 he introduced thorium saltsp -and in 1893 perfected the "Welsbach 

Mxturell of ninety nine per cent thoria, and one per cent ceria for 

a strongerg moro durable mantle. 
1 

The advantages of Welsbachts mantle, were i=ediately apparent, 

The first Welsbach mantles in Glasgow were displayed in March 1887 

by Messrs. Baird and Tattockp manufacturers of scientific equipment, 

both at their warehouna and in Anderson's College at a meeting of' 

Glasgow Philosophical Society. Sto Enoch's Station Hotel soon 

followedg and led the van-of many commercial establishments which 

promoted this improved illumin tiono Dr.. Wallace, the city '&s 

examiner, stated that mantles produced -"a Gain of, fully 100 per cent 

in illuminating power" compared to an equal quantitj of gas-in an 
2 

open-flame burnero At first they were an expensive novelty, with 

special burners costing one guinea, and mantles five shillings each. 
3 

Only after 1891 did the scale of demand produce lower costs', and 

throughout the 1890s and 1900s, the price of mantles was reduced by a 
4 

number of innovations which made them suitable for most consumers' 
le Gas mantle manufacture vide S. Miallp A History of the Briti_sh 
Chemical industry (1931)t p. 192;, W. Aý Tildeno Chemical Discovery and 
Invention in the Nineteenth Century (1936), pp. 77'2-9 (photos), 
2e J-G. t 9 22/3AB87#' 
3- S. A. Harris , Gas Supply of North Yerseyside (1956) 

9 pp. cit I po'99. 
4* Thorium and Corium sands from Brazilq 'Carolinas, and'later Travan 
core (india) replaced expensive supplies from- Soazýdinavia; 1898 Buhl. 
mann used China-grass;. w 

' 
ith long fibresp. for 9' tronger mantles; 1901 

Plaissetty used "artificial silk" with continuous. threads and little 
twist, for more durable mantles, - 

I%ntles became more efficient with 
Kent's inverted incandescent burner of 1891, the application Of heat 
regenerative systems-in 19039 and high-pressure lighting (120 inches 
pressure) by Keith and'Blackman in 1907p which raised the. illuminat- 
ing power three *to four, times. J. S. Dow & t. Gasterg Modern niumin. 
ants (1915), 0 cit. j pp. 34-47. D., Chandlerl L)utl Histo i ýý - =Rf I ýL--t -2 " 
;f LiphtiD4 b1 as. 1936), pp* 179-207* Thorpe's Diction-a-M Of Applied 
ChemistIZ (194 OP- cit P- 481- 

- 
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Consequently in the late 16903 many Scottish 'gasworks 'reduced 

1 
the candlepower of mains -suppliesp -and purchased cheaper types -of 

coal which off eotea considerable financial"savings. 

Table 6.68 

Candlepower 

32 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 

Reduction of Candlepower in Scottish Gasv 

Number of Gasworks 

1898 1903 
5 3 

10 11 
a 5 

41 17 
38 23- 
48 25 
48 56- 

CandleRower 

24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
18 

Souroa: - IT. B. A. G. M. 1904,, 

Number of Gasworks 

1903 
19 "37 6 21 
3 17 
3 9 
0 5 

ý -0 
1 

As late as 1903v several Scottish t6wns hýd difficAty in persuading 

consumers to use gas-mantles despite the financial savings, but the 

gas-mantle was in widespread use* At Alloa, that yearl only thirty 

four per cent of gas used in'lighting was' consumed by incandescent 

burners, although the gas managor demonstrated how inefficient the 

older burners were. From random tests using five cubio feet of the 

twenty two candlepower mains gas he found that fifty per oent of 

open-flame burners gave eighteen candlejowerg 'fifteen 'per, cent gavj' 

fourteen candlepower, and thiiety five per cent gave only ten to 

twelve bandlepower. One cubic foot of 'gas gavefive oandlepower 

in theaverage open-fla=e burner, but twentyýcandlepower inan incan-- 

descent burner, and thirty candlepo. wer'in a high-pressure incandescent 

burner. 2 
Glasgow Herald3, in 1909 claimed that, the I flat-flame 

ýburners 
1* J, W. Napier, (Alloayj --"The Illuminating Power and, Calorifio Value 
of Coal Gas", N. B. A. G. 11,19049 pe 419' 
29 o. f. in tondon, one cu. ft. gave 3'eandlepower, in a flat-flame,. 
burner, 15 to 20 candlepower in a Welsbach mantle burnert' and 30 
candlepower in a high pressure incandescent - burner. Digest of Lvid. 
ence Given before the Royal Commissio'n on Coal Supplies - (1901-5 79 Vol, 
119 PP- 372-4, D. Terrance j,, "Modern Gas Lighting", Proc. 

-Cleveland Inst. 
Engineers 1895, 

-p- 
305. Me. -Gardnerg 

"on the Conve-rs'ion of'Ordinai7-- 
Gas Shades into Regenerative Lampsllpý Proceedings'of -the Royal ilo- 
soph ical Society of Glasgow 1889-90, Vol*XXIq P, 92, - 
3* Glasgow Herald, 211911909, Glasgow City Archives, Iliscell_ 
aneous Papers 1909, Vol. 181, po 118* 
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once "almost universally used" gave only three candlepower%fromý a 

mains supply of twenty candlepowers whereas the . same gas . gave 

fifteen to twenty candlepover withkMsbach burners 9 twenty. to twenty 

five candlepower with inverted burners and mantles , and - fifty to 

sixty candlepower in high-pressure street. lamps. 

IT"11ton retained many flat-flame burners in 1904y and although 

the gasworks supplied free burnersp con - sumers still purchasedý'inferior 

types at sixpence to one shilling, while local -iromongers and plum. 

bars refused to co-operate in supplying or maintaining incandescent 

burmers., The incandescent mantle enabled gaslight to compete with 

electric lighting, 1 
but adoption was evidently a slow'process 

2-- 

extencling well into the 1900s. 

Scottish 'town gas' was not widely used for heat -in -large-scale 
3-- industrial processes during the nineteenth century. On a small 

scale, gas blowpipesp soldering-iron heaterst crucible heaters and 

anaealing furnaocs were widely used4 by 1850- In addition to these, 
5 

even a town like Edinburgh with only light industry, in- 1911 usedý'. 

gas for brandingg linotype bronzing and laundry machinesp kilns, ý 
6 

ooffee-roasters, tailors', upholstererst and laundry irons, enamelling 

10 2. La* Dalkeith gas company in 1900 placed incandescent mantles at 
the railway stations of Dalkeith and Eskbank, and'supplied free gas. 
burners to consumers, in a campaiga to show-the advantages of gas -over 
electricity, Dalkeith Minute Book, cit 1 20/11/1900# 
2* 1: 7en in 1918, gas engineers urged the re 

, 
tention of self-luminous 

gas flames, which did not depend on importing foreign 'materials which 
could be halted by w ., In railway tunnelsp theatre -exits and siMi. 
lar situations where a permanent light was requiredv 6pen-flames were 
still more reliable than incandescent mantles*' W. H. Yq* 17ebberl'Town 
Gas (1918)p op. cit , P- 77- 
3. Private installations for water-gas. and produoer-gas, however, 
were common, Vide supra pp. 459 et seq. 
4- Detailed ; =-; l-es vide-TI. H. Webberp Town Gas (11907)9 
PP- 188-93* 
5- F. Popplewell, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 1910.1j,, 
op. cit 
6. c. f. irons heated by gas were used by Nioolson's Abbotsford'* 
taundryq Galashielop in 1897- , S. R. O., Galashiels Minute Book op., 
cit, 9 7/9/18979 
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. 

"Gassing" '. textiles like c. otton, 

with a gas flame instead. of oil lamps to burný off the "fluff" sur- . 

rounding threads 9 was devised in 1817 and still widely-used 
in, 

,-- 

textile mills in the 1860s. I-., -1 

In 1829 Charles Mcintosh 2 
used coal-gas iiistead of charcoal to 

control the carbon content of steel# and produced steel in under 

eighteen hours compared to eight or fourteen days in the conventional 

crucible process. However it did not become a-commercial success. 

Not until the 18803 did cheaper gas lead the large bakeries around 

Glasgow to eraploy gas fired ovensp "the first use of gas in industry 

on any scale., 
3 

Elsewhare. gas, was employed on a workshop rather 
4 than factory scale. I: uW developments originated in the Glasgow 

fira of I: essrs. Waddell and nin who in 1881 produced a gas-oven to 
5 

speed up the "hot press" stage in newspaper printing, when'wet 

papier-mache had to be dried around type on a stereotyperg to pro- 

duce a mould for the molten metal which made the-stereotype plate 

1. Process devised by Mr. Hall of Nottingham in lPl7o- In. the 1840a 
G. P. Urling and Co. made machines for gas singeing silk thread, J, 
Cooke of Belfast improved cotton singeing in 1859t- 'and by 1860 bobbins 
moved the thread at 3500 revolutions per minilte st * 

theflame., 
A* Vre, The Cotton ranufacture of Great Britain tle6l), 

- pp. 172-80 
The Builder 1847, Vol- VP P- 

ý17* 
Engineering-and 13echani-es lhgazine, 

1/4/1859t P: le 
2. G. I! acintoshp Biographical remoir of Charles Macintosh, F. R. s, 
(148t Glascow). 
3* C. rackenzie, The Vital Plame (1949)t : p- 38* 
4- Using a gas-engine to force gas 

- 
to 100' 

, 
inches water-pr'essure, 

enabled it to be used in the 1890s to fuse.. mptals like platinumt to 
temper steel e. G. axles, to lbhriz*-on" wheel tyrest andýfor case-, 
hardening. T. Pletcher, "Coal Gas as-a Labour Saving agent'in 
Yechanical Trades"t and "Gas for Licht and Work_-, in the Workshop". 
Iron - An niustrated Weekly Journal ope cit,,, 1884j Vol. '23; t P- 158i 
1885P Vol. 259 P- 137- TI. H. Webber, Town Gas (1907)t PP. "cit. l P-193- 
5- Commissioned by the Glasgow Heraldp'and'so successful that'a'- 
second oven was iiistalled for the evening paper in 1883- 
J. G. t. s 31/7/1883* 
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for printing, In 1033 they devised a gas-heated stove,, to-- keep 

tailors' irons 1 
at constant temperature, which superseded coal fires 

in muq largo Edinburgh tailoring firms since gas reduced, insurance 

premiums and cave battor working conditions, 

Prepayment motors were'the la3t important nineteenth -centux7 

innovation to expand the carket for. gas sales-* SOM6 Ofýthe earliest 

ex=plosp mado by 17, & B, Cowan, were exhibited -in 1888-by MoGilchrist 

to the North British Association of Gas 11nagersp and, apparently 
-first 

used in Scotland by him at D=barton*3 In 1893 the'Nairn gas 
'mana- 

ger c=paigned for their greater use and they were introduced -in 

Glasgow that year. Development was slow, however# because they in-, , 

volved very heavy capital outlay for small returns* 

11 J. G. tev 15/5/1883. ' Soo also R. &A- main's .. vo n-firing-back 
Burners for Gas Stoves'l, Gas World', 25/8/l894s-p-. 222** - 
2, L'oney motors devised by Hero of Aleia: ndria, -`0'50 B. 1 0,9 described 
in Pneumarim. IIropay=ent,, Sas -meter patented in 1887, by,, R, W, Bro-wn- 
hiil of walsall (Pat- 7412). 

1888 tried experimentally by S, Metropolitan Gas, Co, ' 
1889 slot meters by J, Haynest T, Thorpe and T. Ge ITarsh'used ex. 

perimentally by tiverpool'Gas Co. in artisanst dwellings. 
1889 improved slot-motor by W. E. - Price 'used 'at Ram mte (1889)1 

S. Metropolitan Co, (1892) and Liverpool Gas Co, (189S2ý-Where 
8000 ordered. 

1689 improved slot-meter by W. Cowan* 
Si I! etropolitan Co. gave bonus'to workmen to canvass for prepayment 
metersp and the n=bor used rose from 439 in 1892, to 6166 in 1893, 
259516 in 1894 and 8OP115 in 1898- 
From 1888 Brownhill's motor manufactured, under licence by Messrs. W. 
Parkinson and I! essrs, T. Glover & Co. - Gas Worldq 16/6/18881 'PP-373-5 
desoo Brownhill, motor* 
T. Wilson (Coatbridp) "Prepayment 4 Illeters" -'Gas World 1897- 
3.779T. Richmonds "Slot Cookers and All About, 'Them", Gas World, '3/12/ 
18989 P- 7589 W11/1698t-p- 758s -10/12/1898,,, P-' 084- ., C. Mckenzie, 
The Vital'Flame (l947), *p,. 2l, --S, A, Harris p -, Development of the Gas 
Supply of North I! erseyside (1956) op. cit 0 p. - 91. 
3. At Dumbarton their use may have., predated the experimeiits made in 
1890 by the oorporations"of Birminghamp, -Bolton and -'Bla ckburn'to 'test 
the accuracy ofsuch'meters. -, W. & B. -, Cowan, were soon manufacturing 
these meters in Edinburgh* 
4* W. H. Y. Webberf, Gas and Gas Ming Growth. ' Yethods and pros- 
pects of tho'Gas Industry (1918) j P. 70- 
Diag* of prepayment motor vide W. H. Y. 'ýWebberj Town Gas. (19o7) P-154* 
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it Lontrosep ehillinC slot-meters were installed in 189S for 

small chops liko pie-vendors and ice-cream vendors where the gas 

manager was unwilling to allow CXCdit* The-sucoess of these led to 

Penny slot-caters being proviaed to poor houses, where consumption 

rose very rapidly to 22v200 cabic: feet in six, months. Payment before 

consumption vas very popular among the working classes, arid the-slot- 

meters produced "a veritable revolution in the domestic: arrangements 

of that large section of town dwellers Who'cannot run quarterly bills"* 

Calashials company experimented with a-dozen $slot-meterst in 
2 1897, as did Stranraer in 1899, with great,. sucoess, in both Cases, 

Consumers who were frequently in arrears were often refused any, supply 

except by prepayment meterst as at Stranraor3 from 1903 and they 

4 bec=e increasingly important for, reducir4m, - such bad debts. Perth 

began in 1696 by installing six prepayment meters in a poor part of 

the town, and within fourteen months had supplied 800*'Of which 700' 
5 

were completely now consumers. In 1888 MoGilchrist- had shoým mana, 

Cors that inztead of the heavy labour costs at Nairng where-gas-rents 

were colle oted weekly from low income groups for their own benefit, 

prepayment meters vere ideal since many poor families burned oil 

"not because they consider it cheaper or better-than gast but simply 

because they ... cannot'lay I sufficient past-. to pay athreemonthst, 

19 'Prepayment caters were expensive. ' James IT-Ins' Edinburgh) 
charged U 61.. each in 1698. ' Galashiels 

-bought 
- 61, (f. 140) from Mine 

in 16989 and 66 in 1899 (C152), but by-1900 also purchased them from 
D. Bruce Peebles (Edinburgh)p T. Glover &'go. (Glas6w)q'aiId "Sawyer 
& Purves (Lonchester).: S. R. O. 9 Galashiels Minute-Bookj 

_pp. cit. jý 7/9/16971 7/6/189st 4/6"A899P'VV`l900i. ' 
2,, S. R. O. # Stra 

, 
nraer 19nilte Book,, op. -cit. - 

. 
18/741899P, 1/9/1899* 

3- Ibid. 9 19/2/1903*' Gas. arrears amounted'to, C203 -when the decision 
was made for their compulsory use* 
4* Gas 17orldy V811 p. 215 897 
5- J. McGilchrist'(D=barton)' "Selling Gas"o Gas World, 4/8/1888* 
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bill"l which companies normally charged. 

Although small oonsumers had been well treated in scotiandl the 

prepayment meter still tapped a large part of the poorest urban popu- 

lation, and replaced dangerous petroleum oil-lamps, The initiative# 

howevert rested upon the gas'undertaking itself, Up to 19059 when 
2 Glasgow issued 10,000 sl9t-meters to encourage. "a large number of 

potential consumers among, the poorer citizens" j onlY 721 were in use 

there. After 1907 the total number of ordinary meters in Glasgow 

declined in favour of prepayment meters, which were, in great demand' 
3 despite the higher charge made for gas to cover high maintenanoe 

costs on such meters, as shownin Table-Mg. 

Table 6.69 Market for PreýMent Metersq Gas Cookers and Heat 

. in Glasgow (1901-14), 

Date 

1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
igo6 
1907 

Prepayment 
Meters 

328 
434 
515 
66o 
721 

119100 
279177 

(Number of Appliances) 

Ordinary Cookers Heaters 
L"eters Hired Out HireýFurchase 

2o6,236 21PO53 
209023ý 22, o65 
215,6os 23051 
2219351 25#657 
227,902 289044 
231P184 31P185 

'229tO62 
42P435 

1, This was especially true in England-where workmen'in 
, the 1880s 

preferred to burn oil-lights and cook with coalp instead of, paying 
quarterly billsand making a humiliating journey, with loss - of wages, 
to sign on with a gas undertaking and pay a deposi 

, 
t, for pod 

, 
faith* 

Few weekly tenants, smallhouseholders, Or tenants of-two Or three 
rooms therefore used gas., W. J. hibertyg "The. Century of Gas Light- 
ing and its Historical Development", The Illuminatinp, Engineer 
1913, Vol- VIP p. - 200& 

2* The Gas Suýply'of Glasgow: (19359 Glasgow Corporation Gas,. Dept', 
02--jit-9 P- 59, - 
3ý In 1907, the average English surcharge-for'slotý. meters, was 10d 
per 1000 cu. ft, , and a typical'small household had one prepayment' 
meter, two or three'lightst-and'a gas cooker*L, ld'provided up to. 
30, cabic feet gast'sufficient-fo Ira 60ýcandlepower incandescent' 
light to last seven hoursq or to cook a dinner of a jointq two veget. 
ablesl and puddings, sufficient-f6r six, persons. -, ýý 
W. H. Y, Webberp Town Gas 1907P 6P- cit 9 pp., 155-6, 
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Table 6.69 (contd. ) 

Date Prepayment Ordinary Cookers Heaters 
Meters Meters Hired Out Hire Purchase 

1908 35P466 227v503 49Y469 - 
1909 43000 225,422 58t928 - 
1910 49,957 223089 67PBO2 -- 
1911 57, o6a 2210613 789997 - 1015 

1912 65PO18 21795Z3 100,693 - 49599 
1913 76P778 210,105 145P141 12P589,6091 
1914 881008 2029303 172v152 26P787 4,119 

Note - all cookers hired-out UP to 19079 then loaned and hired; 
from 1912 loaned out. 

Sources: - The Gas Supply of Glasgow (1935)p 02- Cit i P-59- 
Glasgow City Archivesp Glaspow Reports 1912-13P 

P- 876; 1913-14,, 
-ý, 

Gas fires, and free loan facilities-in place-of hire-charges for 

fittings, provided the final extension of markets, Incandescentj 

radiant heaters were developed during the 1880s with flatp vertical- 

surfaces of clay which hold tufts of asbestos fibre, heated red by 

gas jets* The 'Incandescent Gas Heating Stoves by John Wright 1 in 

16909 with cast metal filigree work backed by clay which was heated 

to red incandescenoel provided complete combustion and eliminated 
2 

malodoara. It remained popular into the 1920s, and this type of 

space heater was adopted in Scotland during the 1890s. By 1896, 

Dunfermline had forty four gas fires hired-out. At. that time only 
3 

sixty seven of the 246 Scottish gas undertakings supplied free meters, 

though the number increased during. the late, 1890s.! -1900s, for the 

benefit of poor consumers., 

1. Similar incandescent arrangements were developed for twentieth 
century. gas, fires* Gas Journal Centenary 1849-ý1949_ý(1949) p. 120* 

2o Even in 1907, however, luminous-flame heaters without chimneys 
were still widely used in-retail shops, ' warerooms'p lodging houses 
and churchest and some factories'and,,, warehouse I s1relied entirely upon 
gas-lights'for heating in winter. W. H. Y,, Webberq Town Gaýs_(1907) 
pp. 171-94. 

3,, Viz. 27 municipal gasworks and 40 private, companies, Gas World, 
31/7/1897* 
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Meter rents had previously discriminated against small consumers, 

and were used to conceal the trueprice of gas. 
1 

In the mid 1870S 

one gas manager who received only C106 rent from 1300 metersp had 

complaints about expensive gas prices, whereas nearbyl comparable 

companies which supplied slightly cheaper gasp obtained V-350 to C500 

in rent from the same number of meters. At Haddingtong where most 

consumers in 1879 used only 100 cubic feet of gas during the three 

summer months, they paid eightpence for gas and two shillings meter 

rent for that Quarter* For small oonsumersp "cheap gas" often cost 

more than "dear gasllýbecause of meter rent. 

Table 6.70 I-Teter Rents Discrimination -A inst Small Consumers 

'Dear Gas' ICheap Gast 
at 5/- at 4/- 

C S. d., F. S* d 
4000 cu. ft. annual consumption 

by small consunerý 1000 16 6 

Annual Meter Rent 016 '0 60 

Total Annual Cost 6' 126 

Source: - J. G. t,, 18799 po 254- 

2 During the 1900sp loan facilities increased greatlyq and by 

1911 not only meters but hotplatesp grills, incandescent burners and 

Meter hire charges varied 'considerably. ' Paisley in 1879 charged 
1/6d per year for a three light meter, dpproximately equal to the 
repair costsp but Dumb! ýrton charged o; 1ly-1/.. t-'and Coatbridge rewived 
f: 340 per year from, a meter rent of 3/-P or.. 10%o' on larger meters. 
D. B. Esplin, (Forfar), "Some'Reasons'for, Gas Companies 

, 
and 

, 
Corporations 

tetting Out Meters to Consumers Free of Charge'19 N. 'B. A. G. IT. 1879- 
J, G. t, 9 18799 p, 254- 
2, C. W. Hastings, Gas and Water Works Statisti'ýs (1911) (ýatqhib. 
Scot, p)* In 1911 Elie and Earlsferry supplied free cookers; Larco 
and Loanhead free grills; Kinross/Ifilnathort free cookers; Perth free 
cookers and heaters; and-Renton free cookers and-grills. 
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cookers were supplied free of charge in many Scottish townsp and 

cons=ption was maintained despite competition from electricity. 

Table 6.71 Examples of Gas Appliances on Free toan in 1911 

Company or Town 

Ayr 

Bothwell and Uddingston 

Dundee 

Fittings 
Hot platesp grillop rings 
Hot plates, grillsp incandescent 
burners with slot-meters 
Cookers and heaters 

St. Andrews Cookers, grills, fires 

Coupar Angus and Carnoustie Boiling rings 

Source: - CW. Hastingsp Gas and Water Works Statistics 
(191I)e 

The development of incandescent burners enabled Scottish gas 

undertakings not only to overcome the growing scarcity of best- 

quality coals without raising the long term price of gas, but also 

to compete successfully with electricity for lighting, and to foster 

a rapidly expanding market for domestic cooking and space heating, 

The new technology and vertical retortst previously desoribedl pro- 

duced a great increase in gas output of low candlepower but high 

calorific value from smaller quantities of cheaper coals whichl un. 

like the high-candlepower cannel ooalsp also produced. good quality 

coke for sale. Significantly, the great encouragement given to gas 

cooking in the mid 1880s coincided with a major slump in by-product 

sales, The reduction of this market finally persuaded gas under- 

takings to take vigorous and successful action to protect their 

position against the encroachments of electricity. 

1* Vide supra p. 395 
2o Vide sup p. 575 
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CONCLUSION 

Gas-lighting developed in Britain as a cheaper and safer al- 

ternative to traditional oil-Lamps and candles for illuminating large 

industrial premises, especially textile mills. Capital investment 

by the owners of industrial and commercial premises encouraged -Boul- 

ton and Watt to investigate the possibilities of marketing gas appar- 

atus, and William Murdoch's installation of large-scale plant demon- 

strated the economics and safety of gas-lighting. To assist Murdoch, 

several Soho employees like Samuel Clegg senior, Hutton, and Henry 

Creighton were trained as gas engineers. In the absence of patent 

restrictions, these engineers later sold their skills elsewherej and 

assisted both the rapid adoption of private gasworks for industrial 

premises and the successful development of joint-stock gas companies. 

Gas companies obtained the economic advantages of -large-scale produc- 

tion by piping gas to commercial and domestic premises'. and usually 

gained municipal support and way-leave 
1 by selling gas for municipal 

street-lighting at or below the prime cost. 

Private gasworks remained important throughout the nine- 

teenth century, but especially so in the period before 1840, when an 

earlier geographical dispersion of factories to water-power sites 

made the combined output of private gasworks probably of greater im- 

portance than that of joint-stock gas companies outside the princi- 

pal commercial cities like Glasgowq Edinburghq Dundee and Paisley. 

1. In the late nineteenth century, way-leave charges for opening 
the streets became more common; in 1890 Lochgelly paid L20 per 
year to the Road Trustees, and Dunfermline company L20 to the 
Town Council. J. G. L. 29/711890,23/9/1890., 
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Factories sometimes supplied gas to the village housing their employ- 

ees, and the Bairds of Gartsherrie, 
1 for example, provided cheap gas 

and water for employees in the 1880s. Estate owners also built 

small gasworks for their tenants, like James Farquharson who opened 

Auchinblae 2 
gasworks in 1840. 

The first joint-stock gas companies in Scotland, from 18L7- 

28 marked a resumption of mercantile prosperity, in the nation af ter 

the close of the Napoleonic Wars. only eighteen companies repres- 

enting perhaps 005,581 initial nominal capital stock 
3 

were formed 

at that time and were largely confined to the principal commercial 

townsv Ellon (1827) being an important exception. Sixteen new com- 

panies in 1829-30 represented a very rapid increase. This was a 

time of surplus brick capacity 
4 

and cheap labour, 5 following the 

boom of 1825; and also moderate bank rates. 
6 

Insufficient data 3re 

available to judge the role of interest rates in Scotland at this 

time, but it is possible that new banks created afier, '1825 encourag- 

ed both a greater availability of funds for commerce and industry, 

F. Groome, Ordnance Gazetteer of Scotland (1882, Edinburgh) Vol 
III p. 80. 

2. J. Watt, The Argus and Meams Directory for 1846 (1845, Edin- 
burgh) p. 9. 

3. i. e. original stock invested to test viability of companies, 
e. g. L20,000 at Edinburgh in 1817 before the Act. Vide infra P-154 

4. Economic History Review 1956-7 Vol. IX. Vide supra PP-7339 739 
5. B. P. P. 1836 (40) XXXIV, p. 99 (571) Vide supra P-735 
6. Minimum bank rate each calander year was constant from 1820-35, 

except for a high level in 1824-7; but the. rate was far higher 
than that after 1842. B. R. Mitchell and P Deang Abstract of 
British Historical Statistics (1962, Cambri; ge). Vide sup P-732 

7. A wave of new Banking companies, like the Ayrshire and the Glas- 
gow Union, actually commenced from 1830. R. H. Campbellg Scotland 
Since 1707 (1965) pp. 140-2; H. Hamiltong The Industrial Revolu- 
tion in Scotland (19329 Oxford) pp. 273-9. 



and by competition reduced interest charges. 

The slow start in Scotland was not necessarily evidence of 
P 

insufficient or poor quality entrepreneurship, or a shortage of willing 

investors or capitalp but possibly an effect of population distribution. 

Rural factories organised their own gas suppliest while small towns and 

villages without factories and occupied by artizanst retail traders and 

handloom weavers were too conservative to support the 'new light', Though not 

too small to organize a joint-stock companyp they lacked adequate motivation. 

Gas light was known to be much cheaper than oil or candlesp but until such 

inhabitants had first-hand experience of it at neighbouring factories or 

towns, they were reluctant to embark upon the necessary organization and heavy 

capital outlay. Thus the 1820s were a period in which the diffusion of 

technology occurred slowly from a relatively small number of operational works. 

Willing joint-stock investors were at first concentrated mainly in the larger 

towns, but entrepreneurs actively proposed companies even in small towns, where 

capital in the form of savings was available though slower to be mobilized. 

Nevertheless, from the late 1820s a proliferation of gas companies 

throughout the populous regions of Scotland provided the first opportunity for 

very large numbers of persons to invest in joint-stock enterprise. Some still 

feared the hazard of investment but promoters were increasingly confident 

that a major catastrophe was unlikely,, and the convenience of using gas-light 

appeared to many an adequate compenaation even if dividends were not 

immediately obtainable. Many promoters were civic dignitories and parochial 

pride, as reflected in the New Statistical Account, became an additional 

stimulus in the 1830s- 

Pactory as well as shop and domestic consumption was a prime target 

for the promoters', as at Hawick where the original mains pipes were 

only laid along the High Streetq and up the Crescent to ]Peter Wilson 

1. The first duty of Selkirk directors was to consider laying "pipes to the 
Machinery Houses about to be erected on Dunsdalehaughtit which had 
obviously stimulated interest in the promotion of a gas company. 
S. R. O. (G, B. 1/72/1 )Selkirk Contract of CopartnerY 4/2/1836 article 15, 
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and Company at Whiskey-house Mill. 
1 Mains pipes were, howevert such 

a large item of capital expenditure that manufacturers were often ex- 

pected to sign long-term contracts 
2 for consumption before the instal- 

lation was made. Discounts to large consumersq like the fifteen per 

cent on 9s gas allowed by Dalry company in 1843 to the Glasgow# Pais- 

ley, Kilmarnock and Ayr Railway, 
3 

were designed to encourage consump- 

tion by these firms. Dalry 
4 

in 1880 provided a discount to Messrs 

Kyle and Aitken's new mill on the River Rye in 1880 after applying the 

"method of comparisons" by obtaining statistics from the Paisley, Kil- 

marnock, Johnstonet Irvine and Beith gas companies. Comparisons like 

this were used by the directors of all companies to plan any aspect 

of management from gas prices and wage levels to new capital equip- 

ment. This was the basis for regional and national levels of concep- 

tual managementq whereby new methods were communicated straight to 

directors rather than through the gasworks managers as intermediaries. 

Despite the industrial applications of gas-lighting, manufac- 

turers were not numerically or financially the leading promoters of 

most joint-stock gas companies, with some notable exceptions like Glas- 

gow., the Vale of Leven, and Coatbridge companies? Subscription 

1. Transactions of Hawick Archaeological Society 1969 22. cit. 
2. e. g. - .-',, Biggart's Mill at Bridgend, Dalryq in 1834 signed 

a ten-year contract for 50,000 cu ft per year at 12s with 2s dis- 
count, but agreed to pay four per cent interest on the cash diff- 
erence between any lower consumption and the interest on the L28 
cost of pipes. (Biggart ceased to use the gas in 1838). S. R. O. 
Dalry Minute Book 22., Eit., 2/8/18349 11/8/1838 

3. The Railway signed a 10-year contract, and paid the entire 
cost of mains pipes extensions from which the Gas company retained 
a right to join service pipes. S. R. O. Dalry Minute Book op, cit. 
11/7/1843. 

4. By 1887, Messrs. Kyle, Aitken and Gardiner were the principal 
consumers of gas at Dalry. 'Lbid., 20/9/1880p 15/8/1889 

5. Because gasworks provided a market for a wide range of small*cast- 
iron implements which could be made locally, they did have the active 
support of foundry owners like J. Caldow of Dumfries; vide infra P-1368; 
also PP- 709p828. Publicans also gave support for extra business; 
Vide supra p, 913 
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committees and early Boards of Directors held a large number of re- 

tail traders, who were important consumers and supporters, but there 

is a strong probability that men in professional occupations, 
1 

espec- 

ially bankers, writers and advocates like Mark Sprott of Garnkirk, 

exercised a leading role in company promotion. They were the unpaid 

"consultants" whose wide experience of other towns, of the nuances of 

Scots Law, and of financial management, permitted the development of 

joint-stock gas company organisation. Taking Parliamentary regula- 

tions for chartered gas companies as their model, they recreated on 

a small but more comprehensive scaleg contracts of co-partnery 
2 

which 

anticipated a wide spectrum of business risks and instituted inexpen- 

sive summary methods which remained within the law of the land. Only 

rarely did they overplay their hand - advocates were leading suppor- 

ters of the 1824 Edinburgh Oil Gas Company, 3 
and the collapse of that 

venture probably remained a vivid memory for over a decade in the Scot- 

tish legal profession. It was a mistaken attenpt to revive the Scot- 

tish whale fisheries, and high raw material costs could not be over- 

come by the lower consumption necessary with high quality gas. Never- 

the, jess, the venture financed scientific experiments in which Edin- 

butgh chemists acquired a nationalreputation for their significant 

advance in photometric analysis. 
4 

1. Professional groups in which established channels of communica- 
tion, especially oral, encouraged rapid extension of knowledge, e. g. doctors, clergy. 

2. The laxity with which contracts were finalised was in great con- 
trast to the intricacy of their details. Lesmahagow company com- 
menced in 1846 and had made a full call on shares besides taking a 
L100 loan, and payed dividends, before the General Meetinj of 1848 
it agreed that the Contract of Co-partnership-should be legally drawn 
out and subscribed by the several shareholders'% S. R. O. Lesmahagow 
Minute Book 22. cit., 19/5/1848 

3. The company has been frequently misquoted. Vide, A. and N. L. Clow 
The Chemical Revolution (1952) p. 436; D. Chandler Outline History 
of Lighting by Gas (1936) p. 18. 

4. Vide infra Appendix XI p. 1629 et seq. 
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By preceding railway developments in most Scottish regionsl 

gas companies provided the first means of mobilising the savings of the 

middle classes, and even of the working classes in the north. They 

were the first opportunity for such people to participate in, and ob- 

serve Joint-stock company organization. This capital-intensive indus- 

try provided the earliest large-scale outlet, with the exception of 

water supply, whereby savings enhanced the prosperity and living stan- 

dards of the inhabitants. 

The 1830s-40s experienced a rapid growth in new branch-bank 

facilities 1 
in Scotland, one aspect of the quickening tempo of dev- 

elopment especially in western central Scotland as a result of Neil- 

son's 1828 Hot-Blast iron process, Those two decades, howeverv like 

the 1820s still represent an important gap in knowledge. Gas com- 

pany minute books, Municipal records and Parliamentary committees in- 

vestigating the affairs of large gas companies, provide some light on 

broad economic themes affecting the industry, but there is inadequate 

information on, for example, cast-iron prices, 
2 

to estimate how sig- 

nificant these were in the pattern of investment in new gas compan- 

ies during that period. Although Consumers' Companies in the early 

1840s claimed that labour and cast-iron were particialarly cheap then, 

no comparable statistics are available in the interval 1829-40p or 

before 1829. 

Population statistics are not available-for many early nine- 

teenth century urban centres; the Census often continued to provide 

1. Vide J. M. Reid, The Histo of the Clydesdale Bank 1838-1938 
(1938) pp. 829 89p 9-30 124,154. 

2. J. Butt "The Scottish Iron and Steel Industry before the Hot 
Blast" Journal of the West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute 
1965-6 Vol. 73 
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parish figures whilst ignoring the existence of a growing village, with 

a gasworks, inside the parish. In many cases, gasworks or companies 

commenced in a village so early that no date of origin has survived. 

These factors prevent a comprehensive chronology of fixed-capital in- 

vestment in the Scottish gas industry, as does the variability between 

recorded capital and population. This latter was caused by variations 

in the degree of industrial gas cunsumption. The cause of such anom- 

alies, and an improved classification of mid-nineteenth century stat- 

istics for projection backwards into the 1830s, must await detailed 

research upon urban populationg and a historical classification of 

occupational geography. A short classification of occupationsv and 

the percentage of working population in each arranged by town/village, 

and also as a regional pattern, at decade intervals, would be of con- 

siderable assistance in relating investment and output statistics from 

the gas industry to other variations in the national economy. Given 

such a classification format, for which statistics could be collated 

regionally in a similar way to the Land Utilization Survey of Britain', 

L. D. Stamp Ed. (1946)9 it would be possible to determine which areas, 

and how many people, were affected by nineteenth century economic 

trends already recognised. Only when such information is available 

can realistic appraisals be made of the significance of available 

early nineteenth century statistics on the gas industry. 

In several cases, merchants and industrialists who later play- 

ed an important role in railway developments, like James Lumsden, 1 

gained their early experience at company promotion and organisation 

Vide supra 'Consumer Companies' P-1130 

Vide explanatory leaflet The Organization of the Survey p. 2 
(no date, c-1947) London School of Economics (Croydon Ref. Lib. 
q-333-7) 
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in the gas industry. John Orr Ewing (1809-78) 
1 
similarly obtained 

joint-stock management experience in the Vale of Leven gas companye 

A national review of the personalities involved in company 

management before 1850 could be deduced from trade directories which 

are available at irregular intervals on a regional format, e. g. the 

Edinburgh Almanac or Universal Scots and Imperial Register for 1836 

(1836); J. Watt - The Angus and Mearns Directory for 1846 (18459 

Edinburgh). Existing studies have concentrated upon an examination 

of individuals involved in particular sectors like banking and rail- 

way promotion, but the information has not been correlated into an 

alphabetical form suitable for easy reference. Progress in devel- 

oping a suitable dictionary form of these individualst and those shown 

in directories, could provide an insight into the diffusion of commer- 

cial and technical knowledgev and the fundamental mechanism of joint- 

stock company promotion. Similarly, engineers and company managers 

can be identified by name in the directories, and also in the Inven- 

tory Deeds of the Court of Council and Session (S. R. O. ). These 

records would be suitable, given sufficient time, to derive a far 

more comprehensive review of engineering skills and of the origins of 

engineers, than has yet been possible. . The gas industry provided 

Began as a calanderer's office clerk in 1828 to learn the type 
of goods used in the India trade; in 1831 joined his employer 
in partnership in the yarn trade, before opening Turkey-red dye- 
works in the Vale of Leven in 1835. He was soon involved in 
organising the Vale of Leven gas company of 18350 and became a 
director and prominent member of the Edinburgh to Glasgow Rail- 
way Company (1842). and an original promoter and director of the 
Caledonian and Dunbar 

- 
tonshire railway. Later Chairman of 

Young's Paraffin Oil Co. 
Memoirs and Portraits of One Hundred Glasgow Men (1886, Glas- 

gow) Iq p. 127. 
W. H. Marwick, Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland 

(1936) p. 61. 
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blacksmiths, artizans and shopkeeperst with technological, problems 

which required improved standards of technical skill - they train- 

ed on the job, with the assistance of consultant engineers. This 

rule-of-thumb technology enabled the industry to expand without more 

than a small minority of technologists who planned and supervised 

only the major alterations to equipment. 

Specialist engineering firms provided additional assistancep 

having commenced as general engineers like the predecessors of Hyde 

Park railway locomotive works. Through their large sizes these 

firms by the late nineteenth century were able to provide advanced 

technical training and a wide range of skills to men who subsequently 

became gasworks managers. Among the most importantq Messrs Laid- 

law 1 
retained a structural-ironwork department in addition to gas 

apparatus production, and by 1901 had a nominal capital of L110,000. 

Two of the largest gas-fittings manufacturers attained similar size: 
2 James MLlne and Son Ltd. by 1899 had a nominal capLtal of E200,000, 

and Bruce Peebles and Company Ltd. 
3 Ln 1903 had a nomLnal capLtal of 

1. R. Laidlaw and Son Ltd. took limited liability on 24/5/1901. 
Owned Alliance Foundry, Broomhill Ironworks and Lambhill Foundry 
in Glasgow, and works in Simon Square, Edinburgh. 5,500 Pref. 
Shares (5 per cent) of L10; 5,000 ordinary shares of Z10. 
Directors Robert Laidlaw, David Laidlaw, Thomas. Kennedy Laidlawo 
William Kennedy Laidlaw. S. R. Oo (B. T. 2/4856). 

2. Registered 3/5/1899. Purchased old company for-L100j000 cash 
and L1009000 new shares. 10,000 Pref. shares (5 per cent) of 
L10; 10,000 ordinary shares of L10. Directors - James Milne of 
Edinburgh; John L. Milne of Peebles; Thomas T. M. Lumsden of Edin- 
burgh; Daniel Maefie of Edinburgh; Adam Macpherson gas manager of 
Kirkcaldy; James M. Oliver of Edinburgh. S. R. O. (B. T. 2/4239). 

3. Registered 24/6/1903.20,000 ordinary shares'of L5; 20,000 Pref. 
shares of L5. Directors - Wm. Carmichael Peebles of Edinburgh; 
Arthur C. Pebbles of Edinburgh; R. S. Portheimt engineer of Lon- 
don; M. T. Pickstonet engineer of Edinburgh; H. Mungallq coal- 
master of Edinburgh. S. R. O. (B. T. 2/5383). 
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L2000000. 

Innovations in technology, and a reduction of capital costs# 

were achieved at various times by gasworks managers (chief engin- 

eers), and by manufacturers who were stimulated by the universal 

practice of gas companies taking sealed tenders and accepting the low- 

est reliable estimates. Improved pipes by Messrs. Russell, and cheap- 

er gasmeter s for consumers, 
1 both devised by manufacturers, produced 

a considerable reduction in capital costs; the principal early nine- 

teenth century innovation pioneered by Scottish equipment manufactur- 

ers was that of clay retorts. Fraser's Inverkeithing retorts pro- 

duced a very considerable saving in working costs, through longer 

duration at higher temperatures, which also raised gas-output per ton 

of coal and proved highly suitable for Scottish cannel coals. Com- 

petition from Garnkirk, and from Joseph Cowan, 2 kept these valuable 

retorts available at vastly lower price than their cast-iron rivals. 

Improved retort-ovens, purifiers, washers and governors were devised 

largely by gas managers like Reid and Whimpster, on the basis of ex- 

perience gained as consultant engineers, handling practical problems 

at a large number of companies. 

Price competition between coalmasters and the advent of rail 

transport enabled companies to reduce expenditure on coal by a judic- 

ious blend of various coals of different quality. "The close 

1. Working costs also fell$ because large quantities of gas had 
previously been used without payment. In 1836 Dunfermline company 
employed a tailor to "perambulate the town" twice a week to catch 
these miscreants. Dunfermline Press 9/11/19299 p. 5 

2. Testamonial to Joseph Cowan, Tyneside retort maker. J. G. L. 
14/6/1864, p. 453. 
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dependence between the price of coal ... and the amount of gas sold 

and used"' remained of great importance into the 1920s. The cost 

of coal formed such a large proportion of working costsp than an in- 

crease in price had to be passed on directly to the consumer by most 

Scottish gasworks to avoid an immediate and heavy deficit; this was 

true of municipal undertakings as much as companies. To offset this 

costo by-products were developed as an auxilliary market of consider- 

able importance, reaching twenty to thirty per cent of the original 

coal costs. Although Scottish gas undertakings sometimes expanded 

vertically to undertake tar-chemicals and ammonium sulphate manufac- 

ture, there is no evidence of attempts to control collieries. Some 

managers like H. Bartholomew, and directors like J. Russel at Fal- 

kirk, were partners in colliery companies, but gas companies obtained 

their supplies usually on an annual basis on the open market. 

The Scottish shale-oil industry had close links with the gas 

industry, because its technology was in many respects similar. Be- 

sides providing technical training for many future gas managers, the 

oil industry exchanged knowledge with that of gasworks, especially 

through William Young who occupied a pivotal position between these 

industries and, through his associate Henry Aitken, the iron furnace 

by-produce industry. With gas managers like McGilchrist, Young 

pioneered inter-industry investment whereby a small group of tech- 

nologists purchased existing gas companies to obtain profit by the 

direct application of their engineering skills. He also adapted 

1. Evidence of Dr E. W. Smith, Chairman of the Society of British 
Gas Industries, quoted by A. M. Neuman, Economic Organisation of 
the British Coal Industry (1934) p. 96 
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the oil-gas enrichment which was being developed in the United 

States, 
1 

and devised the popular Peebles Process whereby mineral- 

oil gas was used in Scotland to raise the candlepower of coal gas 

from cheap, low quality coals. Concurrently he produced the ad- 

vanced designs of vertical shale-oil retorts which became the basis 

for Glover-West Vertical gas-retorts. 

Mineral oil gas proved far more successful than coal gas for 

high-pressure storage and use in railway carriages, 
2 

vehicles and 

navigation buoys. The Pintsch Company held a monopoly over this 

system and built several large Scottish installations. In 1892, 

enlargements to the Pintsch works, 
3 

at St, Enoch station cost L1,781; 

at nearby Bellabouston a plant of L2,315 in 1895 also supplied that 

station; and at Ayr 
4 

on the Glasgow and South Western Railway a 

Pintsch plant of L4,037 was built in 1907. Piped distribution of 

mineral oil gas superseded coal gas at several small gasworks after 
5 

the mid-1880s, like the installations at Lochgilphead in 1887 and 

Cowdenbeath 
6 

in 1888 by the Patent Paraffin Gas Lighting Company of 

Glasgow. From the 1890s, acetylene gas also provided an important 

1. A progression from Lowe! s process using oil from 1872 to car- 
burett waýer-gas, as marketed after 1882 by the United Gas Improve- 
ment Co. of Philadelphia. Development encouragedýby new oil-fields 
in Ohio and Pensylvania, and high coal cost in California which 
used Australian coal until 1884. G. Wehrle, American Gasworks 
Practice (1919, New York) pp. 23t 61. 

2. In 1907, Railway companies in the United Kingdom privately man- 
ufactured gas worth L286,000 per year. Census of Production 1907 
(1910) 22. cit. Category 52. 

3. Unclassified records recently received by S. R. O.; courtesy of 
Mr Johnstone. Large scale plans dated 16/6/1892t 5/6/1895. 

4. Sixteen iron retorts to make 30,000 cu ft per day; gasholder 
twenty ft diameter, ten ft deep. S. R. O. Ibid. documents dated 
12/4/1907. 

5. S. R. O. (R. H. P. /10398) 6. J. G. L. 11/9/1888. 
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low cost supply in many small villages in place of uneconomical coal- 

gas works. Like water-gas and other special gasesp these were dir- 

ect rivals to coal gas and yet only proved effective competitors on 

a relatively limited scale. 

Initial organisation in unincorporated gas companies fre- 

quently used a proportional voting systemo limited the number of 

shares an individual could hold, 1 
and established residential quali- 

fications in order to minimise the voting power of wealthy individ- 

uals. Many of the original ideals,, including low denomination 

shares and maximum involvement of consumers, were exactly the same 

as those of later Consumer Companies. Heavy responsibility was 

devolved upon company directors, who usually acted gratuitously and 

took full control of the financial affairs. Treasurers were appoin- 

ted, but in most companies they were supervised by the directorst who 

at least until the 1860s undertook all the auditing without the assis- 

tance of external professional accountants. 

In the absence of direct competition, other than from candles, 

dangerous naphtha lampsj 2 
and from paraffin lamps (after 1857 but 

especially during the 1870s), the principal motivation for gas-price 

reductions before 1878 was the desire to extend markets. Infrequent 

threats of competition by consumer organisations did enforce rapid, 

localised reductions in price, but in the long term were not as sig- 

nificant as the promise of higher profits and dividends which could 

1. e. g. Brechin originally allowed no partner to hold above twenty 
shares of M Journal of Artificial Light 18/10/1879. 

2. Improved oil lamps and candles vide J. Butt "Technical Change 
and the Growth of the British Oil Shale Industry 1680-1870" 
Economic History Review 1964-5 11 Series, Vol. XVII. 
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be earned by companies selling larger quantities at lower prices. 

Fluctuations in coal pricev and especially the psychological impact 

of coal crises like 1871-3 combined with the fear of an exhaustion 

of cannel supplies, provided the most significant additional stimulus 

to improved management and technology before 1878; possibly more 

immediately effective because crises highlighted the problems of the 

industry. 

Because of elastic demand,, the effects of regional and nation- 

al trade slumps could be partially offset by reducing the price of 

gas, Consequently, these external factors were a third major stim- 

ulus to better managementO' The initial loss of trade often led 

directors to take active steps to obtain information on new technol- 

ogy and market policy from other companies, which produced long-term 

improvements. The domestic lighting market became especially impor- 

tant in off-setting short-term variations in demand by local manu- 

factoring industries. Thus the Vale of Leven company in a local 

trade slump of 1845 reduced gas from lls to 10s and offset a fall of 

21,200 cu ft in factory consumption by a rise of 133,000 cu ft in 

domestic gas. Total consumption fell only 78,000 cu ft in 1846, 

because the factory reduction of 190,300 cu ft was largely absorbed 

by a domestic increase of 111,500-cu ft. Because light was a nee- 

essity of life, the cheapest supplies were sought perhaps even more 

actively during a slump. In 1847 private consumers at 953,150 cu 

ft exceeded the importance of factories at 816,850 cu ftv and an 

increase of 24,200 cu ft in sales was made "notwithstanding the 

depressed state of trade". Not until 1848, a year of "manufactur- 
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ing depression almost unexampled in severity 
J did both markets de- 

cline, and even then the domestic fall of 173,750 cu ft was less 

than factories at 229,250 cu ft. The reverse tended to be true at 

a time of high coal prices, which raised domestic heating bills and 

often indicated strong industrial activity. A slump in consump- 

tion 
2 

at the Vale of Leven in 1855 was caused by 51,000 cu ft reduc- 

tion in factory cons=ption, and 282,000 cu ft less by private 

consumers. 

The financial position of early companies appeared precar- 

ious. They were undercapitalized and relied heavily on loans, fre- 

quently in the form of expensive bills of relatively short duration, 

which sometimes amounted to more than the entire capital stock. This 

was mainly the combined result of an inadequate number of original 

investors, and a very rapid expansion in consumption which required 

immediate capital extensions. Although many works commenced with 

quite modest apparatusp 
3 like the 8,000 cu ft gasholder at Broughty 

Ferry 4 in 1847, partners had to accept the burden of loan debts. 

Credit was readily available, and although heavy reinvestment of 

profits was also resorted to, prosperous companies found loans chea- 

per than share-capital to finance especially large extensions. 

1. c. f. in 1850 by reducing gas to 8s 9d, the company achieved an 
increase in sales of 1999000 cu ft. S. R. O. Vale of Leven Minute 
Book op. cit. 2/6/1845,1/6/1846p 14/6/18479 10/6/1850 

2. Prosperity returned in 1856 with a rise of 487,000 cu ft in 
sales. Ibidep 5/9/1856. 

3. When the original Glasgow Townhead gasworks was sold at public 
auction in 1876, two of the early small gasholders fetched only 
E38 and L40; and three telescopic holders E310. 

J. G. L. 12/9/1876 
4. J. G. L. 31/7/1877 
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Reserve or contingency funds were rarely sufficient to fin- 

ance large-scale extensionsv especially retort-benches or gas-holders. 

For these, it was normal to obtain considerable loans which were re- 

paid by profits generated by that new equipment. Revaluation of 

nominal shares was a discontinuous process, with the result that 

great variations occurred throughout the century between nominal 

capital stock and gas output, or population in the market-zone. This 

largely inhibits the development of an accurate method of calcula- 

ting capital-stock for companies where no figures are extant. More- 

over, the practice of charging large items of capital expenditure 

against annual profits created sharp variations in annual expenditure 

records which make these an unreliable guide to company prosperity. 

Estimating turnover or trading capital by comparing annual expendi- 

ture to nominal fixed capital investment can exaggerate the errors, 

though it remains a useful long-term guide to prosperity. Annual 

fluctuations in wages compared to total annual expenditure cannot be 

used with accuracy because of the same problem. The extent of re- 

investment of surplus profits in a prosperous company was neverthe- 

less such that over a period of three or more decades this became the 

main source of fixed capital by financing both replacements for out- 

worn plant, and also extensions of equipment costing more than the 

original share-capital which had been invested. 

Incorporated gas companies acted in a similar manner, used 

extensive loans and reinvested large quantities of surplus profits in 

capital equipment, by evading Parliamentary regulations. Character- 

istically they supplied a large number of small consumersq and 

e. g. Aberdeen in 1871 had 17,558 consumerst of whom 16,217 used 
under 45,000 cu ft per year. J. G. L. 23/5/1871 
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argued that loan capital and re-invested profits gave a positive 

benefit to consumers who, in some measure, became co-participants 

in the venture. Companies initially projected an image of bene- 

volence towards public welfare. The Consumers' Movement rev- 

iewed'-ý shareholders and directors as, monopoly capitalists eXPloit- 

ing their commercial position. Although this movement coincided 

with periods of low interest rates, the promoters and their suppor- 

ters in most cases, and certainly in the successful cases, had a 

genuine desire to use the cheap wages and iron then available to 

operate a low-cost works and supply cheap gas; only in a few cases 

were iromnasters stimulating these companies to enliven the market 

for iron. 

The Reformed Parliament proved far more sympathetic to con- 

sumer companies in the 1840s than Members had been to earlier com- 

plaints of monopoly, like those against the Dundee company in 1829 

when they were closely lobbied by wealthy supporters of the old 

company. However, this was not a simple laissez faire attitude; 

concurrently the regulations placed upon chartered companies were 

increasingly detailed, albeit frequently evaded. 

Consumer companies, with their ideal of "socialism from 

above", soon faced the same problems as earlier gas companies when 

ideals were replaced by dividends. Moreover, consumers suffered 

under competition since the. reduced scale of output byýboth compet- 

itors raised working costs and hence prices to a level in excess of 

that required for 'excessive ' profits under monopoly conditions. 

Professor Alfred Marshall 
1 

in 1890 used this argument to redefine 

1. J. G. L. 14/10/1890 
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gas and water supply, like electricity and railways, as an 'indivis- 

ible industry'. He favoured a monopoly for such industries, with 

private ownership subjected to public control, 
1 in contrast to the 

government bureaucracy then being advocated by German and United 

States economists: "A private company which stands to gain something 

by vigorous and efficient managemerxtg by promptness in inventingg as 

well as in adopting and perfecting improvements in processes and or- 

ganisation, will do much more for progress than a public department. "4 

A municipal body would have less ability to discover which "employees 

have originating and constructive ability", and according to Marshall 

was "more liable to have the efficiency of its. management interfered 

with for the purpose of enabling other persons to gain the votes, of 

their constituents, pn questions in which it has no direct concern; and 

as a corollary from this,. it tends to promote the'growth of political 

,, 
immorality, and it suffers from that growt4. " 

This was a premature post-mortem on the municipal enterprise 

which assumed ownership of many Scottish gas companiesq especially 

in large towns, after 1868. The Journal of Gas Lighting 
2 

correctly 

estimated that "fresh outlets for trade are due in the main to indi- 

viduals" initiative, yet this does not verify Marshall's view that 

"in great matters the freedom of experimenting lies only with those 

who undertake the /private7 responsibility of the*business. " Indi- 

vidual managers expre'ssed their personality in the efficiency and 

innovations of their gasworks, whether these were company works like 

1. Although Babbage had earlier favoured free-competitiong he too 
proposed public control (maximum dividends, public auditing'and 
published accounts) over the voluntary monopolies produced by 
gas companies making I'districting" agreements. 
C. Babbage On the Economy of Machines and Manufactures (1832) p. 259'' 

2. J-G. L. 14/10/1690 
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Perth under Whimpstert or municipal works like Greenock under A. 

Ritchie, or Glasgow under W. Foulis. There is no evidence that 

municipalities chose less capable managers than did companies$ and 

they undoubtedly experimented with some bold schemes including the 

first regenerative retorts in Scotland at Glasgow, the Insch Green 

works at Greenock, and the vast new Granton gasworks in Edinburgh. 

They were not necessarily more efficient than equivalent company gas- 

works, as illustrated by the rise of Partick, Hillhead and Maryhill 

company in competition with Glasgow in the 1870s, but in reducing 

the price of gas they were at least equally efficient. 

Municipal works solved the problem of public accountability 

without the higher operating costs of duplicate facilities and leak- 

age in competing companies. However, the use of loan capital carried 

the same burden of interest payments as when used by monopoly compan- 

ies, and municipal gasworks practised heavy reinvestment of surplus 

profits both in the purchase of capital equipment out of revenue, and 

the repayment of loans. They made excessive depreciation allowances 

in the same manner as companies had previously done, thereby reducing 

the book capital to well below the market value of capital equipment 

exactly as it appeared in companies which practised reploughing. By 

this means, cheap gas was produced and high profits in comparison to 

book capital; but it is by no means clear whether a Chartered com- 

pany in the same position could not have achieved similar results. 

Geographical "depressed regions" are clearly defined by gas 

industry statistics and await more detailed analysis than has been 

possible here. In 1863, for example, 
1 Aberlour in Bauffshire charged 

1. Black's Morayshire Directory (1863) 22. ait. 0 pp. 819131. 
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16s per 1,000 cu ft and the company at Garmouth/Kingston at the mouth 

of the Spey charged l5sq well above the prices in most towns. Small 

companies paid higher overheads than large concernsq and even on the 

coalfields consumers in smaller towns paid more than those in large 

commercial centres. The convergence of population into central Scot- 

land 1 
enabled a whole range of companiesp not least in the gas indus- 

try, to benefit fr= a large local marketv an integrated commercial 

infrastructure, and good transportation especially of coal supplies. 

These advantages reduced prime manufacturing costsv and thereby allow- 

ed sale prices to be reduced. Where long-distance transport was im- 

practical, as in the case of gas, or where it raised the market price 

of manufactured or semi-manufactured goods, the benefits were confined 

to the immediate locality and encouraged a further concentration of 

population wishing to take advantage of them. 

Away from the coalfields county Directories and C. W. Hastings' 

periodical Gas and Water Works Statistics illustrate the twin handi- 

caps of expensive coal and small markets. Consumers paid more, in- 

vestors received lower dividends, and in comparison with industrial 

towns, these were "depressed regions". Even small towns had a gas 

supply, but high prices resulted in fewer consumersp lower outputq 

and greater competition from alternative lighting like paraffin lamps. 

Lower profits reduced reinvestment in technical improvementst and the 

cycle repeated itself. 2 

A Slaven, The Development of the West of Scotland: 1750-1960 
(1975) p. 136. 

2. i. e. lower efficiency meant higher coal costs and a higher ratio 
of turnover exported from the town; lower profits meant a slower 
recycling of money in the local economy which, repeated in many 
industries, was a disincentive to further progress. 
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The pace of technological change increased rapidly in the 

1880s and was maintained into the 1910s. This was the result of 

four factors, only two of which were totally independent variables. 

Very high prices for by-products especially ammonium sulphate, up to 

1884 resulted in considerable investment in improved gas-purifica- 

tion equipment, and despite the price slump caused by by-producb 

recovery from blast-furnaces, the Ammonia-Soda process provided a 

growing market which continued to absorb growing quantities of gas- 

works 'liquor'. Competition from electricity, whether real or 

threateneds was nevertheless the major stimulus to technological 

change from 1878; and in some measure it stimulated the great inter- 

est in by-product revenues Regenerative retort-benches, using a 

system of heat-conservation developed more than a decade earlier for 

metallurgical industriest were introduced rapidly and successfully 

in the 1880s to produce cheaper gas. 

Large price reductions were offered, and exhibitions organi- 

sed to encourage gas consumption in heating and cooking 'stoves'. 

Candlepower was gradually reduced, to enable cheapert poorer coals to 

provide the additional output. Gas engines provided a further mar- 
12 

ket, though not for generating electricity since peak-load demand 

coincided with that of domestic consumers and would have required 

heavy additions to fixed capital equipment. 

Gas output rose rapidly in 1880-1914 and gas became increas- 

ingly valued for calorific rather than illuminating power as incan- 

1. Especially for printers, like Messrs. Nelson of Edinburgh. 
M. Plant, The English Book Trade (1965) p. 288. 

2. c. f. Gas engines provided the first electricity supply in Bel- 
fast. R. H. 'Parsons, A History of the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers 1847-1947 (11-9-4-7-7-p. 228 (diag. ) 
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descent mantles were adopted. The important technological innova- 

tions, mantles and regenerative retorts9 were imported from contin- 

ental Europe, and imply a serious gap in entrepreneurial progress 

between 1850, when British engineers were constructing European gas- 

works, and the 1900s when vertical retorts were a British innovation. 

The quality of management in many small and medium-sized Scottish 

gasworks improved little between the 1840s and 1860s, when an Associ- 

ation of Gas Managers provided a great improvement in the diffusion 

of knowledge. In larger works, managers were educated under the 

excellent part-time South Kensington scheme from the 1880s; prev- 

iously the best managers had to seek external engineering practice 

in oil-shale or general engineering works. - 

As a consequence of dull national trade after the 1871-3 

boomg stokers wages fell after 1878 to a level which probably more 

than offset the reduction in commodity pricest caused by cheap im- 

ports, A genuine wage grievance was thus the basis for labour agi- 

tation throughout the 1880s, and especially during the disturbances 

of 1889-90. Rising labour costs provoked a rapid development of 

mechanization in the 1890s, and ultimately the highly automated ver- 

tical retorts of the 1910s. The precise correlation between labour 

costs, labour agitation, and mechanization after 1890 requires fur- 

ther detailed study. As output rose rapidly, many old gasworks 

moved to new locations adjoining railway lines, to take advantage 

of gravity-feed and constructional arrangements which reduced labour 

costs on a growing input of coal, and output of coke. Coke produc- 

tion increased considerably in value in the early 1900s as differ- 

ent types of coal were used for calorific gas. 

Electricity installations had a considerable impact on small 
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companies, like Cupar 
1 

in 1903, but through increased advertising, 

gas cooking and incandescent lights increased in popularity, pre- 

payment meters captured the poor section of the market from oil 

lamps, and the gas industry remained in a highly competitive posit- 

ion at the outbreak of the First World War. Liquid by-products 

were again remunerative, and the great increase in gas consumption 

which continued into the 1920s was largely a result of a rising 

market for calorific gas 
2 by many sectors of manufacturing industry. 

In 18949 Cupar arranged to supply the Fife and Kinross Lunatic 
Asylum, which soon consumed over one million cu ft per year 
(L254), but changed to electric lighting in 1903. 

S. R. O. Cupar Minute Book 2E. cit., 7/9/1894,16/1/18961 
14/5/1903. 

2. A. M. Neumanp Economic Organization of the British Coal Indus- 
try (1934) p. 101. 


